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Preface

A

ccording to popular legend, a Mac is so easy to use that you don't need to read
books about it. Alas, if only that were true. In fact, discovering all the power
that the Mac OS gives your computer would take months of exploring and
experimenting. Yes, exploring and experimenting can be fun. But do you really have
months to devote to your computer's operating system? Save your time for having
fun with games and multimedia, exploring the Internet, or maybe getting some work
done. Benefit from the experience of others (in this case, the author and his
collaborators). Read this book so that you can put the full power of the Mac OS to
work for you without a lot of poking around the Mac desktop.
Maybe you think you don't need this book because you have Apple's manuals and
onscreen help. It's true these are good sources of information. But the Macworld Mac
OS 9 Bible contains a great deal of information you won't find in the manuals or on
help screens. This book also provides a different perspective on subjects you may
not quite understand after reading the manuals. And because this book describes
the Mac OS completely, you can use it instead of Apple's manuals if you don't
happen to have them. (They tend to be rather thin these days, anyway.)

Who Should Read This Book
This book is meant for people who already know Mac OS fundamentals such as
choosing commands from menus, moving icons on the desktop, and selecting and
editing text. If you have spent more than a few days with any Mac OS computer, you
know how to do these things and are ready for what's inside this book.
Read this book to learn all about Mac OS 9- how to use it if you have it, and why
you should get it if you don't. Mac OS 9 is a feature-rich upgrade to the venerable
Mac OS, touted by Apple as the "Internet OS," and Mac OS 9 definitely has its share
of Internet-related upgrades. But there's a heck of a lot more that's changed in Mac
OS 9. Whether you're interested in learning the basics or ferreting out every last
detail in this latest release, this book will help you get the most from your sessions
with Apple's latest OS.

\1111
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Whars Inside
Macworld Mac OS 9 Bible covers all of Mac OS 9's features-new, updated, and

existing from previous versions- in six progressive parts:
+ Part I takes a quick look at the features of the Mac OS. Use it to get started
right away or to see the big picture. You get an overview of what's new in
Mac OS 9, what "hot" features have been added recently, and what features,
even though they've been around for a while, are essential tools in the Mac
user's arsenal.
+ Part II describes in depth what you encounter when you start using the Mac
OS. Windows, icons, and menus appear when you start up a Mac, but look
closely and you may find some new and useful aspects of these elements.
When you go beyond looking around the desktop, you can organize your
disks, folders, and files with the Finder. You get right to work by opening
programs and documents (including documents from Windows and DOS
computers), moving document contents around, and saving documents.
You learn to search your computer and the Internet using the much-hyped
Sherlock tool. You can modify the Mac OS appearance and behavior, and
you can get help onscreen when you need it.
+ Part Ill tells you how to use some important Mac OS capabilities. You learn
how to fine-tune the system by making changes in the special System Folder
and adjusting a multitude of settings in software control panels. You discover
how handy aliases can be. You learn to deal with fonts and typography, and
also learn to control printing. In this part you find out why the Mac OS
deserves its reputation as the multimedia leader among personal computer
operating systems. You also learn how the Mac OS makes it easy to explore
the Internet, including the Web and e-mail.
+Part IV takes you beyond the Mac OS basics-way beyond. You learn to be
comfortable with managing your Mac's memory. You learn how to set up a
simple network of computers, share your files with others on the network,
and use their shared files. You get to know how any Mac can speak and how
most can listen. This part of the book also introduces AppleScript and teaches
you how to use it to automate repetitive tasks.
+Part V presents many ways to make the most of the Mac OS. You'll find
that the accessory programs included with the Mac OS come in handy on
occasion. If they're not enough, you'll find a chapter devoted to describing
low-cost software utilities you can use to enhance the Mac OS. Two more
chapters reveal over 100 Mac OS tips and secrets. Another chapter guides
you through troubleshooting procedures.
+ Part VI details how to upgrade or install the Mac OS, including how to install
a clean copy. You see how the various recent Mac OS versions compare and
what their requirements are, so you can decide whether to stick with the
version you have or to upgrade it. You find out how to get ready to install, and
you can follow step-by-step instructions for installing everything on your Mac
OS 9 installation CD-ROM.
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In addition to these six parts, this book includes a glossary filled with those terms
you're bound to encounter in a tome like this, including quite a few that Webster
hasn't gotten around to, yet.
If you read this book from front to back, you will find that some information appears

in more than one place. In particular, everything that Part I covers in summary
appears elsewhere in the book in more detail. Also, some of the tips and secrets in
Chapters 27 and 28 appear first amidst relevant subject matter throughout earlier
chapters. This duplication is intentional and is meant for your benefit.

Conventions Used in This Book
This book makes use of established conventions in an effort to help guide you
through the material.

Mac OS version references
As you may have realized from reading this preface, this book uses the term Mac OS

to include all versions of the Macintosh operating system, also known as the system
software, unless a specific version number is stated (such as Mac OS 9). When you
see a range of version numbers, such as Mac OS 8-9, the topic under discussion
applies to all versions in the stated range. While all topics discussed pertain to Mac
OS 9, we'll occasionally toss in a reference to earlier Mac OS versions to place things
in the proper historical context.
Apple named earlier versions of the operating system System instead of Mac OS.
You may notice occasional references in this book to System 7.5.5 and earlier. Just
remember that Mac OS and System are two terms for the Mac operating system.

Sidebars
Certain discussions in this book are expanded with sidebars. These are shaded
boxes that contain background information, expert tips and advice, areas where
caution is needed, and other helpful information.

Feedback, Please
The author and publisher appreciate your feedback on this book. Please feel free to
contact us, care of IDG Books Worldwide, with questions or comments. (JOG Books
Worldwide, Inc.; 919 E. Hillsdale Boulevard, Suite 400; Foster City, CA 94404)
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T

he update to Mac OS 9 is a significant leap over its
predecessor, Mac OS 8.6. After all, it would need to be to
get a whole new version number, right? That new number is
warranted, because Mac OS 9 sports quite a few new features
that might change the way you work with your Mac.

Mac OS 9 doesn't look a lot different-it doesn't include as many
tweaks to the appearance of the OS as previous versions- but
there are quite a few new utilities and functions to explore. Plus,
Mac OS 9 includes many "under-the-hood" updates that fix and
augment the innards of the operating system. Hopefully that
means more stability and better performance if you're upgrading
from an earlier version.
Probably the most obvious new feature in Mac OS 9 is support
for multiple users. This makes it possible for different people
to log in to a single Mac and customize their desktops, folders,
and Mac options and then log out, making the Mac available
for others. Along with this comes a new voice authentication
system- if you'd like to avoid typing your password, you can
opt for a voice password instead.
Other features run the gamut-there are quite a few additions
that improve Internet and networking access, as well as the
s ignificant addition of Apple Encryption, a method for sending
and storing fil es as secure, encrypted documents. Plus, Mac
OS 9 features the return of a Mac OS capability that was left
for dead years ago, called the Keychain. With one password
you can store all your other passwords, making it easier to
remember and sign on to multiple services, Web sites, servers,
and so on.

Enhancements that
improve the reliability
and performance of
your Mac
Allowing multiple
users access to log in
and access one Mac
Security and privacy
improvements in the
Mac OS
Discovering other
cool features:
Software Update,
FontSync, and
Carbon

• • • •
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Part I

+ OVerview of the Mac OS
This chapter gives you an overview of all the brand new features included in Mac OS
9. After you've read this one, read the next two chapters to see what features have
been improved since Mac OS 8.6 (Chapter 2) and which are recent improvements to
the overall Mac experience s ince about Mac OS 8.0 or so (Chapter 3).

Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X: What's
the Difference7
The world of Mac OS version numbers has become a bit more complicated over the
past few years. Apple offers (or has recently offered) a number of different Mac OS
versions, including Mac OS 8.x, Mac OS 9, Mac OS X, and even Mac OS X Server. So,
what does it all mean?
Apple has essentially a three-pronged strategy (at least, as far as we can tell) that
comprises Mac OS 9, Mac OS X, and Mac OS X Server. Essentially an upgrade to
Mac OS 8.5 and 8.6, Mac OS 9 is aimed at consumers and professionals who prefer
the backward compatibility, familiar interface, and tried-and-true technologies
of the current line of Mac OS versions. It's also designed to run on more Power
Macintosh machines, including the latest G3 and G4 models . By contrast, Mac OS X
will only run on Power Macintosh G3, G4, !Mac, and PowerBook G3 models. If you
have an earlier Power Macintosh model, then you can't upgrade to Mac OS X.

What makes Mac OS X different?
Mac OS X is considered Apple's "next-generation" operating system because it offers a
number of low-level improvements over Mac OS 9. While Mac OS 9 is certainly a robust
operating system, Mac OS Xhas a number of modem features that please the computer scientists to no end, including the following:

+ Preemptive Multitasking. While Mac OS 9 is fully capable of multitasking (running
more than one application at a time), its system is called cooperative multitasking
because it allows the applications to have a Jot of say in the matter. For instance, an
application can decide how much of the processor's time it would like to take when
it's the active application. Wrth Mac OS X's approach, the operating system has more
control, telling applications how much processor time they get. That generally
proves more efficient and responsive. It also allows Mac OS Xto control errant
applications that are hogging the processor.

+ Multithreading. Although Mac OS 9 features a form of multithreading, it's an
add-on to the OS. Not all applications are written to take advantage of it. With
multithreading, different processes within an application are each given threads that
are managed individually, which allows parts of the application to be responsive
even while another part is busy doing something.
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+ Memory Protection. Another advanced feature of Mac OS X is memory protection,
which means simply that each application that runs on a Mac OS X system is given its
own partition of memory that cannot be written to by another application. While Mac
OS 9 offers memory protection, it's not as robust-a poorly written Mac application
can sometimes write to or read from another application's memory area. When that
happens, the application will generally crash. This crashing can cause corruption in
other parts of memory, bringing down many or all of the running applications. In Mac
OS 9, this happens less frequently than with older versions, but in Mac OS X, it rarely
happens at all.

+ Dynamic RAM Allocation. Mac OS X is able to give applications more or less
system RAM as they request it, avoiding some situations in Mac OS 9 where an
application runs out of memory because its manual allocation (a number you enter
in the Get Info dialog box) isn't high enough.

+ Symmetrical Muhiprocesslng. Mac OS X features support for Macintosh
computers that have more than one processor. This makes it possible for different
processes or applications to be running simultaneously on different processors
that are installed in the computer. Mac OS 9 includes support for a limited sort of
symmetrical multiprocessing, designed specifically to allow certain applications to
take advantage of the multiple processors in the Power Macintosh 9600 MP and
some non-Apple PowerPC-based Mac OS computers. Mac OS X's foundation is
designed so that the OS itself takes advantage of multiple processors, which may
very well be built into Power Macintosh G4 workstations by the time you read this.

+ Muhiuser Support. Mac OS X allows multiple users to be signed on to and working
with a single computer at once. (This is generally achieved using "terminals" or other
networked computers that have access to the Mac OS X computer.) While Mac OS 9
also supports multiple users, it only supports one at a time.

Mac OS X features a number of differences from Mac OS 9 and its predecessors,
most of which are designed to give it a more modern foundation (see the sidebar
"What Makes Mac OS X Different?"). In order to achieve these differences, Mac
OS X had to be reworked from the ground up. Mac OS X is based on a variant of
Unix, with a Mac OS-style interface and many other additions. Obviously there
are advantages to this approach, since it means that the Mac OS of the future will
be more reliable, offer higher-end capabilities and better performance. But this
change also comes with a downside. First, Mac OS X is essentially a brand-new
operating system, meaning there are some bugs to work out. Second, applications
need to be updated to take advantage of Mac OS X's unique abilities, something
that will take time. Third, the Mac OS X interface is different from the traditional
Mac look and feel, including a remarkably different scheme for managing files,
system software, updates, networking-the Jist goes on and on. Even expert
users of Mac OS 9 and its predecessors will find they have a lot of learning to
do when it comes to Mac OS X.
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So, which OS should you use? It generally depends on what you're trying to do.
Mac OS 9 is a fully capable operating system that works great for most consumers
and professionals. If you're a game player, s urfer, checkbook balancer, educator, or
bus iness professional, then you'll probably get along just fine with Mac OS 9. Mac
OS 9 remains the most advanced OS for Macintosh computers on a number of
fronts, including the richest variety of publishing, content creation, and business
applications. And, it's familiar to anyone who has used previous Mac OS versions.
Plus, if you don't have a PowerPC G3 or higher processor in your Mac, then Mac OS
X won't run on your machine, so the best way to get recent advances in the Mac OS
is to upgrade to Mac OS 9.

~
Note

Your Mac must have a PowerPC processor of some kind to use Mac OS 9. This
means Macs that were factory-equipped with a 68040, 68030, 68020, or 68000
processor cannot use Mac OS 9. Macs with a 68040 must use Mac OS 8.1 or earlier. Macs with a 68030 must use Mac OS 7.6.1 or earlier. Some Macs with a 68030
(specifically the SE/ 30, llx, and llcx) and all Macs with a 68020 or 68000 processor
must use System 7.5.5 or earlier.

Some graphics, media, and Web professionals are the type that will likely gravitate
toward Mac OS X, at least in its early iterations. It's a major shift in the way Macs
work, so it wHI take time for the kinks to get ironed out and for all the support to be
put into place. Eventually, Apple will probably roll the two together and recommend
that everyone update. As of this writing, though, that time is well down the road.
Mac OS 9 remains a great choice that offers rich tools, increased stability, and more
features than any previous Mac OS version.

Reliability and Performance Improvements
Oddly enough, many "hidden" improvements to the Mac OS were added in Apple's
free update, Mac OS 8.6, which was issued in the spring of 1999. Specifically, the
Mac OS was ported to a microkernel architecture, giving it some added features
and making it a bit more modern in the process. A microkemel sits between the Mac
hardware and the Mac OS, acting as sort of a traffic cop. Ideally, this improvement
has meant less hanging and freezing in Mac OS 8.6 and now in Mac OS 9, since the
microkernel can better protect the Mac OS from errant, crashing applications. (fhe
applications will still crash, but the OS can recover more often from those crashes.)
Along with this microkernel architecture comes improvements typical to each
new release of the Mac OS- bug fixes, improved stability, and more "native" code.
Since the PowerPC processor was introduced in Macintosh computers back in
1993, the Mac OS has been going through a s low evolution, where parts of it have
been continually updated to run native PowerPC code instead of code originally
designed for the Motorola 680x0 series of processors. (fhe 680x0 processors were
used in pre-Power Macintosh machines like Quadras, Mac Us, and LCs.) For years
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some of that old code has run in "emulation" on the PowerPC, where the Mac OS
actually pretends it's an older processor so that those instructions can run.
Mac OS 9 also includes rewrites of the Memory control panel and underlying
technology to make it a PowerPC native-thus, faster and more efficient. Likewise,
there are small improvements to AppleScript, File Exchange (for dealing with Intelbased PC disks and file), and the AppleShare client (for accessing AppleTalk server
computers).

Multiple Users 1.0
One of the biggest new features offered by Mac OS 9 is the Multiple Users
control panel, finally allowing more than one person to personalize their Mac OS
workspace. This technology allows each user to have their own Finder preferences,
desktop settings, document folders, applications, and so on. In fact, it's also a way
to keep certain applications, documents, or other files secure from others who may
use your Mac, whether you're in a shared office setting or you simply don't want
your kids throwing out important financial documents . Because Multiple Users
requires each individual to have a password, you can keep many different people's
data and configurations on one Mac, and still keep all that data safe and secure
(see Figure 1-1).
Figure 1-1 : If you have Multiple

I NeW oor I
~J

Users active, each individual user
must enter a user name and
password in order to access the
computer.

~~)

'-~

II

Multiple User Accounts: f) On

0

l'ptlans

011

Once you get past the setup screen, individual users can have their own desktop
settings, file folders , organization system- pretty much everything. In fact, this is
the perfect solution for many folks who share a single computer without sharing
the same sense of, shall we say, fashion (see Figure 1-2).
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Figure t-2: Get your own space - when you log in using Multiple Users, you can

customize a number of things, like the background, Stickies, and other settings.
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The best part is, only the administrator (the "owner" of your computer) has to
worry about the Multiple Users control panel-once you've created the accounts,
each user can change their own personal settings and preferences without
worrying about messing up someone else's desktop.

Types of accounts
The Multiple Users control panel gives you control over each individual user account,
allowing you to determine exactly what can be accessed by whom. Using three different
kinds of accounts-Normal, Limited, and Panels-you can determine how much
access to the Mac each user has.
With Normal accounts, users can change settings, customize their desktop, change
the printer, and basically accomplish or configure most anything that a typical Mac
user can. In fact, Multiple Users goes deep into the system, allowing you to configure
things like Internet settings (e-mail addresses, signatures, Web home pages), default
browsers, and e-mail applications-even your monitor's screen resolution can
change for each user. Even your preferences within applications can be different.
That way more than one user can access Netscape Communicator, for example,
without stepping on each other's settings or stumbling across each other's e-mail.
(Pretty cool, huh?)
With Limited accounts, users have a little less freedom and administrators have a
little more power. If you're the one setting up the account, now you have control
over some basic configuration issues- things like access to the Control Panels
folder, whether or not the user can access CD-ROMs or DVD-ROMs, and whether
the limited user can access the Chooser and Network Browser. In fact, you can even
decide whether or not a user can print and to which printers they have access. On
top of that, you can specifically decide which applications on the system the user
can have access to and which are forbidden.
With Panels accounts, users are both limited in what they can access and in what
they can see on the screen. Using an interface composed of different tabbed panels,
the user can only access exactly what the administrator has made available to them
(see Figure 1-3). This is probably best for a lab situation, for young children, or in
other circumstances where you not only want to limit what the user can access, but
also their ability to move files and folders around on the desktop. With a Panels
account, the user is very limited in what they can do.
And just in case you're worried about other people who might need to use the Mac,
you can create a guest login that allows anyone to access the Mac- while keeping
your personal files, applications, and documents safe. Like any other account, the
guest account can be Normal, Limited, or Panels.
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Figure 1-3: The Panels interface makes using the Mac easy and changing anything
about the Mac very hard.

Global Multiple User Options
Because Multiple Users gives each user the ability to set their own options (to one
degree or another), it then becomes necessary to allow the administrator to set
some global options that affect everyone. Right in the Multiple Users control panel
is a special button that lets you take a look at those global options (see Figure 1-4).
Global Multiple User Options gives you the opportunity to enter a Welcome
message for the log-in screen, choose whether or not Voice Verification is allowed,
and specify what happens if a user is Idle for a certain number of minutes. Click the
tabs at the top of the window and you can control other options, too. For instance,
you can set up a list of banned CO-ROMs and DVDs that can't be used or played by
anyone whose DVD access you've restricted. This is a great way to keep the kids
from watching R-rated DVD movies or playing too much Quake while you're away
from the Mac. It's also a way to limit users' access to only certain files or folders on
those discs (see Figure 1-5).
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Figure 1-4: The Global Multiple User Options let the
administ rator make some i mportant decisions.
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Figure 1-5: The Global Multiple User Options let you
limit your users to using only certain files or folders on
CD and DVD titles.

Additional features of the Global Multiple Use r Options include notification when a
new application is installed (you 'll be told this when you, as the "owner," log out of
your account) and whether or not to permit a Guest account, among other things.
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Voice Verification
Hand-in-hand with Multiple Users comes a new technology for gaining access to
your Mac OS 9-based Macintosh called Voice Verification. This system actually
makes a voiceprint of you saying a passphrase (which is simply a reference sentence
that you speak so the Mac OS can analyze your voice patterns) and then compares it
to a stored voiceprint on the system. If it's a match, you get into the Mac. If it's not,
you don't get in (see Figure 1-6).
FlrstRocordlng

~

Retord the phrn se:

-

" My voice Is my password.''

Figure 1-6: Voice Verification compares your voiceprint

to the stored password voiceprint.
It's an interesting idea, especially if you're using other voice controls on your Mac
with PlainTalk 2.0 (discussed in Chapter 2). You'll need a microphone hooked up
to your Mac, and it should be a good one-like the PlainTalk microphone included
with most Power Macintosh models. The internal microphone on models that
include one should work well, too.

The Keychain
Although technically an existing Apple technology, the keychain hasn't been
around s ince System 7.5.5 (it was part of Apple's PowerTalk technology), and is
being reintroduced in Mac OS 9. Put simply, the keychain allows you to store
different "keys"- usually user IDs and passwords- and you can automatically
supply them as needed so that you don't have to type or even remember them.
All you have to remember is one master password that locks and unlocks the
whole keychain. If you have trouble remembering all the various passwords you've
assigned to documents, Internet sites, or other password-sensitive areas, you can
Jet the keychain handle them for you (see Figure 1-7).
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Figure 1-7: The keychain gives you easy access to the
user IDs and passwords that you use on the Internet.
Nearly every time you enter a password or try to access a secure Web site, your
keychain gets rattled. If your keychain is currently unlocked, then that password
can be entered automatically, without you needing to remember it. If the keychain
is locked, then you simply enter the password for the keychain. That opens up the
keychain, allowing the stored password (the one for the Web site or file you're
trying to access) to be accessed automatically. Now, as long as the keychain
remains unlocked, other secure sites, files, and network connections can be
established automatically.

,

Note

That does mean, however, that you need to be extra careful with your password the Mac OS even says as much when you create a password for locking your
keychain. After all, this one password could open up all the other passwords you
have on your computer, making them available if someone happened by and
wanted to access all your stored connections.
Whenever you select any password it should be unique, be reasonably nonsensical to others, and include a mix of letters and numbers with no particular pattern.
In the case of your Keychain password, you should defi nitely pick one that isn't the
same as your ATM card number or your password for your locker at the gym.
Choose a new password that you can remember and no one can guess.

Apple File Security
Another security measure now built into the Mac OS is the ability to encrypt items
within the Finder. Encrypting a file causes it to be turned into a garbled mess of
characters according to a sophisticated algorithm. In this state, it can't be read,
launched, or accessed in any way. (Even if someone "broke" into the file and looked
around using a text editor or something more s ophisticated, they wouldn't be able
to read the encrypted mess.) The key to the algorithm is the password (or
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passphrase) -with the password and the Apple File Security application, you can
put the document back in a readable and editable form.
To encrypt a file, you can simply drag it onto the Apple File Security application,
located in the Application menu on most Mac OS 9 installations. Once you've
dropped a file on it, Apple File Security asks you to enter a password (twice) that
will be used for unencrypting the file (see Figure 1-8). You can also choose whether
or not to save the password to your keychain.
"'==---..:;AII~P:.::•e:..:.;n;;;:••..:;So:.:.•:::.urtty:::__ ___;,,.,.,~
,__-.;
~

~

Enter 1 pusphran to encrypt
"fln•n<lol O.ta":

I·····

Figure 1-8: When you choose to encrypt a
file, you'll be asked to enter a password to
secure it.

Conflrm your pessphrase:

1.... ~

Iii Add to Key<ltaln

If the password matches both times you enter it, the file becomes encrypted. The

file's icon changes to show that the file Is now encrypted, as shown In Figure 1-9.
Figure 1-9: Once encrypted, the
file shows up in the Finder with
an altered icon to show that it's
encrypted.

If you do save your password to your keychaln, you'll be able to unencrypt the file

without remembering the actual password. All you have to do is double-click the
file- if your keychain is unlocked, then the file will decrypt Itself. If the keychain is
locked, you'll have to enter the master keychain password, but then the password
for the encrypted file will be accessed automatically, allowing you to open the file
without needing to remember your password.
Want another advantage? Encrypted files are also compressed so that they use
less hard disk space than the original file. That's great for things like making backup
copies for storage on removable disks and archiving files you no longer actively use.
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Apple Verifier
Another application that helps in security issues is called the Apple Verifier. This
is a quick little program Apple included with Mac OS 9 to help you determine the
authenticity and integrity of files that have digital signatures. A digital signature is
a code that someone has added to an e-mail message, program, or document to
prove it came from that person and that it has not been altered since it was signed.
You then drag a file to the Apple Verifier, which uses a publicly available certificate
stored in your keychain to check the signature. When it gets the result, it will let
you know whether or not it has verified the sender as authentic.
Aside from the verifier, Apple has also added into the Mac OS the functionality
for digitally signing documents. This means that authors of applications , as they
update to Mac OS 9 compatibility, will be able to take advantage of this new feature,
if they desire. You'll most likely see this feature used first in e-mail applications,
so that you can send digitally signed e-mail messages and attachments. Your
recipients will be able to verify that a document or file is really from you and
that it hasn't been changed since you signed it.

Software Update
As all computing becomes more and more focused on the Internet, it only makes
sense that some new features would pop up that use the Internet to make your life
easier. Software Update is a control panel that does just that. It's a pretty simple
control panel, too (see Figure 1-10).
o

.8

software update
Olctthe Update button to checkfornew and

!1il

Figure 1-10: The Software Update

COntrol panel haS One main button.
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Click the Update Now button and your Mac will connect to the Internet, if it isn't
already connected. It will then visit Apple's servers and find out if there have been
any updates to any components of the Mac OS. If there have been, those
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components can be downloaded automatically, then installed and integrated
immediately.

~
Note

This doesn't work for third-party updates, which would be a nice idea. It simply
updates Apple's own components for the Mac OS.

In addition, you can click the "Update software automatically" button, then create a
schedule of days and times when you'd like your Mac to connect to the Internet and
check for updates. When an update is found, it can be automatically downloaded or,
if you prefer, the Software Update control panel can ask you if it's OK to download
the file, and then proceed according to your wishes.

FontSync
FontSync is more of a behind-the-scenes technology, but it's brand-new to the Mac
OS. Essentially, this technology makes it easier for you to ensure that two different
computers are using the same fonts and font technologies.
Using the FontSync control panel and some AppleScripts included with Mac OS 9,
you can create a FontSync profile that precisely identifies the fonts installed on
someone else's Macintosh. You can then bring the FontSync profile to your Mac for
a comparison of fonts. If the profile matches the fonts on your Mac, then documents
created on your computer should display and print correctly on the other Mac.
You can use the FontSync control panel to set any number of characteristics that
should be considered in your FontSync profiles, such as whether or not it's a
TrueType font, how it's been kerned, the internal font names, and many other
characteristics that can make for a better match (see Figure 1-11).
FontSync
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Figure 1-11: The FontSync

control panel offers you the
chance to choose which
characteristics should be
matched.
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It may take a while before FontSync becomes important for most Mac OS users,
but for some involved in high-end graphics and publishing, FontSync is a
welcome advance.

Carbon
Like the chemical element, Carbon in Mac OS 9 isn't necessarily something you can
see, taste, or touch. Instead, this Carbon is a technology that works together with
Mac OS 9 applications to allow them to run simultaneously on both Mac OS 9 and
on Apple's next-generation operating system, Mac OS X.
Carbon is a set of application programming interfaces (APis) that have been
streamlined to work with both the legacy Mac OS (Mac OS 9 and the Mac OS 8.x
versions before it) and Mac OS X. (AP/s are collections of programming commands
and functions that are provided by a given operating system.) The Carbon APls
comprise a subset of the possible programming commands that were available in
Mac OS 8.x and Mac OS 9, with those that were particularly incompatible with Mac
OS X tossed out.
The idea is simple-with a reasonably minor rewrite, many applications that run
on Mac OS 8.x can be made Carbon compatible. Then, that same program can run
on both Mac OS 9, which is the progeny of those earlier OS versions, and Mac OS X,
an entirely new Mac OS. This will make both developers and users happier because
the same application will be compatible with both Mac OS versions, thus easing any
future transitions to Mac OS X. Plus, Carbon applications take full advantage of the
advanced Mac OS X features discus sed earlier in this chapter.

Summary
Mac OS 9 is a direct upgrade for Mac OS 8.6 and earlier Mac OS versions. While it
doesn't look a lot different from Mac OS 8.6 and 8.5 (which offered some major
changes), it does offer a number of new features.
First, it's designed to complement but be different from Mac OS X, the nextgeneration Mac OS from Apple. Mac OS X will only run on PowerPC G3-based
Macs (or higher), whereas Mac OS 9 is designed to run on all Power Macintosh
computers. It doesn't offer quite as many modern OS touches as Mac OS X, but
Mac OS still holds its own for home users and business professionals .
The new features offered by Mac OS 9 include bug fixes and more "native" code
designed specifically to run on PowerPC processors. This speeds up the OS while
offering better stability (fewer slowdowns and crashes).
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Other new features are more obvious. Mac OS 9 now supports multiple users, allowing
different people to log in to the same Macintosh and manage their own individual
workspaces. Each user gets a password-protected workspace complete with settings,
appearance controls, different Internet accounts, and stored documents. In essence,
each user has their own Macintosh that they can sign in to and out of. This feature is
great for workgroups, student computers, or home computers where the system
owner or administrator would like to set up users with their own protected access.
Other features include security improvements, like voice verification for using a
spoken phrase to log in to the Mac. Other security features include the Keychain,
which stores passwords and encryption schemes; the Apple File Security
application, which aJ!ows you to encrypt files; and the Apple File Verifier, which
checks the public encryption key "signatures" of a file to make sure it originated
from a designated source.
Apple has tossed in still more features, like Software Update, which automatically
accesses Apple's Internet servers and checks to see if there are any important Mac
OS updates or patches that you don't have on your system. You can even set it to
automatically check every so often. And there's FontSync, which allows you to
synchronize fonts between different documents, so that font characteristics and
nuances can be exactly the same from one Macintosh to another.
Finally, this chapter discusses Carbon, the programming interface that makes it
possible for Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X to run the same applications. Carbon is sure
to be an important part of the transition from Mac OS 9 (and its predecessors) to
Mac OS X in the future.
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In This Chapter

W

hile Chapter 1 focused on the features that are
brand-new in Mac OS 9, this chapter looks at the
many technologies that have been updated for Mac OS 9,
even though they existed in previous versions. In some cases,
existing technologies have been updated in such exciting
ways that they're being touted as the most important new
features in the upgrade. In other cases, the changes are
subtler, although they could significantly affect how you
use your Mac.
For instance, Apple has taken flight with its Sherlock search
capabilities, which is a strong differentiating feature (and a
popular one) for the Mac OS. Sherlock features a new interface
and many new choices to make searching on your Mac or on
the Internet more productive.
Similar changes have swept QuickTime, which is now at
version 4. QuickTime 4 features a new interface, technology
improvements, and a couple of new features , Including support
for new QuickTime streaming technology that enables you to
watch video in "real-time" over the Internet.
Other changes are deeper under the surface-things such as
improvements to the File Sharing control panel and its newfound
capability to share files over an Internet connection. There is also
an update to Apple's ColorSync technology, updates to the Help
Viewer, additions to PlainTalk speech recognition, and even a
tweak to the Connect To application.
We look at all these changes in this c hapter. Then, Chapter 3
looks at some of the most exciting features in Mac OS 9,
whether they're brand-new or not.

Searching local files
and the Internet with
Sherlock 2
Streaming media and
new features in
Quicklime 4
Text-to-speech and
new Speakable Items
New networking
features and file
sharing over the
Internet
Other updates to the
underlying Mac OS
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Sherlock 2: The Revenge
One of the most popular features of Mac OS 8.5 was the introduction of Sherlock,
the much-improved "find" utility for the Mac OS. With Sherlock, not only was the
capability to find documents on the Mac's hard disk improved, but new features
were added that hadn't been seen previously in the Mac OS. Sherlock introduced
the integrated capability to search within many types of documents to find
keywords. It also added Internet search capabilities to the Sherlock interface.
Sherlock 2 takes the original concept even further, enabling you to search in new
ways using a shiny new interface (see Figure 2-1).

INV.QOto.com
V>rftti .4~.com
u j,:.ma~ rl d.tom
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blzali.nllct.elbpeo.jp

Figure 2-1: Sherlock 2 offers additions to the original

Sherlock, plus a snazzy new interface.

File searches
The basic methods for searching haven't changed dramatically, although Apple has
put more emphasis on Internet searching in Sherlock 2. The main window is now
dominated by picture icons (instead of a tabbed window), with the icons running
across the top of the window. Choose the hard disk icon, for example, and your
options are to search the hard disk for files by file name, by date, by size, or by
content.
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To search within the content of documents, Sherlock uses a special database index,
which must be created and updated periodically. The index can take a while to
update, depending on the number of unique documents you have on your hard disk
or network, so it's a process that Sherlock allows you to automatically schedule for
slow times (such as nights or weekends). With the hard disk indexed, you can search
within plain text, HTML, word processing, and other documents for keywords (see
Figure 2-2). Sherlock 2 adds the capability to search within Adobe PDF (Portable
Document Format) files .

Figure 2-2: Sherlock 2 enables you to search within

many types of documents, including PDF files.
Sherlock can a lso save individual search criteria, enabling you to quickly reissue
searches that you've used in the past. You can even double-click a saved search
in the Finder and have it launch Sherlock to perform the search.

Internet searches
The big news for most Sherlock users is the way it enables you to search many
different Internet search engines from one interface, thereby exponentially
increas ing your chances of finding what you were seeking. Sherlock does this using
s mall plug-ins that either Apple or the search engine company can write. Plug-ins
make it possible for Sherlock to tap into the Web site's data bases and return the
results in the Sherlock interface. For good will among Internet companies, Sherlock
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returns results along with any special banner advertising that a particular Web site
presents to the traditional visitor.
The key to Sherlock is that you can check any number of these plug-in entries in
the Sherlock window, enter your keywords, and click the magnifying glass button.
Sherlock heads out to all the databases you've chosen and returns a long list of
results from each that responds. This makes it easy to search quite a bit of the
Internet in one sitting.
The plug-in approach makes Sherlock very extensible, enabling it to quickly grow
past its original role as a mega search engine interface. Because anything can be
searched using Sherlock's plug-ins, many Web sites have taken advantage of this
and written small plug-ins themselves. (Apple has helped on some, too.) The result
is plug-ins that not only search the popular databases such as Yahoo!, Excite, and
Lycos, but also those that allow you to search individual sites such as Amazon.com,
Barnesandnoble.com, and eBay. This sneaky little capability has quickly turned
Sherlock into a potential e-commerce tool, enabling easier searches when you're
comparison-shopping on the Web (see Figure 2-3). Apple has helped out by reworking
Sherlock so that you can search for sale items easily. When searching the "shopping"
sites, Sherlock lets you sort results by price and availability, making it possible to
quickly comparison shop at ongoing auctions, prices at the popular online
bookstores, and so on.

$5 25
$50.00
$6.50
$60.00

1 dtys, 0 0.
1 dey>, 00 ...

euctlons tn»ZD •
auctlon,•mo:to ,..

1 d&yS; 03.

aucUonumezo ..
tuctiona emezo.

1 deyo,06 ...

Figure 2-3: Sherlock's new sorting features make it easy to

comparison shop online.
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Channels
The Sherlock plug-ins make it possible for Apple to offer all different sorts of
searches, resulting in a new approach to the interface. The icons across the top
of the Sherlock windows represent "channels," each offering different types of
searches. Thanks to the multitude of different online search engines, you can
search for a broad range of things , from Web sites to people to reference material
and so on.
Sherlock even enables you to create your own channels for grouping plug-ins for
the sites that you like to search. For instance, building Sherlock plug-ins is popular
among Mac news Web sites, so it's easy to create a channel that enables you to
search many different Mac news sites at once.
And while you're creating channels in Sherlock, you can easily move them
around and manage them using the desk drawer-like interface that's been added
to Sherlock's window in the latest version. Click and drag toward the top of the
window and you'll reveal more slots for channel icons, which can be easily dragged
and dropped from slot to slot (see Figure 2-4).
Channel icon drawer

lights!

Creating Channels
Figure 2-4: You can create new channels in Sherlock 2, and

then rearrange their icons using the drawer-like interface.
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Quicklime 4.0: Streaming and Beyond
Although not exclusively a part of the Mac OS 9 installation, Mac OS 9 is the first
installation to include the new features of QuickTime 4.0. Along with an interface
that's similar to Sherlock 2, QuickTime 4.0 offers a number of improvements on
Apple's multimedia technologies.
QuickTime is really a foundation technology- a series of extensions that make it
possible for the Mac OS to deal with different types of data that are required to
display digital images, sounds, and movies. Basically, the point of QuickTime is to
enable active, movie-like media to be a part of the Mac OS and, thus, added to Mac
applications. A QuickTime movie works just like a film or television broadcast, by
displaying digital images, called frames, one after the other, in rapid succession to
simulate movement. QuickTime also enables sound, text, and other elements to
synchronize with the images, making the movie into an impressively coherent whole.
Apple includes a few QuickTime-enabled applications with QuickTime 4.0, including
the QuickTime Player application and the PictureViewer, both of which have been
updated to the new "look" of QuickTime 4.0. In addition, many other applications
are enabled for dealing with QuickTime, including the ScrapBook and SimpleText,
which are built into the Mac OS.

The interface
The QuickTime Player is updated and changed (to mixed reviews) so that the interface
looks shiny and metallic-also, perhaps, so that it looks more like a familiar consumer
device. You can load a QuickTime movie in the player in a number of different ways,
including by choosing the File<> Open menu command or by double-clicking a
QuickTime movie file. Doing either of these things loads the movie document into
the QuickTime Player and displays the first frame (see Figure 2-5).
Like Sherlock 2, the QuickTime Player offers an interface that features drawer-like
elements. Clicking the More Controls button, for instance, reveals a panel of
additional controls that allow you to fast forward, rewind, and change the bass
and treble levels, among other things.
Otherwise, things should be fairly familiar in the QuickTime Player window. There
are Play and Pause buttons, a small dial for controlling the volume level, and a little
button that gives you information on the movie being played. The Player also has a
typical Mac OS menu bar where you'll find other options, such as commands that
let you change the size of the movie window- however, the bigger the movie, the
lower the quality of the playback, in most cases.
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Figure 2-5: The Quicklime Player is

ready to display a movie file.
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Information
More controls
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The Quicklime Player (along with the PictureViewer) is capable of displaying
images in a variety of different image formats such as PICT, JPEG, GIF, and many
others. This is thanks to the underlying Quicklime technology, which enables
applications to work with and translate between various digital video, audio, and
image file formats.

Upgrade to QuickTime Pro (which requires an online transaction at Apple's Web
site and about $30) and you can actually use the QuickTime Player to perform
some basic editing of QuickTime movies. The interface enables you to cut and
paste between movies, add a sound track, or even add text to your movies,
overlaying the images. (The text can end up looking like text in a commercial
advertisement or the text track for closed captioning on television.) It's not fullfledged video editing, but it starts you in the right direction.
lip

If you've previously upgraded to Quicklime 3.0 Pro, the same registration number
will work for Quicklime 4.0. Just make sure you enter the registration number again
whenever you perform a clean installation of the Mac OS. The registration number is
entered via the Quicklime Settings control panel, by selecting Registration from the
pop-up menu in the control panel.
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Quicklime streaming
QuickTime has been playing back movies on Macs for many years now- with each
iteration, the quality and s ize of the images gets better (and, usually, the file sizes
required get smaller), but it's no big deal anymore that QuickTime exists and can
play movies. What is new and exciting, though (and thus worthy of Inclusion In this
chapter), is QuickTime 4.0's capability to play streaming media.
Streaming media is a new category of video and audio that allows you to watch
(or listen) in "real-time~ over the Internet. The video and/or audio is compressed
heavily, making the file sizes small enough that they move across the Internet
quickly. Then, the streaming QuickTime server software and the QulckTime Player
synchronize themselves so that they make sure the stream is as uninterrupted as
possible.

All this technology makes it possible for you to view Images over the Internet as
they take place, in the case of live streaming events, or you can watch TV, movie,
or "on-demand" feeds of streaming video from broadcasters around the world
(see Figure 2-6).

IIIIC World

Un

Figure 2-6: QuickTime's streaming

capabilities make it possible to view
media streams over the Internet

Apple is so excited about the streaming technologies in QuickTime that It's put
together something called QuickTime TV- actually just a series of QuickTime
servers around the world that rebroadcast streams from major broadcast outlets
such as BBC World, VHl, HBO, and Fox News.
Streaming technology enables you to do some wonderful things on your computerwe personally like to catch Steve Jobs' keynotes at various tradeshows using the
technology-but it's still a young idea that has far to go before it's perfect. Someday
soon it may become one of the main ways that video-on-demand and other advanced
video services are made available to homes. For now, though, it's fun to play with.
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Flash integration
QuickTime 4.0 has another little trick up its sleeve-aside from streaming and other
new movie playing technologies, QuickTime 4.0 can now integrate Macromedia Flash
controls into movie files. Flash integration enables content creators to add animated
buttons in the movie that let the viewer interact with the file. For instance, if you
were creating a QuickTime movie, you could use a Flash control to Jet the user
choose from different movies or streams on a particular streaming server (see
Figure 2-7).
Figure 2-7: Integrating Macromedia
Flash in QuickTime turns QuickTime
movies into interactive multimedia

files.

Flash makes it possible to turn a basic QuickTime movie into something more
like a presentation, multimedia learning tool, or even a standalone demonstration
or kiosk. You'll probably see a lot more of this feature popping up in QuickTime
movies as the technology unfolds.

PlainTalk 2.0: Talking to Your Mac
For a while, PlainTalk-Apple's speech recognition product-languished without
many updates. (In fact, until recently it wasn't even compatible with the iMac.)
Apple has once again taken an interest in speech technologies and has refocused
its efforts on an update to PlainTalk. While this one doesn't offer too many new
features over previous PlainTalk versions, it has been updated for Apple's latest
hardware, offers some interesting new advances, and lays the groundwork for
some third-party speech applications that are arriving for the Mac.
For the most part, PlainTalk 2.0 is similar to earlier Plain Talk versions, although
improvements were made in a few areas. Specifically, PlainTalk features more
Speakable Items commands and the ability to integrate with more applications. For
example, after installation there are several Application Speakable Item commands
available for Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, Netscape Communicator, and
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others. It's gratifying to have the computer respond to commands such as "Get My
Mail" in Netscape Communicator, because PlainTalk in the past has focused on
Finder commands (see Figure 2-8) .

..

Figure 2-8: The Speakable Items have been
augmented in PlainTalk 2.0 to include more

application commands.
PlainTalk 2.0 is able to offer these commands because it's been updated to integrate
with AppleScript. Thus, applications that support AppleScript can also support
Speakable Items. In some cases you may need to create the Speakable Item yourself
(or get it prebuilt from someone other than Apple), but many commands in
AppleScript-aware applications should be accessible by speech.
Speakable Items is also updated with a few new commands for the Finder, as well
as the capability to launch items that appear on the Recent menu (such as recently
opened applications and documents). There are also a number of additions for
universal commands that draw on settings in control panels. For instance, you can
say "Get my mail" and Speakable Items will open your default e-mail application and
check for e-mail in that application. Likewise, you can say "Open my browser" or
"Search Internet sites" and the appropriate applications (probably Internet Explorer
and Sherlock, respectively) will open themselves on your desktop.
PlainTalk 2.0 also automatically pops up an Apple Guide window designed to
help you remember all the speakable commands that are available for a given
application, the Finder, or in general. This small, floating window can be left openit will change its contents whenever you encounter a new speakable scenario (see
Figure 2-9).
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Figure 2-9: When Speakable Items is active, both the
Speakable Items feedback window (the little robot or
whatever cartoon character you pick) and the Speakable
Commands window display.
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PlainTalk 2.0 looks to be a promising return to speech recognition technology by
Apple, and other companies, such as IBM and Dragon Systems, are promising to
add to PlainTalk with third-party applications that allow more control and support
for speech dictation.

Better, Easier Networking and Internet Access
Many of the changes in Mac OS 9 are aimed at improving the user's experience
while trying to connect to and navigate the Internet. For the last few Mac OS
versions, some of t he control panels for Internet and network access were
confusing. In Mac OS 9, Apple makes them less confusing while, at the same
time, adding quite a few features to the networking capabilities of the Mac OS.

File Sharing
The most significant improvement to Mac OS 9's networking capabilities is the
addition of File Sharing over TCP/IP connections. Put simply, this means it's now
possible for one Macintosh to share files with another Macintosh over an Internet
connection without additional software. Until now, it's been necessary to run extra
"remote access" software (or AppleShare server software) in order to use File
Sharing without physically being on the same network. Now, though, you can
perform simple File Sharing over an Internet connection- perfect for logging on
to your work computer from home or while traveling.

Sharing over TCP/ IP
File Sharing over a TCP/IP connection is really pretty simple. You begin by placing a
check mark next to the option "Enable File Sharing clients to connect over TCP/IP"
in the File Sharing control panel (see Figure 2-10). Then, you start File Sharing by
clicking the Start button.
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Figure 2-10: The File Sharing
control panel in Mac OS 9
includes an option for file
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The File Sharing contro l pane l also includes an entry toward the to p that makes a
note of the IP address of the machine. Now, from another Mac that need s to s hare
files with this one, you can log on by entering this Mac's IP address in the Chooser
after selecting AppleShare (see Figure 2-11).
If your ISP assigned you a dynamic IP address (which is usually the case if you use
a modem connection for Internet access), then this new feature is of limited use.
You can still enable file sharing over IP, but you'll have to tell your remote users
what your IP address is each time you establ ish a new Internet connection. Users
with fixed access (via Ethernet or over some DSL and cable modem connections)
can make fuller use of this feature. Likewise, if you have an Internet router in use
_in your organization, you' ll need to provide the router's address instead of the IP
address that appears in the File Sharing window. Chapter 22 discusses sharing
your files in greater d etail.

Nota

Figure 2-11: Any Mac running
Mac OS 8.0 or higher can log
on and access files on a Mac
OS 9 machine over the
Inte rnet.
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File Sharing control panel
The File Sharing control panel is revamped with bug fixes and minor performance
enhancements. It also includes the Users and Groups information that, in prior Mac
OS versions, had been its own control panel. Now logically grouped with the other
File Sharing controls (on its own Users and Groups tab control), you can organize
and change the permiss ions for users without leaving the File Sharing
control panel.

Remote Access
In Mac OS 8.5, the Remote Access took on double-duty for Mac users,
serving as a way to connect to both remote Macintosh networks (AppleTalk over
modem connections) and to connect to Internet servers using PPP (Point-to-Point
Protocol). So, you use Remote Access whether you're dialing in to your Internet
service provider or in to your organization's AppleShare server.
In Mac OS 9, Remote Access is updated even further and now offers an Answer
command, which answers incoming Remote Access connections, making it possible
for a remote user to dial in to your Macintosh, sign in with a valid password, and
begin sharing files. If you're connected to a network of Macs, you can offer the
remote user access to those other Macs, too (see Figure 2-12).

,.
Note

Don't think this feature is so new? Actually, it's not-Apple Remote Access
Personal Server has been available as a premium add-on for the Mac OS for quite
some time. In Mac OS 9, it's been bundled with the Mac OS 9 Installer, so now you
don't have to pay extra for it
Figure 2-12: Remote Access includes a
newfound capability to answer the phone.
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Similarly, remote users can dial in to your Macintosh using PPP, enabling them
to share files without using the AppleTalk protocols. This is akin to file sharing
publicly over the Internet, except that it allows a direct private connection.
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AppleShare Client
The AppleShare component of Mac OS 9 is updated to support Keychain functions
and to make it possible to automate AppleShare networking connections in a
different way.
The AppleShare Client isn't actually an individua l program-it's an extension that
affects the different ways through which you can connect to computers over a
network. Most of the time you use the AppleShare Client through either the Chooser
or the Network Browser. If you see an image similar to the one shown in Figure 2-13,
then you're seeing the AppleShare Client.
Figure 2-13: The AppleShare Client
screens pop up when you're trying to
access another Mac.
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With this update, the AppleShare Client now offers the option of adding your
password to your keychain. Now, if your keychain is open, you can log on immediately
to the remote com puter without entering a password each time. If you add all of your
various network connections to the keychain, then you won't have to remember each
password to log on to any of them- you just have to remember the password for
the keychain.
Likewise, the AppleShare Client can be configured to use the keychain to automatically
log on to a server computer as the Mac starts up. If you generally logon to the same
server computer ever y time you start up your Mac, you can automate the process by
selecting the drive you want to access and placing a check mark next to it. With the
new AppleShare Client, you can also decide whether you want to save your password
using the keychain to automate the logon (see Figure 2-14).

~

Figure 2-14: Log on to servers
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Internet improvements
Every iteration of the Mac OS provides an increase in Internet features, and Mac OS 9
is no exception. The major changes aren't apparent in this version, though, except for
the File Sharing over IP that's already been discussed. In most other cases, Internet
access has only been slightly tweaked in Mac OS 9.
One of the "fix" improvements in Mac OS 9 is better support for DHCP (Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol) thanks to improvements to Open Transport, the
underlying networking architecture of the Mac OS. DHCP enables client computers
to get their configuration information completely from a server computer, instead
of requiring the end user to understand and know the proper number sequences of
IP addresses, DNS (Domain Name Service) addresses, and other options. DHCP now
behaves better when used in situations where dynamic IP addresses need to
be assigned.
Open Transport has also been made a bit more efficient, requiring only two
extensions in the System Folder Instead of the six that it has used in the past.

Under the Hood: Other Mac OS 9 Updates
A number of the improvements in Mac OS 9 can be considered "under-the-hood"
improvements-a catchall of interesting changes to part of the Mac OS that may
not change the way you work with your Mac, but that you'll probably come across
at some point. Most of these changes are bug fixes and performance tweaks,
although you will see the occasional new feature peep through.

Help and guides
Mac OS 9 features rewed up versions of both the Help Viewer (now at version 1.5)
and the Apple Guide system, which is now version 2.5. These help systems work
together to tell you more about the Mac OS and guide you through the steps to
accomplish tasks in the Finder and in other applications.
The Help Viewer has gotten mostly bug fixes and speedups. The most notable
change, though, is the capability to load external HTML pages over the Internet.
Now, when you're looking for an answer, some of the links in the Help Viewer might
lead you to Apple's Web sites (or another application vendor's site) for the latest
information on a particular help topic (see Figure 2-15). This enables Apple and
other application developers to provide the latest possible information on a given
feature, bug, or other question that you're trying to get answered through the
Help Viewer.
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Along with the Help Viewer, Apple Guide is also updated for bug fixes and minor
tweaks. Originally designed as the basic help system for the Mac OS, Apple Guide
has been relegated to a more minor role in giving help to Mac users. While Apple
Guide was once the dominant form of help in the Mac OS, Apple has s ince switched
its emphasis to the easier Help Viewer documents, which are basic HTML
documents like Web pages. It was hoped that more application developers would
write documentation as a result, because few have taken time to create the more
complex Apple Guide files.

ColorSync
Apple's color-matching technology is updated to ColorSync 3.0 and includes a tweak
to the ColorSync control panel and the addition of AppleScript support. ColorSync is
a technology built in the Mac OS that enables you to create color profiles for the
devices (such as monitors, printers, and scanners) that are attached to your Mac.
Once profiles are created (or obtained from your device's manufacturer), the Mac
knows how to interpret color on one device and make that color appear on another.
For the most part, this technology is used in high-end publishing applications. For
instance, if you have ColorSync properly calibrated, you should be able to c hoose
the colors for an image in an application such as Adobe Photoshop and then print
that image to a colo r inkjet printer that you're using for inexpensive proofs. Then,
after any tweaks and fixes (thanks to criticism from the boss) you can turn around
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and print that document on an expensive color laser printer. Because you have
carefully calibrated profiles for each of your relevant peripherals (your video input,
your display, your proof printer, and your final output printer), the colors should all
be the same from screen to proof printout to final output.
In ColorSync 3.0, the control panel adds the capability to save entire workflow
configurations, meaning you can save a particular series of profiles and then switch
immediately from one configuration to the next. There may be times when you use
a different sequence of printers for proofs and final output, for instance, and you'd
like to save the configuration for easy switching (see Figure 2-16). Similarly, if you
use different video sources, more than one monitor, different scanners, and so on,
then you can create a profile for each of your different sources and outputs and
switch quickly between them in the ColorSync control panel.
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Figure 2-16: The ColorSync control
panel now lets you save more than
one configuration.
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Game Sprockets
Apple's gaming extensions, called Game Sprockets, make it easier for programmers to create games that take advantage of the Mac OS. Instead of requiring the
programmer to learn to program in network gaming features , USB device handling,
30 sound, and other special features, Apple provides libraries of prebuilt
commands that they can add to their games more easily.
In Mac OS 9, Game Sprockets is updated to version 1.7.lt includes four different
components, and each is updated somewhat:

+ DrawSprocket gives games a little more video speed, about 5 to 10 percent
across the board.

+ lnputSprocket has been updated for more USB support, including the
capability to calibrate USB devices such as joysticks and trackballs.
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+ NetSprockets is reworked to significantly improve the network gaming
features for games that use it. Plus, it now only takes up one file in the
Extensions folder.

+ SoundSprocket is completely reengineered to offer new sound code and
capabilities. This s hould result in higher quality 3D sound, along with better
performance, taking up only between 2.5 and 5 percent of the CPU for sound.

The Finder and alerts
Minor changes were made in the Mac OS 9 Finder, which is updated to Finder 9. In
the new version, a Carbon application package (an application that works on both
Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X, thanks to its ~carbon" compliance) looks like a regular
application in the Finder. The Get Info window in the Finder a lso recognizes it as a
Carbon package. Although a Carbon package appears to be a s ingle application file,
it is actually a folder that contains several files that make up a Carbon application
(one that can run both in Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X, as discussed in Chapter 1). The
Mac OS 9 Finder hides the messy reality of Carbon packages and lets you see and
use them exactly the same as conventional, s ingle-file applications. The Carbon
package works like any application, allowing you to double-click the icon, drag-anddrop items on the icon, and so on.

~

Apple notes a problem in Mac OS 9 where regular folders can sometimes suddenly being to look like Carbon applications in the Finder. When you suspect that
this has happened, you can use Package First Aid, a new utility tool, that's on the
Mac OS 9 installation CD in the Utilities folder. There's also an issue with the standard Open and Save dialog boxes, which allow you to open Carbon packages as if
they were files. While that may seem interesting, you certainly don't want to store
your files in a Carbon package. This doesn't happen in the newer Navigation
Services Open and Save dialog boxes, which Apple is encouraging application
developers to use.

Note

Mac OS 9 offers an update to the way alert boxes work- specifically, alert
messages from background applications. In the past, ale rts could appear from
background applications that required you to click an OK button before the
frontmost application could continue working. Background alerts don't work that
way anymore, however. Instead, there's a new "non blocking" alert, which appears
in a small floating window (see Figure 2-17). Now the alert doesn't block progress in
other applications. And, instead of an OK button, you now click the window's close
box to dismiss it.
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Figure 2-17: The nonblocking alert window

keeps things running smoothly in other
applications, even if one has complaints.
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Other stuff
Most of the other updates to Mac OS 9 are minor, involving a few bug fixes, reworks
for newer technology, and some other minor change or two. Here's a quick look at
some of the notable changes among them:
+ LaserWriter 8.7- The LaserWriter printer driver (which allows the Mac OS
and its applications to print to many PostScript printers) is updated mostly
for AppleScript support. Nearly all printing functions are now controllable via
AppleScript. The driver also now supports new PostScript plug-ins that can be
written by application developers to check the PostScript code as it passes
through the driver.
+ Memory 8.1- The Memory control panel is now PowerPC native and it
features new AppleScript support enabling you to change memory settings
using AppleScript.
+File Exchange 3.0.2-File Exchange is the software that enables PC-formatted
disks to appear on the Mac's desktop. This version includes support for
120MB SuperDisks in PC format and fixes some bugs.
+ Flle Manager- The underbelly of the Mac's file system is improved to
support longer file names and individual files larger than 2GB. (You can't
actually use file names longer than 31 characters in the Finder, but files from
other systems that use Unicode for naming files can have those names
preserved by the File Manager and the Finder.) The number of open files can
now be 8169. That may sound like a lot, but the previous limit, 348, was
sometimes insufficient for users with many fonts installed, documents
opened, and virtual memory turned on.
+ OpenGL-OpenGL is an industry-standard library of graphics commands
that developers can use for games, high-end rendering, and other graphics
pursuits. OpenGL is now included in the Mac OS and supports 3D
acceleration.
+Language Kits-Language Kits that enable the Mac OS to speak other
languages and character sets used to be provided as retail add-ons. They're
now included on the Mac OS 9 installation CD.
+ UTCUtils Text Utilities and MLTE- These programming commands enable
developers to add international text handling to applications.

Summary
In this chapter, you saw the various parts of the Mac OS that are updated for Mac
OS 9. The updates run the gamut from those that simply tweak performance to
those that completely change the way the user and Mac OS components interact.
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Apple has revved up Sherlock, its searching utility, to Sherlock 2, which sports a
new-style metallic interface and more capabilities. Not only can Sherlock search
your hard disks, network drives, removable disks, and the Internet, but it can group
searches, save searches, and do a whole lot more. A unique feature of Sherlock is
its capability to change the sort criteria of the Sherlock window based on things
such as price and product availability (or an online auction's closing date), making
it possible to comparison shop on popular auction and online store sites.
Similar changes were administered to QuickTime 4, which features a new metallic
interface, Macromedia Flash integration, and support for streaming media, which
allows you to watch video and listen to audio in "real-time" over the Internet.
Apple also beefed up PlainTalk 2.0, the latest version of its speech recognition
software, to include support for more application commands and more basic
capabilities. PlainTalk 2.0 can be extended with your own commands more easily,
and third-party developers are expected to create commands that can be added to
the system.
In addition to these new features and improvements, Apple performed a number of
smaller tweaks in the Finder, in various control panels, and throughout the system,
including in ColorSync, the Memory control panel, the LaserWriter driver, Help
Viewer, and in many others.
Chapter 3 shows some of the most exciting features in Mac OS 9, including both
new Mac OS 9 capabilities and those that were added in Mac OS 8 and 8.5 but which
make working with a Macintosh even more productive.
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In This Chapter

D

espite all the innovation in Mac OS 9, it has plenty in
common with earlier versions of the Mac operating
system. This chapter provides an overview of the notable
features and the capabilities present since the Mac's major
overhaul in Mac OS 8. It takes you through features that have
been added over the past few years in Mac OS 8, 8.1, 8.5, and 8.6.
This chapter draws your attention to some of the more
powerful capabilities that make the Mac easy to use. Many
improved methods make it easier to work with disks and their
contents - collapsible windows, pop-up windows, view
options for each window, spring-loaded folde rs, contextua l
menus, and sticky menus , to name a few.
What's more, versions 8 to 9 of the Mac OS come with more
software for accessing the Internet than did previous versions.
For starters, a setup assistant program leads you through the
confusing process of getting the computer ready to use the
Internet for the first time. You also get top-notch programs
for sendi ng and receiving e-mail, browsing the Web, and
publishing a simple Web site from your own computer.
And, Mac OS 8 began a strong evolution of the Mac's Finder, the
main application used for managing files and folders on your
Mac. All sorts of cool tricks are possible with the Finder, many
of which can be accomplis hed through simple drag-and-drop.
After reading this chapter, you'll see what's so s pecial, friendly,
and easy about the Mac OS in general, and how it all comes
together in Mac OS 9.

Ease of Use
The latest releases of the Mac OS have many improved
features and innovations that make using the Mac easier
and more productive.

Ease-of-use
innovations in
the Mac
Accessing the Internet
Learning essential
maneuvers in Mac OS
Tackling important
features in the System
Folder

+

+

+

+
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Simultaneous operations
The Finder version in Mac OS 8-9 is more responsive than earlier versions. After
opening a folder or disk that contains a large number of files and folders, you no
longer have to wait for every item to appear in the folder or disk window before you
can do anything else. The Finder continues updating the window while you proceed
with other work, such as launching a program. What's more, you can do other work
in the Finder while it copies files or empties the Trash. Figure 3-1 shows three
batches of files being copied at the same time.

CQpyiQ th e Du ktop
Item• rem•lnlnQ to be t op1ed!

• Tlmo romolnlr.g: Le»lhant mlnu16

Figure 3-1: You can keep working in the
Finder while it copies files or empties

the Trash.

Live scrolling
When you drag a scroll box in a folder or disk window in Mac OS 8-9, you see the
items in the window scroll past continuously. In earlier versions of the Finder
(before Mac OS 8), you see only the scroll box move while you drag it; the items
displayed in the window don't change until you release the mouse button after
moving the scroll box to a new position.
Mac OS 8.5-9 also include a feature called smart scrolling, which places the
window's scroll arrows next to one another instead of on opposite ends of the scroll
bar. This behavior can be changed on the Options tab of the Appearance control
panel. Click the check box next to Smart Scrolling to place the arrows close
together.

Working with windows
Many windows in Mac OS 8-9 have controls not present in versions prior to Mac
OS 8. One of these is the collapse box, also known as the windowshade box, which
you click to hide all of a window except its title bar, and click again to expand the
window. The collapse box sits at the far right end of a window title bar, bumping the
zoom box to the left. You still have the option of collapsing and expanding a
window by double-clicking its title (as described in Chapter 4).
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Another control not present in releases prior to Mac OS 8 is the window frame,
which you can drag with the mouse to move the window. It does the same job as
the title bar, effectively giving you a bigger handle to grab and drag.
Mac OS 8.5-9 also add a feature called proxy icons, which place a small icon in the
title bar of folder and disk windows in the Finder. You can drag that icon from the
title bar to the Finder, or move or copy that folder or disk to another location.

Viewing folder and disk contents
You change the view of a folder or disk window with a revamped View menu. You
can choose to view files and folders as icons, buttons, or a list of names and other
facts. If you're viewing icons or buttons, you can choose View menu commands that
clean them up by aligning them to an invisible grid or that arrange them by name,
date, ldnd, and so on. If you're viewing a list, you can sort it by those same criteria.
Figure 3-2 shows the View menu for icons and buttons.
To learn more about the View menu, see Chapter 5.
Figure 3-2: Choose the view for a folder or
.,;' as Icons

disk window from a revamped View menu.
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Button views
If you choose "as Buttons" from the View menu, square buttons represent files and
folders. Clicking a button once opens it; you drag it by its name; and dragging
across multiple buttons selects them. Figure 3-3 is an example of a folder window
viewed as buttons.
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Figure 3-3: View files and folders as

buttons, and open one by clicking
it once.
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Pop-up windows
You can make a pop-up window from a regular window by choosing "as Pop-up
Window" from the View menu. This anchors the window to the bottom of the
screen and changes its title bar to a tab. Clicking the tab at the top of a window
closes it and leaves the tab at the bottom of the screen. Clicking a tab at the bottom
of the screen makes the window pop up from there. Figure 34 shows an open popup window and the tabs of closed pop-ups.
To find out more about pop-up windows, see Chapter 5.

Figure 3-4: Click a pop-up window's tab to open and close it.

View options
By choosing View Options from the View menu, you can adjust several aspects of a
window's appearance. Figure 3-5 shows the View Options dialog box for an icon
view, a button view, and a list view.
For a window that is viewed as icons or buttons , you can select an icon or button
size and a forced arrangement. You can force icons or buttons always to snap to a
grid when you move them, or you can keep them arranged by name, date, and so
on. If you select any of the forced arrangement options, a small icon in the upperleft corner of the window indicates which arrangement is in force. All these options
are available for folder and disk windows, as well as for the Desktop. Figure 3-6
shows the icons that indicate a forced arrangement.
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Figure 3-5: Adjust each window's appearance individually with the
View Options command.
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Figure 3-6: Small icons in a window's
header indicate a forced arrangement of
icons in Mac OS 8-9.
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For a window viewed as a list, you can select an icon size, pick which columns
to show, choose whether to take the time to calculate fold er sizes, and specify
whether to display relative dates such as "today" and "yesterday." You can also
display a Date Created column in Mac OS 8-9.
The View Options command adjusts each window or the desktop individually. In
Mac OS 8-8. 1, you couldn't set view options for all windows or a batch of windows
at once. However, Mac OS 8.5- 9 lets you change the view options of all windows
that adhere to standard view options by changing the standard view options using
the Finder's Preferences command (described next). You can make a window
adhere to the standard view options by clicking the Set to Standard Views button
in the window's View Options dialog box.
You'll find more information about view options in Chapter 5.

Finder preferences
The Finder in Mac OS 8-9 has a Preferences command that you can use to set
appearance and behavior options for all Finder icons and windows. You can
simplify the menus to see just the essential commands. You can also configure
the spring-loaded opening of folders and disks (as described next). Other options
replace similar options formerly found in the Views and Labels control panels. The
Mac OS 8.5-9 Preferences dialog box has three tabs, one for general preferences,
one for views, and one for labels . Figure 3-7 shows the Finder Preferences dialog
box in Mac OS 9.
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Figure 3-7: Set appearance and behavior
options fo r all Finder icons and windows
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For more information on Finder Preferences, see Chapter 5.
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Spring-loaded opening
You no longer have to do a lot of double-clicking to travel through layers of folders
in the Finder. Disks and folders spring open when you pause briefly over them with
the mouse button held down. This behavior is handy when you're moving or copying
items to a folder that's buried inside other folders. You can also make a disk or folder
spring open by clicking it one-and-a-half times Qike double-clicking, but hold down
the mouse button on the second click). As long as you keep pressing the mouse
button, you can open any folder or disk by pausing over its icon. You can adjust the
delay factor or turn off the spring-loaded folders feature with the Finder Preferences
command.

Contextual menus
Mac OS 8.5-9 bring menu commands closer to hand with contextual menus. You
see a contextual menu of commands that can affect an icon, a window, or some
text in the Finder when you press Control while clicking the object. What appears
in the menu varies depending on the particular item you select. If you Control+click
a group of selected items, the contextual menu lists commands that pertain to all
of them. You can pop up contextual menus single-handedly with many alternative
pointing devices, such as two-button mice and trackballs, made by companies
other than Apple. Figure 3-8 is an example of a contextual menu.

by Control+clicking
an icon, a window, or some text in Finder.

Figure 3-8: See a contextual menu
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Sticky menus
When you click once quickly to open any menu on the Mac OS 8-9 menu bar, or any
contextual or pop-up menu, it stays open even if you release the mouse button. You
can then choose a menu item by clicking it, or you can open a different menu by
moving the pointer to the menu title. The menu goes away if you click outside it or
if you don't move the mouse for 15 seconds. You can also operate menus the old
way (pre-Mac OS 8), by holding down the mouse button.
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File menu commands
The Finder's File menu has some additional commands in Mac OS 8-9, several
of which have useful keyboard shortcuts. The Move To Trash command disposes
of selected items. The Show Original command locates an alias's original item and
brings it in view in the window that contains it. You use the items in the Label
submenu to apply a colored label to selected items Qike the Labels menu prior
to Mac OS 8). In addition, the Sharing command's window is improved. Figure 3-9
shows the File menu.

Figure 3-9: Use the additional commands

in the Finder's File menu.
You'll find more information on labeling items in Chapter 5, on aliases in
Chapter 14, and on sharing in Chapter 22.

The Internet
Mac OS 8-9 goes a lot further than previous system software versions in helping
you get connected to the Internet and get access to Internet services after you
connect. This section is an overview of what Mac OS 9 provides.
Some new Internet security features are discussed in Chapter 1, and the underlying technology improvements are mentioned in Chapter 2. For the full story of the
Internet and the Mac OS, see Chapter 10.

Setting up
Setting up an Internet connection can be an incredible nightmare, but not if you
use the Internet Setup Assistant program. It interviews you to get the necessary
information and then makes all the control panel settings behind the scenes. You
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don't have to open the control panels to get started, although you can always tweak
them later. Figure 3-10 shows the opening screen of the Internet Setup Assistant.

Would you like to set up your

computer to uso tho Internet?

Figure 3-10: Set up an Internet connection
with the Internet Setup Assistant program.

E-mail
Exchange electronic mail with people around the world or across the street by using
the e-mail programs that come with the Mac OS. More people use the Internet for
sending and receiving e-mail than for any other purpose. Microsoft Outlook Express
is the standard e-mail program in Mac OS 9, although you can also access e-mail
through Netscape Communicator (the Messenger component), which is also
bundled with Mac OS 9.

Web browsing
It may not be as utilitarian as e-mail, but the World Wide Web is the flashiest part
of the Internet. You can view text, pictures, and movies and hear sounds from Web
sites around the world with the Web browser programs that come with Mac OS.
Microsoft Internet Explorer is the standard browser installed with Mac OS 9, although
it does not replace any other browsers already installed on the computer. Netscape
Communicator 8.6 is also installed by default, although you can customize which
browsers are installed using the Mac OS 9 installer.

Personal Web Sharing
The Personal Web Sharing software included with Mac OS 9 makes it easy to host a
Web site on your computer. You place your prepared Web pages in the Web Pages
folder on your startup disk and click the Start button in the Web Sharing control
panel. While you're connected to the Internet, anyone with an Internet connection
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and a Web browser can see your pages. The Web browser that views your s ite
can be running on any kind of computer, or even on an Inte rnet connection device
that hooks up to a TV. If you're connected to an intranet (a local TCP/ IP network),
anyone on the intranet can see your pages with a Web browse r running on any kind
of computer. This makes it possible to share files (or "publish" Web documents)
without enabling File Sharing access to your Mac. Figure 3-11 shows the Web
Sharing control panel.

.Note/

As with any TCP/IP-based serving, if you have a dynamic IP address (typically,
those assigned by ISPs for modem, cable-modem, and some ISDN and DSL connections), then you have to communicate your new IP address to your Web visitors each time you reinitialize the connection. If you'd like your Web server to be a
bit more static, then you need to request (and pay for, usually) a fixed IP address
and a dedicated connection from your ISP.
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Figure 3-11 : Share your Web pages

on the Internet or an intranet with
the Web Sharing control panel.
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Mac OS Runtime for Java
Your computer can run programs written in the popular Java programming language
with the Mac OS Runtime for Java software that's part of a standard installation of Mac
OS 9. Small Java programs, called applets, are often embedded in Web pages to make
the pages more interesting or useful. When you view a Web page with an embedded
Java applet, the applet runs automatically. You can also run Java applets outside of
Web browsers. The Apple Applet Runner is an application program that runs Java
applets and is included with Mac OS Runtime for Java.

Essential Maneuvers
The Mac OS has esse ntial features and capabilities to help you with everyday tasks
on your computer. This section takes a look at more than a dozen features that
you're sure to find useful.
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Editing by mouse alone
Instead of using the venerable Cut, Copy, and Paste commands to move text,
graphics, or other material in document windows, you can simply drag it from
one place to another. You can drag within a document, between documents, and
between applications. You can drag material from a document to a Finder window
or to the desktop, and the material becomes a clipping file. Conversely, you can
drag a clipping file to a document window. This capability, called drag-and-drop
editing, works only with applications designed to take advantage of it. Figure 3-12
is an example of drag-and-drop editing.
0
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Figure 3-12: Dragging text from place
to place within a document
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Translucent icon dragging
When you drag an icon, the icon becomes translucent so that you can still identify
the icon while you look through it to see where you're dragging. If you drag a group
of icons, only the icon under the pointer is translucent; the others in the group are
outlines. Figure 3-13 illustrates translucent icon dragging.
Figure 3-13: An icon appears translucent
when you drag it.

Dragging to open
You can open a document not only with the application that created it, but also with
any compatible application that you have. Drag the document icon to an application
icon, and if they're compatible, the application icon becomes highlighted. Release
the mouse button and the highlighted application opens the document. For example,
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you can drag a diverse collection of documents to an application that compresses
them so that they consume Jess disk space. This drag-and-drop capability speeds
your work, and you can use it with aliases of documents and applications, as well
as with the actual items.
For more information on dragging to open a document, see Chapter 7.

Tooling around with the Apple menu
The Apple menu is like the tool belt a carpenter wears. It doesn't hold all of the
tools and equipment, but it holds the things the carpenter needs most often and the
special things for the work the carpenter is currently doing. With the Mac OS, you
can customize the Apple menu so that it gives you immediate access to programs,
documents, folders, and anything else you use frequently or need for a current job.
When you choose an item from the Apple menu, it opens right away. You don't have
to root around a cluttered desktop or scrounge through folders with the Finder. The
Apple menu is available in any program that doesn't hide the menu bar (as some
games do, for example). It lists items alphabetically and shows their icons.
You put an item in the Apple menu by dragging its icon into the Apple Menu Items
folder in the System Folder. The item becomes instantly available in the Apple
menu-there is no need to restart your computer. To remove an item from the
Apple menu, drag its icon out of the Apple Menu Items folder. Figure 3-14 is an
example of the Apple menu and its special folder.
For more information on the Apple menu, see Chapter 7.
Figure 3-14: Open anything from the Apple menu, which
About This carnputer

!

lists whatever you put in the Apple Menu Items folder.
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One of the nice additions in Mac OS 8.5-9 is the Favorites folder, in which aliases to
your favorite documents, folders, or disks can be kept for easy access. To create a
favorite, you just highlight it in the Finder and choose Add To Favorites from the
File menu. The Favorites are convenient, and they help you keep your Apple menu
a little more organized.
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Multitasking
The Mac OS lets you keep more than one program open at a time and switch between
the open programs. This capability is known as m ultitasking. You can have as many
programs open s imultaneously as fit in your computer's memory. You can switch to
any open program, including the Finder, by clicking its window or by choosing it from
the Application menu at the right end of the menu bar.
You can copy and paste among documents of open programs without closing
documents and quitting programs. By switching to the Finder, you can open other
programs, find docume nts, organize folders and disks, and so on. Figure 3-15 s hows
the Application menu with several programs open simultaneously.
Figure 3-15: Keep multiple programs open at
the same time and switch between them with
the Application menu.
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Having multiple programs open can lead to a confus ion of windows. You can
eliminate window clutter by using Application menu commands to hide windows
temporarily, using that same Application menu.
Because the universal menu bar at the top of the Mac OS screen looks so much
alike in many application programs, you can easily get confused about which
a pplication is currently active. Often the only surefire s ign is the tiny icon that
heads the Application menu in the right corner of the menu bar. Mac OS 8.5-9
eliminates all doubt by dis playing the name of the active application next to its
icon in the menu bar. You can eliminate the name altogether if you prefer.
A bigger change (first seen in Mac OS 8.5) is that you can tear off the Application
menu and make it a window called the Application Switcher. You tear off the
Application menu by dragging the mouse pointer beyond its last menu item. The
Application Switcher floats above ordinary application windows. It displays buttons
la beled with miniature application icons and the corresponding application names.
You can s hrink the window to show just the small icons. To switch to a different
application, click the button corresponding to the application you want to use.
Figure 3-16 is an example of the Application Switcher.
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Figure 3-16: You can tear off the Application
Switcher from the Application menu for convenient
switching between applications.
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Checking the menu bar clock
You can display a digital clock near the right end of the menu bar. Clicking the clock
alternates between a display of the time and the date. The format of this clock is set
with the Date & Time control panel. You can set the clock to chime on the hour, at
quarter past the hour, at half past the hour, and at quarter 'til the hour. Figure 3-17
shows the clock settings in the Date & Time control panel. In Mac OS 8.5-9, you can
have the clock automatically check a network time server (computers on the
Internet that give the correct time) and adjust itself when necessary.
For more information on the clock options, see Chapter 12.
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Figure 3- 17: Configure the optional

menu bar clock to display the time
and more.
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Printing with desktop printer icons
If you use more than one printer, you can choose one without using Chooser. The

Mac OS desktop printing software creates desktop icons for each of your printers.
Using the Finder's Printing menu, you make one printer the default printer, which
appears when you select a desktop printer icon. Desktop printers queue documents
for printing and print them in the background while you do other work. You can
open a des ktop printer to see and manage the queue. It is also possible to switch
between different printers using a Control Strip module or a printer menu in the
menu bar. Figure 3-18 shows a desktop printer icon and a desktop printer window.
For more information about desktop printing, see Chapter 16.
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Figure 3-1 8: Use desktop printer icons to choose a printer
and manage background printing.

Getting help
Getting assistance onscreen has never been easier than with the Help Viewer. Help
Viewer displays short how-to articles that you can search or browse via a table of
contents. In addition, the articles contain links that you can click to see related articles,
open the programs under discussion, or summon interactive step-by-step help.
The interactive help is provided by Apple Guide, which was first introduced with
System 7.5. Help Viewer articles provide detailed information about the Mac OS.
Shortcuts and tips, troubleshooting information, and detailed descriptions of Mac OS
features and capabilities are a ll available. Figure 3-19 is an example of the Help Viewer.
For more details on all the different types of Mac OS Help, see Chapter 9.
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Viewer offers Web-like
help, with li nks to
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Outlining in Finder windows
The Finder can display the contents of a folder or disk in a window as a list of item
names and other information. Some of the items in a list may be folders, which may
contain more folders. You can see the contents of aJI the enclosed folders as part of
one list in an indented outline format. The levels of indentation in the outline
clearly diagram the layers of folders listed in the window. You can expand or
collaps e any level in the outline to show or hide the corresponding folder's
contents by clicking a small triangle next to the folder's icon. Expanded folders
enable you to select items from more than one folder at a time. Figure 3-20 is an
example of the outline structure of a list view.
For more information on viewing the contents of folders and disks, see Chapter 5.

Click triangle to expand the
level and see folder contents

Tod'Y,I2;4HM
Thu, Ml y 14, 1998 , 5 :20 P

Thu,Oci23 ,1 997, 5:2SP
Tod'Y, 12:45 AM
Wod, Auq II , 1999 , 9:43 PI
Thu , AUQ 12, 1999 , 2:15A

Thu, AU.l 12, 1999, Z:ll A
Thu,AUQ 12, 1999, 2:11 A
ThU,AUQ 12, 1999, 2:42A
Tod'Y, IZ,44AM
f ri ,AUQ20,1999,2122P
Fri ,AUQ20,1999,2147P
f ri ,AUQ 20. 1999, !111 P
Fri ,A"l20, 1999, 3:53P
Fri, A"l20 , 1999, 3.55 P
fri ,A"l 20 , 1999,4138 P

Figure 3-20: Expanding and collapsing folder
outlines in Finder windows
Tip

The title of a Finder window appears to be static, but when you press 3C while
clicking the window title, a menu pops up. This pop-up menu reveals the path
through your folder structure from the active window to the disk containing it You
can open any folder along the path by choosing the folder from the pop-up menu.
To close the active window while opening a folder along the path, press Option
while choosing the folder from the pop-up menu.
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Using aliases
You can't be in two places at once, but your documents, applications, and folders can
be in many places simultaneously. Mac OS aliases make this virtual omnipresence
possible. An alias is a small file that points to another file, folder, or disk. When you
open an alias, the item it points to opens automatically. When you drag an item to the
alias of a folder, the item you drag goes in the folder to which the alias points. You can
put aliases anywhere-on the desktop, in the Apple menu, or in other accessible
places-and leave the original items buried deep in nested folders. An alias looks like
the original item except that its name is in italics, and its name may end with the word
alias. To further differentiate an alias, Mac OS 8.5-9 display a small badge that looks
like a bent arrow on every alias icon. Figure 3-21 shows an alias and its original item.

Double-click the alias...

... and the original is launched

ll

Plug -lnt

II

Read He

Figure 3-21: Things you do to an alias also happen to its

original item.
Aliases have a variety of uses, including:

+ Opening frequently used programs, documents, and folders from the desktop
while the real items remain buried in nested folders.

+ Adding items to the Apple menu without moving the original items from
their folders.

+ Organizing documents and folders according to multiple filing schemes
without duplicating items. For example, you can file documents by project,
addressee, date, and topic.

+ Getting nearly automatic access to your computer's hard disks from another
computer on the same network.
To learn to make aliases and to discover more strategies for their use, see
Chapter 14.
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Sharing files
If your Mac is networked with other computers, the Mac OS makes it possible to

share any of your folders, even whole disks, and their contents with other network
users. Of course, you can access shared folders and disks on other networked
computers as well. The remainder of this section briefly introduces Mac OS
file sharing.
Chapter 21 details how to access shared files, and Chapter 22 explains how to
share your folders and disks.

Using someone else's folders
To use another computer's folder or disk, you can use the Network Browser (in Mac
OS 8.5-9) or the Chooser (in all Mac OS versions). Both of these programs list the
names of all computers that have shared folders or disks that you can connect to.
After you choose a listed computer, the Network Browser or the Chooser asks you
to connect as a guest or registered user and then presents a list of items that you
may share. Figure 3-22 shows how you connect to shared items using the Network
Browser; the Chooser uses a similar procedure.

Open or expand a file
server in the Network Browser
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Now you can open a disk or other shared
item to see and work with its contents
Figure 3-22: Connect to a shared folder or disk using the Network Browser.
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Sharing your folders with others
Before you can share your own folders or disks with other network users, you must
use the File Sharing control panel to enable file sharing. Your computer then shows
up in the Network Browsers and Choosers of other network computers. As discussed
and shown in Chapter 2, you can use File Sharing over a local network (using
Ethernet or LocalTalk cables), or you can share files over the Internet using File
Sharing over TCP/IP. Figure 3-23 shows the File Sharing control panel.
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Figure 3-23: The fife sharing
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To share one of your disks or folders, select it and then use the Finder's Sharing
command to display the item's sharing information. This information appears in
an item's Info window in Mac OS 8.5-9. It is in the Info window that you specify who
can see the item's folders, view its files, and make changes to these privileges. You
can grant different access privileges to the owner of the item (usually you), to one
other registered user or a group of registered users you designate, and to everyone
else. Figure 3-24 is an example of sharing information.
You use the Users & Groups control panel to identify registered users, set their
passwords, and create groups of users. You can see who is sharing what and how
busy they're keeping your computer with the Activity Monitor tab in the File Sharing
control panel. You can also use this control panel to disconnect individual users who
are sharing your folders and disks. Finally, you can set up the different types of users
and groups of users to assign their File Sharing permissions individually by selecting
the Users & Groups tab in the File Sharing control panel, shown in Figure 3-25.
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Important Mac OS Features
When you're ready to go beyond the basics, the Mac OS has many powerful
features and capabilities to help you work more efficiently. This section looks at
organizing the System Folder, fonts and typography, extending memory, managing
startup items, and speech capabilities.

Organizing the System Folder
The system software consists of hundreds of files - system extensions, control
panels, fonts, preference files, and many other kinds of files. The Mac OS organizes
system software files in a number of special folders inside the System Folder. There's
a Control Panels folder, a Preferences folder, an Extensions folder, a Fonts folder, and
many more. Most of the special folders have distinctive icons. Moreover, the Finder
knows which special folder to put many items in when you drag them to the System
Folder icon. Figure 3-26 is an example of the System Folder.
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Figure 3-26: Special folders subdivide the System Folder.

In general, you should not move items from one special folder in the System Folder
to another, because these files must be in specific locations to function. Likewise,
you should not remove items from the System Folder unless you know for sure that
an item is not needed.
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To learn more about the System Folder's special folders, see Chapter 11 . Tackling
fonts and typography
The Mac OS works with three bas ic kinds of fo nts: fixed size, TrueType variable
size, and PostScript variable size. This section introduces some of the differen t
kinds of fonts and typography.
Chapter 15 covers fonts in detail.
Thanks to the TrueType fo nt technology that is built into the Mac OS, text looks
s mooth at any size onscreen o r on any printing device. TrueType fonts are variablesize outline fonts s imilar to the PostScript fonts that look so sharp on Pos tScript
printe rs (and onscreen if you have installed Adobe Type Manager software). The
Mac OS s moothly scales TrueType fonts to any size. Fixed-size fonts a lso look good
o n the screen at their prescribed sizes, but they appear lumpy when scaled to other
sizes. Figure 3-27 s hows how much more smoothly TrueType scales 36-point Times
text com pared with a scaled-up 18-point fixed-s ize fo nt.

I Tugboat
lip

Tug b o ot

Figure 3-27: The Mac OS scales TrueType fonts (left)
more smoothly than fixed-size fonts (right).

Having trouble duplicating this jaggedness? It might be because Mac OS 9 has an
option that allows you to "smooth" every font that appears on the screen that is
over a particular point size. That just makes the Mac display look a little more
sophisticated and modern. You can turn this option on or off in the Appearance
control panel, unde r the Fonts tab. There is a check box next to "Smooth all fonts
on screen:' Click the box to remove the check mark (if it's currently checked) and
the feature is turned off. If it's not currently checked, then it's already off.

Extending memory
Application programs are becoming more memo ry hungry all the time, and the Mac
OS has a large memory appetite itself. It seems as if a computer can never have too
much memo ry. T he Mac OS can increase the amount of memo ry available by using
part of a hard dis k tra ns parently as additional memory. This extra memory, called
virtual memory , lets you keep more programs o pen simultaneously and increase
the amo unt of memo ry each progr am gets when you o pen it. Given more memory,
programs may enable yo u to open additional or larger documents. Furthermore,
o n PowerPC compute rs , having virtual memory turned on s ubs tantially reduces
the amo unt of memory that programs need.
For more information on memory management, see Chapter 19.
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Managing startup items
To help manage the large number of items that load when you start up your
computer, the Mac OS includes the Extensions Manager control panel. You can use
it to disable and ena ble control panels, extensions, and othe r startup items either
individually or in sets. The Extensions Manager that comes with Mac OS 9 includes
improvements first introduced in Mac OS 7.6. For each item, it displays its status
(enabled or disabled), name, size, and version, and in some cases, the package it
was installed with . You can view items grouped by the folders they're in, grouped
by the package they were installed with, or ungrouped. You can enlarge the
Extensions Manager window to display detailed information about a particular
item. Figure 3-28 is an example of the Extensions Manager.
Do not use the Extensions Manager to disable extensions unless you know forcertain that a particular extension or group of extensions are not needed; some
extensions are essential to the proper functioning of your Macintosh.
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Figure 3-28: Disable and enable startup items with the

Extensions Manager control panel.
To learn more about the Extensions Manager, see Chapter 11.

Summary
This chapter introduced the features, many of which were introduced in Mac OS 8
or Mac OS 8.5, that make Mac OS 9 easier to use than earlie r ve rsions of the sys tem
software. The Finder is more responsive thanks to its live scrolling of windows and
its capability to perform simultaneous operations. There are additional controls for
moving and collapsing windows. The Finder's View menu is revamped , making it
s impler to set the view of each folder and disk window, and to keep it arranged. You
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can view files and folders as one-click buttons, and you can make any disk or folder
window into a pop-up window. Many view options that previously applied to all
folder and disk windows can now be set for each window separately. The Finder's
Preferences command offers a Simple Finder option plus options that were formerly
part of the Views and Labels control panels. You can make disks and folders spring
open without lifting a finger. You can see a contextual menu of relevant commands
by Control+clicldng an icon, a window, or some text in the Finder. All menus stay
open even if you release the mouse button, and several commands were added to
the Finder's File menu.
This chapter also provided an overview of what Mac OS 9 provides for getting
connected to the Internet and accessing Internet services. The Internet Setup
Assistant simplifies setting up an Internet connection. You can use any of the
supplied programs to exchange e-mail. The Personal Web Sharing software makes
it easy to publish your own Web pages on the Internet or on an Intranet. In addition,
you can run Java applets that are embedded in Web pages and run Java programs
outside Web pages with the Mac OS Runtime for Java software.
This chapter introduced the special Mac OS features and capabilities that help you
with everyday computer tasks, including drag-and-drop editing, translucent icon
dragging on a PowerPC computer, and dragging documents to open them with
applications that didn't create them. The Mac OS also provides the Apple menu
for opening your favorite items quickly and the Application menu for switching
between open applications. You can check the time and date with the menu
bar clock. Desktop printer icons make it easy to choose a printer and manage
background printing. If you need help while using the Mac OS, you can access
the Web-like Help Viewer and link to interactive Apple Guide instructions.
Mac OS makes it easier to work with your disks, files, and folders in several ways.
You can see indented outlines of your layers of folders. You can categorize Items
with colored labels. For all practical purposes, you can keep items in more than
one place at the same time by making aliases of them. And you can share files with
other computer users on a network.
This chapter also showed you other Mac OS features and capabilities that you're
sure to find indispensable, including special folders for organizing the contents
of the System Folder; virtual memory for reducing program memory needs on
PowerPC computers and making more memory available on all computers; and
three kinds of fonts that the Mac OS works with-fixed size, TrueType variable
size, and PostScript variable size.
Finally, to make the most of the Mac OS, you can manage your startup items with
the Extensions Manager control panel.
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In This Chapter

T

he desktop, with its menus, windows, and icons, serves
as a home base for everything that you do with your
Macintosh. Because you use all these things so often, how
they look and operate is important. You need to know what all
these basic elements are and how to use them: the menu bar,
pop-up menus, contextual menus, regular windows, dialog
boxes, alert boxes, window controls, other controls, and the
active window. You also need to know what different icon
shapes mean, how to select one or more icons, and how to
rename them. This chapter describes and illustrates all of
these basic features of the Mac OS.

Menus
The Mac OS has always used menus to present the commands
from which you can choose in a given circumstance. Usually
you select something- such as an icon, or a series of words in
a document-and then you choose a command from one of the
menus in the menu bar at the top of the screen. In a way, those
menus are like drawers in your work desk- it's where you keep
pens, staplers, scissors, and so on. On the Mac's desktop, the
menus are the drawers where you find applications, print
commands, formatting options, and so on. And, yes, on the
Apple menu you'II even find a Calculator.
At the top of the screen are menu titles in the form of words
and icons in a menu bar. The menu bar contains some menu
titles that are the same in all applications, as well as menus
that are unique to the application program you're us ing at the
time. Menus can also appear outside the menu bar. A menu
that pops up from an icon or other object outside the menu
bar has an arrow that indicates it is a menu. In addition, Mac
OS 9 can display menus in some places based solely on the
context of the mouse pointer. This section describes menus
in the menu bar, pop-up menus, and contextual menus.

Introducing menus
Looking into windows
Working with icons
Taking a screen
picture
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Menu bar
The menus in the menu bar at the top of the screen contain commands that are
relevant to the application that you are using at the time. The menus may also
contain attributes that apply to objects that you work with in the application. In
addition, the menu bar has menus from which you can choose another application
that you want to begin us ing. Menu titles appear in the menu bar, and you can use
the mouse to display one menu at a time beneath its title. Figure 4-1 shows the
menu bar as it initially appears in Mac OS 9, with one of its menus displayed .

I f

mo Edit VIew Special Help

IISIOAM

EJ Ander

Figure 4-1: The menu bar is a permanent fixture at the top of the screen.
You can change some aspects of the menu bar appearance as described in Chapter 8.

How the menu bar works
To use the menu bar, you position the mouse pointer over a menu title and click or
press the mouse button. The menu opens beneath the menu title so that you can
see the items in it and choose one, if you like. Figure 4-2 shows an open menu.

Figure 4-2: Click one of the menu titles
and a menu appears.

Why one menu bar?
There are several reasons why the Mac OS has a permanent menu bar at the top of the
screen. One reason is that a menu bar at the top of the screen is an easy target to hit with
the mouse. You can quickly slide the mouse pointer to the top of the screen, where it automatically stops at the menu bar. If the menu bar were at the top of a window in the middle
of the screen (like on a Microsoft Windows computer), you would have to take more time
to carefully position the pointer over it.
A second reason is that having a permanent menu bar at the top of the screen gives you a
reliable place for every application's commands. If each window on the screen had its own
menu bar, you'd have to think about which one you wanted to use.
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In Mac OS 9, a menu stays open when you click it. (In Mac OS versions before Mac OS
8, you had to hold down the mouse button or the menu would disappear.) You can
leave your finger off the mouse button and move the pointer up and down the menu,
highlighting each menu item as the pointer passes over it. The menu disappears if
you move the pointer back to the menu bar. Then, you can display the same menu or
another menu by moving the pointer over the menu title. You don't have to click
again unless it's been more than 15 seconds since you last moved the mouse.
If you're used to the way menus worked pre-Mac OS 8, you can still use them that
way. If you click and hold the mouse button while moving up and down a menu,
it will disappear immediately after you release the mouse button.
To choose a menu item, position the pointer over it and click. If you click outside a
menu, on the menu's title again, or if you don't move the mouse for 15 seconds, the
menu disappears and you have to click a menu title again to make menus stick open.

Standard menus
In most Mac OS applications, the menu bar includes these five standard menus:
+ Apple menu is at the left end of the menu and has an Apple logo for its title.
This menu usually includes an About item, which describes the application
you're currently using, followed by an alphabetical list of programs, documents, and other items that can be opened. For information on using and
customizing the Apple menu, see Chapter 7.
+ Flle menu is next to the Apple menu and contains commands that affect a
whole document, such as New, Open, Close, Save, and Print. The last item is
usually Quit, which you use when you're done working with an application.
+ Edit menu is to the right of the File menu and contains commands that you can
use to change a document's contents, such as Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste, and Clear.
+Help menu gives you access to onscreen help. In Mac OS 9, the help menu is
labeled "Help," and the menu is immediately to the right of the last application menu in the menu bar. (In versions of the Mac OS before Mac OS 8, the
help menu is labeled with a question mark icon. It is near the right end of the
menu bar and is referred to as the Guide menu.) For more information about
onscreen help, see Chapter 9.
+ Application menu, which is located at the right end of the menu bar, displays
an alphabetical list of the applications that are currently running on the
computer. Choosing a listed application makes it the active application so that
you can use it. Find more information about this menu in Chapter 7.
Each application may add its own menus between the Edit menu and the Help
menu. In addition, the menu bar normally includes a digital clock near the right
end of the menu bar. The clock does not give you access to a menu (it usually just
switches between the date and time display).
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Pop-up menus
Pop-up menus are special menus that don't appear on the menu bar. Usually they
are found in a window in an application, and such menus often ask you to choose
from a list of options. When you click a pop-up menu, all those options appear,
allowing you to move the mouse up or down to choose one.
Menus outs ide the menu bar must be marked so that you can tell that clicking one
will display a menu. By convention, an arr9whead next to some text or an icon
indicates it is a menu title. The arrowhead may point down or to the right. It may
also be double-headed and point up and down. Figure 4-3 shows some examples
of pop-up menus.

Wliltrl : t1tcOS 9~ ( AU BDS 1 0ev 0,

Y3.23o3c l )

Double-headed arrows suggest a pop-up menu
A single right-facing arrow is another sign

Figure 4-3: Different types of pop-up menus, including those
found in preferences windows and in the co trol strip

Like menus in the menu bar, a pop-up menu stays open after you click it.
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Contextual menus
Rooting through menus to find a particular command isn't much fun. Wouldn't it
be better if all you saw were relevant commands? That's the point of contextual
menus - they offer commands that make sense in a given context. You can display
a contextual menu by holding down the Control key while clicking an icon, a
window, or some selected text for which you want to choose a command or
attribute. The contextual menu lists commands that are re levant to the item that
you Control+click. Figure 4-4 is an example of a contextual menu for an icon.
llelp
Open

Get Info
Ulbel
Make Alias
Put Away
Add To Favorites

....

Figure 4-4: Control+clicking an
item displays a contextual menu in
the Finder.

Attach o Folder Action_~I

You can Control+click one icon or a selection of several icons. When several icons are
selected, Control+clicking any one of them displays a contextual menu of com-mands
that pertain to the whole group. For example, if you Control+click one folder icon in
Mac OS 9, the contextual menu includes the command Attach a Folder Action. This
command is not included in the contextual menu when you Control+click several
folders because the command can only apply to one folder at a time. (For more
information on selecting items, see "Icons" later in this chapter.)
Contextual menus are available when you're working with files, folders, and disks in
the Finder, although they can be disabled in that context by selecting the Simple
Finder option. (More on all this in Chapter 5.) Other applications can adopt contextual
menus as well-you'll find that many have, especially Internet applications and
others that are updated frequently. In addition, you can extend contextual menus with
shareware and freeware add-ons, such as Apple Data Detectors and FinderPop (both
of which are described in Chapter 26).
If your Mac has a two- or four-button mouse or trackball, you may be able to

display contextual menus by pressing the right button without holding down
Control. If your multi button mouse or trackball does not already work this way,
you may be able to program it to simulate a Control+click whenever you press the
button on the right. For instructions on programming a multibutton mouse or
trackball, see the documentation that came with it. (You may find that the mouse
has a control panel that governs this behavior.) These alternative pointing devices
are made by Kensington Technology (650-572-2700, http: I lwww. kensington.
com), Contour Designs (800462-6678, http: I l www. contou r des i gn . com), and
other companies, not by Apple.
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Menu symbols
A menu item may be accompanied by a variety of symbols. A triangle pointing to
the right indicates the menu item has a submenu. An ellipsis at the end of the item
name indicates that choosing the item brings up a dialog box in which you must
supply additional information before the command can be completed .
./ designates an attribute that applies to everything that is currently selected

e also designates an attribute that applies to everything that is currently
selected
-designates an attribute that applies only to some things that are currently
selected
~

designates a menu item with a submenu

+ designates a program that's running in the background and that requires
attention; to find out why, make it the active, foreground application
Other symbols are used to specify keyboard shortcuts for menu items. Pressing a
specified combination of keys has the same effect as choosing the menu item. For
example, pressing 3€+X is equivalent to choosing the Cut command from the Edit
menu. The following symbols represent keys:
:1€

represents the Command key

.0

represents the Shift key

~

represents the Option key

A

represents the Control (or Ctrl) key

IE>

represents the Delete key

I

When you use a keyboard shortcut for a command in a menu, the title of the menu
flashes briefly to signal that the command has been issued. You can change how
many times the title flashes, or turn off the signal altogether, in the Menu Blinking
section of the General Controls control panel (as described in Chapter 12).

Windows
You view and interact with the files stored on your computer in windows. Most
windows are rectangular, but some are other shapes. This section describes how
different types of Mac OS windows look
work.

at
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Window types
There are several types of Mac OS windows, and each is designed to display a
specific kind of information. Some windows display the files and other items stored
on disks. Other windows display the contents of files, which may be text, pictures,
movies, or other kinds of information. Windows called dialog boxes display options
that you can set. Alert boxes are dialog boxes in which the Mac OS or an application
program notifies you of a hazardous situation, a limitation in your proposed course
of action, or an error condition. Palettes contain controls or tools, or display auxiliary information for the application program that you're currently using.
Each type of window has a standard structure, and it's basically the same in all
versions of the Mac OS. The frame that borders every window looks different for a
regular window, a movable dialog box, an immovable dialog box, an alert box, and
a palette. Figure 4-5 shows examples of the different types of windows as they
initially appear in Mac OS 9.
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Figure 4-5: Mac OS windows include regular windows (top), immovable dialog
boxes (middle left), movable dialog boxes (middle right), alert boxes (bottom left),
and palettes (bottom right).
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Window controls
The design of a window has as much to do with function as with form. Many parts
of a window's frame are actually control surfaces that you can use to move the
window, size it, close it, or change the view of its contents. Figure 4-6 shows
examples of window controls.

Title bar

Collapse box

Close box

~

Zoom

boll
Figure 4-6: Manipulate windows with
their many controls
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The window controls have these effects:

+ Title bar: Drag to move the window. Double-clicking the title bar may collapse
or expand the window, and Option+double-clicking may collapse or expand all
windows. (fo set up this option, see Chapter 8.)

+ Close box: Click to make the window go away. Press Option+click to close all
windows.

+ Zoom box: Click to make the window as large as it needs to be to show all its
contents, up t o the size of the screen. Click again to make the window resume
its previous s ize and location. Press Option+click to force the window to fill
the screen. (fhe zoom box usually leaves a margin on the right side of
the screen.)

+ Collapse box: Click to hide all but the window's title bar, or if the window is
collapsed, click to show the entire wfindow. Press Option+click to collapse (or
expand) all windows.

+ Scroll bar arrow, box: Click the arrow to scroll the window's contents
smoothly; click the gray area to scroll in chunks; drag the box to quickly bring
another part of the window's contents in view. The scroll bar controls do not
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appear if scrolling would not bring anything else in view. In Mac OS, the scroll
arrows are bidirectional - placed together near the bottom-right corners of
the window-and the scroll box proportional to the window content. (To
change this option, which is called Smart Scrolling, see Chapter 8.)

+ Size box: Drag to adjust the size of the window.
+ Window frame: Drag to move the window.
You won't find all the window controls on every kind of window. Document
windows have all or most of the available controls, movable dialog boxes have
fewer controls, and immovable dialog boxes and alert boxes have no controls built
in their borders. Nonblocking alert boxes, new to Mac OS 9, feature a title bar and
a close box.

Other controls
Inside many windows are a variety of controls that operate by clicking and dragging
with the mouse. Examples include buttons with text or picture labels, check boxes,
radio buttons, sliders, little arrows for increasing or decreasing numeric values,
disclosure triangles, scrolling lists, and tabs. Figure 4-7 shows examples of some
controls in Mac OS 9.
Controls have these effects:

+ Buttons cause an action to take place when clicked. Many dialog boxes have
OK and Cancel buttons. Clicking OK accepts all the settings and entries in the
dialog box. Clicking Cancel rejects any changes you may have made in the
dialog box and restores all settings and entries to their states when the dialog
box appeared. One button in a dialog box or alert box may have a heavy border;
this is the default button. It represents the action that you'll most often want to
take, except that if the most common action is dangerous, a button representing
a safer action may be the default button. As a shortcut for clicking the default
button, you can press Return or Enter.

+ Radio buttons let you select one setting from a group. They're called radio
buttons because they work like the station presets on a car radio. Just as you
can select only one radio station at a time, you can select only one radio
button from a group. To select a radio button, click it. Although you can't
select more than one radio button, several radio buttons in a group may be
partly on and partly off because the group indicates the s tate of more than
one thing, such as the right or left alignment of multiple paragraphs.

+ Check boxes let you turn options on or off. When an option is on, a check
ma rk or a cross appears in the c heck box. When an option is off, the check
box is empty. When an option is partly on and partly off because it indicates
the state of more than one thing, such as the format of a range of text, a
horizontal line appears in the check box. Check boxes are not mutually
exclusive like radio buttons. You can turn on check boxes in any combination. Clicking a c heck box reverses its state.
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Figure 4-7: Various controls may be included inside windows.

+ Sliders display a range of values or L agnitudes. An indicator shows the
current setting, and you can drag tHe indicator to change the setting.

+ little arrows, which point in opposite directions, let you raise or lower a
value incrementally. Clicking an arrow changes the value one increment at a
time. Pressing an arrow continuously changes the value until it reaches the
end of its range.
J

+ Disclosure triangles control how much detail you see in the window. Clicking
a right-pointing triangle reveals additional detail and may automatically
enlarge the window to accommodate it. Clicking a down-pointing triangle
hid"' detan and may automatkally r hdnk the window to lit
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+ Scrolling lists disp lay a list of values in a box with an adjacent sc roll bar. If
there are more values than can be displayed at once, the scroll bar becomes
active and you can use it to s ee other values in the list. Clic king a lis ted item
selects it. You may be able to select multiple items by pressing Shift or 3€.

+ Tabs look like the ta bs on dividers used in ca rd files and ring binders,
and they have a similar function. They div ide the content of a window into
discrete pages, or sec tions, with each ta b connected to one section of window
content. You see one section at a time, and you switch to a different section
by clicking its tab.

Active window
When more than one standard window is open, one is active and you can use its
controls. You can't use the controls in windows that are open but inactive. In fact,
you can't even see controls in the frames of inactive windows. You can tell the
active window not only by its visible controls but also because it overlaps inactive
windows that touch it. The active window is considered to be in front of inactive
windows. Figure 4-8 s hows an active window and inactive windows in Mac OS 9.

~
Note

There is an exception to the rule that only one wi ndow is active at a time. Palettes
are always active when they are open. They float in a layer above other types of
windows. If you are using an application with palettes, and switch to another
application with palettes, the palettes from the first application should close automatically and any palettes that were previously open in the second application
should reopen automatically.
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Figure 4-8: The active window has visible controls and ove rlaps
inactive windows that touch it.
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Window tricks
Although inactive windows don't have visible controls, you can move and collapse or
expand them while they're in the background. If you have more than one program open at
the same time, these tricks only work with windows of the program you're currently using.
To move an inactive window, press 00 while dragging the window's title bar or its frame.
To collapse or expand an inactive window, press 00 while double-clicking the window's title
bar. Pressing 00 keeps the window from becoming active.
To collapse or expand all windows, press Option while clicking any window's collapse (window shade) box.

To make an inactive window active, click any part of it that you can see. This brings
it to the front and moves the formerly acti~e window behind. If a dialog box or alert
box is displayed, you must dismiss it before you can make another window active
in the same application program. This isn't true of nonblocking alert boxes, which
appear to "float" over other windows. You don't have to click the nonblocking
alert's close box before manipulating other windows.

Icons
Many entities in the Mac OS are represented by small pictures called icons.
The programs, documents, folders, and d~sks in your computer are used by
manipulating icons on the computer screj n. This section explains what the look
of an icon tells you about it and how you use icons.

Icon appearance
An icon's basic appearance tells you wha~ kind of item it represents. Icons that
look like a sheet of paper with a dog-eared corner represent document files, which
contain the text, pictures, sounds, and ot11er kinds of data stored on your computer.
Icons based on a diamond shape usually tepresent application programs that you
use to work on documents.
I

,.
Note

Many application icons have other sha es, but the diamond shape was the
original standard for Mac programs.

Icons that look like folders represent the folders in which programs, documents, and
other items are organized on your disks. These are just a few of the icons you learn
to recognize on a typical Mac; many other icons are described in other chapters.
Figure 4-9 shows examples of document, grogram, and folder icons in Mac OS 9.

I

I
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Figure 4-9: An icon's basic

appearance indicates the kind of
item it represents.

Selecting icons
The look of an icon has no bearing on how you use it. Everyone who uses a Mac
quickly learns to select icons by clicking, but even some s easoned vet e rans don't
know that in windows and on the desktop you can select more than one icon at a
time. In addition, you can select icons individually by typing instead of clicking.
When you s elect an icon, the Mac OS highlights it by making it darker and displaying
its name in white type on a black (or colored) background. If the icon you select is
on a monitor that's set to display black and white, the Mac OS highlights the icon by
inverting its colors; white becomes black and black becomes white. Figure 4-10
shows examples of an icon that is highlighted and an icon that is n't highlighted.
Figure 4-10: Icon highlighting on a

color or grayscale monitor

Multiple selection by Shift+clicking
Ordinarily, clicking an icon selects it (highlights it) and deselects the icon that was
highlighted. You can select a group of icons in the same window or a group of icons
on the desktop by pressing Shift while clicking each icon in turn. At any time, you
can deselect a selected icon by pressing Shift and clicking it again.

Multiple selection by dragging
In addition to Shift+clicking to select multiple icons, you can select adjacent icons
by dragging the mouse pointer across them. As you drag, the Mac OS dis plays a
rectangle, called a selection rectangle, and every icon it touches or encloses is
selected. Icons are highlighted one-by-one as you drag over them, not en masse
after you stop dragging. All items must be on the desktop or in a s ingle window.
Figure 4-11 is an example of selecting several icons wi th a selection rectangle.
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Figure 4-11 : Selecting
adjacent items by dragging

a selection rectangle

You can combine dragging with use of the Shift key. Pressing Shift while dragging a
selection rectangle across unselected icons adds the enclosed icons to the current
selection. Conversely, pressing Shift while tlragging a selection rectangle across
selected icons deselects the enclosed group without deselecting other icons (if any).

Selection by typing

J

When you know the name of an icon that you want to select but aren't sure where
it is in a window, you can quickly select it by typing. Typing also may be faster than
clicking if the icon you want to select req ires lots of scrolling to bring in view.
Open or select the window where the ico9 is located. To select an icon by typing,
simply type the first part of its name. You need to type only enough of the name
to uniquely identify the icon you want. In a window in which every icon has a
completely different name, for example, you need to type only the first letter of a
name to select an icon. By contrast, in a folder where every icon begins with Power,
you have to type those five letters plus enpugh additional letters to single out the
icon you want. When selecting by typing, uppercase and lowercase letters are
interchangeable.
I
While typing, pressing Tab selects the nem item alphabetically and Shift+Tab
selects the previous item alphabetically. Pressing an arrow key selects the icon
nearest the currently selected icon in the pirection that the arrow key points. To
select the icon of the startup disk, press Sf+Shift+up arrow (f). Table 4-1
summarizes keyboard selection techniques.

Tablf! 4-1
Selectinslcons by Typlns
To Seled This

Do This

An icon

Type the icon's partial or full name

Next icon alphabetically

Press Tab

Previous icon alphabetically

Press Shift+Tab

Next icon up

Press up arrow (t)

Next icon down

Press down arrow (n
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To Seled This

Do This

Next icon left

Press left arrow (.__)

Next icon right

Press right arrow(-)

Enclosing folder or disk

:!€+up arrow (f)

Startup disk icon

Press 3e+Shift+up arrow (t)

Multiple icons

Press Shift while clicking each icon or while dragging
to enclose them

Renaming icons
Clicking an icon highlights the icon and its name but does not select the icon name
for editing. This behavior protects your icons from being accidentally renamed by
your cat walking across your keyboard (which has actually happened). If you select
an icon and begin typing, expecting your typing to rename the selected icon, you
may be surprised to discover that your typing selects another icon whose name
most closely matches what you're typing (as described previously).
To rename a disk, folder, program, document, or other item, you must explicitly
select its name. Either click the name directly, or click the item's icon and then
press Return or Enter. An icon whose name is selected for editing has a distinctive
look: The icon is highlighted as usual and the name has a box around it. The box
does not appear when you just click the icon. Figure 4-12 shows an icon with its
name selected and another icon with its name not selected.
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Figure 4-12: A boxed icon name (left) is ready for
editing, but a highlighted icon (right) isn't.

For an additional visual cue that you have selected a name on a color or grayscale
monitor, make sure the text highlight color is something other than black and
white. Then you know that a name highlighted in color (or gray) is ready for
editing, whereas a name highlighted in black and white is not. To set the text
highlight color, use the Appearance control panel as described in Chapter 8.
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Selecting all or part of an icon name!
Right after you select an icon name, the wHole name is selected. With the whole
name selected, you can replace it completJ ly by typing a new name. If you just
want to change part of the name, you can select that part and replace or delete it.
You can also select an insertion point and type additional text.
To select part of an icon name or an insertion point in one, you must first select
the name for editing (as just described). N9w position the mouse pointer (which
should be shaped something like a capital Dwhere you want to place an insertion
point or begin selecting in the name. Click to place an insertion point, or hold down
the mouse button and drag the pointer to select part of the name. As you drag, the
Mac OS highlights the text you are selecting. Release the mouse button to stop
selecting. If you select an insertion point, y,ou see a thin flashing line that marks its
position. Figure 4-13 shows one icon name entirely selected, another name partially
selected, and an insertion point in a third 1 arne.
1

Documents ~

0

••
Figure 4-13: Select all of an icon name (left), part of an icon name (middle), or

an insertion point (right).
To select part of an icon name or an inser~ion point in the name, be sure to wait
until the selection box appears around th~ name. The Finder may think you're
double-clicking an icon and open it if you t lick the name and then immediately
click, double-click, or drag in the name to select part of it. (Opening icons is
discussed in greater depth in Chapter 5.)

Copy, Paste, and Undo
While editing a name, you can use the Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste commands in
the Edit menu. These commands are also available in a contextual menu.
To copy all or part of an icon name, select the part that you want to copy and
choose Copy from the Edit menu. The Copy command places the selected text on
the Clipboard, which is an internal holding area. Then you can paste what you
copied by selecting all or part of another icon's name and choosing Paste from the
Edit menu. At this point you can make chdnges to the name that you pasted; you
must make changes if the icon whose name you're working on is the same as that
of another icon in the same folder. Whatever you copied remains on the Clipboard
until you use the Copy command or the Cut command. The Cut command works
like the Copy command, but Cut also rem ves the selected text while placing it on
the Clipboard.
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Stop waiting for the editing box
After clicking an icon name to edit it. you have to wait and wait for the editing box to appear
around the name. To cut the wait short, just twitch the mouse and the name is highlighted
for editing. You don't have to wait after clicking an icon's name if you immediately move the
pointer.
Another way to avoid waiting after clicking an icon's name is to move the insertion point by
pressing the arrow keys. Click the name and immediately press the up arrow (t) or the left
arrow (--) to move the insertion point to the beginning of the name, or immediately press
the down arrow ( ~) or the right arrow (-) to move the selection point to the end. After the
selection point is established, pressing the left arrow (+-) moves it left and pressing the
right arrow (-) moves it right.
Perhaps the easiest way to immediately edit an icon name is to select the icon (not the
icon's name) and press Return. This immediately puts you in editing mode with the icon's
entire name highlighted.
The length of time you must wait for the editing box to appear around an icon name you
clicked depends on the duration of a double-dick interval- approximately 1.9 seconds, 1.3
seconds, or 0.9 second, as set in the Mouse control panel. If you have trouble editing icon
names without opening the item, try setting a briefer double-click speed with the Mouse
control panel (see Chapter 12}.

While editing an icon name, you can undo your last change by choosing Undo from
the Edit menu. The Undo command works only as long as the icon name remains
selected for editing. You cannot undo your changes to a name after you finish
editing it.
To finish editing an icon name, press Return or Enter, or click anywhere outside
the icon name. You can cancel all the changes you made to an icon name since you
began editing it by deleting the entire name (choose Select All from the Edit menu
and press the Delete key) and then pressing Return or Enter. Because the icon now
has no name when you press Return or Enter (ending the editing of the name) , the
Mac OS restores the name the icon had when you began editing it.
Besides selecting all or part of a name and copying it, you can copy the entire
name of any item by selecting its icon and choosing Copy from the Edit menu. You
do not have to select the name to copy it; you can just select the icon. Then you
can choose the name of another icon (not just the icon this time) that's not in the
same folder and choose Paste from the Edit menu to give it the copied name.
You can copy the names of multiple icons by selecting the icons and using the Copy
command. This creates a list of icon names on the Clipboard. You can paste this list
in a document such as a Stickies note, a SimpleText document, or the Note Pad, but
you can't paste the copied icon names onto a group of selected icons.
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Renaming locked items
You can't change the name of a locked item or an item that you are sharing on a
network. However, you can copy its entire name as just described. (For information
on locking and unlocking items, see Chapter 5. For information on sharing items on
a network, see Chapter 22.)

Taking a Screen Picture
You can take a picture of the whole screen-menu bar, windows, and icons-at
any time by pressing 3€+Shift+3. Each picture you take appears at the root level of
your startup disk (the main window that appears when you double-dick the disk's
icon on the desktop) as a file named Picture 1, Picture 2, and so on. You can view
the screen pictures with the SimpleText application, which is normally located in
the Applications fold er of the startup disk.
Rather than taking a picture of the whole screen, you can take a picture of a window
or any rectangular portion of the screen. To do so, use these keystrokes:
• Rectangular region: Press 3€+Shift+4 and then drag to select a rectangular
region that you want to take a picture of (this procedure omits the pointer
from the picture).

+ Window or menu: Press 3€+Shift+4+Caps Lock and then click a window or
open menu (you need to click it opeq before taking the screen shot) that you
want to take a picture of (this procedure omits the pointer from the picture).
• Cancel: Press Space bar (or any other key that normally types a character)
to cancel a W+Shift+4 combination.

+ Picture on Clipboard: Add the Control key to any of the screen capture
keystrokes to copy the picture to the Clipboard instead of saving it as a
picture file on the startup disk. With the 3€+Shift+4 combinations, you can
alternatively press Control while selecting the region or window you want
to take a picture of.

Summary

t~e

This chapter offered an in-depth look at
interface elements in the Mac OScontrols that make it possible for you to work with documents and applications
to get something done on your Mac. The discussion began with menus, where the
commands and preferences for your work,are set. Menus are found in the menu bar,
as pop-up menus, and as special contextual menus.
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This chapter also discussed the difference between a regular window, a dialog
box, and an alert box. You've seen the function of scroll bars, zoom boxes, buttons ,
radio buttons, check boxes, and other controls found on window frames and inside
windows. You should be able to tell which window is currently active, and you can
even manipulate inactive windows using some little-known commands.
Icons are the small pictures on the screen that represent documents, application
programs, and folders. You've seen in this chapter how to select one icon or a
group of icons. You've also seen how to rename an icon.
Finally, this chapter briefly touched on taking a screen shot, showing you how to
take a picture of all or part of the screen by pressing a combination of keys .

+
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In This Chapter

A

sk 100 Macintosh users to name the application
program they use most often and only a few would
come up with the correct answer: the Finder. People don't
think of the Finder as a program they us e or need to learn
to use. In fact, it is a very rich application program that is
included with the Mac OS for managing your disks and their
contents.

This chapter describes the simple ways in which you can
organize the stuff on your computer by us ing the Finder. You
can open and close disks, folders, and files . You can view the
contents of each folder and disk as icons, as a list, and, in Mac
OS 9, as buttons. You can create folders and you can copy,
move, duplicate, and delete folders and files . Yo u can also
remove or erase dis ks, if you have more than one on your
desktop. Some of these tas ks are time-consuming, but in
most cases the Finder can finis h them in the background
while you work.
Once you've mas tered the s kills presented in this chapter,
you're ready to continue learning about the Finder in other
chapters. Chapter 6 discusses the more ela borate ways in
which you can organize your disks an d their contents.
Chapter 7 discusses working with documents and programs.
And Chapter 14 teaches you to create alias es in the Finder to
expedite your work in almost all applications.

Simple Finder
A quick scan of the Finder's menus gives you an idea of its
capabilities . Not all of them are essential. If you'd rather not
bother with the Finder's more advanced capa bilities, you can
simplify its menus us ing the Finder's Preferences command.

Simplifying the Finder
Opening and
closing disks, folders,
and files
Viewing folder and
disk contents
Working w ith files
and folders
Working with disks
Tweaking list view s
Adding labels and
comments
locking files, folders,
and disks
Doing background
work

...

+

+

...
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To do this, choose Preferences from the Edit menu to display the Finder's
Preferences window. Mac OS 9 has tabs at the top of this window; in this case, click
the General tab to see the general preferences. Then click the Simple Finder option
to turn it on. ( The option is turned on when you see a check mark in the option's
check box.) Figure 5-1 shows the Simple Finder option turned on.
Figure 5-1: Set the Simple Finder
option in the Finder's Preferences
window in Mac OS 9 .
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In the interest of simplicity, you can ignore the other options in the Preferences
dialog box for now. They're discussed later in this chapter.

Opening and Closing Disks, Folders, and Files
When you want to see what's in a disk, folder, or file, you open it. Opening a disk, a
folder, or a file that is a document displays its contents in a window. Opening a file
that is a program displays the program's menus in the menu bar and may display
a document window for that program (not all programs automatically display a
document window). You open a program when you want to use it to view or edit
the kinds of documents it can create or read.
There are two bas ic ways to open a disk, folder, or file. You can select its icon
and choose Open from the File menu, or you can double-click the icon. Instead of
double-clicking an icon, you click it once if it's part of a square button in a Mac OS 9
window (more about these buttons in the next section). The File menu shows a
keyboard shortcut for the Open command, 3€+0, which means that you can also
open an icon by selecting It and pressing 3€+0. Another keyboard shortcut for the
Open command is more of a secret: :!€+down arrow (J.).
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When you don't want to see a window any more, you can close it. There are also
multiple ways to close a window. You can choose Close from the File menu (its
keyboard shortcut is 3C+ W or 3C+up arrow (i)), or you can simply click the
window's close box. To close all open windows at once, press Option while closing
one of the windows you want to close. This shortcut works with the Close
command and the close box.
The Open and Close commands also appear in the contextual menu that pops up
when you hold down the Control key and click an icon, as described in Chapter 4.
(To see contextual menus, the Simple Finder option must be turned off with the
Preferences command in the Finder.)
You can open a folder or file and close the window it's in at the same time. Just
press Option while opening the item. This trick works whether you double-dick or
choose the Open command.

Viewing Folder and Disk Contents
After opening a folder or disk, you'll see its files and folders in a window. You can
choose to view those items as icons, which you can move around, or as an ordered
list of ite m names and other details . You can also choose to see the items as buttons
that you open by clicking once (instead of double-clicking).
Regardless of a window's view format, you can scroll or size the window to
see more of its contents.

Choosing a view
You choose a view format from the View menu. In Mac OS 9, you choose one
of three basic formats: icons, buttons, or list. (The View menu has additional
commands for choosing variations of the basic formats if the Simple Finder option
is turned off in the Preferences dialog box.) Figure 5-2 shows examples of the three
basic view formats.

Working with list views
List views can pack a lot of information in a window, and you can use that
information to organize the list view. You can sort the list by any of the column
headings at the top of the view. You can see the contents of enclosed folders in an
indented outline format. Also, you can select items contained in more than one
enclosed folder.
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Changing the sort order
When you initially view a window as a list, the items are arranged alphabetically
by name. You can sort the list in a different order by clicking one of the column
headings near the top of the window. For example, to list the items in the order in
which they were last modified, click the Date Modified heading.
A quick glance at the column headings tells you the sort order. The dark heading
indicates the sort order in a Mac OS 9 window. You can reverse the sort order by
clicking the triangular sort direction indicator (see Figure 5-3 in the next section)
at the right end of the column headings.

Rearranging and resizing columns
The columns of a list view are adjustable in Mac OS 9. You can change the size of
a column by moving the mouse pointer to the right edge of the column heading,
where the pointer shape looks like a sideways pointing arrow. Then press the
mouse button and drag left or right. Figure 5-3 is an example of resizing a column
in a list view.
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You can also c hange the order of columns. Simply drag the column heading to the
left or right. As you drag, the pointer looks like a hand and you see a pale image of
the column you are moving. You can't move the Name column. Figure 5-4 is an
example of rearranging columns.
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To reset a window's column width and order to the standard configuration, choose
Reset Column Positions from the View menu. The Finder asks if you're sure you
want to reset the columns. This command affects only one window at a time.

Expanding and collapsing folders
You can open folders to see what's inside, but if you layer lots of folders within
folders, windows clutter your screen by the time you reach the innermost folder.
There is a faste r a nd easier way. The Finder displays list views in an indented
outline format. The levels of indentation in the outline show how folde rs are nested.
The indented outline provides a graphical representation of a folder's organization.
You can look through and reorganize folders without opening additional windows.
Figure 5-5 is an example of a Jist view with both expanded and collapsed folders.
Disclosure triangles next to folder names tell you whether the folders are expanded
or collapsed. If a triangle points to the right, the folder next to it is collapsed and
you cannot see its contents. If the triangle points down, the folde r is expanded and
you can see a lis t of the items in the folder indented below the folder name.
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To expand a folder, click the triangle to the left of the folder's icon. When you
expand a folder, Finder remembers whether folders nested within it were previously
expanded or collapsed and restores each to its former state. Figure 5-6 s hows a
folder before and after expanding it.
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Figure 5-6: Click a right-pointing triangle (Apple Extras on the left) to expand a
folder and display its contents (right).
To collapse a folder, click the down-pointing triangle to the left of the folder's icon.
It returns to the left-pointing orientation and the contents a re no longer displayed.
To collapse a folder and any open subfolders within it, press Option while clicking
the disclosure triangle of the outer folder. To expand a folder and all the subfolders
within it, press Option while clicking the disclosure triangle.

Selecting from multiple folders
After expanding several folders in a list view, you can select Items from more than
one of the expanded folders. To select an additional Item, press Shift while clicking it.
You can also select consecutive items by pressing Shift while dragging a selection
rectangle across the consecutive items. If you need to deselect a few items, Shlft+click
each item or Shlft+drag across consecutive Items. Figure 5-7 shows a window with
items selected from three folders.
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Selected items remain selected if you expand other folders in the same window.
Selected items also remain selected if you collapse folders in the same window,
except t hat any selected items in a folder you collapse are no longer selected.
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Seeing more contents
If you can't see everything in a window, you can scroll the window or change its
size to see more. Each scroll bar becomes active only if using it would bring more
into view.

You can scroll a folder or disk window by holding down the 3€ key and dragging
inside the window. While you OO+drag, the pointer looks like a gloved hand. You
move the window away from the direction in which you want to scroll. If you want
to scroll down, OO+drag up to reveal the lower parts of the window.

Smart zooming
A window may not fit its content optimally after you expand or collapse folders in
a lis t view, rearrange icons or buttons in an icon or button view, or simply change
from one view to another. You can quickly size a window up or down to fit its
contents and view format by clicking the zoom box. The Mac OS makes the window
just as large as it needs to be to show as much of the window's contents as will fit
on the screen. This s mar t zooming helps you make best use of your screen's
real estate.
If you do want to zoom a window to fill the screen (instead of jus t large enough to

show the window's contents), press Option while clicking the zoom box.
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Finder Keyboard Shortcuts
Much of what you do with the mouse you can do with keyboard shortcuts instead.
For example, you can select an item in a folder or disk window (or the desktop, if no
window is active) without using the mouse by typing the item's name or the first
part of its name. Other keystrokes select an item near the currently selected item,
open the item, and so on. Table 5-1 gives the details.

Table 5-1
Finder Keyboard Shortcuts
Objective

Adion

Icon Shortcuts

Select an icon by name

Type the icon's full or partial name

Select the next icon alphabetically

Tab

Select the previous icon alphabetically

Shift+Tab

Select the next icon up, down, left, or right

Up arrow (i), down arrow (-1),
left arrow (f-), or right arrow (-t)

Select the startup disk

OO+Shift+up arrow (ua)

Select multiple icons

Shift+dick each icon or Shift+drag
across the icons

Begin editing the selected icon's name

Return or Enter

Insert at the beginning
of a selected icon name

Up arrow (t)

Insert at the end of a selected icon name
selected icon name

Down arrow (-1)

Move the insertion point
in a selected icon name

Left arrow (f-) or right arrow (-t)

Align (or don't align) icons or buttons
(countermands View Options)

OO+drag icon or button

Copy an icon to the desktop or
another folder on the same disk

Option+drag

Make an alias

OO+Option+drag

Move selected icons to the Trash

OO+Delete

Open the selected icon

3ll+O or OO+down arrow(.!-)

Open the selected icon and
dose the active window or disk

OO+Option+O or
00+0ption+down arrow(.!-) or
Option+double-dick
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Action

Icon Shortcuts
Open the selected icon's enclosing folder

OO+up arrow (j )

Open the selected icon's enclosing folder
or disk and close the active window

00-0ption-up arrow (j )

Open an enclosing folder or disk of active

OO+click the window title and window
then choose from the pop-up menu

Window Shortcuts
Zoom a window to its full size

Option+click zoom box

Expand the selected folder in a list view

OO+right arrow (--7)

Expand the selected folder and its
enclosed folders

OO+Option-right arrow (-t) or
Option+click the triangle

Expand all folders in the active window

OO+A and then
OO+right arrow (-t)

Expand all folders and their enclosed folders

00+A and then
OO+Option+right arrow (--7)

Collapse the selected folder in a list view

OO+Ieft arrow(~)

Collapse the selected folder
and its enclosed folders

00+0ption+left arrow(~) or
Option+click the triangle

Collapse all folders in the active window

OO+A and then
OO+Ieft arrow (~)

Collapse all folders and their enclosed folders

OO+A and then
00+0ption+left arrow ( ~)

Close a window

OO+W

Close all windows

OO+Option+W or
Option+click the close box

Close a pop-up window and remove its tab

OO +Shift+W

Close all windows and put away all
pop-up window tabs

OO+Shift+Option+W

Close a window while opening
the selected item

OO+Option+O or
OO +Option+down arrow (.!.)

Close a window and make the desktop active

OO+Option+up arrow (j)

Collapse all windows

Option+click the collapse box

Move a background window

OO+drag its title bar
Continued
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Table 5-1 (continued)
Objedive

Adion

Window Shortcuts (continued)

Collapse a background window
(uOouble-click" option must be selected in
Options tab of Appearance control panel)

Option+double-click its title bar

Hide the active program's windows

Option while making
another program active

General Shortcuts

Switch to the next open application

8€+Tab•

Switch to the previous application

8€+Shift+Tab*

Make the desktop active

OO+Shift+up arrow (j)

Skip Trash warnings

Option while choosing Empty Trash

Erase a floppy disk

8€+0ption+Tab as you insert the disk

Cancel the operation in progress

OO+period(.)

Start without extensions

Shift while starting up

Start with Extensions Manager open

Spacebar while starting up

Start up from a disk other than
the internal hard disk

OO+Option+Shift+Delete

Start up from a specific SCSI volume

8fl+Option+Shift+Delete+<SCS//D #>

Start from a CO-ROM (most Macs)

C while starting up

Sleep now (PowerBook only)

8€+Shift+Oor Control
+click menu bar clock

Sleep now (any capable Mac)

Power or 8€+0ption+Power

Restart safely

Power or 8€+Shift+Power

Shut down safely

Power or 8€+0ption+Shift+Power

Force the active program to quit
and lose unsaved work!

8fl+Option+Escape

Restart a crashed computer
and lose unsaved work!

8€+Control+Power

Rebuild the desktop

8€+0ption during startup or
while inserting a disk

Reset Chooser and control panel settings
stored in parameter RAM (PRAM)

8fl+Option+P+R while starting up

*Using 00+Tab as a shortcut for switching applications in Mac OS 9 conflicts with some application programs,
including FileMaker Pro, ClarisWorks, and AppleWorks. See the discussion of the Application Switcher in Chapter
7 for a way to e liminate this conflict.
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Working with Files and Folders
There's a lot you can do with the Finder besides fiddling with the way you view the
content of folders and disks. You can organize your files in folde rs, creating new
folders as needed and putting files and folders in other folders. You can duplicate a
file or folder in the same folder. You can also get rid of files and folders that you
don't want to keep.

Creating a new folder
You create a new folder with the New Folder command in the File menu. The new
folder is created in the active window or on the desktop if no window is active. This
means that you must open a disk or folder before you can create a folder inside it. If
the disk or folder is already open but its window is covered by another window,
click the window in which you want to create the folder to bring that window to t he
front. To create a folder on the desktop, click the startup disk icon (or any other
desktop icon) to make the desktop active.
If you create a folder in the wrong place, don't sweat it. You can move it as

described next.

Moving items
To move an item to a different folder on the same disk, you just drag it to the
window or icon of the destination folder. Similarly, you move an item to the root
level (main level) of a disk by dragging it to the disk icon or window. To drag an
item, you position the pointer over it, press the mouse button, and continue
pressing while you move the mouse. The pointer moves across the screen and
drags the item you pointed at along with it. You release the mouse button when you
get the item positioned over the destination folder icon, disk icon, or window. You
can tell when you have the item pos itioned over the destination because the Finder
highlights it. The Finder highlights an icon by making it darker, and it highlights a
window by drawing a gray or colored border ins ide the window frame.
You can move an ite m in an icon view or list view by dragging its icon or its name.
In a list view, you can also drag an item by any text on the same line as the item's
icon, such as its modification date or kind. In a window viewed as buttons, you can
drag an item only by its name.
If a folder or disk is open, you can move it by dragging the small proxy icon in the

title bar of its window. To drag a proxy icon, you must place the pointer over it and
hold down the mouse button for a second before dragging the icon away. If you
don't pause with the mouse button down, you drag the window instead of the proxy
icon.
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Drag to the main folder
If you're working in a list view and want to move an item from an enclosed folder to the
main level of the window, just drag the item to the window header as shown in the figure.
A window header is the space just below the title bar where the number of items in the
window is reported.
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Copying items
To copy an item to another folde r on the same disk, press Option while you drag
the item to the destination fo lder. The pointer has a little plus ( +) sign to remind
you that you're making a copy when you Option+drag.
The Finder always copies an item when you drag it to a folder that's on another
disk (or to another disk itself). Again, the Finder displays a little plus ( +) sign on
the pointer when you drag an item over a folder (or a folder window) of a d ifferent
disk. When you drag an item to another folder, the Finder figures out whether the
destination folder is on the same disk as the source fold er. If so, the Finder moves
the items you're dragging to the destination folder. If the items you're dragging
come from a different disk than the destination folder, the Finder copies the items
you're dragging.
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Cancel a drag
Oops! Accidentally dragged the wrong icon, or changed your mind while dragging and want
to return the item you're dragging to its original location? Just drag it up to the menu bar
and release the mouse button as shown in the figure. The Finder returns it to its original
location.
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When you copy an item to a disk or folder that already contains an ite m by
the same name, an alert box asks whether you want to replace the item at the
destination. The ale rt tells you which of the like-named items is newer. If you copy
a group of items and more than one of them has the same name as items at the
destination, the alert doesn't name the duplicates. Figure 5-8 shows examples of
the alerts that the Finder displays to verify replacement.
The Finder is also smart about copying an entire floppy dis k to a hard disk. It puts
the floppy disk's contents in a new folder on the hard dis k and gives the folder the
same name as the floppy. You can also copy a hard disk to a larger hard disk. You
can even copy a whole disk to a folder on another dis k (assuming all its contents
will fit on the new disk).
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Figure 5-B: Confirm imminent replacement of an item (left) or items (right).

Duplicating an item
You can duplicate an item in the same folder by selecting it and choosing Duplicate
from the File menu. If the item is a folder, the duplicate contains duplicates of
everything in the original folder. You can also duplicate an item by Option+dragging
it to another place in the same window. One more way to duplicate an item: choose
Duplicate from the contextual menu that pops up when you Control+click the item.
(To see contextual menus, the Simple Finder option must be off.)
The Finder constructs the name of a duplicate item you create with the Duplicate
command by suffixing the name with the word copy. Additional copies of the same
item also have a serial number suffix. Figure 5-9 is an example of several duplicates
of an item in the same folder.
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Figure S-9: How the Finder names duplicated items

~
Note

Icon names can't include colons because the Mac OS uses colons internally to
specify the path through your folder structure to a file. A path name consists of a
disk name, a succession of folder names, and a file name, with a colon between
each pair of names. For example, the path name "Mac OS HD:System
Folder:Control Panels:Memory" specifies the location of the Memory control panel
on a startup disk named Mac OS HD. Putting a colon in a file name would interfere with the scheme for specifying paths, so the Finder won't let you do it.

Putting stuff back
From time to time you may find that your desktop has become cluttered with files
and folders you no longer need to have there. You could drag these items back to
some folder, but if you just want to put them back where they came from , there's
an easier way. Just select the items you want to put back and use the Put Away
command. The Finder returns the selected items to their former locations without
opening any folders.
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Autoscrolling while moving
You can scroll a window in the Finder without using the scroll bars. Simply place the pointer
in the window, press the mouse button, and drag toward the area you want to view, as
shown in the figure. Drag the pointer up, down, left, or right past the window's active area
to begin scrolling. Dragging past a window corner scrolls diagonally.
As you drag, you can vary the scrolling speed. To scroll slowly, drag just to the window's

edge (and continue pressing the mouse button). Increase scrolling speed by dragging
beyond the window's edge.
You can use this scrolling technique, known as autoscrolling, while performing these
operations:

+ Dragging an icon or group of icons to a new place in any visible window

+ Dragging an item or group of items to any visible folder or disk icon
+ Dragging a selection rectangle around adjacent items in the active window to select
them all
Be careful when autoscrolling while dragging a selected item or items, especially when
autoscrolling to the left. If you accidentally move the pointer completely out of the window
and release the mouse button, the Finder places the selected items on the desktop. You
can return items from the desktop to their original folder by selecting them and using the
Finder's Put Away command.
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If any suffix res ults in a name longer than 31 characters, the Finder removes
characters from the end of the original item's name. For example, duplicating the
item named "June Income and Expense Report" results in an item named "June
Income a nd Expense Re copy."

The Put Away command returns items to the folders they were last in, but does not
necessarily return items to their original order in the window.
The Put Away command also works with items in the Trash (discussed in the next
section). You can open the Trash, select items you don't want to delete, and use the
Put Away command to return them to their former locations.
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Deleting files and folders
You get rid of files and folders you no longer want by dragging them to the Trash
icon. When you drag a folder to the Trash, everything inside that folder goes to the
Trash as well. You can also move an item to the Trash by choosing Move To Trash
from the contextual menu that pops up when you Control+click the item.
You don't have to drag things to the Trash with the mouse. Pressing 3C+Delete
moves all selected items to the Trash. (This shortcut doesn't work if the Simple
Finder option is turned on.)

Emptying the Trash
Your junk accumulates in the Trash until you explicitly tell the Finder to delete it.
You do that by choosing Empty Trash from the Special menu or from the contextual
menu that pops up when you Control+click the Trash.
The Finder does not remove locked items. If it encounters one while emptying the
Trash, it displays an alert advising you that the Trash contains locked items and
asking whether you want to delete the other items or stop deleting. To get rid of
locked items in the Trash, press Option while choosing the Empty Trash command.

Trash warnings
When you choose the Empty Trash command, the Finder tells you how many items
the Trash contains and how much disk space they occupy. You decide whether to
discard them all or cancel. You can disable the Trash warning by pressing Option
while choosing the Empty Trash command. Figure 5-10 is an example of the alert
that appears when you empty the Trash.

Back from the Trash
When you delete files by emptying the Trash, the disk space occupied by deleted files
becomes immediately available for other files. The Empty Trash command removes a file's
entry from the disk's file directory. It also changes the disk's sector-allocation table to indicate that the disk sectors the file occupied are available for use by another file.
To save time, the command does not erase file contents in the now-available sectors. Until
the system writes a new file over the deleted file's data, the Norton Utilities program from
Symantec (408-253-9600, http: I /www. symantec . com) can resurrect the deleted file.
Any blackguard with disk-utility software can retrieve files you deleted- or view any fragment of deleted files' contents- unless you erase their contents with Norton Utilities,
SuperTools (described in Chapter 26), or equivalent software. There are actually companies
that specialize in sifting through e-mail and other documents that unwary computer users
thought they had eliminated by emptying the Trash.
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Disable Trash warning
If you always suppress the Trash warning by pressing Option when you choose the Empty
Trash command, you may prefer to disable the warnings more permanently. To do that,
select the Trash icon and choose Get Info from the File menu. This brings up the Trash Info
window. At the bottom of that window, turn off the 'Warn before emptying" option by
unchecking it and dosing the Trash Info window. The figure shows the Trash Info window
with the warning turned on.

Figure 5-10: Confirm emptying the Trash.
The Trnsh contains IOitems, which use 1"' M8
oldlsk space. Are you sure you want to

remove these Items pennanenUyl

I Cancel I (][J

Trash contents
If an item you move to the Trash has the same name as an item already there, the

Finder renames the item that's already there. Suppose, for example, that the Trash
contains an item named Untitled and you dragged another like-named item there. The
Finder renames the item already there to Untitled copy. If you later add another item
named Untitled, the Finder changes Untitled copy to Untitled copy 2, changes Untitled
to Untitled copy, and leaves the name of the item you just added unchanged. In other
words, the item most recently added has the plain name and the least recently added
has the highest number suffix.
The Trash contains all the items that you have dragged to it from all the disks whose
icons are on the desktop. The Empty Trash command deletes the items from all disks
involved. If there's a disk whose trashed items you don't want deleted yet, remove the
disk from the desktop as described later in this chapter. The Empty Trash command
doesn't affect disks whose icons are not on the desktop. If you can't remove the disk,
you have no choice but to open the Trash and drag the items you don't want deleted
to the desktop or to a folder. Then use the Empty Trash command.
If you eject a removable disk after dragging items from that disk to the Trash,
those items disappear from the Trash, but the Finder does not delete them. They
reappear in the Trash the next time you insert that disk. If you insert that
removable disk in another Mac, they appear in its Trash.

Sometimes the Trash contains a folder named Rescued Items. This folder contains
former temporary files that were found when you started up your Macintosh. The
Rescued Items folder appears only alter a system crash . Although it's unlikely, you
may be able to recreate your work up to the time of the system crash by opening
the contents of the Rescued Items folder.
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Shared Trash
If you're sharing someone else's disk or folder over a network and you drag an item from
the shared disk to the Trash on your desktop, the item goes in your Trash, not in the Trash
on the computer where the shared disk or folder resides. The item is removed from that
computer if you use the Empty Trash command. From the opposite viewpoint, you do not
know when someone sharing your folder drags items from it to his or her Trash. (The owner
of a shared disk or folder can set access privileges to keep unauthorized people from dragging items from it to their Trash. Chapter 21 explains how.)
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Spring-open folders
You can make a folder or disk spring open when you pause briefly over it. This
behavior is normally turned on, but you can use the Finder's Preferences command
to adjust the amount of time you must pause until a folder or disk springs open or
to turn off spring-loaded opening altogether.

Making folders and disks spring open
A disk or folder springs open automatically if you drag an item to its icon and pause
briefly with the pointer positioned over the icon and the mouse button held down.
The folder or disk icon flashes twice and opens. This also occurs if you pause while
dragging a group of items.
You don't have to pause briefly for a disk or folder to spring open, if you don't want
to. To make a disk or folder s pring open Immediately, drag an item to its icon and
press the spacebar.
If you continue holding down the mouse button, you can then drag to a folder

icon in the window that just opened and continue deeper into the layers of folders.
You may need to travel through a folder that's already open to get into a folder it
encloses. Go ahead and drag to the folder's open icon- its open window springs to
the front so that you can make a folder in it spring open. If you make the wrong disk
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or folder s pring open by accident, simply drag the pointer out of its window and
the window closes automatically.
When you release the mouse button, the Finder moves or copies the item or items
you were dragging into the active window. The active window does not close, but
aJI other windows of folders that you made spring open do close automatically. If
any of the folders you made spring open were already open, their windows do
not close either.
If you change your mind about moving or copying the item you're dragging, just

drag it to the menu bar and release the mouse button. The Finder returns the Item
to the place you got it from.
Actually, folders spring open even if you're not dragging anything but the pointer.
To make this happen, begin to double-click the first disk or folder you want to spring
open, but don't release the mouse button after pressing it the second time. This
gesture is called a click-and-a-half, because you make one click and half of a second
click. After a brief pause while you continue to hold down the mouse button, the
pointer changes to a magnifying glass, the icon flashes twice, and opens. As long as
you hold down the mouse button, the pointer remains a magnifying glass and you
can continue opening interior folders by pausing over them. Also, after a click-anda-half you can press the s pacebar; the pointer becomes a magnifying glass and the
folder or disk opens right away.

Setting spring-open options
To adjust the amount of time you must pause until a folder or disk springs open or
to turn off spring-loaded opening altogether, choose Preferences from the Finder's
Edit menu. You may need to click the General tab to see the setting for springloaded delay time. Figure 5-11 shows the "Spring-loaded folders" option in the
Preferences window.
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Finding enclosing folders
Rather than go deeper in your layers of folders , you can go in the other direction
and open a folder that encloses an open folder. If the open folder is nested inside
several layers of folders , you can quickly open any of those enclosing folders or the
disk that encloses them all.
To open any of the nested folders or the disk that encloses an open folder, make
the open folder's window active (bring it to the front) and then press 00 while
clicking the window title. A menu pops up showing the layers of nested folders and
the disk that encloses the open folder. You open one of the folders or the disk by
choosing it from the pop-up menu. If the outermost folder is on the desktop, the
pop-up menu doesn't list an enclosing disk. Figure 5-12 is an example of a folder
window's pop-up menu.
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While opening one of the folders or the disk that encloses an open folder, you can
simultaneously close the open folder's window. Simply hold down Option and 00,
click the menu title, and choose a folder or the disk from the pop-up menu. You
must start holding down Option and 00 before clicking the window title. If you
:!€+click the window title and then press Option while choosing from the pop-up
menu, the window opens for the folder you chose but the previously active
window doesn't close.

Using pop-up windows
In the Finder, you can change any folder or disk window to a pop-up window. A popup window is anchored to the bottom of the screen, and in place of a title bar, it has
a tab labeled with the window title. Clicking the tab at the top of a window closes the
window and leaves the tab at the bottom of the screen. Clicking a tab at the bottom
of the screen makes the window pop up from there. Figure 5-13 shows both states of
a pop-up window.
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Figure 5-13: Clicking a tab at the bottom of the screen displays a pop-up window,
and clicking the tab of an open window closes it and leaves its tab showing.

Pop-up windows are easy to find and open, so they're great places to keep stuff you
use often. You can move or copy items to a pop-up window by dragging them to its
tab. This works whether the pop-up window is open or closed. When you drag an
item to the tab of a closed window, the window pops up. If the window is set for icon
or button view, then you can continue dragging inside the window to place the icon
or button where you want it.
When you drag something out of a pop-up window, the Finder automatically closes
the window when the mouse button is released. If you need to drag several items
from a pop-up window to a common destination, select them all and drag them as
a group. If you drag them individually, you have to pop up the window for each one.

Making a pop-up window
You can make a regular disk or folder window into a pop-up window by choosing
"as Pop-up Window" from the View menu while the window is active. Another
method is to drag the window's title bar to the bottom of the screen, where it
changes to the tab of a collapsed pop-up window.
If you already have several pop-up windows and you try to make another one whose

tab won't fit in the available space at the bottom of the screen, the Finder displays
an alert explaining why you can't make another pop-up window. Remember that the
length of a pop-up window's name directly affects the size of the window's tab. You
can make room for more tabs by abbreviating the names of existing pop-up windows
and by moving tabs as close together as possible at the bottom of the screen, as
described under the next heading.
To make a pop-up window into a regular window, choose "as Window" from the
View menu while the pop-up window is active; the pop-up window must be open to
be active. You can also make a pop-up window into a regular window by dragging
its tab up toward the top of the screen. As you drag, you see the outline of the
window, and eventually the outline changes to the rectangular shape of a regular
window. When you see the regular window shape, release the mouse button and
you have a regular window.
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Moving a pop-up window
You can move a pop-up window left and right by dragging its tab along the bottom
of the screen. This enables you to arrange pop-up window tabs in any order you
like. Be sure to drag a pop-up window's tab while the window is closed. If you drag
the tab while the window is open, it becomes a regular window.
To move a tab as close to its neighbor as possible, drag the tab so that it partially
overlaps its neighbor and release the mouse button. When you drag, don't let the
pointer touch the neighbor or the tab you're dragging will snap back to its former
location when you release the mouse button.

Sizing a pop-up window
While a pop-up window is open, you can change its size by dragging one of the two
size boxes at its top corners. The size boxes can adjust the width and height of the
window. You can also adjust the height alone by dragging the pop-up window's tab
up or down. Remember that if you drag the tab high enough, you make the pop-up
into a regular window.

Closing a pop-up window
As mentioned previously, clicking any pop-up window tab closes the pop-up
window that's open. You can also close a pop-up window by pressing ljg+W. You can
close a pop-up window and convert it to a regular window (removing its tab from
the bottom of the screen) by pressing ljg+Shift+W. Pressing ljg+Shift+Option+W
converts all pop-up windows to regular windows and closes all Finder windows.

Working with Disks
Every Mac has at least one disk, and its icon appears initially in the upper-right
corner of the desktop. It's called the startup disk because it contains the software
needed to start up the computer, and the startup disk can't be removed from the
computer.
In addition, every Mac can use at least one kind of disk that you can remove
from the computer. After removing this disk, you can insert another disk of the
same kind. These may be floppy disks (also known as diskettes), CO-ROMs, DVDROMs, Zip disks, or some combination of these, and possibly other kinds of disks
as well. Each removable disk can contain different applications and document files.
Whenever you insert any kind of removable disk, its icon appears on the desktop
and you can open the disk icon to work with the files it contains. Some kinds of
removable disks can be erased so that you can reuse them to store different
applications and documents.
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Removing disks
There are two ways to remove a disk: one is to use the Eject or Put Away menu
command and the other is to drag the disk to the Trash.

Eject and Put Away commands
The official way to remove a floppy disk, CD-ROM, or other removable disk from
your desktop is to select its icon and choose Eject from the Special menu. You can
also Control+click the disk icon to pop up its contextual menu and choose Eject
from it. (To see contextual menus, the Simple Finder option must be off.) You can
also use the Put Away command to remove a disk.
The Eject and Put Away commands remove the disk's icon from the d esktop
and make its contents unavailable. If the disk is a floppy disk, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM,
Zip disk, or other removable media (optical dis k, Jaz, SyQuest, SyJet, and so on),
dragging its icon to the Trash ejects the disk from the disk drive. With other types
of removable disks, you may have to push a button or flip a lever on the disk drive
to remove the disk.
If folders on a removable disk are open when you eject the disk, then, as you might

expect, the folders' windows disappear. The same windows appear again the next
time you insert the disk (the folders remain open), even if you insert the disk in
a different Mac. There is an exception to this behavior: If you eject a disk from a
computer that has Mac OS 8-9 and later insert the disk in a computer that has an
earlier Mac OS version, the windows are closed.

Dragging a disk to the Trash
The shortcut for removing a disk icon is to drag it to the Trash. Lots of people use
this shortcut because it's so convenient, even though it doesn't exactly make sense.
If you think about it, dragging a disk to the Trash could just as easily mean that you
never want to use that disk again-that is, erase it. By convention, though,
dragging a disk to the Trash means that you want to get rid of its icon, not its
contents.
If you have more than one hard disk icon, you may be able to remove one that's not

your startup disk by dragging the icon to the Trash. The Eject command doesn't work
with most hard disk icons, but the Put Away command does. Removing a hard disk
from the desktop, which is called unmounting the disk, makes its contents unavailable. The reverse process, which is called mounting the disk, happens every time you
start the computer. You can also mount disks using the Drive Setup utility program
that comes with Mac OS 9, or with a disk utility such as Mt. Everything (described in
Chapter 26).
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Erasing disks
Removable disks that are not read-only or locked can also be erased, or initialized.
Erasing a disk removes all of the files and folders it contains. When you open a disk
after erasing it, you see no folders and no files in its window. Be sure this is what
you want before you erase a disk.
To erase a disk, you select its icon and choose Erase Disk from the Special menu.
The Finder displays a dialog box that asks you to confirm that you really want to
erase the disk, and that includes a space to edit the disk name. The capability to
change the name is purely for your convenience. You can edit the disk icon's name
later, as described in the previous chapter. (However, if file sharing is turned on as
described in Chapter 21, you cannot change the name of any disk larger than 2MB.)
Erasing a disk creates a blank disk directory-a process called initializationwhich wipes out the means of accessing the existing files on the disk without
actually touching the files themselves. The contents of all your old files are still
on a disk after you erase it, but there's no easy way to get at them. It's sort of like
someone erased the book catalog of a library. The books are still on the shelves,
but there is no way to look them up.
In fact, you can recover deleted files after erasing a disk by using the Norton
Utilities program from Symantec (408-253-9600, http: I /www. syman t ec . com). The
same program can erase a disk so that no one can recover files from it.

Mac OS Extended (HFS Plus)
Mac OS versions 8.1 and higher give you the option of erasing (initializing) large
disk volumes (32MB or larger) with the Mac OS Extended format, also known as HFS
Plus. This format has these advantages over the older Mac OS Standard format, also
known as HFS (Hierarchical File System):

+ The Mac OS Extended format requires less disk space than the Standard Mac
OS format to store small files on a large disk. For example, a file that contains
4K or less of data will occupy 64K on a 4GB Mac OS Standard volume, but only
4K on a 4GB Mac OS Extended volume.

+ The Mac OS Extended format permits a disk to store a far greater number of
files (250,000 or more on a 1GB disk).

+ The Mac OS Extended format allows for extremely large file sizes (up to 2
terabytes, which is 2000 gigabytes).

+ The Mac OS Extended format reports the creation time and modification time
of each file accurately in any time zone. For example, a file last changed at 9
a.m. in San Francisco will have a modification time of 12 p.m. in New York and
6 a.m. in Honolulu. (With Mac OS Standard format, this file would have a
modification time of 9 a.m. in all time zones.) Mac OS Extended saves a file's
creation and modification times in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), but reports
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the adjusted times for the c urre nt time zone, whereas the Mac OS Standard
format saves the times in local time and cannot adjust for time zone changes.
Offsetting these advantages are these disadvantages:

+ Mac OS 8 and earlier versions can't access files or folders on a Mac OS
Ext ended disk. People who use Mac OS 8 and earlier cannot share your
removable dis ks that use the Mac OS Extended format. If you want to go back
to an earlier Mac OS version, you have to reformat your disks that use the
Mac OS Extended format.

+ Older Macintosh dis k utility programs, including old vers io ns of Disk First Aid
and Norton Utilities for Macintosh, are incompatible with the Mac OS
Extended format and can destroy data stored on a Mac OS Extended disk.

Converting to Mac OS Extended format
You can convert a disk to the Mac OS Ext ended format by e rasing it. Obvious ly,
before you erase a disk you must have an up-to-date backup copy from which to
restore the disk's contents after erasing. Instead of erasing, you can also convert a
disk to Mac OS Extended format us ing a utility program such as PlusMaker from
Alsoft (281-353-409, ht t p : I / 1~ WVI . a l soft . com) or SpaceMaker 1.0 from Total Recall
(719-380-1 616, ht tp: I / www . s pa cema ke r. r ec al l us a . com). Jus t to be safe, you
s hould make a backup copy of the disk before converting with a utility program.
To erase a disk us ing the Mac OS Extended format, select the disk and choose Erase
from the Finder's Special menu. Then, in the dialog box that appears, choose Mac
OS Extended from the Format pop-up menu, as shown in Figure 5-14.

Completely erase disk nam ed
" Documents Di sk" ( (ATA Bus I Dev 0,
v3.23alc I ))7
Name:

Do-c-um-ents Di~s~k-------.

Figure 5-14: Store more small files on a

large disk by erasing it with the Mac OS
Extended format.

r-1

Form nt: ,. Mac 05 5tandnrd 2GB

Do not erase your startup disk with the Mac OS Extended format unless you have a
spare Mac OS star tup disk ( Mac OS version 8.1 o r higher, so it can read a Mac OS
Extended format disk) . In the event you have trouble starti ng from your regular Mac
OS Extended startup dis k, you will need the s pare Mac OS startup disk to access
files on your Mac OS Extended d isks. You can use a Mac OS installation CD-ROM as
a spare startup d isk.
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Determining a disk's format
To determine whether a disk has been formatted as Mac OS Standard or Mac OS
Extended, look in its Info window. To display a disk's Info window, select the disk
icon on the desktop. Then choose Get Info from the File menu. Figure 5-15 shows
Info windows of disks that use the Mac OS Extended and the Mac OS
Standard formats.
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Figure 5-15: A disk's Info window tells you the disk's format: Mac OS
Extended (left) or Mac OS Standard (right).

Fine-Tuning Views
You can clean up icons or buttons by aligning them to an invisible grid whenever
you want, or you can have the Finder keep them aligned automatically. You can
arrange or sort items by name, kind, or another criterion. You can select an icon or
button size for any view. In a list view, you can select which columns of information
are displayed about items in the view. An additional option lets you force the
contents of an icon or button view to s tay arranged In a particular order, such
as by name.
You can also fine-tune each window individually, or you can make all the windows
adhere to standard options.

Cleaning up icons or buttons
When icons or buttons are in disarray, you can have the Finder align them in neat
rows and columns. You clean up the active window by choosing Clean Up from the
View menu. Figure 5-16 shows a window before and after being cleaned up.
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Figure 5-16: Cleaning up icons or buttons: before (left) and after (right) using

the Clean Up command
You can clean up individual icons by holding down the 3C key while dragging them
singly or in groups -unless the Snap to Grid option is turned on (as described later
in this section). If that option is turned on, the Finder aligns icons when you drag
them normally-without pressing the 3C key.

Arranging icons or buttons
While the Finder is cleaning up icons or buttons, you can have it arrange them in a
particular order, such as by name or modification date. The Finder arranges icons
first by the attribute you choose and second by name if necessary. For example, if
you arrange by kind, then all application icons will come before all folder icons; the
application icons will be arranged alphabetically by name before the alphabetically
arranged folder icons. The first icon goes in the upper-left corner, and remaining
icons fill the window from left to right and top to bottom.
You arrange and clean up icons by choosing the order you want from the Arrange
submenu of the View menu. You do not need to choose Clean Up as well. Figure 5-17
shows a window before and after being arranged (and simultaneously cleaned up)
by icon name.
You can clean up the desktop by clicking any desktop icon to make the desktop
active and then choosing the order you want from the Arrange submenu. In this
case, the Finder puts the startup disk icon in the upper-right corner and fills the
desktop from top to bottom and right to left. No matter which order you choose,
the Finder always arranges desktop icons in groups in this order: hard disk
volumes, desktop printers, floppy disks and other removable disks, shared disks
and folders, and all other icons. The Trash icon always goes in the bottom-right
corner of the desktop.
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Figure 5-17: Arranging and cleaning up icons or buttons: before (left) and after (right)

Sorting a list view
Much as you can have the Finder arrange icons in a window, you can have it sort
a Jist view. The most direct method is to click the heading of the column by which
you want to sort the Jist, as mentioned in the previous chapter. Alternatively, you
can choose a sort order from the Sort submenu of the View menu.

Setting view options
Additional view options let you change the format and contents of folder and disk
windows. You can set the icon size for each window, regardless of the type of view.
You can have the Finder keep icons arranged automatically. You can set the spacing
between icons and buttons. You can determine which columns appear in a list view.

Text font and size
To set the font and font size used in all disk and folder windows, open the
Appearance control panel, choose Control Panels from the Apple menu, and then
double-click the Appearance control panel in the Control Panels window, or, if you
have submenus turned on, just select Appearance from the submenu that pops out.
At the top of the Appearance control panel, click the Fonts tab. Then choose a
font from the Views Font pop-up menu and choose a font size from the Size pop-up
menu. If you want to use a size that isn't listed in the pop-up menu, you can enter
any size between 9 and 24 in the space provided (see Figure 5-18).
After changing the font or the font size, use the Clean Up command to adjust the
spacing of icons on the desktop and in windows. You must clean up each window
individually.
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Figure 5- 18: Setting a
font and size for all icon
names and list-view text
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The standard font is Geneva and the standard font size is l o, but you should try
Geneva 9. The italic style used for alias names looks better and is easier to edit in
Geneva 9 because there is a special italic Geneva 9 font installed in the system.
(For more information on aliases, see Chapter 14, and for more information on
fonts, see Chapter 15.)
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Icon or button view options
You can set the size and automatic arrangement of icons or buttons on the
desktop and in each window whose contents you view as icons or buttons. To set
these view options for a window, bring it to the front and choose View Options
from the View menu. To set these options for the desktop, click any desktop icon
to make the desktop active and then choose View Options from the View menu.
Figure 5-19 shows the View Options dialog box for icon and button views .
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Mac OS 9
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If you customize a window's view options, a button labeled "Set to Standard Views"

becomes available in the View Options dialog box. Clicking this button makes all
the settings in this particular View Options dialog box match the standard view
settings from the Preference command. This button is disabled when the current
settings match the standard settings.
Setting the leon Arrangement or the Button Arrangement option to "Always snap to
grid" or "Keep arranged" makes icons you drag in the window align. to the same grid
as the Clean Up command. When either of these settings is in effect for a window,
you see an icon at the left end of the window's status bar, just below the close box.
The icon in the window matches the current setting of the Icon Arrangement or the
Button Arrangement option in the View Options dialog box.
You can temporarily reverse the state of an "Always snap to grid" or "Keep
arranged" setting by pressing 9€ while dragging icons. If either of those settings is
selected, :!€+dragging temporarily disables forced grid alignment. If neither of those
settings is selected, then :!€+dragging temporarily enables forced grid alignment.
The distance between aligned icons or buttons is determined by the Grid Spacing
option of the Preferences command. This option applies to all windows and the
desktop, but affects each window only when you next make a change to it.

List view options
You can set the icon size and select what information you want shown in each
window viewed as a list. To set these view options for a window, bring it to the front
and choose View Options from the View menu. Figure 5-20 shows the View Options
dialog box for list views.
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Figure 5-20: Setting view options for a list view
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A list view includes an icon and a name for every item in the window. You can select
which of seven other columns of information you want displayed. By selecting just
the columns you need to see in a window, you can see most or all columns without
scrolling the window. Click a window's zoom box to make it just wide enough to
show all the columns you selected for display. If the window can't be made wide
enough to show all the columns you selected for display, the window fills the screen
and you have to scroll horizontally to see some columns. You may be able to reduce
or eliminate horizontal scrolling in Mac OS 9 by making columns narrower. To resize
columns, drag the lines that separate the column headings.
You can set the icon size in each window to standard (large), small, or tiny.
Standard icons are the size you usually see on the desktop. Small icons are the size
you see in the Apple and Application menus. Tiny icons are so small that you don't
see any unique detail, just a generic folder, application, or document icon.
The Comments column normally shows the first 25 characters of the comments
entered in each item's Info window. You can see more or less by dragging the right
edge of the Comments header to change the column width. (For details on
changing comments, see "Adding Comments" later in this chapter.)
The option "Use relative date" has the Finder display "today" instead of today's
date or "yesterday" instead of yesterday's date in the Date Created and the Date
Modified columns. For other dates, the Finder uses the date format set in the Date
& Time control panel (as described in Chapter 12). If you resize a date column, the
Finder automatically changes the date format to fit. For example, a standard-width
column that shows "Mon, Aug 27, 2001 12:00 PM" would show just "8/27/01 12:00
PM"; or "8/27/01" in a narrower column; or "Monday, August 27, 2001" in a wider
column.
The option "Calculate folder sizes" has the Finder display the size of each folder in
the window. It takes a while for the Finder to add up the sizes of items in a large
folder. You can keep working on other tasks while the Finder calculates folder sizes,
but calculating folder sizes reduces the system's performance for doing other work.

Standard view options
Windows that don't have custom view settings adhere to standard view settings
from the Finder's Preferences command. You can change the standard settings by
choosing Preferences from the Finder's Edit menu and clicking the Views tab at the
top of the Preferences window. You change the standard settings for icon, button,
and list views separately. Use the pop-up menu near the top of the Preferences
window to choose the type of view whose settings you want to change. Changes
you make to standard settings immediately affect all windows that don't have
custom settings; windows with custom settings are not affected. Figure 5-21
shows the standard view settings in the Preferences window.
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You can make a window adhere to the standard view settings from the Preferences
command by clicking the button labeled "Set to Standard Views" in its View Options
dialog box (as expla ined previously in this section).

Labeling Items and Adding Comments
The Finder enables you to add comments to each item's icon. It also enables you to
classify folders, programs, and documen ts by labeling them with a word or phrase.
On monitors displaying at least 16 colors, labeling an item also changes its color.

Adding comments
You can attach notes or comments to folders and files in their Info windows. To
display an item's Info window, select it and choose Get Info from the File menu.
Alternatively, you can Control+click an item to display its contextual menu and then
choose Get Info from it. At the bottom of the Info window, you can type anything
you want (to a maximum of 199 characters) in the space provided for comments.
Although the window has no scroll bar to see lengthy comments, you can scroll by
pressing the arrow keys or by dragging the pointer past the borders of the entry
box. Figure 5-22 s hows comments in an Info window.
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Figure 5-22: Viewing comments in an
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Applying labels
To label an Item, select the item and c hoose a label from the Label submenu of the
Finder's File menu. Figure 5-23 shows the Label s ubmenu.
., None

Figure 5-23: Specifying a label for selected icons
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You can also set an item's label In the item's Info window. Select the item, choose
Get Info from the File menu, and use the Label pop-up menu in the Info window.

Using labels
After labeling items, you can view a folder or disk window's contents arranged
by label. You can also search for items by label with the Finder's Find command.
Label colors also show up in the Apple menu and in the dialog boxes used by many
programs' Open and Save commands. Figure 5-24 shows a folder window sorted
by label.
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The Finder's Find command actually s ummons the Sherlock utility program, which
is discussed in Chapter 6.

Changing label names and colors
You change the standard label names and colors with the Finder's Preferences
command. Figure 5-25 shows the Labels settings in the Preferences window.
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If you click a label color to change it, the Finder displays the standard Color
Picker dialog box. You can select the type of color picker you want to use from the
list on the left side of the dialog box. You pick a new color by clicking a color wheel,
adjusting sliders, typing numbers, or clicking a color swatch, depending on the type
of color picker you select. For example, the Crayon Picker has swatches that look
like crayons. The HLS Picker has a color wheel, which you can use to specify hue
(dominant color) and saturation (amount of color); a s lider, which you can use to
specify lightness (closeness to black or white); and spaces where you can enter
hue, saturation, and lightness numerically.
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You can also pick up any color displayed on the screen by holding down Option,
which turns the pointer into an eyedropper, and clicking the color you want to pick
up. Figure 5-26 shows the HLS picker in the Color Picker dialog box, and Table 5-2
lists the HLS settings for the standard label colors (in case you want to reset them
after experimenting).
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Figure 5-26: Picking a custom label color
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Select the Crayon Picker while using the Color Picker and you see a box of 60
crayons in various premixed colors with fanciful names such as Obsidian,
Marigold, and Dirt. Instead of clicking each crayon to see a sample of its color and
its name on the right side of the dialog box, you can drag across the crayons and
watch the color sample and the name change. Hold down Option and click the
edge of a crayon to pick up a lighter or darker shade of color, which is appropriately named with the suffix "-ish:'"
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Transparent labels
If you've avoided icon labels because they discolor your beautiful color icons, you need
shun them no longer. You can label a color icon without changing its color- provided the
label color is white. You can still view the Finder windows by label, find items by label,
and so on.
To make a label transparent, display the Finder's Preferences window and click the color of
the label that you want to use. The standard Color Picker dialog box appears. On the left
side of the dialog box, select the HLS Picker. Then set the Hue Angle to 0 degrees,
Saturation to 0 percent, and lightness to 100 percent. You can type the three values in the
spaces provided, or you can click the center of the color wheel and adjust the slider.

Protecting Files, Folders, and Disks
The Mac OS lets you protect files and folders individually so that they can't
be changed . You can lock a file with the Get Info command, lock folders with the
Sharing command, and specially protect the System Folder and Applications folder
with the General Controls control panel. In add ition, you can lock some disks so
that their contents can't be erased and their contents can't be changed. If you want
even more protection, consider setting up your Mac for multiple users as described
in Chapter 13.

Locking a file
To lock a file, select its icon and use the Get Info command to display the file's
Info window, as shown in Figure 5-27. At the bottom of the Info window is a Locked
option. If you turn it on, you can open the file and copy its contents, but you can't
change its contents or its name. In addition, the Finder does not delete locked
files that are in the Trash unless you press Option while choosing the Empty Trash
command (as discussed earlier in this chapter). You can tell a file is locked by the
small lock-shaped badge on its icon.

Locking a folder
You can protect against moving, renaming, or deleting a folder by using the Finder's
Sharing command. Normally, the Sharing command is used to control who has
access to your folder over a network (as described in Chapter 21), but the Sharing
command is also useful for s imple folder protection.
To lock a folder, select its icon and choose Sharing from the Get Info submenu of
the Finder's File menu to display the folder's sharing information. Turn on the
option labeled "Can't move, rename, or delete this item (locked)." You don't have
to actually share the folder or change any other sharing settings for the folder. A
locked folder has a small lock-shaped badge. Figure 5-28 shows the sharing
information of a locked folder.
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Figure 5-27: Locking a file
with th e Get Info command
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Figure 5-28: Locking a folder
with the Sharing command
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Caution

The Sharing command only locks folders while file sharing is turned on in the File
Sharing control panel. In fact, you can't even bring up a Sharing window while file
sharing is off. If you try, the Sharing command displays an alert saying you must
turn on file sharing and offers to open the appropriate control panel so that you
can turn it on. If you lock some folders while fi le sharing is on and later turn fi le
sharing off, the folders are unlocked until you turn file sharing on again.

Protecting the System Folder and Applications folder
The Mac OS can protect the content s of two special folders in the startup disk, the
Syst em Folder and the Applications fo lder. You set this protection with the option
uProt ect System Folder" and the option "Protect Applications folder" in the General
Controls control panel. You can use these options only if file sharing is turned off
(as detailed in Chapt er 21) . Figure 5-29 shows the General Controls control panel.
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Turning on folder protection prevents anyone from moving, renaming, or deleting
items directly enclosed by the protected folder. The protection does not extend to
items in folders enclosed by the protected folder. For example, with System Folder
protection turned on, you cannot move, rename, or delete the Control Panels folder,
but you can do all those things to individual control panels inside the Control
Panels folder.

.,/
Note

At the time of writing, System Folder and Applications folder protection in the
General Controls panel was not working correctly in prerelease versions of the
Mac OS 9. This is a known issue, but it's not clear whether it will be fixed in the
Mac OS 9's general release or in a later update. If General Controls doesn't work as
described for you (for instance, if the Protect System Folder and Protect
Applications folder items are gray and can't be selected), check Apple's Support
site (h t t p: I ! wwv1. ap pl e . com/ s up po rt/) and make sure that you're using the
Software Update feature (described in Chapter 12) to keep current with Apple's
bug fixes and new releases.

Locking a disk
You can lock floppy disks and some other disks. After locking a disk, you can't
erase it, change its name, copy files to it, duplicate files on It, or move files and
folders it contains to the desktop or the Trash. A locked disk Is said to be write
protected.
To lock a floppy disk, you slide the tab in the corner of the disk so that the square
hole is open. You unlock a floppy disk by sliding the tab so that the square hole
is closed.
Some other removable disks have locking mechanisms on their cases. Check the
instructions that came with your removable disks or disk drive for specific
information about locking them.
You may be able to lock or write-protect your hard disk using the setup program
that came with it. For example, you can write-protect an Apple hard disk with the
Drive Setup program.
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Doing Background Work
The Finder can perform most of its time-consuming work in the background, while
you continue doing other work in the Finder or other programs. For example, you can
copy files or empty the Trash while opening folders, renaming icons, setting view
options, or editing notes with Stickies. You can open control panels and applications
(as described in Chapter 7) while the Finder works in the background. You can even
start copying a batch of files before an ongoing copy operation finishes. Figure 5-30
shows two copy operations under way simultaneously while the Get Info command is
about to be used.
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Figure 5-30: Use menus and do other work in the Finder while it copies items or
empties the Trash.
The performance of your computer suffers while the Finder works on a task in the
background. Furthermore, a background task proceeds more slowly than it does
in the foreground. If the computer gets really busy with the background task, the
mouse and keyboard may seem to stop working for a few seconds. If you type faster
than the screen can display the characters, the system remembers the most recent
20 characters you type (about 5 seconds of typing at 40 words per minute). The
system can also remember one click or double-click and can catch up with your
dragging as long as you don't release the mouse button.
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Summary
This chapter showed you how to boil down the Finder to its essential commands by
turning on the Simple Finder option with the Preferences command. Double-clicking
or using the Open command with a disk, folder, or file displays its contents in a
window. Conversely, the Close command or close box puts a window away when you
don't want to see it any more. While a folder or disk window is open, you can use the
View menu to see the window's contents as icons, buttons, or a list. [n a list view,
you can change the sort order by clicking a column heading. You can rearrange
columns by dragging their headings, and you can resize columns by dragging the
borderlines of their headings. Also, you can expand and collapse folders in a Jist
view by clicking the disclosure triangles next to their names. With enclosed folders
expanded, you can select items from multiple folders at the same time.
You can do more with the Finder than just view the contents of your disks and
folders. You can create a new folder with the New Folder command; drag items to
copy or move them; duplicate Items with the Duplicate command; drag items to the
Trash to delete them; and to empty the Trash with the Empty Trash command. If
there's more than one disk on your desktop, you can remove a disk by dragging it
to the Trash or by using the Eject command. You can erase a disk with the Erase
disk command using either the Mac OS Extended format or the older Mac OS
Standard format. Aside from erasing disks, the Finder can do most of its timeconsuming work in the background while you do other work with it or another
program at the same time.
Thanks to spring-loaded folders, it's not necessary to do a lot of double-clicking to
traverse layers of folders. You can zip through folder layers toward the enclosing
disk; you can make folders spring open as you delve deeper through layers
of folders.
This chapter also showed you how to make a pop-up window with the View menu
or by dragging any window to the bottom of the screen. You can move a pop-up
window by dragging its tab and change its size with its two size boxes. You also
know how to fine-tune folder and disk windows. You can choose a font and a font
size for the text in all windows. You can clean up or arrange windows viewed as
icons or buttons. You can sort a window viewed as a list and determine the
columns it displays. You can resize and rearrange the columns in a list view.
In this chapter, you also learned to attach comments to items and to lock files with
the Get Info command. Likewise, you can classify folders, programs, and documents
by applying labels. You can arrange a Jist view by label, and you can search for
Items by label with the Finder's Find command. Plus, you can change label
names or colors.
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Finally, you learned to lock folders with the Sharing command, protect the System
Folder and the Applications folder with the General Controls control panel, and lock
disks with locking mechanisms on their cases or with their disk setup programs.

+

+
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In This Chapter

I

n Mac OS 8.5, Apple renamed the Find File utility "Sherlock"
and, along with its clever name, offered a more robust tool,
one that could perform two new tricks: it could search inside
documents for content as well as search the Internet. In Mac
OS 9, Sherlock is upgraded to Sherlock 2 and adds to that
feature set, including a new interface and more features for
performing searches.
Sherlock performs two basic functions: It searches for files
on your hard disk or it searches the Internet using keywords.
Within those types of searches, it can get pretty sophisticated.
For instance, for file searches, you can search by name, by the
contents of the file (if the file has text in it), or by any number
of other Mac OS criteria, such as the file creation date, the
file size, and so on. For Internet searches, you can search all
different types of sites, including popular Web search engines
(Yahoo!, HotBot, Excite, and so on), people-search sites,
references sites, auction sites, and many others.
This chapter begins by discussing the basics of the
Sherlock 2 interface- why it looks the way it does. Then, I
cover all three major types of searches, and take a look all the
new customization features that make Sherlock a full-blown
application that you're likely to spend some time using.

The Sherlock Interface
Sherlock 2 sports a new shiny, metallic interface that seems to
be the direction Apple is headed with new features it's creating.
The first application with this look was the new QulckTime
Player included with QuickTime 4.0 (and, hence, with Mac OS
9). Now Sherlock is also updated with this brushed-metal
scheme. Whether or not you like the look Is up to you.

Exploring Sherlock
2's new interface
Searching for files
with a particular
file name
Creating advanced
searches based on
file characteristics
Searching the content
of text-based files
Sorting and
manipulating
Sherlock's results
Searching the Web
for pages, products,
or people
Adding your own
channels and search
sites to Sherlock

+

+
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Sherlock 2 is new to Mac OS 9. Aside from its updated appearance, it adds the
capability to customize the type of Internet searches you perform (offering different types of searches for Web sites, shopping items, and people, for example) and
the results window. (By the way, throughout this chapter we just refer to it as
"Sherlock" to keep things simple.)

Launching Sherlock
Before you can judge its s hiny new interface for yourself, you need to open up
Sherlock. There are several ways to do that, including:

+ From the Finder, choose File c:> Find. You can also choose File c:> Search
Internet to load Sherlock and have it automatically open to Interne t searching.

+ Again, while in the Finder, type W+F to search for files or W+H to search
the Internet.

+ From any application, select the Apple menu and choose Sherlock 2.

Using the Sherlock window
More important than Sherlock's appearance (at least for our purposes) is that
the redesign of Sherlock also works against some of the conventions we're used to
seeing in Mac OS applications. Although the difference isn't dramatic, you may still
need to spend a little time getting used to the way Sherlock operates. Figure 6-1
offers a quick look at the Sherlock window.
At the top of the Sherlock window are the channels, which enable you to switch
between different types of searches. Each icon represents a different grouping of
search criteria- most of them are actually groupings of Internet search s ites. Click
a channel and the Sherlock window may animate a bit as it changes to another
configuration.
The channels area is actually larger than appears on the screen by default. To
expand the number of channels you can see on the screen, click and drag the
h andle that appears beneath the row c h ann els. Drag it down t o reveal more c h anne l
icons, if you have them - otherwise, you'll see blank spaces where you can add

more channels, if you like. (Creating channels is discussed later in the section
"Build your own channels .") Figure 6-2 s hows an expanded channels area.
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Below the channels is the keyword box, where you enter keywords for your various
types of searches. Click in the box to place an insertion point, then type the keywords
for your particular search. After entering your keywords, press Return or click the
magnifying glass icon to begin searching.
Below the keyword box you may have an area of radio buttons and menu items,
depending on the type of search you're doing. A file search, for instance, allows you
to choose the type of search and the criteria for that search. Internet searches, on
the other hand, won't have these options.
The list area features a listing of whatever is relevant for your search. Before you've
performed a search, the list area shows you either the disks or the Internet sites
you can search, depending on the type of search you're trying to implement. Once
you've completed a search, the list area will change to show the results, as shown
in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-1 : The Sherlock 2 window is a little different
from the typical Mac OS application.
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The bottom pane of the Sherlock interface is an information area, which displays
information about whatever is s~lected in the list area. If you select an Internet site,
for instance, information about that site is displayed. If you select a document in
the list area, the path to that document (its folder, enclosing folder, and ultimately
the disk it's stored on) is displayed in the information area. Figure 6-4 shows a path.
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Figure 6-4: Information about an item selected in the list

area appears in the information area.

The list area and information area are also separated by another bar with a handle
that you can drag to resize the areas relative to one another if you can't see enough
of an area's contents.
Finally, you'll notice that the Sherlock window itself is different, failing to follow
some Mac OS conventions for typical windows. The title bar doesn't feature a
collapse box or a zoom box. Also, double-clicking the title bar will not collapse the
window, even if that feature is activated in the Appearance c ontrol panel.
At the bottom-right corner of the Sherlock window there is a size box; you can click
and drag that box to resize the overall Sherlock window. And, as with any Mac OS
window, you can grab any edge of it (except the size box) and drag the window to
another location on the screen.
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Clicking the close box in Sherlock closes the application, not just the window.

Finding Items
No matter how carefully you organize your folders and disks, there comes a time
when you can't find a file or folder without a lot of digging through layers of folders.
Sherlock's Find command fetches lost or buried items with less effort. When you
choose Find from the Finder's File menu, you see the Sherlock window, which opens
automatically to the Files channel. There, you can specify search parameters fo r
finding files. You can set the parameters in this channel to enable you to search by
File Names, by Contents, or by a combination of file names and other Finder criteria,
such as file size or creation date.

Simple file name search
The simplest form of the Sherlock search lets you s pecify where to search and
the file name or parts of a file name to match . To perform this type of search, set
Sherlock to the Files channel by clicking the hard disk icon in the channels area. Ot
should be in the top-left slot, unless someone has moved it.) Now, make sure the
File Names radio button is selected.
Sherlock is preset to look on all disks for items whose names contain the text you
specify. You can change where Sherlock looks for ite ms by selecting the disk where
Sherlock should search in the list area. Place a check mark next to each disk that
Sherlock should search. Sherlock lists all mounted disks, including removable disks
and currently mounted network disks. Basically, any disk or network resource that
appears on the desktop will appear in Sherlock's list area.
Tip

If you'd like to search only in a particular folder (including all the files and folders
enclosed by that folder) you can drag that folder from the Finder to the list area in
Sherlock. That folder is added to the list of volumes to search. If that folder is the
only item checked, your search is limited to the folder's contents. You can drag
more than one folder, too, and select them so that Sherlock searches in multiple
folders at once.
Once you've chosen the disks to search, click once in the keyword box and type
the file name or part of the file name that you'd like to find. This entry is not casesensitive, so you can enter file name fragments in uppercase, lowercase, or a
combination of cases and Sherlock will find all possible permutations. After you've
entered a partial file name, click the magnifying glass icon or press Return. Sherlock
begins its search, altering the list area to reveal any results it comes up with, as shown
earlier in Figure 6-3. (If it doesn't find results, an alert box appears to tell you t hat.)
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Now you can scroll through the results list to find the file you are seeking. If you
come to a good match, click it once to see its path appear in the Information
window at the bottom of the Sherlock interface; double-dick the file in the lis t area
to launch it. (If it's an application, it will start up; if it's a document, it will attempt
to launch its associated application so that the document can be displayed.) If the
item is a folder, double-clicking it reveals that folder in the Finder.
You can also click the file's folder or any of the other folders in the path displayed
in the information area (see Figure 6-5). Double-clicking a folder in the information
area reveals that folder in the Finder.
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Figure 6-5: Using Sherlock's results to get to your file or folder

You can do other things with the found files and folders, such as summarize a
document's contents to the Clipboard or find other files that are similar to one of
the found files or folders. Those options are discussed later in the section "Working
with Sherlock's results."

Custom search
Sometimes searching for a file name just isn't enough . In some cases, you may need
to differentiate between files with the same name. In others, the name isn't as
important to you as other details, such as how old the file is, how large it is , or what
its Finder label is. That's when you need to create a custom search. You can do that
in the Files channel by simply choosing criteria from the Custom pop-up menu.
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Sample searches
By default, Sherlock offers some basic custom searches. You can search for
applications, for files larger than 1MB, and for files modified "today" or "yesterday."
Actually, these are jus t sample custom searches that Apple includes to s how you
the sort of searches that are possible (see Figure 6-6).
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Figure 6-6: Some sample custom searches are

already added to the Custom menu.
With one of these custom searches selected, you can click the magnifying glass and
begin your search- Sherlock will find all files or folders that meet that criteria on
the disks that you've selected in the list area. Of course, that's only mildly useful,
because you're unlikely to want to find every application, for example, or every file
or folder that's been modified in the past day.
That's why custom searches can work in conjunction with a keyword to help
narrow things further. So, after selecting Modified Today from the Custom menu,
you can enter a partial or complete file name in the keyword box. Now click the
magnifying glass and you'll get a search that shows you everything that is similar to
the file name you've entered that has been modified recently, as in Figure 6-7. This
could be very convenient for gathering project files, backing up recent changes, or
transferring the files you've worked on from your desktop to a notebook computer
to take home with you.
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Figure 6- 7: A custom search, in conjunction with

keywords, can make for a useful search.

Building a custom search
If the c ustom searc hes don't match up with what you need, you can d ig in further

and create new searches. You do that by pulling down the Custom menu and
actually choosing Custom from it. (Alternatively, you can click the Edit button next
to the Custom menu.) Doing that dis plays the More Search Options dialog box,
which offers the opportunity to create very sophisticated searches based on many
more criteri a. Figure 6-8 s hows the More Search Options dialog box.
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ways to search for files on your hard disks and network disks.
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To build your search, place a check mark next to each criterion that you want
included in your overall search attempt. You can add as many as you like, helping
you narrow the focus as much as possible. Let's take a look at the different criteria
to give you a better sense of how to use this dialog:
+ Ale name: This entry enables you to perform a keyword search s imilar to the
file name search in the main Sherlock window. Using the pop-up menu,
however, you can search in a more sophis ticated manner, choosing different
ways - such as "contains ," "starts with," or "ends with"- that Sherlock will
use to compare the file name (or partial file name) you enter to actual files on
your disk. You can use "is," for example, to make sure Sherlock only finds files
that have exactly the file name you've type -use "starts with" if you want to
search for files that begin with the characters you type in the entry box.
+ Content Includes: This entry is used to search within documents, the same way
that you can search for content from the main Sherlock interface. Searching for
contents is discussed in a later section called "Searching within documents."
+Date created: Open the pop-up menu and you've got many different ways to
compare files against a particular date, with options s uch as "is before," "is
after," or "is within 1 month of." You can then, in most cases, choose the actual
date to compare against files on your hard disk. If, for example, you want all
files created within one week of January 2000, enter that date (1/ 1/2000) in the
date box, then choose "is within 1 week of" from the pop-up menu.
+ Date modified: This works the same as "date created" except that you're
searching for the date a file was modified- if it's been edited and resaved
since it was created, this date will be different from the Date created.
+Comments: You can use keywords to search within the Comments field of the
file's Get Info window. If you use comments extensively, this can be a great
way to find a particular file. You can also use the pop-up menu to find files
whose comments don 't contain a particular keyword.
+ Size: Use this criterion to search for files that are greater than or less than
(according to your choice from the pop-up menu) a certain size that you enter
in kilobytes.
+ Kind: Search for files that are or are not a particular kind of file, such as an
alias, stationery, application, clipping file, control panel, and so on.
+ Label: This one let's you look for files that do or do not have a particular label.
+ Version: Using this entry box you can search for items that do or do not have
a particular version. (Vers ion information can be found In the Get Info window
for applications and system software components.)
+ Ale/folder: You can choose "is locked" or "is unlocked" when searching for
files and folders.
+ Folder: Search for folders based on whether they are empty, shared, or
mounted.
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File type and creator
File type and creator are four-character codes that the Mac OS uses to determine two
things: what type of file a particular item is and what application created it These codes are
what make it possible for Mac files to appear as intelligent as they do- enabling you, for
instance, to double-dick a document and have its application load automatically.
Unfortunately, the codes tend to be obscure, but they're also easy to discover using
Sherlock. With the More Search Options dialog box open, drag any file from the Finder to
the More Search Options window. Drop the file on the window and suddenly its criteria
appear in any relevant entry boxes, including those for file type and creator. Now, armed
with this knowledge, you can set up a search that finds similar files.

The More Search Options dialog box also offers some advanced options for users
who know a little more about how Mac files store information. For example, you can
search for hidden files, or you can search for files that have a custom icon or those
that have their name and icon locked (through Sharing setup). You can also search
for files that have a certain file type and/or creator code.
You may have already noticed something about the More Search Options dialog
box- it's basically combing through information you see in the Get Info window
for Finder items, along with the criteria you view in a Finder List view. All of this
information is fair game when it comes to building a c ustom Sherlock file search.
Once you've set the criteria the way you want them, click either OK or Save. If you
click OK, you return to the Sherlock window and click the magnifying glass to begin
your search. If you click Save, you can give your search a name and click Save
again. That search is now added to the list of searches in Sherlock's Custom menu.
Back in the Sherlock window, click the magnifying glass to begin the search.

Search contents
Aside from basic and custom file searches, there's another way to find documents on
your disks: searching by contents. Sherlock has the capability to look in documents
on your disks and search them for keywords, just as it searches the names of files.
This feature is very useful because you don't need to know the name of the file- just
some text that is inside the document.
By necessity, Sherlock can only search documents that have text in them, and
it can't get at every type of textual document. In general, you'll have success
searching plain text documents (like those edited in SimpleText or BBEdit), HTML
documents (the plain text documents, with codes, that are used to create Web
pages), word processing documents (AppleWorks, Microsoft Word, WordPerfect),
and e-mail (Eudora, Claris Emailer, Outlook Express). Sherlock can also look in
Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) files.
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~
Nota

By default, Sherlock 2 indexes PDF format version 1.2 and earlier (Acrobat 3.0).
Sherlock does not index PDF 1.3 files created by Acrobat 4. Both HTML and PDF
searching are enabled by plug-ins in the Find By Content Plug-Ins folder, located in
the Find folder of the Extensions folder. If additional plug-ins become available,
you can add them to enable Sherlock 2 to search more types of documents by
content. See Chapter 11 for more on working with the Extensions folder and the
System Folder.

Search within documents
An example of a good reason to search the contents of documents on your disks
might be a letter you've written and misplaced, perhaps something to your boss.
Enter your boss's name as a keyword and click the radio button next to Contents in
the Sherlock File channel. Now, click the magnifying glass to search, and Sherlock
s ifts through text fil es on your disks to find files that contain the keywords, as
shown in Figure 6-9.

~
Nota

If your disk(s) hasn't yet been indexed, your content search won't net any results.
See the section "Indexing volumes" for more on indexing.

Figure 6-9: Sherlock can search inside documents
for keyword text.

You can also search within documents using the Custom menu and the More Search
Options dialog box discussed previously in the section called ~ custom search." In
the More Search Options dialog box, place a check next to "content includes" and
enter keywords that Sherlock should search for within documents on your disks.
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When you enter keywords to search for within documents, your best bet is to
choose words that are as unique as possible. You can enter individual keywords or
you can enter an entire phrase that Sherlock can search for. The more often those
words appear in a particular document, the higher the relevance of that document,
as discussed in the next section.

Find-by-contents results
Unlike regular File Name and cus tom file name searches, a find-by-contents search
offers results (if anything is found) ranked by relevance. Sherlock, in digging
through the files, judges which files have the most occurrences of your keywords,
and which files offer those keywords in close proximity to one another. If you enter
phrases, it looks for keywords that fit those phrases as closely as possible.
The result is a listing of possible matches that includes a column of relevance
rankings, shown using a blue bar, as shown in Figure 6-10. The longer the bar, the
more relevant Sherlock judges the result to be. That's not always accurate Sherlock can make mistakes in this respect- but it's a decent indicator of a
document that seems to offer many of the search keywords you're seeking.
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Figure 6-1 0: The search results when you find by Content offer a
relevance ranking.
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Otherwise, the lis ting works pretty much as the File Names results listing described
earlier in the chapte r. You can single-click a document to see information about that
document, double-click a document to launch it, or double-click a folder (in the path
shown in the information area) to open that folder in the Finder. Sherlock results are
discussed in more depth later in the section "Working with Sherlock's results."

Indexing volumes
Searching within documents isn't quite magic-there's some work that has to go in
it. To search within documents, Sherlock has to create an index of your hard disk.
The index is a special database of the content of searchable documents on your
disk(s). The index must be maintained for Sherlock to effectively search all of your
files for keywords. You can index manually or you can set Sherlock to automatically
index your disks at regular intervals. It can take a while to fully index your disk, so
it is useful to set it indexing at regular intervals when you're likely to be away from
your Mac.

~

Server volumes can be searched by content, but you can't index server volumes
from your Sherlock window. Instead, you need to have the server administrator (or
the owner of the Macintosh, if you're using file sharing) create an index from the
server computer's version of Sherlock.

Note

To index a disk manually, choose Index Volumes from Sherlock's Find menu. The
Index Volumes dialog box shown in Figure 6-11 appears.
D
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Figure 6-11: The Index Volumes dialog box allows you to

create indexes for Content searches.
To manually index a disk:
1. Select the disk you want to index (or use Shift while clicking to select multiple

disks) in the Index Volumes dialog box, and click the Create Index button. If
you don't see a Create Index button, the n an index was created previously. In
that case, clic k the Update Index button to manually update the index to
include files added since the index was last updated.
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You can select a disk and choose Delete Index if you'd like to begin the indexing
process over again from scratch. This is recommended if you've made major
changes to your disks since the last update or if you've noticed Sherlock becoming
noticeably slower in its Content searches. After months or longer of indexing, the
index can become large and inefficient. Deleting and starting again may improve
performance.
2. Once you've clicked Create Index or Update Index, an alert box warns you
that creating the index can be time-consuming. If you're ready to create the
index, click Create or Update, depending on the message you receive.
Sherlock then begins creating or updating the index. An Indexing Progress dialog
box appears, showing the status of the indexing process (see Figure 6-12).
Figure 6-12: The Indexing Progress dialog box
shows how much time remains to complete
updating the index.
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You can also choose to schedule indexing for regular intervals:
I. First, in the Index Volumes dialog box, make s ure you've placed a check mark
in the Use Schedule column for each dis k that you'd like to schedule for
indexing.

2. Now, click the Schedule button. This brings up the Schedule dialog box,
shown in Figure 6-13.
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Figure 6-13: The Schedule dialog box enables you to
choose the time of day and the days on which the
index(es) are to be updated automatically.
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3. Choose the time of day and the days on which you'd like Sherlock to update
the indexes for the selected dis ks.
4. Click OK to put the schedule in force.
In either case, you can continue working while Sherlock creates or updates an index
in the background. This may slow down your computer somewhat, making it more
difficult to work with. Indexing while you're away from your computer is
recommended.
Tip

A great time to have Sherlock index your disks is at night, when you're not using
the computer. This doesn't mean you must leave your computer on all night.
When you're finished using the computer for the day, manually start the indexing
or index updating process in Sherlock. Now if you shut down the computer (for
example by choosing Shut Down from the Finder's Special menu), an alert box
asks if you want to finish indexing before shutting down. When indexing is complete, the Mac will shut down automatically.

Saving a search
You've already seen that you can save a custom search, but there's more that you
can save. If you'd like to save the exact criteria you used for a particular search,
including the disks selected, the keywords entered, and other criteria chosen, you
can do that. Choose File c:> Save Search Criteria. A Save dialog box displays, allowing
you to save the criteria. Give the criteria a unique name and click the Save button.
Now, you can use File c:> Open Search Criteria or you can double-dick the criteria
document in the Finder to open Sherlock and prepare it to perform the same search.
This works for Internet searching as well, as discussed later in the section "Search
the Internet."

Multiple searches
You can have more than one search going at a time. Choose File c:> New Window to
create a new Sherlock window. After you've put one search into action, you can
switch to the new window and build another search.

Working with Sherlock's results
When a search ends , Sherlock displays all the found items in the list area. This
window works somewhat like a List view window in the Finder, offering a familiar
interface for sorting through the files that have been found. You can also see a
found file's folder location, move files around, send files to the Trash, and even
s ummarize their content (in some cases) to the Clipboard.
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Sorting found files
You can sort the list of found items by name, size, kind, or modification date. To
change the sort criterion, click the column heading you'd like to sort by in the list
area, as shown in Figure 6-14.
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Figure 6-14: Click a column heading to sort by that criterion.

You can also sort in reverse order. Click the triangular sort-direction control at the
right end of the column headings in the list area.
If you want to see more columns in the list area, you can make the Sherlock window

larger by dragging its size box. You can also resize the columns by dragging the
lines that separate the column headings.

Seeing a found item's folder location
While the list area displays items that match your search parameters, the
information area displays a folder location (path) for one found item. To see a
found item's folder location, select the item (by clicking it) in the list area, and its
folder location appears in the information area.
You can select multiple items at the top of the list area as you do in the Finder: by
Shift+clicking or dragging a selection rectangle across them. To select all items, use
the Select All command in Sherlock's Edit menu or press 3C+A. When you select more
than one item in the list area, no folder location is displayed in the information area.
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Moving, copying, and deleting found items
In addition to seeing folder locations of found items, you can also drag items from the
lis t area to the desktop or to any folder or disk that you can see in the Finder. If the
destination is on the same disk as the found item you drag, the found item moves to
the destination. If the destination is on a different disk, the found item is copied to it.
Note that you can drag files and folders from the information area as well.
The Tras h is another place to whic h you can drag one or more found items. You can
drag multiple items as a group from the list area to the Trash.

Doing more with found items
In add ition to dragging found items, you can use these File menu commands to
manipulate the items you selected in the lis t area:
+ Open Item(s) opens the selected item or items. You can also open an item by
double-clicking it in the Lis t or information area. If more than one item is
selected , double-clicking one of them opens a ll of them.

+ Open Enclosing Folder opens the folder that contains the selected item. The
Finder automatically becomes active, the folde r opens, and the Finder scrolls
to and selects the item in the folder window.

+ Print Item prints selected documents just as the Finder's Print command does
(see Chapter 17 for de tails). You can also print documents by dragging them
to a desktop printer icon that you can see in the Finder.
+ Move To Trash puts the selected items in the Trash.
+ Get Info <> General Information displays the Info windows of selected items.
+ Label classifies the selected items with a color and text label.
+Show Original displays the selected alias's original item in the Finder.
+ Get Info <> Sharing enables you to s hare selected folders. (File Sharing must
be turned on as described in Chapter 22.)
These commands can act either on items selected in the list a rea or in the
information area. You can alternate between the two windows by press ing Tab.
Tip
1\
'J

You can quit the Sherlock progra m (or close the current Sherlock window, if more
than one is open) while opening a found item by holding down Option while
choosing Open from the Find menu (or while double-clicking an item in the list or
information areas). This trick saves you the trouble of switching back to Sherlock
to quit it.
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Special Sherlock commands
Aside from the basics just outlined, there are a few other things you can do with
results in Sherlock. Most of these are accessed through Sherlock's contextual menu,
which appears when you point to an item and Control+click on that item. Figure
6-15 is a typical contextual menu.
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Help
Summarize file to Clipboard

Index selection ••

Figure 6-15: A contextual menu appears when Control+clicking a
result in the Sherlock window.
Here are the commands that you may encounter:

+ Find Similar Files: This command enables you to perform another search,
this time using the selected item as a model for the second search. The
second search focuses on content, switching Sherlock to a find by Content
mode (if necessary) and then finding documents that have similar content to
the one you've selected. This sort of search is less useful if you select
application or folder icons.

+ Summarize File to Clipboard: This option takes text documents that Sherlock
can read and quickly summarizes them by pulling key sentences from the
document. That summary is placed on the Mac OS clipboard (see Figure 6-16).
You can either choose Edit o::> Paste in a text application to see the summary,
or you can switch to the Finder, where the Clipboard Viewer should appear on
its own. If it doesn't, choose Edit o::> Show Clipboard in the Finder.
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Figure 6-16: Sherlock includes the capability to summarize
text documents to the Mac OS Clipboard.

+ Index Selection: This command enables you to update the disk's Find by
Content index with the particular document, folder, or disk you've selected.
This is a quick way to add to the Index manually if you've indexed recently.

+ Add a Folder Action: If the selection is a folder, the contextual menu includes
the option of adding a Folder Action to it. Folder Actions are described in
Chapter 24.

Search the Internet
Some of the most popular sites on the Internet are index sites . These sites, such as
Yahoo!, HotBot, and Lycos, offer users the capability to search through millions of
other Web sites to find content of interest to them. But each of these sites has its
own mechanisms, its own interfaces, and its own databases of Web documents that
don't always offer every possibility. To find what you're looking for, you either need
to visit multiple search sites, or you need to find a way to search multiple sites from
one interface. In fact, there are Web sites, such as the Search-It-All site
(h ttp : I / ~11vw. se arc h- it - a 11 . com), that enable you to do this.
In Mac OS 9, you can conduct a fairly comprehensive search of the Web with
Sherlock. Sherlock is designed to search multiple Web s ites simultaneously and
return the results in the Sherlock window. You can see a brief summary of each
found site in the Sherlock window, or you can double-click an entry to have it load
in your Web browser.
Sherlock gains access to individual Web search sites through plug-in files, called
Internet search sites, written by Apple and other companies. This makes it possible
for Sherlock to search not only Web search engines (Yahoo!, Excite, HotBot, and
so on), but other searchable Web s ites, such as Amazon.com, eBay, and similar
e-commerce sites. News sites and Web magazines can also supply plug-in software
that enables you to search those sites, too.
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Sherlock 2 offers new features for Inte rnet searches, including the capability to
group Internet search sites in different channels -Apple starts you off with channels for e-commerce sites, people (phone and address) searches, reference sites
(encyclopedia and dictionary), and news sites. You can also search Apple's Web
sites using Sherlock, and you can add more Internet sites and channels to customize Sherlock's search capability.

New
Feature

With certain types of sites, Sherlock can change its interface to offer more useful
information. For instance, She rlock can s how pricing information and availability
dates for e-commerce sites, making it easy to shop multiple Internet auction sites
simultaneously without leaving Sherlock.

,Note

Although the Internet hasn't been discussed in-depth yet, this discussion of
Sherlock's Internet searching capabilities fits in this chapter because Internet
searching is similar to file searches on you r hard disks. Many of the interface elements are the same for any type of search. To search the Internet, however, you
need an active Inte rnet connection. See Chapter 10 for information on using the
Internet Setup Assistant to create a connection. Chapter 10 also tells you how to
manually create an Internet connection, if necessary.

Web page search
After opening Sherlock, click the Internet channel button- the one that looks like a
globe with wired connections on it-and you'll see Sherlock's interface s hift to
accommodate a Web search. The keyword box remains, but the list area c ha nges to
s how a list of Internet search sites. In th is list, you can place a check mark next to
sites you'd like to include in your search. Now, enter keywords for your Internet
search and click the magnifying glass icon . If your Internet connection is active,
Sherlock will send the search keywords to each of the chosen search sites (see
Figure 6-17).
Although different Web search s ites vary in the way they handle keywords,
Sherlock sends your keywords to the search sites exactly as you format them in the
keyword box. In general, you can simply ente r a series of keywords that you think
might generate results, such as "olympic bobsled trials" or "outdoor camping
information." You can also try Boolean keywords, such as and, or, and not between
search words. For best results, experiment with different keyword constructs.

,Note

If you use a modem to connect to the Internet, you should make sure the Internet
connection is active by selecting the Remote Access control pa nel and clicking the
Connect button. You can also set up Remote Access to automatically dial your
Internet Service Provider whenever Sherlock or another Internet application
requests a connection. See Chapter 10 for more details.
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Figure 6·17: Search the Web with multiple search engines using Sherlock.

Getting better results
Different search sites prefer to have keywords formatted in different ways, but there are
some general rules that you can follow to help your Internet searches in Sherlock turn up
the results you want:

+ Boolean searches use the words and, or, and not to distinguish between different
types of searches. For example, searching for Steven and Jobs will generally limit
results to documents that include both terms. If you search for Steven or Jobs, you'll
get a Jot more results, because your results will include documents that match either
or both terms. Search for Steven not Jobs and you'll get results that include the first
term but don't include the second term. Most Internet search sites support Boolean
searches.

+ Use commas between words. Many search sites don't require commas, but some
work better if you separate each keyword or phrase with a comma. That way the
search site won't assume that you're looking for one big phrase such as "cat dog
mice toys" when you're actually trying to search for each as a keyword.

+ Some Internet search sites (but not all) notice whether you capitalize words. If you
don't capitalize, they ignore capitalization while searching; if you do capitalize, they
look for the same capitalization.

+ Finally, some Internet search sites prefer that you put phrases or proper names
between quotation marks, such as "Rocky and Bullwinlde" or "One for My Baby".
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Sherlock begins displaying search results as soon as one of the search sites returns
them. As other search sites return their results, the Sherlock program merges them
in its list area. For each Web page that matches your search request, the list area
displays the name, address, and relevance. You can sort the list by clicking a
column heading in the list area. To sort in reverse order, click the triangular sort
direction indicator at the right end of the column headings.
If you select one of the listed items, a summary appears in the information area. To
see the whole page in your Web browser, double-click its name in the list area. That
page's Web address is sent to your Web browser, which attempts to load the page
over your Internet connection. Figure 6-18 is an example of the results listed from
an Internet search.

Results
Search keywords

$Y'IDmuUrecttllt.tOm

'Y'Siems.dlrtcthlt.eo m
3YSI!IIm~.dlrte:thlt.c:om

lnfo.Qr'eenloMOd.eom

c:omume r.net
~ysten-.,.d• recthlt .com
~ystem$.d lreclhlt .com

$YSb,ma.dlntthlt.eom
tr3nslote- free .com

Deliver.
Results Summary

Banner ad image

Figure 6-18: A Web search results in a number of different Web
documents from different search sites.
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You may notice that another small area appears at the bottom of the Sherlock window. This window is designed to show banner ads that appear on the Web search
site's own Web site. Because most major search site companies rely on Web
advertising revenue to make their search sites worthwhile, Apple has made it possible for their advertising to appear within Sherlock. If an ad happens to interest
you, you can click the ad and your Web browser will attempt to load the corresponding Web page for that advertisement.
You can also drag Web site listings to an open Web browser window to display them;
the Web browser takes over and accesses the page via the Internet. If you'd like to
save the site for later access, you can drag a listing from the list area to the desktop
or a folder in the Finder. It then becomes a Web Page Location file, which you can
store on your hard disk. You can then double-dick the Web Page Location file to
direct your Web browser to attempt to access that Web document at a later time.

Switching channels
Aside from basic Web searches, Apple's predefined channels offer the opportunity
to switch between different types of Internet searches. Here's a quick overview of
some of the channel options (channels are the buttons at the top of the Sherlock
window):
+People Search: Click the channel with a woman's face on it and you'll get
options for searching "people" servers like Bigfoot, Yahoo! People Search,
and Fourll. Enter the name of the person you're trying to find and Sherlock
returns results that show the e-mail address and phone number of that
person, if listed. You can double-click a result to load full information about
that person in your Web browser.

+ Apple: Click the Apple logo and you can perform keyword searches in different
parts of Apple's Web presence, including their product guides, the Tech Info
Library (for troubleshooting articles), and the full Apple.com Web site.

+ Shopping: Select the Shopping channel (which looks like a shopping cart)
and you can search Amazon.com, Barnesandnoble.com, and eBay.com,
among others. Enter the name of a product you're looking for and click the
magnifying glass. The results include pricing information, availability, and
other important criteria to help you shop for items (see Figure 6-19).
+News: The News channel (which looks like a folded newspaper) lets you
search recent headlines for topics defined by your keywords.
+ Reference: This channel (which looks like a shelf of books) enables you to
search sites that offer reference material, such as Dictionary.com and
Encyclopedia.com.
+My Channel: The My Channel (the Sherlock Holmes hat and magnifying glass)
option enables you to move or add your favorite search plug-ins to one channel
so you don't have to flip through the others to search sites you use often.
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Figure 6 -19: Sherlock features the unique capability to recognize a

shopping search and organize the results using pricing and product
availability.
You can move the channels around on the Sherlock interface if you like. Just click and
drag a channel from its current spot in the channels area to an open channel slot.

Build your own channels
If you'd like to create your own channel, it's easy to do. And, once you've created the
channel, you can add search sites to it by dragging them from another channel, or by
dragging search site files from the Finder, so as to make your channel worth using.

To create a new channel, just choose Channels o::> New channel. The New Channel
dialog box appears , as shown in Figure 6-20.
Figure 6-20: The New Channel dialog

New01annel
Name the channel:

IEntertainment

Olannel type: IL.::S.:::
• •:.:.•::.::
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box helps you build your own channel.
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Give the channel a name in the "Name the channel" entry box, then choose the type
of channel from the "Channel type" pop-up menu. The type determines how results
are displayed: shopping channels include price and availability information; people
channels include e-mail and phone number columns ; news channels include
headlines, relevance, and dates; and search channels include page name, relevance,
and site information.
Now you can choose an icon for the channel by clicking the up or down arrow next
to the current icon. You can also enter a description for your channel, which will
appear in the information area when you select that channel in the Sherlock
window. When you're done, click OK to create the channel.

Adding search sites
You can add new search sites to existing channels or to channels you create
yourself. The easiest way to do that is to drag search s ites from one channel to
another. Select a channel in Sherlock's channel area, then drag search sites from
that channel area to the icon that represents the destination channel. Those search
sites now appear in the new channel.
You can also add search s ites to a channel by dragging them from the Finder.
The problem is, you need to get them to the Finder, first. You generally do that
by downloading Internet search site files (often called plug-ins) from the Internet.
You can get Internet search site files in two differe nt ways. First, you can visit
http : I / w1vw. a pp1e . com/ s he r 1ock/ and look for a link to Internet s earch site
files or search s ite plug-ins . Apple keeps track of many of the new search site
files created by both Apple and by third parties.
Second, you can find Internet search site files on other Web sites that offer Sherlock
compatibility. Look for a link that enables you to download the search site file to
your Mac. Then, you can add it to Sherlock.
A searc h site file generally has the three letter extens ion ".s rc" at the end of its file
name. If you've downloaded such a file, you can simply drag it from the Finder to
the Sherlock window, and it's added to the currently active channel (see Figure
6-21). Likewise, you can drag sites from the Sherlock window to the Finder, where
a duplicate of the searc h site file is made.
Tip

Once you have a search site file in the Finder, you can duplicate it before you
move it into Sherlock. That way you can have the same search site in two different
channels, if you like.
You can also add searc h site files to Sherlock by dragging them to the appropriate
folder in the System Folder. Search site files are stored in the Internet Search Sites
folder in the System Folder. Each channel has its own folder within the Internet
Search Sites folder; to add a search site file to a particular channel, drag its .src file
to that channel's folde r.
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Figure 6-21: Drag a search site file from the Finder to the Sherlock window to add

it to the active channel.

Summary
In this chapter, you saw that Mac OS 9 includes an update to the Sherlock program,
which was introduced in Mac OS 8.5 and that is now called Sherlock 2. Sherlock 2
features a new interface that not only looks different, but also acts different from
the way most other Macintosh applications (and Mac OS windows) function. The
interface includes a number of different windows and areas that enable you to
manage the different types of searches that Sherlock can perform.
After you get the hang of Sherlock's interface, you can search for files on your hard
disks, removable disks, and disks attached to your Mac via a network. The basic
File Name search enables you to ente r a file name or partial file name and find files
that match.
A more advanced search is possible by choosing the Custom menu, which opens
the More Search Options dialog box. Here you can create a search that looks at all
the different criteria associated with Macintosh files, including date created, the
size of the file, the label, the version, and so on. You can also use advanced criteria
to search for invisible files, files with custom icons, or files created by a particular
application.
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Beyond these searches, Sherlock can also look into text-based files and find content
within them. To perform a content search, you need to index the files on your hard
disk, which you can do manually or according to a preset schedule.
After any of these searches, Sherlock presents you with a results listing that can
be organized and manipulated in a number of ways. You can sort the listing, get
information about individual files, print files, and so on. You can also use contextual
menus to search for similar files, summarize text files to the Clipboard, and add
folder actions to folders.
Finally, Sherlock 2 offers the capability to search the Internet in many different
ways. You can search major search engines for Web pages on particular topics. You
can also search for people, products, or news using the different channels built into
Sherlock, which changes its results pages to show you information relevant to your
search. You can also add your own channels or augment channels with new search
sites that you download from the Internet.
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t may seem reasonable that once you open a program
or a document, you've left the Mac OS behind. True, the
Mac OS does pretty much hand over control of the computer
to a program when you open it, but many of the functions and
capabilities of application programs are actually provided by the
Mac OS. The Finder handles opening application programs, and
the Mac OS manages to let you have morethan one program
open at the same time. You can also use the Finder to open
documents, and you can open them from applications using
standard dialog boxes provided by theMac OS. Similar dialog
boxes appear when you save a document from any application.
Many programs rely on the Mac OS for basic document editing
commands, such as Cut, Copy, and Paste. You don't need
those editing commands as much in programs that adopt the
Mac OS drag-and-drop editing technology, which lets you
move material around in a document and between documents
by dragging the material with the mouse.
The Mac OS also makes it possible for you to open documents
created by programs you don't have, including Mac programs and
programs on Windows, DOS, and Apple Il computers. You can even
use removable disks from those foreign systems in your Mac.

Opening Programs, Documents,
and More
You open a program when you want to work with it- this
action is sometimes called launching a program. You open a
document when you want to view or edit its contents . For
example, you open SimpleText when you want to view, create,
or edit a text document. (You can also work with text
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documents using other programs.) There are many ways to open programs,
documents, other kinds of files, and folders. This section describes how to open
items with the Finder, the Apple menu, the Launcher control panel, the Startup
Items folder, the Shutdown Items folders, and any application.

Opening items with the Finder
Chapter 5 discussed the basic methods for opening a program or document with
the Finder: you either double-click the program or document icon or, in a button
view, click the program or document button. If you prefer a more formal approach,
you can select the icon by clicking it once and then use the Open command. The
Open command is in the File menu; it also appears in the contextual menu that
pops up when you Control+click a program.
Opening a document using one of these methods a utomatically opens the
application that created the document. The Finder figures out which application
created it, opens that application, and tells the application to open the document.
It's quite a chain of events that starts when you double-click a document.
Suppose you want to open a bunch of documents. No problem, just select them all
and then double-click one of the selected icons or use the Open command. If the
documents were created by different applications, the Finder doesn't get ruffled. It
opens each application and gives it a list of the documents you want opened.

Opening a document with any compatible application
Instead of opening a document with the application that created it, you can open it
with any compatible application. For example, any word processing application can
open plain text documents created by other applications.
To open a document with any compatible application, drag the document's icon to
the icon of the application that you want to use. In most cases, if the application is
compatible with the document, the application's icon becomes highlighted. Release
the mouse button while the application icon is highlighted, and the application
opens the document. If the application is not already open, the Finder opens it
automatically. If an application can't open a document you drag to it, nothing
happens-no highlighting, no opening. (If you miss slightly, you might drop the
document in the application's folder by accident.) Figure 7-1 shows how an
application icon looks if it can open a document that you drag to it.
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Figure 7-1: This is how an application icon looks
when opening a document by dragging it to a
compatible application.
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Opening the unknown
If you try to open a document by double-clicking its icon, clicking its button, or

using the Finder's Open command but you don't have the application that created
it, you see an alert. Normally, this alert displays a list of alternate applications
that can handle the kind of document you tried to open. You select the alternate
application you want to open the document and click the Open button in the
dialog box. The alternate application then opens the document. The Mac OS
remembers which alternate application you selected and uses it to open the same
document, or any other like it (same type of document and same creator application), in the future. You don't see the alert box asking you to select an alternate
application again for the same kind of document. Figure 7-2 shows the alert box in
which you select an alternate application to open a document created by an
application you don't have.

&

COul d not Ond the application program that created
the document named "2000 Income Stotement".
Jo ope n the document, select an -"lternate pronram,

wit h or without translation:
~~Address Book £xport

{;Apple Applet Runner

'-el Apple System rromer

(!> 110111 VIewer

f!IJ ttyp crCard Pl nycrwilh Quicklime lrnns lntion

e

0

Internet Explorer 4.5

.
~

Show on ly relommt.!nded choices

I cancel) ~
Figure 7-2: Select an alternate application to

open a document created by an application you
don't have.
Sometimes none of your applications can handle a document that you try to
open. In this case, an alert tells you the document could not be opened because the
application that created it could not be found. Usually the alert tells you the name of
the creator application. Knowing the creator application, you may be able to obtain
translator software that will enable you to open the document (see "Translating
Documents" later in this chapter). Figure 7-3 is an example of the alert you see when
you don't have an alternate application to open a document.

The document 64 Resume.doc" could not be
opened, because the application ..Microsoft

Word" coulrt not be found.
Could Ml (lnd e tnrntetlon ex 1eMton "ilth epproprlet1
trensletort.

Figure 7-3: The application that created
the document you want to open is not
available and neither is an alternate.
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If you'd rather not see alerts asking about alternate applications for opening

documents, you can turn them off. Use the File Exchange control panel, as
explained in "Translating Documents" later in this chapter. Another way to stop
these alerts is to disable or remove File Exchange, as discussed in Chapter 11.
After turning off automatic file translation, you see a different alert when you try to
open a document created by an application that you don't have. In this case, the
alert tells you that the document could not be opened because the application that
created it could not be found, but the alert does not name the missing application.
If the document is a type that SlmpleText can open, the Finder asks whether you
want to have SimpleText open it. SimpleText can open documents saved in plaintext format by another program (but not word processing documents saved in a
proprietary format). In addition, SimpleText can open pictures saved in the PICT
format, movies saved in the QuickTime format, and 3D graphics saved in the
QuickDraw 3D format (for details on viewing movies and 3D graphics, see Chapter
18). The PICT, QuickTime, and QuickDraw 3D formats are all standard Mac OS
formats. Figure 7-4 is an example of the alert that you see when automatic file
translation is turned off and you try to open a document created by an application
you don't have.

lhe document •unzS32x.IICill" could not be
opened, Decau•e the application program
thlt created n could not be found.

Figure 7-4: This is the alert shown when
the application that created the document
you want to open is not available and
automatic file translation is turned off.

Opening with the Apple menu
The Apple menu expedites opening items that you use frequently. Anything you
can double-click in the Finder, including documents, application programs, desk
accessories, folders, control panels, fonts, and sounds, can also be put in the Apple
menu and opened by choosing it there. Figure 7-5 is an example of the Apple menu.

Adding and removing Apple menu items
You put an item in the Apple menu by dragging It to the Apple Menu Items folder,
which is inside the System Folder. The Item becomes Instantly available In the
Apple menu (no need to restart your computer).
To remove an item from the Apple menu, drag its icon out of the Apple Menu Items
folder to the desktop or to another folder.
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Figure 7-5: An item can be opened by

choosing it from the Apple menu.

Making submenus in the Apple menu
If your Apple menu has so many items that you must scroll to see them all, consider

consolidating the less-used items in a folder or two within the Apple Menu Items
folder. You can make the contents of folders within the Apple Menu Items folder
appear as submenus of the Apple menu by using the Apple Menu Options control
panel. You can also use this control panel to create submenus that list the items
you have used recently. Figure 7-6 shows the Apple Menu Options control panel.
o,. = -=. I Appl e Menu Option s

I E!

Figure 7-6: Turn on the features to add submenus
to the Apple menu and track recently used items.

~Rememb er recently used Items: _

Documents:

~~~

Applications:

~

Servers:

~

Turning on the Submenus option creates a hie rarchy of submenus in the Apple
menu. After turning on the Submenus option, submenus appear whenever you
highlight a folder listed in the Apple menu. A submenu lists the contents of the
highlighted folder. Highlighting a folder listed in a submenu displays another
submenu, up to five levels dee p.
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Turning on the option to remember recently used items creates folders in the Apple
menu for tracking the documents, applications, and servers that you most recently
used. You can set the number of documents, applications, and servers to track. The
control panel tracks recent items by creating aliases of those items and placing the
aliases in the Recent Applications folder, Recent Documents folder, or Recent Servers
folder (where appropriate) in the Apple Menu Items folder (inside the System Folder).
If you wish to suppress tracking of one type of item, set the number to be remembered
to 0 (zero) and discard the appropriate recent items folder if it exists.
See Chapter 14 for more information on aliases.

Organizing the Apple menu
The Apple menu always lists items alphabetically, regardless of their order in the
Apple Menu Items folder. You don't affect the Apple menu when you rearrange the
contents of the Apple Menu Items folder by dragging icons in its window or clicking
column headings in a list view.
You can change the order of Apple menu items by beginning their names with
certain characters. To make an item appear at the top of the Apple menu, begin
its name with a blank space. You can group different types of items by prefixing
different numbers of blank spaces to their names. The more blank spaces, the
higher on the Apple menu the item appears. For example, you can prefix two blanks
to the name of the most important item in your Apple menu, one blank to names of
less important items, and none to other items.To make items appear at the bottom
of the Apple menu, begin their names with a hollow dia mond (0) or a bullet (•).
Press Shift+Option+V for the hollow diamond or Option+8 for the bullet.

~
Note

Rather than carefully prefixing icon names to arrange them in the Apple menu,
you can install the shareware system extension AMICO, which stands for Apple
Menu Items Custom Order, by Dennis Chronopoulos. With this extension installed,
you determine the order of items in the Apple menu by arranging icons in the
Apple Menu Items folde r. In addition, you can add gray dividing lines like the ones
you see in other menus. (See Chapter 26 for more information on shareware.)

Opening with the Launcher
Another way to open items is with the Launcher control panel. The Launcher
displays a window of large buttons, and clicking a button (once) opens the item it
represents. The Launcher is similar to a folder window viewed as buttons, but the
Launcher has features a folder window doesn't have, as described in the following
paragraphs. Figure 7-7 is an example of the Launcher window.
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Forcing order invisibly
Forcibly reordering items in the Apple menu by putting spaces or special symbols at the
beginning of the items' names has side effects that you may dislike. The spaces or symbols
visibly alter the names and conspicuously shift the names to the right. Here's how to invisibly force the order you want:
1. Open the Note Pad or a new document in SimpleText.
2. Press Return to create a blank line, select the blank line, and copy it to
the Clipboard.
3. Switch to the Finder. Open the Apple Menu Items fo lder, and click the name of the
item that you want to appear at the top of the Apple menu to select the name
for editing.
4. Press the up arrow (i ) key to move the insertion point to the beginning of the
selected name and paste. The whole name goes blank, but don't fret.
5. Press Enter or click outside the name, and the name springs back in view. The
renamed item jumps to the top of the window if you're viewing by name.
To increase an item's alphabetic buoyancy, paste the blank line two or more times at the
beginning of the item's name.
Warning: Some applications don't work properly with files or folders whose names contain
blank lines (blank spaces are okay). Specifically, some vers ions of QuarkXPress and
PageMaker generate an undefined PostScript error if you try to print a document that's in a
folder whose name begins with a blank line (not a blank space). If you encounter problems
after pasting blank lines at the beginning of file or folder names, use blank spaces instead.
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Figure 7-7: Clicking an item's button in the Launcher control
panel ca n open it.

Items in the Launcher window are actually aliases in the Launcher Items folder
inside the System Folder.
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For detailed information on aliases, see Chapter 14.

Launcher categories
You can categorize items in the Launcher by placing them in specially named
folders within the Launcher Items folder. The name of a category folder must begin
with a bullet (press Option+8 to type a bullet). The names of up to eight category
folders appear as button names in a panel at the top of the Launcher window, and
clicking a category button displays the items in the corresponding category folder.
There is a shortcut for opening a category folder: press Option and click the
folder's button in the Launcher window. To open the Launcher Items folder itself,
Option+click the Applications button in the Launcher window.

Adding, moving, and removing Launcher buttons
You can choose one of three sizes for icons in the Launcher window. You can
also drag icons to, from, and within the Launcher window (without opening the
Launcher Items folder or its subfolders) and open a document by dragging it to a
compatible application in the Launcher. Specifically, you can
+ Add an item by dragging its icon to the Launcher window, including to a
category button in the Launcher window.
+ Move an item in the Launcher by pressing Option and dragging the item.
+ Open a document by dragging its icon to a compatible application's icon in
the Launcher. (An application icon becomes highlighted when you drag a
document icon over it in the Launcher if the application is able to open the
document.)
+Move or copy an item to a folder in the Launcher-drag the item's icon to
the folder's button in the Launcher.
+ Remove an item from the Launcher by pressing Option and dragging the item
to the Trash.
+ Change the icon size for the visible Launche r category by pressing 3€, clicking
inside the Launcher window, and choosing from the menu that pops up.

Opening at startup and shutdown
If you want to have a program, document, or anything else open every time you

s tart your computer, or every time you shut it down, the Finder can do that for you.
Just put the items you want to open during startup in the Startup Items folder,
which is inside the System Folder. Put the items you want to open during shutdown
in the Shutdown Items folder, which is also inside the System Folder. Actually, to
avoid disorganizing your disk you should generally put aliases (not original items)
in the Startup Items and Shutdown Items folders.
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For more information on these special folders, see Chapter 11 . For information on
creating aliases, see Chapter 14.

Opening from applications
In mos t applications, yet another way to open items is with the Open command.
Choosing the Open command from any application's File menu (except the
Finder's) displays a dialog box that shows a view of your files, folders, and disks
that's more or less like a list view in the Finder.
Most applications display a standard Open dialog box, but some display the newer
Navigation Services dialog box (introduced in Mac OS 8.5 and updated in Mac OS
9). Figure 7-8 shows examples of Open and Navigation Services dialog boxes.
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Figure 7-8: An item can be opened using a
standard Open dialog box (top) or a Navigation
Services dialog box (bottom).

Open dialog box
An Open dialog box shows items from the desktop, the main level of one disk, or one

folder at a time in a scrolling list. The Open dialog box a lso has buttons and a pop-up
menu for opening disks, folders, and, ultimately, the document you want. In some
applications, the Open dialog box includes a place to display a preview of the
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document that's currently selected in the dialog box. Each application can also add its
own unique controls to assist in opening documents. You can't move an Open dialog
box on the screen, you can't change its size, and you can't switch to another application
(as described later in this chapter) while an Open dialog box is displayed.

Navigation Services dialog box
The Navigation Services dialog box does the same job as the Open dialog box but
eliminates many of its s hortcomings. The scrolling list of files, called the browser,
looks and operates a lot like the list view of the Finder. You see the icon, name,
and modification date of every item in the folder or disk volume named at the top
of the list. For each listed item, the modification date automatically expands from
the longest date format (Monday, January 1, 2001) to the shortest format (1/1/01)
depending on the space available. You can click the column headings to sort the list
by name or date. You can also reverse the sort order by clicking the triangular sort
direction indicator at the right end of the headings (above the scroll bar).
Next to each folder and disk volume icon is a disclosure triangle. Clicking this
triangle expands the folder or volume to d isplay the items inside it.
As you can tell from the title bar, the Navigation Services dialog box is movable.
You can drag it by its title bar or its frame. In addition, you can switch to another
open application (including the Finder) while the Navigation Services dialog box is
displayed.
Look closely at the bottom-right corner of a Navigation Services dialog box. The
textured area there is a size box that you can drag to resize the dialog box.
You may occasionally encounter a Navigation Services dialog box that you can't
move or resize. If this happens, the application program you are using is restricting
the Navigation Services dialog box because the application can't handle the screen
updating that would be required if you were to move or resize the dialog box.

Opening a document
You open a document that's listed in an Open or Navigation Services dialog box by
selecting it (click it once) and clicking the Open button. In some cases, especially in
Navigation Services dialog boxes, the button may have a different name such as
Choose or Select. You can also doubl~lick a document to open it. Either way, the
dialog box goes away and the document appears in a window.
You can select more than one document in a Navigation Services dialog box if the
application program you're using allows this. To select additional documents, just
press Shift while clicking them. You can even select multiple items from different
folders. To select additional items in another folder, click the folder's disclosure
triangle to expand the folder, and then Shift +click the items in it that you want
to open.
If you realize while double-clicking an item in an Open or Navigation Services dialog

box that you are pointing at the wrong item, you can cancel the operation as long
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as you have not released the mouse button. To cancel, hold down the mouse button
.on the second click and drag the pointer outside the dialog box before releasing the
mouse button.
Instead of canceling a double-click in an Open dialog box, you can continue
pressing the mouse button and drag the pointer to the item that you want to open.
When you release the mouse button, the currently selected item opens. This trick
does not work in a Navigation Services dialog box, which lets you do other things
by dragging items (more on this subject shortly).

Opening a folder
The only way to see documents in a folder that's listed in an Open dialog box, and
one of the ways in a Navigation Services dialog box, is to open the folder. To open a
folder, either select it and click the Open button or double-click it. When you open a
folder, its contents take over the scrolling list and its name appears at the top of the
list. The other way to see a folder's contents in a Navigation Services dialog box is
to click the folder's disclosure triangle so that it points down. This method doesn't
make the folder's contents take over the scrolling list or change the name above it.
The pop-up menu above the scrolling Jist in an Open or Navigation Services dialog
box identifies the folder whose contents you see in the scrolling Jist. You can use
the pop-up menu to go back through the folder layers toward the desktop. At the
end of the pop-up menu is the desktop, and just ahead of it is the disk that contains
the folder that you currently see in the dialog box. Choosing an item from the popup menu takes you to that item and displays its contents in the dialog box. As a
shortcut in the Open dialog box, you can move back one folder to the folder that
contains the curre ntly listed folder by clicking the name of the disk where it is
displayed above the Eject button in the dialog box. This shortcut is not available in
a Navigation Services dialog box.
You can quickly show a folder's contents in a Navigation Services dialog box if
you can see the folder's icon outside the dialog box on the desktop or in a Finder
window. All you do is drag the folder icon to the dialog box. This shortcut does not
work in an Open dialog box.

Changing disks
If you use more than one disk, you may want to see folders and files from a different

disk in an Open or Navigation Services dialog box. You can do this by showing the
desktop in the dialog box and opening the disk there. One way to show the desktop
in the dialog box is to choose it from the pop-up menu above the scrolling list in the
dialog box. You can also show the desktop in an Open dialog box by clicking the
Desktop button. A Navigation Services dialog box has no Desktop button; instead,
you use the Shortcuts button as described next.
You can eject a CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, floppy disk, or other removable disk in an Open
or Navigation Services dialog box. When you insert a different disk, you see its
contents in the dialog box. To eject a disk from a n Open dialog box, click the Eject
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button. In a Navigation Services dialog box, use the Shortcuts menu (described
next) to eject a disk. You don't have to go to the desktop before ejecting a disk in
either kind of d ialog box.

Shortcuts, Favorites, and Recent menus
At the top of a Navigation Services dialog box are three picture buttons that can
speed your way through the dialog box. Each of these buttons dis plays a pop-up
menu when you click the button. Figure 7-9 s hows examples of these menus.
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Figure 7-9: The Shortcuts (left), Favorites (middle), and Recent (right) pop-up menus

speed your way through a Navigation Services dialog box.
The Shortcuts button looks like a pointing finger and displays a menu that lists
every disk volume that has an icon on the desktop. Choosing a disk from this menu
displays the disk's contents in the dialog box. The Shortcuts menu gives you easy
access to the desktop, to your local network, and to file servers. In addition, the
Shortcuts menu has an Eject command for every removable disk that you're
currently using.
The Favorites button looks like a folder with a bookmark ri bbon on it and displays
a menu of your favorite files, folders , and volumes, based on the contents of the
Favorites folder in the System Folder. ( The application you're using can filter out all
but the kind of items you're opening.) Choosing an item from the Favorites menu
dis plays it in the dialog box. The Favorites menu also includes commands for adding
and removing items on the menu. You can add an item by selecting it in the dialog
box and choosing Add to Favorites from the Favorites menu. As a shortcut, you can
simply drag the item from the scrolling list in the dialog box to the Favorites button.
You can remove items by choosing Remove From Favorites on the Favorites menu.
This displays a scrolling list of your favorites in a dialog box- select one or more on
the list (Shift+click or :le+click to select multiple items) and click Remove. Your
favorite items are also available in the Apple menu.
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The Recent button looks like a clock face and displays a menu of documents that
you recently opened. Choosing an item from this menu displays it in the dialog box.
In some applicatio ns, the Recent menu also lists folders and volumes that you
recently opened. Furthermore, the a pplication that you're using can restrict the
Recent menu to s howing only the kind of item that you're opening. Navigation
Services keeps track of recent items by storing aliases of them in a folder inside
the Navigation Services folder in the Preferences folder, which is in the System
Folder. (For details on aliases, see Chapter 14.)

~
Note

The Shortcuts, Favorites, and Recent buttons are not available in Open dialog
boxes, but you can endow Open dialog boxes with similar functionality by installing software s uch as Default Folder from St Clair Software (http: I / www.
stcl a i r soft. com), which is described in Chapter 26.

Navigating by keyboard
You can move through folders and open items by using the keyboard as well as the
mouse. In an Open o r Navigation Services dialog box, typing an item's full name or
the first part of it selects the item. For example, pressing M selects the first item
that begins with the le tter M or m. Typing several letters quickly specifies a longer
name to be selected, but pausing between keys starts the selection process all over
again. The Key Repeat Rate setting in the Keyboard control panel determines how
long you must pause to make a fresh start. After you have selected an item in an
Open or Navigation Services dialog box (by any means), pressing Return or Enter
opens the item. These d ialog boxes recognize many other keyboard shortcuts.
Table 7-1 has the details.

Table 7-1

Keyboard Shortcuts for the Open and Navigation Services Dialog Boxes
Objective

Keystroke

Select a listed document, folder, or disk

Type the item's full or partial name

Scroll up in the list of items

Up arrow (i)

Scroll down in the list of items

Down arrow (J.)

Open the selected item

Return, Enter, llll+down arrow (J.), or llll+O

Open the enclosing folder or disk

llll+up arrow (i)

Expand the selected folder

llll+right arrow (-t)*

Collapse the selected folder

llll+left arrow (f-)*
~~~----

Go to the next disk

llll+right arrow (<right arrow)**

Go to the previous disk

llll+left arrow (f-)**
Continued
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Table 7-1 (continued)
Objedive

Keystroke

Go to the desktop

3C+Shift+ up arrow (i) or 3C+D

Eject the current disk

3C+E**

Eject the floppy disk in drive 1

3C+Shift+ 1

Eject the floppy disk in drive 2

3C+Shift+2

Click the Open button

Return or Enter

Click the Cancel button

Escape or 3C+period(.)

Show the original of an alias
(instead of opening it)

Option+3C+0, Option+double+click,
or Option+click Open button

•works in Navigation Services dialog box but not in Open dialog box.
**Works in Open dialog box but not in Navigation Services dialog box.

Managing Multiple Open Programs
With the Mac OS, you can have more than one program open at a time. When you
open a program, the Finder remains open in the background. You can switch to the
Finder without quitting the program you just opened . If your computer has enough
memory, you can open additional programs without quitting. You can have as many
programs open s imultaneously as fit in your computer's memory. Figure 7-10 shows
a desktop with windows from several programs open at the same time.
The capability to have multiple programs open simultaneously, which is called
multitasking, is very convenient. For example, you can copy and paste among
documents of open programs without closing documents and quitting programs.
Multitasking's convenience has disorienting side effects. For example, a stray
mouse click may make another open program active, bringing its windows to the
front and covering the windows of the program you were using. If this happe ns
unexpectedly, you may think that the program you're using has crashed when it
is actually open and well in the background. You must get used to having multiple
layers of open programs like piles of paper on a desk. Fortunately, you can hide
program layers on the Mac -unlike layers of paper on your desk-as discussed
later in this section under "Reducing window clutter."
No matter how many programs you have open, only one has control of the menu
bar. The program currently in control is called the active program . Its icon appears
at the right end of the menu bar, and normally its name also appears there. You can
tell which open program is currently active by looking at that icon and icon name
(if present) , and at the titles of the other menus on the menu bar.
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Figure 7- 10: You can have multiple programs open at the same time.

Switching programs
When you have more than one program open, there are several ways you can
switch from one to the other. You can use the Application menu, the Application
Switcher window, or the windows and icons that you can see that belong to open
programs.

Application menu
Not only do the program icon and name at the right end of the menu bar tell you
which program is active, but it also marks the Application menu. The Application
menu lists all open programs by name and small icon. You can use the Application
menu to switch from one open program to another. Figure 7-11 is an example of the
Application menu.
12:01 AM •

,.

Hide And er
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Figure 7-11: Switch applications with the
Application menu.
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To make a program in the Application menu the active program, choose it from
the menu. When you do, that program takes over the menu bar and the program's
windows come to the front. The program that was active becomes inactive. Its
windows drop back but remain visible except for the parts covered by other open
programs' windows.
Although the title of the Application menu initially includes both the icon and the
name of the active program, you can shorten the title to show only the icon. To
resize the Application menu title, you drag the textured bar on the left side of the
title. As you drag to the right, the Mac OS abbreviates the program name more and
more in the menu bar. When you stop dragging, the name disappears and just the
icon remains. If the Application menu title is only an icon, you can lengthen it to
include the name by dragging the textured area to the left.

~
Note

Occasionally, the Mac OS has to shrink the Application menu title to an icon even
though you didn't set it up that way yourself. This happens when the active application has so many menus on the menu bar that there isn't room to show the
name as part of the Application menu title.

Program windows and icons
You can switch to a program by clicking any of its windows that you can see. All
of the program's windows come to the front together, the program's menus take
over the menu bar, and the program becomes the active program. Another way to
accomplish this is by opening its icon or any of its document icons in the Finder.
Clicking the desktop or a Finder window makes the Finder active. On one hand,
being able to bring the Finder to the front with a single mouse click can be very
handy. On the other hand, it can be disorienting to have the application you're
using suddenly disappear behind the Finder's windows due to a misplaced click
on the desktop. If you find this behavior annoying, you can suppress the display of
the desktop while you use other applications, as described under uReducing
window clutter" later in this section.

Application Switcher
You can switch among open programs using a window that you get by tearing off
the Application menu. This window, called the Application Switcher, has a button for
each open program. Clicking a program's button in the Application Switcher makes
it the active application. The Application Switcher initially displays the icons and
names of all open programs, as shown in Figure 7-12, but you can change its size
and orientation.
Figure 7-12: Switch to another
open application by clicking it in
the Application Switcher.
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Besides switching programs with the Application Switcher, you can also open a
document by dragging its icon to the button of a compatible application in the
Switcher. You'll know an application is compatible with a document you're
dragging because its button becomes highlighted in the Application Switcher.
To tear off the Application Switcher, drag all the way to the bottom of the
Application menu and then drag beyond it. When you see an outline of a window,
release the mouse button.
The Application Switcher floats above other windows so it's always accessible. As
a result, it can get in your way. You can move it like any other window, by dragging
its title bar or window frame. In addition, you can move it by OO+dragging any part
of it. To indicate this function, the mouse pointer looks like a gloved hand when it is
ove r the Application Switcher and you are pressing 00 .
There are several ways to make the Application Switcher smaller or larger. You can
alternate between the maximum button width (icon and full program name) and
minimum butto n width (icon only) by clicking the zoom box. To adjust the widths
of all buttons between these extremes, drag the right edge of any button. You can
also alternate between large and small icons by Option+clicking the zoom box.
To alternate between vertical and horizontal orientation, Option+Shift+click the zoom box.
The Application Switcher normally has two keyboard shortcuts that you can
use to switch programs. Press 00 +Tab to switch to the next open program. Press
OO+Shift+Tab to switch to the previous program. If necessary, you can disable or
change these keyboard shortcuts. The simplest way to modify the Application
Switcher's keyboard shortcuts is to use the onscreen help that comes with the
Mac OS. First, make s ure the Finder is the active application and then choose Mac
Help from the file menu. On the left side of the Mac Help window, click "Files and
programs." Then on the right side of the window, click "Switching between open
programs." Scroll down until you see the underlined text "Help me modify the
keyboard s hortcuts" next to a large diamond and click this text. A series of d ialog
boxes leads yo u through the process of modifying the shortcut keys.
For more information on using onscreen help, see Chapter 9.
The Application Switcher has advanced features that you can control only through
AppleScript. One feature is the capability to hide the title bar and window frame.
You can also have programs listed in the order in which you opened them ins tead
of alphabetical order. To give you an idea of the possibilities, the Mac OS comes
with three AppleScript scripts for changing the Application Switcher. You can run
these scripts by clicking underlined text in the "Using the Application Switcher"
topic of the "Switching between open programs" help document in Mac Help.
Clicking the text "Open the Application Switcher in a horizontal row... " runs a
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script that spreads the Application Switcher across the bottom of the screen,
without a title bar, window frame, or close box. Clicking the text "Open the
Application Switcher in icon view... " runs a script that makes the Application
Switcher an icon bar in the lower-right corner of the screen, with programs listed in
the order in which they were opened. Clicking "Restore the default display
settings .. ." resets the Application Switcher to its standard appearance.
For a detailed introduction to AppleScript, see Chapter 24.

Reducing window clutter
With many programs open, the desktop quickly becomes a visual Tower of Babel.
You can eliminate the clutter by choosing the Application menu's Hide Others
command. It hides the windows of all programs except the currently active one. The
icons of hidden programs are dimmed in the Application menu and the Application
Switcher, if you've torn it off and made it visible. To make the windows of all
programs visible, choose Show All from the Application menu.
You can hide the active program's windows and simultaneously switch to the most
recently active program by choosing the first command from the Application menu.
The command's name begins with the word Hide and ends with the name of the
currently active program.
To hide the active program's windows as you switch to another program, press
Option while choosing the other program from the Application menu or from the
Application Switcher. Or press Option while clicking the other program's window.
You can hide the application you're using and switch to the Finder by pressing
Option while clicking the desktop, a Finder icon, or a Finder window.
You can have the Mac OS hide the Finder's desktop automatically whenever you are
working in another program. With the Finder's desktop hidden, you can't accidentally
activate the Finder by clicking the desktop. To keep the Finder hidden, turn off the
"Show Desktop when in background" option in the General Controls control panel, as
shown in Figure 7-13.
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Memory partitions
Every application program and desk accessory you open has its own layer on the
desktop and its own part of memory. You can see how your computer's memory is
partitioned at any time. Just switch to the Finder and choose About This Computer
from the Apple menu. Figure 7-14 is an example of the About This Computer window.
Chapter 19 explains how to manage your computer's memory.
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Figure 7-14: About This Computer lets you check
the amount of memory that is being used by open
programs.

Background operations
Some programs can operate in the background by using Mac OS multitasking
capabilities. Background programs run during the intervals (typically less than oneeighth of a second long) when the active program isn't using the computer. They
usually work while the active program waits for you to do something. For example,
Chapter 5 explained that the Finder can copy files and empty the Trash in the
background.

Moving Document Contents Around
While a document is open, you can generally move its contents to diffe rent places
in the same document or other documents. The classic way to move contents is
with the Edit menu's Cut, Copy, and Paste commands. Many programs also let you
drag content from one place and drop it in another.
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Interacting with backgroundp~m~ '
A background program can't use the menu bar and shouldn't interact directly with you in
any way. It can, however, ask you to activate it by some or all of these means:
+ Displaying a diamond symbol next to its name in the Application menu

+ Flashing its icon on top of the Application menu's icon or the Apple menu's icon
+Playing the system alert sound (commonly a beep)

+ Displaying a nonblocking alert message
In addition, a program in the background can interact with other open programs by sending them Apple Events messages (as described in Chapter 24).

Cut, Copy, and Paste
Everyone quickly learns to use the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands to transfer
material within a document and between documents. First, you select the content
to move-some text, a picture, a movie, or whatever kind of data the document
contains. Then you choose Cut or Copy from the Edit menu to place the selected
data on the Clipboard, which is a holding area for data in transit. The Cut command
removes the selected data from its original location, but the Copy command
doesn't. Next, you select the location where you want to place the contents of the
Clipboard and choose Paste from the Edit menu to put it there.
The Paste command does not empty the Clipboard. After pasting the contents once,
you can paste the contents again. The Clipboard doesn't change until you copy or
cut again (or until you shut down the computer).
You can copy-and-paste or cut-and-paste within the same document, between
documents in the same application, or between documents in different applications.
With a little practice, cut-and-paste and copy-and-paste become second nature,
especially if you use the keyboard shortcuts (~+X for Cut, ~+C for Copy, and
~+V for Paste).

Drag and drop
The Mac OS provides a more direct way to copy text, graphics, and other material
within a document, between documents, and between programs. This capability,
called drag-and-drop editing, works only with programs that are designed to take
advantage of it. Several programs that come with the Mac OS work with drag-anddrop editing, including SimpleText, Stickies, the Note Pad, and the Scrapbook.
To move material within a document, open the document and select the text,
graphic, or other material that you want to move. Then position the mouse pointer
over the selected material, press the mouse button, and drag to the place where
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you want to move it. As you drag, an outline of the selected material follows the
pointer, and if you're dragging text, an insertion point s hows whe re the material
will appear when you stop dragging. If you want to copy rather than move selected
material within a document, press Option before releasing the mouse button. Figure
7-15 shows some text being moved within a document.
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Figure 7- 15: With drag-and-drop editing, you can move data within

a docu ment
To copy material between documents, first open both documents and position
them so that you can see the source material and the place where you want to
drop a copy of it. Select the text, graphic, or other source material and then drag
the selected material to the place in the second document where you want the
copy. As you drag, an outline of the selected material follows the mouse pointer.
When the pointer enters the destination window, a border appears around the
content area of the window, and if you're dragging text, an insertion point shows
where the copy will appear when you stop dragging. Note that you do not have to
press Option to make a copy when dragging between documents. You can use the
same method to copy between two documents in the same application or between
docu-ments in different applications. Figure 7-16 shows some text being copied
from one application to another.
Some people prefer drag-and-drop to cut-and-paste editing because they find it
easier to use. Drag-and-drop has one clear advantage: It doesn't wipe out the
contents of the Clipboard, so it's a good method to use when the Clipboard
contains important material that you're not ready to replace.
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Figure 7-16: With drag-and-drop editing, you can move data between docu ments.

Clipping files
You can also drag selected material from a document to the desktop or a folder
window, where the Finder creates a clipping file that contains a copy of the dragged
material. You can open a clipping file to see it in the Finder, but you can't select
anything in a clipping file. You can copy the contents of a clipping file to a document
by dragging the clipping-file icon to the open document's window. Clipping files can
contain text, pictures, QuickTime movies, and sound.
You can use a clipping file over and over. For example, you can keep handy
clippings that contain your letterhead, the company logo, a list of your e-mail
addresses , and any other ele ment that you use freque ntly.

Creating Documents
You can't always be opening documents that already exist. Sometimes you
need to create new ones. Many application programs automatically create a
brand-new, untitled document when you double-click the application icon. Most
applications let you create a new docume nt any time you want one by c hoosing
New from the File menu.
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You can also create a document by making a copy of an existing document. This
method is especially useful if the existing document contains something you want
to include in a new document, such as a letterhead or some boilerplate. To make a
copy of a document, use the Finder's Duplicate command or one of the other
methods described in Chapter 5.
Rather than duplicating a document each time you want a copy of it, you can make
it a stationery pad. Opening a stationery pad-whether from the Finder directly,
from the Apple menu, from the Launcher, or with the Open command in many
applications- is like tearing a page from a pad of printed forms: you get a new
document with a preset format and contents. Stationery pads generally have a
distinctive icon that looks like a stack of document icons, although some types of
stationery have generic (blank) stationery pad icons. Figure 7-17 shows some
examples of stationery pad icons.
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Figure 7-17: Stationery pad icons usually
resemble pads of paper.
You can make any document a stationery pad by selecting the document in the
Finder, choosing the Get Info command, and setting the Stationery Pad option in
the Info window. Some applications enable you to directly save a document as a
stationery pad (more about that in the next section, "Saving Documents"). Figure
7-18 shows the Stationery Pad option in an Info window.
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What happens when you open a stationery pad depends on whether the application
that opens it knows the difference between stationery pads and regular documents.
What happens may also depend on how you open the application. If an applicat ion
knows about stationery pads, it always creates a new untitled document with the
format and content of the stationery pad. In this case, it doesn't matter how you
open the stationery pad. If you use the Finder, the Apple menu, or the Launcher, the
Mac OS figures out which application creates the type of stationery you're o pening
and tells that application to open the stationery. If you use the application's Open
command, the application opens the stationery directly.
If you open a stationery pad for a type of document created by an application that

doesn't know about stationery, the Mac OS creates a new document by making a
copy from the stationery pad and has the application open the new document. The
Finder automatically names the new document.
If you open a stationery pad with the Open command of an application that doesn't

know about stationery, the application opens the stationery pad itself, not a copy of
it. A message warns you that you are opening a stationery pad. If you make
changes, they are saved in the stationery pad itself.

Saving Documents
After creating a new document or making changes to a document you opened,
you need to save the document on disk so that the changes persist. Make sure the
document's window is active (in front of other document windows) and choose
Save or Save As from the File menu. For a new document, either of these commands
brings up a dialog box in which you name the document and select the folder where
you want it saved. For a previously saved document, the Save command does not
bring up a dialog box; the application automatically saves the changed document in
place of the previously saved document. The Save As command always brings up a
dialog box so you can save a copy of a previously saved document.
In some applications, the Save and Save As commands display a standard Save
dialog box, but in many applications, these commands display the Navigation
Services dialog box. These dialog boxes look and work much like the ones for
opening documents (described earlier in this chapter). Figure 7-19 shows examples
of Save and Navigation Services dialog boxes.
A Save dialog box shows the contents of the desktop, the main level of one disk,
or one folder at a time and has controls for opening a different disk or folder in the
dialog box. In addition, the Save dialog box has a space where you enter a name for
the document. The Save dialog box may have other controls for setting document
format options.
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When locks are better than stationery
Opening a stationery pad creates a new document file. If you want to make a template that
doesn't create a new file every time you open the template, don't make the template a stationery pad. Instead, make the template an ordinary document, but Jock it by using the
Finder's Get Info command. You may want to use this method with templates for single
envelopes and mailing labels, for example. Then you can open the locked template, type or
paste the recipient's address, print, and close without saving. (Note that this won't work in
all cases- some applications won't a llow you to open locked documents, while others may
not allow you to edit the m once opened.)
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Figure 7- 19: Saving a document using a standard
Save dialog box (top) or a Navigation Services dialog
box (bottom)

Like a Save dialog box, a Navigation Services dialog box for saving a document
shows the contents of the desktop, the main level of one disk, or one folder at a
time. You cannot see the contents of multiple folders in the same list, because
the folders do not have disclosure triangles. In this regard, the Navigation Services
dialog box for saving is different than the one for ope ning files.
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Although the Navigation Services dialog box for saving documents is similar to the
Save dialog box, it is improved nonetheless. The scrolling list of files and folders
shows item names and modification dates, like a list view of a folder window in the
Finder. You can sort the Jist by clicking a column heading in the dialog box, and you
can reverse the sort order by clicking the triangular sort direction indicator at the
right end of the column headings (above the scroll bar). Moreover, you can usually
move a Navigation Services dialog box, change its s ize, and switch to another
application while the dialog box is displayed. (Applications, however, can suppress
these abilities to move, resize, or switch applications.)

Specifying a name and location
The first time you save a document, and every time you use the Save As command,
you need to type a name for the document in the space provided in the dialog box.
You also need to specify where you want the document saved. You do that by opening
a folder, the main level of a disk, or the desktop in the dialog box. All the methods
described earlier in this chapter for opening folders, disks, and the desktop in dialog
boxes for opening documents also work in dialog boxes for saving documents. You
can open folders and disks by double-dicking them or by selecting one and clicking
the Open button. You can use the pop-up menu (or click the disk name in a Save
dialog box) to go back through the folder layers toward the desktop. You can eject
a removable disk with the Eject button in a Save dialog box or the Shortcuts menu in
a Navigation Services dialog box. You can also use the Favorites and Recent menus
in a Navigation Services dialog box to open folders or disks quickly.
When you select a folder or disk in the Save or Navigation Services dialog box,
there is an Open button but no Save button. To change the Open button to a Save
button so you can save the document, select the document name in the dialog box
by clicking it or by pressing Tab.
Tip

While you are entering a name for the document to save in a Save or Navigation
Services dialog box, the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands may be available from
the Edit menu. This means you can copy a name for a document from within the
document before choosing the Save command, and then paste the copied name
into the dialog box. When pasting a document name, only the first 31 characters
are used; the rest are omitted. In some programs, you must use the keyboard
equivalents: OO+X for Cut, OO+C for Copy, and OO+V for Paste.

Saving a stationery pad
In many applications, you can designate in a Save or Navigation Services dialog
box whether to save a document as a stationery pad or a regular document. Some
applications offer this choice with two radio buttons, one labeled with a regular
document icon and the other labeled with a stationer y pad icon. Other applications
offer more document format options in a pop-up menu in the dialog box.
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Creating a new folder
A Save or Navigation Services dialog box usually includes a button that you can
click to create a new folder. Clicking the New Folder button displays a small dialog
box in which you type the name of the folder you want to create and click. The new
folder is created in the folder, disk, or desktop whose contents are currently
displayed in the Save dialog box. Figure 7-20 shows the dialog box in which you
enter a new folder name.
Figure 7-20: Make a new folder while saving in a Save

Nome or new fol der.

dialog box (top) or in a Navigation Services dialog box
(bottom).
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Navigating with the keyboard
You can use the same keyboard shortcuts in dialog boxes for saving documents
(previously listed in Table 7-1) as in dialog boxes for opening documents. You can
also press ail+N to create a new folder. However, there is a trick to navigating with
the keyboard in dialog boxes for saving. You must select the scrolling lis t in the
dialog box so that your keystrokes don't end up as part of the document name. You
can alternate between the scrolling list and the name entry area by pressing Tab.
Clicking in either area also makes it the keyboard target. The Mac OS indicates that
your typing will affect the scrolling list by outlining it with a heavy black border. If,
instead, you see a flashing insertion point or highlighted text in the document
name, you know that your typing affects it.

Translating Documents
As the Mac OS has evolved, it has gradually simplified the process of opening
documents created with programs you don't have. Someone else may have created
the documents on another Mac OS computer or a PC, which uses the Windows or
DOS operating system. You may have created the document with an application
you don't have any more. In any case, you need to open the document with an
application you do have. You may be able to use an application that can open
foreign documents itself, or you may need translation software to convert the
foreign document to a format your application can open.
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PC disks
One of the ways you get PC files on your Mac in the first place is from PC disks.
The File Exchange control panel enables the Mac OS to recognize PC floppy disks
and SCSI disks. When you insert a PC floppy, a Zip disk formatted for PCs, a PCformatted CD, or another removable PC disk, its icon appears on the desktop jus t
like a Mac disk. If you attach a PC-format SCSI hard disk to your Mac and then start
up the computer, an icon appears on the desktop for the PC hard d isk.
You can open a PC disk and see its files and folders (which are also called
subdirectories in DOS and Windows). You can open folders by double-dicking them,

and you can open docume nt files if you know which Mac applications can open
them (more on this subject is found under the next heading).
If the Mac OS does not recognize a SCSI hard disk or removable disk, open the File
Exchange control panel and click its Mount Now button. If you want PC SCSI disks

to automatically appear on your desktop when you start up your Mac, select the
uMount at startup" option at the bottom of the control panel.

PC file mapping
If you have a file that came from a PC, the Mac OS can' t use its standard method for
determining which application should open it. Where a Mac file has internal codes
that tell the Mac OS which applications can open it, a PC file has a code you can see
in its name. This code, called a file name extension or file name suffix, comes at the
end of the file name following a period. (File name extensions don't always appear
on a computer that uses Windows 95/ 98 because it is possible, and common, to
conceal them there. Windows 95/98 keeps track of fil e name extensions in a table
called the Registry.)
Basically, the Mac OS (like Windows) uses a table to map file name extens ions to
applications. Mac OS 9 has a sizable table of file extension mappings built in. You
can also configure file name extension mappings yourself, as explained next. Table
7-2 lists some common PC file name extensions and their corresponding
applications.

Configuring file mapping
To configure the mapping of file name extensions to applications in Mac OS 9, you
use the PC Exchange section of the File Exchange control panel (see Figure 7-21).
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Table 7-2
PC File Name Extensions
Extension

Application and Document JYpe

.AI

Adobe Illustrator document

.BMP

Windows or OS/2 bitmap graphic

.CDR

CoreiDraw document

.COM

A program

.DBF

Database file (originally dBase, but supported by various spreadsheet and
database applications)

.DOC

Microsoft Word document

.DOT

Microsoft Word template

.EPS

Encapsulated PostScript file

.E.XE

Self-extracting compressed file (PKzip format) or an application

.GIF

GIF graphic

.HTM

Web page (HTML file)

.ILS

Illustrator document (number is the application version)

JPG

JPEG compressed graphic

.P65

Adobe PageMaker 6.5 publication file

.PCT

PICT graphic

.PCX

PC Paintbrush graphic

.PDF

Adobe Acrobat document

.PM6

PageMaker 6 document (number is the application version)

.PPT

Microsoft PowerPoint document

.PRN

Any print-to-disk file from many applications, including PostScript, PCL
(HP LaserJet), or ASCII (for line printers)

.PS

PostScript file

.PSD

Adobe Photoshop document

.PT6

PageMaker 6 template (number is the application version)

.PUB

Microsoft Publisher document

.QXD

QuarkXPress document

.RTF

Rich Text Format word processing document (which can be opened in a word
processor or placed in PageMaker or other desktop publishing programs)

.SAM

AmiPro document
Contin ued
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(continued)

Table 7-2
Extension

Application and Document JYpe

.T65

Adobe PageMaker 6.5 template file

.TBL

Adobe table editor document

.TIF

TIFF graphic

.TXT

Plain-text document

.WK1

Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet (the number is the application version)

.WKS

Microsoft Works document

.WMF

Windows Metafile graphic

.WP

WordPerfect document

.WPD

WordPerfect document (version 6.1 and higher)

.WPG

WordPerfect graphic

.WQT

Quattro Pro spreadsheet (the number is the application version)

.WRI

Microsoft Write document

.WS2

WordStar document (the number is the application version)

.XLS

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet

.ZIP

Compressed file (PKzip format)
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Figure 7-21: Mapping PC file name extensions
to Mac applications
You can change the mapping of a PC file name extension by selecting one of the
mappings listed in the PC Exchange control pane l and clicking the Change button.
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You can also add a new mapping of a file name extension by clicking the Add
button. These actions bring up a dialog box in which you type an extension,
select a Mac application, and choose a document type, as shown in Figure 7-22.
Figure 7-22: Assigning a PC
file extension to a Mac application
and file type
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Clicking the Remove button in the control panel removes the currently selected
extension mapping from the list. Before clicking Remove, you can select multiple
items in the list by :le+clicking them (to select them individually) or Shift+clicking
(to select a range).

~
Note

If the QuickTime Exchange option is turned on in the QuickTime Settings control
panel, its mappings for graphics, sound, video, and other media files take precedence over the PC Exchange mappings.

File mapping options
You can turn PC file mapping on or off in the PC Exchange section of the File
Exchange control panel. Turn off the first option in the control panel, "Map PC
extensions to Mac OS file types on PC disks." If you turn off file mapping, then the
files on PC disks are not mapped to Mac applications , and the PC files have generic
PC icons. If you turn on file mapping, then PC files on PC disks are mapped; they
take on Mac OS file types and have icons that look like Mac file icons.
File mapping happens only to PC files located on PC disks whose icons are on your
desktop. The disks can be PC floppy disks, PC Zip disks, PC SCSI disks connected to
your Mac's SCSI port (if it has one), and so forth. If you copy a PC file from a PC disk
to a Mac disk, the copy on the Mac disk keeps the file mapping of the original on
the PC disk.
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If you have any unmapped PC files on a Mac disk, they will not be mapped to Mac

applications; they must be on PC disks to be mapped. Unmapped files have generic PC
icons, not the icons of Mac files. You can get unmapped PC files from many sources.
They can come attached to e-mail. You can download them from the Web or FTP sites
on the Internet. You can copy unmapped PC files from other computers on your local
area network. You can also copy them from PC disks while file mapping is turned off.
File Exchange can determine which Mac application should open any unmapped
PC file according to its file name extension. The unmapped file still has a generic PC
icon, but at least File Exchange helps you open it. The unmapped file can be on a
PC disk or a Mac disk. To enable this feature, turn on the second option at the top
of the control panel.

File translation
The Mac OS can help you open files created by applications you don't have. The
File Translation section of the File Exchange control panel handles this. This control
panel steps in when you try to open a file created by an application that you don't
have. It suggests alternative applications of yours that may be able to translate and
open the fil e, as explained in detail under the next two headings.
You may have files that none of your applications !mow how to open. In this case,
software that comes with the Mac OS may be able to translate the files so that your
applications can open them. Mac OS 9 comes with QuickTime 4.0, which can
translate many types of graphics, sound, and video files.

~
Note

Earlier versions of the Mac OS included a copy of MacUnkPius, a program that
translates between common word processing and other formats. It doesn't come
with Mac OS 9, but you can still buy it and add it to your Mac OS 9 installation if
you like. It's available from DataViz (ww1v . data viz . com).

Translation choices
File Exchange goes to work whenever you open a document that wasn't created by
any of the applications you have. It doesn't matter how you open the document by double-clicking its icon in the Finder, choosing it from the Apple menu, or using
the Open command in an application.
When you try to open a document created by an application you don't have, File
Exchange displays an alert box that lists your alternatives for opening the document.
Each alternative Identifies an application you have and may also specify an available
translator that can translate the document you're opening for that application. A
program may be listed more than once, each time with a different translator. For
example, if you try to open an old PICT (picture) document created by MacDraw,
which you no longer have, the alert might list ClarisWorks three times, once with no
translator (CiarisWorks can open PICT documents directly), once with MacLinkPius
translation, and once with QuickTime translation. Figure 7-23 is an example of the
translation choices alert box.
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Long file names
Mac and PC file names are not the same length. Mac file names can be as long as 31 characters. Windows 95/98 and NT 4.0 allow file names as long as 253 characters, but for compatibility with earlier Windows versions and DOS, these operating systems also store a truncated version of each file name. The truncated names can be as long as 12 characters and
typically consist of up to eight characters that identify the file, followed by a period and a
three-character file name extension. This short file name form is known as a DOS file name
or an 8.3 file name.
PC Exchange takes care of file name length differences. When you copy a Mac file to a PC
disk or save a file directly to a PC disk from a Mac, File Exchange makes up an 8.3 version
of the Mac file name. You still see the full Mac file name when you use the PC disk on a
Mac. Someone using the same disk on a PC sees either the 8.3 name or the full name,
depending on the Windows version installed on the PC.
When you look at PC files on a Mac, you may see 8.3 file names or long file names. PC
Exchange can display the first 31 characters of a long PC file name. Of course, if the PC file
was saved with an 8.3 name, that's what you see on a Mac.
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Figure 7-23: Selecting a program and a translator to open a document created by an application
you don't have
In the translation choices alert box, you select a trans lation a lternative that looks
promising (ideally a trans la tion for a program close ly rela ted to the document)
and click the Open button. You can alternatively just do uble-click a translation
alternative. File Exchange applies the selected trans lator (if any) and has the
selected application open the tra nslated document.
You can see more choices in the translation choices ale rt box by turning off the
"Show only recommended choices " option. With this option turne d off, a list of
all the applications you have tha t can conce ivably open the file is displayed . II you
choose an alternative that's no t on the s hort recommended list, the file proba bly
won't translate well. Fo r example, America Online can open a Word for Windows
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document, but the document comes across as unformatted text with a bunch of
extraneous box characters. Some of the applications in the long Jist won't even
open the file, so in general you save time when you stick with the recommended
translations.
File Exchange keeps track of the application and translator that you choose to open
each type of document. If you subsequently open another document of the same
type, File Exchange automatically selects the same application and translator for you.

File Exchange setup
You can set several options in the File Exchange control panel, as shown in Figure
7-24, that affect automatic file translation.
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Setting automatic file translation options

You can turn off automatic file translation altogether. In the File Translation
section of the File Exchange control panel, turn off the option "Translate documents
automatically.''
You can set File Exchange to display the translation choices alert box only the first
time that you open a particular type of file. In the File Exchange control panel, turn
off the option "Always show choices when translating files." Tum on the option if
you want the alert to appear every time you open a document that wasn't created
by an application you have.
Another option lets you s uppress the alert when there is only one translation
choice. In the File Exchange control panel, turn on the option "Don't show choices
if there's only one."
A fourth option controls whether the alert lists applications from file servers, which
operate more slowly than applications on your local disks. In the File Exchange control
panel, turn on the option "Include applications on servers in translation choices.''
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Encrypting Files
Mac OS 9 adds a new option to your arsenal for dealing with documents. Not
only can you create, open, save, and translate them, but you can also encrypt and
compress documents (and other files) us ing Apple's new Apple File Security
technology.
Encrypting documents does two things, at least in Apple's implementation. First,
it makes the document unreadable to applications and utilities by garbling the
contents so that they are unrecognizable, s imilar to an encrypted message sent
by spies during wartime. Only your password, along with the Apple File Security
application, can make the file readable again. Second, the file is compressed, so that
it takes up less space on your hard disk. That can be convenient when you'd like to
secure documents for storage on your hard disk or backup on removable disks.
Mac OS 9 adds this new capability to encrypt and compress documents using the
Apple File Security application. Integration with the keychain is also new, because
the keychain is a feature that was added to Mac OS 9 as well. (The keychain and
Keychain Access control panel are covered in Chapter 12.)

Encrypting the file
Creating an encrypted file is easy. You can encrypt a document, application, or
system component (if you can come up with a reason to), but you can't encrypt an
entire folder. To encrypt a file, drag the file to the Apple File Security icon, which is
located in the Security folder in your Mac's Applications folder, as shown in
Figure 7-25.

~
Note

Files in the System Folder must be dragged out of the Syste m Folder (or its subfolders) before they can be encrypted. If you attempt to do so, you'll see an alert
telling you that items in the System Folder can't be compressed (and, by extension, they can't be encrypted, either).

Figure 7-25: Encrypt a file by dragging it
to the Apple File Security application.
When you drop the file on the Apple File Security icon, the Apple File Security
application launches, allowing you to e nter a password or pass phrase for encryption.
Enter it once, press Tab, then enter it again. Note the check box, which you can use to
decide whether or not to save the password to your keychain. (By default, the
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option is selected and your password is saved to your keychain.) Adding the
password to your keychain enables you to unlock the file without remembering the
password, as long as you remember your keychain's main password (discussed
later in the section "Using your keychain"). When you're ready to encrypt, click the
Encrypt button (see Figure 7-26).
You can also encrypt a file in the Finder by Control+clicking its icon. In the contextual pop-up menu, choose Encrypt.

Tip

Apple Ale Security

..4i'b.
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Enter a passpt~ro se to encrypt
"lntervlow Notu":
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Figure 7-26: Enter the password
you'd like to use for the encrypted file.

The file is encrypted (and compressed to take up less disk space). In the Finder,
you can tell the encrypted file by its icon-the item's regular icon now includes a
small gold key as part of it. This means the file cannot be opened unless you
have the password.
Caution

If you encrypt a file and send it to a person who is using an older version of the
Mac OS (or someone using a different computing platform), it will not appear with
a special icon, and the user will not be able to open the document or launch the
file. At the time of writing, it wasn't clear whether Apple would release the Apple
File Security application for download to users of older Mac OS versions. Also, if
you choose not to use the keychain to store your password or passphrase, be sure
not to fo rget it. If you forget your password, you will not be able to use the file
in the future.

Opening an encrypted file
To open an encrypted file to view or edit its contents, simply double-click it in the
Finder or launch it some other way (by choosing File ¢ Open, selecting it from the
Favorites menu, and so on). If you didn't add this rile's password to your keychain,
or if you're opening the file on a Mac OS 9 computer that wasn't used to encrypt it,
then you'll see the Apple File Security dialog box. Enter the password for the
encrypted file and click Decrypt. When the decryption process is finis hed, the file
is opened or launched.
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You can also drag the encrypted file to the Apple File Security application
to decrypt it.

Using your keychain
If you have saved the encrypted file's password to your keychain, then you may,
or may not, see one or more d ialog boxes. If your keychain is currently locked,

then you'll see a dialog box asking for the password for your keychain. Enter your
keychain password and click Unlock. Once the keychain is unlocked (or if it wasn't
locked in the first place), you may see the Keychain Access Confirmation dialog box
asking whether you want to allow Apple File Security to access the keychain. If you
do, click Allow. (You can also choose one of the check box options to alter the
keychain's behavior in the future.) Your password is accessed from the keychain
and the file is decrypted and opened.
If you've previously decrypted a file and told the keychain to "Allow Apple
File Security to access items without warning while running" then you won't see
the Keychain Access Confirmation dialog box. The file is s imply decrypted and
opened. Likewise, if you've used your keychain to access any keychain resource
and selected uAllow access without warning when using keychain," you won't see
the Keychain Access Confirmation dialog box, and the file is decrypted
immediately and opened.

The Keychain is discussed in more detail in Chapters 12 and 21.

Summary
This chapter began with a discussion of how to open documents in the Finder by
dragging the documents to any compatible program. It s howed you how to open
anything from the Apple me nu and the Launcher control panel, and how to have
items opened during startup or shutdown. It also covered the dialog boxes used
by all applications for opening documents and with the similar dialog boxes used
by a pplications for saving new documents and document changes.
When you have more than one p rogram open at the same time, you can make any
of them active using the Application menu and other options. The Mac OS offers a
number of options for dealing with window clutter and choices for how multiple
programs share your computer's memory and work in the background.
This chapter described several ways to create new doc uments. You can duplicate
existing documents or create new ones from scratch with an application's New
command. You can also make and use stationery pads for creating new documents.
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Also discussed was how the Mac OS helps you open documents created by
applications that you don't have. The File Exchange control enables your computer
to use removable dis ks from Windows and DOS computers, and you can configure
the control panel to have your applications automatically open compatible foreign
documents according to their DOS file extensions.
Finally, you saw how to e ncrypt files to securely s tore them on your disk or on
backup media. And, you saw how you can use the Finder, Apple File Security, or
the keychain to decrypt files and make them usable again.
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Modify
Appearance
and Behavior
I

f you don't like the way icons, windows, and menus look
and act, there are s everal things that you can do about it.
In the looks department, you can c hoose the accent and
highlight colors that are used in menus , windows, and text.
You can choose the system font that Mac OS 9 uses in menus
and titles, and choose a font for icon names and list views in
the Finder. You can smooth fonts on the screen. You can pick
a desktop pattern or a desktop picture and you can re place
individual icons with your own pictures.
In the behavior de partment, you can change what action
makes the Mac OS collapse or expand a window and you can
change the way scroll bars look and work in your windows.
Plus, you can add a soundtrack to your Mac's interface,
attaching sound effects to system actions.

+

+
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In This Chapter
Changing the
overall look
Selecting accent
and highlight colors
Choosing
system fonts
Picking a desktop
pattern or picture
Setting options for
scroll bars, sounds,
and windows
Using themes in
Mac OS 9
Making custom icons

Overall Look
Mac OS 9 inherits its overall look, which Apple calls the
platinum appearance, from Mac OS 8. The platinum look

features gray menus with color accents and 30 shading.
Many windows are also gray, and all have a lot of 30 detail.
In addition, the icons that re present folders , dis ks, and
some files have the illusion of depth.
Although Mac OS 9 is theoretically capable of dispraying
appearances other than platinum , it does not include
alternate appearances, and Apple has never officially
released any. (An alternate appearance consists of a set
of files that you put in the Ap pearance folder by dragging
the files to the System Folder icon.)
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When Mac OS 8.5 was released it looked as if Apple might include some other
appearances with the OS, enabling you to switch between the platinum appearance and a few others that made the entire Mac OS look more futuristic (in one
iteration) or kid-like (in another) . Unfortunately, enough bugs couldn't get worked
out of the way the appearances worked, and too many inconsistencies appeared,
so Apple didn't include the additional appearances in the final version.
If you had a choice of appearances, you could pick one in the Appearance control
panel. At the top of this control panel, you would click the Appearance tab and then
choose the look you wanted from the Appeara nce pop-up menu. Figure 8-1 shows
the location of this pop-up menu.

Variation: I•F...,nch lllue

~f

f;)r menu:~~ •M centro!•

Figure 8-1: Choose an overall look for Mac OS 9

in the Appearance section of the Appearance
control panel.
Even though you can't choose an alternate appearance, there are still many
changes you can make to the default platinum appearance. Those changes include
colors, fonts and font characteris tics, background patterns and images, scroll bar
behavior and s ound effects, and window behavior.

Accent and highlight colors
The Mac OS uses color to accent menus and some window controls, and it uses
color to highlight selected text. If you'd like to give your Mac a little splash of color
(or if you're having trouble seeing selected text), you can change the highlight color
for text in the Appearance control panel. You can also choose a variation color for
window and menu accents.
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To set these colors, click the Appearance tab at the top of the Appearance control
panel. The Highlight Color pop-up menu lists nine colors and the option to mix your
own color (Other). The Variation pop-up menu lists colors that are defined for the
Apple platinum appearance. Figure 8-2 shows the location of these pop-up menus.

Appeornnce: f Appl e platlnum
~J
for the ove roll ll)(li: cf mtn~. Icon,, 'wllndoN~, alld controls

Vari ation: ! •French Blue
for menus and controls

Figure 8-2: You can choose the Highlight Color or
Variation in the Appearance section of the
Appearance control panel.

System fonts
You have a choice of system fonts in Mac OS 9. You can choose the large system
font used for window titles, menus, buttons, and dialog boxes. You can also choose
the small system font, which is used for explanatory text and labels. In addition,
you can choose the font that the Finder uses for icon names and Jist views, as
described in Chapter 5.
Caution

There are some older programs that won't open when the large system font is set
to anything other than Chicago. (This happens rarely, but it's possible if you use
older programs.) Because Mac OS 9 defaults to Charcoal as the large system font,
you may occasionally encounter this error. If it happens, change the system font to
Chicago in the Appearance control panel. Contact the publisher of the program
about whether an updated version is available that works with system fonts other
than Chicago.
To change your system fonts, click the Fonts tab at the top of the Appearance
control panel. Then, use the pop-up menus to choose fonts for each different
system font type. Figure 8-3 shows the Fonts section of the Appearance control
panel, which contains the pop-up menus for each font type you can set.
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Figure 8-3: Set the Large System Font, Small

System Font, and Views Font in the Fonts section
of the Appearance control panel.

Font smoothing
Mac OS 9 can improve the look of text displayed on screen by smoothing the edges
of fonts. Font s moothing works by blending the edges of text with the background ,
a technique known as antialiasing. To set font smoothing, click the Fonts tab of the
Appearance control panel and turn on the option "Smooth all fonts on screen" (see
Figure 8-3). The adjacent Size pop-up menu lets you choose a minimum font size fo r
font smoothing. Font smoothing may make small font sizes blurry. In this case,
increase the minimum font size for font smoothing.
Font smoothing can affect system performance. If you notice that it takes longer
to display text on the screen and the slowdown bothers you, try increasing the
minimum font size for smoothing, or turn off fo nt smoothing altogether in the
Appearance control panel.
Font smoothing may disfigure text in some applications. You may notice blemishes
in highlighted text, especially when the text highlight color is set to black. You
may see text alternate between smoothed and not. Or you may find text drawn
incorrectly on a background that is not white. If you think font smoothing makes
text unsightly or harder to read in one of your programs, turn off font smoothing
and ask the publisher of the program if there is an update that fixes the problem.

Desktop background
When it comes to the overall appearance of the screen, nothing has more impact
than changing the desktop's background. In addition to changing the background
pattern, Mac OS 9 gives you the option of covering the pattern with a picture. You
set the desktop background with the Appearances control panel.
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Desktop pattern
To change the desktop pattern, click the Desktop tab in the Appearance control
panel. Select a pattern by name from the scrolling list on the right side of the control
panel and look at the sample displayed on the left side of the control panel. If you
can't see a pattern because a picture is covering it, there will be a Remove Picture
button, which you can click to reveal the pattern sample. When you see a pattern
you like, click the Set Desktop button to make that pattern the desktop pattern.
Figure 84 shows a desktop pattern in the Appearance control panel.

P41ttern: lollipop 5
126X 126. 64K

Picture: ttlnt

I _ Ploce Plcturo..
I PosiUon Au~maucanv

:~

l
I

I Set Desktop J
Figure 8-4: Set a desktop pattern in the Desktop

section of the Appearance control panel.

You can remove the currently selected pattern from the control panel by choosing
Cut or Clear from the Edit menu. After cutting a pattern, use the Paste command to
store it in the Scrapbook, if you'd like to hold on to it for posterity.
To modify one of the patterns, first copy it by choosing Copy from the Edit menu.
Then open a paint program and paste the copied image in it by choosing Paste
from the Edit menu. Make changes to the pasted pattern with the program's
painting tools and commands. Select the modified pattern in the paint program
and use the Copy command to make a copy of it. Return to the Background section
of the Appearance control panel and use the Paste command to add the copied
pattern to the set of available desktop patterns.
You can create a new desktop pattern with a graphics program, a scanner, or other
graphics source. Select the image you want to use as a desktop pattern, copy it,
switch to the Background section of the Appearance control panel, and paste it.
After pasting a pattern in the Background section of the Appearance control panel,
you can name it by choosing Pattern Name from the Edit menu. (You can't use this
command to change the name of a preinstalled pattern.)
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Desktop picture
To set or remove a picture as the desktop background, click the Desktop tab in the
Appearance control panel. Then use the Place Picture or Remove Picture button
and the pop-up menu near the bottom of the control panel. The control panel
shows a reduced view of the current desktop picture or a sample of the current
desktop pattern if there is currently no desktop picture. Figure 8-5 is a sample
picture in the Appearance control panel.
B
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Pleturt: Tub

Set a desktop picture in the Desktop
section of the Appearance control panel.

Figure 8-5:

If the control panel shows a desktop picture that you don't want to use, click

Remove Picture. The Remove Picture button then changes to a Place Picture
button, and the control panel displays a sample of the desktop pattern that's
currently set.
When the control panel shows a sample of the current desktop pattern, you can
select a picture to overlay it by clicking Place Picture. The control panel displays
a Navigation Services dialog box in which you select a picture file that you want
to use as a desktop picture. The button labeled Show Preview or Hide Preview
controls the display of picture previews on the right side of the dialog box. Figure
8-6 is an example of the dialog box in which you select a desktop picture file.
For more information on the Navigation Services dialog box, see Chapter 7.
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Figure 8-6: Selecting a desktop picture file
The position of the currently selected picture on the screen can be adjusted by
using the pop-up menu below the Remove Picture button in the control panel. This
setting compensates for any difference between the size of the screen and the size
of the selected picture. The Position Automatically setting uses optional alignment
and positioning information stored in the picture file by the person who created the
picture. If the picture doesn't have that information, the control panel scales the
picture to fit the screen without changing the picture's aspect ratio. If you choose
a different setting, you can see the effect by looking at the reduced view in the
control panel.
Mac OS 9 comes with a collection of pictures for the desktop background. They're
located in the Desktop Pictures folder that is inside the Appearance folder in your
System Folder. You can also use picture files from other folders and disks.
To have the Mac OS randomly choose a different desktop picture each time you
restart the computer, drag a folder of pictures to the sample desktop area of the
control panel.
If the picture you select for a desktop picture is on a CD or other removable disk

that is not available the next time you start or restart the computer, the desktop
pattern is displayed instead. If you want your des ktop picture to always be
available, copy it to your hard disk and select that copy with the Appearance
control panel.
Tip

If you have selected a desktop picture and your computer runs low on memory,
you may notice the screen redrawing slowly after you close a window. If this happens, try removing the desktop picture and using just a desktop pattern for your
background.
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Scroll bar controls
Scroll arrows and the scroll box are little things- too little and not as useful as
they could be, some people say. That's why Mac OS 9 is preset to put double scroll
arrows at one end of every scroll bar. With double scroll arrows , you can scroll in
either direction without moving the mouse pointer to the opposite end of the scroll
bar. This is what Mac OS 9 calls Smart Scrolling.
In addition, the size of the scroll box indicates how much of a window's contents
the window is displaying. A long scroll box means you can see most of the window's
contents without scrolling, and a short scroll box means you need to scroll a lot to
see all of the window's contents. A scroll bar with this type of scroll box is called a
proportional scroll bar.
If you want single scroll arrows (one on each s ide of the scroll bar) and a scroll box
that's always the same size, click the Options tab of the Appearance control panel
and turn off the Smart Scrolling option. Figure 8-7 shows this option in the
Appearance control panel.

g smart S<rolllnu

-~Placet bath ocroll arro"r'$ ~tl ttl$ bottom end right erm of th" scroll
ban eOO alzea the atroll box eccordl~ to the visible conh nt of the
vlnt!OIJ.

D Double· <ll<k title b•r to collapse w indo ws

Figure 8-7: Set up the scroll bars in the Options
section of th e Appearance control panel.

Sound effects
Not only can you make Mac OS 9 look different, you can make it sound off when you
do things with menus, windows, controls , and the icons of files, folders, and disks.
Different sounds may accompany various actions in each of these categories. An
entire set of related sounds is called a sound track. You can choose a sound track
from among those installed on your computer, and you can turn sound effects on
or off for the various action categories. (Mac OS 9 comes with only one sound track,
Platinum Sounds. If Apple ever releases other sound track files, they go in the
Sound Sets folde r that is in the Appearance folder ins ide your System Folder.)
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If your computer has stereo speakers, the sound effects are heard in stereo. The

stereo sounds actually emanate from different locations as the mouse pointer
moves from one side of the screen to the other while performing an action that
has a sound effect.
To set sound effects , click the Sound tab in the Appearance control panel,
choose a sound track from the pop-up menu, and use the check boxes to turn
sound effects on or off for each sound category. To turn off all sound effects,
choose None from the pop-up menu. Figure 8-8 s hows the Sound section of the
Appearance control panel.
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Figure 8-8: Set sound effects for various actions in
the Sound section of the Appearance control panel.

Collapsing windows
It's up to you whether windows expand and collapse when you double-dick their
title bars. To control the collapsing window behavior, click the Options tab of the
Appearance control panel and set the option "Double-click title bar to collapse
windows" (see Figure 8-9).

Themes
Put together all the appearance and behavior options discussed so far and
you have a group of settings called a theme. You can add your own themes to the
preconfigured themes that come with Mac OS 9 and switch themes any time you
like. Switc hing to a different theme puts in effect all of the new theme's settings for
overall look (appearance), variation color, text highlight color, system fonts, font
smoothing, desktop background, scroll bars, sound effects, and colla ps ing
windows.
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Figure 8-9: Set up window collapsing with the
window shade option.

To switch themes or to make your current settings a new theme, click the Themes
tab in the Appearance control panel. Then you can scroll through previews of the
available themes and click one that you want to put into effect . A theme goes into
effect as soon as you click its preview in the control panel. Clicking the Save Theme
button creates a new theme from the current settings in all the other sections of the
Appearance control panel. Figure 8-10 shows the Themes section of the Appearance
control panel.
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Figure 8-10: Select a theme or create a new one

in the Themes section of the Appearance control
panel.
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If you click Save Theme, the Appearance control panel displays a dialog box in

which you can type a name for the theme you're creating. You can change the name
of any theme that you created by selecting its preview and choosing Theme Name
from the Edit menu. You can't change the names of preconfigured themes.
To remove a theme, select its preview in the Appearance control panel and choose
Clear from the Edit menu.

Custom Icons
Would you like to see dinosaurs, humming birds, file cabinets or even a picture
of your face on your desktop- instead of ordinary icons? The Mac OS lets you
replace the icons of individual documents, programs, folders, and disks with your
own pictures. Figure 8-11 shows some examples of custom icons.
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Figure 8-11: Icons your way

There are free icon collections available on the Internet, from online information
services such as America Online, and from user groups. (For example, the icons
shown are from a collection called Dan's icons , designed by Dan Mikel, and
distributed as freeware on popular download servers.) You can also make icons
from clip art that you get from those sources or on disk. You can even create your
own icons with a graphics program.

Installing a custom icon
To replace an icon with a picture, first select the picture that you want to use for
the icon and copy it with the Copy command (in the Edit menu). Then go to the
Finder and find the icon you want to replace. Select the icon (click it once) and
choose Get Info from the File menu. In the lnfo window, click the icon to select it
and use the Paste command (in the Edit menu) to replace it with the picture you
just copied. You can also copy an icon from an Info window and paste it into a
different Info window. Figure 8-12 shows an Info window with a custom icon.
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For best results, the picture you use for a custom icon should measure 32 x 32
pixels (dots). Multiples of this size, such as 64 x 64, 128 x 128, or 256 x 256, may
also yield acceptable results. If your picture is larger than 32 x 32, the Finder
reduces it proportionally to fit that amount of space when you replace an icon
with it. Reducing a picture distorts it, especially if the original size is an odd or
fractional multiple of the final size. If your picture is smaller than 32 x 32, the
Finder centers it in the 32 x 32 icon space.
H you duplicate or make an alias of an item with a custom icon, the duplicate or
alias inherits the custom icon
To learn about duplicating items, see Chapter 5. To learn about making an alias,
see Chapter 14.
You cannot replace the icon of a locked item, open document, or open program.
Nor can you replace system software icons s uch as the System Folder, the Finder,
Control Panels folder, and Trash. (You can replace individual control panel icons,
however.)

Reverting to a standard icon
To revert to an item's standard icon, select the icon in the item's Info window and
either press Delete or choose Clear or Cut from the Edit menu.
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Summary
This chapter showed you how to modify the appearance and behavior of the Mac OS.
The Appearance control panel in Mac OS 9 is "customization central" for changing
the way your Mac looks. You can choose accent and text highlight colors as well as
change the desktop pattern or a desktop picture that appears beneath your icons and
windows. You can also choose system fonts, set up font smoothing, configure scroll
arrows and scroll boxes, and select sound effects. And, the Appearance control panel
enables you to group all of your design decisions into a single Theme. In addition,
you can replace almost any icon with a custom picture.
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I

f you have a question about something displayed on your

computer, or if you aren't sure how to accomplish a task,
the Mac OS provides three onscreen help systems. One help
system briefly describes objects when you point at them on
the screen. Another help system explains how to perform
common tasks. You can search the text of this help system
and you can follow live cross-references in it by clicking
them. A third help system interactively guides you step-bystep through tas ks. In addition to the help you can get from
the Mac OS, many application programs also provide onscreen
help.

Help Menu and Help Buttons
The Mac OS provides onscreen help through the Help menu.
This menu lists the kinds of help that are available in the
program you are currently using. The kind of help that you
can get varies from program to program. You can always get
balloon help (described in the next section), although it may
be very limited. Additional commands in the Help menu may
provide help through the Help Viewer program or through
Apple Guide (each described in later sections of this c hapter).
Figure 9-1 is an example of the Help menu.
Figure 9-1 : Get help on screen
with the Help menu.
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specifically about the part of the control panel or program that you are currently
using. The Help button is a square button with a distinctive question mark on it.
Clicking a Help button displays help that is relevant to the context in which the
Help button appears. The help may be provided in the Help Viewer program or by
Apple Guide; both are described in later sections of this chapter. Figure 9-2 is an
example of the Help button.
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Figure 9-2: Get help by
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Balloon Help
When you need immediate information about objects that you see onscreen, you
can turn on Mac OS balloon help. With balloon help on, you position the pointer
over an object and a concise description of it appears in a cartoon-style balloon.
The balloon points to the object and tells you what the object is, what it does, what
happens when you click it, or some portion of this information. You do not have to
press any keys or click anything to make help balloons appear. Figure 9-3 Is an
example of balloon help.
Figure 9-3: A help balloon describes
the object under the pointer.
.Uurd disk ts ,. duke lhal
1tons W'iJt runbtr"s of tun
andfoldH's.

The Mac OS provides balloon help capability, but not all objects have help balloons.
Many applications provide no baBoon help at ail (more on that shortly).
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Turning balloon help on and off
You turn on balloon help by choosing Show Balloons from the Help menu. That
command then changes to Hide Balloons, and choosing it again turns off balloon
help. You can display balloon help by pressing keys if you install the shareware
program Helium from Tiger Technologies (http: I hnvw . tig e rt ec hn ol og i es .c om/ ,
described in Chapter 26).

Working with balloon help on
Everything works normally when balloon help is on. Using balloon help does not
put the Mac OS in help-only mode. It's similar to someone standing over your
shoulder and describing onscreen objects to you.
Help balloons appear whether or not you press the mouse button. You click,
double-click, and otherwise use programs normally, except that you may perceive a
slight delay as help balloons come and go when you move the pointer slowly across
items that have balloon help descriptions.
The object that a help balloon describes may be large or small and individual or
collective. For example, the Close box in the active window's title bar has its own
help balloon. In contrast, an inactive window has one balloon for the whole window.
Sometimes a help balloon describes a group of items. For example, one balloon tells
you about all the scrolling controls in a scroll bar. Figure 9-4 shows the help
balloons for a close box and a scroll bar.
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Figure 9-4: Help balloons vary in scope.

Moving the pointer slowly over several objects that have help balloons opens and
closes balloons in sequence. To prevent excessive flashing of help balloons, they
do not appear when you move the pointer quickly. For a help balloon to appear,
the pointer must be in the same area for about one-tenth of a second or longer.
You cannot change this timing.
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What balloon help knows
Balloon help knows about all standard objects in the Mac OS, including windows
in general; system software icons; the Apple menu; the Help menu; the Application
menu; standard parts of Open, Save, and Navigation Services dialog boxes (all of
which are described in Chapter 7); and the Page Setup and Print dialog boxes (which
are described in Chapter 17). Balloon help cannot describe a specific program's menu
commands, window contents, dialog boxes, and so on unless the program's developer
or publisher has included the necessary information. For example, Apple has provided
complete balloon help for the Finder, many control panels, and many of the accessory
and utility programs that come with the Mac OS.

Help Viewer .
When you need more information than balloon help provides, you can use the
Help Viewer program to find and read short how-to articles. You can find help by

browsing a table of contents or by searching for words that describe the help you
need. Most of the articles you read have links that you can click to see related ·
material. These links are familiar to people who browse the Internet's World Wide
Web, although you don't need to know how to use Web links to use the Help Viewer.
The Help Viewer is the main means of providing system-level how-to help. You can
also get help on AppleScript, QuickTime, and other Apple technologies via the Help
Viewer. And, the Help Viewer is updated to enable you to view pages directly from
the Internet.

For details on AppleScript, see Chapter 24.

Displaying the Help Viewer
You can. display the Help Viewer by choosing Help Center or Mac Help from the
Help menu while you are using the Finder. Choosing Help Center displays a list of all
the help sections available In the Help Viewer. Choosing Mac Help displays a list of
system-level help categories. If these commands are not in the Help menu, choose
Finder from the Application menu at the right end of the menu bar. Figure 9-5 shows
what you see when you choose Help Center or Mac Help.

Browsing Help Viewer links
If you've used a Web browser, you should be familiar with the way the Help Viewer

works. All the underlined words in Help Viewer are links that you can click to see
related material. For example, if you choose Mac Help from the Help menu and then
click an unde rlined help category, you see a list of relevant topics. Clicking an
underlined topic displays the article in the Help Viewer. Articles may also contain
underlined links. Figure 9-6 is an example of browsing links in the Help Viewer.
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Links in articles can take you to many places inside the Help Viewer and outs ide
it. A link may s how you another article in the Help Viewer window. A link that
begins "Open... " probably opens the program that the article describes. A link that
includes an Internet address probably connects to the Internet and shows you a
page on the Web (after first asking whether you want to do this). A link may also
dis play interactive, s tep-by-step help in an Apple Guide window (described later in
this chapter). A link labeled "Table of contents" invariably shows you the lis t of
help categories and topics that the article is part of. If the author of the help article
writes clearly, you'll have a good idea about where the link will take you.
Besides clicking links, you can go places by clicking the picture buttons in the Help
Viewer. Click the left-arrow ( ~) button to go back to the previous page in the Help
Viewer. After going back, you can click the right-arrow (-+) button to go forward .
Click Home to go to the Help Center page.
If you go back to a page you have seen previously during your current session with

the Help Viewer, the links that you previously visited are green instead of blue.

Searching Help Viewer
If you're looking for help on a specific subject and don't want to browse through

links until you find it, you can have the Help Viewer search all its articles for the
help you need. To search, type some words that describe the subject and click
Search. After a few s econds, the Help Viewer displays a list of topics that may help
you. It ranks the topics according to their relevance, from five stars (most relevant)
to one star Oeast relevant). Figure 9-7 is an example of a search in the Help Viewer.
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Figure 9-7: Search the Help Viewer for
w ords that describe the help you need.
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When typing words to search for, you can include special characters to more
precisely describe the subject. Table 9-1 describes these special characters.

Table 9-1
Special Charaders for Help Viewer Searching
Character

Meaning

Search Example

Search Results

+

and

picture + pattern

This example finds articles that include
both "picture" and "pattern."

or

picture I pattern

This example finds articles that include
either "picture" or "pattern:'

not

picture I pattern

This example finds articles that include
"picture" but exclude "pattern."

grouping

background +
(picture I pattern)

This example finds articles that include
"background" and either "picture" or
"pattern:'

()

Apple Guide
Apple Guide is another form of how-to help that is available for some programs .
Apple Guide shows and tells you how to get things done while you actually do
them. Step-by-step instructions appear in a guide window, which floats above all
other windows. As you move from step to step, Apple Guide may coach you by
marking an object onscreen with a circle, arrow, or underline. Figure 9-8 is an
example of an Apple Guide instruction and coaching mark.

Figure 9-8: Apple Guide displays step-by-step instructions in a floating window and

draws coaching marks to point out objects onscreen.
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Apple Guide watches what you do and can adjust its steps if you work ahead
or make a mistake. In some cases, Apple Guide will actually perform a simple
operation for you, such as opening a control panel.
Notice that the Apple Guide window has a zoom box and a collapse box. You can
use these controls to temporarily shrink the window so that you can see what's
underneath it, and then use them again to restore the window.
Although Apple Guide was the help option of choice in earlier versions of the
Mac OS, Mac OS 9 relies more heavily on the Help Viewer program (described
previously). These days the Help Viewer is generally the primary help system,
sometimes calling upon Apple Guide for step-by-step instructions.
Some programs from companies other than Apple also use Apple Guide, but many
do not. Program developers and system administrators can create additional Apple
Guide help, which can cover tasks that involve multiple applications. Apple Guide's
usefulness depends greatly on how well crafted the help procedures for individual
tasks are. Apple has set a good example with its system-level help procedures.

Displaying Apple Guide
In programs that use Apple Guide for their primary help system, you generally
display an Apple Guide topics window by choosing a command from the Help
menu. For example, while you are using SimpleText you can choose SimpleText
Guide from the Help menu to display an Apple Guide topics window for SimpleText.
In programs that provide help primarily through the Help Viewer, you can click a
descriptive underlined link to display an Apple Guide window that begins step-bystep instructions for a specific task. For example, the Mac Help article "Sharing
your files with other users" has links to Apple Guide help for specifying users and
groups, sharing a file, and setting access privileges. These links typically begin with
the phrase "Help me ... ," but there's no way to tell for sure which underlined words
are linked to Apple Guide.
It's also possible to display an Apple Guide window by clicking a help button in a
control panel or dialog box. For example, clicking the help button in the Location
Manager displays an Apple Guide topics window for this control panel.
In many cases, the first thing Apple Guide displays is a topics window. A title at the
top of the window tells you what software the help covers. For example, SimpleText
Guide covers only topics related to SimpleText, and Location Manager Help lists
topics related to the Location Manager control panel.
The Apple Guide topics window generally includes three large buttons labeled
Topics, Index, and Look For. You click one of those buttons to choose how you want
to find help- by scanning a list of topics, by browsing an index, or by looking for
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words in the Guide. One of the three methods probably suits you best, but try them
all if you have trouble finding the help you need using your favorite method.
The Apple Guide help that comes with some programs may not include the Topics,
Index, and Look For buttons. An example is the Location Manager control panel,
which offers only scanning by topic.

Browsing Apple Guide topics
To see a list of help topics, click Topics at the top of the Apple Guide topics
window. Clicking a topic on the left side of the topics window displays a list of
specific tasks and terms on the right side. If the list on the right includes headings
in bold, you can show and hide a heading's subordinate phrases by clicking the
disclosure triangle next to the heading. Figure 9-9 is an example of scanning Apple
Guide topics with some headings expanded and others collapsed.
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Figure 9-9: Scanning the Jist of topics in Apple Guide

Browsing the Apple Guide index
To browse an Apple Guide index, click Index in the Apple Guide topics window.
Apple Guide displays an alphabetical list of key terms used in the guide. You can
scroll through the index with the scroll bar. You can type the first part of a term
you want to look up in the index, and the index instantly scrolls to the index entry
that most closely matches what you typed. You can also scroll the index to entries
starting with a particular letter of the alphabet by dragging the pointer at the top of
the index list to that letter or by simply eliciting that letter. You can't see all 26
letters of the alphabet at the top of the index list, but you can see more by clicking
and dragging the pointer slightly past the last letter you can see. Clicking an entry
in the index displays a list of tasks in which that entry appears. Figure 9-10 is an
example of browsing an Apple Guide index.
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Searching Apple Guide for key words
To have Apple Guide look for words that you specify, click Look For in the Apple
Guide topics window. Then, on the left side of the window, click the arrow button
and type a key word or two that describe the step-by-step instructions that you
want to see. When you click Search (or press Return or Enter) a list of relevant
tasks appears. Figure 9-11 is an example of searching Apple Guide for a key word.
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Figure 9-11: Searching for help in Apple Guide

Following step-by-step instructions
When you double-dick an item on the right side of the Apple Guide topics window
(or select the item and click OK), the topics window goes away. After a brief pause,
another Guide window appears with an introduction to the task or a definition of
the term you selected in the topics window. Figure 9-12 is an example of the stepby-step window.
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Read the information in the Guide window and follow any instructions it gives
you. To go to the next step in a multiple-step task, click the right-pointing arrow at
the bottom right of the Guide window. To back up one step, click the left-pointing
arrow.
If you decide that you have selected the wrong task or term, you can return to
the topics window by clicking the Topics button at the bottom of the Guide window.
The Topics button may be labeled with an up-pointing arrow, a question mark, or
the word Topics. You can also put away Apple Guide altogether by closing all guide
windows.

At each new step, the guide may draw a circle, line, or arrow onscreen to point
out a menu title or other object that you must use to complete the step. These
coaching marks appear in red or another color on a color monitor. If the step calls
for you to choose from a menu, Apple Guide colors the menu item you should
choose as well. On a black-and-white screen, the menu item is underlined.
If the Guide window mentions something you don't understand, try clicking the

Huh? button at the bottom of the Guide window for clarification. (fhis button
may be labeled I'm Stuck.) Clicking this button brings up another Guide window
that may contain a definition of a term or begin step-by-step instructions for
accomplishing a task related to the task you initially chose. For example, clicking
Huh? in Step 2 of the task uHow do I copy text?" in the SimpleText Guide brings up
the task "How do I select part of a document?" The Huh? button is dimmed when
additional information is not available.
If you work ahead of the s tep currently displayed in the Guide window, Apple Guide
can adjust itself to catch up. When you click the right-pointing arrow to go to the
next step, Apple Guide skips ahead to the next s tep that matches your location in
the task.

While you're following the steps in Apple Guide, you can still use your computer
normally. If the Guide window is in your way, you can drag it somewhere else or
click its zoom box to make it smaller; click again to make it larger. You can collapse
a Guide window into its title bar by clicking its collapse box.
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If you have not properly completed a step when you click the right-pointing arrow

at the bottom of the Guide window, Apple Guide explains what you need to do to
get back on track.

Other Help
Many programs add how-to help, onscreen reference material, or other items to
the Help menu. For example, many applications published by Claris (now Apple),
FileMaker, and Microsoft list onscreen help commands in the Help menu. The help
may appear in Apple Guide windows or the Help Viewer, but most applications
use different help systems to display their onscreen help. For instructions on an
application's own help system, check the documentation that came with the
application.

Summary
This chapter showed you the different kinds of help that the Mac OS makes
available in the Help menu. Balloon help briefly describes the object under the
mouse pointer, using cartoon-like "thought balloons." The Help Viewer program,
Mac OS 9's main mechanism for help, displays short how-to articles. You can
search for articles, browse a table of contents, and click links in an article to go to
a related article. In addition, Apple Guide, which can work both on its own and in
conjunction with the Help Viewer, shows and tells you how to complete a task as
you do it. Your applications may use the Apple Guide and/or Help Viewer to
display help topics, or they may use a different help system.
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T

he Internet is an amazing resource for work, play,
education, or hobbies. Using the Internet, you have
access to an incredible variety of information and ente rtainment resources, from online news papers and encyclopedias to
the latest research d ata to s tage and film reviews, and much
more. Electronic mail (e-mail) connects people all around the
world, bringing words from faraway lands to your screen just
seconds after they're sent. Mac OS 9 makes it easy to get on
the Internet; it includes a setup assistant to get you connected
easily and many applications that help you s urf the Net.

Setting Up an Internet Connection
Before you can tap the wealth of information and services on
the Internet, you need to set up your computer so that it can
make an Internet connection. To assist you in configuring an
Internet connection, Mac OS 9 includes a special program that
is aptly named the Interne t Setup Assistant. It leads you stepby-step through a series of decisions and questions to gather
your Internet information, and it enters that information in the
various control panels and applications that the Mac OS uses
for Internet access . An alias to the Internet Setup Assistant is
in the Assistants folder on your startup disk.

Getting started
You can use the Internet Setup Assistant any time that you
want to configure a new Internet connection. You automatically get an opportunity to use the Internet Setup Assistant
when you first start your computer after installing Mac OS 9.
At other times, you can double-click the Internet Setup
Assistant's alias, located in the Assistants folder in the main
window of your startup disk. When you open the Internet
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Setup Assistant, it immediately asks you to confirm that you want to set up your
computer to use the Internet. If you click the Yes button, the Internet Setup
Assistant then asks whether you already have an Internet account. Figure 10-1
shows this window.
:lEI

I internet Setup Anlstanll

De you

t~lraady h;~vo

Figure 10-1: The Internet Setup
Assistant's first major question:
"Do you already have an Internet
account?"

an Internet

account?

Signing up for a new account
If you don't already have an Internet account, click No. The Internet Setup Assistant

helps you get a new account with an Internet Service Provider (ISP), which is the
company that provides you with modem access to the Internet. The Internet Setup
Assistant makes a toll-free call through your modem to a registration service and
gives you the opportunity to sign up with an ISP. You'll need a credit card to use
this service, and it's only available in the United States and Canada.
Be aware that this service offers only a fraction of the ISPs that are doing business
in metropolitan areas. For more options, check your Yellow Pages or ads in the
local papers, or ask your friends and family for recommendations. You can always
switch to a different ISP if you find a deal you like better. However, if you change
!SPs then you will probably have to change your e-mail address and have to notify
all your e-mail correspondents of your new address. If you receive lots of e-mail,
you will probably need to keep your old account open for a while so that you don't
miss any e-mail from people who don't send to your new address right away.

Configuring an existing account
If you already have an Internet account with an ISP or via a network at work or
school and you just need to set up for that account, click the Yes button. An

introduction explains what you need to know to configure an Internet connection.
Read the information and then click the right arrow at the bottom of the Internet
Setup Assistant window to add an Internet configuration.
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The information you need to set up your Internet account is all pretty standard
stuff. You can take this list in the Internet Setup Assistant and consult your ISP's
customer service staff to get the exact answers. Or, if you received printed materials from your ISP, you'll likely find answers to all these questions.

You begin a new configuration by giving the configura tion a name. The name of
your ISP is a good choice. If you're going to connect to an ISP via a modem or an
ISDN modem (technically, an ISDN terminal adapter), select the Modem setting at
the bottom of the window and click the right a rrow. Now, go to the next section of
this chapter, "Setting up a modem connection."
If you have an Internet connection through a network, select the Netwo rk setting

and click the right arrow. Now, skip to the subsequent section in this c hapter,
"Setting up a network connection." Cable modems or ADSL modems, d espite their
names, demand a network connection because the cable modem connects to your
Mac's Ethernet network port. An ISDN router also connects via Etherne t and
requires a network connection. Figure 10-2 shows the settings for a configuration
name and type of connection.
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Figure 10-2: Enter the configuration
name and select the type of
connection.
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Setting up a modem connection
If you're setting up a connection to an ISP via modem, the Internet Setup Assistant
next asks what kind of modem you're using. Choose your modem model from the
Modem pop-up menu. Use the Port pop-up menu to choose the port to which your
modem is connected, probably the modem port. If you have an internal modem,
you may not need to set the port, especially if your modem is in an iMac or Power
Macintosh G3 that h as USB connections.
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You'll most likely want to set the Tone/Pulse option to Tone, which most phone
lines in the United States and Canada use. Figure 10-3 shows the modem settings.
Click the right arrow to continue the assistant.
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Figure 10-3: Enter your modem
settings.
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The next step is especially important because it's where you enter the phone
number for your ISP, your account name, and your password. Your account name
is usually the same as the first part of your e-mail address. Figure 10-4 shows these
settings.
Figure 10-4: Enter your ISP account
phone number, your name, and your
password.
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The Assistant next asks whether your computer must use a PPP Connect Script
to establish a connection with your ISP. This script specifies a conversation your
computer must have with the ISP's computer, in which the ISP's computer prompts
your computer to send items of information in a prescribed order. Your ISP will
probably provide a PPP Connect Script file if it requires one. If you select Yes in this
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step, you then get to choose a PPP Connect Script from a pop-up menu. This
pop-up menu lists all the PPP Connect Script files in the PPP Connect Scripts folder
inside your Extensions folder. This pop-up also has a Select Other choice, which
displays a standard Open dialog box where you can select a PPP Connect Script
from a different folder. If you select a PPP Connect Script file from outside the PPP
Connect Scripts folder, the Assistant puts a copy of the file in the folder and actually
chooses this copy. If you don't require a PPP Connect Script, select No and click the
right arrow.
Next, the Assistant asks whether you have been assigned your own permanent IP
address, which is a numerical address such as 206.117.213.011 that identifies one
machine on the Internet. Because you're connecting by modem, you probably
don't have a permanent IP address; instead, your ISP assigns your computer an IP
address dynamically, which is to say, temporarily, and only for the length of time
you're connected. Don't confuse IP addresses, which identify machines, with e-mail
addresses, which identify people. If you don't have a permanent IP address, select
No and click the right arrow to move on.
The remaining steps in configuring an Internet connection are the same for a
modem connection and a network connection. Go to the section "Finishing setup"
to finish setting up your Internet connection.

Connecting via Modem and Network
You might reasonably think that if you connect to the Internet via modem, you should
invariably select the Modem setting in the Internet Setup Assistant. In fact, you can also use
a modem to connect to a local area network (LAN) that provides your Internet access. In
this case, you must select the Network setting. If you use a modem, how do you know
which setting to select? If you use a modem to connect to an Internet Service Provider,
select the Modem setting. If you use a modem to connect to a network at work, school, or
other organization, and you get your Internet access via that network, select the Network or
LAN setting.
On a technical level, each setting connects to the Internet using a different protocol, or language. The Modem setting uses PPP (point-to-point protocol), the de facto standard protocol for dial-up connections to TCP/IP networks like the Internet. The Network or LAN setting
uses ARAP (Apple Remote Access Protocol) to make a dial-up connection to an AppleTalk
network, and then uses the MaciP protocol to make a connection to the Internet over the
AppleTalk network. For more informatian on configuring your computer for a remote connection to an AppleTalk network or the Internet, see Chapter 20.
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Setting up a network connection
If you have an Internet account at work, school, or other organization rather than

through an ISP, your computer is probably connected to a LAN such as an Ethernet
network. You may also be able to connect to the Internet by calling a remote LAN
via modem. In either case, your computer connects to the Internet via a local
network, not through an ISP. You also connect via network if you have a cable
modem or DSL.
Some of the steps for configuring a network connection to the Internet are different
than for configuring an ISP connection. The first part of the configuration is the
same and is described under the heading "Getting started" earlier in this section.
When you come to the step where you indicate how you'll be connecting to the
Internet, select the Network setting and forge on by clicking the right arrow at the
bottom of the window.
The Internet Setup Assistant will ask whether you've been assigned a permanent IP
address such as 206.117.213.011. An IP address uniquely identifies your computer
on the Internet. Because your computer is connected to a network, it may well have
a permanent IP address. If so, select Yes and click the right arrow. The Assistant
asks you to enter the numericaliP address that your network administrator gave
you. Figure 10-5 shows the IP address setting.
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After the Assistant asks for an IP address, it asks for a subnet mask and router
address. You don't need to know what these settings mean - just enter the
numbers exactly as your network administrator gives them to you. Figure 10-6
s hows the subnet mas k and router address settings.
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Figure 10-6: Enter the mysterious
subnet mask and router numbers.
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Finishing setup
The remaining steps are the same for setting up a modem connection through an
ISP or a local area network connection to the Internet. The next information you
must supply is the address(es) of your Domain Name Service (DNS) server. A DNS
server converts the hard-to-remember numericaiiP addresses, such as 17.254.3.62,
into something easier for humans to remember such as www. a p ple . com.
Every ISP or local area network has a DNS server, and whenever you enter any kind
of Internet address, the DNS server converts it into its numerical equivalent and
sends the address on its way (and in the right direction, too). Your ISP or network
administrator will probably give you the IP addresses of two DNS servers (primary
and secondary). Enter these numerical addresses in the space provided, pressing
Return after each address to separate them. You can skip the DNS addresses if your
ISP or network supplies them automatically each time you connect. You can skip
the host name for this configuration. Figure 10-7 shows the DNS settings.
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In the next step, the Internet Setup Assistant asks for the e-mail address and e-mail
password that your ISP or network administrator has given you. Figure 10-8 shows
the e-mail address and password settings.
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The next step asks for additional information about your e-mail account. You need
to enter the e-mail account (sometimes called the POP account). This is different
from your e-mail address in that it includes both your user name and the name of
the mail server, as in todd@pop .mac- upgrade. com. You also need to enter the mail
server name (also known as the SMTP hos t or the outgoing mail server), as in
smtp. ma c- upgrade. com. Figure 10-9 s hows the e-mail account and mail
server settings.
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Figure 10-9: Enter your e-mail
(POP) account and e-mail server
(SMTP host).
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Next, the Assistant asks you to specify the name of the host computer for
newsgroups, which provides access to discussion groups on the Internet. The
newsgroup host is also known as the Usenet host or NNTP (Network News Transfer
Protocol) host. If you're connecting through an ISP, it probably has a newsgroup
host whose name is the ISP's domain name preceded by the word "news" or "nntp"
as in news. ma c -u pg rade. com. Figure 10-10 shows the newsgroup host setting.
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Now, the Assistant next asks whether your connection to the Internet goes through
proxy servers. Your company, school, or organization may use proxy servers to
provide security. If you select Yes, then the Assistant asks you to enter the host and
port for each proxy server you use: HTTP (the Web), Gopher, ITP, or SOCKS. Don't
worry about what these acronyms stand for. Just get this information from your
network administrator.
The last step in setting up an Internet connection gives you an opportunity to
review the settings you've entered before the Assistant puts them into effect. To
review, click Show Details. If any of the settings are wrong, you can click the left
arrow to go back to the steps where you entered them, make co rrections, and then
click the right arrow to return to this step. To make the settings effective, click Go
Ahead and wait a few minutes while the Assistant stores your settings in various
control panels. You also have the option of clicking Cancel to quit the Internet
Setup Assistant without making any of your settings effective. Figure 10-11 shows
the last step in s etting up an Internet connection.
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After finishing the last step in the Internet Setup Assistant, you can make a
connection in a variety of ways, as described later in "Making an Internet
Connection."

Managing Internet Settings
Although the Internet Setup Assistant helps you set up a connection to the Internet,
you may need to set additional options or change settings later. The Mac OS comes
with an assortment of software for managing your Internet settings.

Adjusting network settings
When you connect your computer to the Internet, you are actually connecting it
to a very large TCP/IP network. The Internet Setup Assistant gets basic network
settings from you and places them in several control panels: TCP/IP, Modem, and
Remote Access. You can work directly in these control panels to modify existing
settings and to set additional options that the Inte rnet Setup Assistant ignores. You
can also use these control panels to set up an Internet connection from scratch.
These control panels have these settings:

+ TCP/IP has settings for the method of connecting to the Internet (such as PPP
or Ethernet); your computer's permanent IP address, subnet mask, and router
address if it has these; the DNS addresses; and the domain name.
+Modem has settings for the type of mod em, the port it's connected to, and the

type of phone line (tone or pulse). An additional option that you can't control
via the Internet Setup Assistant is whether the modem makes audible dialing
and connecting sounds.
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+ Remote Access has settings for your Internet account name, password,
and phone number. If you use a PPP Connection Script, you set it here. Other
options you can set here that you can't set with the Internet Setup Assistant
include redialing of the phone number or an alternate number; connection
reminders and provisions for automatic disconnection; whether to connect
automatically when starting an Internet application; and more.
For detailed information on all these control panels, see Chapter 20.

Adjusting Internet application preferences
The variety of application programs that you use to get information and services
on the Internet have many preference settings in common. For example, your e-mail
application certainly needs to know your e-mail add ress, but so do your Web
browser and the application you use to participate in newsgroups. The makers of
many Internet applications have agreed to share common preference settings so
that you don't have to enter or change them redundantly in each application. You
set some of these common preferences when the Internet Setup Assistant is used.
You set all the common preferences and many more using the Internet control
panel.

~
Note

The Internet control panel has its foundation in another program that was bundled
with the Mac OS prior to version 8.5, called Internet Config. Internet Config is public domain software written by Peter N. lewis and Quinn "The Eskimo"
(http: I / www. st ai r ways . com/ i c / ).While Internet Config is not necessary in
Mac OS 9, you may occasionally find references to Internet Config in settings windows or documentation for your Internet software. If you see a setting for Internet
Config, select it and the Internet control panel will be used; if you see a reference
to Internet Config in documentation, you'll find the same functionality in the
Internet control panel.

The Internet control panel is used for changing common Internet preferences
shared by ma ny Interne t applications. The control panel stores these preference
settings in the Internet Preferences file in the Preferences folder inside the System
Folder. Your Internet applications may also let you change some of the same
preference settings. For example, you can change your e-mail password in your
e-mail application or the Internet control panel. The most recent change takes
precedence.
You can also use the Internet control panel to save all the current settings as a
group, and you can choose a saved group that you want to be in effect. Figure 10-12
is an example of the Internet control panel.
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Figure 10-12: Use the Internet control panel to
change shared Internet preferences.

Basic settings
The Internet control panel organizes preference settings by category. To see the
settings for each category, click its tab in the control panel. The Internet control
panel has four basic categories: Personal, E-mail, Web, and News. These categories
have settings as follows:

+ Personal has settings for your name, e-mail address, and organization. You
can add information that you want displayed by a Finger server, such as your
title, mailing address, and phone number. You can also enter the signature
text you want added to the bottom of e-mail messages and newsgroup
messages that you create.

+ E-mail has settings for your account name, the server names for mail you
receive (POP server) and send (SMTP server), and e-mail password. You can
also select how you wis h to be notified when you receive e-mail. In addition,
you can choose a default e-mail application.

+ Web has settings for home page, search page, and the folder for files you
download. You can also set the color of linked text, whether it should be
underlined, and the color of the background. In addition, you can choose a
default Web browser.

+ News has the name of your news server. In addition, you can select whether
to connect to the news server as a guest or with a name and password that is
set here. You can also choose your default newsgroup application.
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Advanced settings
Besides the basic categories, the control panel has seven advanced categories that
are normally hidden. To see them, choose User Mode from the Edit menu and select
Advanced mode in the dialog box that appears. You can also select Administration
mode, which reveals the same settings and lets you lock settings individually. When
you select Advanced or Administration mode, an Advanced tab appears in the
Internet control panel.
A scrolling list of seven categories appears on the left s ide of the control panel
when you click the Advanced tab. Figure 10-13 shows one of the categories in the
Advanced section of the Internet control panel.
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Figure 10-13: Select from a scrolling list of seven
preference categories in the Advanced section of
the Internet control panel.
The advanced categories have these settings:

+ File Transfer has settings for the default FTP servers and an option to
use passive mode for file transfers. Passive mode doesn't work with all FTP
servers, but may be required if you connect through a firewall, which is part
of a local area network designed to prevent Internet users from getting into
the local network and to stop local network users from sending sensitive
information out.
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+ Helper Apps assigns each type of URL to an application that can handle it. For
example, "http" is assigned to a Web browser and "mailto" is assigned to an
e-mail application. In this section you can also add or edit MIME types (a
specification for nontext documents to be sent over the Internet) so that a
particular type launches the assigned helper application. For instance, the
type x-macbinary is preset to launch Stufflt Expander.

+ Fonts has settings for the font and size of text displayed in a list, displayed in
a message, and printed in a message.

+ File Mapping specifies which Mac applications open various types of Internet
files. A table maps each type of Internet file to a Mac application that can open
it. The type of file is determined by its file name extension, which is the las t
part of its name following a period.

+ Firewalls has settings for a SOCKS firewall and for proxy servers for Web,
Gopher, and FTP. These settings are required by some organizations to shield
their local networks from intrusion by Internet users. You can also list domain
names of servers that you do not want to access through a firewall.

+ Messages specifies the character or symbol that marks quoted text in e-mail
reply messages. You can also enter text that you want added at the top of
outgoing e-mail and text that you want added at the top of outgoing
newsgroup messages.

+ Hosts specifies default servers for these Internet services: Ph (finds e-mail
addresses inside an organization); Finger (finds information about a specific
user on the Internet) ; Whois (finds e-mail addresses on the Internet); Telnet
(remote terminal); FTP (file transfer); Gopher (menu-based information
retrieval); WAIS (query-based information retrieval); and LDAP server and
search base.

Groups of settings
If you use your Internet applications with more than one Internet connection, you

may need different settings for each connection. For example, you may need one
group of settings when you connect through your personal ISP and another group
of settings when you connect through the local area network at work. You can save
groups of settings and switch between them using the Internet control panel.
To save the current settings as a new group, choose New Set from the File menu.
To make a copy of the current group, click the Duplicate Set button or choose
Duplicate Set from the File menu. To rename a group, choose Rename Set from
the File menu. To delete a group, choose Delete Set from the File menu.
To switch groups, choose one from the Active Set pop-up menu at the top of the
control panel.
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Making an Internet Connection
Setting up your computer to connect to the Internet makes it ready to access
e-mail, Web pages, and other Internet services. H you have a network connection
to the Internet, you can access its services at any time by using the applications
described in subsequent sections of this chapter. A network connection (and again
this includes a cable modem or DSL connection) gives you full-time access to
the Internet.
A modem connection (and this includes an ISDN modem connection) generally
does not give you full-time access to the Internet. When you want to use Internet
services through a modem, you must make a connection to your ISP. You can make
a manual connection or an automatic connection. When you finis h using Internet
services, you can disconnect from the ISP. You'll probably want to disconnect if
your ISP charges for the amount of time you are connected or the phone company
charges for the time you use the phone line. You'll have to disconnect if you need
to use the phone line or the modem for something else.

Connecting manually
To make an Internet connection with the Remote Access control panel, just
open it, make sure that the information entered there is correct, and then click its
Connect button. Your modem will dial your ISP and the control panel will negotiate
a connection with your ISP by supplying your account name and password. When
a message tells you the connection is OK, you can use an Internet application such
as Netscape Communicator or Microsoft Internet Explorer (as described later in
this chapter). Figure 10-14 shows the Remote Access control panel.
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Figure 10-14: Manually connecting to the
Internet with the Remote Access control panel
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You can also make a connection using the Control Strip if it's available on your
computer. Simply choose Connect from the Remote Access module's menu.
Alternatively, you can connect using the Remote Access Status program, found
in your Apple menu. Open the program and click the Connect button.

Conneding automatically
You can have the Remote Access control panel automatically dial and connect to
the Internet whenever you open an application that requires an Internet connection. For example, when you open Netscape Communicator and it looks for the
home Web page, Remote Access will dial the modem and connect to your ISP;
then Communicator can go to the home Web page.
To make automatic connections happen, you turn on the "Connect automatically
when starting TCP/IP applications" option in the Options dialog box of the Remote
Access control panel. You get at this dialog box by clicking the Options button in
the control panel. Then to see this option, click the Protocol tab and choose PPP
from the pop-up menu in the Remote Access Options dialog box, as shown in
Figure 10-15.
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Figure 10-15:

There is a disadvantage to connecting automatically. During an automatic connection, the Mac OS displays a dialog box to indicate connection progress, and this
dialog box blocks you from doing anything else until the connection is made. The
dialog box doesn't appear if you connect manually with the Remote Access control
panel or the Remote Access module of the Control Strip, freeing you to get ready for
an Internet session while the connection is in progress.
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Disconnecting
To disconnect from your ISP, click the Disconnect button in the Remote Access
control panel, choose Disconnect from the Remote Access module's menu on the
Control Strip, or open the Remote Access Status program and click Disconnect.
After a moment, your modem will hang up and the connection will end.
You can also set the Remote Access control panel to disconnect automatically. You
can have it disconnect after a period of inactivity you specify. In addition, you can
have the control panel prompt you periodically with a dialog box and disconnect
if you fail to respond to the dialog box (because you have left your computer and
forgotten to disconnect manually) . You set up these options in the Connections
section of the control panel's Options dialog box.

Sending and Receiving E-Mail with
Microsoft Outlook Express
Although not as flashy as the Web, electronic mail is the most popular reason
people use the Internet. E-mail lets you communicate with people all over the
world. Unlike regular mail, your correspondents can be reading your messages
within minutes after you send them, no matter whether the recipients are across
the street or halfway around the world.
Microsoft Outlook Express is set to be the default e-mail application in Mac OS 9.
Outlook Express handles multiple Internet e-mail accounts. If you have more than
one e-mail account, you can see mail from all of them in one place, organize all your
mail in one set of folders, and use one unified address book. Another feature is the
capability to set up rules that automatically process your mail. For example, you
can set up rules that look at the sender of a message and label the message with
a color, move it to a specific mail folder, and send a reply, all automatically.

Outlook Express preferences
The first time you open Microsoft Outlook Express, it gives you the opportunity
to import from an e-mail program that you used previously. If you want Outlook
Express to import your mail, addresses, and settings from another e-mail program,
click Yes. If you haven't used any other e-mail program or you don't want to import
from another e-mail program, click No. In this case, Outlook Express picks up some
of the e-mail settings that you made previously with the Internet Setup Assistant or
the Internet control panel. Whethe r you import from another e-mail program or not,
Outlook Express displays its preference settings so that you can make any changes
necessary, as shown in Figure 10-16.
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Figure 10-16: Check your e-mail settings in the Outlook

Express Preferences dialog box.
The first time you open Outlook Express, it may change some of the settings that
you made previously in the Internet Setup Assistant or the Internet control panel.
It may clear the e-mail password, which is in the E-mail section of the Preferences
dialog box. It also may change the newsgroup server setting (which is in the News
section of the Preferences dialog box) to msnews.microsoft.com. Be sure to change
these settings to your liking (you can click the check box to have Outlook Express
remember your password once you've entered it) and click OK to dismiss the
Preferences dialog box.
Tip

Want to use another program as your default e-mail application? Open the
Internet control panel and choose the E-mail tab. At the bottom of the control
panel is a pop-up menu that lets you select a different e-mail program. Choose the
e-mail program that you'd like to use as your default. If you don't see its name,
choose Select from the menu and you'll get an Open dialog box you can use to
seek out the e-mail application.

Outlook Express main window
The main Outlook Express window has buttons across the top, a list of mall folders
on the left , and a list of messages and a message preview on the right. You can hide
any of these windowpanes, except the list of messages, by clicking the small icons
in the lower-left corner of the window or choosing from the View menu. Figure 10-17
is an example of the Outlook Express main window.
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Figure 10-17: See a list of mail folders, a list of messages in the selected
folder, and a preview of the selected message in Outlook Express.

To see a list of the messages in any folder, select it by clicking its icon on the left
side of the window. To see a preview of a listed message, select it by clicking it in
the list. You can also open mail folders and messages in separate windows by
double-clicking them.
You can sort the messages in a mail folder by clicking a column heading in the
folder's list of messages. Option-click a column heading to sort in reverse order.
Most people prefer to have mail sorted by Date or Subject.
You can rearrange and resize the headings in a list of messages. To move a column
left or right, drag its headings. To resize a column, drag the borderline of its heading. To add or remove columns, use the Columns submenu of the View menu.

Receiving mail
To get your mail, click Send & Receive at the top of the Outlook Express window
or choose a command from the Send & Receive submenu of the Tools menu. A
progress window appears to show messages being received. Received mail goes in
the In Box. The number of unread messages appears in parentheses after the In Box
(or other folder) name on the left side of the window, and unread messages are
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listed in bold. Although you can read a message in the preview pane of the main
Outlook Express window, you won't have to scroll as much if you open the message
in its own window. To read a message in its own window, double-click it in the list of
messages. Figure 10-18 is an example of an e-mail message window.
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Figure 10-18: Read an e-mail message in its own
window in Outlook Express.

The row of buttons atop the message window lets you act on the message. Most
of the buttons are self-explanatory. Previous and Next display the message that
comes before or after the message that you're reading. Reply and Reply All both
create a new message, but Reply addresses the new message only to the sender,
whereas Reply All addresses the new message to the sender and to everyone else
who received the original message.
You can adjust the amount of space used to display the message header below
the buttons. Simply drag the border that separates the header from the body up
or down.
If Outlook Express does not connect to your ISP and get your mail when you click
Send & Receive or choose from the Send & Receive submenu, then you may not

have set the Remote Access control panel for automatic connection (as described
in "Making an Internet Connection" earlier in this chapter). In this case, you must
first make an Internet connection manually and then use the Send & Receive button
or submenu.
After getting your mail, you may want to disconnect from the Internet if you
connect via modem. You can disconnect manually or set the Remote Access control
panel to disconnect automatically after a period of inactivity. Alternatively, you can
use AppleScript to automate connecting, getting and sending mail, and disconnecting (as described in Chapter 24).
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Replying to and sending mail
Clicking Reply in a message window brings up a new message window with the
subject and the recipient already entered. If you select some text in the message
window before you click Reply, Outlook Express copies the text into the new
message window and normally marks all this quoted text with a > symbol at the
beginning of each line. This is the standard e-mail convention for marking quoted
text. (Although you can set a different quote symbol in the Internet control panel,
Outlook Express 4.5 ignores your setting and uses the > symbol regardless.)
Figure 10-19 is an example of the Outlook Express reply message window.
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Figure 10-19: Replying to an e-mail message in Outlook Express

After typing the text of your reply, click the Save button or the Send button. The
Save button places the message in the Drafts folder. The Send button either sends
the message immediately or places it in the Out Box depending on the setting of
the option "Send messages immediately" in the General section of the Preferences
dialog box.
To start an entirely new message, click New in the main Outlook Express window or
choose Mail Message from the New submenu of the File menu. For a new message,
you have to type a subject and specify one or more recipients in the s paces
provided.
When you're ready to send all your replies and new messages, click Send & Receive
or choose a command from the Send & Receive submenu of the Tools menu. If
Outlook Express does not connect to your ISP and send your mail, then you may
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not have set the Remote Access control panel for automatic connection (see
"Making an Internet Connection" earlier in this chapter). In this case, you must first
make an Internet connection manually, and then use the Send & Receive button or
submenu. After Outlook Express sends your mail, you may wish to disconnect from
your ISP using the Remote Access control panel. (See "Making an Internet Connection" earlier in this chapter for more information on modem connections.)

E-mail attachments
In addition to text messages, you can send other files with your e-mail messages.
Documents, archives of multiple files (created us ing DropStuff from Aladdin
Systems, for instance), and other programs and files can be sent as attachments
to an e-mail message using s pecial protocols . This can be useful if you'd like to
send a n AppleWorks document to a friend or colleagu e, for example, or even if
you'd care to send a s hareware or freeware application to an e-mail recipient.
Adding an attachment is easy to do in Outlook Express. With your new e-mail (or
reply e-mail) open in its window, click Add Attac hments in the button bar. In the
Open dialog box that appears, find the document you'd like to send with your
e-mail and click Add. You can add more than one attachment, if desired. When
you're finished adding attachments, click Done (see Figure 10-20).
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Figure 10-20: Adding an attachment to

your e-mail message
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Now, when you send the e-mail message, the attachme nt will go with it.
It's genera lly considered good "netiquette" (etiquette on the Internet) to only send
attachments to receiving parties that expect or would want the file. A large attachment may require your recipient to wait some time before it's downloaded; if you
send the file without permission, you may upset your recipient.
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Choosing an attachment method
To send an attachment, the file must be converted from a binary file - a file that
uses a computer's ones and zeros - into a text-based file, because the Internet's
e-mail protocols can only handle text-based transmissions. This is done automatically by Outlook Express, which, by default, converts attachments into the
appropriate text format using the AppleDouble format. You can select other
formats as well, by choosing Edit c:> Preferences and selecting the Message
Composition option in the Preferences dialog box (see Figure 10-21).
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Figure 10-21: Choosing the format for your attachments
The possible formats for attachments are:

+ AppleDouble: Enables you to send files to any computer (Windows-based,
Unix, Macintosh) while maintaining the special qualities of Macintosh files.

+ Base64: Can be sent to any MIME-compliant e-mail program (Windows, Unix,
Macintosh), but doesn't maintain the special qualities of Macintosh files.

+ UUEncode: Works for most platforms, but is generally best for sending to Unix
users. This format doesn't maintain special qualities of Macintosh files.

+ BinHex: Best for sending to other Macintosh users. This format maintains the
special qualities of Macintosh files.
Notice the mention of the "special qualities" of Macintosh files. Files created on the
Macintosh include two forks in which data is stored: a data fork and a resource fork.
Other operating systems don't recognize the resource fork, which is used by the
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Mac OS to identify the icon, creator application, type of tile, and other extended
information about a Macintosh file.
If you're sending a file that is intended for ultimate use on a Macintosh, then it's

best to send it using AppleDouble or BinHex, so that the two forks are maintained
intact. If you're sending to a Microsoft Windows or a Unix computer, it isn't necessary to maintain the resource fork; instead, you simply need to make sure you're
sending a document that the Windows or Unix user can either use directly or
translate on their computer. For instance, Microsoft Word for Windows can
generally translate a Microsoft Word document created on your Mac, even if you
send the document using Base64. When in doubt, use AppleDouble. (fhat's why
it's the default in Outlook Express.)
You can also choose the Compress Attachments option in the same Preferences
window. This uses the Stufflt Engine to create a Stufflt archive automatically before
you send the document. This is a nice touch, because it makes the attachment(s)
smaller so that they transmit over the Internet faster. However, only other
Macintosh computers are generally equipped with Stufflt Expander, which is
required to decompress the attachments and make them useful again. So, only
send compressed files to Macintosh users or Microsoft Windows users that
you know have Aladdin Expander for Windows on their computers. Aladdin
Expander for Windows is available free from Aladdin Systems (http: I /wv1w.
al addi nsys. com/expander/).
See Chapter 21 for more on compressing files.

Receiving attachments
It's usually pretty easy to tell when you have an attachment in your e-mail. In
Outlook Express, a small paperclip appears in the e-mail's entry in the Inbox listing.
If you select the e-mail message, the small paperclip in the top-right corner of the
e-mail message becomes activated, instead of its usual gray. (Other e-mail programs
often have document icons or hyperlinks that represent the attached file.) You can
usually do a few different things with an attachment.
In Outlook Express, select the active paperclip icon and a menu appears. You can
select the name of the attachment to launch it. Or, choose All ... and a Save dialog
box appears, enabling you to save the attachment to your hard disk. If you prefer,
you can also select the message in the lnbox and choose Message<=:> Save
Attachments.:::> All.
Once saved, the attachment can be double-clicked like any other document. In
some cases, if the file is encoded or compressed (with a .hqx, .bin, .sit, or .zip file
name extension) you may need to drag the file to the Stufflt Expander icon Oocated
in the Aladdin folder inside the Internet Utilities folder in the Internet folder) for it
to be expanded.
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Browsing the World Wide Web
The World Wide Web is the 800-pound gorilla that shook the Internet to public
prominence, so much so that many people think that the Web is the Internet. Not
so; the Web is just one of the many services available over the Internet. It happens
to be the most interesting because it lets you easily access text and pictures from
places all over the world. You access the Web with a program called a Web browser,
two of which are installed with Mac OS 9 (Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape
Communicator). You can open the default Web browser by double-clicking the
Browse the Internet icon on the desktop.

,

Note

To use the Web, you first need to know a bit of its terminology. Web browser
programs display information in Web pages, which can contain text, pictures,
and animation, as well as audio and video clips. On a Web page, there is usually
underlined text known as links or hyper/inks. Clicking a link takes you to another
Web page. The machines that store all of this information and that serve it to you
on request are called Web servers. The intriguing thing about hyperlinks is that the
Web page that they take you to can be another page on that same server or a page
on any other Web server on the planet. So, it's possible to click your way around
the world and not even know it!
At the time of writing, Web browser applications were not available that support
the keychain features of Mac OS 9. However, they will likely be updated to do so
in the future, allowing you to store the user names and passwords for passwordprotected Web sites in your keychain. For instance, Anarchie Pro, discussed in this
chapter and in Chapter 21, allows you to add FTP user names and passwords to
your keychain. Check your Web browser's documentation for instructions on
adding user names and passwords to your keychain.

Using Netscape Communicator or Internet Explorer
When Netscape Communicator or Internet Explorer opens, it displays a browser
window and goes to a Web page that has been previously designated as the home
page. With Mac OS 9, the home page is initially set to the Apple Excite page
(h ttp : I I app 1 e . excite. com). Figure 10-22 shows the Apple Excite page in
Internet Explorer 4.5; Figure 10-23 shows it in Netscape Communicator 4.6.
You can change the home page setting to a different Web page or to no page at
all. In Internet Explorer, you set the home page in the Home/Search section of the
Preferences dialog box (accessed from the Edit menu). In Communicator, you set
the home page in the Navigator section of the Preferences dialog box (accessed
from the Edit menu).
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Figure 10-22: Browsing the Web with Netscape Communicator
(Web page courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc.)

Figure 10-23: Browsing the Web with Internet Explorer
(Web page courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc.)
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Choosing a Web browser
Want to use a different default browser? The easiest way to use a different Web browser is
to install it and open it by double-clicking its icon. But you can also change the default
browser using the Internet control panel.

,

To change the default browser in the Internet control panel, click the Web tab and use the
Default Web Browser pop-up menu. Technical note: This pop-up menu changes the assignment of the "http" helper application, but not the "https" or "file" helpers. To change these
as well, click the Advanced tab and then click the Helper Apps icon on the left side of the
control panel. In the scrolling list of helper application assignments, select one that is still
assigned to the old default browser and click the Change button. In the Edit Helper dialog
box, dick the Select button and select the new default browser. Repeat this procedure for
all other helper assignments that need updating. (If you don't see the Advanced tab in the
control panel, choose User Mode from the Edit menu and select Advanced mode.)

Note

With some Web browsers, especially if you've upgraded from an earlier OS version,
you may need to specifically set the home page to http: //a ppl e . excite.
com/ for the Apple Excite home page to load quickly. Older settings (such as
htt p:/ /livepage .apple.com/) still work, but they build in delays as your
browser starts up.
From the home page, you can go to other places on the Web by clicking an underline d link on the page. Graphics on the page can also be links. To determine
whether something is a link on a Web page, move the mouse over the area; if
the pointer turns from an arrow to a pointing ha nd, it's a link.
Clicking links is a good way to browse the Web, but you should also know how
to use the browser's other navigation features, which include toolbar buttons,
location or address box, Bookmarks or Favorites menu, Go menu, and multiple
browser windows . Internet Explorer also has Favorites buttons a nd a tabbed
Explorer bar.

Toolbar buttons
The toolbar at the top of the browser window contains a set of buttons that you
can use to navigate the We b . Thes e navigation buttons help you move from one
page to the next, move to your home page, or get around the We b page that you're
currently viewing. Each browser has a slightly different complement of navigation
buttons; the buttons may even vary from one vers ion of a browser to the next.
Here's what the most common toolba r buttons d o:
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+ Back takes you to the page you were just viewing. You can keep clicking the
Back button to go to previous pages. This is useful when you're browsing and
want to get back to a place that you want to read again. In Internet Explorer
4.5 and Communicator 4.6, a pop-up menu of recently visited Web pages
appears when you click the Back button and hold the mouse button.

+ Forward returns you to a subsequent page after you've used the Back button.
Most times, this button is grayed out (which means it's unavailable) because
you are at the front of your browsing session.

+ Stop tells the browser to stop loading a page and to display as much of the
page as it has loaded.

+ Home takes you back to the home page- the page that loads automatically
when the browser starts up. (If you have no home page entered in Internet
control panel or in your browser's preferences, this button may either be
inactive or it may take you to the browser publisher's preset home page.)

+ Reload or Refresh tells the browser to get the current Web page from the
Internet again and redisplay it. This reloading is useful with pages that have
constantly changing content, such as online news.

+ Search takes you to a page that helps you locate Web pages that contain
information that you want to see. You can also search the Web using Sherlock,
as detailed in Chapter 6.

+ Favorites displays a window of links to Web pages that you have added to
your Favorites list in Internet Explorer.

+ Larger and Smaller increase and decrease the size of text in the Internet
Explorer window.
+Images tells Communicator to reload all the graphics on a page (unlike
Reload, which reloads the entire page). People with slow connections seem to
use this the most, because they don't always let all the graphics from a page
finish loading before they press the Stop button.

+ Print prints the current Web page on the printer you have selected. Be aware
that many Web pages are wider or taller than real sheets of paper, so one Web
page may take several pages to print out. You may be able to make a Web
page fit on one sheet of paper by using the Page Setup command to change
the page orientation or reduction factor.
As useful as the toolbar buttons are, they take up a fair amount of space. You can

make them smaller by eliminating their icons and displaying just their text labels. In
Internet Explorer, you change the toolbar settings in the Browser Display section of
the Preferences dialog box. In Communicator, you change the toolbar settings in the
Appearance section of the Preferences dialog box. You can alternately hide and
show the tool bar altogether by choosing from the View menu in Internet Explorer
or Communicator.
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Understanding URLs
You've probably seen Web addresses in advertisements-they're the ones that look like
htt p : I lwww. pa r amount. com. These Web addresses are one example of a type of
address called a URL, which stands for Uniform Resource locator. The nice part about URls
is that they can point you directly to any Web page, or to any file on an FTP site. In fact,
there's a URL for everything that you can get to on the Internet.
A URL begins with a code that specifies a kind of Internet protocol. (Protocols also exist for
local networking protocols, such as afp:/ for AppleTalk Filing Protocol.) The remainder of
the URL specifies a location in terms of a server or account name, a domain name (the
name of the organization or company that owns the server), and, in some cases, a file directory. In the htt p : I l www. paramount. com example, http: I I specifies that the address
is for a Web page, ~1ww is the name of a computer that serves Web pages, and
paramo unt. com is the domain name.

Address or location box
Below the toolbar buttons is a box la beled Address or Netsite. You can use it to
identify the URL of the current page and to e nter the URL of a page you want to see.
To go to another page whose URL you know, click the old URL to select it, type the
new URL, and press Return. You can also select all or part of the URL and copy it to
the Clipboard.
When you type a URL in the address box or location box, you don't have to type
in the entire URL of a site you want to visit. You can omit the http:// part of the
URL because the browser assumes it and puts it in for you when you press Enter
or Return. In fact, you don't even have to type in the www. or .com parts of a URL
that has them. Because most of the places on the Web start with www. and end with
.com, if you type a one-word URL in the location box, the browser adds www. to the
beginning and .com to the end. For example, if you type apple in the location box
and press Enter or Return, you'll end up at ht tp : I / www. a pp 1 e . com, the ma in
Apple Web s ite.

Bookmarks or Favorites menu
Rather than remembering the URL for a page, you can add a bookmark for it to the
Favorites menu in Internet Explore r or the Bookmarks menu in Communicator. A
bookmark keeps track of the URL and the name of a Web page.
To c reate a bookmark for the c urrent Web page, choose Add Bookmark from the
Bookmarks me nu or Add Page to Favorites from the Favorites menu. The browser
adds the name of the page to the bottom of the menu. You can go back to that Web
page later by choosing its name from the Bookmarks me nu or Favorites menu.
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Go menu
The Go menu keeps a Jist of the recently visited pages in the current browsing
session. To go back to a page, choose it from the Go menu.
Internet Explorer keeps a record of pages that you have visited, including pages
from previous browsing sessions. To see this list, choose History from the Go
menu. You can revisit a page by double-clicking it on the lis t. The number of pages
that Internet Explorer remembers is set in the Advanced section of the Preferences
dialog box.

Opening multiple browser windows
You can have more than one browser wi ndow open at a time. This is useful because
sometimes you want to read one page while another page loads from the Internet.
Browser windows are independent, and you can have as many Web pages open as
the browser program has the memory to handle. To open another browser window,
choose New Window (New Web Browser in Communicator 3) from the File menu. If
you regularly keep many browser windows open, it's a good idea to increase the
browser program's memory size by 2000K or more with the Finder's Get Info
command (see Chapter 19).

Searching the Internet
As mentioned previously, you can search for specific info rmation on the Web by
clicking the Search button at the top of a browser window in Netscape Communicator or Microsoft Internet Explorer. This button takes you to one of many Internet
search s ites, which are also known as search engines. You can go to another search
site by typing its URL in the address box or location box in the Web browser
window. Here are the URLs of several popular Web search s ites:
+Yahoo!- htt p: I 1 ~1\'IW .yahoo . com

+ Excite - htt p: I /w~1 1v . exci t e . com

+ lnfoSeek- htt p : I I i nfoseek . com
+ HotBot- http : I /~IVIW . hot bot . com
+ Lycos- ht t p : I / www. l ycos . com
+ AltaVista- ht t p: // www. alta vista . dig ita l . com
Each Internet search s ite has a unique index of the Web, so an identical search
at each site could produce different results. It stands to reason that the most
comprehensive search would entail using several of the search sites. Web sites,
such as the Search-It-All site (ht t p : I l www. searc h- i t- al l . com), enable you
to do this.
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In Mac OS 9, you can also conduct a comprehensive search of the Web with
Sherlock. Sherlock is discussed in Chapter 6.

Storing Internet Locations
When you see a Web page or a link that you want to keep track of, you can add it to
the Bookmarks or Favorites menu in Netscape Communicator or Microsoft Internet
Explorer. You can also drag a link to the Scrapbook or to a text document to put its
URL there. Later, you can drag a URL from a text document or the Scrapbook to a
Web browser window to see the Web page at that location.
You can also keep track of Internet locations by dragging URLs to the desktop, a
folder, or a disk. The Finder creates an Internet location file, which points to the
URL you dragged. When you open an Internet location file, your Web browser
or other Internet application opens and connects to the URL specified by the
document.
You can make Internet location files for several types of locations on the Internet
or your local area network, and each type of location file will have a unique icon.
Figure 10-24 s hows examples of several kinds of location files.
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You can create these kinds of location files:
+Web page location such as http: I l www. congl orne rated . com
+E-mail address such as mai 1 to: zap@congl orne rated. com
+ Newsgroup location such as news: news . congl orne rated . com
+ FTP location s uch as ftp: I l ftp. cong lomerated . com
+ AppleShare file server location such as afp : I a tiS i l ve r Serv e r :
Whit e Zone
+ AppleTalk network zone such as at : I I Whi te Zone
+File location such as file : I I I Mac%2 00S%20 HDI Web%20Pages/defa ul t . html
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Sharing Your Own Web Site
Ever wanted to host your own Web site? Mac OS 9 has a We b server built in. The
Web Sharing control panel is a snap to set up and use and lets you put a Web site on
the Internet or on your company's Intranet in about a minute (not counting the time
it takes to actually create your We b pages). There are, however, some limitations.
A Web server needs a fixed IP address and name so tha t people can point their
browser to the Web site. If you connect to the Internet by modem, your ISP assigns
your computer a temporary IP address, also called a dynamic address, which isn't
very useful for a Web server. Because a dynamic address changes every time you
connect to the Inte rnet other people won't be able to find the address of your Web
server. But if your computer happens to have a fixed IP address, which is likely if
you have a network connect to the Internet, you can take advantage of Web Sharing
to make Web pages and files on your computer available to any computer that has a
Web browser and an Interne t connection. (Othe r computers connecting to your
Web s ite do not need fixed lP addresses.)
Because Web Sharing is intended for personal use, it's not especially high-powered.
On the one hand, you shouldn't try to use Web Sharing to host a Web site getting
thousands of hits per day. On the other hand, it's perfect for s haring information
within your company with your coworkers. And it can even run CGis (Common
Gateway Interfaces), which are scripts (often written in Perl, AppleScript, or
UserLand Frontier) that can do things such as take the output from a Web form
and send it to a database s uch as FileMaker Pro.
You use the Web Sharing control panel to specify which folder contains your We b
pages and to s pecify which of those pages is your s ite's home page. You also use
the control panel to select the type of security you want and to s tart or stop Web
sharing. Figure 10-25 shows the Web Sharing control panel.
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Figure 10-25: Set up your Web site

and start Web sharing in the Web
Sharing control panel.
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In the control panel, you use the first of two buttons labeled Select to s pecify the
folder that contains your Web pages. Initially, this is set to the Web Pages folder on
the startup disk. You use the second Select button to bring up a dialog box that lists
the Web pages in that folder, and you select one to be your Web site's home page.
Figure 10-26 shows the dialog box in which you select a home page.
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Figure 10-26: Choosing your home page
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In the home page dialog box, you can click the None button (instead of selecting
a home page and clicking the Select button) to turn on an interesting feature called
Personal NetFinder. When Personal NetFinder is active, visitors to your Web site
don't see a regular home page; instead, they see a listing of the files and folders
that are found in the Web Pages folder (similar to the list view of a folder window).
Figure 10-27 is a sample of a Personal NetFinder listing as viewed in Netscape
Communicator. This makes it easy to display file names (instead of Web pages)
for your visitors to download.
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Figure 10-27: If your Web site has no home page, visitors
see a listing of files that are found in your Web Pages folder.
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After specifying the folder that contains your Web pages and selecting a home page
(or not), all you need to do to get your server on the air is to click the Start button.
You can also use the two radio buttons to the right of the Start button to enable all
users read-only access, or to have Web Sharing apply the security and require
passwords that you've set up using the Users & Groups control panel (as described
in Chapter 22).
When Web Sharing is on, your Web site's address appears in the Web Sharing
control panel next to the heading My Address. Your Web s ite has a numeric IP
address such as http : I 11 92 . 0. 0 . 2. Depending on the type of Internet connection
you have, your Web site may also have a name address, such as htt p : I / macl.
ma c- upgrad e . com. Give this name or number to people who want to connect to
your Web site so that they can type the name in their Web browsers.
If your network only assigns numeric IP addresses, put a note on your home page

telling people who connect to add a bookmark for your page so that they don't
have to type in those numbers again.

Participating in Newsgroups
In addition to e-mail and the Web, there's another part of the Internet - the Usenet.
You can think of Usenet as a worldwide bulletin board system, where people from
everywhere can post messages and join discussions about subjects that interest
them. Each subject is called a newsgroup. There are more than 25,000 newsgroups
covering virtually every subject imaginable. To find a newsgroup that interests you,
you have to know a little about the structure of newsgroup names. A newsgroup
name has several parts separated by periods. The first part specifies the general
subject, the next part narrows the subject, and subsequent parts narrow the
subject still further. Table 17-1 shows the most common top-level newsgroup
names, and Table 17-2 s hows examples of full newsgroup names.

Table 17-1
Common Top-Level Newsgroup Names
Identifier

Included Subjeds

alt

Subjects that don't fit into one of the other "official" categories

biz

Business

comp

Computers

mise

Miscellaneous subjects

news

News and other topical information
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Identifier

Included Subjects

rec

Recreational hobbies and arts

sci

Scientific

soc

Social

talk

Debates

+
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Table 17-2

Sample Full Newsgroup Names
Newsgroup Name

Subject

alt.fan.gill-anderson

The pictures are out there

comp.sys.lang.java

Java programmi ng language

rec.arts.music.folk

Folk music and musicians

sci.nanotech

Nanotechnology discussions

Using Outlook Express to read news
You can find the newsgroup of your dreams using a variety of programs. In addition
to sending and receiving e-mail, Microsoft Outlook Express can read and post
messages to newsgroups. Outlook Express lis ts news servers among the folders
in the left pane of the main window. Click a news server to see a list of available
newsgroups in the right pane of the main window. The first time you do this , don' t
be surprised if it takes several minutes to retrieve all the newsgroup names from
the news s erver. Outlook Express remembers the newsgroup names, so the next
time you click the same news server the names appear right away. You can check
for new newsgroups by choosing Get New News groups from the View menu.
You can scroll through groups to find the ones that interest you. When you see a
likely group, you can subscribe to it to make it easier to find again. To subscribe to
a newsgroup, select it and choose Subscribe from the Tools menu. After subscribing to all of the groups that look good to you, choose Subscribed Only from the
View menu to list only your groups. To see all groups, choose Subscribed Only
again so there is no check mark next to it in the View menu.
To see a list of messages in a newsgroup, double-click its title. The list of messages
appears in the t op pane of a new window. If no messages are listed, click More at
the top of the window. Select a listed message to see a preview of it in the bottom
pane of the same window. You can also open the message in its own window by
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double-d icking its title in the list. If there are replies to a message, you can see
them by clicking the disclosure triangle next to the original message title.
If you wish to reply to a message and join the discussion, click Reply To Newsgroup

above the lis t of messages, and type your message in the new message form that
appears. Click Post to send your message.

Using other news clients
Besides Outlook Express, you can use Netscape Communicator (also included
with Mac OS 9) to read and post Usenet messages. Communicator's Messenger
component is used for reading news groups.
Two other popular newsreaders are MT-NewsWatcher (by Brian Clark) and YANewsWatcher (by Simon Fraser). Both are freeware applications that are based
on the public domain source code of the original News Watcher by John Norstad
(see Chapter 26). While Norstad has stopped updating the original, the other two
programs have many tools to make subscribing to news groups , as well as reading
and replying to messages , easy. If you get serious about Usenet, be sure to check
out one of these versions of News Watcher.

Summary
Getting on the Internet with Mac OS 9 is pretty simple -all it takes is a quick
walk through the Internet Setup Assistant's steps. Once you've got your connection
entered , you can tweak its settings, along with other Internet preferences, in the
Internet control panel. With the housecleaning complete, you're ready to sign on
to the Internet, either manually or automatically, according to your preference.
Once online, you can use Outlook Express or Netscape Communicator to read,
write, and respond to e-mail messages. It just takes a little setup and pushing the
right buttons. From there, it's on to the World Wide Web, which you can surf with
Netscape Communicator or Internet Explorer, both of which are ins talled with Mac
OS 9. You can also take advantage of the Mail icon and Browse the Interne t icons on
the desktop, as well as the Connect To ... program that appears on Mac OS 9's
Apple menu.
There are other things to do online. You can create your own Web site, for example,
and turn your Mac into a Web server or a file server, enabling friends to download
files from your machine. Likewise, you can get on the Usenet and participate in the
thousands of discussion groups that are available on nearly any topic imaginable.
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In This Chapter

Y

our computer has a special folder that contains all
the essential software that gives the Mac OS its unique
appearance and behavior. That folder is normally named
System Folder, although the name is not mandatory. You can
always spot the System Folder by its distinctive icon, which
looks like a folder emblazoned with a miniature Mac OS icon.
The Mac OS uses additional special folders and files,
several of them invisible, to keep track of items in the Trash,
items on the desktop, and temporary files used by application
programs. A desktop database matches documents with the
applications that created them so that they aU have the right
icons and you can open documents from the Finder.

Exploring the System Folder
The System Folder conta ins several special folders , each
with a distinctive icon, a unique name, and particular
contents. The System Folder also contains a few files, such
as the System file, which you can open like a folder, and the
Finder. In addition, there may be some ordinary folders in the
System Folder. Figure 11-1 is an example of a System Folder.

Exploring the
System Folder
Probing the
System file
Adding to and
removing from the
System Folder
Managing startup
files with Extensions
Manager
Investigating
preferences
Revealing more
special items
Rebuilding the
desktop database

..

... ... ...
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Figure 11-1: A basic System Folder contains essential files and folders.
Here's a brief rundown on some of the more common items found in the
System Folder:

+ Appearance, which contains files that can change the look and sound of Mac
OS 9: desktop pictures, themes, and sound sets (see Chapter 8).

+ Apple Menu Items, which contains items listed in the Apple menu (see
Chapter 7).

+ Application Support, which contains items used by some application
programs.

+ Clipboard, which temporarily stores what you copy or cut (see Chapter 7).
+ ColorSync Proffies, which contains color-matching profiles for specific
scanners, monitors , and printers (see Chapters 12 and 16).

+ Contextual Menu Items, which contains plug-in software modules that add
commands to contextual menus. These modules require the SOMobjects for
Mac OS file in the Extensions folder.

+ Control Panels, which contains small programs for setting options and
preferences (see Chapters 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 18 to 23). This folder is normally
listed in the Apple menu.
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+ Control Strip Modules, which contains the modules that appear in the
Control Strip (see Chapter 12) .

+ Extensions, which contains software that extends the capabilities of the
Mac OS and application programs (see "Managing Startup Items" later in
this chapter).

+ Favorites, which contains the alias files that determine which items are listed
in the Favorites pop-up menu of the Navigation Services dialog boxes (see
Chapter 7).This folder is normally listed in the Apple menu.

+ Flnder, which is the application for organizing files, folders, and disks (see
Chapter 5).
+ Fonts, which contains fixed-size, TrueType, and PostScript fonts (see
Chapter 15).

+ Help, which contains the pages of the Mac OS Help and AppleScript Help that
you see onscreen through the Apple Help Viewer (see Chapter 9).

+ Internet Search Sites, which specifies the means of searching that you can
use in the Sherlock program's Search the Internet (see Chapter 6).

+ Language &

Region Support, which stores files that make it possible to
change the Mac OS to support different languages and lettering systems.

+Launcher Items, which contains items to be displayed in the Launcher
window (see Chapter 7).

+ Login, which is a file that the Mac OS uses to bring up the log-in window when
you have set up Multiple Users (see Chapter 13).
+ Mac OS ROM, which contains essential parts of the Mac OS that are loaded in
the memory of newer Mac models (such as iMac, iBook, and the G4 desktop)
as the computer starts up.

+ MacTCP DNR, which is mostly obsolete, but which some applications that use
a TCP/IP network (as described in Chapter 20) may require.

+ MS Preference Panels, which contains preference settings for Microsoft
Internet Explorer and other Microsoft applications (see Chapter 10).
+ Note Pad File, which stores the text you write in the Note Pad, discussed in
Chapter 25. (The Note Pad File only appears after you've launched the Note
Pad, which is stored in the Apple Extras folder on your startup disk after a
clean install of Mac OS 9.)

+ Panels, which is a file used by the Mac OS to display the limited Panels
interface (instead of the Finder) when a user has been given that sort of
access in the Multiple Users control panel (see Chapter 13).
+ Preferences, which contains settings, status, and other information used by
various programs (see "Investigating Preferences" later in this chapter).
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+ PrintMonitor Documents, which temporarily holds pending requests for
background printing (see Chapter 16).

+ Scrapbook F1le, which stores the text, pictures, and other items that you can
add to and can copy from the Scrapbook (see Chapter 25).

+ Scripting Additions, which contains files that extend the AppleScript
language (see Chapter 24).

+ Scripts, which contains AppleScript scripts, such as those used for folder
actions (see Chapter 24).

+ Servers, which contains aliases to file s haring servers that you've chosen to
connect to at startup time.

~
Note

At the time of writing, we found that the Servers folder was located in the System
Folder in late test versions of Mac OS 9. Apple's technical documentation suggests
that it will be moved to the Startup Items folder, so you may find it there in the
shipping version of Mac OS 9. See Chapter 13 for more on this issue.

+ Shutdown Items, which contains items to be opened as the computer s huts
down (see Chapter 7).

+ Startup Items, which contains items to be opened as the computer starts up
(see Chapter 7).

+ Suspended.image, which is a file created on Mac models that support the
option to Preserve memory contents on sleep in the Advanced settings of the
Energy Saver control panel.

+ System, which contains much of the Mac OS as well as sounds, keyboard
layouts, and language script systems (as described in the next section,
"Probing the System File").

+ System Enabler, which has additional system software required by your Mac
model. Most models with Mac OS 9 don't need a System Enabler, so you may
not find one in your System Folder.

+ System Resources, which contains additional system software used by
Mac OS 9.

+ Text Encodings, which contains software that trans lates between different
methods of encoding text, such as ASCII for Western European languages and
Unicode for worldwide languages.
The names of most of these items can't be changed.
Your System Folder may contain items not listed here. For example, it may contain
folders whose names end with "(Disabled)" but that are otherwise the same as the
names of folders listed here. Those folders contain items that you have deactivated
using Extensions Manager, Conflict Catcher, or another program that manages
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startup files (see "Managing Startup Items" later in this chapter). Furthermore,
additional items may appear in your System Folder after you install applications
or other software.
Conversely, your System folder may not contain all of the items listed here. For
example, if you have never used the Note Pad, you will not have a Note Pad file.
Likewise, if your Mac model doesn't support Apple's new sleep scheme, you may
not see the Suspended.image file.

Probing the System File
The System file, which is one of the most important files in the System Folder, is
unusual because you can open it like a folder. You can see some of the system
resources it contains, and you can remove some or add more of the same.
Of all the items in the System Folder, there are two that must be present for the
computer to start. One is the Finder and the other is the System file. The System file
has long been terra incognita to all but the most intrepid resource-hacldng Mac OS
users. Although a large part of it remains an uncharted wilderness of basic system
software, the Finder lets you see and work with some of the System file's contents.

Seeing System file contents
You can open the System file as if it were a folder and see which alert sounds,
keyboard layouts, and script systems for foreign languages it contains. Several of
these kinds of items do not appear when you open the System file because they
are permanently installed in every computer that can use the Mac OS. These items
include the s imple beep sound, the U.S. keyboard layout, and the Roman script
system for Western languages. Figure 11-2 shows examples of the items you can
see by opening a System file.
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Figure 11-2: The System file

contains sounds and keyboard
layouts.
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Working with System file contents
Not only can you see the contents of the System file, you can also drag items in
and out of it as if it were a folder. Changes to sounds take effect as soon as you
close the System file, but changes to other items require restarting your computer
first. The Finder doesn't allow you to drag items in or out of the System file when
other programs are open. You must quit all open programs except the Finder, make
your changes to the System file contents, and then open the programs again.
Items that you d rag out of the System file become independent files. You can move
them to any folder or the desktop and copy them to other disks . You can rename
sounds but not other items in the System file. Opening a s ound that's in or out of
the System file makes the computer play it.
Installing sounds in the System file makes them candidates for the system alert
s ound, which you choose with the Monitors & Sound control panel or the Sound
control panel (see Chapter 12). There are many kinds of sound files that exist, but
you can put only one kind of sound file in the System file- a System 7 Sound (it has
an internal type code of sfil). Specifically, you can't put MP3 music clips or AIFF
sounds in the Sys tem file.
The keyboard layouts that you install appear as choices in the Keyboard control
panel. Selecting a different keyboard layout there changes your Mac's arrangement
of the keys on your keyboard. Selecting the Es pafiol (Spanis h) layout, for example,
makes the semicolon key on a U.S. keyboard produce a fi (for details on foreignlanguage keyboard arrangements, see Chapter 12).

Adding Items to the System Folder
Most of the items in the System Folder are placed there for you when you ins tall the
Mac OS, applications, and other software. Nevertheless, from time to time you may
need to add items to the System Folder. Most items must go in a special folder or
the System file inside the System Folder. The Finder can automatically route many
kinds of items to the proper place, or you can drag items to specific folders
yourself.

Automatic routing inside the System Folder
The Finder can automatically route many kinds of files to the proper place in the
System Folder. To take advantage of this service, you must drag the files to the
System Folder icon, not to the System Folder window. The System Folder icon can
be open (its window displayed), but you must drag files to the icon nonetheless. If
you drag files to the System Folder window, they simply go into the main part of
the System Folder, whe re some kinds of items a re effective but others are not.
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When you drag the items t o the System Folder ico n (not the System Fold er
window), the Finder recognizes items that go in many of the special folders o r the
System file and asks whether you want the items put in their proper places. If you
consent, the Finde r automatically routes the items to special folde r s as enumerated
in Table 11-1. Figure 11-3 is an example o f the a le rt that appears if the Finde r
recognizes items that you d rag to the System Folder ic on.

This Item needs to be stored In lhe Control
Po nels fold er In order to be nvollnble to I he

co mputer. Pu tfiCo lorSync" Into the Control

Figure 11-3: The Finder knows where
to put some of the items that you drag
to the System Folder.

Panels fo lder?

Table 11-1
Automatic Routing to Special Folders in the System Folder
Kind of Item

Routed to

Apple Guide document

Extensions folder

Chooser extension

Extensions folder

ColorSync Profile

ColorSync Profiles folder

Communications tool

Extensions folder

Contextual menu plug-in

Contextual Menu Items folder

Control panel

Control Panels folder

Control Strip module

Control Strip Modules folder

Desk accessory program

Apple Menu Items folder

Font or Font s uitcase

Fonts folder

Internet Search Site

Internet Search Sites folder

JPEG picture

Desktop Pictures folder (inside Appearance)

Keyboard layout

System file

Library

Extensions folder

Location Manager module

Location Manager Modules folder (inside Extensions
folder)

Modem script

Modem Scripts folder (inside Extensions fo lder)

PostScript Font

Fonts folder

Preference files of type "pref'

Preferences folder
Continued
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Table 11 -1 (continued)
Kindofltem

Routed to

Script system

System file

Scripting addition

Scripting Additions folder

Sound (alert)

System file

Sound Set file

Sound Sets folder (inside Appearance)

System extension

Extensions folder

Text Encoding Converter
document

Text Encodings folder

Theme file

Theme Files folder (inside Appearance)

Manual routing inside the System Folder
Some kinds of items can't be routed automatically to special folders because
they are not a unique kind of item. For example, the Finder can't tell where to put a
particular alias file - it may belong in the Apple Menu Items folder, Launcher Items
folder, Favorites folder, Recent Applications folder (inside the Apple Menu Items
folder), Recent Items folder (inside the Navigation Services folder), Startup Folder,
or another special folder. Likewise, the Finder doesn't know it should put ite ms like
printer descri ptions into the Printer Descriptions folder because that kind of file is
nothing more than plain text.
If you know where items belong inside the Sys tem Folder, you can drag them

directly to the proper special folder or, if appropriate, to the System file. Many
items belong in folders you can see whe n you open the System Folder. Other items
belong in folders located inside the folders at the main level of the System Folder.
For example, most system extension files belong in the Extensions folder, but textto-speech voices and printer descriptions belong in folde rs inside the Extensions
folder. You need to be careful when putting items directly into folders inside the
System Folder. You're not likely to damage anything by putting an item in the
wrong place, but the item may not function if put in the wrong folder.

Removing Items from the System Folder
Before you can remove an item from the System Folder, you must know which inner
folder contains it. If you're not sure where the ite m is, use Sherlock to locate the
item (see Chapter 6). Be sure to drag items from the special folders to the desktop
or to an ordinary folder. Some items you drag out of special folders remain effective
if you merely drag them to the System Folder window.
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How to spot and fix routing mistakes
The Finder sometimes makes mistakes when it puts items in special folders for you. It may
put some items in the correct places and incorrectly leave others in the System Folder itself.
For example, the Finder correctly puts many preference files in the Preferences folder, but it
incorrectly puts others in the System Folder.
You know that the Finder made a mistake if you don't see the expected alert when you drag
items to the System Folder icon. If the Finder doesn't recognize items you drag to the
System Folder icon, it doesn't put them in special folders. Of course, the System Folder is
the right place for some items, such as a replacement Scrapbook File or Note Pad File.
You know that the Finder is about to make a mistake if you drag items to the System Folder
icon and see an alert saying that some of the items need to be put in special folders. The
key word here is some. In this case, you may want to cancel the alert and drag the items
one at a time. This procedure takes a little longer than dragging a group of items, but you
know more precisely which items do not go in special folders.
When the Finder makes a mistake and puts an item in the System Folder itself rather than
in the special folder where it belongs, you must open the System Folder and drag the misplaced item to the proper special folder yourself.

Don't remove items from the System Folder unless you're sure your system doesn't
need them. Sometimes a file name may sound like the item is used for one specific
feature that you don't care about while it is actually required by the Mac OS or is
used by other features that you don't want to deactivate. For example, the Text
Encoding Converter library in the Extensions folder may sound like you don't need
it unless you want to read or write foreign languages. While you do need this library
file to use foreign languages, you also need it to see the contents of a disk that uses
the Mac OS Extended format.
If you happen to discard a special folder, you can make a replacement by using the
Finder's New Folder command (in the File menu). After creating a new folder, change
its name to that of the special folder you discarded. Wait a few seconds and you'll
see its icon get the distinctive look of the special folder you discarded. If you've lost
important Mac OS or other system files, you may need to reinstall those files from
your Mac OS 9 CD, from the software that comes from your peripherals, or from
backup disks.

Managing Startup Items
Files from several places in the System Folder are loaded in the computer's memory
when you start or restart the compute r. Files from the Extensions folder, Control
Panels folder, and the System Folder itself extend the capabilities of the Mac OS.
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Startup files are also known as extensions because many of them extend some part of
the Mac OS. An extension used to be called an !NIT, which is a common internal type
code for a system extension, and you still hear this term applied to all startup files.
You can manage startup files so that some of them take effect but others don't.
There are several reasons for doing this. For example, you may want to deactivate
some startup files to reduce the amount of memory that the Mac OS uses and make
more memory available for opening applications (see Chapter 19); or you may want
to deactivate other start up files to improve system performance for special tasks
such as digitizing movies (see Chapter 18); or you may want to activate or deactivate
startup files required for an application that you only use occasionally; or you may
want to deactivate startup files to troubleshoot a problem (see Chapter 29).
The most direct way to manage startup files is to drag them in and out of
folders. You can more easily activate and deactivate startup files with a startup
management utility such as the Extensions Manager control panel installed with
Mac OS 9 or the Conflict Catcher (version 8 or later) program from Casady &
Greene (831-484-9228, http: I /wv1w. ca sadyg. com).
These programs can also manage items in the Startup Items and Shutdown Items
control panels. In addition, Conflict Catcher can manage Control Strip modules,
fonts, Internet plug-in software, and more.

Adding and removing startup files
Most startup files are placed in the proper folder as part of installing the Mac OS, an
application, or utility software. As a result, you generally don't have to drag startup
files into the Extensions folder or Control Panels folder. However, you can drag files
out of these folders if you neither want nor need the capabilities they provide. For
example, if you don't have an AudioVision 14 monitor, you don't need the PowerPC
Monitors Extension file in your Extensions folder. After removing or adding startup
files, you typically must restart your computer for the changes to take effect.
The best place to drag a startup file that you want to deactivate is to a specially
named folder inside the System Folder. Drag files from the Extensions folder to
the Extensions (Disabled) folder; from the Control Panels folder to Control Panels
(Disabled) folder; and from the main level of the System Folder to the System
Extensions (Disabled) folder. These folders may already exist in your System Folder,
because Extensions Manager and Conflict Catcher create them automatically, or
you may have to make new folders and name them yourself. If you use the specially
named folders, you can switch back and forth between dragging startup files
directly to them and using Extensions Manager or Conflict Catcher.
If you drag a startup file out of the Extensions folder or Control Panels folder, do

not drag it to the main level of the System Folder. Startup files are still active there.
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Startup file loading sequence
Startup files may be in the Extensions folder, the Control Panels folder, or the System Folder
itself. During startup, the Mac OS loads files from each of these folders in turn. First, it goes
through the Extensions folder in alphabetical order. Then it loads startup files from the
Control Panels folder, again alphabetically. Finally, the Mac OS checks the main level of the
System Folder and alphabetically loads the startup files it finds there. This loading sequence
can cause problems for a few combinations of startup files.
Some startup files in the Extensions folder, Control Panels folder, or System Folder need to
be loaded before or after other files in the same folder. These files have peculiar names that
put them first or last in the loading sequence. Names of files meant to come first usually
begin with blank spaces or a character that has no visible symbol, so the Mac OS displays a
hollow box (D). Names meant to come last often begin with a tilde (- ) or a diamond (0).
If a startup file from one of the special folders needs to load before or after startup files in
another special folder, name prefixes alone won't suffice. You must also move the file into
another folder. For example, to have a file from the Control Panels folder start before files in
the Extensions folder, you must prefix its name with a blank space and put it in the
Extensions folder. To have a file from the Control Panels folder load after startup files in the
System Folder, you must prefix its name with a tilde or diamond and put it in the System
Folder. For convenient access to control panels that you move out of the Control Panels
folder, make aliases of the control panels, and put the aliases in the Control Panels folder.
(See Chapter 14 for instructions on making aliases.)
You can also change the loading order of startup files without renaming them by using
Conflict Catcher 8 or later from Casady & Greene, or another startup file manager program
that offers this feature.

Using Extensions Manager
The Extensions Manager control panel can individually deactivate startup files in
the Control Panels folder, the Extens ions folder, and the ma in level of the System
Folder, as well as items in the Startup Items and Shutdown Items folders. The
Extensions Manager window has a scrolling lis t of these items . For each listed item,
the Extensions Manager displays its status (on or off) , name, size, ve rs ion, and the
package it was ins talled with. You can also display each item's type and creator
codes by selecting options with the Preferences command (in the Edit menu) .
Figure 11-4 is an example of the Extens ions Manager.
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Figure 11-4: Deactivate and activate startup items with

Extensions Manager.

Reorganizing the Extensions Manager list
You can reorganize the Extensions Manager list as follows:

+ View items grouped by the folders they're in, grouped by the package they
were installed with, or ungrouped through the View menu.

+ Collapse and expand a group by clic king the disclosure triangle next to the
group name or by double-clicking the name.

+ Sort the list within each group by clicking any column heading to set the
sort order.

+ Adjust the widths of the Name and Package columns by dragging the right
boundary line of the Name column heading or the left boundary line of the
Package column heading. (You can't adjust the other column widths.)

Seeing detailed information about an item
To see more information about a particular item, click its name to select it and then
click the disclosure triangle labeled Show Item Information at the bottom-left comer of
the Extensions Manager window. You can also select an item and choose Get Info from
the Extensions Manager's File menu to open the item's Get Info window in Finder, or
choose Find Item to open the folder that contains the item and select the item. If you
want more information about any startup file in your System Folder, get the Inform!NIT
shareware by Dan Frakes- the latest version is available on the Internet through a
link at http : I I cafe. Am br os i aSW. comiD EF I I nforml NIT . ht ml. Figure 11-5 is the
Extensions Manager expanded to show item information.
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The Missing Extensions alert
Sometimes when you open the Extensions Manager, it displays an alert asking if you'd like
to save information about missing extensions. If you agree, Extensions Manager saves a text
file with the name Missing Extensions (or another name you specify) in the folder you indicate. Do not be alarmed.
The Missing Extensions report itemizes startup files that the Extensions Manager expected
to find in the folders it tracks- Control Panels, Extensions, Startup Items, Shutdown Items,
and System Folder- but didn't. You probably dragged something from one of these folders
since the last time you opened Extensions Manager. Another possibility is that you used a
software installer to remove startup files or to install software that removed startup files.
Go ahead and save the missing extensions report. Switch to the Finder, open the report
with SimpleText, and check it over just in case a startup fi le vanished mysteriously and you
need to replace it by installing the software it came with.
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Figure 11-5: The Extensions Manager is expanded to show
item information.
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Activating and deactivating items
You deactivate or activate an extension or other item by clicking the check box next
to the item's name. Activating or deactivating a group affects all the items in the group.
You can save the current configuration of the Extensions Manager as a named set by
choosing New Set from the File menu. Your named sets appear in the Selected Set popup in alphabetical order, and choosing a set from that pop-up changes Extensions
Manager to the configuration saved for that set. To activate or deactivate all items,
use the All On or All Off commands in the Edit menu.
Extensions Manager comes with two preconfigured sets: Mac OS All and Mac OS
Base. Choos ing the Mac OS All set turns on all the startup items that are installed
by the Mac OS Installer. Choosing the Mac OS Base set turns on only the mos t
essential startup items.
Changes you make to the status of any items take place when you restart. To restart
immediately, click the Restart button. To restart later, quit Extensions Manager and
press Power or use the Restart command in Finder's Special menu when you are
ready to restart. To cancel the changes you've made, click Revert in the Extensions
Manager window.
Extensions Manager puts deactivated items from the Extensions folder in a folder
named Extensions (Disabled). Deactivated control panels are stored in a folder
named Control Panels (Disabled). Deactivated items from the System Folde r go
into a folder named System Extensions (Disabled).

Using Extensions Manager during startup
You can activate or deactivate startup items while your computer is starting up.
To bring up the Extensions Manager control panel at the beginning of the startup
process , hold down the Spacebar. Holding down Shift at the beginning of the
startup process temporarily deactivates all extensions, without affecting settings
in the Extensions Manager control panel.

Investigating Preferences
What you see in your Preferences folder depends on what you have installed on
your hard disk. Many application programs save files of preference settings in the
Preferences folder. Also, the Mac OS saves a plethora of preference files in the
Preferences folder.
It's generally pretty easy to figure out which preferences file goes with what
program by looking at the name of the preferences file. See if you can guess which
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control panels save settings in these preferences files: Date & Time Preferences,
Keyboard Preferences, and Launcher Preferences. Here are descriptions of some of
the items found in the Preferences folder, excluding files that by their names
obviously contain settings you make with like-named control panels:

+ The File Sharing folder contains file-sharing access privileges for your disks
and folders (as described in Chapter 22). You don't have this folder if File
Sharing has never been turned on.

+ Finder Preferences contains many of the settings you make with Finder's
Preferences command in Mac OS 9 (as described in Chapter 5).

+ Navigation Services contains a folder of the items listed in the Recent pop-up
menu in Navigation Services dialog boxes in Mac OS 9 (described in Chapter 7).

+ Internet Preferences stores settings that you make with the Internet control
panel in Mac OS 9.

+ AppSwitcher Prefs specifies the current configuration of the Application
Switcher (covered in Chapter 7). Remove this file to reset the Application
Switcher to its standard configuration.

+ Users & Groups Data File contains names and privileges for registered users
a nd groups to whom you have given access to your computer (as described
in Chapter 22).

+ Keychains is a folder that contains individual keychain files. It's a good
idea to back up your keychain files often so that you don't lose login and
password information for your keychain resources. Likewise, you can copy
your keychain file to other Macs running Mac OS 9 or higher and use it to
access your secure resources. (This is discussed in depth in Chapter 12.)

+ Multi-User Items is a folder that stores the preferences files for your users if
you've set up Multiple Users (discussed in Chapter 13). If you need to move
your Multiple Users files to a clean installation of the Mac OS, copy the MultiUsers Prefs document, Multi-User Items folder, and the Client Prefs document
to the new Preferences folder. If you've set up Voice Verification for your
users, you should copy the Voice Verifications Prefs file to the new
Preferences folder as well.

+ AppleCD Audio Player Prefs and CD Remote Programs contain album and
song titles that you enter for individual audio CDs together with other settings
for the AppleCD Audio Player program (as described in Chapter 18).

+ Stickies File contains the text of notes that you post on your screen with the
Stickies program (covered in Chapter 25).
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Revealing More Special Folders
The Mac OS further organizes your disks with additional special folders outside the
System Folder. The Finder creates these special folders as needed on each disk:
+ The invisible Temporary Items folder contains temporary files created by the
programs that you are using. A program normally deletes its temporary files
automatically when you quit it.
+ The Trash folder contains the items you drag from the disk to the Trash
icon. Your disks ' Trash folders are invisible, but you see their consolidated
contents when you open the Trash icon. A visible Trash folder in a shared
disk contains items from the disk that are located in the owner's Trash.
+ The Network Trash folder contains items from your shared disk or folder
that network users have dragged to the Trash- but have not yet permanently
removed -on their computers. The discarded items appear in the network
users' Trash, not yours.
+ The Rescued Items folder contains items the Finder finds in the Temporary
Items folder when you restart after a system crash (or after switching off the
power without using the Shut Down command - tsk! tsk!). You may be able to
reconstruct your work by opening them. If a Rescued Items folder exists, you
can always see it by opening the Trash.
+ TheFindByContentFolder is a hidden folder that s tores files created by the
Find by Content option of Sherlock in Mac OS 9.
+ The Desktop folder contains items located on the desktop. Although it is
invisible on your disks, the Desktop folder of a shared disk is visible to others
and contains items from the disk that are on the owner's desktop.
+The Users folder stores various items for each user (each in a folder named
for that user) that are mirrored in the System Folder when that user logs in to
the Mac. For ins tance, you'll find individual folders for Apple Menu Items,
Favorites, Preferences, and so on, as well as that user's Documents folder.
Each user also has a hidden Trash folder in his or her user folder. Most of the
contents of these folders can be altered by the owner to customize each
user's experience, as discussed in Chapter 13.

Checking the Desktop Database
Something you don't see in the System Folder is the invisible desktop database that
Finder uses to track:
+ Which icons to use for documents created by all your applications (unless
you have customized them, as described in Chapter 8)
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+ What kind of file each icon refers to
+ Where programs are located
+ What comments you enter with the Finder's Get Info command
The Mac OS keeps this database hidden so users can't alter it inadvertently, but
you can see some of the information the database contains by selecting a file in the
Finder and choosing Get Info from the Finder's File menu.
The Finder creates and maintains a desktop database on every disk. On disks larger
than 2MB, the desktop database consists of two invisible files named Desktop DB
and Desktop DF. On smaller disks, the desktop database is kept in one file named
Desktop. Finder creates these files automatically on new disks and updates them
with new information whenever you install an application.
You can force the Finder to rebuild the desktop database by holding down the
Option and 3€ keys when starting the computer or anytime while the Mac's extensions
are loading. (If you have Multiple Users active, you can hold down the key combination
immediately after entering your password, just before your desktop begins to appear.)
After the Mac OS has loaded all startup files, the Finder displays an alert asking
whether you want to rebuild the desktop file on the startup disk. After rebuilding the
startup disk, the Finder asks whether you want to rebuild the next disk on the desktop,
if you have more than one disk. The Finder asks about each disk on the desktop
separately, even if you stop holding down the 00 and Option keys (so give your fingers a
rest). See Chapter 29 for more information about rebuilding the desktop as a preventive
measure and as a solution to some problems.

Summary
This chapter showed you the files in the System Folder and told you why they're
there. The Finder file is in the System Folder along with the System file, which
contains much of the basic system software as well as sounds, keyboard layouts,
and script systems for foreign languages. The Apple Menu Items folder contains
items listed in the Apple menu, and the Favorites menu contains items listed in the
Favorites pop-up menu in Navigation Services dialog boxes. The Startup Items
folder contains items that are to be opened as the computer starts up, and the
Shutdown Items folder contains items to be opened as the computer shuts down.
The Extensions folder contains software that extends the capabilities of the Mac
OS. Control Panels and Control Strip modules have their own folders. The Fonts
folder contains fixed-size, TrueType, and PostScript fonts. The Preferences folder
contains settings, status, and other information used by various programs. The
System Folder contains many other items as well.
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You can add items to and remove from the System Folder using a number of
different methods, including the Extensions Manager and a manual drag-and-drop
operation. You learned how to manage startup files in the Extensions, Control
Panels, and main level of the System Folder.
This chapter also revealed other special folders that the Mac OS uses to keep
track of items in the Trash, items on the desktop, Multiple User items, and
temporary files used by application programs. In addition, the Finder maintains a
desktop database to match documents with the applications that created them so
that they all have the right icons and you can open documents from the Finder.
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our computer is highly configurable. You can set
numerous options that affect various aspects of its
operation, including the keyboard and mouse sensitivity, the
screen resolution and color depth, the way the computer uses
energy, and the alert sound you hear. All these options and
many, many more are set with various control panels and the
Control Strip.

This chapter delves into ten types of customization that can
adapt the Mac OS to fit your circumstances, making it easie r
to use and helping you become more efficient.

Setting general
preferences
Making keyboard
and mouse
adjustments
Making sound
adjustments
Making monitor
adjustments
Setting date, time,
and location

General Preferences
The General Controls control panel sets a number of system
options. Figure 12-1 shows the options that you can set in the
General Controls control panel.
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On the left side of the General Controls window, you can show or hide the
Finder's desktop when the Finder is not the active application, and you can
have the Launcher control panel open automatically during startup. You can
have the Mac OS display a warning during startup if the computer crashed or
was not shut down properly. In addition, you can individually protect the System
Folder and the Applications folder on the startup disk, preventing items in them
from being renamed or removed; to use these options, however, file sharing must
be turned off in the File Sharing control panel.
On the right side of the General Controls window, you can set blinking rates for the
text insertion point and menus. Another option determines which folder you see
first in a dialog box for opening or saving a document. The first setting, "Folder
that is set by the application," specifies the folder that contains the document
you opened to launch the application, which is the application's folder if you
opened the application directly instead of opening one of its documents.
The second setting specifies the most recent folder used in the application.
The third setting specifies the Documents folder on the startup disk.

Keyboard and Mouse Adjustments
Although you might think of the Mac OS as something you look at, there are
also parts of it that you touch, namely, the keyboard and the mouse, trackpad, or
trackball. Like many aspects of the Mac OS, the behavior of the keyboard and the
mouse, trackpad, or trackball is adjustable to allow for differences among users.
If you find yourself becoming frustrated or impatient as you use one of your input
devices, you may be able to solve the problem by changing its sensitivity. Similarly,
if you type a character repeatedly when you mean to type it only once, you can
adjust the keyboard sensitivity. You make these adjustments using the Keyboard,
Mouse, and Trackpad control panels.
If you have difficulty typing, moving the mouse, or clicking the mouse button, you

can set up alternative methods of using them. These alternatives are especially
helpful for people with disabilities. You configure these alternatives with the Easy
Access control panel.

Setting keyboard sensitivity
When you press almost any key on the keyboard and hold it down, the computer
types that character repeatedly as long as you keep the key pressed. (The 31:, Option,
Control, Caps Lock, and Esc keys don't repeat.) In the Keyboard control panel, you
can change how quickly the characters repeat and how long you must hold down a
key before the repeat feature kicks in. If you find repeating keys annoying rather than
handy, you can disable the repeat by selecting Off in the Delay Until Repeat section of
the keyboard control panel. Figure 12-2 shows the Keyboard control panel.
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The Keyboard control panel also enables you to choose a keyboard layout. You use
this option when you want to type in a different language. These adjustments are
covered in "Language Preferences," later in this chapter.

Setting mouse, trackpad, or trackball sensitivity
You can change the way the Mac OS responds to your manipulation of your
computer's mouse or trackball by setting options in the Mouse control
panel. On a PowerBook with a trackpad, you adjust its responsiveness
with the Trackpad control panel. Figure 12-3 shows the Mouse and
Trackpad control panels.
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Figure 12-3: Set mouse or
trackball sensitivity in the
Mouse control panel and
trackpad sensitivity in the
Trackpad control panel.
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The Mouse Tracking option (Mouse control panel) or Tracking Speed option
(frackpad control panel) determines the tracking speed- how fast the pointer
moves as you glide the mouse, trackpad, or trackball. This setting is a matter
of personal taste. If you feel that the pointer doesn't keep up, try a faster setting.
If you often Jose track of the pointer as you move it, try a s lowe r one. Often,
when you switch from a small monitor to a large one, you need to switch to
a faster tracking speed because the pointer has a longer distance to travel
from the menu bar to the Trash.
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The Double-Click Speed option determines how quickly you must double-click for
the Mac OS to perceive your two clicks as one double-click rather than two separate,
unrelated clicks. When you select a double-click speed, the mouse button pictured
in the Mouse control panel or the trackpad button pictured in the Trackpad control
panel flashes to demonstrate the selected double-click interval.
In addition, the Double-Click Speed option determines how long you can hold down
the mouse, trackpad, or trackball button when you click a menu title and still have
Mac OS 9 interpret the gesture as a click so that the menu stays displayed after you
release the mouse button. The shorter the double-click speed, the more quickly
you must press and release. If you don't release within the allotted time, Mac OS 9
interprets the gesture as a press instead of a click and puts away the menu when
you release.
Many PowerBook models have three additional options under "Use Trackpad for"
in the Trackpad control panel. These options let you configure the trackpad so that
you can click and drag without using the trackpad button. If you turn on the Clicking
option, you can click by tapping on the trackpad as well as by pressing the trackpad
button. The Dragging option lets you drag without pressing the mouse button. To
drag an object when this option is turned on, begin to double-tap the object, but
don't lift your finger on the second tap. Now move your finger across the trackpad
to drag the object across the screen. If your finger reaches the edge of the trackpad
and you need to drag farther, you can lift your finger briefly, put it down again on the
opposite edge of the trackpad, and continue dragging. Dragging ends when you keep
your finger off the trackpad for a few seconds, unless you turn on the "Drag lock"
option in the Trackpad control panel. With this option on, you can leave your finger
off the trackpad indefinitely, and you stop dragging an object by tapping it again.

Easy Access
The Easy Access control panel sets up three alternative methods of using the
keyboard and mouse. The first, called Mouse Keys, lets you use the numeric keypad
portion of the keyboard to move the pointer on the screen and to click as if you
were using the mouse button. The second, called Slow Keys, filters out accidental
keystrokes. The third alternative keyboard behavior, called Sticky Keys, lets you
type combination keystrokes such as 3C+Z one key at a time.
Easy Access gives an audible warning when one of its features is turned on or off.
You hear an ascending scale when you turn a feature on, and you hear a descending
scale when you turn one off. You can eliminate the warning by turning off the audiofeedback option at the top of the Easy Access control panel.
To work, Easy Access must be in the Control Panels folder at startup time. Easy
Access is not installed automatically with the rest of the control panels. You may
find Easy Access in the Universal Access folder inside the CD Extras folder on your
Mac OS 9 installation CD. You can drag the control panel from there to your Control
Panels folder. You can also install Easy Access by doing a custom installation of the
Mac OS module and selecting the Universal Access component group of this module
(as described in Chapter 31). Figure 12-4 shows the Easy Access control panel.
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Figure 12-4: The Easy Access control panel
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Mouse Keys
The Mouse Keys feature of the Easy Access control panel enables you to click, drag,
and move the pointer with the numeric keypad instead of the mouse, trackpad, or
trackball. Mouse Keys is very handy for moving graphic objects precisely. Mouse
Keys can be turned on by pressing 3€+Shift+Ciear instead of using the Easy Access
control panel and turned off by pressing Clear. When Mouse Keys is on, the 5 key
in the keypad acts like a mouse button. Press once to click; press twice to doubleclick; or hold it down. The eight keys around 5 move the pointe r left, right, up,
down, and diagonally. Pressing 0 locks the mouse button down until you press
the period key in the keypad.

PowerBook Mouse Keys
You can't use the Mouse Keys feature of the Easy Access control panel to point and click on
a PowerBook because PowerBooks have no numeric keypad. To use this feature on a
PowerBook, install the system extension called Mouse Keys, which Apple distributes free
via the Internet (f t p : I / ftp . info. ap p1 e . com/ App1 e_S upport_ Ar ea/d i sab i 1 i t ys o 1ut i on s / Mou s e_Keys_-_PO\verBoo k_ l . 0- . sit . bin). This extension modifies the
Easy Access control panel to recognize different keys instead of the numeric keypad. It substitutes the K key and the keys next to it for the 5 key and the keys next to it on the keypad.
The Esc key substitutes for the Clear key. Thus, after installing the Mouse Keys extension,
you tum on Mouse Keys by pressing 3€+Shift+Esc, and you turn it off by pressing Esc. Be
careful not to press 3€+0ption+Esc, which, instead of activating the Mouse Keys feature,
brings up a dialog box that asks whether you want to force the active program to quit.
When Mouse Keys is on, the K key acts like the button on a trackball or trackpad. Press once
to click; press twice to double-click; or hold it down. The eight keys around K move the
pointer left, right, up, down, and diagonally. Pressing the spacebar locks the mouse button
down until you press Enter.
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Slow Keys
The Slow Keys feature of the Easy Access control panel makes the Mac OS wait
before it accepts a keystroke, thereby filtering out accidental keystrokes. You can
tum Slow Keys on or off from the keyboard by holding down Return for about 10
seconds. No icon indicates whether Slow Keys is on or off, but about five seconds
after you begin pressing Return, the computer makes three short, quiet beeps.
About four seconds after that, the computer plays an ascending scale to confirm
that Slow Keys is being turned on or a descending scale to confirm that it's been
turned off. You don't hear these sounds if you use the Easy Access control panel,
however, and some applications (such as Microsoft Word) may mute the sounds.

Sticky Keys
The Sticky Keys feature of the Easy Access control panel enables you to type
combination keystrokes, such as 3C+Shift+3 (which puts a snapshot of your screen in
a picture document that SimpleText and most graphics programs can open), one key
at a time. Sticky Keys also enables you to lock down any modifier key by pressing it
twice. You can turn on Sticky Keys by pressing Shift five times in succession. You can
turn Sticky Keys off by pressing Shift five times agai n or by pressing any two modifier
keys simultaneously. When Sticky Keys is on, an icon at the right end of the menu bar
shows its status. Figure 12-5 shows the four states of the Sticky Keys status icon.

WII£] Finder ... .A- You have not pressed a modifier key

ij 1£1 Finder

\!s~You have pressed one or more modifier keys

I El Finder 6~You have locked down a modifier key
f!IJ Finder

~Shift keys is off

Figure 12-5: Checking the status of Sticky Keys (enlarged to show detail)

Sound Adjustments
There are many adjustments that you can make to the sounds your computer
generates itself or plays from external sources. You can set the sound level and a
source for audio input. Depending on how your computer is equipped, you may
also be able to set sound output options. In addition, you can select an alert sound
and set its loudness.
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In past Mac OS vers ions, s ound was controlled from a joint-function control panel
called Monitors & Sound. In Mac OS 9, they've been split up and you now set sound
options using the Sound control pa nel.

Alert Sounds
You set the system alert s ound and its volume separately from the other sounds
played by your computer. To set these o ptions, you click the Alert Sounds entry
listed on the left s ide of the Sound control panel.
You can always add and remove alert sounds by dragging them in and out of the
Sys tem file (as described in Chapter 10). If you get sound files in a format that can't
be used as alert sounds, such as .wav format files from the Internet, you can convert
them to the proper format for alert sounds using Norman Franke's free SoundApp
program (described in Chapter 26). You can also record new alert sounds from
within the Sound control panel. Figure 12-6 shows the system alert options in the
Sound control panel.
Sound
Alert Sounds
Input

Output

Choose an alert sound:
Dropl et
lndloo
Quack

Aern;;;-

Simple lleep

Sosuml
Wild Eep

Al ertVolume:

<41 ====IIi ~~)

Figure 12-6: The Alert Sounds options

You select an alert sound simply by clicking its name in the menu. If you don't like any
of the sounds offered, you can record your own by clicking Add. This action brings up
a dialog box that has buttons for controlling recording and playback, and a gauge that
measures the duration of the recorded sound. Click Record to record or rerecord up to
ten seconds of sound from the computer's microphone or another audio source. (You
set the sound input source in the Input section of this control panel.) Then click Play
to hear your recording. When you're satisfied with your recording, click Save, and type
a name for the new alert sound when you're asked. Figure 12-7 s hows the dialog box in
which you record an ale rt sound from the Sound control panel.
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There are two ways to add a nd remove syste m alert sounds in the Alert Sounds
section of the Sound control panel. One way is to use the Edit menu's Cut, Copy,
and Pas te commands. For example , you can copy a sound from the Scrapbook
(described in Chapter 25) and paste it in the Sound control panel. You can also
record a new system a lert sound by clicking Add, or remove an alert sound by
selecting it and clicking Remove.

Sound input
Clic k Input in the list on the left side of the Sound control panel and you can change
the device that your Mac uses for listening to or recording sounds. For instance, if
you wis h to record sounds fro m a CD or DVD, you can select that device for sound
input by clicking it in the device list at the top of the control panel.

.,

If you don't see the specific device listed (for example, your CD-ROM drive) you
may need to choose Built-in from the device list and then select the input so urce
from the Input Source menu.

Note

After the device is selected, you can choose from the Input Source menu to set the
specific input source (if the selected device has more than one) to use for sound
input. Now, the Mac will "listen" to that device whenever you use an application
to record sound. Figure 12-8 shows the Sound input options .

.,
Note

Some inp ut sources may offer additional options. Click the Options button to set
these if the button is active (not gray). The Options aren't always useful, by the
way-sometimes the dialog box simply offers the same choices as the Input
Source pop-up menu. If that's the case, just select the same Input Source that
you've already specified in the menu.
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Figure 12-8: Choose the device from which you'll capture
sound in any recording applications.
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With some input sources, you can also turn on the option "Play sound through output
device," which enables sounds to go straight from the input device (say, a CD) to the
output device (say, external speakers). Uyou don't have this option selected, then the
sound won't be played externally when you're recording from the input device using a
sound application.

Sound output
As with input, you can select the device for your Mac to use for sound output. When
the Mac generates a sound, it will send that sound to the selected device. On the left
side of the Sound control panel, choose Output. Now, your choices change to enable
you to select a sound output device, as shown in Figure 12-9.
D
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Sound
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01oose a dtvft t rar sound output:

Input

Output

Settings lor se ltcltd dtvlce
Volume: ~·

r

J

•4l4-= = =

~~

0

'-'ltt

f.noblt 30 Surround lound

Figure 12-9: Sound output options

The Sound output options also enable you to choose the volume for output sound
using a simple s lider- drag the slider control to the right to make sounds louder
and to the left to make them softer. You can mute all sound by selecting the Mute
option. On certain Macs (or those with particular external speakers and other
optional equipment) you can activate 30 Surround Sound, which uses surround
sound to make the sounds coming out of your Mac richer and more engrossing.
This option tends to work better with games than with music.

Control Strip sound
The Control Strip also offers modules for adjusting sound input and output. The
Sound Volume module lets you change the volume of the computer's sound output.
Clicking the speaker icon in the Control Strip pops up this module's volume slider.
The Sound Strip module enables you to change the sound input source; for example,
to switch to an audio CD or external microphone as your sound source. Clicking the
microphone-plus-CO icon displays a menu of sound input sources. Figure 12-10 shows
these two control strip modules. The Sound Strip module doesn't work on all Mac
models, and doesn't appear in the Control Strip unless it will work.
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Figure 12- 10: The Control Strip

gives you quick access to sound
options.

Monitor Adjustments
If you stare at your monitor for hours on end Qike many of us do), you want
the view to be crisp and easy on the eyes. If you work with color, you want
your monitor to display colors as accurately and consistently as possible.
If you work with more than one monitor on your computer you need to
have control over how the two work together.

In this section, you learn about changing the screen resolution, number of colors,
and magnification; making multiple monitors work together; making onscreen color
as accurate as possible by adjusting gamma and white points; matching onscreen
color to the colors created by other input and output devices; calibrating your
monitor to keep those colors consistent over time; and finding out the precise
color of a pixel on your monitor, so that you can recreate it on the Web.
New

,_Feature

•

With Mac OS 9, you adjust monitor settings using the Monitors control panel
regardless of your Mac model. You can also change some monitor options via the
Control Strip.

Screen resolution and color depth
The two most basic adjustable monitor settings are color depth and resolution.
Resolution is the size of the rectangular screen image- the number of pixels
(picture elements or dots) wide by the number of pixels high. Color depth is

the number of colors available for each pixel of the screen image. Color
depth is sometimes referred to as bit depth, which is a measure of the
amount of memory it takes to store each pixel.
The higher the color depth, the more realistic the screen image can look. However,
increasing the color depth doesn't necessarily make the screen display better, because
the picture displayed onscreen may not make use of all of the available colors. For
example, a black-and-white photograph will still be black, white, and shades of gray
when displayed on a screen capable of displaying millions of colors.
The possible settings for color depth range from black and white to millions of
colors, depending on the capabilities of your monitor and your computer's videooutput circuitry. Typical settings include black-and-white, 16 grays or colors (4-bit
grayscale or color), 256 grays or colors (8-bit grayscale or color), thousands of
colors (16-bit color), and millions of colors (32-bit color). Most video circuitry
cannot use color settings below 256 grays or colors.
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The settings for resolution depend on the monitor and the computer's video-output
circuitry, but in general range from 512 x 384 pixels (the size of the original Mac's 9inch monitor) up to 1600 x 1024 pixels (the size of a 22-inch Apple Cinema Display).
Some monitors can display only one resolution, while most recent monitors can
display multiple resolutions.
Resolution and color depth are related because increasing either requires more
video memory. If you increase the resolution, the Mac OS may have to automatically
reduce the color depth. Conversely, you may be able to set a higher color depth by
decreasing the resolution. On some Mac models you can make higher resolutions
and color depths available by installing more video RAM (VRAM) . To Jearn how
much VRAM your computer can accommodate, use the free GURU program
(described in Chapter 26).

Resolution and color depth with Monitors
One place you can adjust resolution and color depth is the Monitors control panel.
Click the Monitor button at the top of the control panel to see the current settings.
If your monitor can display more than one resolution, you can select one from the
scrolling list on the right side of the control panel. On the left side of the control panel
you can set the computer to display colors or grays. In addition, if your computer's
video circuitry can display more than one color depth at the current resolution, you
can select a color depth from the scrolling list on the left side of the control panel.
Figure 12-11 shows the resolution and color depth options in the Monitors section
of the Monitors control panel.
Figure 12-11 : Set

resolution and color
depth in the Monitors
control panel.

On a computer with more than one monitor, the Monitors control panel displays
a separate window on each monitor. Each window has a Monitor button to adjust
color depth and resolution on the monitor on which the window is displayed.

Resolution and color in the Control Strip
Another place where you can change your monitor's resolution and color depth
is in the Control Strip. The Monitor Resolution module's icon looks like a monitor
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displaying a checkerboard pattern. Clicking this module displays a menu that
lists the available resolutions of all monitors connected to the computer, and the
current setting is marked with a bullet. The Monitor BitDepth module's icon looks
like a monitor displaying a striped pattern. Clicking this module displays a menu
that lists all the available color depths for each monitor connected to the computer.
The bullet-marked menu item indicates the current color depth settings. Figure
12-12 shows the Control Strip modules and menus for setting the monitor's color
depth and resolution.
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1600x 1200,85Hl
1920. 1080 72Hz

Figure 12-12: Use the Control Strip to set the monitor resolution

(left) or color depth (right).

Multiple monitor setup
If your computer has two or more monitors, you can arrange them in an extended

desktop, or you may be able to set them up to do video mirroring. In video mirroring,
which is available on PowerBooks with external video ports and on some desktop
Macs with two monitor ports, all monitors display exactly the same image-you get
duplicate desktops. In the extended desktop mode, each monitor displays a different
part of the desktop-as you move across the desktop, the pointer moves from one
monitor to another. Some PowerBook models can use two monitors only for video
mirroring, not for an extended desktop.
You can configure an extended desktop or set up video mirroring using the Monitors
control panel. You can also turn video mirroring on and off using the Control Strip.
To configure an extended desktop or set up video mirroring using the Monitors
control panel, click the Arrange button at the top of the control panel. Figure 12-13
shows the Arrange section of the Monitors control panel.
You can adjust the relative positions of the monitors by dragging the little images of
them in the control panel. You can set which monitor has the menu bar by dragging
the little menu bar to the appropriate little monitor in the control panel. You can
also designate which monitor displays startup messages and icons. Turn on the
option "Identify the startup screen" to display a tiny Macintosh icon that indicates
the startup monitor. Then drag this icon to the little monitor image that you want to
use during startup.
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Figure 12-13: The Monitors control
panel can configure an extended
desktop or you can set up video
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To turn on video mirroring, drag the little image of one monitor over the little image
of the other monitor. To turn off video mirroring, drag the little monitor images apart.
If your Mac s upports two monitors, you'll also see changes in the Monitor Bit Depth
and Monitor Resolution control strip modules in your Control Strip. From there,
you can change resolutions and color bit depths for each monitor individually.
Figure 12-14 shows the control strip modules and their menus.
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Figure 12-14: Use the Control
Strip to change the number
of colors (on the left) or the
resolution (on the right) for
either of your monitors.
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On PowerBooks and other Macs e na bled for video mirroring, you can also use
the Video Mirroring control strip module to set the second monitor to mirror
the main monitor.
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Color accuracy
There's an inherent problem with the way we use digital equipment to produce
color output: monitors, scanners, digital cameras, and so on create color with light,
whereas any tangible output that you create (from color laser printouts to fourcolor offset lithography) creates colors with pigment, and the two methods create
slightly (or sometimes vastly) different sets of colors. In addition, each individual
device has a specific ra nge of colors that it can handle.
The ColorSync software built in the Mac OS can improve color accuracy by
matching a color profile for your monitor to color profiles for printers, scanne rs ,
and other color equipment you use. Each profile specifies the range of colors that
a particular type of monitor can display, printer can print, scanner can scan, and
so on. The ColorSync software uses the profiles to shift colors so that they look
as alike as possible o n all compatible devices .
You specify the profile for your monitor with the Monitors control pan el. You also
need to specify ColorSync color matching when you print a color document, as
described in Chapter 16. In addition, take advantage of any ColorSync options that
are available in application programs you use for scanning, image creation, image
editing, page layout, and printing.
The ColorSync software, including the ColorSync control panel and profiles for
several Apple monitors, is part of a standard ins tallation of Mac OS 9. Profiles
for other devices come with the devices themselves. You can create a custom
ColorSync profile for your monitor using the Monitors control panel.

Choosing a monitor profile
You can choose a ColorSync profile for your monitor us ing the Monitors control
panel. Click Color at the top of the control panel to display a scrolling list of the
available monitor profiles, as shown in Figure 12-15.
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Figure 12-15: The Color section
of the Monitors control panel
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The Calibrate button in the Color section of Monitors control panel provides access
to the Monitor Calibration Assistant. (You'll find detailed information about using
the Monitor Calibration Assistant later in this section.)
Another place you can work with monitor profiles is the ColorSync control panel.
In addition, you can use this control panel to choose profiles for RGB and CMYK
colors, and to specify a color-matching method. Figure 12-16 shows the ColorSync
control panel.
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Figure 12-16: The ColorSync
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Creating a custom monitor profile
All monitors change over time- the brightness of the CRT dims, the phosphors
that make your monitor display color shift and fade. The Monitor Calibration
Assistant helps you account for these changes so that you will see consistent
onscreen colors by creating a ColorSync profile tailored for your monitor. Before
you use Calibration Assistant for the first time, you should adjust your monitor's
brightness and contrast settings. Depending on the monitor model, you may find
contrast and brightness controls in the Monitors section of the Monitors control
panel or in your monitor's own controls . You want the brightness to be at a level
that is comfortable and clear for your viewing. Set the contrast to the highest
setting. Also, set the height, width, resolution, and position of the screen image as
you want it. (fhe height, width, and position can't be changed on some monitors.)
Tip

"

You should always avoid putting your monitor at its highest brightness setting,
which could limit the life of the monitor. Instead, back off a few notches and set
the contrast higher (or at its limit) .
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To calibrate your monitor, click the Color button at the top of the Monitors control
panel. At the bottom of the control panel, click the Calibrate button to dis play the
Monitor Calibration Assistant. The assistant walks you through a six-step process
for adjusting your monitor and creating and saving a ColorSync profile. Figure 12-17
shows the introductory screen of the Assistant.
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Figure 12-17: The Monitor Calibration Assistant's
introductory screen

The introductory screen gives you one option-you can choose to use Expert
settings instead of the basic calibration settings. There isn't much difference t o the
casual user, but professionals who use ColorSync for important projects may find it
useful to place a check next to Expert Mode before moving on to the next screen of
the Assistant. (Expert mode gives you a little more control over the settings in the
Assistant, although it doesn't change the Assistant dramatically.)
In the Monitor Calibration Assistant's first s tep, you set your monitor to its highest
contrast setting and then adjust the brightness. A test image helps you find the
proper setting.
In the second step, you give Assistant information about the monitor's current gamma.
Gamma refers to the relationship between intensity of the computer's video signal and
the resulting luminance of color on a display. In regular mode, you make adjustments
to a gray image; in Expert mode, you determine the current gamma by adjusting
sliders until red, green, and blue test images look right.
The third step Jets you specify a gamma setting that you want the monitor to use:
1.0 is linear gamma; 1.8 is the standard gamma setting for Mac OS computers; 2.2 is
the standard gamma for television monitors and Windows computers. A low gamma
setting makes colors appear more washed out. A high gamma setting makes colors
appear more brilliant and with higher contrast. In this step, Expert mode allows you
to use a s lider to choose a very specific gamma setting.
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Gamma options
Gamma options in the Monitors control panels provide alternative color balancing for a
video display. Color balancing is necessary because the intensity with which a monitor
actually displays colors may not correspond uniformly to the intensity of the electronic
signals that generate the colors. For example, on a monitor with a picture tube, a video
electron beam traces the video picture on the phosphor coating inside the tube, but the
phosphors are not equally luminous for all levels of light. The computer's video circuitry
adjusts the strength of the electron beam to provide the most accurate color possible.
This compensation is commonly called gamma correction. Changing the gamma correction
has no effect on video performance, only on color balance and luminance.

In s tep four, yo u select your monitor type from a s crolling lis t. If your monitor's
specific make and model are not lis ted , choose a generic des c ription that fits
your monitor, s uch as Ge ne ric LCD Color, Generic sRGB Monitor, or Gene ric
Trinitron Monitor.
In step five, you select your target white-point: D50 is used mainly for graphic arts and
attempts to match the white seen in printed matter; 6500 is a white that is the same as
the sun at midday; 9300 is the white point used by most computer monitors and is the
brightest white setting. You can also choose to make no white-point correction. In
Expert mode, you can use a slider to choose a specific white point number.
In step s ix, yo u create and na me the cus tom profile for future use. You can
c reate a numbe r of profiles if you use your monitor at different resolutions
or for differe nt purposes.
For ColorSync Profiles to be most effective, you should repeat the calibration
process on a regular basis (monthly for gra phics professiona ls) or when you
change resolutions.

Geometry options
Some monito rs have additional options that you can adjust via the Monitors
control pane l. Fo r example, the Geometry button appears a t the top of the
Monitors control pane l for many Apple Vision and Apple Studio Display
monitors , as well as for the iMac.
The Geometry section, if present in the Monitors contro l pane l, includes options
for changing how the monitor draws the screen picture. You can expand the display
a rea, so that there is less of a black border around the visible a rea. You can a lso
change the pincushion (how concave the sides of the picture are) and the rotation
of the display. A Recall Factory Settings button resets the monitor to its presets.
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Screen magnification
You can use the CloseView control panel to magnify your screen 2 to 16 times and
to invert the displayed colors. Several of the control panel options have keyboard
shortcuts. The keystrokes are displayed in the control panel. Figure 12-18 shows
the CloseView control panel.
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Figure 12-18: The CloseView control panel
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CloseView is not installed automatically with the rest of the control panels. You may
find CloseView in the Universal Access folder inside the CD Extras folder on your
Mac OS 9 installation CD. You can drag the control panel from there to your Control
Panels folder. You can also install CloseView by doing a custom installation of the
Mac OS module and selecting the Universal Access component group of this
module (as described in Chapter 31).

Date, Time, and Location Settings
In addition to displaying a clock on your menu bar, your computer uses date and
time information for a variety of operations. For example, your compute r uses date
and time information to provide files with creation and modification dates and to
time-stamp e-mail. You use the Date & Time control panel to set the current date,
time, time zone, and daylight-saving time status for your system.

Setting the date and time
You set your computer's current date and time at the top of the Date & Time
control panel. Through the Date Formats and Time Formats buttons, you can
also choose how the date and time are displayed and the language of display.
Figure 12-19 s hows the Date & Time control panel.
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The Date & Time control panel offers a choice of preset formats for the language
script system used by your version of the Mac OS, which for North American and
Western European users is the Roman script system. Installing Apple language kit
software so that you can write in additional languages does not add any preset
formats to the Date & Time control panel, but you can set your own custom format.
(For more information on using multiple languages, see "Language Preferences"
later in this chapter.)

Setting the time zone
In the Time Zone area of the Date & Time control panel, you can see and set the
time zone in which you are using your computer. Even if you neve r move your
compute r, you should set its location so that people receiving your e-mail in a
different time zone can tell what time you sent the e-mail.
To set the time zone, click the Set Time Zone button. This displays a list of city
names; select one in your time zone. (You can find out what time it is in a different
zone by selecting a city in that time zone.)

Setting daylight-saving time
The Date & Time control panel lets you adjust the computer's clock for daylight-saving
time. Turning on the Daylight-Saving Time option sets the Mac's clock ahead one hour;
turning off this option sets the Mac's clock back one hour, returning it to standard
time. The first time you set this option, you may have to adjust the hour displayed at
the top of the control panel. You can also choose to have daylight-saving time applied
automatically by turning on the Set Daylight-Saving Time Automatically option.
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Using the menu bar clock
In the Menu Bar Clock area of the Date & Time control pa nel, you can turn on and
off an optional digital clock near the right end of the menu bar. Clicking the Clock
Options button in this section brings up a dialog box in which you can set the
display format of the clock and set the clock to chime on the hour, half-hour, and
quarter-hour. On a battery-powered Mac, you also can turn on or off a battery-level
indicator, which appears next to the clock. You can also choose to show the
seconds, day, and AM/PM, and you can change the color of the clock, if desired.
You can see the date instead of the time in the menu bar by clicking the clock in
the menu bar. After a few seconds, the clock shows the time again. You can hide the
menu bar clock by Option+clicking it. To see the clock again, Option+click its usual
location on the menu bar.

Using a network time server
You can set your computer to get the time from a time server on the Internet or your
local network (if your local network has a time server). You set this up in the Date &
Time control panel. First, turn on the option Use a Network Time Server. Then click
the Server Options button. In the dialog box that appears, choose a time server from
the pop-up menu and choose how to update the time. You can choose to synchronize
your clock manually, have it updated whenever there is a discrepancy between it and
the server's clock, or have it updated on a regular schedule.
If you select either of the automated options, the Date & Time control panel
automatically connects to the server when it's time to update your computer's
clock. If the time server is on the Internet and you have a dial-up account, the Date
& Time control panel automatically tries to establish a dial-up connection. Neither
of the automated time update options can occur more than once every 12 hours.

Control Strip Adjustments
The modular Control Strip control panel provides quick access to commonly
adjusted features. Clicking a button in the Control Strip pops up a menu of related
settings. Each button in the Control Strip corresponds to a module in the Control
Strip Modules folder (inside the System Folder). Figure 12-20 shows the Control Strip.
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Figure 12-20: The Control Strip provides quick access

to commonly adjusted features.
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This section explains how to resize and move the Control Strip, rearrange modules
in it, and remove modules from it. To use the Control Strip, you need to make sure
it's turned on-choose Control Strip from the Control Panels entry in the Apple
menu to see the Control Strip control panel. In the control panel, you can choose
to show or hide the Control Strip, or you can designate a hot-key sequence for
making the Control Strip appear. You can also make some basic font settings
for the Control Strip's modules.

Manipulating the Control Strip
To open the Control Strip, click the small tab at the end of the strip and it pops open
to reveal its contents. You can drag the end of the Control Strip to lengthen or shorten
it to show fewer modules. If there are more modules than can be displayed at once on
the Control Strip, the small arrows at each end are activated.
When the Control Strip pops open, modules initially appear in alphabetical order,
from left to right. You can change a module's position by dragging it in the Control
Strip while pressing Option.
The Control Strip floats above all application windows. You can collapse and expand
the strip by clicking or dragging the tab at the end nearest the center of the screen.
To collapse the strip to its smallest size, click the box at the opposite end. You can
move the strip by pressing Option and dragging the tab, but the strip must touch
the left or right edge of the screen.

Adding and removing modules
You add modules by dragging their files to the System Folder icon or to the Control
Strip Modules folder. You can also add modules by dragging Control Strip module
files to the Control Strip itself. Option+dragging a module from the strip makes a
copy of the module where you drag it on the desktop or in a folder. To remove
modules, you must drag their files from the Control Strip Modules folder.

Groups of Settings
Originally designed for PowerBooks, the Location Manager provides an easy way
to save a group of settings for your computer. As its name implies, the Location
Manager is useful for computers that are often transported to different locations.
If you have a PowerBook that you use at home and at the office, for example, you
may need to change the settings for your printer, network connection, or Internet
connection each time you move the computer to a new location. The Location
Manager takes care of that by saving a group of settings for each location and
letting you switch to any group of settings simultaneously.
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You can also use the Location Manager to create groups of settings for different
work activities. For example, you might have one group of settings that opens
your word processor and memo templates and connects you to the printer that's
stocked with your company's letterhead, while another group opens your graphics
programs, switches your monitor's color depth to display more colors, and
connects you to a color printer.
Sound volume, default printer, Extensions Manager configuration, file sharing on or
off, AppleTalk and TCP/IP network configura tions, time zone, and one or more items
to be opened a utomatically are among the settings that can be saved with Location
Manager. In addition, you can save settings for remote access, Internet connections,
and QuickTime download speeds. Figure 12-21 is an example of the Location
Manager control panel.
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Changing to a different settings group
To switch to a different group of settings, simply choose the group's name from
the Current Location pop-up menu at the top of the Location Manager control
panel. When you switch groups, a dialog box reports which settings were changed
and tells you whether you need to restart to make any of the changes take effect.
Figure 12-22 shows where you can change the settings group.
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Figure 12-22: Switch to a

different settings group using the
Location Manager control panel.
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You can also change the settings group in the Control Strip by choos ing the
Location Manager's module and selecting the group you'd like to make active.

Choosing a settings group during startup
If you want to choose a location when you start up the computer, you can set the

Location Manager to dis play a pop-up menu of available locations in a dialog box
during s tartup. You can have the Location Manager display this dialog box every
time you start the computer, only when you hold down a special hot key (which
you can assign), or never. You select one of these options in t he dia log box
displayed by the Preferences command in the Location Manager's Edit menu.
Figure 12-23 s hows the Preferences dialog box for Location Ma nager.
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Creating a new settings group
To create a new group of settings, choose New Location from the Location Manager's
File menu. Name the new group in the dialog box that appears and click Save. The
control panel window expands to full size (if it was not already) and displays a list of
settings modules. You can include any settings module in your new group by selecting
the module's check box. To remove a module from the group, deselect the check box.
When you've selected all t he modules you want remembered for the new group,
choose Save Locatio n from the File menu. Figure 12-24 is an example of a new
settings group.
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Figure 12-24: Select the settings
that are to be part of a group in
the Location Manager.
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What Location Manager remembers
When you add settings to a group, the Location Manager stores their current values
as part of the group. For ins tance, if the computer's sound volume is set to 3 when
you add Sound Level, then the Location Manager stores a sound volume of 3 for that
group, and whenever you switch to that group, your computer's sound volume will
be set to 3.
If you add an Auto-Ope n Item to a group, the Location Manager displays a

standard Open dialog box in whic h you select the program or document
that you want automatically opened whenever you switch to the group.
You can add more tha n one Auto-Open Item to a group.

Changing settings used for a group
You can change a group by adding, removing, or cha nging settings. You start
by selecting the group you want to c hange from the Edit Location pop-up menu in
the expanded Location Manager control panel. (To expa nd the control panel, click
the disclos ure triangle labeled Edit Locations .) To add a s ettings module, select
its check box. To re move a settings module, deselect its check box.

,

Note

To change the values stored in a settings module, select it in the Location Manager
control panel and click the Edit button there. Because you mus t change the actual
system settings, the Location Manager displays a dialog box that tells you which
other control panels you must use to make the changes. You can open the
necessary control panels by clicking buttons in this dialog box.
You can also open the necessary control panels by double-clicking them in the
Finder, choosing the m from the Control Panels submenu of the Apple me nu,
and so on.
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After making changes in a control panel, close the control panel or use the
Application menu to switch back to the Location Manager. In the dialog box that's
still open, click Apply to update the settings group with the change you just made.
For example, if you select Time Zone and click Edit in the Location Manager dialog
box, a dialog box that contains a button for opening the Date & Time control panel,
where you actually change the time zone, opens. After changing the time zone, you
close the Date & Time control panel (or switch to the Location Manager using the
Application menu), and then click Apply in the dialog box that's still open.
If you need more help with changing a settings module in the Locations Manager,

select it in the list on the left side of the Locations Manager window and click Get
Info. You do not have to select a settings module's check box to use Get Info; you
can simply select a settings module's name.
The Location Manger's Preferences dialog box (previously shown in Figure 12-23)
includes several options that affect saving changes. One option determines whether
Location Manager automatically switches or asks before switching back to the
group that was active when you started editing a new or different group. Another
option determines whether Location Manager offers to update the current settings
group if you make changes to it outside the Location Manager.
·
The Location Manager will offer to update the current settings group when you switch
settings groups, restart, or shut down your Mac. Say, for example, that the current
settings group includes a setting for sound level and you change the system's sound
level. Now, the Location Manager will ask whether you want to update the current
settings group the next time you shut down or restart the computer, or whenever
you change to another settings group that has a setting for the sound level.
A related option determines whether your computer as ks you to save each settings
module individually or to save all changes simultaneously.

Removing a settings group
To remove a settings group, choose Delete Location from the Location Manger's File
menu. This command d isplays a list of groups. A group is deleted by selecting it in
the list and clicking Delete.

Sharing settings groups
You can share groups of s ettings by importing and exp orting them as Location
Manager files. Choose Import Location or Export Location from the Location
Manger's File menu. The Export Location command displays a standard Save dialog
box in which you can name the exported location file and select a place to save it.
The Import Location command displays a standard Open dialog box in which you
can select a Location Manager file to import.
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Sleep, Startup, and Shutdown Settings
All Macintosh PowerBooks and many Mac desktop models can go to sleep or
automatically shut down to save energy while they are inactive. In the sleep state,
the computer uses very little power. Shutting down the computer conserves even
more energy, but there are advantages to making your computer sleep instead of
shutting it down. The s leep state preserves your open programs, documents, and
control panel settings so that when you "wake" the computer, you can start work
from where you left off.
You can adjust how much energy your computer saves by setting how long it waits
after becoming inactive before putting itself to sleep or shutting itself down. You may
also be able to schedule times for a PowerBook to s leep and wake automatically or a
desktop computer to shut down and start up automatically.
With Mac OS 9, you use the Energy Saver control panel to set the various s leep,
s tartup, and shutdown options on a Mac that is capable of sleep or scheduled
shutdown and s tartup. This one control panel works on both desktop computers
and PowerBooks that use Mac OS 9.

Setting sleep options
You can set sleep options that control how long your computer will remain idle before
going to sleep. The s leep options are somewhat different for desktop computers and
PowerBooks because the purpose of sleep is different on the two kinds of computers.
A PowerBook sleeps to conserve battery power, and to achieve this goal it needs to go
to sleep after a few minutes of inactivity. A desktop computer sleeps to save energy
on a larger scale, and it can accomplish this without cycling in and out of sleep as
frequently as a PowerBook.

Sleep or shutdown options on a desktop computer
If your desktop computer has the Energy Saver control panel, you can use it to set

the amount of time before your computer goes to sleep or shuts down. To control
these options, click the Sleep Setup button at the top of the control panel. You may
see a single conservation-performance slider or you may see three sliders that
enable you to set separate sleep timings for the whole system, the display, and the
hard disk. You can alternate between these two views by clicking Show Details or
Hide Details at the bottom of the control panel. In both views , you can select an
option that makes your computer shut down rather than sleep. Figure 12-25 shows
the full Show Details view of Energy Saver's sleep timings for desktop computers.
If you have configured sleep options on a PowerBook, you may wonder why

desktop Macs have no provision for automatically reconnecting to network file
servers and remounting shared folders and disks on wake-up. These actions are not
necessary because shared disks and other network volumes remain mounted while
a desktop computer s leeps.
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Figure 12-25: The Sleep Setup
section of Energy Saver controls
basic or detailed sleep timings
for all desktop computers.
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Energy Star savings
When you make an Energy Star computer and monitor sleep with the Energy Saver control
panel, you reduce their power consumption to 60 watts or less (30 watts for the computer
and 30 watts fo r the monitor). For example, a 150-watt Energy Star computer and monitor
that sleeps half of each 10-hour weekday costs $62 less per year to operate (at $0.10 per
kWh) than a conventional system. Turning off an Energy Star computer nights and weekends saves another $42 per year. (Energy Star is a designation that the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency gives to computers, monitors, and other office equipment that meet its
guidelines for energy conservation.)
Even mo re important than the cost savings is the reduction in air pollution that's a byproduct
of generating electricity. According to the Rocky Mountain Institute (970-927-3851,
http : I !lvww. rmi. org), "Computers and other electronic office equipment represent the
fastest-growing electrical load in the United States, keeping at least a dozen 1000-megawatt
power plants fully occupied:' In an office, using the Energy Saver control panel and turning off
your computer at night and over weekends also decreases the demand for air conditioning,
which saves even m ore energy and reduces pollution.

Sleep options on a PowerBook
In the Energy Saver contro l pane l, you set s leep options by clicking the Id le
Sleep button at the top o f the contro l panel. You may see a s ingle conservationperformance slider or you may see three s liders that enable you to set separate
s leep timings for the whole system, the display, and the hard disk. You can alternate
between these two views by c licking Show De tails or Hide Details at the bottom
of the control paneL Figure 12-26 shows the Energy Saver's sleep timings for
PowerBooks.
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In the Energy Saver control panel, you can set the timings differently for battery
operation than for operation with the power adapter plugged into the computer.
You choose the power mode from the pop-up menu in the control panel.

Advanced sleep options on a PowerBook
With a PowerBook, you can click the Advanced Settings button to optimize energy
use and control network connections on wake-up. The Power Cycling option lets
the processor switch to a reduced-power mode when it is idle. The Reduced
Processor Speed option makes the processor run at a slower speed , which
may affect your PowerBook's performance.
The option "Turn off the PowerBook Display instead of dimming it" conserves
additional battery power by turning off the display back lighting altogether. The
option "Turn off power to inactive PC Cards" forces all inactive PC cards to stop
draining battery power, even those that normally require power when not in use.
The Advanced section of the Energy Saver control panel also has options for
reconnecting to file serve rs automatically on wake-up. Figure 12-27 shows the
advanced options in the Energy Saver control panel.
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On the iBook (and perhaps future PowerBook models), you may have an additional option in the Advanced Settings dialog box called "Preserve memory contents on sleep:' When this option is selected, the Mac OS saves the contents of
RAM to a file in the System Folder called Suspended.image whenever you put the
iBook to sleep. This is an additional safeguard that preserves your open documents and applications in case the iBook loses battery power while sleeping.
Because the iBook has no backup battery, this option should be selected if you
attempt to switch batteries while the iBook is sleeping.

Control Strip energy savings
Instead of using the Energy Saver control panel to set sleep option on a PowerBook,
you can set the basic power conservation level using the Control Strip. Figure 12-28
shows the control strip module to use.
Figure 12-28: The Control Strip can
set the basic power conservation level.
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The Control Strip module may also enable you to trigger sleep mode, spinning down
the hard disk. This control strip module is designed to handle the immediate powerreduction needs of PowerBooks, and it does not work on most desktop Macs.

Triggering sleep manually
Although the Mac OS will put your computer to sleep after a user-specified period
of inactivity, you gain add itional energy savings by putting it to sleep manually if
you know you won't use it for a while. You can choose Sleep from the Special menu
to make the computer sleep immediately. This command is available only while
using the Finder.
You can make your computer sleep from any program by pressing the Power key
on the keyboard. A dialog box appears asking whether you want to restart, sleep,
cancel, or shutdown. Click Sleep.
PowerBook users have other options for inducing sleep. Closing the lid puts many
PowerBook models in the s leep state. Also, any PowerBook sleeps when you press
3€+Shift+0.
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Waking up your computer
To make your Mac wake up, press Power or any other key on the keyboard. (On some
models, the Caps Lock and function keys may not work for this purpose.) You may
hear a distinctive sound to let you know the computer is waking up, not restarting.

Scheduling wake up and sleep
You can schedule a PowerBook to wake itself up and, in some cases, to put itself to
sleep. In the Energy Saver control panel, you can set a recurring time or one time for
wake-up and another recurring time or one time for sleep. You select these settings
in the Schedule section of the control panel, which is shown in Figure 12-29.
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Scheduling startup and shutdown
On most desktop Macs, you can use the Energy Saver control panel to schedule
automated startup a nd s hutdown times. This is a handy feature, especially if your
computer takes a while to start. You could set your Mac to turn on automatically so
that it's ready when you get to work in the morning, or to shut down automatically
to make sure it's off at night in case you forget. To see Energy Saver's scheduling
options, click Schedule at the top of the Energy Saver control panel window.
To set a time for the computer to start up or shut down, turn on the "Start up the
computer" option or the "Shut down the computer" option and enter a time in
the space provided. Use the pop-up menu to choose the day or days you want
the schedule to be effective: a specifi c day of the week, weekdays only, weekends
only, or every day.

Language Preferences
The Mac OS puts all languages on an equal footing. It works with English, Spanish,
French, German, and other languages that use the Roman alphabet and works equally
well with Asian, Middle Eastern, and other languages that use different alphabets. The
Mac OS deals with the differences in language structure, writing direction, alphabetical
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sorting, calendar, date and time display, and currency. You're not limited to working
in one language at a time. You can work in multiple languages and switch languages
while you work. However, you may need to ins tall additional software to use
some languages, particularly languages that have a different alphabet than
your system's primary language (the language used by the Finder).
To switch languages, select a keyboard layout for a particular language
and country, as described in this section. This section also explains how
to c hange the text behavior and number format for a particular language
and country. To change the date and time format, use the Date & Time
control panel (see "Date, Time, and Location Settings" earlier in this
chapter). Finally, this section describes the language kits included with
Mac OS 9 that you can install to add more languages to your Mac.

La-nguage.script systems and keyboard layouts
The world's languages have many different alphabets and methods of writing (vertical or
horizontal, left-to-right, or right-to-left). The software that defines a method of writing is
called a language script system, or simply a script. Do not confuse this kind of script with
the kind of script you create with AppleScript (as described in Chapter 24).
A language script system tells the Mac OS which character in the specified language each
keystroke produces, as well as how the characters should behave -for example, the direction in which text flows. The script also specifies sort order, number and currency formats,
and date and time formats.
Multiple languages can use one language script system. For example, the Roman script is
used in most Western languages, such as English, French, Italian, Spanish, and German.
Associated with each language script system are one or more keyboard layouts. A keyboard
layout defines the relationship between keys you press and characters entered. For example, the keyboard layout for U.S. English produces a # symbol whe n you press Shift+3, but
the same keystroke produces a £symbol with the British English keyboard layout.

Selecting a keyboard layout
There are several ways to designate which keyboard layout you want to use of
the ones installed on your computer. You can use the Keyboard control panel,
a keyboard s hortcut, or the Keyboard menu. You can also synchronize the keyboard
layout with the currently selected font. Remember, however, that only one keyboard
layout matches the printed key caps on your keyboard. If you change to a different
layout, some keys no longer generate the characters printed on the keyboard.
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Keyboard control panel
You can select a keyboard layout by opening the Keyboard control panel and
clicking the name of the layout to use. You can also select more than one keyboard
layout and you can choose a language script system in the Keyboard control panel.
If you select more than one keyboard layout, the Keyboard menu a ppears near the
right end of the menu bar (as described shor tly). Figure 12-30 shows the Keyboard
control panel.
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Figure 12-30: Select a keyboard layout
from the Keyboard control panel.
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Keyboard layout shortcut keys
The Keyboard control panel includes an option for enabling a keyboard shortcut.
By default, you can switch between layouts in the active script using 3€+Space,
whether or not you enable the option.
If you prefer, you can click Options in the Keyboa rd control panel, and then turn
on the option Use Command +Option+Space to change the keyboard shortcut.

Keyboard menu
If you regularly switch keyboard layouts , you can lis t the layouts you use in the
Keyboard menu. You can then choose the layout from this menu while working in
any application. To make the Keyboard menu appear, select more than one keyboard
layout in the Keyboard control panel and then close the control panel. The Keyboard
menu is located near the right end of the menu bar next to the Application menu.
The Keyboard menu's icon is a flag that indicates which keyboard layout is currently
selected. Figure 12-31 is an example of the Keyboard menu.
Figure 12-31: Switch keyboard layouts
with the Keyboard menu.
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If your computer has more than one language script system, switching keyboards

may also change script systems. Each keyboard implicitly designates a script system
because a keyboard layout can only be part of one script system. Switching from the
U.S. keyboard layout to the Hebrew keyboard layout, for example, implicitly switches
from the Roman script system to the Hebrew script system.
The Keyboard menu always appears if your computer has more than one language
script system installed because there must be at least one keyboard layout selected
for each script system.
English and other Western languages typically provide only one way to ent er text,
and U.S. keyboards are based on that text input method. But in languages that are
based on ideograms, such as Japanese and Chinese, text can be input in multiple
ways. The Japanese language kit comes with an input method called Kotoeri that
enables entering Kanji, Katakana, Hiragana, and Romaji. Other input methods are
available. (Input methods are listed in the Keyboard menu.) The Chinese language
kit is equipped with Pinyin, Zhuyin, Cangjie, and Wubi input-method software, as
well as two character sets: simplified and traditional.

Setting text behavior
Each language has its own rules of behavior, even though it may use the same script
as another language. You teach the Mac OS the rules to use by setting the language
behavior in the Text control panel. The options in this control panel tell the Mac OS
how to produce text from characters. For languages that flow right-to-left, the control
panel provides additional options. You can split the flashing vertical line that marks
the insertion point so that you can see where your next typing will appear for left-toright writing as well as for right-to-left writing.
In the Text control panel, you also specify a set of rules for alphabetizing,
capitalizing, and distinguishing words. First you choose among the installed
language-script systems, such as Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Japanese, and Chinese.
Then you choose among the regional rules for text behavior that the selected script
system supports. For example, the Roman script system has text behavior rules for
Brazilian, Canadian French, Danish, Dutch, Englis h, Finnish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Spanish, and Swedish. Figure 12-32 shows the Text control panel options
for the Roman script.
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Setting number formats
The Numbers control panel sets the number format-decima l separator, thousand
separators, and currency symbol. You can choose a preconfigured number format
for a region of the world that corresponds to one of the languages installed on your
system, or you can specify a custom format by entering the punctuation marks to
use as separators and the currency symbol. Figure 12-33 shows the Numbers
control panel.
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Installing multilingual software
To read or write in a language that uses a different alphabet than your system's
primary language, a language kit must be installed. A language kit includes a
language script system, one or more keyboard layouts, and fonts.
New

Feature

Eleven language kits that Apple had sold separately are bundled with Mac OS 9, but
installation is optional. The 11 kits are Arabic, Central European, Cyrillic, Devanagari,
Gujurati, Punjabi, Hebrew, Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese, and Traditional
Chinese. To install these languages, do a custom installation of Mac OS 9 (as
described in Chapter 31) and select the Language Kits module.
Besides language kits, you need app lications that can use the languages installed
on your computer. You get two such applications: Microsoft Internet Explorer and
Netscape Communicator. You can use either to browse foreign language Web pages
on the Internet. (Web browsing is covered in Chapter 10.) In addition, you can buy
applications that let you create multilingual documents as well as applications
whose menus and dialog boxes are in a foreign language. For example, if you
have English, Spanish, and Hebrew installed on your computer, you might use
applications that are exclusively Spanish or Hebrew. You might also use a
word processor that has English menus but lets you write documents in any
combination of languages.
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Software Update
One of Mac OS 9's new Internet-integration features is the Software Update control
panel, which enables automatic searching for updates to the Mac OS that Apple
makes available for downloading. The control panel is simple to use- just open it
and click Update Now. A control panel confirms your choice; click OK to continue.
If you're connected to the Internet, the control panel will contact Apple's software
servers and find out whether there are any updates available for your Mac. If the
control panel finds any available updates, it will list them. Place a check mark next
to the updates you'd like to download, and then click Install.
You can also schedule updates automatically using the control panel. If you'd like
to schedule updates, turn on the "Update software automatically" option. Now, set a
schedule. Click the Set Schedule button to open the Set Schedule dialog box. Choose
a time of day for the update, and then click the days on which you'd like Software
Update to perform its check. When you're done, click OK.
The Software Update control panel has another option if you've enabled scheduled
updates: "Ask me before downloading new software." Turn this option on if you'd
like to be notified when new system software is found during a scheduled check.

Configuring Keychain Access
One of the centerpieces of the Mac OS 9 upgrade is the keychain, a technology
that enables you to save your login names and passwords for file-sharing services,
Internet locations, and encrypted files, among other things. Your keychain holds
a number of different keys, metaphorically speaking. Each key is really a username
and password (or sometimes just a password) for a network, Internet, or encryption
resource. When your keychain is locked, none of these keys can be used. When your
keychain is unlocked, then all of the keys can be used- meaning you only have
to remember your keychain password to access an of the resources for which
you have keys.
It's a fairly useful system because it enables you to create unique and secure
passwords for the various logons you have, but you only have to remember one
password. And, in the sense that you'll be less inclined to jot all of your passwords
down in the Note Pad or on Stickies, the keychain approach is more secure.
It's less secure than memorizing all your login names and passwords, though, because
if your keychain is unlocked, anyone who sits at your computer can gain access to all
of the passwords and logons you've added to the keychain. Of course, it's tough to
memorize all those login names and passwords, which is why the keychain is a nice
feature. If you use it, you need to remember to lock your keychain whenever you get
up from your machine- or, better yet, have it lock itself automatically.
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Chapters 7and 21 discuss us ing the keychain for your encryption passwords and
file-sharing connections, respectively. In this section, the discussion focuses on
using the Keychain Access control panel to manage your keychain items.

Accessing your keychain
When you first access the keychain by choosing Keychain Access from the Control
Panels menu, one of three things will happen:

+ If you haven't cr eated a keychain, an alert box will ask if you'd like to create
a keychain. Click Create in the alert box to create your keychain. The Create
Keychain dialog box will appear. Enter a name for the keychain and a password
and then type the password again to confirm it (see Figure 12-34). Click Create
to access your new keychain.

~
Note

If your password is shorter than Apple recommends, an alert box warning you that
the password should be more secure appears. To return to the Create Keychain dialog box and change your password, click No. Keychain passwords are important,
because the keychain can hold quite a bit of information about you. You should
select a password at least six characters long (preferably longer), ideally with a mix
of numbers and letters that's difficult to guess or nonsensical to anyone but you.
Figure 12-34: The Create Keychain
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+If your keychain is locked, a dialog box asking whether you'd like to enter
a password fo r your keychain to unlock it will appear. Choose the keychain
from the pop-up menu, and then enter your password. You'll see the Keychain
window with its contents revealed.

+ If your keychain is already unlocked , it is unlocked either because you
recently used the keycha in to access a password, or because you recently
logged in to your Multiple Users account. By default, your Multiple User's
password is the same as your keychain password, and both are opene d
when you log in.
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Locking and unlocking your keychain
If your keychain is unlocked, you can lock it by clicking Lock in the Keychain
Access control panel. This immediately locks the keychain. Now, to access the
items on the keychain, you either need to specify your keychain passwords as
you're logging in (or decrypting) or you need to unlock the keychain.
If your keychain is locked but the Keychain Access control panel is still open,
you can unlock the keychain by clicking Unlock. Choose the keychain you
want to unlock from the Unlock Keychain pop-up menu, and then enter the
appropriate password. Click Unlock.
If you have more than one keychain open, you can choose File c:> Lock all keychains to lock them simultaneously.

Tip

Managing keychain items
Most of the time you add keychain items through other applications or utilities.
For instance, Internet sites are generally added through the Internet applications
you use to access those sites, as discussed in Chapter 10. Likewise, the Network
Browser or Chooser is generally how keychain items are added for file sharing
access, as discussed in Chapter 21.

Get Info
Once items are on the keychain, you can learn more about them by selecting them
in the Keychain Items listing and clicking Get Info. This brings up a special Get Info
window that tells you a little about the keychain item, as shown in Figure 12-35.
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Figure 12-35: The Get Info window for a

keychain item shows the details on that item.
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If you'd like to view the password for this item, click the View Password button.
You'll be asked to re-enter your keychain password. After you've done that, the
password for that item is revealed.
If the item you're viewing is an Internet location or an AppleShare password, you'll

also see a Go There button in the Get Info window. You can use this button to load
the Internet location in the associated Internet application or to mount the network
volume. In the case of a Web Internet location, for instance, a secure Web site would
be loaded in the default Web browser that's specified in the Internet control panel.

Remove items
From the Keychain Items list you can also remove an item. Removing an item
doesn't make it impossible to access the associated resource; it simply means
that your keychain won't remember the username and password for that resource.
If you remove an item from your keychain, then you need to make sure that you
remember the username (if applicable) and password for that item. The next
time you try to access the item, you'll have to manually enter the username
and password.
To remove an item, simply select it in the Keychain Items list and click Remove.
An alert box will appear asking whether you're sure you want to remove the item.
Click OK.
Tip

You can also drag items from the Keychain Items list to the Trash to remove them.

"""
Changing keychain settings
Your keychain offers a few settings that enable you to customize its behavior. You can
also change the keychain password. To do those things, choose "Keychain" Settings
from the Edit menu, where Keychain is the name of the currently selected keychain.
To edit settings, you need to enter your keychain password again. Enter the password
and click the View button. The Change Settings dialog box appears (see Figure 12-36).
Figure 12-36: The Change Settings
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At t he top of the dialog box, you can enter a new password and then type it again
to confirm the password. When you click Save, the password change will be made.
Place a check mark next to any other options in this dialog box that you would like
to have active:

+ Allow access without warning. If you activate this option, access to your
keychain will be allowed automaticaJiy, without asking for confirmation in an
alert box. This makes it more convenient if you access a lot of secure resources
that consult the keychain, but it cuts down on security because you won't be
warned if and when unauthorized access (by an application or AppleScript, for
instance) to the keychain takes place.

+ Lock after minutes of inactivity. If you 'd like the keychain to automatically
lock itself after a period of inactivity, activate this item and enter the number
of idle minutes you'd like the keychain to w ait before it locks itself.

+ Lock when the system sleeps. Activate this item if you 'd like the keychain to
lock when this Mac is put to sleep (by you or by the Energy Saver control panel).

Creating more than one keychain
You can create a new keychain by selecting New Keychain from the File menu. Give
the keychain a name, enter a password, and confirm the password, and the new
keychain will appear in the Keychains menu.
You can also add a keychain by simply dragging it from a removable disk or from a
network volume. If you'd like you use your own keychain from another computer, for
example, you can do that by copying the keychain file (which is located in the System
Folder, in the Preferences folder, in a folder called Keychains) to a removable disk or
over a network drive. Copy it to the new machine and you can access it through the
Keychain Access control panel as follows:
1. Lock all keychains and close the Keychain Access control panel.

2. Reopen the Keychain Access control panel from the Control Panels menu.
3. In the Unlock Keychain dialog box, choose Other from th e pop-up menu.

4 . In the Choose a Keychain dialog box, locate the keychain you'd like to use
and click Open.
5. Enter a password for the keychain and click Unlock.
The keychain opens in the Keychain Access control panel. Now, to switch between
two or more keychains, you can select them from the Keychains menu. To make a
particular keychain the default keychain (where most new passwords will be added)
choose Make "Keychain" Default from the Keychains menu, where Keychain is the
name of the selected keychain.
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Summary
This chapter showed you how to use control panels to customize various aspects
of your computer's operation to make your work more comfortable and productive.
General preferences can be set to determine the preferred location for opening and
saving documents, and the blinking rates for the insertion point and menus. You
can also adjust the responsiveness of the keyboard and mouse.
In addition, this c hapter discussed how to change sound levels and alert sounds;
how to adjust the way your monitor looks; and how to set the current date, time,
and location for your computer. You saw how to use and modify the Control Strip.
You saw how to use the Location Manager to create groups of settings and what
control panels allow you to set sleep, startup, and s hutdown times. You also saw
how to set foreign la nguage preferences and adjust compatibility settings. And,
you saw a new control panel that enables you to automatically search for updates
to the Mac OS over the Internet.
Finally, this chapter discussed the Keychain Access control panel, which can be
used to manage one or more keychains on your Mac. You can add keychains, lock
and unlock keychains, get information on keychain items, delete keychain items,
and set preferences. You can also copy keychains between different Macs and
manage more than one keychain at a time .
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In This Chapter

M

ac OS 9 offers a new built-in feature that could prove
to be a boon for users of many Macs. Called Multiple
Users, it's actually an updated implementation of software
that Apple has sold for some time as a separate add-on for the
Mac OS called At Ease. What this feature enables you to do is
create separate accounts for each user on your Mac-whether
they're membe rs of your family, coworkers, or different users
in a lab setting.
Each user gets his or her own login name and password. Once
logged in, what each user sees can be very different. You have
your own storage space, access to private documents and a
set of applications you can use. Moreover, preferences for
your applications and the Mac OS can be tailored to your
needs. Your Internet preferences, application preferences,
Appearance settings, and even your keychain can all be
set up so that the Mac OS inte rface you use is completely
different from that of others who share this one Macintosh.
For the administrator (or "owner") of the machine, your
options are extensive, too. You can assign different levels of
interface to your users, giving some more control over their
environment than others. You can restrict access to network
volumes, CD-ROM, and DVD drives, and control what in the Mac
OS each user sees. If you've ever tired of setting and resetting
preferences or customization options after other people have
worked with a particular Mac, you'll probably find Multiple
Users a boon for the power it gives you to control access.
This chapter discusses setting up multiple users, accessing
individual accounts, and setting preferences for individual users.
You'll also see how to set up Voice Verification, Apple's new
system for allowing users to sign in to their account by simply
speaking a pass phrase instead of remembering a password.

Understanding
multiple users
on one Mac
Enabling Multiple
Users
Creating users and
setting privileges
Logging in, changing
passwords, and
logging out
Using personal
folders, items, and
the shared folder
Getting around in
limited and Panels
interfaces
Administrative
options and tips
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How Multiple Users Works
Multiple Users is an extension to the Mac OS that enables you to create multiple
user accounts on a single Mac OS 9 computer. Each user account is given its own
set of preferences files, documents, and access to a subset of the applications that
are available on the Mac. In essence, nearly the entire experience-the desktop,
documents folder, application preferences, and more-can be customized and
controlled for each individual user.
There are a number of situations where this can be handy. As the "owner" or
administrator of a particular Mac, you can create accounts that only have access
to applications that you authorize. For instance, you might want to restrict access
to an FTP application on a lab-based Macintosh to keep users from downloading
software over the Internet. Or, you might determine that you have users who
shouldn't have access to certain Control Panels so that they don't make systemlevel changes to the setup of the Mac (such as changing TCP/IP or File Sharing
settings). You can also determine factors such as whether the user can print and
which printer the user can choose.
Multiple Users also enables you to set up the Finder differently for each user. For
trusted users, you can give them pretty much full access to the Finder, even enabling
them to manage other user accounts, if desired. A more limited Finder enables you
to add the customizations noted previously, such as restricted access to Control
Panels or the Network Browser. To place even more restrictions on a user, you can
choose the Panels interface, which basically gives the user access to only selected
applications, personal documents, and, if you so choose, removable media.

The log-in process
Once Multiple Users is activated, a new interface is added to the Mac OS. Near
the end of the startup process, after extensions loading has occurred (but before
Startup Items are opened), the Login screen appears, complete with usernames
and custom icons for each user (see Figure 13-1). This window enables a user
to select his or her username and click Log in or press Return. Then, the user
is prompted for a password. If the password is correct, that user's Preferences
and settings are loaded and the user's personal Startup Items are opened.
The desktop appears (unless the user has been assigned the special Panels
interface), complete with that user's custom settings.
Now, depending on his or her configuration, this user will have access to a subset of
the applications and control panels that you've installed on the Mac. (You can select
that subset using the Multiple Users administrative tool, as discussed later in the
section "Enable Multiple Users and Create Accounts"). Likewise, all of the user's
application preferences, Internet preferences, and other settings are customized
for them. And, the user will have his or her own storage space on the desktop that
offers an area where he or she can save files and folders for personal use. In addition,
a shared folder might also be accessible to the user, allowing files and folders to be
stored that all other users on the Mac can access.
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Figure 13-1 : With Multiple Users, each
user has his or her own log-in account
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Multiple Users also adds another command to the Finder's Special menu: Logout
(see Figure 13-2). When selected, this command tells all open applications to quit.
Cfechnically, it sends the Apple Event "Quit" to all applications in the Application
menu, as described in Chapter 24, so that they all go through a clean quit process.)
Then, any items in the user's personal Shutdown Items folder are performed and ,
finally, the user is logged out of his or her accou nt. The Login window reappears
and another use r is now free to access the Mac.
Apple Events are discussed in Chapter 24; Startup and Shutdown items are discussed in Chapter 11 .
llllm3I:lll llelp
Empty TrashEj ect
$ E
Erase DlsL
Sleep
Restart

Figure 13-2: With Multiple Users active, a new Logout
command appears in the Finder's Specia l menu.

ShutDown
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The nuts and bolts
From the user's point of view, Multiple Users is seamless. To make it happen, though,
requires a bit of magic-especially to ensure that it can't be easily defeated.
On a Mac that isn't enabled for Multiple Users, the Mac generally goes through its
startup routine until it's loaded all extensions, then it calls on the Finder to start
up and create the desktop, Apple menu, and mount drives, and otherwise create
the user interface. When Multiple Users is activated, the Mac OS actually loads a
different application before it loads the Finder, called Login. This is what displays
the Login screen where users can select their account names and enter passwords.
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Once a user has logged in correctly, Login is then responsible for setting up the user's
personal environment. In some cases, that simply means redirecting the Preferences
folder (as far as applications are concerned) so that the user's applications all load
the appropriate Preferences folder for that user. It also means setting permissions for
the user's access to applications and folders on the system. Then, Login loads either
the Finder or the Panels program, depending on which is enabled for the user.

,/
Note

Another change in Mac OS 9 can affect what your users see at startup. If you or any
user with access to the Chooser elects to have volumes mounted at startup (see
Chapter 21 for more on how this works), then the Finder will attempt to mount
those volumes regardless of which user has logged in. The reason this ha ppens is
that network volume aliases to be mounted are now stored in the Servers folder
instead of in the Startup Items folder in the System Folder. The Servers folder is not
swapped in and out for a given user (unlike the Startup Items folder), so those
items are accessed regardless of the user. To work around this issue, you can
remove any aliases in the Servers folder and place aliases to network volumes in
selected users' Startup Items folders. Of course, if you'd like to have a network volume login appear regardless of the user, the Servers folder is the way to go.

Login isn't finished, however. It actually sits in the background (you won't see it
on the Application menu or the Application Switcher window, but it's still running)
where it acts to redirect requests from applications so that the application itself
doesn't need to know that it's being run in the Multiple Users environment. Instead,
it "sees" the Preferences folder and other system items in the correct places so that
it can continue to function normally.

Owners, users, and administrators
In Multiple Users parlance, there are two basic types of users: regular users and the
owner. The owner is the first account created on the Mac, and it's the one that has
the most power. As the owner, you can create accounts, change user access levels,
and configure the overall Mac to your liking.
The owner also has the ability to give certain users administrator privileges,
enabling them, for example, to create and alter user accounts. In general, this still
doesn't give the user as much power as the owner, because even an administrative
user can have his or her access privileges managed by the owner. And, in the case
where the Mac is started up with extensions off, the owner password is still
required to gain access to the machine and make changes.

The Users folder
So where are all these settings saved? Multiple Users creates a new folder on the
startup disk called Users, where each user's files, preferences, Favorites, and other
settings are stored. When a user logs in, those are the settings that are redirected
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to the appropriate places in the System Folder and elsewhere on the system. As
the owner you can access these settings for individual users by double-clicking
the Users folder on your startup disk (see Figure 13-3).
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Figure 13-3: The Users folder window
opens to reveal the files of your users.
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Here you'll find a folder for each user, including a number of settings that you'd
normally find in the System Folder for a non-Multiple Users system-Favorites,
Apple Menu Ite ms, Startup and Shutdown items, and so on. As the owner, you
can make changes in these folders that will be reflected when the user next logs
in to the system (see the section "Administration and Troubleshooting").

,

Note

The Users folder also includes a Shared Documents folder where users can store
documents that are accessible to most other users on the system. (You can choose
to limit an individual user's access to the Shared Documents folder.) The Users folder
is also where each individual user's personal files are saved, in a special Documents
folder that's found inside the user's folder. These documents are generally only
accessible to the user and owner, although you can enable users to see other
user's documents and have read, write, or read and write access to them.
If you have a folder named Documents on your startup disk, it becomes the
owner's personal documents folder. If you don't, a Documents folder is created
when you start up Multiple Users and subsequently Jog in as the owner.

Enable Multiple Users and Create Accounts
Multiple Users is enabled and managed using the Multiple Users control panel.
To use Multiple Users, you must first activate it in the control panel, and then
create a user account for each user who wiJI be accessing this Mac. You can
also create a guest account that enables users who don't have a username
and password on the system to access the Mac.
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To enable Multiple Users and use it for the first time, you must have an owner's
name and password entered in the File Sharing control panel (you'll generally set
this in the Mac OS Setup Assistant, discussed in Chapter 31, or you can set it up
th rough the File Sharing control panel, as discussed in Chapter 22). This name and
password are used to create the owner account in Multiple Users. If you don't
have these specified, Multiple Users will open the File Sharing control panel when
you attempt to turn on Multiple Users or create a new user.

Enabling Multiple Users
To enable Multiple Users, choose Multiple Users from the Control Panels menu
in the Apple Menu. This will bring up the control panel shown in Figure 13-4.
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Figure 13-4: The Multiple Users control panel

At the bottom of the Multiple Users control panel are two radio buttons that enable
you to turn Multiple Users on and off. Select On to activate Multiple Users. At any
time, you can choose Off to disable Multiple Users. When Multiple Users is off, the
Login window doesn't appear and anyone who accesses the Mac has access to
the entire system.

Creating a user
When you have Multiple Users active, you already have one us er, the owner. You
don't actually have to create another user if you don't want to- Multi ple Users
can be used with jus t the owner account to enable you to password-protect the
logi n process. With Multiple Users active and only one account, you can eas ily
disallow anyone who doesn't know the owner's password (or doesn't match
the owner's voiceprint, as dis cussed later in the section "Create Your Voice
Verification Password'') from accessing this Mac.

_,
Note

Multiple Users enables you to create up to 40 user accounts and 1 guest account.
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To enable more than one user to have access, you need to create a user account
for each user. To begin creating a new user, click New User in the Multiple Users
control panel. This brings up the Edit "New User" window, as shown in Figure 13-5.
0
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Show Setup Details

Figure 13-5: The Edit "New User" window
You begin by e ntering a name for the user in the User Name entry box. This name
can be up to 31 characters long and follows the same requirements as creating a
folder name in the Finder. (In fact, creating a folder is part of what happens when
you create the user.) You can s imply enter a use r's first and last name, or you can
use some other naming system that you prefer.
When you've entered a username, press Tab to move to the Password dialog
box. Now, enter a password for this user. Again, it can be up to 31 cha racters
long. Passwords are not case sensitive, so the password "longitude393quack" is
the same as "LongiTude393Quack" or other permutations o f upper- and lowercase.

""'
Note

The username and password are actually optional. If you don't mind giving users
access to the syste m without a username and/or password, you can leave these
fields blank. This isn't recommended, but it is possible. Also, creating a user automatically creates a keychain for that user, which is assigned the same password as
his or her account password. The keychain is opened automatically as the user
logs in, unless the use r changes his or her keychain password using the Keychain
Access control panel. (For more on the keychain, see Chapter 12.)
Once the password is entered, you can select the type of user account to assign
to this user. There are three basic options:

+ Normal. A Normal user account gives the user access to most features in the
Finder. These users can access all applications, AppleScripts, and most folders
that are available to the owner. By default the users cannot access other user's
documents and are restricted from using some of the control panels that a re
reserved for the owner account.

+ Umited. These users still see the typical Finder interface, but you have more
customization options. Specifically, you can customize which applications ,
AppleScripts, and control panels the users can access. You can also determine
whether the users have access to CD-ROMs or DVD-ROMs, other removable
media, the Chooser, and the Network Browser, a nd other features of the OS.
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+ Panels. This user doesn't see the Finder interface, but is instead shown
the more limited Panels interface. Panels basically enables users to manage
their applications and documents from a s implified interface that uses tabbed
windows and button icons for access. These users cannot see disk icons on
the desktop or open them to find items.
If you select Normal, you don't have to do anything else, if you don't want to-you

can simply close the Ed it window and the new user is c reated. For Limited and
Panels interfaces, you need to do a bit more customization, which is covered in
the next sections.
To reveal the details for this particular setup, you can click the Show Details Setup
disclosure triangle at the bottom of the Edit window. This displays four tabs, which
you may or may not be able to access, depending on the type of account you're
creating. They are: User Info, Applications, Privileges, and Alternate Password.

User Info
On the User Info tab (which is available regardless of the type of account be ing
set up), are a number of options that let you make basic decis ions about this
user, including the icon used for that particular user in the log-in window, whether
the user can change his or her own password, and how other users will access
this user's documents. If you've selected a Normal account, you can also decide
whether this user will have the privileges required to alter other users' accounts
and create new users. Figure 13-6 shows the User Info tab of the Multiple Users
control panel.
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Figure 13-6: Setting basic User Info options
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Here's a look a t each option:

+ User Picture. Using the up and down arrows, you can select the picture
that will appear next to this user's name in the login window. You can add
images to use by dragging them from the ScrapBook, an application, or a
Web browser window.
Tip

If dragging-and-dropping an image to the User Picture doesn't work, try to copy
and paste it. Select an image in another application and choose Ed it o::> Copy in that
application. Now, click once on the picture box labeled Use r Picture and choose
Edit o::> Paste. You should see the image appear. Images that are perfectly square
look best as User Pictures.
+User can change password. Turn on this item if you'd like to enable this user to
change his or her own login password. Users can do this from the login window
by selecting the Change Password option before logging in to the Mac.
+ Can log in. You may want to temporarily disable a user without deleting his or
her user account. If that's the case, turn off this item. The user will not be able
to log in, but his or her settings and documents will be preserved for future use.

+ Can manage user accounts. If the user has a Normal user account, you can
decide to enable the user to manage other user's accounts. If you turn on
this option, the user will have access to the Multiple Users control panel,
allowing them to create, modify, and delete other user accou nts (except
the owner account) .
+ Access by others to user's documents. This setting enables you to determine
how other users will view this user's documents . If you want to a llow this user
to keep his or her documents from being seen by others, turn off this option.
Otherwise, use the pop-up menu to determine how this user's docume nts will
appear to others-Read Only, Write Only, or Read & Write.

Applications
By default, Normal users have access to all applications and AppleScripts on the
Macintosh, with the exception of the Multiple Users control panel and some other
restricted control panels discussed later in the section "Limits on User Accounts."
Limited and Panels accounts, however, require that you set up the individual
applications that the user has access to. You do this on the Applications tab, which
you access by clicking the Applications tab of the Edit window. Figure 13-7 shows the
Applications tab.
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Figure 13-7: Choosing which applications a Limited or
Panels account can access

To designate which applications this user can access, s imply scroll through the
list and turn each application on or off by clicking its check box. By default, you'll
see not only ordinary applications that are installed on the Mac, but AppleScripts
and Speakable Items as well. Unlike regular applications that have distinctive
icons, most AppleScripts have the standard AppleScript application icon, which
looks like a diamond with a scroll on top of it, a lthough some, such as the Mail
and Browse the Inte rne t applets, have custom icons. (AppleScript applications are
described in Chapter 24.) Including all AppleScripts in the list gives you increased
flexibility but can make the list lengthy and difficult to manage. If you'd prefer to
simply view the availa ble applications, choose "all but AppleScriptsH from the
Show pop-up menu. If you'd like to see jus t the items you've already selected as
accessible, you can choose "selected items only" from the Show pop-up menu.

~
Nota

If you have a CD or DVD in your drive or other removable disks mounted, you may
see applications in the User Applications list that are on those removable disks. To
avoid confusion, you may want to eject those disks so that you're only adding local
applications (those actually stored on this Mac) via this list.
If you don't see an application that you want to give this user access to, you can find

it by clicking Add Other. Now, using the Open dialog box, locate the application to
which you'd like to give this user access. Once you've found it, select it and click
Open. It's added to the lis t of applications; you can find it in the list (in alphabetical
order) and click its check box to turn it on. You can also select all applications in the
window by clicking Select All, or you can turn off access to all listed applications by
clicking Select None.
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Setting application privileges for a user affects whether the user can see and open
applications. A Limited user can see all applications in the Finder but can open only
the ones to which you have enabled access. If the user tries to open an application
to which he or she doesn't have access, an alert box appears telling the user that
he or she cannot open that application.
Limited and Panels users are also given a specia l way to launch applications to
which they have access. For the Limited user, this is a special folder that appears
on the desktop called Items for username, where username represents the name of
the user (for example, the folder might be named "Items for Daisy Smith"). For a
Panels user, a panel called Items appears on the screen. This panel includes the
applications to which this user has access. For more on how this looks and works,
see the section "The User Experience" later in this chapter.

~

If you want to add access to control panels fo r individual users, but you don't want
them to see the entire Control Panels menu in the Apple Menu, you can add some
control panels individually in the User Applications Jist. The user will then be able
to open the control panels from his or her personal items folder or Items panel.

Note

Privileges
If you're configuring a Limited or Panels account, you can set additional options by
clicking the Privileges tab in the Edit window (see Figure 13-8). These options don't
apply to a Normal account, because they are a ll enabled by default for such users.
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Figure 13-8: The Privileges options for Limited or Panels
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The Privileges options determine whether the user has access to COs and DVDs,
other removable media, the shared folder for all users, and the Chooser and Network
Browser. You can also determine whether the user has access to Control Panels and
other Apple Menu Items and whether the user can print. If you enable the user to
print, you can limit the user to access to a particular printer.
Privileges are organized in two different sections. Here are the options in the
section labeled Allow access to:
+ CD/DVD-ROMs. You can choose to allow or disallow a user from accessing the
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive in the Macintosh by turning this option on or off. If
turned off, the user cannot access any COs or DVDs placed in the drive (they're
automatically ejected). If turned on, then you have two other options- you can
choose to enable the user to access any COs or DVDs placed in the drive, or you
can choose to have the user's access compared against a list of restrictions for
particular CD and DVD titles. (Creating this list is discussed in the section
''Global Multiple User Options" later in this chapter.)
+ Other removable media. You can select this item to enable this user to
access other removable media to which your Mac has access, including
floppy drives, Zip drives, or any other removable device that's connected
to the Macintosh.
+ Shared Folder. Each Mac set up for Multiple Users has a shared folder that
can be used to exchange files between users. By default the owner and all
Normal users have access to this folder. For Limited and Panels users, you
can determine whether they, too, have access to the s hared folder. If they
do, it appears in a Limited user's personal items folder and in a Panels
user's Items panel.
+ Chooser and Network browser. If you'd like to give users access to the Chooser
and Network Browser for connecting to file sharing servers, turn on this option.

~
Note

A user that has access to the Chooser but doesn't have print privileges can change
the printer to which he or she is connected. But, when that user attempts to print
from an application, the user will be asked for the owner's password in order to
complete the printing process.
+Control Panels. If you'd like this user to have access to the Control Panels
submenu in the Apple menu, turn on this option. This gives the user access to
many of the appearance and behavior-related control panels on the machine,
but still limits the user's ability to access the restricted control panels, which
are outlined in the section "Limits on User Accounts" later in this chapter.
+Other Apple Menu Items. If you'd like to restrict this user's access to Apple
menu items other than the Chooser, Network Browser, and the Controls Panels
menu, check this option. This denies the user access to accessories such as the
Apple System Profiler, Calculator, ScrapBook, and Stickles, among other items.
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At the bottom of the Privileges screen you can choose whether this user can print.
If you enable printing for the user, you can either enable the user to print to any
available printer (which the user can select in the Chooser) or limit that user to a
particular printer. If limited to a particular printer, the user can still change printers
in the Chooser (if the user has access to it). Printing to an unauthorized printer,
however, requires the owne r's password.

Alternate Password
If you've enabled the Alternate Password global option (discuss ed in the s ection

"Global Multiple User Options" later in this chapter), then you can set additional
options by clicking the Alte rnate Password tab. Figure 13-9 shows the Alternate
Password options.
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Figure 13-9: The Alternate Password options screen

In the Alternate Password ta b, you can enable this user to us e a password method
other than a typed password. By default, Mac OS 9 supports Voice Ve rification as
its sole alternate scheme. However, developers can create other alternate schemes
(for example, thumbprint identification) which can then be added as an option for
your users .
To enable this user to use an alternate password scheme, turn on the option This
user will use an alternate password. Below this option is the alternate scheme that's
available. (The alternate password scheme is selected elsewhere, as described later
in the section "Global Multiple User Options.'')
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The Alternate Password tab includes options for the alternate scheme that's been
selected. For instance, with Voiceprint Verification, you can click the Create Voiceprint
button to create a voiceprint password for this user. (See the section "Create Your
Voiceprint Passphrase" later in this chapter.) There is also an option that enables
the user to change his or her voiceprint password during login.

~

You shouldn't create a voiceprint for another user, because, by definition, it won't
work. If you select Create Voiceprint, then the user needs to be available to create his
or her own voiceprint. Otherwise, simply avoid creating a voiceprint and tum on the
option that enables the user to change the voiceprint. The user can then set his or her
own voiceprint password by selecting Change Password from the Login window.

Note

If you select an alternate password scheme for your users, you should still assign
them regular passwords. If the alternate password scheme fails, the user can use
his or her regular password to gain access. Also, the regular password is used to
verify that the users have the privilege to change their alternate password, when
they elect to do so.

Saving the user
After you're satisfied with the changes you've made in the Edit window, you can
save a user simply by clicking the close box in the Edit window. You'll see the new
user's entry in the Multiple Users control panel.

Editing a user
To change settings for an already created user, select that user in the Multiple Users
control panel and click Open. This brings up the Edit window, where you can make
any changes you'd like. When you're done editing the user, click the Edit window's
close box to return to the Multiple Users contro l panel.

~
Note

If you change a user's password, you may also be asked to enter that user's keychain
password. That's because creating a user also creates a keychain for that user, which
is given the same password as the user's password. (The keychain is opened automatically when users log in as long as they don't change their password.) After you've
unlocked the user's keychain, you can then enter that user's keychain password again
and click View. (This button doesn't make much sense- it's a glitch in Mac OS 9.) The
keychain password is automatically changed so that it's the same as the user's login
password. Now, the keychain will still be opened automatically when the user logs in.

Duplicating a user
One quick way to add users to your system is to select a user who has privileges
and settings s imilar to those that you'd like for the new user. Select the existing
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user and click Duplicate. Now you'll see an Edit window that includes the name
of the existing user and an empty password entry box (see Figure 13-10). Enter
a user name and password for the new user.
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Figure 13-10: Creating a user by duplicating an existing user

You can change settings and privileges as before, but they'll default to the settings
that you've already given the existing user that you used as a template. That should
make it easier to set up this user if you only want to make minor changes.

Deleting a user
You can delete a user from the Multiple Users control panel. You have the option
of deleting the user and maintaining the user's files on the system or deleting the
user outright.
To delete a user, select the user in the Multiple Users control panel. Now, with the
user highlighted, clic k Delete. An alert box asks if you're sure; there's no way to
recover a user's settings once that user is deleted. Clic k Delete to delete the user
or click Don't Delete to leave the user on the system.
The next alert box gives the choice of keeping the user folder for this user. (It's the
folder that's stored in the Users folder on your system's hard disk. This folder contains
the user's personal files.) Click Keep to maintain the folder, Delete to delete the folder,
or Cancel to stop the deletion process and leave the user on the system. Once deleted,
a user's folder can't be recovered (except via a disk utility program).
Tip

If you keep a user's folder but delete the user, you can reinstate the user by adding
the user with exactly the same username. Multiple Users will ask whether you
want to keep the existing user folder or delete it and create a new folder for this
user. If you choose to keep it, that user can have access to his or her existing documents and settings.
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Limits on user accounts
One of the biggest limitations placed on users is their access to control panels. No
user except the owner can access the following control panels, most of which deal
with networking and managing the Mac compute r itself:

+- AppleTalk
+ DialAssist
+ Energy Saver
+ Extensions Manager
+Memory
+ Modem

+ Multiple Users
+ Remote Access
+ TCP/IP
Perhaps the biggest limitation is the Remote Access control panel. Users cannot
switch between Remote Access configurations and they can't open the contro l
panel to initiate a remote access connection. While this may seem like a huge
limitation on Macs that only have modem-based access to the Internet, there is
one work around - users that can access the control s trip can use it to connect
using Remote Access. These users cannot, however, switch between Remote
Access configurations; they are locked in to whatever choice you las t selected
as owner.
If your user doesn't have control strip access, then you should set Remote

Access so that its Connect automatically when s tarting TCP/IP applications option
is turned on. That way, when the user starts a Web browser, e-mail application,
or another Internet application that you've made available to them, the Remote
Access connection will be made automatically.
See Chapter 10 for more on Remote Access options.

Global Multiple User Options
Aside from activating Multiple Users and creating individual user accounts, the
Mul tiple Users control panel offers some global options. These options enable
you to set behavior for all of your user accounts, as well as some settings for
how Multiple Users operates in general. These settings include an opportunity to
customize the login prompt and to automate the logging out of inactive users. You
can also set up the restriction for CD and DVD titles, and you can establish some
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other general settings, such as whether to have a Guest User account, how users
enter the username, and whether Multiple Users should work in conjunction with
the Macintosh Manager software to establish user accounts.
To display the global Multiple User options, click Options in the Multiple Users
control panel. The Global Multiple User Options dialog box appears. Its settings
are organized on tabs: Login, CD/DVD-ROM Access, and Other. Click a tab to
access each set of options.

Login
The Login options under Global Multiple User Options enable you to customize the
login prompt, determine whether users can use an Alternate Password scheme (and
which one) and whether users are allowed to speak their na mes instead of selecting
them from the Login list. You can also determine whether users will be Jogged out
or the screen will be locked (requiring their password again) if they are inactive
for a specified amount of Time. Figure 13-11 shows the Login options screen.
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Figure 13-11: login options enable you to customize

login and logout behavior for the system.
Here are the options:

+ Welcome Message. In the Welcome Message text box you can type a message
that will appear in the Login window whenever a user accesses the system.
This message appears near the top of the window, welcoming them to the
system and providing any additional instructions or notifications that you'd
like to add. Figure 13-12 shows a customized Welcome Message.
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Welcome to Mac OS
Note special lab hours for the holiday
weekend. E11.1oyl

~]
Shutdown

Chanoe Password

l og In

Figure 13-12: The login screen with a
custom Welcome Message

+ Allow Alternate Password. If this option is turned on, users can log in
with an alternate password scheme. You choose the scheme from the pop-up
menu. By default, only one scheme-Voice Verification-is available.
After this option is turned on, you can enable individual users to use an
alternate password. (See the "Privileges" section earlier in this chapter.)

+ Users may speak their name. Select this option and users can speak their
names aloud when logging in. For this option to work correctly, Speakable
Items must be enabled in the Speech control panel. (See Chapter 23 to learn
more about Speakable Items.)

+ If user is idle for ... minutes. If this option is enabled, Multiple Users
automatically Jogs out the user or locks the sc reen after the specified
number of minutes. Enter the number of minutes the system must be
idle, and then choose the option that corresponds to the action you'd
like taken after the system has been idle. If you select Log out user, the
login window will be displayed and any user can log in. If you choose
Lock the screen then the user must enter his or her password or log
out before anyone can access the computer again. It's a good idea
to choose one of these options, especially if security is a priority,
to ensure that other people can't use the c urrent account to access
the compute r - either accidentally or on purpose- if the current
user gets up and walks away from the machine.
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CD/DVD-ROM Access
The CD/DVD-ROM Access tab of the Global Multiple Users dialog box enables you to
customize access for specific CD or DVD-ROM titles. This can be a time-<:onsuming
process because you need to insert each CD or DVD-ROM in your CD/DVD-ROM drive
that you wish to allow restricted users to access. In some cases, you can restrict
access to specific parts of a disc. Figure 13-13 shows the CD-DVD-ROM Access tab.

,-

You can't restrict a specific disc for one user but not another user. All users with
limited CD/DVD access share the same list of restricted discs and items. In the Edit
User window, you can restrict the user from all discs or just those in the common
list, or you can give the user unfettered access to discs.

Note
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~c:._;c

~
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~ CDIDYD-ROM Access \fiiihOr\

I

Inserted: Norton lttllltles CD

I¢I
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Ust tor res tricted use rs:

{!) 200li+IF7
'1 ·No i'to nl!lllttles CO
G) Vol7-luue4

I

..

I

Inserted Title:
AddtoUn

I

Sele cted Title:
Re move

I

Select All

I

Re s trict content to:

Gil' [l Norton Install Scrl1>l
Gil' ~ Norton utiliti es

Gil' [). Reod Me

0

13 Startup Dis k lrnoo es
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.

I
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Sele ct Non e )

Content n strlctlonl oppl)l even ...,Mn ony CD/O'fiO .. RQM
Is eiiO'W'td for re$\rlcted wen.

I Concel I
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Figure 13-13: The CD/DVD-ROM Access tab lets you

determine which discs (and what content on those discs)
are restricted.
To add a disc to the list that restricted users can access , place it in the CDfDVDROM drive. When it's mounted, it will appear in the Inserted pop-up menu on the
CD/DVD ROM Access tab.
To add the title, click the Add to List button. The title appears in the List for restricted
users and any folders on that disc appear in the Restrict content to list. By default,
all folders and files can be accessed. To deny access to a particular folder, click to
remove the check next to that folder in the list. You can also click Select None to
deny access to all folders or Select All to enable access to all folders .
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To add another disc, switch to the Finder and eject the current disc. Now, insert
another disc that you'd like to set up access privileges to. Repeat the process for
any discs that you'd like to enable your restricted users to access, or any disc that
contains folders or files that you want to prevent them from using.

,.
Note

You can't selectively enable users to listen to audio COs. If you disable a user's
access to the CD/DVD-ROM drive overall, the user can't play audio COs. Although
you can enable access only to CD-ROM titles on your list fo r restricted users, you
can't add audio COs to this list, meaning users can't play them at all. For users to
play audio COs, you have to enable unrestricted access to the CD/DVD-ROM.
(Don't forget to give users access to the AppleCD Audio Player as well.)

Other
In the Global Multiple User Options window, the Other tab includes a number of
unrelated options. These include the option to allow guest users to log in and the
option to notify the owner when a new application is installed so that you can allow
or restrict access to it. You can also establish some basic settings regarding how
users log in and whether the user account is stored locally or on a network that
uses the Macintosh Manager. Figure 13-14 shows the Other tab.
I Globol Multiple User Options

H3

~~ CD/IlYO-IIOMAccess \ 1 other

Iii Allow a Gue•t U<cr Account
Iii NotifY when newnppllcotlons have been Installed

r....... . ....

[jjJ

ComtJUttr Stttlnos

0 Users choose their names from a list
~Users

type their nome>

I

User llccountwltl be rrom:
~ Multip le User occounts (lo cal)
_ ~Mn cl ~o~ ~n~oer account (on nt!.twork)
~

lcancell ~

Figure 13-14: The options on the Global Multiple User

Other tab
Here's what each option does:
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+ Allow a Guest User Account creates a new login account that can be used by
guest users (users who don't have their own usernarnes and passwords). This
account doesn't require a password. You can edit the Guest user in the Multiple
Users control panel to restrict that user's access just as you would any other
user account.
Caution

The default setting for the Guest user account is Normal, which gives the user
quite a bit of access to your system. You should immediately edit the Guest user
account to restrict its access if you'd prefer that Guests not have many privileges
on your system.

+ Notify when new applications have been installed displays an alert message
that tells the owner that a new application has been installed if either the owner
or a Normal user installs an application. (fhis alert appears at the end of the
next owner's session.)

+ When logging in lets you specify whether users choose a name from
a list or type in their username. Forcing users to type their names offers
additional security, because t he user has to know both his or her username
and password to gain admittance to the machine. Allowing users to choose
a name from a list makes it easier on your users , but offers less security.

+ User account will be from lets you specify the source of us er accounts. If
you have a Macintosh Manager server set up on your netwo rk, you can use
it to create t he user accounts for this machine. Otherwise, choose Multiple
User accounts to use the accounts you set up through the Multiple Users
control panel.

The User Experience
After you've activated and created accounts for your users, they can log in to
the computer, customize their settings, and access the resources you've made
available to them. This section walks you th rough the login and logout process,
showing you the different items a user can customize and how the interface will
appear to different users.

Login
When you start up the Mac (or after another user logs out) the Login window displays.
This window is where you select your account from a list or type the account name
(if the owner has set options so that the account name must be typed) and move on
to the verification step. You may also have the option of changing your password and
changing your Voice Verification passphrase. Figure 13-15 s hows the Login windows
for choosing a user account or entering a user name.
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Welcometo Mac OS
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\Velcome to Mac OS
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Guest
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Otnno e Password

[@
Log In
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Figure 13-15: When you log in, you are asked to choose your username (on the left)
or to enter it yourself (on the right).

Enter a password
After selecting or typing your username, click Log in. Now verify your account by
entering a password. There are a number of things that can happen at this s tep:

+ If the Enter Password dia log box appears, enter your password in the
Password entry box and click OK. If the password is correct, your desktop
appears . If your password is incorrect, the Enter Password dialog box shakes
(sort of s ignifying a s hake of the head "No") and the password is dele ted. Try
again to e nter the password. If you don't get it right, click Cancel to return to
the Login window.

+ If Voice Verification is active and you have a Voice Verification pass phrase
established, the Voice Verification dialog box displays. As the line scrolls
across the dialog box, s peak your passphrase (see Figure 13-16). If your
voiceprint matches, the dialog box disappears and your desktop appears .
If the voiceprint doesn't match, an alert box tells you so. Click Try Again
to speak the pass phrase again. If you click Cancel in the Alert box, or if you
click Cancel in the voiceprint dialog box, you'll see an alert box that asks
you for your regular password . Type it and click Continue to enter the system.

+ If you have another alternative method of access, a corresponding dialog box
will appear after you've entered your username.
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Speak your voiceprint phra se now.

r

Phrase:

Myvolcels my passwora.

Figure 13-16: The Voice Verification dialog box

has heard me speak my passphrase.

Change your password
Before logging in, you can choose to change your password. You can do this at
any time if you feel you've been using your current password long enough and
that changing it would enhance the security of your user account. You can also
choose to change your password if you know that Voice Verification (or another
alternate password system) has been activated for your account, but you haven't
yet recorded your voiceprint.
After selecting your account or typing your username in the login window, click
Change Password. (fhis button is grayed for users who don't have the privilege
to change the password.) In the Change Password dialog box, enter your current
password in the Current Password entry box. Everything you type in this dialog box
is displayed as a string of bullet characters so that no one can read your password
over your shoulder. Figure 13-17 shows the Change Password dialog box.
~··

Chang e Ponwora
CUrrent Password:

·""'-

I•••••

i

I

Iii Chang e Password
New Password:
Verify New Password:

l•••u

~J.::•.::••::::::::::::::;::::;::::::::::::::

D Reset alternate password

Figure 13-17: Changing your password
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Now you have two choices:

+ With the Change Password option selected, you can enter your new p assword.

,

Note

Type it once in the New Password entry box, and then retype it in the Verify
New Password entry box. These two must match before the password is set.
Click OK to see whether your password is successfully changed.
If you haven't ever changed your keychain password, it is the same as your login
password for Multiple Users. In that case, changing your login password will
automatically change your keychain password. The Unlock Keychain dialog box
will appear. If you'd like to change your keychain password, enter the new password now. Then confirm it in the next dialog box. Otherwise, click Cancel
for both dialog boxes.

+ With the option Reset a lternate password selected, you can change your
Voice Ve rification password (or other a ltern ate password scheme). This
enables you to create a new passphrase for voice verification, as described
in the next section.
You can choose to select both Change Password and Reset alternate password in
the Change Password dialog box. If you do, enter your new password twice in the
New Password and Verify New Password boxes and click OK. Your typed password
will change right away, and then you go through the process of creating a new
Voice Verification passphrase (or other alternate password).

Create your Voice Verification passphrase

,

Note

If you are logging in as a user, you can create or edit your voiceprint by following the
steps that enable you to reset your alternate password as detailed in the previous
section, "Change Your Password ." If the owner of your machine has designated
Voice Ve rification as the alternate password scheme, you can now create your
Voice Verification passphrase.

If you're the owner or an ad ministrator, you can help a user to create his or her
voiceprint by opening the Multiple Users control panel, selecting the user account,
and clicking Edit. In the Edit user dialog box, click the Alternate Password tab. Click
Create Voiceprint and the user can begin to create his or her voiceprint
You'll see the Voiceprint Setup dialog box. In this dialog box, click Change Phrase to
enter a new phrase. In the Change Phrase dialog box (shown in Figure 13-1 8), type
the phrase you'd like to use, then select the option Hide phrase at login if you don't
want to be prompted with the phrase. (fhis adds additional security.) Click OK after
you've edited your phrase.
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The passphrase wording doesn't matter to your Mac, because it does not attempt to
recognize the words in the passphrase using voice recognition. Instead, it simply
analyzes your voiceprint by comparing your stored values against what you say (and
how you say it) at log in. You don't even have to say the passphrase that's displayed
on screen, if you remember to say the same thing when you're subsequently logging
in. For instance, the displayed passphrase could be "My voice is my password" and
you could create your voiceprint by saying "log me in, please" as long as you
remember to say "Log me in, please" again when you're logging in. It's best to use
only one sentence- it's more difficult for the verification software to understand two
sentences because you're likely to vary the pauses between sentences.

Note

_ _ Ouwoe Phrase

~

~
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IFour Hare
0

(iJ Hldc phresttt l09ln
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~
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I
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cr~te

Figure 13-18: Type your new
passphrase and decide whether
it will be displayed as you log in.

II

I

I Olncel I ~

OK

II

Now, in the Voiceprint Setup dialog box, click Continue to begin record ing your
voiceprint. You'll record it four times-these are the voiceprints against which
your subsequent log-in voiceprints will be compared. To begin recording, click
Record First.
The First Recording dialog box dis plays. In this dialog box, select the microphone to
use from the Select Microphone pop-up menu. Then, when you're ready to record,
click Record. Now, speak your passphrase, and click Stop when you've finished.
Click Play to hear yourself, Record to s tart over again, or Done if you're satisfied.

,.
Note

This is a sophisticated algorithm that's not easy to trip up. That said, you s hould
avoid speaking much faster, slower, or in a tone or accent that you don't usually
use. Again, it's not voice recognition, so you don't need to enunciate words or
even speak in English. You simply need to speak your passphrase in the same
manner as you're like ly to speak it when you log in.

Now, repeat the recording until you've recorded all four versions.
After completing the fourth, you may see a message that warns you that there's too
much variation between your r ecording attempts. If the message appears, it's best
to click Record Again to repeat the process of creating all four versions again. Try
to speak naturally and at the same pace each time.
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If the software determines that all four of your voiceprints are close matches, you'll

see the voiceprint processed. Now you can try the voiceprint. To do so, click Try It.
You'll see the voiceprint dialog box; speak your pass phrase. If it's accepted , a dialog
box displays saying as muc h. If it isn't accepted, an alert displays that lets you try
again. Your try must be successful before the voiceprint can take effect.

Logout

,

Note

As a user, you can log out at any time by choosing Special c:> Logout or by pressing
3€+Q in the Finder. This brings up an alert box that asks whether you want to log
out. If you do, click Yes; if not, click No. If you don't click anything, the message is
automatically accepted after 90 seconds and you are logged out. The Multiple Users
software tells all applications listed in the Applications menu to quit, activates any
items in your Shutdown Items folder, and then quits the Finder. When the Finder
has quit, the Mac returns to the Login window.
Some background applications have no menu bar or other user interface and are
not listed in the Applications menu; these faceless background applications are
not told to quit when someone logs out.
You can also log out by choosing Restart or Shut Down from the Special menu.
In this case, you won't see an alert as king you to confirm the logout. In addition,
all open applications must quit at this time, including the faceless background
applications. When the Mac restarts (or is started up at a later time) the Login
dialog box appears after the startup process.

Customize your workspace
Depending on your access as a user, you may have quite a few customization options
at your disposal and the Multiple Users software keeps your personal settings for
many of these options separate from similar personal settings made by other users
of the same Mac. Most any application you have access to has its own preferences file,
enabling you to customize it using the application's Options or Preferences command
without worrying about affecting other users' settings. If you have access to Internet
applications, your settings in the Internet control panel can also be kept private.
Actually, applications that don't store their preferences file in the Preferences folder
may still share preferences with other users. See the section "Troubleshooting" later
in this chapter for more details.
Your settings in all of these standard Mac OS control panels can be kept private
(assuming you have access to control panels): Appearance; Apple Menu Options;
ColorSync; Control Strip; Date & Time; File Exchange; File Sharing; General Controls;
Keyboard; Keychain Access; Launcher; Location Manager; Monitors; Mouse; Numbers;
QuickTime Settings; Sound; Speech; Startup Disk; Text; and Web Sharing.
For the most part, any settings changes you make won't affect other users. For
instance, you can change the Appearance control panel to give your workspace
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a different look and feel, or you can change the Monitors settings to alter the
resolution of your screen or the number of colors displayed.
If you're a Normal user, you can even change the contents of the System Folder.

Limited and Panels users don't have enough access to change these settings.

Personal and items folders
Each user on the system gets his or her own personal folder in which documents
and other items can be stored. Access to these folders is governed by the settings
in the Edit user window, as discussed in the section "Creating a User" earlier in this
chapter. The owner or a Normal user who has access to the Multiple Users control
panel can hide a user's folder from all other users.
For a Limited user or a Normal user, the personal folder appears in the form of an
alias icon on the desktop with the user account name as its name. That alias, when
double-clicked, opens the user's personal folder. (fhe folder itself is stored inside the
Users folder in a folder with the user's name. The folder itself is called Documents.)
Figure 13-19 s hows the icon and folder for a personal folder.
Figure 13-19: Double-clicking
the personal folder icon opens
the Documents folder.

If you have a Limited user account, you must store all your documents inside
your personal folder or panel. If you have a Normal account, you should store most
of your documents in your personal folder, even if you have the option of saving
documents elsewhere on the system. If you do store your documents elsewhere,
those documents may be accessed by other Normal users and seen by Limited
users. If you store files in your personal folder and the owner or administrator
denies other users access to your personal files, then your files will be hidden
from other users except the owner.

~
Note

You can also encrypt files to keep them from being accessed or viewed by anyone
else on the system. See Chapter 7 for more on Apple File Security and file encryption.

If you have a Limited user account, then you also have an Items folder. It appears

on the desktop in the form of an alias with the username as its name, as in Rhonda's
Items. It gives you quick access to any applications that have been designated for
your use by the owner or administrator. This is a handy way to quickly open any of
the applications to which you have access without browsing through folders trying
to find them all.
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,

Note

Panels users also have personal folders and Items folders, but items in these folders are displayed in panels, as described later in the section "Panels:'

Shared Documents
If your account has access to the Shared Documents folder, the Shared Documents

folder will also appear in your Personal folder in the form of an alias. This folder
can be used to share files between all users on the system who have access to the
Shared Documents folder. Simply save or copy items to the folder and others with
access will be able to use those items.

Panels
If your account was set up to use Panels, you'll see a much more restricted

interface. First, the Finder doesn't load; instead, Panels serves as your entire
interface. By default two different panels display-your Items panel and your
Documents panel (see Figure 13-20). If you have access to CD/DVD dis cs, you
may also see a panel that shows any mounted discs.

Sherlock 2

Acrobat"'
Reader 3.01

America Online

Apple Video

Desktop Folder

Shared
Documents

F1ayer

AppleCD Audio

F1ayer

Browse the
lntemet

Figure 13-20: The Panels interface offers much more restricted access.
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Working with Panels
Panels works fairly simply. To access an item in a Panel, click on the application or
document. This launches the application (or launches the associated application and
opens the document if you click the document). You can then work normally in the
application. The panels s hrink to the bottom of the screen, displaying only tabs that
name the panels (this works a little like the pop-up windows described in Chapter 5).
To return to the Panels interface, you can click one of the panel tabs, or you can
switch using the Application menu.
Clicking a folder in one of your panels opens a new panel that shows the contents of
that folder. To close the folder, click its tab. The panel disappears and the remaining
panels fill the screen. You can't close your Items or Documents panel-if you click
their tabs, they simply move to the bottom of the screen.
You can customize the view in each individual panel. To do that, select a panel,
then choose View¢ View Options to see the View Option dialog box (shown in
Figure 13-21). In that dialog box you can choose whether to show the desktop
pattern in the background, how large the icons in your panels should be, and
what font and point size the names of items should display in.
VI..., Options~

~
0

Figure 13-21: View Options

for the Panels interface
Shared oocuments

Sllow De<lctop Pattern In backoround

Ico n Size:

font: I Geneva

!, ; I

Site:~

You can also select an individual panel and choose View ¢ As Icons or View¢ As
List from the menu.
The Panels interface gives you access to the Apple Menu (along with Control
Panels and accessories if the owner has made them availa ble to you). Likewise,
there are options in the Specia l menu of Panels that let you Restart or Shut Down
the machine. You can also choose Logout if you' d like to log out and return the
Mac to its Login window.
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Preferences
The Panels interface has a Preferences command that lets you make some
other changes. Choose Preference from the Edit menu while Panels is active.
The Preferences dialog box appears (as shown in Figure 13-22), enabling you
to change sound settings, apply label colors, choose to smooth the display
of icons, and change the way the Tabs behave in the Panels interface.
Preferences

(if Turn Sound On

0 Apply Label colors to I cons
Iii Smooth I cons

j

Tnb window bc h<Wior _

Q Tabs collapse to bottom or scr een
0 Multl~l~ tnb< can be dlsplnynd Ill Ill~ • o m ~ time
@> Tabs are nlwnvs expnrad cd to top ofscreen

'---'----

--

1 Cllnce l I

f'

ICE)

Figure 13-22: The Preferences dialog box
for the Panels interface
Here's what you can do in the Preferences dialog box:

+ Turn Sound On. Use this option to turn sound on or off for this Mac. If you
don't have access to the Control Panels, this is the only way to enable or
disable sound.
+ Apply Label colors to icons. To be able to use the File o:::> Label command
in the Panels interface, enable this option.
+Smooth icons. If you'd like the Mac to antialias the appearance of icons so
that they seem to have s mooth edges at larger sizes, ena ble this option.
+ Tabs collapse to the bottom of the screen. If this option is selected, clicking
an individual panel's tab collapses that panel to the bottom of the screen. If
the Multiple tabs can be displayed at the same time option is turned off, then
each panel collapses to the bottom of the screen as another tab is expanded.

+ Tabs are always expanded to the top of the screen. If you select this option,
then each panel works more like a file folder in a file drawer. Each tab is seen
at the top of the screen, but only one panel is displayed at a time. Clicking a
tab brings its panel to the front, as shown in Figure 13-23.
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Figure 13-23: When tabs are always expanded to the top of the screen, the effect
is more like a drawer full of file folders.

Administration and Troubleshooting
This section looks at some administrative iss ues that fall to you as the owner of a
Mac set up for Multiple Users, including Users folder mainte nance tasks, as well as
some troubleshooting issues that can crop up with Multiple Users.

The Users folder
The information for user's preferences, along with their files, is stored in the Users
folder on your Mac's s tartup volume. This folder contains quite a bit of information,
including the ite ms on that user's Desktop, items in that user's Apple Menu, that user's
Favorites, Internet Search Sites, Launcher Items , and so on. Significantly, this is also
where the user's Preferences files, Startup Items, and Shutdown Items are all s tored.
Figure 13-24 shows a particular user's folders.
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As the owner or system administrator, these folders give you an opportunity to

further customize the ite ms for each of your users. Here are some possible scenarios:

+ Desktop folder. If you'd like to place an item on a user's desktop, you can add
that item to his or her Desktop folder. Note that the arrangement of icons in
the desktop folder mirrors their position on the user's desktop, so you must
scroll the wi ndow to its right side to place icons where they normally appear
on a typical desktop.

+ Apple Menu Items. You can place aliases, folders, or other items on a given
user's Apple menu by adding it to his or her Apple Menu Items folder. That
user can access anything you add as long as the user's account privileges
enable access to other Apple Menu items and to specific applications that
you add.

+ Favorites. You can add Internet Location files to each user's Favorites folder;
for example, if you'd like them all to have quick access to certain sites.
+Startup and Shutdown Items. If you'd like a particular user - or all users-to
have certain items launch when they login and logout, you can place items in
these folders. You could place AppleScripts in these folders , for instance, that
offer them reminders, automatically launch other applications, or otherwise
automate tasks.
You get the idea. There's quite a bit that you, as the owner, can do to customize
these files because you have access to them.
Tip
~

Having most of your users' documents and other items in the Users folder makes
it easier to back up all your users documents and preferences.
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New applications
If you or other Normal users add applications to the system, a notification to that

effect (if you've set the option for notification in the Global Options) displays. This
happens as you log out of your owner accoun t, at which time you'll see a dialog box
that tells you that applications were installed (see Figure 13-25).

.,

An application dragged from a removable disk or network volume to the startup
disk may not show up as an installed application. Generally, only a new application that is installed using an installer program will cause the owner to be alerted
to the new application.

Note

10 new applications won! detected. Do you

wish to add these applftatlons to one or
mo~ ory<:~urusers?

Figure 13-25: If new applications are

installed, this alert displays as you log
out of the Owner account.

If you want to add all or some of the applications that have been installed to users'

accounts, click Yes in the dialog box. You'll then see an Add Application dialog box
for each application that's been installed, as shown in Figure 13-26. In this dialog box,
you can pick the user accounts to which you want to add access to this application.
Place a check mark next to each user who should get access to the application, and
then click Add.
Add Application

~

P1ean stltttth e users that you wish to have
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Figure 13-26: Add each application
to the selected users' accounts.
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To pass on a particular application you can either leave no users selected or click
Cancel. If you'd like to stop adding applications , click Stop. If you click Stop, you' ll
need to add the applications manually to each account; the Add Application dialog
box will not be displayed again for any skipped applications.
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Troubleshooting Multiple Users
A couple of issues can crop up with Multiple Users, including some kinks that still
need to be worked out of the software, as well as some trouble that you can have
with applications that aren't aware that they're in the Multiple Users environment.
Here's a quick list of some potential issues and how you can fix them:
+ Applications give user errors in Limited and Panels accounts. Apple notes
that you need to open app lications at least once as the owner before some
of them will wo rk fo r users who have limited access to the system. If the
application's errors persist past the initial launch, then it's possible that
the app lication is attempting to write preferences or other needed data to
the disk in a nons tandard way. (For instance, an application that attempts
to write data to its own application folde r may not have enough access
to do so under Limited or Panels accounts.) If that's the case, you need
to e ither upgrade the application or change the user's access to Normal.
+Limited users open items they don't have access to. Limited users can work
around your limitations by opening applications through the Script Editor
(or using AppleScripts created with the Script Editor). If this is a problem,
deny those users access to the Script Editor.
Caution

Some applications allow you to import options or settings from other applications
or data files. Some of these applications (Outlook Express 5.0, for example) can
gain access to settings, documents, and preferences in other applications, even if
you haven't given the user access to the other applications. The only answer may
be to move sensitive data or applications to the owner's Documents folder or
delete that information (such as old e-mail accounts) from the Mac.
+You aren't notified when an application is installed. The owner should be
notified whenever a new application is installed. Make s ure you log in as owner
before installing applications. If another user installs an application, you won't
be notified until you log out of the owner account.
+The User Applications list doesn't refresh correctly. To remove aliases that
point to applications that have been deleted, click Select None, and then choose
All Applications from the Show menu. Now, click Select All.
+ Anyone can gain access to private folders if a different startup disk is
used. If you s tart up using an older version of the Mac OS on a different
s tartup disk, a removable disk, or a CD, then a ll user fo lders, including
the owner's Documents folder, can be accessed. The solution is to avoid
allowing othe r drives or removable disks to be a ttached to the Mac a nd to
disallow access to the Startup control panel for your users. Unfortunately,
there's no way to keep users from restarting the Mac and s tarting up from
older Mac OS CDs (by holding down the C key at startup) or starti ng
up from o lder Mac OS versions on attac he d disks (by hold ing down
00+0ption+Shift+De lete). The best defense against this is to use
Apple File Secu rity to e ncrypt sensitive fil es.
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If you attempt to start up from the Mac OS 9 CD and Multiple Users is activated,
you must enter the owner's password.

Summary
This chapter showed what Multiple Users does and how it can help you organize
a Macintosh that is used by more than one person. You then saw how to start up
Multiple Users and create individual users. You can give users Normal, Limited,
or Panels accounts, customize their user information, specify the applications to
which each Limited or Panels account has access, and set the user's privileges
regarding CD/DVD access, Control Panels access, and whether the user sees
additional Apple Menu Items. If you enable support for alternate passwords ,
you can give a user an alternate password (such as Voice Verification) while
you're creating that user's account. Editing and deleting users is also simple,
because it's done from the Multiple Users control panel.
Multiple Users also offers a number of Global Multiple User Options, which
you can use to set up how your system works for all users. You can determine
whether alternate passwords can be used, if users can speak their names in
the Login window (assuming your Mac supports speakable items), and what
the Welcome Message will be. Also, the Global Multiple User Options lets you
determine which COs and DVDs restricted users can access and what items
they can access on those discs. In addition, you can create a Guest account
and you can choose to be notified when new applications are installed. You
can also determine how users identify themselves (by selecting a username
or typing it) and whether the Multiple Users accounts should be accessed
locally or from a Macintosh Manager account.
You then saw how different users see the Mac environment based on their settings
and what's possible while you're logged in as a user on a Multiple Users system. You
saw how to log in, log out, change passwords , set up a Voice Verification password,
and work with the Panels interface.
Finally, you read some tips for administering a Multiple Users-enabled Mac as the
owner by accessing the Users folder, adding new applications when they are installed,
and troubleshooting some common Multiple Users errors.
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id you ever wish a file or folder could be in more
than one place? You want to keep the contents of
your disk organized by putting programs and documents
in folders, and putting those folders in other folders, but
when you want to open an item, you end up digging through
folders to find what you want to open. Aliases cut through the
organizational red tape. Think of an alias as a stand-in or an
agent for a real program, document, folder, or disk. Aliases act
like real items when you open them or drag items to them. You
can place these agents at your disposal in any handy location,
such as on the desktop or in the Apple menu. Aliases even
look a lot like the items they represent.

Understanding Aliases
Like the documents, programs, and other files on your disks,
aliases are files that contain information. Aliases just contain
a different kind of information than do the other files. Where
a document file contains text, pictures, or other data and a
program file contains code, an alias file contains a pointer
to a document, program, other file, folder, or disk.
By analyzing the information in an alias, the Mac OS can locate
the alias's original item. This process is called resolving an alias.
The Mac OS can successfully resolve an alias to locate the
alias's original item, even if you move or rename the original
item or move the original item to a different folde r.
When you open an alias, the Mac OS uses the information in
the alias to locate the original item and then opens the original.
Dragging an item to the alias of a folder or disk in the Finder has
the same effect as dragging it to the original folder or disk: The
Finder uses the information in the alias to locate the original

Understanding
aliases
Making aliases
in the Finder
Changing an
alias location,
name, or icon
Keeping track
of original items
Finding an
original item
Discovering the
many uses of aliases

..
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folder or disk and places the item you dragged there. Likewise, dragging a document
to an alias of a compatible program opens the document. You can even drag an alias
of a document to an alias of a compatible application; the Finder uses the information
in both aliases to have the application open the document.
Remember, though, that moving an alias to a new folder, to a new disk, or to the
Trash moves just the alias, not the original file. That includes moving an alias to a
network volume or removable disk. Only the alias is moved. To move the original
item, you must select the original item's icon.
If you move an alias to a new location that no longer has access to the original

file, the alias can break. One way to break the connection between an alias and
its original item is to drag the original item to the Trash and empty the Trash.
The Mac OS cannot successfully resolve an alias whose original item no longer
exists. Similarly, if you move the alias to a removable disk or network volume,
and the alias is later accessed while the original item isn't available (for instance,
the removable disk is used in another computer or the remote volume no longer
has access to your mach ine over the network), the alias can't be used to access
the original item.

Making an Alias
You can make an alias for any item that you can open from the Finder. That
means you can make aliases for documents, application programs, desk
accessories, folders, disks , control panels, and even fonts and sounds. Making an
alias is a simple procedure. In the Finder, select the item for which you want to
create an alias and choose Make Alias from the File menu. A new item appears with
the same icon as the original item, except that in Mac OS 8.5 and later the icon has
a small curved arrow superimposed to indicate it is an alias. Every alias has an
italicized name that matches that of the original item plus the suffix alias. Figure
14-1 illustrates the procedure.
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Figure 14- 1: The Make Alias command (left) creates an alias that looks a lot like the

original item (right).
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In addition to the File menu, you can Control+click an item to pop-up its contextual
menu and choose Make Alias from there.
For more information on using contextual menus, see Chapter 4.

Mac OS 9 provides a convenient shortcut for making an alias. Just drag the
original item to the place you want the alias, and the n press 00+0ption before
releasing the mouse button. You can start pressing those keys any time while
dragging, but you must hold them down while you release the mouse button to
make an alias. The pointer changes s hape whe n you OO+Option+drag an item to a
place where the Finder can make an alias, such as a folder, a disk, or the desktop.
The pointer acquires a small right-pointing arrow in addition to its normal large
left-pointing arrow. If you press 00 +0 ption to make an alias at a location that
is different from the original - for example, in a nother folder or on another
disk-then the alias does not have the word "alias" at the end of its name.
Figure 14-2 shows the pointer shape that means "make alias."
Figure 14-2: The pointer has a special shape when
you press OO+Option+drag to create an alias.

~
Note

Aliases vary in size from 1K to 17K or more, depending on the capacity and format
of the disk they're on. For example, an alias takes up 1K of a floppy disk, a 20MB
hard disk, or a 40MB hard disk. On a 1OOMB disk, an alias takes up 2K. On a 1GB
disk in Mac OS Standard format, an alias occupies 17K. The sam e aliases occupy
4K or less each on a disk in Mac OS Extended format. If a hard disk is partitioned
into multiple volumes (each having its own icon on the desktop), the volume
capacity determines the size of the aliases on it.

Changing an Alias
After you make an alias, you can manipulate it as you would a ny other item. You
can move it, copy it, and rename it. You can change its icon, comments, or locked
s tatus in its Info window.

Moving and copying an alias
If you move an alias to another folder on the same disk or to the desktop, the alias

still knows where to find its original item.
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You can copy an alias by us ing the Finder's Duplicate command or by dragging the
alias to another disk or to a folder on another disk. To copy an alias or other item to
another folder on the same disk, press Option while dragging. All copies of the alias
point to the same original item.

Renaming an alias
You rename an alias as you would any other item on the desktop or in a Finder
window. Immediately after you create an alias, its name is selected for editing.
You can change the name by typing a replacement or by using other standard
text-editing techniques (see Chapter 4). For example, you might want to shorten
"Microsoft Word alias" to "Word" before adding the alias to the Apple menu or
the Launcher. To keep the name as is, click anywhere outside the name or
press Return or Enter.
If you want an alias to have exactly the same name as its original item, the two

cannot be in the same folder. You must move one out. For example, if you make
an alias with the idea of moving it to another folder and you don't want the alias
to have the suffix "alias ," you have to move the alias before editing its name. Of
course, an alias and its original can be in the same folder if their names are very
s imilar but not identical. For example, the alias name could have an extra blank
s pace at the end.

Deleting an alias
Like any item, you remove an alias by dragging it to the Trash. Remember that
throwing away an alias doesn't affect the origina l item. You're only throwing
away the alias, not the item to which it points.

Removing the suffix alias"
II

To remove the word alias quickly from the end of an alias's name, click the name once to
select it for editing. Pause briefly (or avoid the pause by moving the mouse slightly to the
right after you click the alias name). Double-dick the last word of the name. Then press
Delete twice (once to delete the selected word alias and a second time to delete the space
before that word). If you double-dick too soon after selecting the name, the Finder opens
the item to which the alias points rather than selecting the last word of the name.
Alternatively, you can select the name for editing, press the down-arrow 0) key or right-arrow
(-+) key to move the insertion point to the end of the name, and press Delete six times to
erase the last word and the space preceding it. To conclude your name editing, click anywhere
outside the name or press Return or Enter. If you want the Finder never to add the word alias
as a suffix. you can modify the Finder with the free ResEdit utility program (see Chapter 27).
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Changing an alias's icon
An alias inherits its icon from the original item. An alias's icon normally looks like the
icon of its original item with a small curved arrow superimposed. If you subsequently
change the original item's icon, the alias icon is updated automatically the next time
you open it.
Like most other icons, you can customize an alias icon in its Info window. Use the
Finder's Get Info command (see Chapter 8) to bring up the Info window. The alias's
custom icon isn't affected by changes to the icon of the original item.

Locking an alias and entering its comments
Although an alias initially inherits the icon of its original item, the alias does not
inherit the comments or the locked attribute of its original item. Every new a lias
is initially unlocked and has no comments. You can type comments about an
alias and lock the alias in its Info window, which you display by using the Finder's
Get Info command. The Info window has a space where you can e nter comments
(see Chapter 5). The Info window also has a Locked option that you can turn on
and off (see Chapter 5). Locking an alias prevents changing the name or icon of the
alias- the same as locking any file. Locking an alias does not loc k its original item.
Tip

You can create multiple aliases for the same original item so that you can access
the original from different locations. Only disk space limits the number of aliases
that you can create. To make aliases for several items in the same window at once,
select them all and ~+Option+drag the group where you want the aliases or use
the Make Alias command. An alias appears for each item that you selected. All the
new aliases are automatically selected so that you can immediately drag them to
another place without having to manually select them one by one.

Keeping Track of Original Items
Aliases are truly amazing at keeping track of their original items. Not only can you
rename and move an alias's original item, but you also can replace it with another
file that has the same name-all without b reaking the link to the alias. You may
wonder how the Mac OS can find an alias's original item after you rename or move
the original item. If the Mac OS cannot find an item that has the same name and
folder location as the original, it searches fo r the original item's unique file lD
number, which the Mac OS internally assigns to each file. Once the Mac OS finds
the item by using this ID number, it updates the alias with the original item's
current name a nd folder location.
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When you copy the o riginal item referenced by an alias, the alias still points to the
o riginal item (not to the copy you just made). Sounds reasonable, but it doesn't feel
reasonable when you want to move an alias's original item to a different disk. That's
because moving and copying involve basically the same action- dragging an item.
If you drag to a folder o n the same dis k, the Finder moves the item and the item's
alias knows where to find the moved item. If you d rag to a folder on another disk,
the Finder copies the item. The alias knows where the o riginal item is, but not the
copy. If you then delete the original item (on the alias's dis k), you break the alias's
link to the item, even though a copy of the item exis ts on another dis k.
Tip
~

~

There are (at least) two different ways that you can create an alias of an ite m on a
remote volume over a network, but one method is less reliable than the other. The
first method is to log into the remote volume from your computer, find the item
you want to make an alias of, and then create the alias on your Mac. The second
way is to go to the re mote computer, mount your Mac's disk over the network, and
then create the alias of the item on the remote computer and drag it to your Mac's
disk. Both aliases will work in the future while your Mac is connected to the
remote volume. But the alias created using the second method may end up
orphaned when you're no longer connected to the remote volume. The alias created using the first method, on the other hand, will always attempt to connect to
the remote volume over the network.

Fixing Orphaned Aliases
If you use an alias whose or iginal item was deleted , the Mac OS tells you that it
can't find the o riginal item. Figure 14-3 shows the ale rt that you see in the Finder
if the system can't resolve an alias.

The a li as "Q2 Report" could nat be opened 1

because the original Item cannot be round.

I Delete Alios I I

nxAifas_

Figure 14-3: Finder displays an
alert when it can't find an alias's
original ite m.

I CJE:)

You see a somewhat different alert when you try to open an orphaned alias in a
s tandard Open or Save dialog box. This alert is s maller and does not nam e the
alias. Moreover, this aler t simply tells you that the alias' original item can't be
found, and doesn't allow you to fix the alias.
The Finder's alert has a Delete button and a Fix Alias button. Clicking Delete de letes
the alias; clicking Fix Alias brings up a Fix Alias dialog box in which you can choose
a new o riginal for the alias. Figure 14-4 shows the Fix Alias dialog box in which you
choose a new alias.
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Figure 14-4: Choosing a new
original for an orphaned alias
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You can also use utility software to connect an orphaned alias to its original file
or to a copy of the originaL For example, Spring Cleaning from Aladdin Sys tems
(h t tp: //w1vw . a l addi nsys. com) can list the orphaned aliases on a disk and help
you delete or fix them. The shareware programs Alias Crony by Rocco Moliterno
and AliasZoo by Cliff McCollum have similar capabilities (see Chapter 26). But
it's often easier just to create a new alias and throw out the broken one.

Finding an Original Item
You can find an alias's original item by choosing Show Original from the Finder's File
menu. The Show Original command brings up the window that contains the original
item, scrolls the original item into view, and selects it. The Get Info command displays
the alias's Info window. An alias's Info window reports the disk and folder path to the
original. Figure 14-5 is an example of a Get Info window.
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Figure 14-5: Checking aIias information
in the Get Info window
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If you try to find an original item on a removable disk that's not currently inserted,

the Finder usually asks you to insert that disk. The Finder also ejects any currently
inserted disk of the s ame type (floppy disk, Zip disk, and so forth). This can lead to
a vicious bout of disk swapping, which you can cut s hort by pressing a€+ period (.)
repeatedly until the Finder stops asking you to insert disks. Then put away the
currently inserted disk (by dragging it to the Trash or using the Move To Trash
command), insert the disk that contains the alias's original item, and try the
Show Original command again.
Instead of asking you to insert a missing disk that contains an alias's original item,
the Finder may display a message saying the original item couldn't be found. That
happens with some types of removable hard dis ks unless another disk of the same
type has been inserted since you started or restarted your computer.

Selecting a New Original Item
If desired, you can change an alias so that it opens a different item. Select the alias

and use the Get Info command to display the alias's Info window. In the Info window,
click the Select New Original button. This brings up a Fix Alias dialog box (shown in
Figure 14-4), in which you select the item that you want to become the alias's new
original item.

Discovering the Many Uses of Aliases
There are many useful applications for aliases. The most common is quick access
to programs and documents with which you work frequently. For example, you can
make an alias of a s preads heet that you use regularly to update sales figures and
place the alias in a convenient location, such as the desktop. Some of the most
important uses of aliases include adding items to the Apple menu, Favorites,or the
Startup Items folder; adding desktop convenience for accessing items; accessing
archived information from removable disks; and streamlining access to shared
items. The following sections provide a collection of scenarios to leverage the
power of aliases, providing express service to a wide range of items.

Aliases in the Apple menu
The most convenient place from which to open application programs, desk
accessories, control panels, documents, folders , and other items is the Apple
menu. Because the Apple menu is always on the menu bar, items in the Apple
menu are never more than a mouse click away. You can add to the Apple menu
any item that you can ope n by using the Finder, including aliases.
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Placing an alias in the Apple menu is as easy as dragging the a lias icon to the Apple
Menu Items folder, which is in the System Folder. The name of the alias appears
instantly in the Apple menu in plain (not italic) text. Choos ing the alias from the
Apple menu opens the alias's original item. You don't have to restart your computer
for changes to the Apple Menu Items folder to occur.
You can add as many aliases as you want to the Apple Menu Items folder. However,
it's a good idea to keep the number within a reasonable range to avoid having to
scroll through an extra-long menu. To remove an alias from the Apple menu, drag
its icon out of the Apple Menu Items folder.
One way to shorten the Apple menu is to put some related aliases in a submenu.
You do this by putting the aliases in a folder ins ide the Apple Menu Items folder,
or by putting the alias of a folder (or a disk) in the Apple Menu Items folder. For
example, during installation of the Mac OS, an alias of the Control Panels folder
is placed in the Apple Menu Items folder, making all the control panels appear in
a Control Pane ls submenu of the Apple menu. Another example: The Finder p laces
folders named Recent Applications, Recent Documents, and Recent Servers in the
Apple Menu Items folder and puts aliases of recently used items in those folders.
What's more, you can get universal access to your entire hard disk (up to the first
five levels of nested folders) by putting an alias of your hard d isk in the Apple Menu
Items folder. However, don't be surprised if the overhead of keeping all the resulting
submenus up-to-date slows your system somewhat.

~
Note

To see submenus in the Apple menu and to track recent items in submenus, you
must have the options for submenus and recent items turned on in the Apple
Menu Options control panel (as described in Chapter 7}.

Adjusting an alias's position in the Apple menu
Items in the Apple menu appear alphabetically by name. You may want to change
the name of your alias to adj ust its position in the Apple menu. You can force an
item to the top of the menu by putting a blank space at the beginning of its name
or force it to the bottom of the list by beginning its name with a bullet (•).
These and other techniques for organizing the Apple menu are descri bed in more
detail in Chapter 7.

Fast access to the Apple Menu Items folder
One useful alias that you can add to the Apple menu is a n alias of the Apple Menu
Items folder. Adding this alias enables you to quickly open the Apple Menu Items
folder and to easily cus tomize the Apple menu.
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A frequent items menu
You can organize your frequently used items in the Apple menu by putting aliases
of them in folders inside the Apple Menu Items folder. For example, you might have
folders named Applications, Utilities, and Documents. (fhe folders create s ubmenus
in the Apple menu if you have the Submenus option turned on in the Apple Menu
Options control panel.) The problem with this scheme is the time it takes to make
aliases and place them in the appropriate folders.
An efficient way to manage favorite items in the Apple menu is to create a folde r

named Frequent Items and leave it open as a pop-up window. Put an alias of the
Frequent Items folde r in the Apple Menu Items folder. Now the contents of the
pop-up window appear as a submenu in the Apple menu. You can easily add and
remove items from this submenu by dragging the corresponding items (preferably
aliases) in and out of the pop-up window.

Universal Show Clipboard
Some application programs lack a Show Clipboard command and others that
have one use a private clipboard whose contents may look different when pasted
in another program. With an alias , you can put a Show Clipboard command in your
Apple menu for reviewing the standard Clipboard contents from any application
program. First, make an alias of the Clipboard file , which is in the System Folder.
Then place the alias in the Apple Menu Items folder and rename the alias Show
Clipboard. Now, choosing Show Clipboard from the Apple menu switches to the
Finder and opens the Clipboard.

Aliases on the desktop
Other than the Apple menu, the desktop is the most accessible place for opening
items and the most accessible place for folders to which you want to drag items.
Rather than drag frequently used programs , control panels , documents , and folders
themselves to the desktop, make aliases of them and put the aliases on the desktop.
Aliases on the desktop give you immediate access to items buried deep within
nests of folde rs.
Putting aliases of programs on the desktop avoids the problems that can occur
when you move the programs themselves to the desktop. Some programs depend
on support files being with them in the same folder (or on the desktop). For example, a word processor may also need a dictionary file on the desktop in order
to check spelling. Aliases save you the hassle of guessing which support files a
program needs to run correctly and avoid the mess that may result when you
place those s upport files on the desktop. By creating an alias for an application,
the alias accesses the original application in its folder, saving you from moving
the application and its supporting files to get full access to the application.
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By making aliases of documents and programs that you use frequently and putting
the aliases on the desktop, you don't have to always remember where you put the
original items. Also, you can open several related items at the same time, even if
the original items happe n to be in different folders or on different disks, by opening
aliases on the desktop.

Getting at buried desktop aliases
When windows of background applications cover desktop aliases, you can hide
those windows by choosing Hide Others from the Application menu.
When windows of the foreground application cover desktop icons, you can
collapse the windows. Click each window's collapse box, or Option+click any
window's collapse box to collapse all the active application's windows. You
can also collapse a window, or Option+double-click to collapse all windows,
if the Double-click title bar to collapse option is turned on in the Appearance
control panel. When this option is turned on, you can collapse a background
window of the active application (but not a window of a background
application) by 3€+double-clicking its title bar.
You can also close all the active application's windows at once by Option+clicking
the close box of any window.

Clearing the desktop of alias clutter
If yoW" desktop becomes too cluttered with aliases, you can put related aliases

together in folders on the desktop. You can make these folders even more accessible
by putting them (or aliases of them) in the Apple Menu Items folder. Choosing a folder
from the Apple menu opens it and brings its window to the front even if the Finder was
not the active application.
You can also put a folder full of aliases anywhere, open it, and drag its window to
the bottom of the screen to make it a pop-up window. To see how this works, try
opening the Favorites folder (choose it from the Apple menu) a nd drag its window
to the bottom of the screen to make it a pop-up window.

Multiple trash cans
If you have a big monitor, put aliases of the Trash in the upper-left and lower-left

corners of the desktop. The extra Trash icons expedite discarding items when you're
working on the left side of the desktop. Extending this idea, if you have two monitors,
put a Trash alias on the desktop of the second monitor. That way, you never have to
drag icons across two screens to throw them away.
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"Eject disk" icon
In a few minutes you can solve a problem that has bothered Mac OS users since
day one-the customary but dumb method of removing a disk from the Mac
by dragging the disk icon to the Trash. You simply make an alias of the Trash,
change the alias 's name to Eject Disk, and paste a custom icon in the alias's Get
Info window. Make the custom icon look like a hand removing a d isk or a disk
with an arrow pointing in the direction of ejection. Figure 14-6 is an example of
an "eject disk" icon.
Figure 14-6: For removing disks, try an

alias of the Trash with a custom icon.

Open, Save, and Navigation Services shortcuts
Alias names appear in italics in dialog boxes that list folder and disk contents.
These dialog boxes include the Open and Save dialog boxes as well as the Navigation
Services dialog boxes. Opening an alias in these dialog boxes (by double-clicking it,
for instance) opens its original item. Instead of opening an alias's original item, you
can quickly select the original item in an Open, Save, or Navigation Services dialog
box by pressing Option while opening the alias. In this case, the system opens the
folder containing the original item and selects the original item (but does not open
the original item). Figure 14-7 is an example of an alias in Open and Navigation
Services dialog boxes.
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Figure 14-7: Alias names are

italicized in an Open dialog box
(top) and in the Navigation
Services Open dialog box
(bottom).
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To make an alias appear near the top of the list in Open, Save, and Navigation
Services dialog boxes, put a blank space at the beginning of the alias's name.
Items having initial blank spaces in their names float alphabetically to the top
of the list in an Open, Save, or Navigation Services dialog box. (When you view
the desktop level in an Open or Save dialog box, disks always appear at the top
of the list above all other items. Navigation Services dialog boxes intermingle
disks with other desktop items.)
If you don't like how initial spaces look, you can paste a blank line at the beginning
of each name that you want to appear at the top of the list. Create the blank line by
pressing Return in the Note Pad or any word processor.

For step-by-step instructions and a caveat, see Chapter 7.

Aliases as startup items
Every time you start (or restart) your computer, or when you log in using your
Multiple Users name and password, the Finder automatically opens everything
in your Startup Items folder. If you regularly use a particular program, you
may want it ready to go immediately after you start your computer. But some
programs must remain in a folder with other auxiliary files a nd won't work
correctly if you move their icons to the Startup Items folder. Furthermore,
returning items to their previous locations when you no longer want them
opened at startup time can be a drag.
Moving an alias of a program, document, or other item to your Startup Items folder
causes the original item to open during startup. To remove an alias from the startup
sequence, drag it out of the folder.
Application programs in your Startup Items folder open in alphabetical order, so
you can rename the alias of an application program to determine when it starts
relative to other application programs in that folder. Aliases of applications, desk
accessories, control panels, and folders open alphabetically after all application
programs and other non-alias items have opened.
For more information about the Startup Items folder, see Chapter 7.

Startup messages
Do you like to have reminders at startup, but don't want to use the Stickies program?
Create a clipping file of your notes, and place an alias of it in the Startup Items folder.
Rename it to be alphabetically last (for example, "zzNotes") so that it opens after
other startup items. At startup, the Finder does not have to launch an application
to display the note, which you can easily dismiss by pressing a€+W. If you keep the
clipping on your desktop, you can view it anytime you want, within seconds. You can
use a startup clipping in a lab setting to display general notes, update information,
disclaimers, warnings, and so on.
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Quick access to favorite folders
For quick access to a favorite folder in Open and Save dialog boxes, put an alias of the
folder on the desktop. In an Open or Save dialog box, you can quickly get to aliases of
favorite folders at the desktop level by clicking the Desktop button. Instead of working your
way down through one branch of your folder structure and then working your way up
another branch to the folder you want, you zip to the desktop level and there open the alias
of the folder you want. It's as if you can jump from one branch of a tree to root level and
then jump to a spot on another branch on another tree without having to crawl up the
trunk and along the other branch.
Chances are you will only use aliases of favorite folders in Open and Save dialog boxes,
never in the Finder. You also don't need to use desktop aliases of favorite folders in
Navigation Services dialog boxes, where you can use the Favorites button instead (see
Chapter 7).
The specially named folder alias doesn't have to clutter your desktop to appear at the desktop level of Open and Save dialog boxes. Simply drag the alias to the bottom of the screen
so that the alias name and most of its icon are out of view below the edge of the screen.
Then cover up the remaining visible part of the icon by placing a pop-up window over it. (If
you try to put an icon too low on the screen, the Finder automatically moves the alias back
up to the desktop. Try again, but don't drag the icon quite so low this time.)

For information on creating clipping files, see Chapter 7.

Audio CD autoplay
Would you like to have an audio CD play when you start your Mac? Putting an alias of
any track from any audio CD into the Startup Items folder has the Finder automatically
launch AppleCD Audio Player during startup and begin playing whatever CD is in the
drive at that track. The track alias works with any audio CD, not just the one used
to make the alias. If there's no CD in the drive, the Mac requests one. You can get a
similar effect with the Enable Audio CD AutoPlay option in the QuickTime Settings
control panel (see Chapter 18). The control panel option always starts at track 1,
but you can make an alias to start with any track.

Abridged System Folder
Aliases can help you quickly find folders in the System Folder whose contents you
need to get at, such as the Startup Items folder a nd the Fonts folder. Here's how:
Make aliases for the System Folder items you access often-including the System
Folder itself- and put all those aliases in a new folder. You can open and find an
item in that new folder faster than in the System Folder. To make the new folder
look like a System Folder, copy the icon from the System Folder's Info window
and paste it in the new folder's Info window.
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Aliases of items on removable disks
You can use a lias es to keep track of and to quickly open items on removab le
disks - even the ones that are n't currently inserted. For example, you can
keep the ins talla tion software for applications that you download from the
Internet on removable hard dis ks a nd make an a lias of each ins tallation folder
or installer progra m in a folder named Installers on your main hard drive. Then
when you need to reinsta ll some soft ware, you can quickly ope n the appropriate
alias in your Installe rs folde r. The system tells you the na me of the d isk to inser t
so that it can o pe n the a lias's original item.
Tip

"""'
.;

A single floppy disk or a folder on a removable disk can use aliases to store hundreds of interesting icons for later use as custom icons for any file, folder, or disk.
Just make aliases of files, fo lders, or disks having icons that you want to save and
copy the aliases to a floppy name d Personal Icon Library. Whenever you want to
use one of the custom icons fro m the floppy disk, copy the icon from the alias's
Info window. Then paste it in the Info window of the file, folder, or disk whose
icon you want to customize (as descri bed in Chapte r 4).

Be s ure to make aliases of archived items after copying them to removable disks, not
before. If you make aliases of the items while they are still on the hard disk, the aliases
stop working when you delete the original items from the hard disk after copying them
to a removable disk. (Remember, aliases point to the original items, not to copies of
the originals on other disks.)

Aliases of shared items
The file-sharing capabilities of the Mac OS enable you to s hare items fro m someone
else's computer if it is connected to the same network as yours . But getting access to
shared items involves wading through a fair amount of bureaucracy in the Chooser or
Network Browser.
Aliases cut through the red tape. Here's how: You access a s hared disk or folder
once by us ing the Chooser or Network Browser (see Chapter 21). Next , select the
sha red item or any folder or file in it an d ma ke a n alias of it on your ha rd disk. An
a lias keeps track of its original item even when the original item is on another
networked Mac. Figure 14-8 s hows some aliases of sha red items .
'il. Network Aliases
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Figure 14-8: Aliases of a shared disk, a
shared folder that you can't access, and
a shared folder
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Once you make an alias of a s hared item, you can get to the shared item by opening
the alias. Dragging something to the alias of a shared disk or folder also automatically
accesses that shared item. You still must enter a password unless you initially access
the original item as a guest. (If you've added this password to your keychain, you
won't need to enter the password.) If the shared item is not available -for example,
because the Mac on which it resides is turned off -then the Finder tells you that it
cannot find the item on the network.
Sometimes when you try to open an alias of a shared item, an alert tells you that the
alias's original item can't be found. An alias of a shared item may stop working for
many reasons. Your Mac may be disconnected from the network, or the AppleTalk
control panel may be set incorrectly (see Chapter 20). The file server where the
original shared item is located may be s hut down or disconnected from the network.
If the file server is someone's personal computer, that person may simply have
turned off Mac OS file sharing (see Chapter 22). If the computer is a PowerBook, it
may be in sleep mode (sleep mode does not disable file s haring on a desktop Mac).

An alias of a shared item may not work correctly if the shared item is located
on a file server that does not use the Mac OS. For instance, file servers in some
organizations use the Windows NT operating system. Windows NT's Services
for Macintosh feature enables Macs to connect to and use files on a Windows NT
computer, but some versions of Windows NT have trouble with aliases. Updating
Windows NT to the latest version usually clears up this trouble.

Server access from the Save dialog box
Don't you hate it when you get into a Save dialog box only to realize that you
want to save on a server volume that you're not connected to? You don't have
to cancel the Save dialog box, mount the server volume, and choose Save again
if you take the time to make an alias of your Recent Servers folder and put it
on your desktop. You can open that alias and get at recently used servers quite
easily from within any Save dialog box. (Click Desktop in the Save dialog box for
fast access to the Recent Servers alias.) If you find that the server you want to
use is not included in the Recent Servers folder because you have not accessed
it as recently as the servers that a re included, you need to increase the number
of servers that the Finder keeps track of in this folder. To do that, use the Apple
Menu Options control panel (see Chapter 7).

Aliases of remote shared items
Not only do aliases work across a local network, they also work across a remote
network connection made with Apple Remote Access (ARA, which is described in
Chapter 20). If you create an alias of a remote file, folder, or disk, disconnect the
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remote network, and then open the alias, the Mac OS tries to make the remote
network connection again automatically.
Instead of locating the alias's original item on the remote network as it should ,
the Mac OS may locate another item that coincidentally has the same name on your
local network. Sound far-fetched? Suppose the alias's original item is a shared disk
with a common name, such as "Macintosh HD," on a remote Mac with a common
name, such as "Power Mac 7600." Further suppose that your Mac is connected to
a local network on which someone is sharing a hard disk named "Macintosh HD"
from a Mac named "Power Mac 7600." If you double-dick the alias, your system will
open the Macintosh HD on your local network, not the one on the remote network.
A similar situation can occur if you sometimes connect to two remote Macs that are
named alike and have shared hard disks with the same names.
Situations like these can develop unexpectedly when someone changes the name of
a Mac or a shared disk; suddenly you discover that double-clicking an alias opens
the wrong item. What's worse, the Mac OS updates the alias so that it now points
to the wrong item. Even after you fix the conflicting aliases by changing one of the
original item's names, the alias will continue representing the wrong item.
If an alias starts referring to an item on the wrong network or the wrong computer,

delete the alias and make a new one. To prevent future problems, suggest to the
owners of the computers with identical names that they give their computers and
their hard disks unique names.

Your office on disk
Aliases can give you nearly automatic access to your computer's hard disks by using a
removable disk in any other computer on the same network.. To set up access to your office
from a removable disk, follow these steps:
1. Make sure that file sharing is turned on (see Chapter 22) .

l. Select all your hard disk icons. Then choose Sharing from the Get Info submenu
of the File menu. The Sharing command displays sharing privileges in a separate
window for each selected disk.
l. In each sharing privileges window, set the options as shown in the figure. These
settings restrict access to your disks so that only you can make changes or see
files or folders.
Continued
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4. Make an alias of each hard disk and copy the aliases to a removable disk.
Now you can use that removable disk to access your hard disk from any Mac on your network, as long as file sharing is active on your Mac. You simply insert the disk, open the alias
for the disk you want to use, and enter your password when asked. Correctly entering your
password gives you access to all applications, folders, and documents on your disk from any
remote computer. You don't have to open the Chooser or Network Browser on a borrowed
computer, select your computer, and type your name as the registered user.

An alias's alias for networl' administrators
When you move a drive from one AppleShare file server to another, network users have to
tediously search all servers (by using the Chooser or the Network Browser) for the moved
drive unless you inform them of its new location. That may happen if, for example, you have
to move a shared drive from a busy server to an idle server or from a server needing repair
to a temporary substitute.
You can solve this problem by creating an alias of an alias of every shared hard disk by
following these steps:
1. Working from a shared hard disk that is always available to everyone, create an alias
of every shared hard disk on the network.

l. Create aliases of those hard-drive aliases and copy the second set of aliases to each
user's Mac.
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With the double aliases in place, a shared hard disk named Crown Jewels, for example, can
be accessed by double-clicking the alias named "Crown Jewels alias alias" on any user's
Mac. That alias points to the alias "Crown Jewels alias" on the always-available shared drive,
which in turn points to Crown Jewels itself.
Now, if you move Crown Jewels to a different file server, you merely make a new alias to
replace the old Crown Jewels alias on the always-available shared drive. You do not have to
update users' copies of "Crown Jewels alias alias," and users do not need to know that
Crown Jewels was moved.
This example uses the initial alias names that the Mac generates, but you can rename
aliases freely. For example, both the alias and the alias's alias could be named Crown
Jewels like the hard disk.

Aliases keep shared documents current
Besides providing easy access to shared items from other computers, aliases can
help make sure that others who share your documents have the latest versions.
Suppose, for example, that you create a letter template that you want the rest of
your group to use. By making an alias of the template and copying it to a shared
folder, other users can copy the alias to their disks and use the alias to open the
original template. If you later replace the original template with a version having
the same name, the aliases that people already copied will open the new version.
Users who share the alias always get the newest version of the original item it
represents, even when the original frequently changes.
The only drawback to using an alias to share a template is that unless you're using
a program that allows more than one person to open the same document, only one
person can access the template document at a time. However, anyone who opens
the template can quickly and easily save it with a different name and then close it
to free it for someone else to open.

Summary
This chapter showed you many different things that can be done with the Mac OS's
capability to create aliases. An alias is a file that represents another item, such as
a program, document, folder, or disk. Opening an alias or dragging something to an
alias in the Finder has the same effect as opening or dragging to the alias's original
item. But you can rename, move, or copy an alias or give it a custom icon without
affecting its original item and without breaking the link between the alias and its
original. An alias stays linked to its original item even if you move or rename the
original. To see an alias's original item, use the Finder's Show Original command.
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Aliases have a multitude of uses, some of which this chapter described. You can
use aliases to add items to the Apple menu and Startup Items folder. You can use
an alias to make a universal Show Clipboard command. An alias can be an "eject
disk" icon on the desktop and can provide shortcuts in Open, Save, and Navigation
Services dialog boxes. Aliases are also useful for archiving files on removable disks
and for easily accessing shared disks and folders. This chapter also described many
other uses and tricks for using aliases .
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Your Fonts
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In This Chapter

W

ith the original Mac OS font technology, text looked
great when displayed or printed as long as you stuck
to a half-dozen font sizes - usually 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, and 24
points . Apple's TrueType font technology, a standard part of
Mac OS 9 (introduced in System 6.0.8) , makes odd sizes and
big s izes like 11, 13, 36, 100, and 197 points look just as good.
PostScript fonts are generally used in professional settings to
get the highest print quality. Whatever your project, though,
it's easy to set up the Mac OS to make fonts look good.

Introducing fonts
Managing fonts
Setting font options
Determining font
priorities
Understanding
outline fonts

Introducing Fonts
Your computer can dis play and print text in th ree types of
fonts: fixed-size, TrueType, and PostScript. Which looks best
depends on the font s ize and the output d evice (display
screen or type of printer).

Fixed-size fonts
Originally, aH Macs used fixed-size fonts to display text
onscreen and to print on ma ny types of printers. A fixed-size
font contains exact pictures of every letter, digit, and symbol
for one s ize of a font. Fixed-size fonts often are called bitmap
fonts because each picture precisely maps the dots, or bits, to
be displayed or printed for one charac ter. Figure 15-1 s hows
the dots in an enlarged view of a couple of fixed-size letters.

~~A ~A...

(} c3 G

Figure 15-1 : Courier capital A and
G bitmaps at fixed sizes 12, 14, and
18 points (enlarged to show detail)

Obtaining fonts from
commercial and
noncommercial
sources

• • • •
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Each fixed-size font looks great in one s ize only, so fixed-size fonts usually are
installed in sets. A typical set includes 9-, 10-, 12-, 14-, 18-, and 24-point s izes. If you
need text in a size for which no fixed-size font is installed, the Mac OS must scale a
fixed-size font's character bitmaps up or down to the size you want. The results are
lumpy, misshapen, or blocky, as shown in Figure 15-2.

Cwtlu t.

Figure 15-2: Fixed-size fonts look
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best at installed sizes- note the
blockiness of the 20- and 36-point
font sizes.

Courier l Z ABCDEFGtriJKUJOPQRS'llJVVXYZebcdetghiJkl.JLno

Courier 14 . ABCDEFGH IJKLNOPQRSTIJVYXYZ..bcde(ghl

Courier 18. ABCDEFGH I JKLNOPORSTOY

Courier 2 0 . AllCDEFGIIIJKLNOPQR

Courier 24. ABCDEFGHIJKLNOP

Courier 36. ABCDE

TrueType fonts
TrueType is a variable-size font technology. Instead of fixed-size bitmaps, TrueType
fonts use curves and straight lines to outline each character's shape. Because
TrueType fonts are based on outlines, they sometimes are called outline fonts.
Figure 15-3 is the outline of an example TrueType letter.
Figure 15-3: TrueType Times
New Roman capital G

TrueType fonts look good at all sizes. They work with all Mac OS applications and
all types of printers, including PostScript printers. The Mac OS smoothly scales a
TrueType font's character outlines to any size on a display screen and on printers
of any resolution, all with equally good results. The Mac OS also lets you mix
TrueType fonts with fixed-size and PostScript fonts. Figure 15-4 is an example
of TrueType font scaling.
Figure 15-4: TrueType fonts scale
~ot , AJICPtl'CI P'tl.ll l«<rQl'SnJVWX'r..akloltiJJklautt"t•-•.... m4 ~7t90
Tl.au 10 ADCDirGHUn.MUOP(IRftiJVVXYZ.I.)-:6r(a"l:jll:taa.oHMt•....-rp123

Thnt• 12. ABCD!!l'GHI.IKL!1HOPQRS'IUVWX'1Zaltcdefchllt.lmnopq

Times 14. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ..bcdefBh

Times 18. ABCDEFOHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

Times 24. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP

Times 36. ABCDEFGH

smoothly to all sizes and resolutions.
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PostScript fonts
TrueType fonts look great in any size displayed onscreen or output on any printer,
but they are not alone. PostScript fonts were the first to look great at any size and
any resolution. They use an outline font technology invented by Adobe Systems. It's
similar to TrueType but differs in how it mathematically specifies font outlines and
how it adjusts the outlines for small font sizes and low resolutions.
There are actually two main types of PostScript fonts, imaginatively called Type 1
and Type 3. Most of the PostScript fonts you see nowadays are Type 1 because they
yield better results at small font sizes and low resolutions. Although Type 1 fonts
generally look better, Type 3 fonts can be more elaborate. The characters in Type 3
fonts can have variable stroke weights and they can be filled with something other
than a solid color, such as shades of gray or blends that go from white to black.
Although PostScript fonts originally were designed for printing on LaserWriters and
other PostScript output devices, Adobe Type Manager (ATM) software smoothly
scales PostScript fonts to any size for non-PostScript printers and the display screen,
just like TrueType. With ATM and PostScript fonts, you don't need a set of fixed-size or
TrueType fonts for the screen display. ATM is included with Adobe Acrobat Reader,
which is available on the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM, as described in "Setting Font Options,"
later in this chapter.
To make use of ATM, you must buy (or download, if you find some freeware or
shareware Type 1 fonts) PostScript fonts for your System Folder- fonts built into
your printer don't help. The Adobe Type Basics package includes the 11 standard
LaserWriter font families-Avant Garde, Bookman, Courier, Helvetica, Helvetica
Narrow, New Century Schoolbook, Palatine, Symbol, Times, Zapf Chancery, and
Zapf Dingbats- along with 15 other font families. You'll find information on using
ATM in the next section, "Managing Fonts." For more sources of fonts, see
"Obtaining Fonts" at the end of this chapter.
TrueType fonts cannot replace PostScript for a number of reasons. For one,
PostScript fonts include a lot of information in the font itself that TrueType doesn't,
such as kerning information and hints that help the font look better at different sizes.
In addition, PostScript offers more than outline fonts. It's a page description language
that precisely specifies the location and other characteristics of every text and
graphic item on the page.

PostScript or TrueType?
Which type of outline font should you use, TrueType or PostScript? Many longtime
Mac OS users have invested thousands of dollars in PostScript fonts, and for them
it makes sense to stick with PostScript and ATM. But PostScript fonts are messier
than TrueType fonts. With PostScript fonts, each style of a font- bold, italic, bold
italic, plain, and so on- is a different file on your hard disk. Moreover, PostScript
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font file names can be hard to figure out because they're a contraction of the full
font name plus style name. For example, Helvetica Bold Italic has the file name
HelveBoiita, and Garamond Demi Book comes out GaramDemBoo. So, just to have
the basic four font styles of a font you must have four PostScript font files.
But that's not all. In addition, for each PostScript font family such as Times or
Helvetica, you must also have at least one size of the same fixed-size font installed.
ATM can't jigger the system without that fixed-size font. For example, to go with the
four PostScript fonts AGarBol, AGarBollta, AGarlta, a nd AGar Reg you must also
have at least one Adobe Garamond fixed-size font s uch as AGaramond 12.
In contrast, with most TrueType fonts you have just one item to deal with, a font
suitcase. (Font suitcases are covered in the "Managing Fonts" section.)
If you don't already have a collection of PostScript fonts, and especially if you don't

print on PostScript printers, it is preferable to use TrueType fonts. More PostScript
fonts are available than TrueType, but TrueType fonts sometimes cost less, and some
are even free. For example, every version of the Mac OS from 7.0 onward includes
TrueType versions of at least the Times, Helvetica, Courier, and Symbol fonts. Also,
many applications from Apple (and its former subsidiary Claris) and Microsoft come
with an assortment of TrueType fonts. You can even find free TrueType fonts available
for downloading from Microsoft's (http: I / ww1v. mi e ros oft . com/t r uetype /) and
Apple's (http: I I as u. info . apple. com/) Web sites.
In fact, you will probably end up with a mixture of TrueType and PostScript fonts.
This situation is perfectly accep table. You can even use TrueType and PostScript
fonts in the same document. However, it's best to avoid having TrueType and
PostScript fonts with the same name on your computer. If you do, the Mac uses
TrueType to display the document and PostScript to print it (on a PostScript
printer), and you may notice differences in line lengths , line breaks, and page
breaks between the displayed TrueType and the printed PostScript.

How to recognize the best font sizes
You can usually tell which font s izes will look good onscreen by inspecting the Font
menu of a program that you're using. The program highlights the best-looking sizes
with outline-style numbers . All s izes of a TrueType font are highlighted. (If you have
PostScript fonts and ATM installed, all the sizes are outlined.) Only the installed
sizes of fixed-size fonts are highlighted, as shown in Figure 15-5.
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Figure 15-5: Smooth sizes are outlined.
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Font styles and families
Text varies by style as well as size. The Mac OS can display and print four basic styles- plain,
bold, italic, and bold italic-and many others (as listed in your friendly Style menu in most
text-oriented applications). The Mac OS can derive various styles by modifying the plain
style, but you get better-looking results by installing separate styled versions of fonts. Many
fixed-size, TrueType, and PostScript fonts come in the four basic styles. Some PostScript font
families include 20 or more styled versions. The styled versions together with the plain version of a font are known as a font family.

Managing Fonts
A basic set of fonts comes with the Mac OS. You can add more fonts whenever you
need to use them and you can remove fonts that you no longer need to use. In
addition, you can display samples of your fonts.
Tip

A number of utility programs exist to help manage your fonts if you have a lot of
fo nts installed. These utilities generally enable you to store different sets of fo nts and
automatically move them in and out of the Fonts folder as needed. For example, you
can create special sets of fonts for different projects and applications. Two such utilities are Suitcase from Extensis (80Q-796-9798; http: I lww1~. ex te ns i s. com)
and MasterJuggler Pro from Alsoft (800-257-6381, http: I lww1v. a 1 soft . com).

Fonts and font suitcases
The fonts you see in Font menus are represented in the Finder by icons. Each type
of font has a distinctive icon. The icon of a fixed-size font bears a single capital A.
A TrueType font's icon has three capital As, each a different size to suggest the
variable sizing of the font. The icons of PostScript fonts may look like a generic
laser printer, or they may have custom graphics designed by the companies that
make the fonts. Figure 15-6 shows examples of different font icons.
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Figure 15-6: Each type of
font file has a different icon
in Finder.
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For convenience, TrueType and fixed-s ize fonts are usually kept in font suitcases.
You can think of font suitcases as special folders for holding fonts. Each font
suitcase generally holds related fonts (although they don't have to), such as the
different sizes in a set of fixed-size fonts or the different styles of a TrueType font
family. Font suitcases can't contain PostScript fonts. Figure 15-7 is an example of a
font suitcase.
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Figure 15-7: Font suitcases contain

fixed-size and TrueType fonts.
You can create a new font suitcase by duplicating an existing font suitcase, opening
the duplicate, and dragging the contents of the duplicate to the Trash. You can put
any number of fonts in a suitcase as long as the total size doesn't exceed 16MB.

Adding fonts
To make a font available in your applications' Font menus, you add the font to the
Fonts folder that is in your System Folder. The simplest way to add fonts is to drag
their icons to the System Folder icon (not the System Folder window). You can drag
font s uitcases, folders containing fonts , or loose fonts to the System Folder icon.
The Finder knows to put the fonts and font suitcases in the Fonts folder. However,
the Finder does not distribute items for you if you drag them to the System Folder
window instead of the System Folder icon. Figure 15-8 shows a font being dragged
to the System Folder icon.
Before putting the fonts where they belong, the Finder dis plays an alert asking if
that's what you want to do. This alert lets you know that the Finder has recognized
the items you dragged to the System Folder icon, and it gets your OK before putting
them in their places. Figure 15-9 is an example of the alert.
If you prefer, you can drag TrueType, PostScript, and fixed-size fonts directly to the

Fonts folder icon. You also can open the Fonts folder and drag TrueType,
PostScript, and fixed-size fonts to its window.
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Figure 15-9: Finder knows whe re
fonts go.
Newly added fonts become available in an application the next time you open it. If
an application is open when you add fonts or font suitcases to your Fonts folder,
you must quit the application and open it again to use the added fonts. The Finder
displays an alert that notifies you when this condition exists.

Removing fonts
When you no longer want to use a font, you remove it or the suitcase that contains
it from your Fonts folder. You can drag fonts and suitcases from the Fonts folder to
another folder, the desktop, or the Trash. All applications except the Finder must
be closed before you can remove any TrueType or fixed-size fonts from the Fonts
folder. You can remove PostScript fonts any time. If you want to remove PostScript
fonts but can't find them in the Fonts folder, look in the Extensions folder and the
System folder. (PostScript fonts went in the Extensions folder or the System Folder
prior to System 7.1.)
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By removing unneeded font suitcases and loose fonts from your Fonts folder, you
make your system perform better. Many applications start faster with fewer fonts,
because it takes less time to initialize their Font menus. A shorter Font menu is
easier to use as well.

Viewing font samples
You can see a sample of any TrueType or fixed-size font by opening the font. When
you open a font suitcase, you see a window of fonts, not a font sample. Opening one
of these fonts shows you a sample of it. Figure 15-10 shows examples of TrueType
and fixed-size font samples.

Figure 15-10:

TrueType and fixed-size font samples

The Mac OS doesn't display samples of PostScript fonts. If you open a PostScript
font, the Finder displays a message that describes the font and tells you to put it in
your Fonts folder. Remember that each PostScript font in your Fonts folder should
also have a corresponding fixed-size or TrueType font installed. If you want to see
a sample of a PostScript font, open the corresponding fixed-size or TrueType font
instead.

Setting Font Options
Although the Mac OS handles font display and printing automatically, you can set
a few options that affect how fonts look. You can set a font-smoothing option in the
Appearance manager, for example. If you use ATM with any Mac OS version, you
can adjust how it scales PostScript fonts.

Font smoothing
Mac OS 9 can smooth fonts on screen by blending their jagged edges with the
background color. This process is called antialiasing. You turn font smoothing on
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or off in the Font section of the Appearance control panel. When font smoothing is
turned on, you can also specify the smallest font size that you want smoothed. The
Mac OS will antialias all TrueType fonts this size or larger on monitors set to display
at least 256 colors or grays (see Chapter 12). The Mac OS will not antialias any fixed
size (bitmap) fonts. ATM, as described next, handles antialiasing of PostScript fonts.
Figure 15-11 shows the font smoothing options in the Appearance control panel.
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Figure 15-11: Setting font smoothing options in
the Appearance control panel

Adobe Type Manager
You can set several options that affect how the optional Adobe Type Manager
(ATM) software scales PostScript fonts onscreen and on printers that don't use
PostScript. In addition, you can set options that affect ATM's performance. You
make these settings in the ATM control panel. Figure 15-12 shows the ATM
control panel.
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Figure 15-12: Setting ATM font options
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Abode Type Manager is only required if you're using PostScript fonts. If you don't
find ATM in your Control Panels menu, you can install it by installing Adobe
Acrobat, which may be included on the Mac OS 9 installation CD. If Acrobat isn't
included on your Mac OS CD, you can download it from http: I /www. a dobe .
c om/pr odu c t s/ a crobat/. Note that ATM version 4.5.2 or higher is required
with Mac OS 9- other versions will crash and may keep your Mac from booting if
installed. The ATM Deluxe control panel may also crash Mac OS 9 if it hasn't been
updated to version 2.5.2 or higher.

ATM options
The Character Cach e option affects performance. If applications seem to scroll
more slowly with ATM turned on, try increasing this size.
The Preserve option determines whether ATM preserves line spacing or character
shapes when it scales text. Preserving line spacing keeps line breaks and page breaks
from changing with and without ATM, but this setting may clip the bottoms of some
letters and vertically compress some accented capital letters. Preserving character
shapes reduces the clipping but may change line breaks. The clipping occurs only
onscreen and on output devices that don't use PostScript. No clipping occurs on a
PostScript printer.
The Smooth Font Edges on Screen option smoothes font edges onscreen in the
same way the Appearance control panel does, by blending their jagged edges with
the background color. Whereas Appearance works with all TrueType fonts, ATM
works on Type 1 PostScript fonts. ATM can antialias color text only when the
monitor is set to display thousands or millions of colors . If the monitor is set to
display 256 colors, ATM can antialias only black-and-white text.
The Precision Character Positioning option displays more accurate spacing,
especially at small font sizes. Turning on this option causes ATM to ca lculate
character positions on a fractional pixel basis, which may slow text display of some
documents on slower computers.
The version of ATM included with Adobe Acrobat Reader does not have all the
features of ATM Deluxe. ATM Deluxe can create s ubstitute fonts dynamically when
you open a document that contains fonts your system doesn't have. This font
substitution feature preserves line breaks in documents but only approximates the
look of missing fonts. Other ATM Deluxe features facilitate reviewing, organizing,
adding, and removing large numbers of fonts. Adobe sells ATM Deluxe separately
(408-536-6000, htt p: I / www. adobe . com).
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Determining Font Priorities
If your Fonts folder contains fixed-size, TrueType, and PostScript versions of the

same font, you may wonder how you specify the one you want to use. In fact, you
don't specify. The Mac OS picks one for you according to its own priorities. These
priorities are different for the display screen, a PostScript printer, and a printer that
doesn't use PostScript.

Displaying fonts on screen
For screen display, the Mac OS first tries to find a fixed-size font in the exact s ize
needed. If it can't find that, it looks for a TrueType version of the font that it can
scale to the needed size. Lacking that, it tries to have ATM, if installed, scale a
PostScript font to the needed s ize. ATM Deluxe can even use Adobe Multiple
Master fonts to display temporary substitutes that closely match PostScript fonts
not installed on your computer. If no other font is available, the Mac OS scales the
best-available fixed-size font.
When both fixed-size and TrueType versions of the same font are present, the Mac
OS always derives styled fonts from the fixed-size version, even if a styled TrueType
version is installed. For example, if you have a fixed-size 12-point Times plain and a
TrueType Times italic installed (but no fixed-size 12-point Times italic), the Mac OS
derives a 12-point Times italic by slanting the fixed-size 12-point Times.
Individual programs can tell the Mac OS to ignore fixed-size fonts if a TrueType
equivalent is available, and current versions of many popular programs now
work this way. You may be able to turn this behavior on and off in some of your
programs. Check each program's preference settings for one that tells the program
that you prefer outline fonts. A decision to ignore fixed-size fonts in one program
does not affect other programs- the Mac OS always prefers fixed-size fonts unless
an application specifically overrides it.

Printing fonts on PostScript printers
When choosing among fixed-size, TrueType, or PostScript versions of the same
font for printing on a PostScript printer, the Mac OS looks first for a PostScript font
from the printer's ROM, RAM, or hard disk (if any). If the printer doesn't have the
PostScript font, the Mac OS tries to download (copy) it from the computer's Fonts
folder, Extensions folder, or System Folder. Failing that, the Mac OS tries to use a
TrueType font; as a last resort, the Mac OS uses a fixed-size font.
If the Mac OS can find no PostSc ript equivalent for a TrueType font, it sends the
TrueType font to the printer before sending the document to be printed. If the
printer is one that can't handle TrueType fonts, the Mac OS converts the TrueType
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font to PostScript, with some loss of quality at small point s izes, and sends that.
Either way, sending fonts causes a significant delay on many printers. If you use
TrueType-only fonts with a PostScript printer that has its own hard dis k or a large
amount of memory, you may be able to reduce printing time by downloading
(sending) the TrueType fonts to the printer in advance of printing documents.
Fonts you download to a printer's hard disk remain there unless you remove them.
Fonts you download to a printer's memory remain there until you turn off the
printer, or (in some cases) until someone else prints on the printer with a different
version of printer software than you use.

Printing fonts on a non-PostScript device
On a printer or other device that doesn't have PostScript, the Mac OS tries to use
TrueType fonts. If your Mac doesn't have a needed TrueType font but does have
ATM installed, the Mac OS looks for a PostScript version of the font. If neither type
of outline font is available, the Mac OS uses a fixed-size font.
Tip

Look closely at some text in a TrueType font and at the same text in an equivalent
fixed-size font. You'll see differences in letter shape, width, and height that may
affect text spacing. The TrueType fonts match the PostScript fonts used in printers
better than fixed-size fonts do. Fixed-size fonts display faster, however, and many
of them look better onscreen in sizes smaller than 18 points.
If you print on a non-PostScript printer such as an Apple Style Writer, Hewlett-Packard
Desk.let, or Epson Stylus, and have both fixed-size and TrueType fonts installed, text
may not look quite the same onscreen as it does on paper. Character shapes may be
different. More importantly, the spacing of words in the line may not match. When
this happens, the Mac OS has used a fixed-size font for display (at 72 dots-per-inch)
and a TrueType font for printing (at a higher resolution). You can fix the problem by
removing the fixed-size font from your System file. In some programs, you may also
be able to set an option that tells the Mac OS to ignore fixed-size fonts.

FontSync
In Mac OS 9, Apple has included a new control panel, called FontSync, which helps
manage the compatibility of fonts between two different Macs. Put simply, FontSync
enables you to build a profile of the fonts installed on another Mac that has FontSync
installed. You then bring that profile document to your Mac, and find out what fonts
on your system don't match those on the other Mac. Now you know which fonts to
use (or replace on your system) before you send your documents to that other Mac.
The power of FontSync is its capability to go beyond the basics of a font- its name
and whether it's a TrueType or PostScript font - and look at other characteristics
that govern fonts , such as the font's internal name, its visual characteristics, its
internal kerning tables, and so on. By using FontSync, you can determine whether
the fonts on your Mac are an exact match for the fonts on another system.
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It may not be obvious at first, but FontSync is best used in the order discussed in
this section- you need to receive a FontSync profile from the Mac to which you
intend to send your document and compare that profile to your Mac's fonts. The
reason fo r this is simple: The Match FontSync Profile applet only tells you which
fonts are installed on the current system that aren't on the profiled system. For
example, if you have New Berolina MT on your Mac, but the profiled Mac doesn't
have it, Match FontSync Profile w ill tell you that. Now you know you either need to
install the missing font on the profiled Mac or avoid using the font on your Mac.

To use FontSync, its control panel needs to be installed. Drag its icon from the
Font Extras folder (in the Apple Extras folder on your hard disk) to the System
Folder icon so that it can be installed in the Control Panels folder. If FontSync isn't
installed on your Mac, you can custom install it using the Mac OS 9 installation CD
(as described in Chapter 31).
After installation, the FontSync control panel gives you control over which factors
to use to determine font compatibility (see Figure 15-13).
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Figure 15-13: Th e FontSync control panel gives
you more control over font matching between
two Macs.

With the FontSync control panel installed and the desired characteristics chosen,
you can build a FontSync profile . In the Font Extras folder, Apple has created
two AppleScript applets that enable you to create a font profile and compare
font profiles.
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To create a font profile for a given Mac, launch the Create FontSync Profile applet.
The applet cons ul ts the FontSync control panel to find out what characteristics are
set for the profile. After a dialog box appears to warn you that the process can take
a while , you are given the opportunity to name and save your profile. The profile is
then created.
After the process is complete, you'll have a new FontSync profile document. You
can now take that document back to your Mac. There, you drag the profile to the
Match FontSync Profiles applet. The AppleScript applet launches and again warns
you that the matching process can take a while. Click OK. The next dialog box gives
you an opportunity to save a log file of the Match FontSync Profile applet's
findings- give it a name and save it.
After the Match FontSync Profile applet runs its course, you see either a dialog box
telling you that your active fonts match those s tored in the profile (he nce, your two
computer's fonts match up) or a dialog box reporting problems. If there are
problems , cons ult the log file that the Match FontSync Profile applet created to find
out what's different be tween the two machines.

Understanding Outline Fonts
To understand why TrueType fonts look different from equivalent fixed-size fonts,
you need to know how outline-font technology works. Like PostScript fonts and
other outline fonts, a TrueType font defines each character mathematically as a set
of points that, when connected, outline the character's shape. The Mac OS can vary
the font s ize by moving the points closer together or farther apart and then
drawing the character again.
After scaling the outline to the size you want, the Mac OS fills the outline with the
dots that make up the text you see onscreen and on paper. The dot size, which is
determined by the resolution of the screen or other output device, governs the
smoothness o f the result at a given size. Devices with more dots-per-inch produce
smoother results, particularly in smaller point sizes. Figure 15-14 shows how dot
size affects smoothness.
At small sizes, however, simply scaling the font outlines results in text that has
unpleas ant problems, such as gaps in diagonal lines or unwanted dots on the edges
of curves. These imperfections occur because the outline does not precisely fit the
grid in small point s izes, especially if the dots are relatively large , as they are on the
computer's 72-dots-per-inch screen. On the display screen, the Mac OS must draw a
typical 11-point letter in a space 8 dots square. At small sizes and relatively low
resolutions, deciding which dots to darken is difficult. The Mac OS reduces the
character outline, lays it over the grid, and darkens the dots whose center points
fall inside the outline, as shown in Figure 15-1 5.
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True Type outline
72 dots per inch

300 dots per inch

Figure 15-14: Output device resolution affects smoothness.
Figure 15-15: Scaling a font outline
to a small size may leave gaps.

.·\
TrueType and PostScript fonts include a mechanism for adjusting the outline at
small sizes on low-resolution devices. The font designer provides the font with
instructions (also known as hints) that tell the Mac OS how to modify character
outlines at small font sizes, as shown in Figure 15-16. This process is called grid
fitting.
Figure 15-16: Hints modify

outlines at small sizes.
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High-resolution devices such as typesetters and film recorders usually don't need
grid-fitting instructions- their grids are so fine that the character outlines don't
need adjusting to get filled with dots. A 300-dots-per-inch grid is 4.17 times finer
than a 72-dots-per-inch grid, and a 1270-dots-per-inch grid is more than 16
times finer.
Scaling and grid fitting occur so quickly that you usually don't notice a delay.
TrueType and PostScript fonts are not as fast as fixed-size fonts, however, and
occasionally the Jag is perceptible onscreen.

Obtaining Fonts
The Mac OS comes with a standard set of TrueType fonts: Apple Chancery;
Capitals; Charcoal; Chicago; Courier; Gadget; Geneva; Helvetica; Hoefler Text;
Monaco; New York; Palatino; Sand; Skia; Symbol; Techno; Textile; and Times.
Microsoft's Internet Explorer also installed some TrueType fonts, including Andale
Mono; Arial; Arial Black; Comic Sans MS; Courier New; Georgia; Impact; Times New
Roman; Trebuchet MS; Verdana; and WebDings.

Noncommercial fonts
You can get additional TrueType and PostScript fonts at nominal cost from sources
of shareware and freeware (see Chapter 26). Figure 15-17 shows some examples of
freeware and shareware TrueType fonts.
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Figure 15-17: These are examples of freeware and shareware
TrueType fonts.
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Commercial fonts
Many type companies make TrueType and PostScript fonts, including:
Active Images
1-310-458-9094

ht tp : //www .c omi cboo kfonts . com
Adobe Systems, Inc.
1-800-833-668 7

ht tp: //www . ado be . com/typ e
Agfa Division, Bayer Corp.
1-978-508-5600; 1-800-424-8973

ht t p: //www.a gf ad ire ct . com
Bitstream, Inc.
1-617-497-6222; 1-800-522-3668

http : // www. bi tstream .com
Casady & Greene, Inc.
1-408-484-9228; 1-800-359-4920

http: //www. casadyg . co m
Castle Systems Design
1-415-459-6495

ht tp: // www. cas t lety pe . com
Deniart Systems
1-416-941-0919; 1-800-725-9974

ht t p: // www.d enia r t . com
dincTYPE
1-973-472-8765

ht t p: // www.gi r l swh owea rgl asses . co m
Emigre
1-916-451-4344; 1-800-944-9021

htt p: / /www. emi gr e . co m
The Font Bureau, Inc.
1-617-423-8770

http : // www. font burea u .com
FontShop International (FontFont)

ht tp : // www.fo ntf ont. com
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Font World, Inc.
1-716-686-1 099

http://www.fontworld . com
Hoefler Type Foundry Inc.
1-212-777-6640

http: //www.typography. com
International Typeface Corp.
1-212-949-8072

http://www.itcfonts. com
Letraset
1-201-845-6100

http : //www.l etrase t. com/let ra set
Linotype Library GmbH
49 (0) 06172 484 401

http: //www.li notypel i brary . com
Monotype Typography Inc.
1-847-718-0400; 1-800-666-6897

http: //www .monotyp e . co m
P22 Type Foundry
1-716-885-4482; 1-800-722-5080

http : //www.p 22 . com
T-26
1-773-862-1201; 1-888-T26-FONT

http : //www. t26 font. com
Tangram Studio
1-519-369-3898

htt p: // www.bmt s . com/-t ang ra m/
Treacyfaces, Inc.
1-203-389-703 7; 1-800-800-6805

http: // www.treacyf aces . com
URW++ Design & Development GmbH
49 (40) 606050

http://www.urwpp . de
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Summary
In this chapter, you learned that fixed-size (bitmap) fonts look good only at installed
sizes, but that the Mac OS can smoothly scale TrueType fonts to any size for the
display screen or any type of printer. PostScript fonts look good at any size on
PostScript printers. With the addition of Adobe Type Manager (ATM) software,
PostScript fonts also look good on the display screen and non-PostScript printers.
You also learned that all three types of fonts are kept in the Fonts folder, although
PostScript fonts can also be kept in the Extensions folder or System Folder. For
convenience, TrueType and fixed-size fonts are often kept in font suitcases. You
can add and remove fonts by dragging their icons to and from the Fonts folder. The
Mac OS handles font display and printing automatically, but you can configure font
smoothing in the Appearance control panel. If you use ATM with any Mac OS
version, you can adjust how it scales PostScript fonts.
In addition, this chapter explained how the Mac OS chooses between fixed-size,
TrueType, and PostScript versions of the same font. The priorities are different
for the display screen, PostScript printers, and non-PostScript printers.
This chapter also gave an overview of how outline fonts (TrueType and
PostScript) work.
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In This Chapter

W

ith the Mac OS, no matter what type of printer you
have, you set up and control printing the same basic
way in almost every application. The Mac OS enforces this
consis tency by providing complete printing services to
applications. All applications use the same piece of software
to prepare the page description for, and to communicate with,
a particular type of printer. This software, called a printer
driver, resides in the Extensions folder inside the
System Folder.
You can choose a printer with the standard Chooser desk
accessory, which comes with the Mac OS, and that choice
persists among all applications and through restarts until you
choose again. Apple's Desktop Printing software improves the
administration of background printing and enables you to
print documents by dragging their icons to a printer icon on
the desktop. Desktop printing also enables you to choose a
printer from a universal Desktop Printer menu or a Control
Strip module, which bypasses the Chooser and gives you
complete control of the printing process without leaving
your applicatio n.
You control the rest of the printing process with your
application's Page Setup and Print commands; the s tandard
options for these commands are the same in all applications.
Alternatively, you can select one document or a group of
documents (created by one application or several) and then
give the command to print the selected documents from
the Finder.
You don't have to wait for documents to finish printing before
continuing with other work. With many printer models , the
Mac OS can manage printing in the background, so you can
continue working on other tasks.

Comparing printer
driver software
Choosing a printer
to use
Using the Desktop
Printer Utility
Working with
desktop printers
Managing background printing
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This chapter tells you how to set up for the specific printer or printers you use and
how to manage background printing. You learn to use the desktop printer methods,
and you also learn to use printers that don't show up as desktop printers. (For
instructions on setting up and printing documents, see Chapter 17.)

Comparing Printer Driver Software
For each type of printer you use, your computer needs printing software in the
Extensions folder. That software is called a printer driver. A printer driver prepares
a complete description of each page to be printed in a format that the printer can
interpret and then sends the page descriptions to the printer. Figure 16-1 displays
the icons of the printer drivers that come with the Mac OS.
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Figure 16-1 : The Mac OS printer drivers

Your application prints by sending a description of your document to the printer
driver software. The printer driver translates the description into data that the
printer can use.
Many printers work with Macs, and each type of printer requires its own printer
driver software. Printers made for the Macintosh market come with printer drivers.
If you can't find the printer driver for your printer, contact its maker for replacement software.
In general, you should use the latest available version of a printer driver. For
example, if you buy an Apple printer after upgrading to Mac OS 9 and the printer
comes with older driver software than the driver that comes with Mac OS 9, use
the driver that comes with Mac OS 9. The latest versions of printer drivers are
usually available at low cost or for free from printer makers' Web sites. The latest
drivers for Apple printers are available from Apple's Software Updates library
(http : //asu. in fo.appl e . com/).
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If you're not sure which version of a printer driver you have, select its icon in the
Extensions folder and choose Get Info from Finder's File menu. The driver's Info
window reports the version number.

PostScript printer drivers
Printers that interpret PostScript commands to create printable images are called
PostScript printers. Examples include most Apple LaserWriter models (but not the
Personal LaserWrite r LS, Personal LaserWriter 300, or LaserWriter Select 300),
the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet series, Texas Instruments' MicroLaser series, GCC
Technologies' Elite series, and NEC's SilentWriter and ColorMate series. Although
some of these printers come with proprietary driver software, most of the printers
also work with Apple's LaserWriter 8 drivers or Adobe's AdobePS drive rs.

Apple's LaserWriter 8 drivers
The LaserWriter 8 version 8. 7 driver that comes with Mac OS 9 has numerous
improvements over earlier LaserWriter 8 driver versions, incorporating all changes
made since the original LaserWriter 8 driver. Beginning back with LaserWriter 8
version 8.4.2 in Mac OS 7.6, if you have access to more than one PostScript printer,
you can choose the one you want when you print a document. (With earlier LaserWriter 8 drivers, you must choose the printer before printing.) When you print a
document, you can also schedule when you want it to print, either relative to other
documents waiting to be printed or at a specific time. Moreover, with LaserWriter 8
version 8.4 and late r you don't have to worry about running out of disk space when
printing a large document, as you do with earlier LaserWriter 8 drivers.
LaserWriter 8 version 8. 7 also enables you to print multiple collated or uncollated
copies of a document. You can "print to" Acrobat PDF files directly if Adobe Acrobat
Distiller is installed on your Mac. You can define custom page sizes for printers
that can accommodate them. You have more control over color matching with
ColorSync. In addition, you can use the included Desktop Printing Utility to create
more kinds of desktop printers than the Chooser can create.
LaserWriter 8 version 8. 7 also includes a version of the desktop printing software
that is open to most types of printers. Previously, only PostScript printers and
Apple printers could show up as desktop printers. In audition, LaserWriter 8
version 8. 7 supports the Unicode method of encoding text and the Euro currency
symbol.
Finally, LaserWriter 8 version 8. 7 now includes full AppleScript s upport, allowing
most printing functions to be controlled via AppleScript (see Cha pter 24 for more
on AppleScript). And, the driver now offers software developers more choices,
including the capability to add plug-ins to the driver that examine PostScript
codes as they are processed and sent to the printer.
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Adobe's AdobePS and PSPrinter drivers
Apple developed LaserWriter 8 in collaboration with Adobe Systems (creator of
PostScript) to take advantage of PostScript Level 2. Adobe distributes a driver
similar to LaserWrite r 8 under the name AdobePS 8.6. If you buy a PostScript
printer made by a company o ther than Apple , the printer may come with the
AdobePS driver. Prior to AdobePS, Adobe made the PSPrinter 8.3.1 driver, which
was similar to a vers ion of LaserWriter 8 earlier than 8.4.
Most PostScript printers that work with PSPrinter 8.3. 1 and AdobePS 8.6 also work
with the LaserWriter 8 driver.
Caution

There's a known issue when you install AdobePS 8.5. 1 on a computer that already
has a current LaserWriter 8 driver, including version 8.7 that comes with Mac OS 9.
Both drivers use a common file named Printinglib (it's in the Extensions folder) .
When you install AdobePS, the Adobe Printinglib file replaces the Apple
Printinglib file and LaserWriter 8 version 8.7 stops working. The solution is to reinstall the LaserWriter 8 driver or install AdobePS 8.6 or higher. To reinstall
LaserWriter 8, do a custom installation of Mac OS 9. Click the Customize button in
the last step of the Mac OS Install program, select the Mac OS 9 module, and
choose Customized Installation from its pop-up menu. In the dialog box that
appears, open the Printing component, select LaserWriter 8, and click OK. Then
click Start. (For more information on custom installations, see Chapter 31.)

PostScript Printer Description files
The LaserWriter 8, AdobePS, and PSPrinter drivers let you configure specific
features of a particular printer, s uch as its resolutio n (the number of dots it can print
per inch) and the s ize and capacity of its paper trays. These PostScript drivers get a
printer's optional features from a special file called a PostScript Printer Description
(PPD) file. A set of PPD files comes with the LaserWriter 8 driver. The PPD files reside
in a folder named Printer Descriptions inside the Extensions folder (which is in the
System Folder). In addition, printer manufac turers include the appropriate PPD with
each printer that has PostScript Level 2 or PostScript 3. If you don't go through the
setup process with your printer, the LaserWriter 8, AdobePS, and PSPrinter drivers
use generic settings based on the page sizes and features of the original Apple
LaserWriter. (fhe setup process is described in "Choosing the Default Printer,"
later in this chapter.)

Non-PostScript printer drivers
Many printers do not use PostScript to create page images. Examples from Apple
include all the various StyleWriter printers , the lmageWriter II, the Personal
LaserWriter 300, and the Personal LaserWriter LS. Non-PostScript printers from
other companies include Hewlett-Packard's DeskWriter and DeskJet series, the
Epson Stylus models, and GCC Technologies' PLP II.
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Eac h type of non-PostScript printer has its own printer driver software. With few
exceptions, your Extensio ns folder must include a different driver for each nonPostScri pt printer that you use. Nota ble exceptions are:

+ StyleWriter (original) can use the Color StyleWriter 1500 driver
+ StyleWriter 11 can use the Color StyleWriter 1500 drive r
+ StyleWri ter 1200 can use the Color StyleWriter 1500 driver
+ Color Style Writer 2400 can use Color StyleWriter 2500 driver

+ Color Style Writer 2200 can use Color StyleWrite r 2500 driver

Other output device drivers
Other types of output devices, although not technically printers, also have printer
driver software. These devices include fax/modems , plotters , and portable document ma ke rs such as Adobe Acrobat and Common Ground. If you have any of these
devices, each must have a driver in your Extensions folder.

Choosing the Default Printer
The Mac OS can print to any printer, fax modem, or other output device for which
you have a driver in your Ext ensions folder. Because you can use more than one
printer or output device with your computer, you need to designate which one you
want to make the default, or active, printer or device. Designating a default printer
or device is a two-step process. First, you select the driver that the printer or device
uses, and second, you select a specific printer that uses the driver. You can do both
s teps with the Chooser accessory program, as described in this section.

Selecting a printer driver
In the Chooser, you begin the process of designating the default printe r or other
device by selecting its driver. The left s ide of the Chooser displays an icon for each
printer driver in your Extensions folder, each of which corresponds to the types of
printers or other output devices you can use. To select a driver, click the appropriate icon or type the first part of that icon's name. Figure 16-2 is an example of
the Chooser ready for selecting a printer driver.
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Figure 16-2: Select a printer driver on the left side
of the Chooser.

Selecting a specific printer
After you select a printer driver to use on the left side, you select a specific printer
on the right side of the Chooser window. The procedure is somewhat different for
selecting a networked printer, a personal printer, or someone's shared printer.

Selecting a networked printer
If you select the driver for a networked printer, such as LaserWriter 8, the right s ide
of the Chooser displays the names of all available printers that use the selected
driver (assuming your Mac is correctly configured for network access). Select the
default printer by clicking its name or by typing the first part of its name. (fo select
by typing, a heavy border must surround the list of printer names. If the border isn't
there, press Tab until it is.) Close the Chooser after you select the name of the
networked printer that you want to make the default printer. Figure 16-3 is an
example list of printers that use the LaserWriter 8 driver.
If your network has zones, you see a list of network zones in the lower-left corner of

the Chooser, and the right s ide of the Chooser displays printer names only for the
currently selected zone. You can select a different zone to see the printers available
in it. (If you don't see a list of zones, your network has no zones.)
If there are no names listed on the right side of the Chooser when a networked

printer driver is selected on the left s ide of the window, then there are no printers of
that type available on the network (in the currently selected zone, if your network
has zones). If you want to begin using a printer that isn't available now, you may be
able to create a desktop printer for it as described in "Using the Desktop Printer
Utility," later in this chapter.
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Figure 16-3: Select a specific networked printer

on the right side of the Chooser.

Selecting a personal printer
If the printer driver you select on the left s ide of the Chooser is for a personal

printer, such as LaserWriter 300/ LS, the right side of the Chooser displays the
ports to which it could be connected. A personal printer connects directly to your
computer. Your computer may have a choice of ports or only one port. You select
a port by clicking it in the Chooser. Figure 16-4 is an example list of ports for a
personal printer.
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Figure 16-4: Select a port for the persona l printer
on the right side of the Chooser.

You may not be able to select a port for your personal printer unless you set the
AppleTalk option to Inactive in the Chooser. If you don't want to make AppleTalk
inactive, use the AppleTalk control panel to set the Apple Talk connection to
something other than the port you want to use for your printer. For example,
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you can set the AppleTalk control panel's Connect Via option to Remote Only if it is
installed on your computer.
For more information on the Remote Only option, see Chapter 20.
Turning orf AppleTalk may not release the port you want to use for a personal
printer. If you have trouble printing to a personal printer connected to a port that
was used previously for an AppleTalk network, restart the computer after making
AppleTalk inactive.
If you're having trouble turning off AppleTalk, you can also try setting AppleTalk to
inactive using the AppleTalk control panel. Set the AppleTalk control panel to
Advanced user mode (Edit c:> User Mode), and then click the Options button to
bring up the AppleTalk Options dialog box. Make AppleTalk inactive, and then click
OK. Close the control panel and you may now be able to set up your printer's port
in the Chooser.

Tip

Selecting a shared printer
If you select the driver for a personal printer on the left side of the Chooser, you
may see more than ports on the right side. You may also see the names of shared
printers listed there. Each shared printer is a personal printer connected to someone else's computer on your network. The names of shared printers appear only if
other people on your network have made their personal printers available for
sharing, as described later in this chapter. Additionally, you can only see the name
of a shared printer when the computer to which it's connected is turned on. You
select a s hared printe r by clicking or typing its name. Figure 16-5 shows a shared
StyleWriter printer in the Chooser.
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Figure 16-5: Select someone else's shared printer
on the right side of the Chooser.
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After selecting a shared printer, you can get information about it by clicking Get Info
in the Chooser. The dialog box that appears reports the Mac OS version installed on
the printer's computer, the name of that computer, and the fonts installed on your
computer that are missing on the shared printer's computer. Documents containing
fonts that are not installed on the shared printer's computer will print s lowly or
may print incorrectly.

Setting up the selected printer
After selecting a specific printer, it needs to be set up. For example, you definitely
need to set up a printer that uses the LaserWriter 8 or PSPrinter driver. You may be
able to set up a personal printer to let other people on your network share it and to
keep a log of its usage.
To set up a printer selected in the Chooser, click either Create or Setup on the right
side of the Chooser window. When you click Setup or Create, the printer driver
either displays status messages describing its automatic setup process or a dialog
box with setup options.
If no Setup or Create button appears on the right side of the Chooser, or if the

button is dimmed (grayed out), then there is nothing to set up. This will be the
case if you have not selected a specific printer on the right side of the Chooser.

LaserWriter 8, AdobePS, or PSPrinter setup
The first time you select a printer that uses the LaserWriter 8 driver, the AdobePS
driver, or the PSPrinter driver, a Create button appears on the right side of the
Chooser. When you click this button, the Mac OS determines the correct PPD file
for the printer. If the printer can have optional equipment, such as extra paper
trays or a RAM upgrade, the Mac OS determines the printer's configuration.
At the conclusion of this process, the Create button changes to a Setup button. If
you click this button, a dialog box appears with additional buttons that you can
click to change the printer's setup.

Personal printer setup
If your computer has a personal printer directly connected to one of its ports, you

may be able to make the printer available for other people on your network to
share. Your computer acts as a host for your personal printer on the network. This
means that your hard disk must store all the print requests waiting to be printed by
everyone who's using your printer, and that your computer must print those files in
the background. If you continue working while your computer handles all that
background printing, you may notice a performance slowdown.
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You can share a personal printer that uses any Color StyleWriter driver, the StyleWriter 1200 driver, or the LaserWriter 300 driver. When you select a port for a
personal printer that uses one of these drivers, a Setup button appears on the right
side of the Chooser. Clicking this button displays the sharing setup dialog box for
the printer. Figure 16-6 shows the sharing setup dialog for a personal printer that
uses the LaserWriter 300/LS driver.
Figure 16-6: Setting up a personal
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In the printer's sharing setup dialog box, turn on the Share this Printer option. Give
the printer a distinctive name by which it will be known on the network. You also
can specify a password that anyone who wants to use the printer will have to enter.
You have the option of keeping a log of printer activity. Click OK to dismiss the
dialog box.

Closing the Chooser
After selecting a driver, selecting a specific printer or device, and setting it up, you
should close the Chooser. The printer or device you selected is now the default
printer and you can print on it by using the Page Setup and Print commands in any
application (as described in Chapter 17).
If a specific printer was selected for the first time, the Mac OS may create a desktop
printer for it. When this happens, an icon representing the printer appears on the
desktop. (You may have to wait several seconds before the desktop printer icon
appears.) You can use desktop printers to change the default printer and to manage
printing, as described in "Working with Desktop Printers" and "Managing Background Printing" later in this chapter.
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What makes desktop printers appear7
Mac OS 9 normally creates a desktop printer after you select an eligible printer with the
Chooser. Yet there may be a desktop printer icon on your desktop even if you have never
used the Chooser. A desktop printer normally appears after you select an eligible printer
with the Mac OS Setup program, which runs automatically when you first start your computer after installing the Mac OS. In addition, if you upgrade to Mac OS 9 from an earlier
Mac OS version, a desktop printer may appear automatically for the printer you used most
recently before upgrading.
If a desktop printer already exists for the printer you want to use, and its icon has a heavy
black border, you don't have to select the same printer again with the Chooser. The heavy
black border indicates the default printer. If the desktop printer doesn't have a heavy black
border, then it isn't currently the default printer. You can select the printer again in the
Chooser as described earlier. Alternatively, you can use Finder's Printing menu as described
in "Working with Desktop Printers" later in this chapter.
Only some of the printers you select in the Chooser can become desktop printers. Any
printer that uses one of the Apple LaserWriter, StyleWriter, or lmageWriter printer drivers will
become a desktop printer. Don't expect to see desktop printers for printers, fax modems, or
devices that use drivers released prior to Mac OS 8.5 (mid-1998). Companies that create
printer drivers must enhance the drivers so that they create desktop printers, and this capability first became available for non-Apple printers with Mac OS 8.5.
Desktop printers require two extensions in your Extensions folder: Desktop Printer Spooler
and Desktop PrintMonitor. If you remove these extensions or disable them with the
Extensions Manager control panel, you won't be able to use desktop printers.

Using the Desktop Printer Utility
In addition to creating desktop printers with the Chooser, you can use the Desktop
Printer Utility program. It can create regular desktop printers and three other kinds
of desktop printers based on the LaserWriter 8 driver and on the AdobePS driver
version 8.5.1 and later. If you want to create desktop printers that use other printer
drivers, use the Chooser as described in the previous section, "Selecting a Printer
Driver."
You'll find the Desktop Printer Utility in the Apple LaserWriter Software folder
within the Apple Extras folder. The Desktop Printer Utility is part of a standard
installation of Mac OS 9.
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Types of desktop printers
You can create these five types of desktop printers with the Desktop Printer Utility:

+ Regular desktop printers, which are the same as the desktop printers created
by selecting the LaserWriter 8 driver and a particular networked printer in
the Chooser (as described in the previous section, "Choosing the
Default Printer)."

+ LPR (fCP/IP) desktop printers, which use the cross-platform LPR (Line
Printer Remote) protocol and connect via a TCP/IP network, such as an
intranet or the Internet.

+ Hold desktop printers, which keep print requests on hold until you connect
your computer to a printer and can resume printing. You may find a hold
desktop printer convenient when using a PowerBook away from your printer.

+ USB desktop printers, for use with printers that connect to your Mac via a
USB connection.

+ PostScript Translator desktop printers, which are not actually connected to
printers. Instead, they always create PostScript files that can be sent to a
PostScript printer later.
In addition to these five types of desktop printers, the Desktop Printer Utility can
be customized by software developers to create custom desktop printers that send
PostScript files to a particular application for processing. For example, a custom
desktop printer could be created to send PostScript files to a program that displays
pages onscreen rather than printing them on paper, in essence providing a
print preview.

Creating a new desktop printer
To create a desktop printer, open the Desktop Printer Utility. The program displays
its New dialog box, in which you select the type of desktop printer to create. If the
Desktop Printer Utility is already open, choose New from the File menu to display
the New dialog box. Figure 16-7 shows the Desktop Printer Utility's New Desktop
Printer dialog box.
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Figure 16-7: Create several types of desktop
printers with the Desktop Printer Utility.
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Choosing a printer driver
At the top of the New Desktop Printer dialog box, choose the printer driver that
you want the new d esktop printer to use. The pop-up menu that lists your choices
includes only Desktop Printer Utility-compatible PostScript drivers. The LaserWriter 8 driver is the only compatible driver that comes with the Mac OS. In
addition, the AdobePS driver that you can get from Adobe (see "Comparing
Printer Driver Software" earlier in this chapter) is also compatible with the
Desktop Printer Utility.

Selecting the kind of desktop printer
In the middle of the New Desktop Printer dialog box, select the kind of desktop
printer you want to create and click OK. For the LaserWriter 8 driver, you can select
any of these kinds of desktop printers:

+ Printer (AppleTalk), which creates a regular desktop printer.
+ Printer (LPR), which creates a desktop printer for a printer connected to
your computer via a TCP/lP network such as the Internet or an intranet.
When communicating with this printer, the Mac OS uses the standard LPR
protocol. Several newer Apple LaserWriter models- 8500, 16/600PS,
12/640PS, 12/600PS, 12/660PS, and Pro 810-can use LPR and a TCP/ IP
network as well as the traditional PAP protocol (Printer Access Protocol)
and an AppleTalk network, which are common to all LaserWriter models.

+ Printer (no printer connection), which creates a desktop printer that you
can use when your computer is not connected to an actual printer. Printed
documents are held in the desktop printer for later printing, as discussed in
"Managing Background Printing" later in this chapter.

+ Printer (USB), which enables you to create a desktop printer for a compatible
printer that uses a USB connection instead of a typical networking
connection.

+ Translator (PostScript), which creates a desktop printer that always saves
printed pages as a PostScript file. (For more information on saving printed
pages as PostScript files, see Chapter 17.)

Specifying a PPD file and printer
After you select the kind of desktop printer you want to create and click OK in the
New dialog box, the Desktop Printer Utility program displays an untitled window.
This window shows the PPD file selected for the desktop printer, as well as an
additional setting for some kinds of desktop printers. You can change settings
shown in a desktop printer window by clicking Change buttons in the window.
Figure 16-8 is an example of an untitled desktop printer window.
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To change a desktop printer's PPD file, click the Change button next to the PPD
icon at the top of the Desktop Printer Utility window. This brings up a standard
Open dialog box in which you can select a diffe rent PPD file from the Printer
Descriptions folder in your Extensions folder.
To change a desktop printer's additional settings, click the Change button next to
its icon in the Desktop Printer Utility window. This brings up a dialog box in which
you can change the settings. For a regular desktop printer connected to an AppleTalk network, you can choose a networked printer by zone and name, in much the
same way as you can with the Chooser. For a desktop printer connected to a TCP/IP
network such as the Internet, you can enter the printer's network address and
queue. For a desktop printer that creates PostScript files, you can select a folder in
which the files are saved. For a desktop printer with no connection to an actual
printer, there are no additional settings besides the PPD file.
When you finish changing a desktop printer's settings, choose Save from the
Desktop Printer Utility's File menu. In the s tandard Save dialog box that appears,
name the desktop printer and select a folde r location for it. Desktop printers do
not have to live on the desktop.

Changing a desktop printer
You can use the Desktop Printer Utility to change the PPD file and other settings
of any desktop printer based on the LaserWriter 8 driver. To change a desktop
printer's settings , open the desktop printer with the Open command in the Desktop
Printer Utility's File menu. The program displays the desktop printer's settings in a
titled window similar to the untitled window of a new desktop printer (review
Figure 16-8). Change the settings in this window by clicking Change, as previously
described.
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Working with Desktop Printers
You can handle desktop printers as you would a folder in the Finder. You can
rename desktop printers, move them from the desktop to a folder, create aliases
for them, and drag them to the Trash.
When you select a desktop printer in the Finder, a Printing menu appears in the
menu bar between the Special menu and the Help menu. You can use Printing menu
commands in the Finder to change the default printer, check printer status, and
change printer setup. You may also be able to change the default printer using
other techniques.

Changing the default printer
If you have more than one desktop printer, you choose one that represents the

printer that you want to use by default. The Finder indicates which desktop printer
is the default printer by drawing a heavy black border around its icon. You can
choose the default printer by using the Printing menu in the Finder. You may be
able to use a universal Desktop Printer menu or a Control Strip module. You can
also use the Chooser to change the default printer.
Tip

Want more options? Select a desktop printer and press ~+l to make it the default
printer or Control+click the desktop printer and choose Set as Default Printer from
the contextual menu.

Printing menu
To set a default printer using the Finder's Printing menu, select the desktop printer
that you want to become the default. When the Printing menu appears, choose Set
Default Printer from it. The Printing menu is only available in the Finder. Figure 16-9
shows a couple of desktop printer icons and the Printing menu.
Figure 16-9: Setting a default printer
with Finder's Printing menu

Desktop printer menu and Control Strip module
There are even more convenient methods than the Finder's Printing menu for
changing the default printer. You can choose a desktop printer while using any
application- no need to switch to the Finder to use the Printer menu. If the
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Control Strip is installed , you can choose a printer from it. You can also choose a
printer from a unive rsal Desktop Printer menu. The Desktop Printer menu has a
printer icon as its title and appears near the right end of the menu bar. Figure 16-10
is an example of the Printer Selector module in the Control Strip.
Figure 16-10: Choosing a default printer

from the Control Strip

The Printer Selector control strip module and the Desktop Printer menu are not
part of a standard installation on every Mac, but you can install them separately.
The Printer Selector module is ins talled with the Control Strip.
For instructions on installing the Control Strip, see Chapter 12.
To install the Desktop Printer menu, do a custom installation with the Mac OS
Install program. In the last step of the program, click the Customize button, select
the Mac OS 9 module, and choose Customized Installation from its pop-up me nu. In
the dialog box that appears, select Desktop Printing and click OK. Then click Start.
Chapter 31 has detailed instructions for performing a custom installation.

Chooser
Although the Chooser is less convenient than the methods already described for
designating the default printer, it works for all printers and output devices including
those that can't have desktop printers. Just select the printer or other device in the
Chooser as described in "Choosing the Default Printer" earlier in this chapter. If the
printer that you select in the Chooser already has a desktop printer, the Chooser
makes the selected printer the default printer without creating another desktop
printer for it.

Checking a desktop printer's status
You can use menu commands in the Finder to check the current status, configuration, and installed font information for a desktop printer that is based on the
LaserWriter 8 driver. This information appears in two views of a desktop printer's
Info window. You can switch between viewing s tatus and configuration information
and viewing a list of installed fonts by choosing the view you want from the pop-up
menu near the top of the desktop printer's Info window. Figure 16-11 shows
examples of both views of a desktop printer Info window.
To display a desktop printer's Info window, select the desktop printer and choose
Status & Configuration or Fonts from the Get Info submenu. This submenu appears
in the Finder's File menu and in a desktop printer's contextual menu. If you have a
non-PostScript printer, the command will s imply get Get Info o::> General Information.
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Figure 16-11: Viewing a desktop printer's current status, configuration, and fonts

Changing a desktop printer's setup
Change Setup, which is another command in the Finder's Printing menu, lets you
change the PPD file and reconfigure any installed option of a desktop printer that is
based on a LaserWriter 8 driver. Selecting a printer icon and c hoosing Change Setup
brings up a dialog box that displays the c urrent setup. The dialog box contains a
button for changing the PPD file, other controls for changing the settings of options
installed in the printe r, a nd an Auto Setup button that has the printer driver interrogate the printer to configure those settings automatically. Figure 16-12 is an
example of the LaserWriter setup dia log box.
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Figure 16-12: Changing a desktop
printer's setup from the Finder
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Managing Background Printing
When you print a document (as described in the next chapter), the printer driver
creates page descriptions for each page to be printed. The driver may send the
page descriptions to the printer immediately, forcing you to wait until the document finishes printing before you can do anything else. Alternatively, many printer
drivers can save the page descriptions in a file for later automatic printing in the
background, while you do other work in the foreground. A file of page descriptions
is called a print request, a print job, or a spool file.
In the short time it takes to save a print request, the printer driver has control of
the computer. You regain control as soon as a driver finishes saving. While you
work (or not), the Desktop PrintMonitor application opens automatically in the
background and handles the waiting print request by sending the saved page
descriptions to the printer a bit at a time during the slices of time it gets to work
in the background. (Unlike the Desktop PrintMonitor, the PrintMonitor application
handles all waiting print requests for printers without desktop icons.) The background printing activity may make the computer feel less responsive, especially
on a slow computer.
While a document is printing in the background, you can queue additional print
requests by using the Print command in one or more applications . The Desktop
PrintMonitor application (or PrintMonitor, for printers without desktop icons)
normally handles the queued print requests in the order they were saved. You
can override this sequence by setting a specific print time or a special priority,
as described later in this section. You can also stop and start the print queue
whenever you want.
The rest of this section tells you how to turn background printing on and off and
then explains how to manage a queue of waiting print requests. There are separate
explanations for managing a print queue with desktop printers and without them
because the methods are different.

Turning background printing on and off
You can turn background printing on or off separately for each printer that can
print in the background. With most printers, you can set background printing in the
Chooser before you print documents. You can set background printing each time
you print to a desktop printer that uses the standard LaserWriter 8 or AdobePS
drivers. You can also turn background printing on and off for many non-PostScript
printers, such as Apple's StyleWriter and Personal LaserWriter printers.

SeUing background printing before printing
To use the Chooser to turn background printing on or off for a printer, you must
first select the printer in the Chooser window (as detailed earlier in this chapter in
"Choosing the Default Printer"). To recap, first select the printer driver on the left
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side of the Chooser. Next, on the right side of the Chooser window, select the
specific printer by its name or by the port it connects to. Now you can set the
Background Printing option in the lower right area of the Chooser. Figure 16-13
shows the Background Printing option in the Chooser.
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Figure 16-13: With some printer drivers, you turn

background printing on or off in the Chooser.

Setting background printing when you print
You do not need to set background printing in the Chooser before printing to
a desktop printer that uses LaserWriter 8 or AdobePS. Instead, you can turn
background printing on or off whenever you use the Print command to print a
docume nt. In the Print command's dialog box, you choose the Background
Printing group of options and set the "Print in" option for background or
foreground printing. Figure 16-14 shows the Print command's "Print in"
option for printers that use the LaserWriter 8 driver.
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Figure 16-14: For printers that use the LaserWriter 8

driver, background printing is set in the Print dialog box.
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Managing a desktop printer's queue
You can view and manage the queue of waiting print requests for each desktop
printer individually. If your Mac doesn't create a desktop icon for a printer when
you choose it with the Chooser, then you must use the methods described later
for managing the print queue without desktop printers.

Viewing the print queue
At any time, you can see the queue of print requests waiting for a particular
desktop printer by opening the desktop printer in the Finder. You open a desktop
printer like a folder. Opening a desktop printer icon displays its window. At the top
of the window are buttons for managing the queue of print requests and general
information about the print queue. A box below the buttons identifies the print
request now being printed (if any) and reports the status of that print job. Below
that is a list of waiting print requests. You can sort the list of waiting print requests
by name, number of pages, number of copies, or print time. Choose a sort order by
clicking a column heading in the desktop printer's window. Figure 16-15 shows a
desktop printer's window.
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Figure 16- 15: View queued print

requests in a desktop printer's
window.
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Redirecting a print request
You can redirect a waiting print request by dragging it from its current desktop
printer window to the icon or window of a compatible desktop printer. In general,
desktop printers that use the same driver (they have the same icon selected on the
left side of the Chooser) are compatible.

Changing the printing order
Print requests in a desktop printer's window print in the listed order when the list
is sorted by print time. You can change the order of print requests by dragging
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them up and down in the window. A print request can be dragged by its icon, name,
or any other text on the same line in the desktop printer's window. Figure 16-16 is
an example of changing a print request's order in the queue.
Figure 16-16: Change the order of
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Scheduling print requests
You can also change a print request's place in line by setting its priority to urgent,
normal, or scheduled for a specific time and date. To set a print request's priority,
select it and click the Set Print Time button (the one with the clock icon) in the
desktop printer's window. Figure 16-17 shows the dialog box in which you set a
print request's priority.
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Figure 16-17: Schedule a priority or a specific
time for a print request.
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A print request's priority changes automatically if you drag it to a place among
print requests of a diffe rent priority. For example, dragging a scheduled print
request a bove an urgent print request makes the scheduled print request urgent.

Placing a print request on hold
You can postpone a print request indefinitely, even if the print request is currently
being printed. Select a print request in the desktop printer's window and click Hold,
which looks like a VCR's Pause button. To take a print request off hold , select it and
then click Resume, which looks like a VCR's Play button. Clicking Resume displays
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the Resume Print Request dialog box, in which you can specify the page from which
you want printing to resume.

Stopping or removing a print request
You can stop a print request by dragging it out of the desktop printer's window. To
get rid of a print reques t altogether, either drag it to the Trash or select it and click
Remove, which has a trash can icon.

Managing multiple print requests
You can schedule or resequence more than one print request at a time in a desktop
printer's window. To select multiple print requests , press Shift while clicking them
or drag across them.

Stopping and starting printing
To stop all printing on a particular desktop printer, select it and then choose Stop
Print Queue from the Printing menu. A small stop sign appears on the desktop
printer's icon.
To start printing again, select the desktop printer and then choose Start Print
Queue from the Printing menu.

Manual paper feed notification
If you print a document using a printer's manual feed tray, you normally receive a

notification alert when the printer is waiting for you to manually feed paper. The
Printing menu makes it easy to turn off this notification. Jus t select the relevant
desktop printer and choose Show Manual reed Alert from the Printing menu so
that there is no check mark next to it in the menu.

Instant reprints (well, almost)
It takes quite a while to save background print requests for some documents, and that's on
top of the time it takes to open the application and the document before you can begin
printing. For exa mple, it may take several minutes to save a print request for a Photoshop
image to be printed on a Color StyleWriter. You don't have to repeat that wait each time you
reprint the image in the future if you can spare the disk space to store a copy of the print
request. (Yes, you could print multiple copies of the image at one time and hand them out
as needed- it doesn't take any longer to save a print request for multiple copies than for a
single copy- but then you may end up with extra copies that you have to throw away,
wasting ink and expensive special paper.)
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Here is a procedure for reprinting without the delay of saving a new print request each
time: Before printing a document for the first time, select the desktop printer and choose
Stop Print Queue from the Finder's Printing menu. Then print the document, causing a print
request to be created for the desktop printer. If you forget to stop the print queue before
printing, immediately go to the Finder and stop the print queue or open the desktop printer
and put the print request on hold. Next, open the desktop printer and drag the print request
to any folder. When you're ready to make a print, hold down Option and drag the print
request from that folder to the desktop printer. By holding down Option, you make a copy
of the print request for the desktop printer and leave the original print request untouched
for future reprints. If necessary, use the Finder's Start Print Queue command to start background printing. Et voila! Reprints without saving new print requests or opening a document and its application!

Managing the print queue without desktop printers
You can use the PrintMonitor a pplication to view and manage the queue of waiting
print requests for some printers that don't have desktop icons. The PrintMonitor
applicatio n handles printing of waiting print requests while you continue wo rking
with other applications. PrintMonitor opens in the background automatically
whenever there are print requests in the PrintMo nitor Documents folder (inside
the System Folder), deletes each print reques t that it prints, and quits automatically when the PrintMonitor Documents folde r is empty.
Some printe rs made by companies other than Apple come with their own app lications for managing the queue of waiting print requests. For ins tructions on using
one of these applications, check the documentatio n that came with your printer.

Viewing the print queue
While PrintMonitor is open in the background, you can ma ke it the active application by choosing it from the Application menu. You also can open it at any time by
double-clicking its icon, which is located in the Extensions folder. Making PrintMonito r active or opening it displays its window. The PrintMonitor window identifies
the print request that is printing, lis ts the print requests waiting to be printed, and
displays the status of the current print request. Figure 16-18 shows the PrintMonitor
window.
PrintMonitor automatically hides its window when you switch to another
application, but PrintMonitor rema ins open in the background as long as it
has print requests to process.
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Changing the printing order
PrintMonitor ordinarily processes print requests in chronological order, oldest first.
You can change the order by dragging print requests in the PrintMonitor window.
You drag a print request by its icon, not by its name or sequence number. While
dragging a print request, an outline of it follows the mouse pointer, as shown in
Figure 16-19.
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Scheduling printing requests
You can schedule when PrintMonitor will process a print request, or you can
postpone a print request indefinitely. First, select the print request you want to
schedule (by clicking it) in the PrintMonitor window. You can select the print
request being printed or any print request waiting to be printed. Then click Set
Print Time. Figure 16-20 shows the dialog box in which you set a time and date
for processing a print request or postpone it indefinitely.
A print request scheduled for later printing appears in PrintMonitor's waiting list
with an alarm-clock icon in place of a sequence number. A print request postponed
indefinitely appears in the waiting list with a das h in place of a sequence number,
and it will not be printed until you schedule a print time for it.
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Figure 16-20: Scheduling a specific time for a
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Stopping and starting printing
You can suspend all background printing by choosing Stop Printing from PrintMonitor's File menu. Before PrintMonitor stops printing, it finishes the print request
that it is currently printing. To resume printing, choose Resume Printing from
the File menu.

Setting PrintMonitor preferences
PrintMonitor can notify you when something happens that requires your attention
during background printing. For example, PrintMonitor can notify you when you
need to manually feed paper for background printing. An alert box, a blinking
PrintMonitor icon in the menu bar, or both, can notify you. To specify how you want
to be notified, you use the Preferences command in PrintMonitor's File menu. Note
that if you turn off notification of manual paper feed and forget to feed paper when
the printer needs it, the printer eventually cancels the print request automatically.
Figure 16-21 shows the Preferences dialog box for PrintMonitor.
Figure 16-21: Setting PrintMonitor
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You can also use the Preferences command to specify how you want to be notified
about printing errors, such as PrintMonitor not being able to locate a printer that is
supposed to print a print request. PrintMonitor can just display a diamond symbol
next to its name in the Application menu at the right end of the menu bar, or it can
display the symbol and blink its icon in the menu bar, or it can do both of those
things plus display an alert. You can turn off everything except the diamond in the
Application menu.
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Print later
If you want to print to a printer that doesn't have a desktop icon and that isn't connected to
your Mac now, you can delay printing. Turn on background printing in the Chooser and print
the desired documents. Then open PrintMonitor and use its Stop Printing command to suspend printing. Now any documents that you print wait in PrintMonitor's queue until you
connect to a printer and begin printing with PrintMonitor's Resume Printing command. To
avoid PrintMonitor's nagging alert messages and blinking icon in the menu bar, use
PrintMonitor's Preferences to suppress notification of printing errors.
To shut down your Mac while it is not connected to a printer and background printing is
turned on, you must respond correctly to two PrintMonitor alerts that appear during the
shutdown process. The first alert tells you that something is being printed and asks whether
you want to finish printing or print later; you must click Print Later. Then a second alert tells
you that the printer can't be found. Click Cancel Printing to conclude the shutdown process
without losing any queued print requests. (If you click Try Again instead, you abort the shutdown process, and PrintMonitor tries again to find the missing printer.) This process is
somewhat confusing, because clicking Cancel Printing under other circumstances actually
deletes the print request that is being printed.

Summary
In this chapter you saw that every printer you use must have a printer driver in
your Extensions folder. A printer driver prepares a complete description of each
page to be printed in a format that the printer can interpret and then sends the
page descriptions to the printer. To begin using a printer, use the Chooser to select
a driver and the specific printer. Selecting a printer in the Chooser normally creates
a desktop printer. After the desktop printers are created, use the Finder's Printing
menu, the optional universal Desktop Printer men u, or the optional Printer Selector
module in the Control Strip to select the printer that you want to use. You don't
have to use the Chooser again for desktop printers.
You can usually continue working while the Mac OS prints in the background.
Queued print requests can be viewed by opening desktop printers. You can change
the order of queued print requests, set their priorities or print times, put them on
hold, or delete them. You can also stop and start any desktop printer's queue.
Queued print reques ts of printers without desktop icons can be managed with
the PrintMonitor program or another program s upplied by the printer maker.
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In This Chapter
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ou're ready to print. You've made the printer you want
to use the default printer, as described in Chapter 16.
Now it's time to set page-formatting options, specify how
many pages and copies to print, and actually start printing.
You can do all this from the Finder or from the applications
that created the documents that you want to print.
This chapter begins by introducing the Page Setup and Print
commands used to set page formatting and printing options.
Next, how to print from the Finder and other applications is
explained. The bulk of the chapter details the page-formatting
and printing options for printers that use Apple printer
driver software.

Print and Page Setup Commands
Almost every Mac OS application has the same commands
for printing documents-Page Setup and Print-and those
commands are usually in the File menu. Some applications
provide other methods of printing, such as a Print button in a
toolbar, but most alternate methods are based on the standard
Page Setup and Print commands. Learn how to use the standard
commands, and you will know how to print most documents. (A
few applications, such as FileMaker Pro, can be programmed to
bypass these commands completely. This chapter does not
cover printing from such programs.)
The Page Setup command is used to specify how the
d ocument pages are to be formatted . You need to set the
paper size (such as letter or legal size), page orientation
(horizontal/landscape or vertical/portrait), a reduction or
enlargement factor, and other options that affect how the

Printing from the
Finder
Printing from your
applications
Setting options for
various types of
printers

+

+

+

+
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document is to be arranged on the page. With some printers, you also can turn
optional printer effects on and off.
The Print command is used to specify a range of pages, a number of copies, and a
paper source. You may have additional options, depending on the type of printer
driver you chose.
With both the Page Setup command and the Print command there may be
additional options that are not described in this chapter because some applications
and utility software add their own options to those commands. For example, the
existence of a Page Setup option labeled ClickBook means that the ClickBook utility
from Blue Squirrel (801-523-1063, http: I /www. bl ues qui r r el. com) is installed for
printing double-sided pages or booklets on regular printers. For explanations of
Print or Page Setup options not described in this c hapter, check the documentat ion
for the application you're using and for any printing utility software installed on
your computer.
This chapter tells you how to set up and print pages on printers that use the
following Apple printer driver software, which is included as part of a standard
installation of Mac OS 9:

+ LaserWriter 8
+ Color StyleWriter 2500, Color StyleWriter 1500, and Color StyleWriter Pro
(including older StyleWriter printer)

+ Color StyleWriter 6000 series
+ LaserWriter 300/ LS
+ lmageWriter
Your printer may use a different driver. In that case, the procedures for setting up
and printing are similar to those described in this chapter, but the s pecific options
are different. For details, refer to the documentation that came with the printer.
You use the Chooser or desktop printers to select a printer driver for your printer,
as described in Chapter 16. That chapter also explains how to manage a queue of
documents waiting to print in the background while you continue working on
other tasks.

Printing from the Finder
If all you need to do is print a document- that is, you don't need to open it, review

it on screen, or edit it firs t - you can print it directly from the Finder. You don't
even have to open the application that created the document (although the Finder
often opens it for you).
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To print a document from the Finder, drag the document icon to a desktop printer
icon. Some desktop printers send all documents to the applications that created them
for printing, as described in the next paragraph. But desktop printers that use the
LaserWriter 8 driver included with Mac OS 9 can print certain types of documents
directly. These include PostScript, Encapsulated PostScript (EPS), PICT, and JPEG
documents. The part of the LaserWriter 8 driver that sends documents directly to the
printer is called the Download Manager. Programmers can extend it to handle more
types of documents by creating plug-in software modules.
If a desktop printer can' t print your document directly, it sends a request to the
application that created the document, telling the application to print the document.
The application opens , or becomes active if it's already open in the background, and
displays the dialog box of its Print command so that you can set options. Some
applications also display the Page Setup dialog box so that you can set page layo ut
options. The s pecific options that you can set are somewhat diffe re nt for each
printer driver, as detailed later in this chapter. When you finish setting options, the
application prints the document. If the application was not open when you started
the printing process in the Finder, the application quits automatically. (Some
applications stay open.)

If you don't want to use a desktop printer, select the document that you want to
print and choose Print from the Finder's file menu. The Finder tells the application
that created the document to print it, as described in the previous paragra ph for
desktop printers.
If you try to print a document but don't have the application that created it, a list of

alternative applications is displayed in an alert box, the same as if you were trying
to open the document. The File Exchange control panel d is plays this alert box. A
different dialog box is s hown if automatic document translation is turned off. For
more information on these dialog boxes, see Chapter 7.
You can use the Finder to print several documents just as easily as to print one. You
simply select the documents that you want to print and either drag them as a group to
the desktop printer icon or choose Print from the Finder's file menu. The documents
can be created by different applications, but they must all be in the same window or
on the desktop. If the documents are in different folders, you can drag the documents
to the desktop, select and print them, and then use the Finder's Put Away command to
return them to the folders they came from. You can also print documents from
different expanded folders that you can see in a list view of an enclosing folder
or disk.
In addition to a Print command, the Finder's File menu also has a Page Setup
comma nd and a Print Window command (or a Print Desktop command if no folder
or dis k window is active). You do not use these commands to print documents from
the Finder. These commands are for printing the Finder windows or the desktop. In
fact, they have the same function in the Finder as the Page Setup and Print
comma nds have in any other application.
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Printing from Other Applications
In addition to printing from the Finder, you can print from within applications that
can open the documents that you want to print. You have to open the document
you want to print, and the document window must be in front of other document
windows. Then you use the Page Setup and Print commands from the application's
File menu to set options and actually start printing. The specific options that you
can set are somewhat different for each printer driver, as detailed later in
this chapter.
You don't have to set the Page Setup options each time you print a document. Just
choose the Print command and your previous Page Setup settings are used again. If
you use the Print command without ever setting Page Setup options for a particular
document, the application supplies its standard Page Setup options.
In addition to a regular Print command, some applications also have a Print One
Copy command. This alternative command streamlines printing by foregoing the
usual Print dialog box. The application supplies its standard settings for the
options in the Print dialog box.
In some applications, you can print the document in the front window by clicking a
Print button in a toolbar. This action generally has the same effect as choosing Print
from the File menu. In a few applications, the Print button displays the Page Setup
dialog box before the Print dialog box.
A few applications can be set up to bypass the Print and Page Setup commands.
For example, a FileMaker Pro database can be programmed to print a report us ing
preset Page Setup and Print options. All you do is click a button in the database
window or choose a command from the Script menu, and the report prints
according to the preset options.

Setting LaserWriter 8 Options
This section describes how to set up and print documents on printers that can use
Apple's LaserWriter 8 printer driver. All Apple LaserWriter printers with PostScript
can use LaserWriter 8, as can most PostScript printers made by other companies.

Setting LaserWriter 8 Page Setup options
When you choose the Page Setup command for a printer that uses the LaserWriter
8 driver, you see a dialog box with settings for page attributes, including paper
type, orientation, and scale. You can switch to settings for PostScript Options by
choosing that category from the unlabeled pop-up menu at the top of the dialog
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box. With some PostScript printers , you can also switch to settings for Custom Page
Size by choosing from this pop-up menu. Figure 17-1 shows the pop-up me nu for
switching among groups of options in the Page Setup dialog box for LaserWriter 8.
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Figure 17-1: Choosing a group of options for
LaserWriter 8 page setup
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Instead of choosing a group of options from the pop-up menu at the top of the
Page Setup dialog box, you can move from group to group by pressing :H:+down
arrow (
:H:+up arrow (f), Page Up, or Page Down.

n,

Page Attributes
When you choose Page Attributes from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of
the Page Setup dialog box, these options display, as shown in Figure 17-2:

+ Format for lets you choose which of your Mac OS d esktop printers to format.
The pop-up menu lists your d esktop printers that us e the LaserWrite r 8 driver.
The setup of the printer you c hoose here (in particular its PPD file) can affect
the page format.

+ Paper lets you choose a paper size such as US Letter (8~ by 11 inches) , US
Legal (8~ by 14 inches), and AS and BS (European standard sizes). There are
two variations of some sizes, such as US Letter and US Letter Small. The Small
variation has a larger unprinta ble area at the edges of the paper that matches
the US Letter size of older LaserWriter drivers. The regular variation gives you
the maximum printable area for your printer (as specified by the printer's PPD
file). If you see the size Other listed for the Paper option, it means the document
was previously printed using a paper size that is not available on the currently
selected printer. If you choose another Pa per setting, the Other choice will no
longer be available.

+ Orientation determines whether the top of the printed page will be on the
short edge (portrait) or long edge (landscape) of the paper.
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+ Scale reduces or enlarges the printed image according to the percentage you
enter. Full size is 100 percent, the minimum reduced size is 25 percent, and
the maximum e nlargement is 400 percent.
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Figure 17-2: Setting Page Attributes options for
laserWriter 8 page setup

PostScript Options
When you choose PostScript Options from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top
of the Page Setup dialog box, these options display, as shown in Figure 17-3:

+ Flip Horizontal/Flip Vertical create mirror images of your document. You can
see the result in the illustration in the dialog box when you click the check box.
Flip Horizontal flips the image right to left, which is useful if you are creating a
film image on a Linotronic imagesetter for a transparency or if the pages have
to be emulsion s ide down.

+ Invert Image makes all th'e black parts of a page print white, and vice versa.
You probably won't have much use for this parlor trick unless you create film
negatives on a s lide printer that has no method of its own for creating
negative images.

+ Substitute Fonts substitutes PostScript fonts for any fixed-sized screen fonts
for which no PostScript or TrueType equivalent is available (as described in
Chapter 15). For example , Geneva becomes Helvetica, Monaco becomes
Courier, and New York becomes Times. The one drawback of font substitution
is that although the variable-size font is substituted for its fixed-sized cousin,
the spacing of letters and words on a line does not change, and the printed
results often are remarkably ugly. For the best results, do not use fixed-size
fonts that lack TrueType or PostScript equivalents, and leave the Substitute
Fonts option off.

+ Smooth Text smoothes the jagged edges of fixed s izes for which there are no
matching PostScript fonts or TrueType fonts. For best results, avoid such
fonts, and leave the Smooth Text option off.
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+ Smooth Graphics smoothes the jagged edges of bitmap graphic images
created with painting programs. Smoothing improves some images but blurs
the detail out of others. Try printing with Smooth Graphics set both ways, and
go with the one that looks best to you. This option has no effect on graphics
that are created with drawing programs such as FreeHand and Illustrator.

+ Precision Bitmap Alignment reduces the entire printed image to avoid minor
distortions in bitmap graphics. The distortions occur because of the nature of
the dot density of bitmap graphics. For example, 72 dpi (dots-per-inch), which
is the standard screen-image size, does not divide evenly into 300 dpi, 400 dpi,
or 600 dpi (the dot density of many laser printers). When you are printing to a
300-dpi printer, for example, turning on this option reduces page images by 4
percent, effectively printing them at 288 dpi (an even multiple of 72 dpi). The
reductions align the bitmaps properly to produce crisper output.

+ Unlimited Downloadable Fonts allows you to use more fonts than your
printer's memory can hold at one time by removing fonts from the printer's
memory after they are used , making way for other fonts. Be aware that the
constant downloading and flushing of font files takes time and thus slows
printing. EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) graphics that use fonts that are not
present elsewhere on the page will not print correctly because the printer
will substitute Courier for those orphan fonts. If you see Courier in a graphic
where you did not want it, make sure that this option is turned off.
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Figure 17-3: Setting PostScript Options for
LaserWriter 8 page setup

Custom Page Sizes
You can define and use custom page sizes, if your printer allows them, by choosing
Custom Page Sizes from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the Page Setup
dialog box. When you make this choice, you see a list of custom page sizes that are
already defined. If you select a custom size, you see a preview of it in the dialog
box. You can delete the selected s ize, edit it, or create a new custom size by clicking
buttons in the dialog box. Figure 17-4 is an example of the Custom Page Sizes
options in LaserWriter 8.
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Setting Custom Page Sizes options for
LaserWriter 8 page setup

Figure 17-4:

Click the New or Edit button to display a dialog box in which you enter or change
the paper size height and width. You can also specify the top, bottom, right, and
left margins. In addition, you may need to specify a width or height offset for the
custom page. For example, a printer that uses a roll of film or paper will print a
custom page that's smaller than the roll. The offsets tell the printer where to
position the page on the larger media. For cut sheets of paper or other media,
the page s ize is usually the same as the sheet size and there are no offsets.
All custom page sizes appear as choices for the Paper option in the Page Attributes
section of the Page Setup command. Every custom page size is available with every
printer that allows custom s izes and uses LaserWriter 8. In other words , none of the
custom page sizes is unique to a particular printer.

Saving custom Page Setup settings
If you don't like the Page Setup settings that LaserWriter 8 uses by default, have it
use your settings instead. After making your changes in the Page Setup dialog box,
press Option while clicking OK to dismiss the dialog box. An alert asks you to
confirm that you want to save the current Page Setup settings as the
default settings.

You have to perform this exercise separately in each application that has its own
Page Setup settings. You may be able to tell whether a particular application has its
own Page Setup settings by looking for the application's name in the pop-up menu
at the top left of the Page Setup dialog box. If that pop-up menu doesn't list the
current ap plication's name, the application may use the generic Page Setup default
settings. Changing the generic Page Setup defaults in one application affects all
applications that use them (but doesn't affect applications with their own Page
Setup settings).
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Setting LaserWriter 8 Print options
When you choose the Print command for a printer that uses the LaserWriter 8
driver, you see a dialog box with settings for the number of copies, page numbers
to print, paper source, output destination, and more. You can switch among several
groups of options by choosing a group from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the
top of the dialog box. Figure 17-5 shows the pop-up menu for switching among
groups of options in the Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8.
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Instead of choosing a group of options from the pop-up menu at the top of the
Print dialog box, you can move from group to group by pressing :Jg+down arrow
l)g+up arrow (t), Page Up, or Page Down.

<n.

The remainder of this section describes the Print command's options in more
detail. The descriptions are organized according to the Print option groups used in
LaserWriter 8-Ge neral, Background Printing, Cover Page, Color Matching, Layout,
Error Handling, Save as File, Imaging Options, and Printer Specific Options.

Universal options
No matte r which group of options you choose in the Print dialog box for
La.serWriter 8, these options are always available at the top and bottom of the
dialog box (as was shown in Figure 17-5):

+ Printer lets you choose which of your desktop printers is to print your
document. The pop-up menu lists your desktop printers that use the
LaserWriter 8 driver.

+ Destination specifies whether the driver sends page descriptions to the
chosen printer or to a file. The options for the latter setting are described
later in this section under the heading "Save as File options."

+ Save Settings makes the settings you have made in the Print dialog box the
ones used by default for the c urrently chosen desktop printer.
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General options
When you choose General from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, these options display, as shown in Figure 17-6:
+Copies specifies the number of copies to print.
+ Collated, when selected, specifies that multiple copies each print in correct
page sequence. If unselected (or unavailable), all copies of one page print,
then all copies of the next page, and so on. Collated printing may take longer
than uncollated printing. Because each collated copy is sent to the printer
as a separate print request, print requests from other computers may be
interspersed between the collated copies.
+ Pages specifies the range of pages to print. If you leave the first entry box
blank, the document will print from page one. If you leave the second box
blank, the document will print to the end of the document. To print a single
page, enter its page number in both boxes.
+ Paper Source s pecifies from where the chosen printer should get the paper
to print your document-multipurpose tray, envelope feeder, paper cassette,
manual feed, and so forth . You can choose one paper source for all pages or
a separate source for the first page and for remaining pages.
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Background Printing options
When you choose Background Printing from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the
top of the Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-7:
+ Print in specifies whether you want your document to print in the foreground
or background. Foreground printing requires less disk space than background
printing and your document may start printing faster, but it does not let you
use the computer for anything else until printing stops. Background printing
lets you work on other tasks while printing continues, but requires extra disk
space for temporary spool (page description) files. Foreground printing is not
available in some applications.
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+ Print Time specifies a priority for printing a document in the background urgent, normal, or hold- or a specific time and day when you want your
document printed. You can change this setting for a document waiting to be
printed in the background by opening the desktop printer icon (as described
in Chapter 16). The Print Time option is disabled if you set the Print in option
for foreground printing, which is always immediate.
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Color Matching options
When you choose Color Matching from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top
of the Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-8:

+ Print Color lets you choose to print your document in black and white, or in
color on a color printer, or in shades of gray on a monochrome printer. If your
computer has ColorSync installed and the folder contains printer profiles, you
can choose to have ColorSync or PostScript match the printed grays and colors
to the displayed colors as closely as possible. The PostScript setting for this
option requires a printer with at least PostScript Level 2 capability.

+ Intent lets you choose a method of matching the gamut of colors in the document
to the gamut of colors that the printer can reproduce. The methods are:
• Perceptual matching scales all colors in the document to fit within the
printer's color gamut. This method gives good results for photographs
and other bitmap graphics. All colors in the document change, even
those that the printer can reproduce, but they all change by the same
amount so everything looks pretty good.
• Relative colorimetric matching doesn't change colors in the document
that the printe r can reproduce. Colors that the printer can't reproduce
change to the closest reproducible color having the same lightness (but
different saturation). Colors that are different from each other in the
document may look the same as each other when printed.
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• Saturation matching doesn't change colors in the doc ument that the
printer can reproduce. Colors that the printer can't reproduce change to
the closest reproducible color having the same saturation (but different
lightness). This is appropriate for charts and graphs, where you care
more about keeping colors different than about preventing perceptible
color s hifts.
• Absolute colorimetric matching doesn't change colors in the document
that the printer can reproduce. Colors that the printer can't reproduce
are not printed. This may result in some loss of detail and sparseness in
the printed document.
• Auto selection matching uses the Saturation matching method on text
and line drawings but the Perceptual matching method on bitmap
graphics.

+ Printer Profile specifies the color profile to use for color matching. You
choose a profile from the pop-up menu, which lists all the appropriate printer
profile files in the ColorSync Profiles folder (which is in the Preferences folder
inside the System Folder). Additionally, if the Print Color setting is PostScript
Color Matching, you can choose Printer Default to use the profile currently
stored in the printer. The Printer Profile setting is disabled if you set the Print
Color option to Black & White or Color/Grayscale.
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Figure 17-8: Setting Color Matching options for
laserWriter 8 printing

Cover Page options
When you choose Cover Page from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, these options display, as shown in Figure 17-9:

+ Print Cover Page specifies whether to print a cover page before printing your
document, after printing your document, or not at all. A cover page reports
the document's name, the owner's name of the computer that printed it, and
when it was printed.
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+ Cover Page Paper Source specifies where the chosen printer should get
paper to print a cover page. This option is disabled if you set the Print Cover
Page option to None.
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Figure 17-9: Setting Cover Page options for
LaserWriter 8 printing

Font Settings
When you choose Font Settings from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, one or both of these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-10:

+ Annotate Font Keys annotates font keys in the PostScript output. Font
keys are comments added to the PostScript output to help troubleshoot
font issues.

+ Font Downloading offe rs a few different options for how fonts are sent to the
printer:
• Preferred Format: Choose which type of font takes priority when
downloading to the printer. If TrueType is selected, a matching TrueType
font will be sent first if one is found. By default, the drive r looks for Type
1 fonts first.
• Always download needed fonts: Downloads all fonts to the printer,
regardless of whether the font is already stored on the printer.
• Never generate Type 42 fonts: Causes TrueType fonts to be sent as
"unhinted" Type 1 fonts instead of trans lating them into PostScript fonts
(also called Type 42 fonts) before sending them.
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Figure 17-10: Setting Font options for
LaserWriter 8 printing

Job Logging options
When you choose Job Logging from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, one or both of these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-11:
+If there is a PostScript error specifies how the LaserWriter 8 driver handles

PostScript errors: no special error reporting, display a summary of PostScript
errors onscreen, or print detailed descriptions of PostScript errors.

+ Job Documentation lets you decide if and how each print job will be logged either with a full copy of the job or a log of jobs and their status.

+ Job Documentation Folder shows the current selected folder for job
documentation and enables you to change the folder by clicking Change
and selecting a new folder.
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Figure 17-11: Setting Job Logging options for
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Layout options
When you choose Layout from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the Print
dialog box for LaserWriter 8, these options display, as shown in Figure 17-1 2:

+ Pages per sheet lets you choose a number of minipages to print on each sheet
of paper. Each minipage is a full-page image reduced in size so that two, four,
or more minipages fit on a sheet of paper.

+ Layout Direction specifies whether the minipages are arranged from left-toright or right-to-left. This option is available if you set the "Pages per sheet"
option to more than one minipage per sheet of paper.

+ Border lets you c hoose the type of borderline to print around each reduced
mini page. This option is available if you set the "Pages per sheet" option to
more than one minipage per sheet of paper.

+ Print on Both Sides lets you print on both s ides of the page, in booklet
format. Selecting this option enables you to determine which side of the page
will be bound. (This option is only available with some printers.)
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Figure 17-1 2: Setting Layout options for
LaserWriter 8 printing

Save as File options
When you choose Save as File from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, these options display, as shown in Figure 17-13:

+ Format specifies the kind of file to save. Choose one of the following:
• PostScript Job creates a standard PostScript file for later printing.
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• The three EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) formats create a one-page
graphic for placement in another document. EPS Mac Standard Preview
includes a black-and-white 72-dpi bitmap image for previewing onscreen.
EPS Mac Enhanced Preview includes a color PICT preview image, which
can be smoothly reduced or enlarged on the screen display. EPS Mac No
Preview takes the least amount of disk space because it has no preview
image. Without a preview image, you can't see the file onscreen, but this
option prints just like the other EPS formats.
• Acrobat PDF creates a PDF (Portable Document File) that can be read by
Acrobat Reader. This setting requires that Acrobat Distiller be installed
on your Mac. Distiller is not included with the free Acrobat Reader - it's
part of the full version of Acrobat, which you can buy through retailers.
It's also bundled with recent versions of Adobe PageMaker and Adobe
InDesign.

+ PostScript Level specifies PostScript compatibility. Choose the Level I
Compatible option for a file that can be used on printers with PostScript Level
I, 2, or 3. If you are using only PostScript Level 2 and 3 printers, choose the
Level 2 and 3 option.

+ Data Format specifies whether to use text characters or binary data in the
PostScript file . Choosing the ASCII option creates a more widely compatible
PostScript file than the Binary option, but the Binary option can speed
printing on a printer that can handle it.

+ Font Inclusion s pecifies how many fonts

to embed in the PostScript file. The
None setting, which does not embed any fonts , uses the least disk space but
prints correctly only on a system that has all the needed fonts. The All option,
which embeds every font used in the document, may use a great deal of disk
space, but all the needed fonts will print from any system. The All But
Standard 13 option embeds all the fonts used except the 13 fonts that
commonly are factory-installed in PostScript printers.
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If you choose Acrobat PDF as the Format option, these options replace the

PostScript Level, Data Format, and Font Inclusion options, as shown in Figure 17-14:

+ Compress Text and Une Art specifies whether to compress text and graphics
using the LZW method in the PDF file.

+ Embed All Fonts specifies whether to embed all fonts used in the document
as part of the PDF file.

+ Make Font Subsets enables you to embed only the font information necessary
to create the characters that appear in this document instead of embedding
the entire font.

+ ASCII Format specifies whether to use ASCII85 encoding for the document,
which will result in a PDF file that is almost pure ASCII.

+ Compression and Downsample to control the type of compression and the
final resolution of bitmap graphics in the PDF file. These options are set
separately for color, grayscale, and monochrome bitmap images.
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Figure 17-14: Setting options for saving Acrobat PDF
files with LaserWriter 8

Imaging Options
When you choose Imaging Options from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of
the Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, one or more of these options display, as
shown in Figure 17-15:

+ FinePrint, if on, specifies that the printer should smooth jagged edges of text
and graphic objects. Bitmapped images may print better with this option off.
This option is only available with printers that have Apple's FinePrint
technology.
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+ PhotoGrade, if on, specifies that the printer should enhance the shading and
contrast of graphics . Text quality may be better with this option off. This
option is only available with printers that have Apple's PhotoGrade
technology.

+ Device Scaling Adjust enables you to make fine adjustments in the size of the
image to compensate for s light differences between different units of the same
printer model.
The Imaging Options choice does not appear in the pop-up menu if none of these
options apply to the current printer.
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Figure 17-15: Setting Imaging options for
LaserWriter 8 printing

Printer Specific Options
When you choose Printer Specific Options from the unlabeled pop-up menu near
the top of the Print dialog box for LaserWriter 8, options that are specific to the
current printer appear. For example, a LaserWriter Pro 630 printer has a Choose
Resolution option in the Printer Specific Options group (rather than a Resolution
option in the Imaging Options group). The Printer Specific Options choice does not
appear in the pop-up menu if the current printer has no special options.

Setting Color StyleWriter Options
This section describes how to set up and print documents on printers that can
use one of the three Color StyleWriter drivers. The included drivers are Color
StyleWriter 2500, Color StyleWriter 1500, and Color StyleWriter Pro. All Apple Color
StyleWriter printers except the 4100, 4500, and 6000 can use one of these drivers. If
you have a Color StyleWriter 2200 or 2400, you can use the Color StyleWriter 2500
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driver instead of the driver that came with the printer. If you have the Apple
StyleWriter 1200, StyleWriter II, or original StyleWriter, you can use the StyleWriter
1500 driver.

Setting Color StyleWriter Page Setup options
When you choose the Page Setup command for a printer that uses a Color Style Writer
1500, 2500, or Pro driver, you see a dialog box with settings for various page attributes.
In addition, a Watermark button in the Color StyleWriter 1500 and 2500 dialog boxes
lets you select a graphic to be printed lightly as a page background, like a watermark.
Figure 17-16 shows the Page Setup dialog box and the Watermark dialog box for Color
StyleWriter 2500.
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Figure 17-16: Setting page attributes (top) and
watermark options (bottom) for Color StyleWriter
page setup

Page attribute options
The Page Setup dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 1500, 2500, and Pro drivers has
these page attribute options:

+ Page Size lets you c hoose a paper size such as US Letter (8J1 by 11 inches), US
Legal (8J1 by 14 inches), and # 10 Envelope.
+Layout (not present with Color StyleWriter Pro) lets you choose a number of
mini pages to be printed per sheet of paper.

+ Borders (not present with Color StyleWriter Pro) controls the printi ng of
borders around minipages. This option becomes available if you set the
Layout option to print more than one minipage per sheet of paper.
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+ Scaling reduces or enlarges the printed image according to the percentage
you enter. You can either type a percentage or choose one from the pop-up
menu. Full size is 100 percent, the minimum reduction is 5 percent, and the
maximum enlargement is 999 percent.

+ Orientation determines whether the top of the printed page will be on a short
edge (portrait) or a long edge Qandscape) of the paper.

Watermark options
The Watermark dialog box appears when you click the Watermark button in the
Page Setup dialog box of the Color StyleWriter 1500, 2500, or Pro drivers. (A
watermark is a faint image printed behind other text.) The Watermark dialog box
has these options:

+ Watermark specifies the graphic to be printed as a watermark. You choose one
of the graphics listed in the Watermark pop-up menu, and a thumbnail preview
of the watermark you chose appears in the dialog box. (You choose None if you
no longer want a watermark.) The pop-up menu lists all graphics files of type
PICT contained in the Printing Prefs folder, which is in the Preferences folder
inside the System Folder. You can move files in and out of that folder with the
Finder. In addition, you can create and edit watermark images with graphics
programs such as ClarisWorks, Adobe Photoshop, and Macromedia FreeHand. If
a watermark file contains text, make sure the fonts it uses are installed in your
Fonts folder so that the text looks its best.

+ Density adjusts the darkness of the watermark image. The thumbnail preview
of the watermark image does not reflect changes to the Density setting.

+ Scaling adjusts the size and placement of the watermark image on the page.
You set this option by choosing from the Scaling pop-up menu. Your
choices include:
• Centered resizes the watermark to fill the center of the page without

changing the watermark's original proportions.
• Align Top Left places the watermark in its original s ize at the upper-left

corner of the page.
• Stretch to At resizes the watermark to fill the page from top-to-bottom
and s ide-to-side, even if the watermark's proportions change.

Setting Color StyleWriter Print options
When you choose the Print command for a printer that uses a Color StyleWriter
1500, 2500, or Pro driver, you see a dialog box with settings for number of copies,
page numbers to print, print quality, and more. The Color button lets you specify a
color blending method and an optional color matching method. The Utilities button
lets you specify that you want the printer to clean the ink cartridge or perform
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other available self-maintenance. Figure 17-17 s hows the main and secondary Print
dialog boxes for Color StyleWriter 2500.
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Main Print options
The Print dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 1500, 2500, and Pro drivers has these
main options:

+ Copies specifies the number of copies to print.
+ Pages specifies the range of pages to print.
+ Print Quality offers a trade-off between appearance and speed, with Best
quality the slowest and the best looking.

+ Paper Type adjusts the printer for the selected type of paper.
+ Image lets you choose the amount of color appropriate for your document.
For color graphics or photos, choose Color or Grayscale. For text or line
drawings without color or shades of gray, choose Black & White.

+ Notification specifies a sound or message to use to notify you when your
document finishes printing. You can choose any available system alert sound.
(You can add or remove alert sounds with the SimpleSound program as
described in Chapter 25.)
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Color Options
The Color Options dialog box appears when you click the Color button in the Print
dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 1500, 2500, and Pro drivers. The Color Options
dialog box has these options:

+ Halftoning Options specifies whether to blend colors and gray tones using a
pattern of dots or a random scattering of dots.

+ ColorSync, if turned on, specifies that Apple's ColorSync should match
printed colors to displayed colors as closely as possible. This option is
disabled unless the ColorSync software is installed and you set the Image
option in the main Print dialog box to Color.

+ Matching Method lets you choose the color matching method that's best for
the content of your document. The Photographic method reduces color
saturation, and the Business Graphics method increases color saturation. The
Automatic method picks the Photographic method if the page contains mostly
bitmap images or the Business Graphics method if the page contains mostly
graphic objects.

+ Printer Profile specifies the color profile to use for color matching. You
choose a profile from the pop-up menu, which lists all the appropriate printer
profile files in the ColorSync Profiles folder (which is in the Preferences folder
inside the System Folder). This option is disabled unless the ColorSync option
is turned on.

Utilities options
The Utilities dialog box appears when you click the Utilities button in the Print
dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 1500, 2500, and Pro drivers. The Utilities dialog
box has one or more options for cleaning the ink cartridge before printing. With the
Color StyleWriter Pro driver, there are also options for preparing a new print head
and for checking the printer alignment.

Setting Color StyleWriter 6000 Options
The last series of Color StyleWriter printer made by Apple-the Color StyleWriter
6000 series-offers a different driver and different controls from other StyleWriter
printers.

,.
Note

Apple warns that the Color StyleWriter 4000 series printer is not supported in Mac
OS 9. A compatible driver for the printer is not included. As far as we know, no
workaround is available; the solution is to use a different printer or an older version of the Mac OS.
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Setting Color StyleWriter 6000 Page Setup options
When you choose the Page Setup command for a printer that uses the StyleWriter
6000 driver, you see a dialog box with settings for various page attributes. In
addition, a Watermark button lets you select a graphic to be printed lightly as a
page background, like a wate rmark. Figure 17-18 shows the Page Setup dialog box
and the Watermark dialog box for StyleWriter 6000.
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Figure 17-18: Setting page attributes (top) and
watermark options (bottom) for StyleWriter page setup

All the Page Setup settings for the StyleWriter drivers are explained fully in the
preceding section, "Setting Color StyleWriter Options."

Setting Color StyleWriter 6000 Print options
When you choose the Print comma nd for a printer that uses the StyleWriter 6000
driver, a dialog box with an unlabeled pop-up menu, defaulting to General, displays.
This menu gives you access to various Print options in a way similar to the
LaserWriter 8 driver. All options are discussed here.
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General options
When you choose General from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 6000, these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-19:
+ Copies specifies the number of copies to print.
+ Pages specifies the range of pages to print.
+ Save Settings makes the settings specified in the Print dialog box the ones
used by default fo r this printer.
+ Revert to Defaults changes the settings in the Print dialog box back to the
factory defaults.
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Figure 17- 19: Setting General options for Color
StyleWriter 6000 series printing

Paper Type/ Quality options
When you choose Paper Type/Quality from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top
of the Print dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 6000, these options display, as
shown in Figure 17-20:
+Paper Type specifies whether you'll be printing to plain paper or a special
type of paper or output medium such as Premium Plus, Transparency, T-Shirt
Transfer, or Glossy.
+ Print Quality specifies Best, Normal, or Draft. Draft and Normal print more
quickly and us e less ink, but Best offers the highest resolution printing.
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Figure 17-20: Setting Paper Type/Quality options for
Color StyleWriter 6000 series printing

Layout options
When you choose Layout from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the Print
dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 6000 series, these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-21:

+ Pages per sheet le ts you choose a number of minipages to print on each sheet
of paper. Each minipage is a full-page image reduced in size so that two, four,
or more minipages fit on a sheet of paper.

+ Print Borders lets you choose whether a borderline will print around each
reduced mini page. This option is available if you set the Pages per sheet
option to more than one minipage per sheet of paper.
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Figure 17-21: Setting Layout options for Color
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Color options
When you choose Color from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the Print
dialog box for the Colvr StyleWriter 6000 series, these options display, as shown in
Figure 17-22:

+ Image lets you choose whether to print the document in color, grayscale, or
black and white.

+ Use ColorSync improves the color matching between your monitor and
printer when printing in color. This also opens up these options:
• Matching Method, which enables to you choose between Automatic,
Photographic, and Business Graphics settings.
• Printer Profile, which enables you to choose a profile from the pop-up
menu. The menu lists all the appropriate printer profile files in the
ColorSync ProBies folder (which is in the Preferences folder inside the
System Folder). You create these profiles in the ColorSync control panel.
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Figure 17-22: Setting Color Matching options for
Color StyleWriter 6000 printing

Background Printing options
When you choose Background Printing from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the
top of the Print dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 6000 series, these options
display, as shown in Figure 17-23:

+ Print in s pecifies whether you want your document to print in the foreground
or background. Foreground printing requires less disk space than background
printing and may cause your document to start printing faster, but it does not
let you use the computer for anything else until printing stops. Background
printing lets you work on other tasks while printing continues, but it requires
extra disk space for temporary spool (page description) files. Foreground
printing is not available in some applications.
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+Print Time specifies a priority for printing a document in the background urgent, normal, or hold- or a specific time and day when you want your
docume nt printed. You can change this setting for a document waiting to be
printed in the background by opening the desktop printer icon (as described
in Chapter 16). The Print Time option is disabled if you set the "Print in"
option for fo reground printing, which is a lways immediate.
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Figure 17-23: Setting Background Printing options
for Color StyleWriter 6000 series printing

Services options
When you choose Services from the unlabeled pop-up menu near the top of the
Print dialog box for the Color StyleWriter 6000 series, both of these options display,
as shown in Figure 17-24:
+ Clean in k cartridges before printing causes the Color Style Writer to go
through a cartridge-cleaning cycle before printing. The cleaning can be
Simple, Clean, or Super Clean, each us ing more ink than the last. This option
only needs to be selected when pages aren't printed c risply, output is
smeared or blurry, or s imilar poor results are evident.
+ Align ink cartridges before printing causes the printer to go through a
cartridge alignment cycle before printing. This only needs to be selected if
lines ap pear wavy or dis torted in the printed output.

~
Note

............

Both of these options require that the printer be set to print in the foreground, as
discussed previously in the "Background Printing options" section .
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Figure 17-24: Setting Services options for Color
StyleWriter 6000 series printing

Setting LaserWriter 300/LS Options
This section describes how to set up and print documents on printers that use the
LaserWriter 300/ LS driver. These drivers are for Apple laser printers that don't have
PostScript and that don't connect to a network, including the Personal LaserWriter
300, LaserWriter Select 300, and Personal LaserWriter LS.

Setting LaserWriter 300/LS Page Setup options
When you choose the Page Setup command for a printer that uses a LaserWriter
300/LS driver, a dialog box with settings for page size, scaling, and page orientation
displays. An Options button gives you access to printer effects. Figure 17-25 shows
the Page Setup dialog box and the Options dialog box for LaserWriter 300/LS.
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Page attribute options
The Page Setup dialog box for the LaserWriter 300/ LS driver has these page
attribute options:

+ Page Size lets you choose a paper size such as US Letter (8ll! by 11 inches), US
Legal (8ll! by 14 inches), and #10 Envelope.

+ Scaling reduces or enlarges the printed image according to the percentage
you enter. You can either type a percentage or choose one from the pop-up
menu. Full size is 100 percent, the minimum reduction is 5 percent, and the
maximum enlargement is 999 percent.

+ Orientation determines whether the top of the printed page will be on a short
edge or a long edge of the paper.

Page Setup Options
The Page Setup Options dialog box appears when you click Options in the Page
Setup dialog box for the LaserWriter 300/ LS driver. The Page Setup Options dialog
box has these options:

+ Larger Page Area lets you print closer to the edges of legal-size paper.
+ Precision Bitmap Alignment reduces the entire printed image to avoid minor
distortions in bitmap graphics. The distortions occur because of the nature of
the dot density of bitmap graphics. For example, 72 dpi, which is the standard
screen-image size, does not divide evenly into 300 dpi (the dot density of laser
printers that use the LaserWriter 300/ LS driver). Turning on this option reduces
page images by 4 percent, effectively printing them at 288 dpi (an even multiple
of 72 dpi). The reductions align the bitmaps properly to produce crisper output.

Setting LaserWriter 300/LS Print options
When you choose the Print command for a printer that uses the LaserWrite r 300/ LS
driver, a dialog box with settings for number of copies, page numbers to print,
paper source, and more displays. Clicking Options brings up a Print Options dialog
box. Figure 17-26 shows the main Print and secondary Print Options dialog boxes
for LaserWriter 300.
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Figure 17-26: Setting options
for LaserWriter 300 printing
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In the main Print dia log box, you can set all pages to come from one paper
source-paper cassette or manual-feed tray-or you can set the first page to
come from one source and the remaining pages to come from another source. The
LaserWriter 300/LS driver is not for PostScript printers and it cannot save page
descriptions as a PostScript file.
The Image option lets you choose Grayscale for printing shades of gray, Black &
White for fastest printing, or PhotoGrade (if the current printer is equipped with it)
for enhanced grays. The Notification option s pecifies the sound or message to be
used to notify you when your document finishes printing. You can choose any
available system ale rt sound.
In the Print Options dialog box, you can set the print dens ity by adjusting a slider.
Moving the s lider to the left makes printing lighter, thereby saving toner. Moving it
to the right makes printing darker and uses more toner.

Setting lmageWriter Options
This section describes how to set up and print documents on printers that use the
lmageWriter driver. The lmageWriter II and the originallmageWriter can use this
driver.

~

You may need to select a custom installation of Mac OS 9 to use the lmageWriter
driver, which is not installed by default. After selecting a custom installation of the
Mac OS, you can select the lmageWriter driver in the Printing module. (See
Chapter 3 1 for more on custom installing the Mac OS.)

Note

Setting lmageWriter Page Setup options
When you choose the Page Setup command for an lmageWriter II or original
ImageWriter printer, you see a dialog box with settings for paper size, orientation,
and special effects. Figure 17-27 s hows the Page Setup dialog box for lmageWriter.
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Figure 17-27: Setting page attributes and special

effects for lmageWriter page setup
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The Page Setup dialog box for the ImageWriter driver has these options:

+ Paper lets you choose a paper size: single sheets of US Letter (8~ by 11
inches), US Legal (8~ by 14 inches), or A4 Letter (8~ by 11%inches); Computer
Paper (15 by 11 inches) or continuous, sprocket-fed International Fanfold
(8X by 11 inches).

+ Orientation determines whether the top of the printed page will be on a short
edge (portrait) or a long edge (landscape) of the paper.

+ Tall Adjusted correctly proportions graphics or text. Turning on this option
prints graphics with correct proportions but widens individual text
characters. Turning off this option prints text with correct proportions but
elongates graphics.

+ 50% Reduction prints page images half their actual size.
+ No Gaps Between Pages eliminates top and bottom margins, primarily for
printing continuously on fanfold paper.

Hints for better lmageWriter printing
If pictures printed on an lmageWriter look vertically stretched, as though El Greco had
drawn them, choose the Page Setup command's Tall Adjusted option. This option adjusts
the computer output from 72 dpi to the 80-dpi vertical resolution of the printer, thus generating a proportional image.
To avoid the irregular word spacing that occurs in draft mode, change your document's font
to a monospaced font, such as Monaco or Courier, for printing out a draft. The fixed-spaced
font on the screen then will match the spacing of the printer's internal font, making the
draft easier to read. Change your document to a more professional variable-sized font, such
as Helvetica or Times, when you are ready to print your final copy. Be aware that if the position of line and page breaks is an issue, the font change does affect them.
Always install bitmap fonts in pairs-9-point with 18-point, 10-point with 20-point, and so
on- so that the Font Manager portion of the Mac OS has the larger font available for scaling
in Best mode. The best way to avoid spacing problems is to use TrueType fonts (or PostScript
fonts and Adobe Type Manager software) and let the computer do the scaling for you.
A very clear font for use with the lmageWriter family is Boston II, a shareware font that is
available from user groups and online information services.
Best quality looks clearest with a slightly used printer ribbon, not with a brand-new ribbon,
because there is less smudging of characters from high levels of ink on the ribbon.
Do not stockpile ribbons for an lmageWriter; buy them one or two at a time. The ink in the
ribbons dries out over time.
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Setting lmageWriter Print options
When you choose the Print command for an lmageWriter II or an original
ImageWriter printer, a dialog box with settings for print quality, page numbers to
print, number of copies, and paper source displays. Figure 17-28 shows the Print
dialog box for lmageWriter.
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Figure 17-28: Setting options for lmageWriter printing

Choosing the Best quality option prints your document at 144 dpi, which is twice
the screen resolution. Best quality is slower than Faster quality, which prints at
72 dpi. Draft quality prints text only (no pictures) with a font that is built in the
printer. The built-in font's spacing matches the spacing of Monaco 10-point and
other 10-point monospaced fonts. Printing proportionally spaced fonts in Draft
quality results in poorly spaced letters and words that may be hard to read.

Summary
This chapter showed you how to print a document from the Finder using desktop
printers or the Print command. You can also print a document from an application
that can open it by using the application's Page Setup and Print commands. You use
the same commands for all printers, but the options available in the Print and Page
Setup dialog boxes depend on the printer driver for the printer. This chapter
detailed the Page Setup and Print options for printers that use these drivers:

+ LaserWriter 8
+ Color StyleWriter 2500, Color StyleWriter 1500, and Color StyleWriter Pro
(including older StyleWriter printers)

+ Color StyleWriter 6000 series
+ LaserWriter 300/LS
+ lmageWriter

•

•
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Sound, Video,
and 3-D
T

he Mac OS gives you many ways to enjoy audio and
video. Apple's QuickTime technology enables you to
watch d igital movies, including MPEG video. You can also use
QuickTime to listen to digitized sound and synthesized music.
With QuickTime VR, you can view "virtual reality" panoramas
and objects interactively.
If your computer has a CD-ROM drive, you can use the
AppleCD Audio Player program to control playback of audio
CDs from your computer's CD-ROM drive, using s imple push
buttons or sophisticated programming of tracks by name. If
your computer has a DVD-ROM drive, you can do all these
things plus play back DVD-encoded movies. If your computer
has video-input ports or a TV tuner expansion card, you can
use the Apple Video Player program to view videos from video
equipment such as a camcorder, VCR, or television, and to
capture that video input digitally on disk.

This chapter explains how to use all this audio and video
software.

Introducing Quicklime Movies
Apple's QuickTime software enables your computer to work
with data that changes over time, or time·based data , such as
motion pictures with sound. In other words, it lets you store
and watch movies on your computer. In fact, just about all
Macintosh computers can play QuickTime movies. QuickTime
doesn' t require any special equipment, although faster
computers generally play movies more smoothly than slower
computers.

...

• ... •

In This Chapter
Introducing
QuickTime movies
Playing QuickTime
movies
Interacting with
QuickTime VR
panoramas and
objects
Editing QuickTime
movies with
QuickTime Player Pro
Hearing and
recording from audio

CDs
Playing DVD movies

• ... • ...
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Apple's QuickTime software not only makes it possible to play movies on your
computer, QuickTime makes movies ubiquitous! You don't need a special program
to watch QuickTime movies. Most applications let you copy and paste movies as
easily as you copy and paste graphics, and you can play a QuickTime movie
wherever you encounter one. For starters, you can watch QuickTime movies
from-and paste them in-SimpleText and the ScrapBook. Figure 18-1 is an
example of a QuickTime movie in a SimpleText window.

,

li=---'-.;.:s.=•m:.:::P:.:.'•.::.:Movt::..:.::.•_---==;s1

Figure 18-1: Watching a Quicklime

movie in SimpleText

•
There's more to QuickTime movies than a motion picture and a soundtrack. Recent
versions of QuickTime expand the definition of movie considerably to include all
kinds of interesting data that change or move over time. With the latest version of
QuickTime, "movies" can include any combination of:
+Motion pictures-such as what you watch on TV or at the movies

+ Digitized sound recordings- music and other sounds -

that play in

CO-quality sound (44.lkHz, 18-bit stereo)

+ Synthesized music based on MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface),
which takes far less disk space to store than digitized sound, yet sounds
realistic and plays in CO-quality

+ Text for closed-caption viewing, karaoke sing-a-longs, or text-based searches
of movie content

+ Three-dimensional graphics, drawn live by QuickDraw 30 as they spin and
move across the screen

+ Sprites, which move independently, like actors moving on a stage with a
motion-picture backdrop

+ MPEG movies that use the common MPEG-1 video and audio standard
+ Panoramas and objects that you can view in 360 degrees using QuickTime
VR methods
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+ Timecode information, which displays elapsed hours, minutes, seconds, and
frames at the bottom of a playing movie

+ Functional information, such as information that tells QuickTime how other
tracks interact

What's in a movie
The motion pictures, sound, and other types of time-based data in a QuickTime
movie exist in separate tracks. A s imple movie might consist of one video track
and one sound track. A more complex movie may have several video tracks, several
audio tracks, and closed-caption text tracks for text subtitles. Each video track
could be designed specially for playback with a certain number of available colors
(for example, 256 colors, thousands of colors, and millions of colors), each audio
track could provide dialog in a different language (English, Spanis h, Japanese, and
so on), and each closed-caption text track could provide subtitles in a different
language.
If a QuickTime movie contains MIDI-synthesized music, sprites, QuickDraw 3D

graphics, or a QuickTime VR scene or object, then each is in a separate track.
QuickTime takes care of synchronizing all of the tracks so that they play at the
right time.

Quicklime magic
A computer shouldn't be capable of playing digital movies any more than a bumblebee
should be able to fly. A single full-screen color picture on a 14-inch monitor takes a
megabyte of disk space. To show 30 pictures, or frames, per second, which is what
you see on TV, a computer has to store, retrieve, and display 30MB per second. Only
the fastest computers and hard disk drives are that fast. Even if you have a fast
computer, storage space is still a problem for movies. For example, a 1-minute video
clip requires 1800MB of disk space.
QuickTime pulls every trick in the book to play movies. Most movies are smaller
than the full 640 x 480 pixels available on a 14-inch color monitor. In QuickTime's
early days, when PowerPC processors didn't exist and single-speed CD-ROM drives
were state-of-the-art, QulckTime movies were the s ize of a large postage stamp (160
x 120 pixels). Today, quarter-screen movies (320 x 240 pixels) play back s moothly
from a CD-ROM and fast Power Macintos h computers can play full-screen movies
from a hard dis k with relative ease.
QuickTime movies may play back fewer frames per second than TV or movies. You
see 30 fps (frames per second) on TV or videotape in the United States and other
countries that use the NTSC standard (25 fps in Europe and othe r places that use
the PAL or SECAM standards). By comparison, many QuickTime movies are
designed to play at 15 fps from a CD-ROM.
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QuickTime not only handles time-based and interactive media, but it also extends the standard graphics format PICT to handle compressed still images and image previews. An application that recognizes QuickTime can compress a graphic image using any QuickTime-compatible software or hardware compressor that is available on your computer.· All
applications that can open uncompressed PICT images are also capable of opening comp ressed PICT images. Quicklime automatically decompresses a compressed PICT image
without requiring changes to the application program.

Showing s mall pictures at slow frame rates reduces the amount of data to be s tored ,
retrieved , and displayed, but not nearly eno ugh. So QuickTime compress es movies,
throwing out the redundant parts. Built-in and add-on codecs, or compressor/
decompressor software perfor ms the compression. These special algorithms come in
various formats, generally offering differen t trad e-offs between picture quality and
the amount of data re quired for a movie. A compressed movie contains less d ata to
store o n disk. Just as importantly, a comp ressed movie contains less data to be
transferred each s eco nd from that hard dis k, CD-ROM,
or the Internet.

Getting Quicklime software

,

Noto

You get the QuickTime 4.0 software as a part of the standard installation of Mac OS
9. You can upgrad e to QuickTime Pro for $29.95 by pho ne (1-888-295-0648) or from
Apple's QuickTime s ite on the We b (ht t p: I / 1~w1~. a pp 1 e . c om / q ui ckt i me/) . In
some cases, you can get a free upgrade to QuickTime Pro when yo u purchase a
retail ver sion of the Mac OS.
The standard Quicklime 4.0 installation upgrades Quicklime 3.0 Pro to QuickTime
4.0 Pro without the requirement of an additional payment If you need to do a
clean install of the Mac OS, you can enter your QuickTime 3.0 Pro registration
information (if you've previously upgraded) in Quicklime 4.0's Quicklime
control panel.
Some applications replace QuickTime with an earlier vers ion than what was
ins talled on your computer. All kinds of problems may ens ue as a result o f ins talling
an earlier version of QuickTime, some o f which seem unrelated to QuickTime. Not
only may s ome QuickTime movies no lo nger play, but you may not be able to open
as many different types of graphics and audio files as you could before the earlie r
version was installed . To fix these pro blems, ins ta ll QuickTime 4.0 (actually, it's
version 4.0.3 if you're keeping score) from the Mac OS 9 CD or from s oftware yo u
get from Apple's QuickTime Web s ite and do no t allow ins tallers to replace it with
earlier vers ions.
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What's in Quicklime 4.0 Pro?
What do you get when you plunk down $29.95 to upgrade from the basic edition of
Quicklime 4 to Quicklime 4 Pro? The upgrade enables the PictureViewer Pro application to
save still images (in BMP, JPEG, Photoshop, PICT, or Quicklime Image format). The upgrade
similarly enables the Quicklime plug-in for Web browsers to save movies from the Web.
Moreover, the upgrade brings many improvements to the Quicklime Player application.
Here's what Quicklime Player Pro can do that the basic Quicklime Player cannot:

+ Create new movies
+ Open a sequence of still images as a movie
+ Import these media formats: 3DMF 3D image; regular and karaoke MIDI music; PICS
animation; PICT image; System 7 Sound; and text
+Export movies to these media formats: BMP image, DV stream, PICT image, and
Quicklime movie
+ Export sound tracks to these sound formats: AIFF, System 7 Sound, Wave, and tJLaw

+ Apply video and audio compression

+ Edit movies by drag-and-drop and with Cut, Copy, and Paste commands
+ Extract individual tracks from a movie
+ Show and set the movie poster frame
+ Present a movie centered on a black screen

+ Play a movie at half size and full-screen size
+ Play a movie in a continuous loop

+ Play only the selected part of a movie
+ Adjust the size and orientation of each video track in the movie frame

+ Show and set the following additional movie information: Colors, Controller, Files,
General, and Preview

+ Show and set the following additional video track information: Alternate Language;
Format; Frame Rate; Gamma; General; Graphics Mode; High Quality; Layer; Mask;
and Preload

+ Show and set the following additional sound track information: Alternate Language,
Files, General, High Quality, Preload, and Volume
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Playing Quicklime Movies
QuickTime makes it possible to play movies in all kinds of applications and it
establishes standard methods for controlling playback in all applications. There
is a standard QuickTime movie controller, and there are standard methods for
controlling play back when the controller is absent. The QuickTime Player
application included with QuickTime has additional features that you can use to
play movies. If you play movies that contain MIDI-synthesized music, you may be
able to affect how they sound by setting some options in the QuickTime Settings
control panel.

The Quicklime movie controller
You usually control playback of a QuickTime movie with a standard collection of
buttons and sliders along the bottom edge of the movie. With this controller, you
can play, s top, browse, or s tep through the movie. If the movie has a soundtrack,
you can use the controller to adjust the sound level. The controller also gauges
where the current scene is in relation to the beginning and end of the movie. By
pressing certain keys while operating the controller, you can turn the sound on
and off, copy and paste parts of the movie, play in reverse, change the playback
rate, and more. Figure 18-2 summarizes the functions of a s tandard QuickTime
movie controller. (Some a pplications have variants of the standard controller and
may put the controller in a palette that floats above the document window.)
D

Simple Movie

13

QuickTimc

Forward (click to step forward in movie)
Rewind (click to step backward in movie)
Slide (move to different parts of movie)
Play/Pause button
Volume control (click and hold
mouse to move volume slider)
Figure IB-2: Controlling movie playback
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Playing and pausing
To start a movie playing, click the play button. This button has a right-pointing
triangle like the play button on a tape recorder or VCR. While a movie is playing,
this button becomes a pause button.

Stepping forward and backward
The two step buttons at the right of the play bar step backward and forward at the
rate of one frame per click. The step buttons have different effects on movies that
don't have frames. For example, in a movie that has only sound or music tracks,
each click of a step button skips ahead or back a quarter of a second.

Going to another part of the movie
The gray play bar in the middle of the movie controller shows the position of the
currently playing frame relative to the beginning and end of the movie. To go to a
different place in the movie, you can drag the frame marker in the play bar or
simply click the play bar.
You can go immediately to the beginning or end of the movie. To go to the beginning,
Option+click the forward-step button. To go to the end, Option+click the backwardstep button.

Adjusting the sound
To adjust the sound level, use the button labeled with the speaker. Click and hold
down this button to pop up a slider that you can use to raise or lower the sound
level. You can turn the sound off and on by Option+clicking the speaker button. You
can set the sound level to up to three times louder than its normal maximum by
holding down Shift while adjusting the level with the slider. If the speaker button is
absent, the movie has no sound.

Changing playback direction and speed
To play the movie backward, 3C+click the reverse-step button. Control+click either
step button to reveal a jog shuttle that controls the direction and playback rate.
Dragging the jog shuttle to the right gradually increases the forward playback rate
from below normal to twice normal speed. Dragging the jog shuttle to the left has
the same effect on playback speed, but makes the movie play backward.

Quicklime controller shortcuts
The Quicklime movie controller responds to all kinds of keyboard shortcuts. Pressing
Return or Spacebar alternately starts and pauses play forward. Pressing 3C+period (.) also
pauses playing. You can press 3C+right arrow(--) to play forward and 3C+Ieft arrow(+-) to
play backward. Press the right arrow(--) to step forward and left arrow(+-) to step backward. To raise or lower the sound level, press the up arrow (t) or down arrow 0). Shift+up
arrow ( t) raises the sound level beyond its normal maximum.
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Choosing a chapter
A text area appears to the left of the step buttons in the movie controller for some
movies. This chapter-list button lets you go to predetermined points in the movie,
much as index tabs let you turn to sections of a binder. Pressing the chapter-list
button pops up a menu of chapter titles, and choosing a chapter title takes you
quickly to the corresponding part of the movie. If the chapter-list button is absent,
the movie has no chapters defined.

Playback without controllers
Applications may display movies without controllers. In this case, a badge in the
lower-left corner of the movie distinguishes it from a still graphic. To play a movie
that has a badge and no controller, double-click the movie. rt you press Shift while
double-clicking the movie, it plays backward. Clicking a playing movie stops it. You
can also display a standard movie controller by clicking the badge. Figure 18-3
shows a QuickTime movie with a badge.
D

untitled (WP)

QulckTime,.

100

Figure 18-3: Identifying a movie without a controller

The Quicklime Player application
Although you don't need a special application to view QuickTime movies,
QuickTime 4.0 includes one called QuickTime Player. With the QuickTime Player
menu commands, you have more control over playing a movie. In some cases,
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however, you have less control over a movie. That's because the QuickTime Player
application sports a new, s leeker interface that has traded some features with the
desire to look more like a consumer device. So, although some of the controls are
more like those found on a VCR, for instance, you don't always have access to the
same controls that you have in the QuickTime controller, such as the one that
appears in SimpleText when you view a movie through SimpleText.
First, let's look at the application's interface itself and how it differs from the
standard QuickTime controls. Then, let's look at some of the additional features
that the QuickTime Player Pro application offers. Some commands are not
available in the basic edition of QuickTime Player, which comes with the free
version of QuickTime 4.0. These commands become available when you upgrade
to QuickTime 4.0 Pro. The following descriptions of QuickTime Player commands
indicate the QuickTime Player versions in which the described command is
available.

The Quicklime Player interface
When you launch a movie in the QuickTime Player application, you'll find a number
of slight differences from the QuickTime controls found in other applications, as
Figure 18-4 details.
Most of the differences are cosmetic, although some of them force you to click a
few extra times to make things happen. A few features are missing - for instance,
you can't use 3€+click on the step buttons to bring up a shuttle jog control.
Also, some of these controls are hidden from view. To reveal the hidden controls,
click the small button with four dots at the right side of the interface under the
slider bar.
The Favorites is a "drawer," where you can store your favorite movies and/or Web
sites of movies (these tend to be used more for streaming QuickTime, discussed
later in this chapter). To open the Favorites drawer, grab the Favorite's handle and
drag that part of the window down.(You can also choose Favorites c:> Open
Favorites Drawer.) You'll see the icons in the favorites drawer. To add the current
movie as a Favorites, select Favorites c:> Add Favorite from the menu; the current
movie becomes a favorite.
Tip

f2i!.

You can change the volume quickly by dragging your mouse pointer across the
volume level indicator (the lines, not th e wheel) from left to right (or back again)
while holding down the mouse button. Likewise, you can drag the mouse over the
Balance, Bass, and Treble settings instead of clicking the plus and minus buttons.
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Volume control
Forward and Backward
Play button

Info button

Pause button

Additional controls (hides and
reveals contro ls, shown revealed)

Step Forward, Step Backward
o Beginning, To End
Sound controls

Favorites handle
Figure 18-4: The QuickTime Player interface

For the most part, you'll probably confine your mouse clicks to the controls in the
QuickTime Player interface. Occasionally, however, you'll find it useful to actually
click inside the movie window. QuickTime 4.0 s upports the display of Macromedia
Flash documents, which offer buttons and links that can be clicked in the movie
window. If you're viewing an image (especially one that's available via a streaming
QuickTime connection over the Internet), you may be able to click a button or link
in the QuickTime Player's movie window.

Changing the window size
Unlike many other applications that can show QuickTime movies, the QuickTime
Player application displays QuickTime movies in windows with s ize boxes. If you
resize a movie window, QuickTime resizes the movie to fill the window. A resized
movie generally plays less smoothly if you change its proportions. As a
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precautionary measure, QuickTime 4.0 normally forces movie windows to maintain
their original proportions. To resize without this constraint, press Shift while
dragging the size box.
A movie looks best at an even multiple of its original size, such as half-size or
double size. QuickTime Player will constrain a movie to an optimal multiple of its
original size if you press Option while dragging the movie window's s ize box. To
quickly shrink a window to the nearest even multiple of its original size,
Option+click its s ize box.
In addition to dragging a movie window's size box, you can use QuickTime Player
menu commands to resize it. The basic edition of QuickTime Player has Full Screen,
Double Size, and Normal Size commands.

Presenting a movie
Instead of displaying a movie in a window, you can present it centered on a
completely black screen. In QuickTime Player Pro, choose Present Movie from the
File menu. (The Present Movie command is not available in the basic edition of
QuickTime Player.)
The Present Movie command displays a dialog box in which you can set the movie
size and specify whether you want to play the movie normally or slide show fashion
(i.e. , one frame at a time). If your computer has more than one monitor, this dialog
box lets you select the monitor on which you want the movie presented. Setting a
movie's presentation size in this dialog box to Double or Full Screen usually
produces better res ults than resizing the movie manually before presenting it.
If your monitor is capable of displaying several screen resolutions, such as 640 x 480

and 832 x 624, QuickTime Player may force it to switch temporarily before presenting
a movie. QuickTime Player switches to the resolution that is closest to but not
smaller than the movie's s ize before presenting a movie at normal size, double size,
or half s ize. After presenting the movie, QuickTime Player switches back to the
resolution you were using. As a side effect of this resolution switching, windows in
other open programs and desktop icons may be repositioned. You may have to spend
a little time moving icons and windows back to their former positions.
To stop a movie presentation, press Escape or OO+period (.) .You can also stop the
presentation of a normal movie by clicking the mouse button. With a s lide show
presentation, clicking the mouse button advances to the next movie frame; doubleclicking goes back one frame.

Searching for a text track
While viewing a movie that contains a text track, you can search for specific text
in the movie. In QuickTime Player Pro, choose Find from the Edit menu. (Text
searching is not available in the basic edition of QuickTime Player.)
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The Find command displays a dialog box in which you enter the text to find and
specify whether to search forward or backward. If QuickTime Player finds the text
you're looking for, it immediately shows the corresponding part of the movie and
highlights the found text. You can search for another occurrence of the same text
by choosing Find Again from the Edit menu. Figure 18-5 shows an example of a
movie with found text highlighted.
Figure 18-5: Found text in

a movie's text track

If the Find command is disabled (grayed out), the movie doesn't have a text track.

Choosing a language
QuickTime movies can have sound tracks in several languages. To select the
language you want to hear, choose the Choose Language command from the Movie
menu. QuickTime Player displays a dialog box that lists the available languages. If
the Choose Language command is disabled (grayed out), the movie doesn't have
sound tracks in multiple languages.

Playing continuously (looping)
You can set QuickTime Player Pro to play a QuickTime movie in a continuous loop,
either always playing forward or playing alternately forward and backward. Choose
Loop or Loop Back and Forth from the Movie menu. (fhese commands are not
available in the basic edition of QuickTime Player.)

Playing part of a movie
In QuickTime Player Pro, you can select part of a movie and then play only
the selected part. (You can't select part of a movie in the basic edition of
QuickTime Player.)
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To select part of a movie, first drag both of the selection triangles to the far left
edge of the slider bar (see Figure 18-6). Now, move the slider to the place in the
movie where you want to begin selecting. Then Shift+click the play button to start
the movie and begin selecting. Release Shift to end the selection and stop playing.
The selected part of the movie appears gray in the play bar. Figure 18-6 shows a
movie that has been partly selected.
Figure 18-6: Selecting part of a movie
with the Shift key or selection triangles
makes part of the play bar turn gray.

Ending selection triangle
Beginning selection triang le

You can also use the small selection triangles just below the progress slider to
select the first and last highlighted frames. Choose the beginning selection triangle
and drag it to the first frame you'd like to select, the n drag the ending selection
triangle to the last frame you'd like to select. You can click a selection triangle,
then use the left (- ) and right ( __.) arrow keys to move frame by frame.
To play the selected part of a movie, choose Play Selection Only from the Movie
menu and then click the play button. When there is a check mark next to Play
Selection Only in the Movie menu, all the movie controls and QuickTime Player
commands apply only to the selected part. For example, the Loop command
causes only the selected part to play continuously. You can go immediately to the
beginning or end of the selection by Option+clicking the appropriate step button.
You can extend or reduce a selection by moving the selection triangles to extend
or reduce the selection. To adjust the end point of a selection precisely, click the
selection triangle you want to affect and press the left (+-) and right ( __.) arrow
keys. To cancel a selection, drag both selection arrows to the far-left s ide of
the play bar.
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Playing every frame
In QuickTime Player Pro, you can prevent QuickTime from dropping any video
frames to keep the video and audio tracks synchronized. [f you want to see every
frame even if it means playing the movie more slowly and without sound, choose
Play All Frames from the Movie menu. (The Play All Frames command is not
available in the basic edition of QuickTime Player.)

Playing all movies
You can have QuickTime Player Pro play all movies that are currently open by
choosing Play All Movies from the Movie menu. (This command is not available in
the basic edition of QuickTime Player.)

Streaming Quicklime
QuickTime 4.0 introduces a new technology to the world of QuickTime - streaming
media. With streaming media, QuickTime movie files (whether they contain video,
audio, text, or other elements) are sent over the Internet a piece at a time. Those
pieces are reassembled in the QuickTime Player and played back almost as quickly
as the data arrives over the Internet. In this way, movies can be viewed (or listened
to) more quickly over the Internet. Likewise, live events can be displayed in "realtime" over the Web (see Figure 18-7).
r

Sieve Jobo LIVEI

Figure 18-7: Apple often uses QuickTime
to stream live keynotes and product
announcements over the Web.

For the most part, this doesn't requi re much different interaction than regular
movies. Most of the time, you view streaming QuickTime movies by clicking a
hyperlink in your Web browser, which will launch the QuickTime Player and begin
the movie. You can also access streaming media from the QuickTime Player itself,
either by clicking a Favorite (in the Favorite's drawer) that leads to a streaming
media site, or by choosing File ¢ Open URL and entering a streaming media URL.
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For optimum streaming, QuickTime Player consults the settings for Internet connection in the QuickTime control panel. Make sure these settings are accurate
(you tell the panel how fast your modem or network connection to the Internet is)
and you'll get better playback from streaming movies.
With some streaming media movies, you can pause, play, and move back and forth
within the movie file using the play bar or the forward and reverse controls. In
others, especially live events, you won't have as much control-pausing and
playing again will take you to the current moment in the live event instead of
picking up where you left off.

Interacting with Quicklime VR Scenes
You can do more with QuickTime than play linear movies. Apple's QuickTime VR
software lets you explore places as if you were really there and examine objects as if
they were with you. When you view a QuickTime VR panorama of a place, you can
look up, look down, turn around, zoom in to see detail, and zoom out for a broader
view. When you view a QuickTime VR object, you can manipulate it to see a different
view of it. As you explore a panorama, you can move from it into a neighboring
panorama or to an object in it. For example, you could move from one room to
another room and then examine an object there.
(
I

You can interact with a QuickTime VR panorama or object from any application
in which you can view a linear QuickTime movie. You can use SimpleText, the
ScrapBook, QuickTime Player, a Web browser, or any other application that can
play QuickTime movies.
When you view a QuickTime VR panorama or object, a QuickTime VR controller
sometimes appears at the bottom of the window. It's in the same place as the
controller for a regular QuickTime movie (especially those viewed with the
conventional controller in applications like SimpleText), but you don't use the
QuickTime VR controller as the primary means of interacting with a QuickTime VR
scene. You simply drag the mouse pointer to explore a QuickTime VR panorama or
investigate a QuickTime VR object. The remainder of this section describes how to
use the mouse pointer and the VR controller to interact with a QuickTime VR scene.

Exploring VR panoramas
To look around a QuickTime VR panorama, you click the picture and drag left, right,
up, or down. The picture moves in the direction that you drag, and the pointer
changes shape to indicate the direction of movement. Figure 18-8 shows a QuickTime
VR panorama being moved to the right. The pointer in the center foreground
indicates the direction of the pan.
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Pan
Show hot spots
Zoom in
Zoom out

Go back
Show and set
volume

Drag mouse pointer

Figure 18-8: Moving the picture in a QuickTime VR panorama to the right

The controllers often don't appear when you view a QuickTime VR image through
the Web browser plug-in. If you have QuickTime Pro installed, however, you can
save the panorama As Source (click and hold the mouse button on the QuickTime
VR image), and then double-click it in the Finder to load it in a QuickTime VR
window, complete with controls. Also, not all VR panoramas have sound tracks,
but those that do include a volume slider at the left edge of the controls.

Investigating VR objects
To manipulate a QuickTime VR object, you click it and drag left, right, up, or down.
As you drag, the object, or some part of it, moves. For example, it may turn around
so that you can see all sides of it, or it may open and close. The author of the VR
picture determines the effect.
When viewing a QuickTime VR object, you can also place the pointer near an
inside edge of the VR window and press the mouse button to move the object
continuously. Figure 18-9 shows several views of QuickTime VR object.

Figure 18-9: Manipulating a QuickTime VR object
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Zooming in and out
While viewing a QuickTime VR panorama or object, you can zoom in or out. To
zoom in, click the VR controller button that looks like a magnifying glass with a plus
s ign. To zoom out, click the button that looks like a magnifying glass with a minus
sign. You can also press Shift to zoom in or press Control to zoom out.
As you zoom in on an object, it eventually becomes too large to see all at once in
the QuickTime VR window. There are two ways to view another part of a zoomed-in
object. You can click the controller button labeled with two crossed arrows and
then drag the object or you can press Option while dragging the object. Either way,
the object ho lds its pose as it moves around in the window. To resume normal
operation, click the button again or release the Option key.

lnterading with hot spots
A QuickTime VR panorama or object can contain hot spots. These are areas of the

picture that you click to cause some action to occur. Typically, the action involves going
to another panorama or object. A hot spot can trigger another kind of action, such as
displaying text in the empty area of the VR controller or taking you to a Web page.
Hot spots are normally unmarked. One way to find them Is to move the pointer
around the panorama or object. When the pointer is over a hot s pot, its shape
changes. A variety of different pointer shapes may indicate a hot spot. One
common shape is a large white arrow pointing up.
You can also have QuickTime VR show the hot spots in the picture. To highlight the
hot spots with translucent rectangles, click the VR controller button labeled with an
up arrow and question mark. If you double-click this button, it stays down and you
can see all hot spots as you drag the pointer to move the picture. Figure 18-10 is an
example of an outlined hot spot in a QuickTime VR panorama.

Click to outline hot spots
Figure 18-10: Hot

spots revealed in a
QuickTime VR
panorama (the
highlighted area
around the door)
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If clicking a hot spot takes you to another panorama or object, you can go back

to your previous location by clicking the back button, which is labeled with a left
arrow in the VR controller. If you've progressed through several hot spots, you can
retrace your steps by clicking the back button repeatedly.

Viewing QuickDraw 3D Objects
There's more to QuickTime than interacting with VR panoramas and objects or
playing regular movies. QuickTime incorporates Apple's QuickDraw 30 software, which
renders thre{Xiimensional images in real time. You don't need any special equipment,
just a Mac with a PowerPC processor and at least 16MB of RAM. QuickDraw 30 works
best on a monitor that is set to display thousands or millions of colors.
You can view and manipulate QuickDraw 30 graphics in any application designed to
take advantage of it, such as the versions of Simple Text and Scrapbook that come
with Mac OS 9. In participating applications such as these, QuickDraw 30 provides
a viewer with buttons for changing the view of the image, as shown in Figure 18-11.
Figure 18-11: A QuickDraw 3D
viewer has buttons for changing
the view.

(I
·'

Camera

Restore
Move

Distance

Rotate

The QuickOraw 30 viewer's buttons le t you move the image closer or farther away,
rotate and tilt the image, move the image in the viewer frame, and restore the
original view. In some applications, you get a five-button viewer, whereas other
applications provide a four-button viewer. Here's how the buttons work:

+ Camera. Choose a view from the menu that pops up when you click this
button. Choices typically include Fit To View, Front View, Back View, Left View,
Right View, Top View, and Bottom View.
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+ Distance. Click inside the frame and drag toward the bottom of the frame to
move the image closer, or drag toward the top of the frame to move the image
farther away.

+ Rotate. Click the image and drag to rotate it, or click outside the image and
drag to tilt it.

+ Move. Drag the image to move it vertically or horizontally in the frame.
+ Restore. Click the button to restore the initial viewing distance, rotation, and
position in the frame. This button is not present in some applications.
QuickDraw 30 also establishes a common file format for 30 graphics, called 3DMF
(for "3D metafile"). The 3DMF format for 3D graphics is analogous to the PICT
format for 2D graphics.
You don't always interact with QuickDraw 30 graphics. QuickTime movies can
show animated QuickDraw 3D graphics together with video and audio tracks.

Basic Quicklime Movie Editing
If you have QuickTime Player Pro, you're not limited to playing movies. You can

also copy, paste, and otherwise edit movies. This section describes basic editing
tasks that you can perform. (The free, basic edition of QuickTime Player doesn't
include editing capabilities- you have to upgrade to QuickTime 4.0 Pro, as
described in "Introducing QuickTime Movies" earlier in this chapter.)

Seleding and copying a movie clip
You can select all or part of a movie and copy it to the Clipboard so that you can
put it in another movie. First you must select the part of the movie that you want
to copy. Move the slider in the play bar until you see the beginning of the part that
you want to select. Then hold down Shift and drag the slider until you see the end
of the part that you want to select. As you drag, the play bar turns black to indicate
the selected part. Alternatively, you can Shift+click near the end of the part that you
want to select and the n, while continuing to hold down Shift, drag the slider to the
exact end of the selection. You can make a selection from right to left, as well as
from left to right. Figure 18-6, shown previously, illustrates a movie that has been
partly selected.
If you have trouble moving the slider to exactly the right place, try using the arrow

keys in concert with the selection triangles. You can also make a selection by
holding down Shift while playing a movie.
QuickTime Player includes the first frame of your selection in any operations, but
not the last frame. If you'd like the last frame selected to be part of any commands
(Copy, Paste, and so on) you need to move one frame past that frame, usually by
clicking the end selection triangle and pressing the right arrow (-+) key. To check
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the entire selection, choose Play Selection Only from the Movie menu and then play
the movie. Only the selection plays when there is a check mark next to Play
Selection Only.
To select a whole movie, choose Select All from the Edit menu. You can cancel a
selection by choosing Select None from the Edit menu or dragging both selection
triangles to the beginning of the movie.
To place the selected part of a movie on the Clipboard, choose Copy from the Edit
menu. You can choose Cut instead, but this, of course, deletes the selected part of
the movie in addition to placing it on the Clipboard.

Pasting a movie clip
After copying or cutting a movie clip to the Clipboard, you can paste it anywhere in
the same movie or another movie. Simply move the s lider to the place where you
want to insert the movie clip, and choose Paste from the Edit menu. The QuickTime
Player always inserts the pasted clip before the s lider position.
If you want to review a clip after pasting it, use the Play Selection Only command.

Replacing part of a movie
You can replace part of a movie with a movie clip on the Clipboard. After copying
the replacement clip, select the part of the movie you want to replace. Then hold
down Shift and choose Replace from the Edit menu. While Shift is down, Replace
appears in the Edit menu instead of Paste.

Deleting part of a movie
You can delete the selected part of a movie by choosing Clear from the Edit menu.
Pressing Delete also deletes the selected part of a movie.
Instead of deleting the selected part of a movie, you can trim away everything that's
not selected. Hold down Option and choose Trim from the Edit menu. While Option
is down, Trim replaces Clear in the Edit menu.
You can use the Undo command in the Edit menu to restore a movie if you change
your mind about clearing or trimming.
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Deleting movie tracks
Rather than delete a selected part of a movie, you may want to delete an entire
track. For example, you could delete the sound track to make a silent movie or you
could delete the video track to make an audio-only movie. To delete tracks, choose
Delete Tracks from the Edit menu. QuickTime Player displays a dialog box that lists
the movie's tracks by name. You can select one or more tracks and click Delete to
delete them. To select multiple tracks, al: +click each one. To select several adjacent
tracks, click the first one and then Shift+click the last. Figure 18-12 is an example of
the Delete Tracks dialog box.
Delete frocks

Figure 18-12: Deleting tracks from a movie

Vid eo Track
Sound Tract

Adding movie tracks
Instead of inserting a movie clip with the Paste command, you can add it to a
movie as an overlaid track or tracks. The tracks you add play at the same time as
the other tracks in the same part of the movie. For example, you can add a sound
track to a silent movie, and both video and sound will play at the same time.
To add a track to a movie, you must copy it from another movie. However, the Copy
command copies all the tracks from a movie. If you want to copy only one track
from a movie, you must temporarily delete all the other tracks in the movie. Then,
select and copy all or part of the movie. Immediately after copying you can restore
the deleted tracks by choosing Undo Delete Tracks from the Edit menu. Next,
switch to the movie in which you want to add the copied track, and move the slider
on its play bar to the place where you want the new track to start playing. Now hold
down Option and choose Add from the Edit menu. While Option is down, Add
replaces Paste in the Edit me nu.
If the track you add is longer than the existing tracks, QuickTime Player
automatically makes the whole movie longer. You may want to delete the added
length from the end of the movie, especially if the track you added was a sound
track. When you add a long sound track, QuickTime Player pads the end of the
video track with white.
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Adding an echo effect
You can add a nifty echo effect to a Quicklime movie by adding a copy of its own
sound track slightly offset in time. To do so, open the movie in Quicklime Player and follow
these steps:
1. Use Quicklime Player's Delete Tracks command to delete all tracks except the

sound track.
l. Use the Select All command (:IC+A) to select the entire movie, which is now just a

sound track.
3. Use the Copy command (:IC+C) to copy the selection to the Clipboard.
4. Use the Undo Delete Tracks command (:IC+Z) to undo the track deletion.
5. Use the Select None command (:IC+B) to cancel the selection.
6. Move the slider to the beginning of the play bar.
7. Click the Step Forward button once to advance to the second frame of the movie.
8. Use the Add command (:IC+Option+V) to add the copied sound track.

Making a new movie
To make a new QuickTime movie with nothing in it, choose New from QuickTime
Player's File menu. QuickTime Player displays an untitled movie window with a
controller but no content. You can copy clips from other movies and paste or add
them to your new movie.
You can also make a new QuickTime movie by importing another media file, such
as a sound file or an animation file. Choose Import from the File menu and in the
standard Open dialog box that appears, select the media file you want to import.
QuickTime converts the media file to a movie and QuickTime Player opens the
converted movie. You can now copy a clip from this movie and paste, replace, or
add the clip to any other movie.

Setting a movie poster
You can designate a picture from a QuickTime movie to represent the movie in
various circumstances, the most obvious of which is the Favorites drawer in the
QuickTime Player. This picture is called the movie's poster.

~
Note

If you don't select a poster image, you'll often simply see a black icon in the
Quicklime Favorites drawer, because many video clips begin with black screens
and the Favorites drawer uses the first frame of a movie if a poster frame hasn't
been specified.
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For instance, you see a movie's poster when the movie is selected in an Open
dialog box or another file-related dialog box that shows previews. QuickTime
Player displays the poster in the Movie Information window that appears when you
choose Show Copyright from the Movie menu. Figure 18-13 illus trates a poste r in an
Open dialog box.
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Figure 18-13: Some applications display a

movie's poster as a preview.
To set a movie's poster, go to the place in the movie that you want to use as the
poster. Then choose Set Poster Frame from the Movie menu. This command works
for QuickTime VR scenes and QuickDraw 30 objects , as well as linear QuickTime
movies.

Saving a movie
After editing a movie, be sure to save it by choosing Save or Save As from the File
menu. The size of a movie whe n you save it is the s ize it will be when it is opened
subsequently. Also, the curre nt states of the Loop, Loop Back and Forth, and Play
All Frames commands are saved with the movie and will a pply when the movie is
opened again.

Dependent and self-contained movies
When you save a movie, you can make it a self-contained file or dependent on
other files. A movie with file dependencies doesn't contain all the data for the movie.
Instead, some of the movie data is saved in separate files that may be used by other
movies. You conserve disk space by having several movies dependent on the same
files. However, QuickTime can't play a movie if its dependent files are missing. For
example, if you copy part of a movie from a CD-ROM and paste it into a new movie
that you save on your hard dis k with file dependencies, you won't be able to play the
movie unless the CD-ROM is inserted. This situation doesn't exist with a self-contained
movie - it has no file dependencies because it contains a copy of all its data.
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Saving for the Web
When saving a QuickTime movie for playback in a We b browser, make the movie
self-contained. In addition, you must end the movie file name with the suffix ".mov".
Web browsers know that a file name with this suffix contains a QuickTime movie. If
you omit the suffix, Web browsers won't play your movie.

Audio CDs
If your computer has a CD-ROM drive, you can listen to audio CDs with it. This

section tells you how to play a n audio CD automatically and how to control it with
the Control Strip. This section also explains how to control the playing of audio CDs
with the AppleCD Audio Player application, how to adjust the cable connections
and control panel settings to hear audio CD sound on your computer, and how to
have a CD play automatically when it is inserted or when your computer starts.
This section also describes how to record passages from audio CDs as sound files.

~
Note

If you play an Enhanced CD from your CD-ROM drive and open a program, access
a file, or use the Finder, the Enhanced CD may stop playing. Enhanced CDs contain
audio and other types of media such as text, movies, or multimedia software. This
problem does not occur when playing regular audio COs, which contain only audio.

The AppleCD Audio Player
The AppleCD Audio Player application plays audio CDs from your CD-ROM drive.
It has buttons that correspond to all the tangible push-button controls that you'd
expect to find on a machine that plays CDs. Many of the Audio Player's onscreen
buttons have keyboard equivalents. What sets the Audio Player apart from an
ordinary CD player is its program mode. You can program a custom play list for
every CD, and Audio Player remembers each play list you create. You can also enter
CD and track titles, which Audio Player remembers as well. Figure 18-14 shows the
AppleCD Audio Player and identifies its basic controls.

Play/Pause

Show/Hide
track list

Next track

Scan backward

Figure 18-14: The AppleCD

Audio Player program
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The Audio Player program has an Options menu that you use to change the window
color and the number-display color. You also can use this menu to play back the left
channel or right channel only. In addition, if your computer has more than one
CD-ROM drive, the Startup CD Drive submenu lets you choose the drive you want
the Audio Player to control by selecting its SCSIID number (or ATAPI number, if you
have ATA drives in your computer). After changing the Startup CD Drive, you have
to quit the Audio Player and open it again to enforce the change.

Using control panel buttons
You can play, pause, stop, skip backward, skip forward, scan backward, and scan
forward by clicking the buttons on the right side of the control panel. Here's how
the buttons work:

+ Clicking Normal plays the CD tracks sequentially.
+ Clicking Shuffle plays the tracks in random order. Each time you click Shuffle ,
the order changes.

+ Clicking Prog plays the tracks in the order that you specify (as described in
"Programming CD playback," later in this section).

+ Clicking the arrow button next to Prog alternates between playing the CD one
time or continuously in the mode that you've selected (normal, shuffle,
or program).

+ Clicking the small down arrow above the stop button displays a pop-up menu
that lists the tracks on the CD. Use this menu to play a specific track.

+ Clicking the clock icon near the time display also displays a pop-up menu. Use
this menu to set the display to show elapsed or remaining time on the current
track or on the entire disc.

Using keyboard controls
You can also operate many of Audio Player's controls from the keyboard. These
keyboard shortcuts work when the Audio Player is the active application:

+ Press the left-arrow (+-) and right-arrow (--+) keys to scan backward or scan
forward track by track.

+ Press Spacebar or Ente r to alternately play and pause the CD.
+ Press Delete or Clear to stop playing the CD.
+ Press a€+E to eject the CD.
+ Press the up-arrow ( t) and down-arrow keys to operate the volume

Cn

control, if the Audio Player includes one. (The presence of a volume control
depends on the capabilities of the CD-ROM drive.)
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Naming COs and tracks
When you insert an audio CD, the Audio Player pulls the track times off the CD, but
not the track titles. It displays generic titles (frack 1, Track 2, and so forth), but you
can replace them with the real track and CD titles. It takes only a couple of minutes
to enter the titles for a typical CD, and you only have to do it once-the Audio
Player remembers the titles by saving them to a file called CD Remote Programs in
the Preferences folder. Once you enter the titles, they reappear every time you pop
the CD back into the CD-ROM drive. Figure 18-15 is an example of track titles in the
Audio Player.
Figure 18-15: The AppleCD Audio Player

remembers the track titles that you enter
for each CD.

Although it doesn't take long to enter titles for one CD, it takes hours to enter
titles for 100 or more COs. You can spare yourself this effort by using the TitleTrack
CD Player from RiverSong Interactive (http: //w~llv. tit 1et rack. c om). This $15
shareware program downloads titles from a huge database on the Internet, and the
titles appear in the AppleCD Audio Player as well as the TitleTrack CD Player.
If you want to enter titles, the Audio Player must be in Normal or Shuffle mode (not

Prog mode). Click the tiny Edit List button (the small triangle located below the
Normal button) to show the CD title and below it a track list. To enter track titles,
press Tab to move through the track list, typing the titles as you go. To enter a CD
title, click the CD title at the top of the play list and type the new title.
You can enter up to 62 characters for each track title. Although the track list itself
can't display full titles that long, you can see full titles in a pop-up menu by clicking
the CD title in the top right part of the Audio Player. To see more tracks, enlarge the
window by dragging its size box.
The Audio Player stores the titles that you enter for each CD in the CD Remote
Programs file in the Preferences folder (inside the System Folder).
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Programming CD playback
To program the order in which the AppleCD Audio Player plays the tracks of a CD,
click Prog. Then click the Edit List button (the small triangle below the Normal
button) to display the track lis t and play list at the bottom of the Audio Player
window. The track list appears on the left side of the window and lists all tracks
sequentially. The play list appears on the right side of the window and you build
it by dragging tracks from the track list to slots in the play list. The play list can
include up to 99 tracks.
You can mix up the order of tracks on the play list any way you like, put the
same track on the play list more than once, and leave tracks out of the play list
altogether. You can rearrange tracks in the play list on the right by dragging them
up or down. You can remove a track from the play list by dragging it back to the
track list.
The Audio Player stores all your custom play lists in the CD Remote Programs file
together with the CD and track titles that you entered. Figure 18-16 is an example of
a custom play list being built.
Figure 18-16: Drag track titles to program
a play list in the AppleCD Audio Player.

Hearing Audio CD sound
To hear audio COs o n your computer, you may need to set some sound input
options in the Sound control panel. If you want to play audio CDs from an exte rnal
CD-ROM drive, you first need to connect the drive's sound output either to the
computer's input, to amplified speakers, or to a stereo system.
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Playing COs from an external CD-ROM drive
You may be able to play audio COs from an external CD-ROM drive through your
computer's low-fidelity internal speaker or through externally powered speakers
that are connected to the computer's sound output port. Be sure to use magnetically
shielded speakers near a monitor or disk. If you want to hear the computer's sounds
and the audio CD sound through the same speakers, get a pair of powered speakers
with mixed dual inputs (one input for the computer and the other for the
CD-ROM drive).
External speakers are easy to hook up to an external CD-ROM drive, but you can't
control their volume with the Audio Player or your computer's control panels.
Furthermore, connecting external speakers to an external CD-ROM drive precludes
recording CD sound from the drive (as described later in this section).
To control the volume of an external CD-ROM drive from your computer, or to
record sound from the external drive, you need to connect the external drive's
sound output jacks to your computer's sound input port with a stereo patch cord
(available wherever stereo accessories are sold). Your patch cord must have a plug
or plugs that fit the sound output jacks on your CD-ROM drive, as well as a plug or
plugs that fit the microphone port on your computer. Most external CD-ROM drives
have a headphone jack on the front, and many drives also have RCA-style jacks on
the back. Your computer probably has a stereo minijack for its microphone input,
like the kind used for cassette player headphones. Some computers also have RCAstyle jacks for alternate sound input. By examining the output jacks on your CD-ROM
drive and the input port on your computer, you should be able to figure out the kind
of patch cord plugs that are required for your equipment.
With some Mac models, you must also move the External CD Sound file from the
Apple Extras folder to the Extensions folder. According to Apple, the only Macs that
require this are the Power Mac and Performa 5200 and 6200 series. If your Apple
Extras folder doesn't contain the External CD Sound extension, you probably don't
need it. Apple includes the extension with all computers that need it. Apple doesn't
d istribute the extens ion through its online Software Updates library or on Mac OS
COs. If you use powered speakers or a stereo system, you don't need the External
CD Sound file.

Changing sound input options
To hear an audio CD, you may need to change a couple of sound input settings in the
Sound control panel. You may have to make these changes whether you're using an
internal CD-ROM drive or an external drive whose sound output is connected to
your computer's microphone port (as described previously). You should make these
changes only if you can't hear the audio CO- different Macintosh computers have
different requirements and may work fine without these changes.
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And, if you're playing a udio COs on an external CD-ROM drive that's connected to
powered speakers or a stereo system, you can play and listen to audio COs without
making any of the control panel changes described here. In this case, you can even
listen to an audio CD and use speech recognition at the same time, as long as the
CD sound doesn't confuse the speech recognition software.
Tip

Although a Power Mac's microphone port is designed for the extra-long plug of
Apple's PlainTalk speech recognition microphone, you can use an ordinary patch
cord to connect an audio source to the microphone port. The PlainTalk microphone's plug reaches deep inside the Power Mac's microphone port to draw
power for the microphone's internal preamplifier. A patch cord doesn't need electricity, so its regular Y.-inch stereo miniplug need not reach the port's power lead.
Open the Sound control panel to see the sound options. Set the Sound Input
option to Microphone for an external CD-ROM drive or to Internal CD for an internal
drive, and turn on the Play sound through output device option. While looking at
the Sound options, make sure the Computer System Volume option is not turned all
the way down or muted. You should now hear the audio CD.

Recording Audio CD sound
You can record sound from an audio CD using the SimpleSound application or the
Sound control panel. In both cases, you control the CD with the AppleCD Audio
Player program. For more control over recording s hort segments from an audio CD,
use the freeware utility program GrabAudio by Thea Vosse. You can record long
segments of a n audio CD as a sound-only movie by using QuickTime.
Tip

MP3s (MPEG3 audio files) are a popular mechanism for recording, playing back,
and transporting electronic music files with CD quality. A number of MP3 recorders
and players enable you to record tracks from your audio CDs and play them back
on your computer. (This makes it possible, for instance, to compile a "favorite hits"
playlist of music from different CDs, store the songs on your hard disk, and play
them all back at once.) One popular program for encoding MP3 files is SoundJam
MP (htt p : I /loJww. s oundj am . com/).
Before you can record from an audio CD, you may have to set the computer's sound
input source using the Sound control panel (as described previously).

Recording system alert sounds
If you're tired of the standard system alert sounds, you can record a new alert
sound from your own audio CD using the AppleCD Audio Player program and the
Sound control panel or the SimpleSound program.

The Sound control panel, and the SimpleSound program a ll display a stand ard
dialog box for recording an alert sound. This dialog box contains buttons that
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resemble the controls on a conventional tape recorder. There are buttons to record,
stop, pause, and play. In addition, there are buttons for canceling and saving a
recording you have made. Figure 18-17 shows the standard dialog box for recording
an alert sound.
Figure 18-17: The standard dialog box for

recording a system alert sound
:00
JtOOndt

05

Before recording an alert sound from a CD, observe the Audio Player program while
listening to the passage you want to record and note the track and time where the
passage starts. Then use the Audio Player's controls to pause the CD a few seconds
before the start of the passage. Make sure the Audio Player's volume control is
all the way up.
To record using the Sound control panel, open the control panel and display its
Alert Sounds settings. Switch back to the Audio Player, start the CD playing and,
without hesitation, switc h back to the control panel and click the Add button. You
will see the standard dialog box for recording an alert sound (shown in Figure
18-17). Click Record a s plit second before the beginning of the passage that you
want to record, and click Stop when you want it to fini sh (a second or two for an
alert sound). Then click Save to save the alert sound with a name that you want.
To record an alert sound using the SimpleSound program, choose Alert Sound from
SimpleSound's Sound menu. This displays the Alert Sounds window. Switch to the
Audio Player and start the CD playing a few seconds before the start of the sound
that you want to record. Immediately switch back to SimpleSound and click Add in
the Alert Sounds window to display the standard dialog box for recording sound
(shown in Figure 18-17). Click Record a split second before the beginning of the
passage that you want to record, and click Stop when you want it to finish. Then
click Save to save the new alert sound.

Recording AIFF sound files
In addition to recording alert sounds, the SimpleSound program can capture part
of a CD as an AIFF digital sound file. First, use the AppleCD Audio Player program
to s tart the CD playing about 15 seconds before the start of the section you want to
capture. Without hesitation switch to SimpleSound and c hoose the New command
(or press 3C+N) to bring up the standard Mac OS sound recording controls. Click
Record a split second before the beginning of the passage that you want to record,
and click Stop when you want it to finish. Then click Save to save the digital sound
file in the AIFF format.
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you -copy that?

Be careful what you copy. Sound and video recordings and broadcasts are protected by
copyright, just like printed materials. Before capturing part of an audio CD, audiotape,
phonograph record, radio broadcast, videotape, videodisc, television broadcast, or other
recorded pictures and sound, you may need to get the copyright owner's permission. It's
best to get permission in writing. You don't need permission to copy from works in the public domain, such as works created by United States government agencies. Works of state and
local governments, as well as other national governments, may be protected by copyright.
You also don't need permission if your copying comes under the doctrine of fair use as
defined by the U.S. Copyright law. The law doesn't precisely define fair use, but does specify
four criteria that must be considered:
1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of commercial

nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
l. The nature of the copyrighted work;
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted

work as a whole; and
4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

Recording QuickTime sound movies
Any program that can open and save changes to QuickTime movies can record
a passage from an audio CD as a QuickTime sound-only movie. SimpleSound,
SimpleText, and QuickTime Player can do this. To begin, choose Open from the
program's File menu. In the Open dialog box, open the audio CD, select the track
that you want to record, and click the convert button. This displays a Save dialog
box. Click Options in this Save dialog box to display the Audio CD Input Options
dialog box. Adjust the slider controls in this dialog box to specify which part of the
audio track to include. Set the sound quality here as well. Dismiss this dialog box and
click Save in the previous dialog box. QuickTime copies the audio data from the CD to
the movie file. Figure 18-18 is an example of the Audio CD Input Options dialog box.

Audio CD Import Options

Figure 18-18: Selecting part of an audio CD
track to save as a sound-only Quicklime movie
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Playing audio CDs automatically
You can have your computer play an audio CD when the computer starts. Putting
an alias of Track 1 from any a udio CD into the Startup Items folder has the Finder
automatically launch AppleCD Audio Player during startup and begin playing
whatever CD is in the drive. The Track 1 alias works with any audio CD, not just the
one used to make the alias. If there's no CD in the drive, the Mac OS requests one
during startup. To make the alias, insert any audio CD, open its icon, select Track 1,
and use the Make Alias command.
It's also possible to have your Mac automatically play an audio CD any time you
insert one. Just turn on the Enable Audio CD AutoPlay option in the AutoPlay
section of the QuickTime Settings control panel, as shown in Figure 18-19.

ClF~::;:;;=:=ou::l•::kT:=Im::e'"::s~ett~ln~u:::..•_ _ _lsi Figure 18-19: Setting the Auto Play options
: 1
14 uroPiov
in the Quicklime Settings control panel
1
~Enable 4Udlo COAutoPiey
Plt~~s nJio COt In uquentltf 1reck or'Ciel'
lll\6tr:tllttlly vttn Inserted

li! EnableCO·R0\44UtoPtey
Al lw• MmttO·MMi to 'tsn t lllom~t lcelty
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The AutoPiay feature starts playing the CD earlier in the startup process than the
Startup Items method and doesn't require the AppleCD Audio Player application.
However, you do have to open AppleCD Audio Player (or its equivalent) if you want
to control playback of an autoplaying CD while it's playing. (Of course, you can
always just stop the autoplaying CD by ejecting it.) The AutoPlay feature does not
work with some CD-ROM drives that are not sold by Apple.

Apple Video Player
If your computer has video inputs, chances are you can use the Apple Video
Player application to play video and audio from a VCR, camcorder, or other video
equipment on your computer screen. If your computer has a TV tuner installed,
you can use the Video Player to tune in and watch TV shows. In addition, the Video
Player can capture the video and audio and save it in a movie file on disk. You can
use the Apple Video Player with the following Apple video input equipment:

+ Apple Audio/Video ca rd installed in a "beige" Power Mac G3 computer
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AutoStart worms
There are two options in the AutoPiay section of the Quicklime Settings control panel,
Enable Audio CD AutoPiay and Enable CD-ROM AutoPiay. Both seem harmless, but the second one opens the door for a malicious program called AutoStart 9805 Worm. If the Enable
CD-ROM AutoPiay option is turned on, Quicklime looks for an AutoStart program on every
disk you insert in your computer (not just on CO-ROMs), and automatically launches this
program if it exists. The point of this mechanism is to enable programs on CO-ROMs to start
themselves automatically. For example, a game CD-ROM could start itself as soon as you
insert the CD-ROM.
The AutoStart 9805 Worm is the type of program that Quicklime will launch automatically,
but this program makes an extension in your System Folder so that it can get control every
time you start your computer. The program also reproduces itself on all your disks. {It can't
spread to uninfected CO-ROMs because they are locked.) This program is a worm because
it reproduces itself but does not infect other files. (A program that reproduces itself by
infecting other files is a virus.) If a Zip disk or other removable disk becomes infected with
the worm on your computer and you insert this disk in another computer that has the
Enable CD-ROM AutoPiay option turned on, the worm spreads to that computer also.
You can significantly reduce the chance of your system being infected by the AutoStart 9805
Worm or similar programs by turning off the Enable CD-ROM AutoPiay option in the
Quicklime Settings control panel. You do not need to turn off the Enable Audio CD Auto Play
option. If you're concerned that your computer may already be infected, you can detect and
eradicate this worm by using the free EarlyBird program from Lineaux (http: I /www.
1 i ne a ux . com / ind ex . ht m1) or any recent Macintosh virus-checking program.

+ Built-in video ports on Power Mac 7500, 7600, 8500, and 8600 computers
+ Apple Video System card or Apple TV/Video System card in the Power Mac
and Performa 5200, 5300, 5400, 5500, 6300, 6400, and 6500

+ Power Mac AV card in Power Mac 6100AV, 7100AV, and 8100AV computers
If your computer doesn't have video input capability, you may be able to add
it by installing a video card made by Apple or another company such as ATI
Technologies (905-882-2600, ht t p: I / www. at i tec h. com) or IXmicro (408-369-8282,
http: I 11-;ww. i xmi c ro . com) . If you get a video card made by a company other than
Apple, the card may use its own video player application instead of the Apple
Video Player. For example, video cards from ATI Technologies use the Xclaim
Video Player.
You can also buy more sophisticated video software that works with most major
brands of video input equipment, including the Apple video input equipment listed
previously and video cards from ATI Technologies, IXmicro, and Radius. Video
editing and composing software such as Adobe Premiere and Avid Cinema can both
capture movies like the Apple Video Player, and they can also slice, dice, chop, mix,
combine, and bake new movies from pieces of captured movies.
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This section explains how to connect your video source to your computer and
watch and capture video input with the Apple Video Player.

Connecting a video source
Before you can watch or capture video from a VCR or other video equipment outside
your computer, you need to connect the video equipment to your computer. This
involves connecting a cable from the video output jack of the video source to the
video input port on your computer, and connecting another cable from the audio
output jack (or jacks, for stereo) of the video source to the computer's audio input
port or microphone port.
The type of video cable you use depends on the type of output jack on the VCR or
other video equipment. If the video equipment has an S-video output jack (which
looks like a keyboard port or serial port on your computer), use an S-video cable.
If the video equipment has a composite output jack (which looks like the RCA
jacks on many stereo components), use a composite cable. Most consumergrade camcorders, VCRs, and TVs have composite output jacks. High-end video
equipment use S-video jacks. In some cases, you may be able to use standard coax
cable (the type of cable you use for many cable TV connections) to connect a
camcorder, VCR, or TV to your computer.
You can use an adapter to connect a composite cable to an S-video port on your
computer. If your computer has only an S-video input port, it probably came with
a composite cable adapter.
The video cable doesn't carry sound, so you have to connect a separate audio
cable from the VCR or other video equipment to your computer. The plug at
one end of the audio cable must fit the type of audio output jack on the video
equipment, which is usually one or two RCA jacks. The plug at the other end of the
audio cable must fit the computer's audio input port. Your computer may have a
pair of RCA jacks for audio input or a stereo minijack (the microphone port).
Because the details of connecting video equipment to a computer vary according
to the type of video input, you should consult the manual that came with your
computer or video card for specific instructions.

Watching video
The Apple Video Player has a window for viewing video from an external video
source or an internal TV tuner (if your computer has one). You select the video
source and adjust the picture with controls in a separate Controls window. To see
the controls for video source and picture, click the video screen icon on the left
side of the Controls window. Figure 18-20 shows the main Video Player window and
the Controls window.
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Figure 18-20: Selecting a video source and adjusting the picture

in the Apple Video Player

Capturing video
While watching video through the Apple Video Player, you can save a single
frame as a picture file, copy a frame to the Clipboard, or save a video sequence
as a QuickTime movie. You capture a single frame with the Copy Video Display
command in the Edit menu, and you capture SimpleText picture files or QuickTime
movie files with controls in the Controls window. To see the capture controls, you
click the video camera icon on the left side of the Controls window. Figure 18-21
shows the capture controls.
Figure 18-21: Capturing single-frame or

movie files with the Apple Video Player

To successfully capture a s till picture or a movie, you may need to increase the
memor y size of the Apple Video Player us ing the Get Info command in the Finder.
The memory requirements depend on the size of the Video window and on the
complexity of the image. If the Video Player runs out of me mory while attempting to
capture an image, it displays a vaguely worded alert that an error occurred .

Capturing a still picture
When you see an image in the Video window that you want to save, click Freeze in
the Controls window to capture it. The picture in the video window stops (although
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the video input continues unseen unless you pause or stop the VCR or other
video source). If you like the stiJI picture in the Video window, you can save it as a
SimpleText picture file (a PICT file) by clicking Save in the Controls window. If you
don't like the s till picture, click Freeze again to resume viewing the video input.
The size of the Video window directly affects the size of the captured picture.
Making the window smaller reduces the amount of disk s pace required to store the
picture. To use the least amount of disk space, choose Smallest Size from the Video
Player's Window menu.

Capturing a movie
To capture a video sequence as a movie, click Record in the Controls window as
you see the sequence begin in the Video window. Recording begins, the Record
button changes to a Stop button, and the Pause button becomes functional. Click
Pause if you want to suspend the recording process while the incoming video
continues playing. When you click Pause, it changes to a Resume button, and
clicking Resume resumes recording with the sequence then playing in the Video
window. To end the recording, click Stop. The Video Player then uses QuickTime
to compress the movie so that it takes up less disk space (unless you turned off
compression as described later), and displays a Save As dialog box so that you
can name the movie file and select a folder for it.
While recording is in progress, the motion you see in the Video window may
become more jerky than usual. This does not mean the recorded movie will be as
jerky. The computer optimizes the number of video frames it can record per second
by devoting less processing power to displaying the incoming video. You want the
computer to record as many frames per second as it can, because a higher frame
rate produces smoother motion. The computer can record video at a higher frame
rate if you eliminate background-processing tasks that sap its performance. For
example:
+ Turn off the menu bar clock (see Chapter 12).
+ Turn off virtual memory and restart the computer to make virtual memory
changes take effect (see Chapter 19).

+ If you use RAM Doubler instead of virtual memory, turn it off.
+Make sure file sharing is off and make AppleTalk and TCP/IP inactive (see
Chapter 20).

+ Insert a floppy disk, a CD-ROM, and any other type of removable disk you
have so that the computer doesn't have to periodically check to see if you've
inserted one.
Another factor that affects frame rate is the size of the Video window. The window
size also affects the picture quality and file size of a captured movie. For the best
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quality movie in the least amount of disk space, choose Smallest Size from Video
Player's Window menu. This sets the movie frame s ize to 160 x 120 pixels. Choosing
Normal Size from the Windows menu sets the frame size to 320 x 240 pixels.
You can also increase a movie's frame rate and reduce its file size by having the
movie compressed. Unfortunately video compression degrades picture quality.
You can adjust the amount of compression or completely turn off compression by
choosing Preferences from the Video Player's Setup menu and setting the Movie
Compression option to None, Normal, or Most. The Normal setting reduces file size
by 12 to 50 percent. The Most setting reduces file size up to 50 percent more than
the Normal setting. The compression method that the Video Player uses, known as
Apple Video, works best when the number of colors is set to thousands (not 256 or
millions) in the Monitors & Sound control panel or the Monitors control panel
(whichever your computer has).
Frame rate is also affected by the speed of the hard disk. You need a fast hard disk
to record at high frame rates. To achieve the optimum frame rate of 30 fps (frames
per second) with a normal frame s ize (320 x 240 pixels), your hard disk should be
capable of sustained writes at 5MB per second or more. That rate is the maximum
throughput of a regular external SCSI port, so you should connect your fast hard
disk to a SCSI-2 port (lOMB per second) or SCSI-3 port (20MB per second). Some
Macs, such as the Power Mac 8500 and 8600, come with internal SCSI-2 ports. You
can also install expansion cards with fast SCSI ports.
Frame rate and picture quality are irrelevant if your hard disk doesn't have enough
space to record the movie. Capturing a normal frame s ize requires 2MB to 4MB per
second, depending on the frame rate. That much disk space mus t be available to
initially capture the movie; that is, when the Video Player automatically saves the
uncompressed captured video in a temporary file. This temporary file is normally
on the same disk as the Video Player program. If that disk becomes full and your
computer has other hard disks, the Video Player looks for more temporary storage
space on them. After recording the movie, the Video Player has QuickTime
compress it and then releases the temporary storage space.

Apple DVD Player
Newer Macintosh models (including some Power Macintosh G3, Power Macintosh
G4, PowerBook G3, and all iMac DV models) now sport a DVD-ROM drive as their
main removable storage option. DVD-ROM is similar to CD-ROM, except that a
DVD-ROM can s tore quite a bit more data than a CD. Other than that, the major
difference is the DVD video standard , which makes it possible to store and playback
commercial videos using a DVD player.
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Macs equipped by Apple to display DVD movies include the appropriate hardware
for DVD decoding, which makes It possible to view movies on screen. Along with
DVD capability comes the Apple DVD Player, an application that enables you to
view and control DVD movies on your DVD-equipped Macintos h.
The Apple DVD Player has two basic components: the playback screen and the
Controller. The Controller is shown in Figure 18-22.

Eject
Volume control s

Previous chapter
Scan backward
Play/Pause

Scan forward

Stop

Figure 18-22: The Apple DVD Player interface

The playback controls are fairly familiar, offering the same controls you'd find on
most VCRs or home electronics DVD players. One exception might be the Next and
Previous Chapter buttons , which simply move you between video chapters - a
standard element on many video discs (and somewhat akin to tracks on audio
CDs) .
Other controls include the Menu button, which returns you to the DVD video's
menu screen, which most DVDs have. The Status button pops up a small menu that
gives you statistics a bout the video that's playing.
For more specialized control, you use the area below the main controls -the part
of the Controller with the DVD logo on it. Click that area to reveal the controls. That
section is s hown in Figure 18-23.
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Figure 18-23: The Controller's
additional controls

litle button

Return

Subtitles button

Sound track

Angle

The additiona l controls a llow you to do the following:
+ Slow motion- Watch the video in slower motion. Click the button to choose
how s low the video should progress. To return to full speed, continue clicking
until you cycle through.
+ Title button- Go to the beginning of the c urrent title.
+Subtitles button-Click to cycle through the available subtitle languages .
+ Angle button- Some videos allow you to view a particular scene from
diHerent camera angles. To do so, click the Angle button to cycle through the
available camera angles.
+Soundtrack button-On videos with more than one soundtrack, click this
button to cycle through t hem.
+ Return button- Click to return to the previous page of the disc's menu
program, if relevant.
+ Step button- Click to move through the video frame by frame.
Note that many of these options are also available in the menus provided by the
disc itself, probably at the beginning of the disc before you begin viewing the
feature. You can click the Menu button to return to those menus and select options
in the movie window itself.
You have additional options in the menu items for the DVD Player. For instance, the
Video menu enables you to change the size of the viewer window, with a few preset
options (use 3C+a number-0,1,2,3 -to change the s ize of the viewer window from
the keyboard). Also in the Video menu, you can choose Present Video on Screen to
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use the entire computer screen to display the video without the viewer window.
With the viewer window gone, you can move your mouse back to the top of the
screen to cause the menu bar to appear, then choose Video o:::> Present Video in
Viewer to switch back to a window for viewing.
In the Window menu, you can choose to hide the Viewer or the Controller. To show
the Viewer or Controller again, return to the Window menu and choose one of the
Show options.
In the Edit menu, you can select Preferences to set various preferences for the DVD
player, so that languages, subtitles (on the Language tab), and audio features (on
the Audio tab) are set automatically when possible. On the Hot Keys tab, you can
define the hot key combinations to use for hiding and showing the Controller or
switching in and out of Presentation (full-screen) mode.
Finally, click the Parental Controls tab to turn on Parental Control for this DVD. You
can set the lock level (the rating for a movie that requires a password) and enter a
password. Now, if a movie is inserted that has a rating over the DVD parental lock
rating, a password is required to view the movie.

Summary
In this chapter, you saw that QuickTime pulls every trick in the book to play digital
movies on your computer. It plays movies at reduced frame sizes and at slowerthan-normal frame rates, and that it works with compressed movies to reduce the
amount of data it has to transfer from disk.
This chapter showed how to play a QuickTime movie with and without the VCR-like
movie controller. With the controller, you can play and pause, step forward or
backward, go to any part of the movie, adjust the sound level, change playback
direction and speed, and more. This chapter also explained how to interact with
QuickTime VR panoramas and objects. You can change your view of a VR panorama
by panning, tilting, zooming, and clicking hot spots. You can manipulate a VR object
to see a different view of it. You also learned how to manipulate 30 graphics
displayed by the QuickDraw 30 system extension.
This chapter explained the basic ways that you can edit QuickTime movies with
QuickTime Player Pro. You can select and copy a movie clip and paste it elsewhere
in the same movie or another movie. You can delete or replace part of a movie. You
can delete and add tracks in a movie. You can set a movie's poster. When you save
your edits, you can make a movie self-contained or dependent on other files.
This chapter also explained how to play audio COs with your computer's CD-ROM
drive. You can use the AppleCD Audio Player application to control playing with all
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the push-button controls you'd expect to find on a CD player, and to program
playback in ways few CD players can match. To hear audio CD sound on your
computer, you may have to set some options in the Monitors & Sound control panel
or the Sound control panel. To use an external CD-ROM drive, you have to connect
it to your computer with an audio patch cord. You can also use the control panels
or the SimpleSound application together with the Audio Player application to
record parts of COs as sound files.
This chapter described how to watch video on a computer with video-input
equipment, and how to capture still pictures or QuickTime movies from incoming
video. You have to connect cables from the video equipment to your computer's
video and audio ports. Then you can use the Apple Video Player application (if
your computer has Apple video input) to watch and capture incoming video.
Finally, this chapter described the Apple DVD Player application and how to use it
to watch DVD videos on Macs that are equipped with a DVD-ROM drive.
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In This Chapter

I

f you never open more than one program at a time and
don't care about your computer's performance or effectiveness (not to mention your own), you can ignore the topic of
memory management. But to get the most from your computer, you must pay attention to how you use its memory.
This chapter explains how to find out the amount of memory
each open program is using. It tells you how to adjust the
amount of memory your application programs use, and how to
reduce the amount of memory the Mac OS uses. This chapter
also describes several ways to increase the amount of memory
available for opening programs.

Gauging Memory Use
Computers use memory like a large company might use office
space (though on a very different time scale). Just as each
department needs office space, each computer program needs
a memory partition. Departments come in all sizes and so do
computer programs. Over the years a company may eliminate
some departments and use their space for new ones. Similar
events take place on a computer but in a much shorter time. In
a matter of hours, you may quit some programs and use their
memory space to open others. Figure 19-1 shows the About
this Computer dialog box, which offers a visual representation
of the memory being used by applications on your Mac.

Gauging memory
usage
Adjusting application
memory usage
Adjusting system
memory usage
Using a RAM disk
Increasing total
memory
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Figure 19-1: Gauging memory usage in the
About This Computer window
To us e your computer 's memory most effectively, you need to know t he total
memory available, whic h programs are open, how much memory they use, and
how much memory is currently unused. You a lso need to know roughly how much
memory each program uses, because you may have to quit one or more open
programs to make space for another one that you want to open.

Memory comeared with hard disk space

·

For a program to be active so that you can work with it, the program needs to be loaded in
system memory. When you open a program, the Mac OS allocates some memory space for
the program, copies part of the program into that memory space from disk, and starts running the part copied into memory. The amount of space that an application takes up on the
hard disk doesn't always have a direct relationship to the amount of memory it requires
once loaded. For instance, a full installation of a program may take up 1OMB of disk, but
only require 5MB of memory because part of the application isn't loaded in memory when
the program is launched. Conversely, many applications take only 2 to 5MB on disk, but
require much more space in memory in order to load complex documents or other components. To find out how much memory an application is using, you need to consult the
About This Computer dialog box or the Memory section of the Get Info dialog box, as
described in this chapter.
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About This Computer
For information on the condition of your Mac's memory, switch to the Finder and
choose About This Computer from the Apple menu. The Finder displays a window
that reports the total amount of memory installed in your computer and the largest
amount available for opening another program. It also graphs the amount allocated
to and curre ntly used by the Mac OS and each open program. Figure 19-1 is an
example of the About This Computer window.
To learn the exact amount the Mac OS or an open program is using at the mome nt,
turn on Balloon Help and point at the item's memory-use bar in the About This
Computer window.
The About This Computer window reports the size of the la rgest unused block of
memory. There may be other unused blocks as well, each s maller than the largest
block. This condition, known as fragmented memory, can make it difficult to open
a large program. You'll find techniques for recognizing fragmented memory and
dealing with it in "Adjusting Application Memory Use" later in this chapter.
What's more, the Mac OS may not report every bit of memory that's in use. For
example, built-in video uses 40K to 600K on various computer models but some
versions of the Finder do not include that amount in the Mac OS size. There may
be an additional discrepancy of several K (kilobytes) due to rounding errors.

Memory-mapping utilities
For a more precise report of memory use than you get in the Finder's About This
Computer window, use a utility s uch as Memory Mapper by R. Fronabarger. The
software is available on popular Mac freeware Web sites and ITP archives, including CNet's ht tp: I /~tlww . down load . com/. Memory Mapper s hows not only how
much memory each open application uses, but where the applications are in
relation to each other and to blocks of unused memory. Figure 19-2 is an example
of Memory Ma pper's window, although the graph it displays is color-coded to the
list of programs and is much easier to decipher on a color monitor than in this
black-and-white reproduction.
You don't see one numbe r for Mac OS size in the Memory Mapper window. Instead
of reporting an aggregate amount as in the About This Computer window, Memory
Mapper breaks out Mac OS memory use into several individual items, including:

+ High Memory, which is us ed for video, sound, and disk cache
+ Flnder
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+ Desktop PrintMonitor, File Sharing, QuickTime, Speech Recognition, and
other system extensions that are actually programs open in the background

+ System Heap, which is used for fonts, icons, sounds, and other system
resources

+ Low Memory Globals, which is used for many system parameters
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Figure 19-2: Checking memory use with Memory
Mapper

Adjusting Application Memory Use
Each program that you open gets a piece of memory called a memory partition for
its exclus ive use. This section tells you how to change the size of an application's
memory partition with the Finder's Get Info command, increasing the partition size
to help the application perform better or decreasing the s ize so that you can open
additional programs. This section also tells you how to avoid fragmenting unused
memory as you quit some programs to free memory for opening others, and how
to fix memory fragmentation If it does happen.

Application memory size
You can change how much memory an application program gets by setting t he
memory sizes in its Info window, which the Finder's Get Info command displays, or
with the AppSizer utility program (described in Chapter 26). You must quit an open
application before changing its memory-s ize setting. rr an application is open, its
Info window shows the memory-size settings but won't let you change them. You
can't ever change the memory size or some kinds of programs such as desk
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accessories. If a program's size is permanently set, its Info window doesn't show
any memory s izes. Figure 19-3 shows the Info window of an application that is
not open.
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Figure 19-3: Use the Get Info command to

set memory sizes for an application.
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Memory information is displayed in a separate section of a program's Info window.
To see a program 's memory information when its Info window is closed, select the
program and choose Memory from the Get Info submenu of the File menu. The Get
Info submenu also appears in a program's contextual menu. To see memory information in an open Info window, choose Memory from the pop-up menu near the
top of the window.

Suggested, Minimum, and Preferred sizes
An application 's Info window shows three memory sizes: Suggested, Minimum, and
Preferred. The system won't open a program unless there is a block of available
memory at least as large as the Minimum size. The system allocates more memory
to the application's memory partition, if extra memory is available, but never more
than the Preferred size. The Suggested size, which you can't change, is the amount
of memory the program's developer recommends for acceptable program
performance.
Setting the Preferred s ize higher than the Suggested size may improve performance
or enable you to open more documents or larger documents. Setting the Preferred
size below the suggested size usually has the opposite effect. For example, setting
Netscape Communicator's or Internet Explorer's Preferred s ize below the Suggested
size reduces the number of browser windows that you can have open simultaneously, limits your ability to view images or Java applets, or stops the application
from working altogether.
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Every application has a memory size that's not listed in its Info window. This fourth
memory size, which is set by the program developer, specifies the least amount of
memory in which a program will work without crashing. Most programs use this
safe minimum size for the initial setting of the Minimum size in the Info window.
Setting the Minimum size lower than the safe minimum may cause the program to
crash. For example, Netscape Communicator 4.6 may crash if the memory size is set
below 6144 (while virtual memory is turned on). One way to find outthe safe memory setting is to attempt to enter a very low number in the Minimum size box. If the
setting is too low, an alert box appears to tell you what the safe minimum size is.
Some programs require mo re memory with Mac OS 9 tha n they did with a previous
version (especially vers io ns before Mac OS 8.1). If a program refuses to open after
you upgrade to Mac OS 9, try increasing its minimum memory size by 10 to 15
percent and opening it again.

Virtual memory's effect
A note at the botto m of some Info windows advises that turning on virtual
memory changes the m emo ry requirements. This no te a ppears in the Info window
of a program that is designed to enable the Mac OS to use part of the program 's file
on disk as if it were a dditional memory. All progr ams o ptimized for the PowerPC
processor and some o ther programs are designed this way. This type of program
requires less memory when virtual memory is turned on o r the RAM Doubler utility
software is ins ta lled and turned on (as described in the section "Increasing Total
Memory" later in this c hapter).

Memory fragmentation
As you open and quit a series of programs, the unused portion of your computer's
memory tends to become fragm ented into severa l no ncontiguous blocks. Yo u may
find yourself unable to o pen a program because it needs a memory partition bigger
than the biggest unused block (the Largest Unused Block amount displayed in the
About This Computer window). The total of all unused blocks may be large enough
to open the program, but the Mac OS can neither consolidate fragmented memory
nor open a program in multiple blocks of memo ry. It's like looking for a para llel
parking space on a s treet with sever al half s paces be tween parked cars. A small car
wo uldn't fit in any of the s paces , but if you could put the half spaces together yo u'd
have enough room to park a truck. Figure 19-4 illustrates fragmented memory
(compare the Larges t Unused Block number in Figure 19-4 to Figure 19-1).
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Is your memory fragmented?
To check for memory fragmentation, add up the memory sizes of all the open programs and
the Mac OS as listed in the About This Computer window. Then subtract the total from the
total memory reported in the About This Computer window. Also subtract 300K to 600K
(depending on monitor resolution and number of colors) if your computer doesn't have
dedicated video memory known as VRAM (Video Random Access Memory). In this case,
your computer uses its main memory, sometimes called DRAM (Dynamic Random Access
Memory), for the screen image. Examples of Macs that do this include the Power Mac 6100,
7100, and 8100 with a monitor connected to the system board video port.
If the number you come up with is substantially less than the largest unused block, your
unused memory is probably fragmented into two or more blocks.

About Thi s Computer
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Figure 19-4: Opening and quitting programs
repeatedly may fragment unused memory; this
image shows only ha lf the available Largest
Unused Block than that of Figure 19-1.

Avoiding fragmented memory
You can avoid memory fragmentation by planning the order in which you open
and quit programs. First, open the programs you're least likely to quit and then
open the programs that are the most expendable in your work ses sion, starting
with the most important of them and finishing with the least important. When
you need more memory to open another program, quit the most recently opened
program. If that doesn't free enough memory, quit the next most recently opened
program, and so on. This method frees up a contiguous block of memory. Quitting
programs helter-skelter leads to memory fragmentation.
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If you open several application programs during startup, you may have to quit
some of them later to free memory for opening another. Naturally, you want to
quit the applications least important to you. You free the most memory by quitting
the applications opened last during startup. To make that easy, rename the items
in your Startup Items folder so that the most important application comes first
alphabetically, the next most important comes second, and so on. One way to do
that is by putting a sequence number (01, 02, 03, and so on) at the beginning of
the startup item name. This trick works only for ordering items of the same kindaliases, application programs, control panels, documents, and so forth- because
the Finder opens all of one kind of an item before opening any of another kind.
(Startup Items are discussed in Chapter 11 .)
The Finder sometimes hastens memory fragmentation in low-memory situations.
If you try to open an application that needs more memory than is available, the
Finder s uggests quitting all programs with no open windows- or the largest open
program, if all have open windows. Accepting the Finder's suggestion can fragment
memory. To avoid memory fragmentation, you must quit programs in the reverse
of the order in which they were opened.

Fixing fragmented memory
To consolidate fragmented memory, quit all open programs and then open them
again. This method isn't completely foolproof. You may have a program that
doesn't release all of its memory when you quit it. This error is called a memory
leak. A program that makes use of shared library extensions may also leave
memory fragmented after you quit it, in this case because the shared library
continues to occupy memory after the program has quit.
So how do you fix memory fragmentation permanently? Simply restart your Mac.
Restarting your computer fixes fragmentation and may reduce the amount of
memory used by the Mac OS as well.
Tip

Some users make a point of restarting their Macs on a regular basis to guard
against memory leaks and fragmentation, especially if they're li kely to open and
close many different applications during the course of a day. You might plan to
restart your Mac each day at lunchtime, for example, if you've had an especially
active Internet browsing session or if you've been opening and closing a lot of
files. Although any application can add to memory fragmentation, some of the
worst memory leak culprits are software programs written the fastest- usually
Web browsers, e-mail programs, and other Internet-related tools that are developed quickly and brought to market every few months. If you have an application
that seems particularly susceptible to memory leaks (most notable because when
you quit that application- and others- the memory isn't returned to the system),
you should see whether the software author is aware of the memory leak problem
and whether the author has released an update.
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If you don't want to restart o r even quit all open applications , you can use the

Memory Mapper utility to identify the applications that are open between blocks of
unused memory and quit only those applications to consolidate memory. You can
actually send a Quit message from Memory Mapper to any open program. To do
that, select the program in Memory Mapper's window and choose Send Quit Event
from the File menu.

Adjusting Mac OS Memory Usage
The Mac OS gives itself a big memory partition when you start your computer,
shown by the length of the bar labeled Mac OS in the About This Computer window.
This section explains how to reduce the s ize of the Mac OS by disabling marginally
useful system extensions and control panels, turning off expendable system
options, reducing the disk cache, and reducing or eliminating a RAM disk.

Minimum Mac OS size
Just how small can the Mac OS be? You can reduce its memory size to the minimum
by pressing Shift while restarting your computer. Look for the message "Extensions
Off" during startup. It confirms that you have suppressed loading of all items in the
Extensions folder, Control Panels folder, and System Folder that would increase the
Mac OS memory size. You have also bypassed opening items in the Startup Items
folder, forced virtual memory off, and prevented file sharing from starting.
None of these changes persist whe n you restart without pressing Shift. To make
changes stick, you must remove items from the special folders and change settings
in the Memory and other control panels.

Startup items
Many of those lovely little icons that march across your screen during startup are
chewing up memory as they go. They're not alone. Lots of other startup software
that doesn't display icons also increases the Mac OS memory partition.
Many items identified as system extensions in a list view of the Extensions folder or
System Folder increase the Mac OS memory size during startup. So do some other
types of items besides extensions. But some items in the Extens ions folder do not
increase memory s ize. Chooser extensions for printers (LaserWriter, StyleWriter,
lmageWriter, and so on), communications tools, MNPLinkTool documents, Finder
Help, and the PrintMonitor application fall in this latter category.
Control panels that display an icon at the bottom of the screen during startup (or
offer the option of doing so) have system extensions built in and most of them
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increase the Mac OS memory size. Control panels that don't display startup icons
generally don't increase the Mac OS memory size, although there are exceptions,
such as Easy Access.
The easiest way to manage extensions and control panel s is with the Extensions
Manager control panel (see Chapter 11). There are also commercial alternatives
that provide more information and control than Extensions Manager. For example,
Conflict Catcher from Casady & Greene, Inc. ( 408-484-9228, http : I I www. cas a dy g .
com) tells you how much memory each startup item uses and when it was installed.
The key to adjusting memory size is to compare the Mac OS memory size before
and after removing an item and weigh the potential memory savings against the
benefit the item provides. It's a trial-and-error process unless you have Conflict
Catcher or another utility that can determine the memory sizes of startup items.
To see the effect of removing startup items, you have to res tart the computer.

Expendable options
You can reduce the Mac OS memory size by turning off a handful of system options
that you might not be using. For example, if you're not using file sharing, you can
recover 200K to 300K by turning it off in the File Sharing control panel. If you're not
using speech recognition, turn it off in the Speech control panel. You can also save
some memory by turning off AppleTalk in the Chooser.

Disk cache
A portion of the Mac OS memory partition always goes to the disk cache, which
improves system performance by storing recently used information from the disk
in memory. When the information is needed again, it can be copied from memory
instead of from disk. Copying from memory is much faster than copying from disk.
You can use the Memory control panel to adjust the amount of memory allocated
for the disk cache. Be aware that setting the disk cache very low degrades performance in many applications, particularly the Finder. The usual rule of thumb is to set
the disk cache to 32K times the amount of your computer built-in memory in MB
(megabytes). Virtual memory and RAM Doubler don't count in this calculation, but
a RAM disk does.
For example, if your computer has 32MB of built-in m emory, the standard disk
cache size would be 1024K (32 x 32 = 1024). If your computer has 48MB of built-in
memory and a 16MB RAM disk, the standard disk cache size would also be 1024K
(32 x (48- 16) = 1024). Figure 19-5 is an example of the disk cache setting in the
Memory control panel.
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Figure 19-5: Setting the disk cache size
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To change the disk cache size, select the Custom Setting option at the top of the
Memory control panel. When you do this, an alert appears warning you not to
change the cache size unless you know what you're doing. Click the Custom button
in this alert box to proceed. You can now change the cache size by clicking up (t)
and down (l) arrows at the top of the Memory control panel. The minimum disk
cache size is 128K.
You can set the disk cache size according to the rule of thumb described previously
by selecting the Default Setting option at the top of the Memory control panel.

RAJ\11 disk
While the disk cache is always on and the Mac OS manages it automatically, you
can use another option in the Memory control panel to de dicate more memory to
speeding up disk-related tasks. The RAM Disk option uses part of your compute r's
memory as if it were a hard disk. This disk is called a RAM disk because it exists in
the computer's RAM (Random Access Memory), which is also known as built-in
memory. You dete rmine the size of the RAM disk by setting the amount of memory
used by it using the slider bar in Memory control panel after turning the RAM Disk
option on (c lick the radio button next to On). This amount is added to the Mac OS
size in the About This Computer window. Figure 19-6 shows the RAM Disk option in
the Memory control panel.
When you restart after turning on the RAM Disk option, the Mac OS creates a
disk whose contents are stored in the computer's high-speed memory, not on a
relatively slow, mechanical disk mechanism. A RAM disk has an icon that appears
on the desktop, and you manipulate folders and files on a RAM disk the same as on
any other disk. A RAM disk works much faster than a hard disk, but does not store
items permanently.
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Figure 19-6: Setting up a RAM disk
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The RAM Disk option is dimmed if your computer does not have enough unused
memory fo r the minimum RAM dis k size. The minimum s ize for the RAM Disk
option is 480K.
Tip

What can you put on a RAM disk? Usually, temporary files that won't be missed
much if you Jose them due to a power outage or crash are put on a RAM disk,
because data is in a precarious state when saved on a RAM disk. For instance, you
could put the following on a RAM disk: game files, Web browser cache files (set
through the Web browser's preferences), or scratch files that you're using to create
images or animations. (Again, these should be backed up and any new files you
create should be saved to the hard disk often.) Things not to put on a RAM disk
include documents that you're making changes to, e-mail that you'd like stored
permanently, or any applications or utilities that you haven't backed up to a physical disk. See Chapters 24 and 28 for more ideas on using a RAM disk.

RAM disk permanence
The contents of a RAM dis k are preserved when you restart most Macs. This is true
even if you use the emergency restart keys (OO +Control+power button) or the Res et
button that s ome Mac models have.
The original "beige" or "platinum" Power Macintos h G3 models, however, do no t
preserve a RAM dis k across a restart. The Grackle memory controlle r chip in these
models doesn't re liably maintain the contents of me mory during a restart. The
Grackle chip ena bles the G3 models to use SDRAM memo ry, which provides higher
performance but which is more volatile than the fast-page mode memory used on
o lder Mac models.
Mac OS 9 offers this option on Macintos h desktop machines that don't allow RAM
dis k contents to s urvive a restart. With Power Macintos h G3 and G4 machines , for
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instance, RAM dis k contents a re automatically saved when you restart-if it's
possible. This is no t as effective as earlier Macs because the RAM disk contents
are n't saved if your startup disk is read-only (like a CD-ROM), too full to save the
contents, or, in many cases, if there's corruption or a system freeze.
You can also choose to have RAM disk contents saved to disk when you shut down
the Mac, a feature that wasn't present in earlier Mac OS versions. (Usually a shut
down, as opposed to a restart, would destroy data on a RAM disk regardless of your
settings or Mac intosh model.) You can turn on the "Save contents to disk" option in
the Memory control panel. In the past, only PowerBooks h ad this setting, but now
it's available to many Mac models.

Resizing or removing a RAM disk
To resize or remove a RAM disk, first copy the files that you want to save from it to
another disk. Then drag everything from the RAM disk to the Trash and e mpty the
Trash. Fina lly, use the Memory control panel to turn the RAM disk off or change its
size. Restart your computer to make the changes take effect.

RAM disk alternatives
Instead of creating a RAM disk with the Memory control panel, you can use a
sharewa re application such as ramBunctious, which is described in Chapter 26.
The advantage to creating a RAM disk with an application is that you don' t have to
restart the computer to remove the RAM disk and recover the memory it used. The
disadvantage to c reating a RAM disk with an application is that you can't use it as a
startup disk. (Many G3-and-higher Mac models can't use a RAM disk as a startup
volume anyway.)

A RAM disk is not permanent
You can make a good effort to preserve a RAM disk, but its contents can easily be lost If you
use a RAM disk, observe these precautions:

+ Don't store a file exclusively on a RAM disk. Copy documents from

RAM disk to

another disk frequently.

+ Copy files from the RAM disk to another disk before shutting down.
+ Don't use a program for the first time on a RAM disk. Test it on another disk first.
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Increasing Total Memory
Enjoy whatever unused memory you have while it lasts. Software developers see
unused memory as a vacuum to be filled with new programs and new features for
old programs. Before long, you w ill want and then need more memory for new
software and upgrades.
When you find yourself invariably quitting programs in order to open others,
i t's time to increase your computer's memory. As this section explains, you can
incr ease memory by t urning on or increasing virtual memory, by adding more
memory modules, or by using a memory enhancement program such as
RAM Doubler.

Virtual memory
You may be abl e to incr ease t he total memory available for opening applications
without upgrading your computer's built-in memor y (RAM). The Mac OS can transparently use part of a hard disk as additional memory. This extra memory, called
virtual memory, enables you to get by w ith less built-in memory. You buy and install
only as much built-in memory as you need for average use, not for peak use.
Virtual memory has other benefits with many application progr ams. All programs
that are optimized for the PowerPC processor (programs that use only native
PowerPC instructions) require less physical memory when virtual memory is
turned on. The same is true of some other programs. You can see the difference
virtual memory makes for a program by using the Finder's Get Info command, as
described in the previous section of this chapter.
In addition, the Mac OS may use less memory when virtual memory is turned on.
This is parti cularl y true on the iMac and other models that have a Mac OS ROM file
in the System Folder. On these models, the Mac OS may use as much as 4MB less
memory when virtual memory is turned on.
The downside to v irtual memory is that it can slow the system , especially if it's not
configured optimally.

Configuring virtual memory
The Memory control panel is used to turn virtual memory on and off. At the same
time, you can set the size of total memory. If you have more than one disk volume
with enough space t o be used for virtual memory storage, you can choose one. The
amount of disk space requ ired equals the amount of built-in memory installed in
your computer plus the amount of memory you want to add with virtual memory.
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Removable disks can be used for virtual memory, although there are drawbacks to
using most types of removable disks. You can also use a disk that is formatted in
either the Mac OS Standard or Mac OS Extended format with Mac OS 9's virtual
memory. After setting up virtual memory, you must restart your computer for any
changes to take effect. Figure 19-7 shows the virtual memory options in the Memory
control panel.

s

Memory
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Figure 19-7: Setting up virtual memory
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With virtual memory on, the About This Computer window normally reports the
total amount of memory and the amount of built-in memory. It also tells you how
much disk space is used for virtual memory storage. In Mac OS 9, application
programs can suppress the display of virtual memory information in the About
This Computer window.
After turning on virtual memory there is a noticeable reduction in the amount of
space available on the disk volume used for virtual memory storage. (The amount
of available space is displayed at the top of the disk window in the Finder.) An
invisible file named VM Storage accounts for the reduction in disk space.
The higher you set virtual memory in the Memory control panel, the more it slows
the system. If you use virtual memory mostly to reduce the memory requirements
of PowerPC applications, set the virtual memory size to 1MB more than the amount
of built-in memory. If you use virtual memory to make more memory available for
opening programs, set it no higher than double the built-in memory. Use the
additional memory for opening multiple small programs, not for opening one
huge program.
The limit on total memory (virtual memory plus built-in memory) is 1GB (1024MB).
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How virtual memory works
Virtual memory provides more memory for opening programs by keeping only
the most active program segments in the computer's built-in memory. Less-used
segments of open programs are kept in the invisible VM Storage file on the hard
disk. When a program needs a segment not currently in built-in memory, the virtual
memory system automatically swaps the least-used segment in built-In memory
with the needed segment on disk. For example, a swap might occur when you
switch programs. However, no swapping occurs unless you are trying to use
more memory than your compute r has built-in memory.
Virtual memory's capability of loading program pieces on demand is also
respons-Ible for reducing a PowerPC application's memory requirements. What
makes PowerPC applications need more memory when virtual memory is off is how
the Mac OS loads a PowerPC application into memory. Apple designed the Mac OS
to load PowerPC applications in bigger pieces, called code fragments, than other
applications' smaller pieces, called segments. Larger pieces should require more
memory for the same reason that you need a bigger fe rryboat to carry buses than
cars. That's exactly the case with virtual memory turned off. A PowerPC application
needs at least enough space for its largest code fragment, and usually more, when
virtual memory is turned off.
In designing the system around large PowerPC code fragments , Apple planned to
compensate by having the virtual memory system load and unload portions of code
fragments on demand. With virtual memory turned on, code fragments don't have
to be loaded whole a nd an application can get by with less memory.

How virtual memory affeds performance
Because a hard disk is much slower than built-i n memory, using virtual memory can
degrade system performance. The performance penalty is barely noticeable if a
swap between built-in memory and disk happens when you switch programs. The
slowdown may be severe if you use virtual memory to open a program that's bigger
than the amount of built-in memory left after Mac OS gets its share. The disk may
thrash for several minutes as it tries to swap segments back and forth.
Tip

With virtual memory turned on, you can often improve system performance by
using the Hide Others command in the Application menu. Hidden windows of
background applications don't need updating, which may require disk access
when virtual memory is on. However, some programs continue working in the
background even with their windows hidden. For example, a database program
might generate a report in the background. But the Hide Others command usually
reduces the amount of background work going on.
The performance of code fragment management on PowerPC computers is actually
better than the performance of virtual memory in general. That's because code
fragments are never written to the VM Storage file. In fact, the VM Storage file is not
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involved at all in managing a PowerPC application's code fragm ents. The application file itself is the storage file. Using a technique called file mapping, the Mac OS
loads code fragments directly from the application file into built-in memory. This
technique eliminates the delay that sometimes occurs if a program 's code is loaded
in memory and then immediately written out to the VM Storage file. That t hrashing
never happens with file mapping.
File mapping benefits performance in another w ay. The Mac OS never writes
code fragments back to the application file as it would if the code fragments went
through the VM Storage file. The Mac OS assumes code fragments never change.
So when par t of a code fragment is no longer needed , a needed part can replace it
right away. T he Mac OS doesn't take the time to write the disused piece back to
the disk because it can always read an identical copy that's still there in the
application file.

Installing more memory
Virtual memory has its uses, but it can't take the place of built-in memory, which is
also known as RAM. If you're not sure how much built-in memory your computer
has, look in the About This Computer window. In that window, the Built-in Memory
is the amount of memory installed in the form of RAM chips.

Do-it-yourself memory upgrade
If your computer needs more built-in memory, you may be able to upgrade it
yourself. Upgr ading involves opening the computer (tricky on some PowerBook
models) and either installing or replacing some small, plug-in circuit board
modules.
Each computer model has specific memory-configuration ru les. Som e Macs use

DIMMs (dual in-line memory modules) and some use SIMMs (single in-line memory
modules). Both DIMMs and SIMMs come in various capacities, measured in MB
(megabytes), and speeds, measured inns (nanoseconds). Mos t PowerBooks use
special memory modules designed specifically for that model of PowerBook. (More
recent PowerBooks use st andard small-outline DIMMs that can be used in a number
of differ ent computer models.)
You can install memory modules only in certain combinati ons on each model. To
find out which type of memory modules your computer uses, consult the lates t
free GURU (Guide t o RAM Upgrades) application from the NewerRAM division of
Peripheral Enhancements Corp. (316-943-0222, http : // lvW\v . ne1ver ram . com).
Another source of information is the electronic document Apple Mem ory Guide
from Apple's Software Updates library (h ttp : I / wwvl. app 1 e . com/ swupdat es/).
Yo u can also get advi ce from dealer s and companies that sell memory.
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Although you may be perfectly capable of installing SIMMs or DIMMs in your computer, Apple generally recommends that only an Apple-certified technician install
them. Apple's warranty does not cover any damage that you or a noncertified
technician cause when installing or removing SIMMs and DIMMs. Proceed with
caution, but know that many computer owners install their own memory boards.
The more paranoid owners may also remove what they install before taking their
computers in for warranty service. Most technicians won't bother to ask unless
they see damage or oddball parts, such as composite SIMMs or DIMMs.

Buying memory
You can order memory by mail from a plethora of companies that advertise in
Macworld and other Macintosh magazines. Memory prices are highly competitive.
When s hopping for a memory upgrade, look for a lifetime warranty from a reputable
company that as best as you can tell will be around to honor the warranty. RAM
c hips are very reliable, but they can fail.
Buy your memory from a company that inc ludes illustrated installation instructions
for your make and model. Pay a little extra to get the instructions if you have to.
Tip

Most of the damage done to memory modules comes from static electricity. If you
plan to install your own memory modules, it's a good idea to invest in a wrist strap
that grounds you to your equipment (or some other grounding source) to avoid
static electricity build-up. Grounding straps are available at electronics component
stores such as Radio Shack (part no. 276-2397).
Steer clear of composite SIMMs and DIMMs. They may work on one computer, but
on another they may cause sporadic startup failures, system errors, or mysterious
crashes. You may have no trouble with one composite SIMM or DIMM, but install
another and watch your computer have fits. You can spot a composite SIMM or
DIMM by the large number of chips on it. For example, a regular 16MB SIMM uses
8 16-megabit chips, but a composite SIMM might use 32 4-megabit chips. The best
way to avoid composite SIMMs and DlMMs is to buy from a reputable source.

Memory upgrade by a technician
If you don't want to upgrade the memory yourself, you can take your computer
and your mail order SIMM or DIMM to an Apple dealer or other computer ser vice
center. An experienced technician should be able to install more memory in well
under 30 minutes, so you shouldn't have to pay for more than a half-hour of labor.
Some s tores charge less to install memory they sell to you, so investigate that angle
before bringing in your own memory.

RAM Doubler optimizing software
RAM Doubler from Connectix (800-950-5880, 650-571-5100, ht tp : I /lvv1w.
con nect i x. com) can actually triple the amount of total memory as reported
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in the About This Computer window. If you prefer, you can set RAM Doubler to
extend memory by a lesser amount. You can even set RAM Doubler to not extend
memory at a11, but just to provide file mapping and code fragment management for
PowerPC applications.
Compared with the Memory control panel's virtual memory, RAM Doubler is faster,
more efficient, and uses very little hard disk space. It's great for older Power Books
that can only have 8MB of RAM, because it doesn't use the power-draining hard
disk like virtual memory does. Virtual memory's strengths are that it's free and is
somewhat more reliable.
RAM Doubler accomplishes its magic by reallocating built-in memory automatically
behind the scenes as you work. It takes over the memory reserved but not used
by open applications (the lighter portion of the bars graphed in the About This
Computer window) and temporarily reallocates the unused memory to applications
that need it. RAM Doubler also compresses parts of programs in memory that
probably won't be used again, such as parts that initialize a program when you open
it. Also, RAM Doubler may store infrequently used areas of memory to disk, just like
conventional virtual memory, especially if your computer has less than 8MB of builtin memory. RAM Doubler reduces overall system performance slightly, but you may
not notice the difference in normal operations. However, it's not suitable for timecritical operations such as video digitizing.
You can't use RAM Doubler in combination with virtual memory. You can't set the
memory size of any application higher than the amount of your computer's built-in
memory; Connectix recommends leaving your programs set at their usual memory
sizes.
RAM Doubler generally needs to be updated whenever you upgrade to a new
version of the Mac OS. If you have RAM Doubler currently and you're installing
Mac OS 9, you'lllikely need to contact Connectix for an update or an upgrade.
There are known issues with compatibility between RAM Doubler and Mac OS 9,
which should be addressed by Connectix by the time you read this.

Summary
This chapter discussed the About This Computer window, whic h shows you the
total memory available, which programs are open, how much memory each uses,
and how much memory is currently unused. The Memory Mapper utility shows
you a more detailed picture of this information.
This chapter also described how to set an application's minimum and preferred
memory sizes with the Finder's Get Info command. The better your Get Info
settings, the more reliably and efficiently your program will run. You can also
manage your applications to avoid memory fragmentation, which can slow
down your Mac and make it difficult to launch new applications.
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If your Mac has a limited amount of built-in RAM, there are four ways to reduce

the Mac OS s ize: disable nonessential startup items, turn off expendable options,
reduce dis k cache s ize, and reduce or eliminate a RAM disk. This can be helpful if
you're willing to sacrifice some of the Mac OS's capabilities in order to run more
(or larger) applications.
A RAM disk can store nonessential files (such as some preferences, Web browser
cache, and game application files) to make your computer run a bit faster, because
RAM is faster than a traditional disk. A RAM disk is more susceptible to losing data,
though, so precautions need to be taken with any data stored on a RAM disk. The
RAM disk also takes away from available system memory.
In this chapter, you learned how to increase the total memory available for opening
programs. Options include turning on virtual memory, installing more RAM, and
using RAM Doubler memory enhancement software .
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In This Chapter

I

f you have more than one computer in your office or home,
you can benefit by connecting them in a network. The idea
may seem intimidating, but a s imple Mac OS network is easy
to set up and doesn't cost much. Some of the things that you
can do with a s imple Mac OS network are:

+ Share o ne Internet connection among several computers
+ Share printers, including printers without network ports
+ Share files from other computers in your company or
home as if their files were on your desktop, and share
files from your compute r with other computers

+ Access a central database while other computers do
likewise

+ Maintain a group schedule or calendar
+ Back up hard disks of all networked computers on a
central tape drive

+ Access your hard disk from a remote location over a
telephone line or Internet connection

+ Allow access to your Mac from a remote computer
This chapter foc uses on setting up a network so that you can
use some of those services. The first section discusses
hooking up a local area network (LAN) using either LocalTalk
or Ethernet, the two most common types of network wiring for
Mac OS computers. You can skip that section if your compute r
is already hooked to a network. The next two sections discuss
configuring the Mac OS for AppleTalk and TCP /IP, the two
most common kinds of Mac networks. The remainder of the
chapter explains how to connect your computer to a remote
computer or network by modem or over the Internet.

Hooking up a
network
Configuring on
AppleTalk network
connection
Configuring a TCP /IP
network connection
Connecting to a
remote computer or
AppleTalk network
Connecting to on ISP
or TCP/ IP network
Allowing remote
access to your Moe
or local network

.. .

• •
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This chapter does not describe how to use network services after your network is set
up. For information on printers and printing, see Chapters 16 and 17. For information
on Internet services such as global e-mail and the World Wide Web, see Chapter 10.
For information on accessing shared files and network equipment, see Chapter 21.
For information on s haring your files with other computers, see Chapter 22.

Hooking Up a Network
The first step in setting up a local network is to hook up lines of communication
between the computers and printers that you want on the network. Basically that
involves running a cable to each computer and printer. You may also need a cable
connector box for each computer and a central junction box. If your computer is
already connected to a network, you can skip this section.
This section describes how to hook up a LocalTalk network using inexpensive
LocalTalk connector boxes and either Apple's LocalTalk cables or an ordinary
telephone cord. This section also describes how to hook up an Ethernet network
using lOBase-T parts, which are the lowest in cost of the many Ethernet cabling
alte rnatives. In addition, this section discusses how to bridge a LocalTalk network
and an Ethernet ne twork.
This section also covers a technology available in the latest Power Macintos h,
!Mac, and !Book models -AirPort wireless networking. These connections actually
don't require special wiring because they use radio s ignals to transmit data
between machines equipped for wireless network. (You can also transmit data
between wireless machines and an Ethernet network with the addition of a special
device called an AirPort hub.) Although it may sound like amazing new technology
that is difficult to set up, wireless networking is actually fairly s imple to set up in
Macs that support AirPort.
Besides Ethernet and LocalTalk, Macs can be connected using other types of
network wiring such as Token Ring. Because Mac OS computers don't come with
token ring network ports, one must be added in the form of a network interface card.
If your organization has a Token Ring network, you undoubtedly have a network
administrator or other expert who has already connected your computer to it or will
do so for you. Setting up a Token Ring network or any network other than Ethernet
or LocalTalk is not something that you want to attempt on your own. At any rate, it's
outside the scope of this book.

Wiring a LocaiTalk network
The simplest and cheapest type of Mac OS network wiring is LocaiTalk. Many Mac
OS computers have a LocalTalk network port, as do most printers that can be
connected to a Mac OS network. It costs less than $20 per computer and printer
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(for a network cable and connector box) to set up a small LocalTalk network. All the
software you need is built into all versions of the Mac OS. LocalTalk performance is
generally suitable for networks of a couple dozen or fewer computers and printers,
although performance depends greatly on how much the computers use the
network. LocalTalk wiring is p rimarily for Mac OS-only networks, a lthough it is
possible to buy LocalTalk expansion cards to hook up Windows and DOS PCs.
To hook up a LocalTalk ne twork, plug a small network connector box into the
printer port of each compute r and into the LocalTalk port of each network printer
or other network device (such as a network modem) and run wires between the
connectors. There a re two types of Loca lTalk connectors. In some cases, you can
network two devices without connectors.

-""
Note

LocaiTalk networking requires a LocaiTalk port, which is usually the Printer port on
many Power Macintosh models. Models like the "blue and white" Power Macintosh
G3, the iMac, and the Power Macintosh G4 no longer include a LocaiTalk port for
this sort of network, although add-on cards and devices exist for some models. If
you're planning to network the latest Mac models, it's best to choose Ethernet networking, because Ethernet is higher speed and Ethernet ports are built into the latest Power Macintosh, iMac, iBook, and PowerBook models.

PhoneNet-style LocaiTalk
The most common type of LocaiTalk connector box has a modular phone jack. You
link the connector boxes with an ordinary telephone cord, the kind used to connect
a telephone to a modular wall socket. Be sure to use a four-wire cord, not two-wire
Oook for four colored wires showing through the clear Rl-11 modular plugs). In
many homes and small businesses, you can use the existing telephone wiring and
jacks in the walls to extend your network from room to room. With the four-wire
cables common in homes, for example, the telephone uses the red and green wires
and the network can use the yellow and black wires.
This type of connector was pioneered and patented under the PhoneNet brand
name by Farallon Communications (510-814-5000, htt p: I !l-1vtw. f a r a l l on. com).
Many other companies now license the technology from Farallon and sell
compatible connectors at lower cost. Some of the cheaper connectors use less
durable parts.
For networking only two devices-for example, two computers or one computer
and one printer-you can save money by us ing Farallon's one-jack PhoneNet
pocket connectors. Later you can add to this minima l network with dual-jack
connector boxes.

Apple-style LocalTalk
Ins tead of phone cords a nd PhoneNet connector boxes, you can use Apple's
proprietary LocaiTalk connector boxes and cables. However, this type of wiring and
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connector costs more and generally doesn't offer any advantage over PhoneNet. If
you already have some Apple LocalTalk supplies, you can get adapters from
Farallon to mix them with phone wiring.

Serial-cable LocaiTalk
If your network has only two computers or one computer and a printer, you don't

have to use LocalTalk connectors. You can connect the two devices with a serial
printer cable, such as the one you would use to connect a StyleWriter to a computer.
This is the cheapest way to network two devices, but they must be near each other
because the cable is not very long.

Wiring an Ethernet network
An Ethernet network is significantly faster than a LocaJTalk network, but Ethernet
costs somewhat more. The cost to set up a small Ethernet network starts at $20,
$50, or $120 per computer or printer, depending on the type of built-in port (if any).
The cost and performance of Ethernet scales up to accommodate networks of all
sizes. The software for accessing an Ethernet network is included with the Mac OS,
although you may have to perform a custom installation to get it installed. An
Ethernet network can include computers using Mac OS, Windows, Unix, and other
operating systems. They can use commonplace application software-for example,
Internet applications- to communicate and share services.
See Chapter 10 for more information on Inte rnet applications.

Ethernet cables
Ethernet networks may be wired wi th several types of cable. The most popular is
lOBase-T or lOOBase-T cable, also known as unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) cable. It
looks like telephone cable and uses RJ-45 connectors that look like big modular
phone connectors. Other kinds include thinnet, thick coax, and fiber-optic Ethernet
cables.
UTP cable is graded according to how well it protects against electrical
interference. Category 3 cable is adequate for 1OBase-T networks. Category 5 offers
more protection, but costs more. The additional cost for Category 5 is insignHicant
when compared to the cost of installation. Properly installed Category 5 cable can
also be used for a IOOBase-T Ethernet network, which is ten times faster than a
IOBase-T network. This means that you could upgrade a IOBase-T network to a
IOOBase-T network without any rewiring. The only caveat is that lOOBase-T has
more stringent rules about cable installation than IOBase-T. For example, sharp
bends are not allowed in IOOBase-T cables.

Ethernet ports
Even if you use UTP cable, hooking up an Ethernet network is more complicated
than hooking up a LocalTalk network. For starters, you can't count on every
computer having a built-in Ethernet port.
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Some computers have a built-in RJ-45 port for lOBase-T Ethernet. In some cases,
such as the iMac, iBook, "blue" Power Macintosh G3, and the Power Macintosh G4,
this port can also be used for 100Base-T Ethernet. Other Mac OS computers have
an AAUI (Apple attachment unit interface) port to accommodate any kind of
Ethernet cable. An AAUI port requires a connector box, called a transceiver,
designed for the particular type of Ethernet cable in your network.
A few Mac models have both 10Base-T and AAUI ports; you plug in a lOBase-T cable
directly or use a transceiver for another kind of Ethernet cable.
Computers without built-in Ethernet need an Ethernet adapter to connect to an
Ethernet network. Most Power Macintosh models compatible with Mac OS 9 also
include Ethernet connections. The exceptions are Performa models and some
"consumer" Power Macintosh models, such as the Power Macintosh 6500 series.
You can add Ethernet cards to these computers fairly easily, using either a PCIbased Ethernet card (in some models that support PCI expansion cards) or
Communications Slot Ethernet cards designed specifically for the Performa line.
For computers without internal expansion slots, there are external Ethernet
adapters. A PowerBook that accepts PC cards (also known as PCMCIA cards) can
use an Ethernet adapter on a PC card. Printers that have only a LocaiTalk port can
use a Loca!Talk-to-lOBase-T adapter. All these Ethernet adapters are available from
many manufacturers, including Farallon, Asante, and Dayna.

Ethernet connections
Ethernet networks that use lOBase-Tor lOOBase-T cable usually have junction
boxes called hubs. You connect each computer, Ethernet-capable printer, or other
Ethernet device to a hub with a length of UTP cable. Each computer or other device
plugs into a different port on the hub. Hubs come in many different sizes, although
5-port, 8-port, and 16-port hubs are the most common. Prices start at about $50 for
a generic 5-port lOBase-T hub and go up for more ports and a name brand. lOOBaseT hubs cost more than 1OBase-T hubs.
If you use up all the ports on one hub, you can connect another hub to it. This is
called daisy chaining. Up to three hubs can be daisy chained with UTP cable. This
limit does not apply to daisy chaining with thinnet cable, and many 10Base-T and
lOOBase-T hubs have thinnet ports for this purpose.

It's actually possible to construct a smalllOBase-T Ethernet network without a hub.
You can use Farallon's EtherWave family of transceivers and adapter cards to daisy
chain up to eight computers and printers with lOBase-T cable. EtherWave
transceivers cost more than ordinary transceivers, but wiring costs are usually
lower and you don't have to buy a hub.
You can also directly connect two computers equipped with lOBase-T Ethernet
ports by using an Ethernet crossover cable - you don't need a hub or special
transceivers. Global Computer Supplies (h ttp : I / wo,M . global compu ter . com/ ;
800-845-6225) carries these cables in 3-foot, 12-foot, and custom lengths for less
than $10.
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Bridging Ethernet and LocaiTalk
Sometimes a hybrid network, part Ethernet and part LocalTalk, makes sense. For
example, you might have a printer with a LocaiTalk port (and no Ethernet port)
that you want to use with an iMac, which has no LocaiTalk port, or with several
computers that have Ethernet ports. Or you might have some older computers
connected in a LocaiTalk network that you'd like to connect to an iMac or to several
computers on an Ethernet network. Fortunately you can interconnect the dissimilar
networks with a bridge.

LocaiTalk Bridge
Apple's free LocalTalk Bridge 2.1 software creates a two-way connection between a
LocalTalk network and an Ethernet network. The LocalTalk computers can use printers,
shared files, and other network services on the Ethernet network. Computers on the
Ethernet network can use printers, shared rues, and other network services on the
LocalTalk network. You install LocalTalk Bridge 2.1 on the computer that is connected to
both the Ethernet network and the LocalTalk network. If you prefer, you can make the
connection private, so that only the computer with the LocalTalk Bridge can use network
services on both networks. LaserWriter Bridge is available from Apple's Software Updates
library (http: I lwww. a pp 1 e. com/ swupda te s /).It is unsupported software, and Apple
no longer tests it for compatibility with new OS versions such as Mac OS 9. You may have
better luck if you run LaserWriter Bridge on a Mac that has an early Mac OS version
Odeally Mac OS 8.1) installed.
The LocalTalk Bridge software te nds to sap the performance of the computer
it's installed on. Moreover, this product has become ha rd to find and expensive
compared to other products, which may indicate that Apple intends to
discontinue it.

Farallon EtherMac iPrint Adapter LT
You can avoid all the shortcomings of bridge software with a separate device such
as the $99 EtherMac iPrint Adapter LT from Farallon Communications (510-814-5000,
http: I /w~1w. fa ra ll on. com). Although this device is marketed specifically as a
means of connecting an iMac or a Power Macintosh G3 or G4 to a LocaiTalk printer,
such as a LaserWriter, it has broader applications. You can use the iPrint to connect
a single newer Mac or an entire Ethernet network to up to eight LocalTalk printers
and computers. After you connect a LocaiTalk network and an Ethernet network to
the iPrint, the computers on either network can use printers, file servers, and other
services on the other network.
There are a couple of ne twork connection options if you want to use an iPrint to
connect an iMac or a Power Macintosh G3 or G4 to an older Mac and a LocaiTalk
printer. One option is to leave the old Mac on a LocalTalk network with the lase r
printer, connect them to the iPrint with a LocaiTalk cable, and connect the newer
Mac to the iPrint with an Ethernet cable. This way you save the cost of an Ethernet
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hub and an Ethernet transceiver or adapter card for your old Mac. The other option
is to connect the computers to an Ethernet hub, connect the hub to the iPrint with
an Ethernet cable, and connect the iPrint to the laser printer with a LocalTalk cable.
This costs more money, but your computers share files over Ethernet, which is
much faster than LocalTalk.

Setting Up AirPort Connections
If your newer Macintosh, iMac, or iBook model supports AirPort connections, then

you can create a wireless network between your Macs. There are a few different
ways to do this, depending on which of your machines supports wireless
connections and how you'd like to connect them.
New
Feature

AirPort is Apple's name for a technology referred to as the IEEE 802.11 standard. It

should be compatible with most IEEE 802.11 devices, including those not sold by
Apple. AirPort should also be compatible with upgrade cards for devices that don't
support Apple's AirPort technology, such as PowerBooks.

AirPort supports a peer-to-peer connection, where two Macs equipped with special
AirPort cards (a required upgrade for an AirPort-<::apable Mac) can simply switch
their AppleTalk setting to AirPort and begin sharing files , assuming they're within
150 feet or so of each other. This is the easiest way to share files wirelessly,
although it offers limited connections otherwise.
You can also use one AirPort-capable Macintosh as a wireless hub, enabling other
AirPort-<::apable Macs to not only connect to that computer, but also to connect to
other computers connected to the hub machine. If you have an AirPort-<::apable Power
Macintosh G4, for instance, with an AirPort card installed, you can also connect that
machine to a cable-based Ethernet network. Now, another AirPort-capable Mac, such
as an iBook, can share files with the Power Macintosh G4, as well as with other
computers connected to the Power Macintosh G4 via an Ethernet network.
Another option is the AirPort Base Station, a small device that receives and
transmits wireless data, while also being connected to either a modem connection
or an Ethernet connection. This enables your wireless-capable computers, such as
an iBook, access to other non-AirPort equipped computers on a network. It also
enables you to offer a wireless Internet connection to your iBook or similar
machine without requiring a cable to the iBook's modem or Ethernet port.
Once you have the AirPort card installed in an AirPort-capable Mac, all you need
to do is access the AirPort Setup Assistant or AirPort application to set up the
card and use it. You can also activate and configure AirPort using its control strip
module. Then, set your TCP/IP control panel to use the AirPort for receiving and
sending network data, as described in the section, "Configuring a TCP/ IP
connection."
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Configuring an AppleTalk Connection
To use network services on your computer, the Mac OS must be configured to get
network services from the port that is physically connected to the network. You can
configure the Mac OS for more than one kind of network, with each kind of network
providing a specific set of services. The most common kinds of Mac OS networks are
AppleTalk and TCP/IP. Apple Talk and TCP/IP are protocols, which are "languages"
that computers speak to each other over a network. All the computers on a network
that use the same protocol (that is, speak the same language) can exchange
information over the network. On an AppleTalk network, computers speak the
AppleTalk protocol. On a TCP/IP network, they speak the TCP/IP protocol.
An AppleTalk network provides Mac-oriented services such as printer sharing, file
sharing, data sharing, and program sharing. Apple designed AppleTalk to be easy to
use and reliable. AppleTalk has been built in every version of the Mac OS. Until the
advent of Open Transport networking software in 1995, AppleTalk was the primary
kind of Mac OS network and all other kinds of networks were subordinate.
Note that connecting to a network does not necessarily make specific network
services available. For example, connecting to an AppleTalk network makes it possible
to use a network printer, but you can't actually print to a network printer unless one is
connected to the network and set up as described in Chapter 16. Likewise, connecting
to an AppleTalk network makes it possible to share files with other computers on the
network, but to actually share files the computers must have file sharing set up as
described in Chapter 22.
This section describes how to configure an AppleTalk network connection with the
AppleTalk control panel and how to turn an AppleTalk connection on and off.
To use TCP/IP network services such as the Internet, the Mac OS on your computer
must be configured for a TCP/IP network as described in "Configuring a TCP/ IP
Connection" later in this chapter.

Specifying an AppleTalk connection
By default, the Mac OS connects to an AppleTalk network at the printer port. (If your
Mac doesn't have a printer port, like USB-based iMacs and Power Macintosh G3 and
G4 machines, your connection probably defaults to the Ethernet port.) If your
AppleTalk network is connected to a different port, you need to make that setting in
the AppleTalk control panel. Figure 20-1 shows an AppleTalk control panel with
several port choices.
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Figure 20-1: Choose a connection port for an
AppleTalk network in the AppleTalk control panel.

AppleTalk ports and zones
The AppleTaJk control panel lists the available network ports in a pop-up menu. You
choose the one through which your computer connects to an AppleTalk network. If
your computer is connected to an AppleTalk network that's divided into multiple
zones, the AppleTalk control panel also specifies the zone in which your computer
resides. Depending on the characteristics of your compute r and network, you may
be able to cha nge the network connection port, the zone, or both. If your computer
has only one ne twork connection port, you can't change the port. If your computer
is connected to a network with only one zone, there won't be any zones to choose
from. If someone else sets up your computer's AppleTalk network connection, the
port and zone settings may be locked so that you can't change them.
If you change the connection port in the Apple Talk control panel, a message warns

that you'lllose any network services that you're using with your current AppleTalk
connection. This is because you can maintain a connection to only one AppleTalk
network at a time. When you switch to a different ne twork port, you can no longer
access any printers, shared files, file servers, or other AppleTalk network services
on the former AppleTalk connection port. Changing the AppleTalk connection port
does not affect network services on other kinds of networks, such as Internet
services on a TCP/ IP network.

AppleTalk user modes
You can see more settings or fewer settings in the AppleTalk control panel by
changing the user mode. There are three modes: Basic, Advanced, and
Administration. To change the user mode, choose User Mode from the Edit menu,
and select the mode in the dialog box that appears. If you select Administration
mode, you can set a password that protects Administration mode settings. Figure
20-2 s hows the User Mode dialog box.
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Figure 20-2: Select a user mode
for the AppleTalk control panel.
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The Advanced mode displays the network address that was dynamically assigned
to your computer when it connected to the network. Selecting the User de fined
check box lets you assign a fixed address to your computer. If you assign a fixed
address, you must be s ure that no other computer on the network has the same
address. Clicking Options brings up a dialog box in which you can turn AppleTalk
on and off. Figure 20-3 shows the Apple Talk control panel's Advanced mode.
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Figure 20-3: The AppleTalk control

panel's Advanced mode
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The Admi nistration mode lets you assign a fixed ne twork address as in the
Advanced mode. In addition, you can lock each of the three Apple Talk settings
independently -port, zone, and AppleTalk network address. Locked settings can't
be changed in Basic or Advanced modes. Figure 20-4 s hows the control panel's
Administration mode.
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Figure 20-4: The AppleTalk control

panel's Administration mode
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If you're planning to control local settings in the Administration mode, then assign
a password so users can't easily access the Administration mode. To do that, click
Set Password in the User Mode dialog box. Enter the password twice (to verify that
it's the same both times) and click OK.

AppleTalk configurations
Sometimes you'll find that you need to change AppleTalk settings on a regular
basis, but it's not always easy or convenient to remember the changes you need to
make for a given circumstance. Rather than setting options in the AppleTalk control
panel directly, you can create saved configurations, which enable you to name a set
of settings, and then create and name another set. After your configurations are
created, you can easily move back and forth between them.
Creating configurations is especially useful if you're using the location Manager,
discussed in Chapter 12.
You do this with the Configurations command in the File menu. This command
displays a dialog box that lists groups of AppleTalk settings by name and has
buttons for acting on the group that's selected in the list. First, select the Default
configuration and click Rename. Next, give your current AppleTalk settings a name
that will help you remember how the s ettings are configured.
To create a new configuration, select one of the existing configurations and click
Duplicate. Give the configuration a new name and click OK. Now, back in the
Configurations window, select the new configuration and click Make Active, as
shown in Figure 20-5. You are switched bac k to the AppleTalk dialog box, where
you can change the settings to reflect the new configuration. When you click the
AppleTalk control panel's close box, you'll be asked to save any changes for this
new configura tion. Now, you can switch easily between two or more configurations
us ing the File ¢ Configurations command.
Figure 20-5: The Configurations dialog
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Turning AppleTalk off and on
If you're not us ing an AppleTalk network, you can turn it off altogether with the
Chooser accessory progr am, the AppleTalk control panel, or the Control Strip.
Turning off Apple Talk saves power on a PowerBook. If AppleTalk is set to connect
via the printer port or another serial port, turning off AppleTalk also frees this port
for another purpose such as connecting a serial printer. However, it's not necessary
to turn off AppleTalk jus t to free the printer po rt, as detailed in the sidebar
"AppleTalk Without a Serial Port."

Turning AppleTalk off and on with the Chooser
To turn off AppleTalk, open the Chooser (under the Apple menu) and in the lowerright corner of its window set the Apple Talk optio n to Inactive. If you turn off
AppleTalk, it remains o ff until you turn it on again by selecting the Activate option
in the Chooser. Figure 20-6 shows the AppleTalk o ption in the Chooser.
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Figure 20-6: Turn AppleTalk
on or off with the Chooser.
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If you attempt to turn o ff AppleTalk while you are us ing a network service such as
file s haring, you get a warning message that current services will be disconnected.

Applelalk without a serial port
You may need to turn off AppleTalk so that you can print to a StyleWriter or other serial
printer through the printer port while using the modem port for a modem. If your computer
has only one serial port, you may need to turn off AppleTalk so that you can use the port
with an external modem. The trouble is, however, that if you turn off AppleTalk, you won't
be able to use applications such as NetPresenz that require AppleTalk.
You can keep AppleTalk turned on and still use a serial printer and a modem by selecting
Remote Only in the AppleTalk control panel. Remote Only is also part of the Remote Access
software, which is described later in this chapter.
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Turning AppleTalk off and on with the AppleTalk control panel
You can also use the AppleTalk control panel to turn AppleTalk off and on. With the
AppleTalk control panel set to Advanced or Administration mode, click the Options
button to bring up the AppleTalk Options dialog box. There you can select Inactive
to turn off AppleTalk or select Active to turn on AppleTalk. Figure 20-7 shows the
AppleTalk control panel's Options dialog box.

Appl eTalk PPtlons
Milke 4ppleTalk:

Figure 20-7: Turn AppleTalk on or off via the
AppleTalk control panel's Options dialog box.

QActlve
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Turning AppleTalk off and on with the Control Strip
If the Control Strip is available on your computer, you can use it to turn AppleTalk

off and on. Turn off AppleTalk by choosing AppleTalk Inactive from the pop-up
menu of the AppleTalk Switch control strip module. Turn AppleTalk on by choosing
Apple Talk Active from this menu. Figure 20-8 shows the AppleTalk Switch control
strip module.
Figure 20-8: Turn AppleTalk off

and on with the Control Strip.

Configuring a TCP/IP Connection
To use TCP/IP network services such as the Internet, the Mac OS must be configured
to connect to a TCP/IP network through one of your computer's ports. Your computer
may connect to a TCP/IP network in a number of different ways, including Ethernet,
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol via a modem), AirPort, and others.
This section describes how to configure a TCP/IP network connection with the
TCP/IP control panel. If you want to set up a TCP/IP network just to access the
Internet, consider using the Internet Setup Assistant program instead of the control
panels described here.
The Internet Setup Assistant is described in Chapter 10.
In Mac OS 9, you can also configure a TCP/IP connection and then use that
connection for file s haring or program linking. In the past, these services were only
available over AppleTalk connections. Now, however, it's possible to s imply set up
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your TCP/IP connection and use File Sharing and Program Linking over the TCP/ IP
connection. This is accomplished by setting up a TCPfiP connection, and then using
File Sharing's TCP/IP options, as discussed in Chapter 22.

Preparing for a TCP/IP connection
Before setting up a TCP/IP connection, you need to know some facts about the
network. You may have to get the facts from an expert such as your local network
administrator or your Internet service provider (lSP). Here is what you need to know:
+ Type of network connection: is it PPP, Ethernet, MaciP, or some other
+Your TCP/IP configuration method, such as manual, PPP Server, BootP Server,
DHCP Server, RARP Server, or MaciP Server
+ Domain name server (DNS) address or addresses, each being a set of four
numbers separated by periods similar to 192.14.59.10 (provided automatically
by some configuration methods)
+ IP address of your computer, which is a set of four numbers separated by
periods similar to 192.14.59.35 (provided automatically by most configuration
methods)

+ Subnet mask (provided automatically by most configuration methods)
+ Router address (provided automatically by most configuration methods and
not applicable for some networks)

+ Phone number your computer calls to connect to the Internet (needed only
for PPP or other dial-up connection)

Specifying a TCP/IP connection
A TCP/IP network connection is specified by entering the information obtained
from your Internet service provider or network administrator in the TCP/ IP control
panel. If someone else sets up your computer's TCP/IP network connection, the
connection and configuration settings may be locked so that you can't change
them. Figure 20-9 shows a TCP/IP control panel configured for a typical dial-up
(telephone) connection.

TCP/IP user modes
You can see more settings or fewer settings in the TCP/IP control panel by changing
the user mode. There are three modes: Basic, Advanced, and Administration. To
change the user mode, choose User Mode from the Edit menu and select the mode
in the dialog box that appears. Figure 20-10 shows this dialog box.
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Figure 20-9: Specify a TCP/IP
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Figure 20-10: Select a user mode
for the TCP/IP control panel.
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The Basic user mode shows the settings that most people need. The Advanced
mode shows additional s ettings for special situations. The Adminis tration mode
provides control over which settings can be changed. Administration mode lets you
set a password that protects Administration mode s ettings. In the Administration
mode, you can lock several TCP/IP settings independently. Locked settings can't be
changed in Bas ic or Advanced modes.

TCP/ IP configurations
If you need to change TCP/IP settings on a fairly regular bas is, you can c reate saved

configurations, which allow you to simply name a set of settings, and then create
and name another set. After your configurations are created, you can easily move
back and forth between the m.
You may also want to create different TCP/IP configurations if you're using the
Location Manager, as described in Chapter 12.
You create a new configuration with the Configurations command in the File menu.
This command displays a dialog box that lists groups of TCP/ IP settings by name
and has buttons for acting on the group that's s elected in the list (see Figure 20-11).
First, select the Default configuration and click Rename. Next, give your current
TCP/IP settings a name that will help you remember how the settings are configured.
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Figure 20-11 : The Configurations
dialog box lets you work with named
groups of settings for different
networks or locations.
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To create a new configuration, select one of the exis ting configurations and click
Duplicate. Give the configu ration a new name and click OK. Now, back in the
Configurations window, select the new configuration and click Make Active. You
are switched back to the TCP/IP dialog box, where you can change the settings to
reflect the new configuration. When you click the TCP/IP control panel's close box,
you'll be asked to save any changes for this new configuration. Now, you can s witch
easily between two o r more configurations us ing the File¢ Configurations command.

Introducing Remote Network Connections
Your computer can connect remotely to another computer, an AppleTalk or TCP/IP
network, or an ISP. Your computer makes remote connections through its modem
and a telephone line. The remote computer, network, or ISP must have a compatible
modem.

,

Note

When connected to a remote computer, you can access its s hared files. You can also
access shared files, file servers, network printers, and other network services on the
network that the remote computer is connected to. You access all the remote services
exactly as though you were connected locally to the computer or network (as
described in Chapter 21). Their owners o r network administrators may restrict your
access to shared files, file servers, and so forth. Conversely, no one using a remote
computer or network can take advantage of your remote connection to access files
you are s haring on your local network (as described in Chapter 22). You must run a
file server program o n your computer to make your files available to remote network
users.
With Mac OS 9, it's no longer necessary to create a remote network connection to
use File Sharing and Program Linking with remote computers. Instead, you can use
an active TCP/IP network, such as a connection to an ISP (an Internet connection).
Then, you can use the new settings in the File Sharing control panel to access other
File Sharing servers over TCP/IP, instead of over an AppleTalk network. File Sharing
is discussed in Chapter 22.
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Remote network only
When you set up your computer for a remote connection, you can disconnect your
local AppleTalk network. There are two reasons you may need to do this. For one,
you may be unable to see remote printers or file servers that have the same names
as printers or file servers on your local network unless you disconnect the local
network. (Local services have priority over remote services.) You may also want to
disconnect your local Apple Talk network so that you can use your serial ports for
other purposes. For example, you may want to use the printer port for a StyleWriter
printer and use the modem port for a modem that connects you to a remote
AppleTalk network.
To disconnect your local AppleTalk network, set the AppleTalk connection to
Remote Only in the AppleTalk control panel.

Remote access speed
Several factors affect the speed of a remote connection, including the software,
the computer's serial port, and the modem or other connection equipment. The
Remote Access control panel can connect at speeds up to 230 Kbps (230,400 bits
per second). No modem can transfer data over a regular phone line at these speeds,
but a two-channel ISDN terminal adapter can connect at 112 Kbps or 128 Kbps over
an ISDN phone line. This is half the speed of a LocalTalk network, but only a small
fraction of a 10Base-T Ethernet network's speed.
If you have a modem with built-in data compression hardware, you may still be able

to benefit from speeds up to 230 Kbps. In this case, your modem transfers data to
and from your computer several times faster than it transfers data over the phone
line. Your modem makes up the speed differential by reducing the amount of data it
transfers over the phone line by compressing data before sending it and
decompressing it after receiving it.
Not all the built-in serial ports on Mac OS computers are capable of 230 Kbps. While
most Power Macintosh models have high-speed serial ports, some don't. The Power
Mac 5200, 5300, 6200, 6300 series do not have high-speed serial ports. Neither do
the PowerBook 1400, 2300, and 5300 models. Maximum serial-port speed on these
computers is 57.6 Kbps (57,600 bits per second or bps).
If your Macintosh does not have serial ports, then you're likely connecting using an

internal modem. All internal modems on the latest Macintosh models (iMac, Power
Macintosh G3 and G4, iBook, and PowerBook G3) offer high-speed connections.
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Making a Remote Network Connection
Connecting to a remote network involves several different pieces of software. This
section describes how to set up and establish a remote connection using the
following software:

+ Modem control panel, which you use to set up your computer's modem for
remote access

+ DialAssist control panel, which you can use to simplify remote access calls
that involve long distance, credit card, international, or private PBX phone
numbers

+ Remote Access control panel, which you use to configure all remote
connections and that you can use to start, stop, and monitor a connection

+ Control Strip, which you can use to start, stop, and monitor a connection

Using the Modem control panel
You use the Modem control panel to specify the port to which the modem is
connected and to identify the type of modem that you have. You can also set
several dialing options. Figure 20-12 is an example of the Modem control panel.
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Figure 20-12: The Modem control panel sets up

your modem to make a remote connection.
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Modem user modes
You can see more settings or fewer settings in the Modem control panel by
changing the user mode. The two modes are Basic and Administration. To change
the user mode, choose User Mode from the Edit menu and select the mode in the
dialog box that appears. Figure 20-13 shows this dialog box.
The Basic user mode shows the settings that most people need. The Administration
mode provides control over which settings can be changed. Administration mode
lets you set a password that protects the Administration mode settings. In the
Administration mode, you can lock several Modem settings independently. Locked
settings can't be changed in Basic mode.
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Figure 20-13: Select a user mode
for the Modem control panel.
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Modem configurations
If you use more than one modem with your Macintosh (or if you'd like to save
diffe rent configurations for the same modem, such as sound or dialing options),
you can create saved configurations, whic h allow you to name a set of settings, and
then create and name another set. After your configurations are created, you can
easily move back and forth between them.

You may also want to create different modem configurations if you' re using the
Location Manager, as described in Chapter 12.
You do create a new configuration with the Configurations command in the File
menu. This comma nd displays a dialog box that lists groups of Modem settings by
name and has buttons for acting on the group that's selected in the list (see Figure
20-14). First, select the Default configuration and then click Rename. Next, give your
current Modem settings a name that will he lp you remember how the settings
are configured.
~

Figure 20-14: The Configurations
dialog box e nables you to work with
named gro ups of settings for different
networks or locations.
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To create a new configuration, select one of the existing configurations and click
Duplicate. Give the configuration a new name and click OK. Now, back in the
Configurations window, select the new configuration and click Make Active. You are
switched back to the Modem dialog box, where you can change the settings to reflect
the new configuration. When you click the Modem control panel's close box, you'll be
asked to save any changes for this new configuration. Now, you can switch easily
between two or more configurations using the File¢ Configurations command.
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Modem scripts
You identify the type of modem you have by choosing a modem script for it from
the Modem pop-up menu in the Modem control panel. A modem script contains the
sequence of modem commands needed to start and stop remote connections with
a particular type of modem. In some cases, the Modem pop-up menu lists more
than one modem script for a modem. Each of the alternatives makes a different kind
of connection, typically a connection at a different speed.
The remote access software included with Mac OS 9 comes with over 60 modem
scripts. In addition, modems usually come with modem scripts that need to be
installed on the computer. If your modem is not listed in the Modem pop-up menu,
make sure your modem software is installed properly. Modem scripts go in the
Modem Script folder in your Extensions folder. You can also check with the modem
manufacturer to see whether a modem script is available for use with Apple Remote
Access.

Using the DiaiAssist control panel
The DiaiAssist control panel simplifies making long distance, credit card,
international, and private PBX phone calls for a remote network connection. You
enter the area or city code you're calling from and choose other dialing codes from
four pop-up menus-DiaiAssist modifies the phone number accordingly. The
results of the DialAssist control panel are s hown in the Remote Access control
panel. Figure 20-15 shows the DialAssist control panel.
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simplifies complicated phone numbers for
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The DiaiAssist control panel comes preconfigured with some common dialing
codes. You can add, change, or remove codes by clicking these buttons at the
bottom of the control panel:

+ Country to change codes for incoming and outgoing calls for any country
+ Prefix to change codes for getting an outside line from a PBX
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+ Long Distance to change access codes for long distance service providers
+ Suffix to change credit card, calling card , or other suffix codes

Using the Remote Access control panel
The Remote Access control panel is used to configure a remote connection to
a computer, network, or ISP. Once you have entered the necessary connection
information, you connect by clicking the control panel's Connect button. You can
also connect automatically by using an application that accesses the Internet or a
remote TCP/IP network. You can change this behavior and set a variety of other
options that affect the connection by clicking the Options button in the control
panel. Figure 20-16 shows the Remote Access control panel.
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Figure 20-16: The Remote Access control

panel configures all remote connections in
Mac OS 9.
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Remote Access configuration
To configure the Remote Access control panel, you specify whether to connect as
a registered user or as an anonymous guest. To connect as a registered user, you
must provide a username or account ID, a password, and the phone number to call
to make a connection. As a guest, all you need to provide is the phone number.
If there is a Use DialAssist option visible above the phone number in the Remote
Access control panel, you can turn it on to have the Dia!Assist control panel help
you dial complicated phone numbers. The DialAssist option appears only if the
user mode is set to Advanced or Administration, as described later in this section
under the heading "Remote Access User Modes." The DialAssist control panel is
described earlier in this section under the heading "Using the DialAssist Control
Panel." Figure 20-17 shows the Remote Access control panel with the DialAssist
option in use.
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If you turn on the Use Dia lAssist option, the Remote Access control panel provides

two s paces for the phone number you are calling, one labeled Number and the other
labeled Area Code , and a pop-up menu labeled Country. Do not include an area code
or city code in the space la beled Number. Enter the area code or city code for the
number you are calling in the space labeled Area Code. In addition, you need to
indicate the country you are calling by choosing it from the Country pop-up menu.
When you enter the Area Code and Country, the Remote Access control panel has
the Dia!Assist control panel use this information to construct the number that will
be dia led. The full number that will be dialed appears in the Remote Access control
panel next to the Preview label.
If you do not turn on the Use DiaiAssist option or it is not present, then you need

to enter the full phone number in the entry box la beled Number. For a long dis tance
number, you must include the long-distance access code and area code prefixes ,
s uch as 1-800-. For an international call, you mus t include the international access
code and the country code prefixes. For a credit card or calling card call, you mus t
include the card number as a suffix.
When you enter a phone number, you can include hyphens, s paces, parentheses ,
and slashes for readability. The Remote Access control pane l ignores them in the
phone number. Commas in the phone number ins truc t the modem to pause durin g
dialing. Mos t modems pause two seconds for each comma.
Tip

Again, assuming you're not using Dial Assist, you can set up Remote Access to use
your phone company's special codes for a variety of services. For instance, you can
add *70, to the beginning of the phone number in the Number entry box to turn
off call waiting with many phone systems. If you have a special prefix for long-distance dialing (like 1010321,) you can enter that before the number. Use commas
to create a short pause that is sometimes required by the phone company before
you dial the main number.
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Need to store more than one set of Remote Access settings? You do that with the
Configurations command in the File menu. This command displays a dialog box that
lists groups of settings by name and has buttons for acting on the group that's
selected in the list. There are buttons for making the selected group active, creating
a new group by duplicating the selected group, renaming the selected group, and
deleting the selected group. Other buttons let you export the selected group as a
file ancl import a group that someone else has exported. Figure 20-18 is an example
of the Configurations dialog box.
Figure 20-18: The Configurations
dialog box lets you work with named
groups of settings for different
networks or locations.
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Remote Access connection status
At the bottom of the Remote Access control panel status information is displayed
during a connection. You can reduce the size of the control panel to show only the
status information by clicking the disclosure triangle in the top-left corner of the
control panel. Figure 20-19 shows the reduced view of the Remote Access
control panel.
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Figure 20-19: The Remote Access control

panel displays the connection status.
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While connected, the Remote Access control panel has a Disconnect button. You
can terminate the connection by clicking this button.
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Remote Access manual dialing
If you're calling from a place where you must dial the number yourself (such as
when making an operator-assisted call), don't click the Connect button in the
Remote Access control panel. Instead, choose Dial Manually from the Remote
Access menu and follow the instructions on the screen.

Remote Access options
Clicking Options in the Remote Access control panel brings up a dialog box in
which you can set options that affect the connection. The options are organized
into three groups: Redialing, Connection, and Protocol. You display a group of
options by clicking its tab at the top of the dialog box. Figure 20-20 shows the
Redialing options of the Remote Access control panel.
Figure 20-20: Set redialing and
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The Redialing options determine whether the Remote Access control panel redials
when the phone number is busy and whether it dials an alternate number if there
is no answer on the main number. You can specify the number of times to redial
before giving up and how long to wait between attempts. This interval should be
at least five seconds so that your modem has time to reset itself between d ialing
attempts. If you specify an alternate phone number, the Remote Access control
panel tries it once if the mai n number doesn't answer.
The options on the Connection tab control the amount of detail in the connection
log and the behavior of connection reminders. Figure 20-2 1 shows the Connection
options of the Remote Access control panel. You should leave verbose (detailed)
logging turned off unless you need details to troubleshoot connection problems.
A detailed log uses up more disk space.
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Figure 20-21 : Set connection
options in the Remote Access
Options dialog box.
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The Reminders options, which are under the Connections tab, determine how
Remote Access reminds you of a connection and whether it automatically terminates
the connection under certain circumstances. These options are useful if you pay for
the amount of time you are connected:

+ Turn on the Flash icon in menu bar while connected option to have the
Remote Access icon flash above the Apple menu icon while you're online.

+ Turn on the Prompt every x minutes to maintain connection option and a
dialog box will appear periodically and automatically stop the connection if
no one responds to it. Activating this option displays an entry box that
enables you to change how frequently the idle message appears (default is
five minutes).

+ Turn on the Disconnect if idle for x minutes option to instruct Remote
Access to disconnect if no remote activity takes place over a set amount of
time. Activating this option dis plays an entry box that enables you to alter
the amount of time before Remote Access disconnects (the default is ten
minutes).

,/
Note

If you turn on the Disconnect if idle option but Remote Access never disconnects
automatically, then some application is continuing to use the connection. You may
be able to set application preferences to prevent continuous or periodic use of the
connection. For example, set your e-mail program so that it does not check for
mail every five minutes. Also, some Web pages contain items that continuously
access the Internet. If you suspect this is happening, go to another Web page,
close the Web browser window, or quit the Web browser application.

The options on the Protocol tab let you choose a network protocol for the
connection. Because Remote Access can be used to connect to either an ISP or
an Apple Remote Access Protocol server, it's important to pick the appropriate
protocol for a successful connection. The protocol options in the Use protocol
pop-up menu include:
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+ Choose Automatic to let Remote Access pick an appropriate protocol,
depending on the type of connection you're trying to establish. (fhis is a
good option onlv if you don't know what type of connection you're trying to
establish.)

+ Choose PPP for a connection to an lSP or remote TCPJIP network.
+ Choose ARAP for a connection to a network server that uses the Apple
Remote Access Protocol (ARAP), such as a Mac that is running Remote
Access Personal Server 1.0 to 2.1. If you're connecting to a Mac that is running
Remote Access Personal Server 3.0 or later, you can choose PPP or ARAP. PPP
gives you faster access, but is more complicated to set up. Figure 20-22 shows
the Protocol options with PPP chosen.
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Choose th e protocol
If you choose the PPP protocol, you can set several additional options. One PPP
option controls whether you can make an automatic connection. If you turn on

automatic connection, the Mac OS makes a connection whenever an application
accesses the Internet or remote TCP/IP network. The wording of this option
("Connect automatically when starting TCP/IP applications") suggests that the
automatic connection happens the moment you open the application. In fact, the
automatic connection may happen some time later when you do something in the
application that causes it to access the Internet or remote network. For example,
you can set a Web browser's preferences so that it will not access the Internet until
you choose a bookmark, click a link, or otherwise specify a Web location that you
want to see.
The Allow error correction and compression in modem option determines whether
to allow your modem's hardware to compress data that is sent using the modem
and check for errors in data transmission. If your modem has these capabilities,
turning on this option may improve the performance of the connection.
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The Use TCP heade r compression option determines whether the Mac OS will try
to compress TCP headers for efficiency. You should leave this option turned on
because the ISP or remote network server can refuse header compression without
causing a problem.
If you need to connect to an ISP or remote network that requires you to enter
specific information, such as your account name and password, you can enable
that by selecting Connect to a command-line host. If you turn on this option, you
can then select a method for entering the information. One method is to type the
information in a terminal window. (As you're connecting with Remote Access, a
terminal window appears enabling you to type commands to the remote computer.)
The other method is to specify a connection script that enters the necessary
information for you. You can create a connection script by clicking the Settings
button in the terminal window to record your typing while you make a connection.

Remote Access user modes
The Remote Access control panel has three modes: Basic, Advanced, and
Administration. The Basic mode shows the settings most people need. The
Advanced mode includes an additional option that determines whether the
DialAssist control panel automatically modifies the phone number for long
distance, credit card, international, or PBX dialing. Administration mode lets you
lock several settings independently. Locked settings can't be changed in Basic or
Advanced modes. You can also set a password that protects Administration mode
settings.
To change the user mode, choose User Mode from the Edit menu and select the
mode in the dialog box that appears. Figure 20-23 s hows this dialog box.
Figure 20-23: Select a user mode for
the Remote Access control panel.
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Using the Remote Access control strip module
If your computer has the Control Strip active, you can use it to start, stop,

and monitor a remote connection. You can also use the Control Strip to choose a
different named configuration of the Remote Access control panel and to open this
control panel. Figure 20-24 is an example of the Remote Access control
s trip module.
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Figure 20-24: Use the Control Strip to

control and monitor a remote connection.

Remote Access configuration
The Remote Access pop-up in the Control Strip lists names of all configurations
saved in the Remote Access control panel. The configuration marked with a bullet
in the pop-up is the active configuration that is used the next time you make a
connection. To make a different configuration active, press the Remote Access icon
in the Control Strip and choose the configuration from the pop-up menu. To open
the Remote Access control panel so that you can change configuration settings,
choose Open Remote Access from the pop-up menu.

Remote Access connect and disconnect
You can start a remote connection by choosing Connect from the bottom of the
Remote Access pop-up menu in the Control Strip. During a connection, Connect
changes to Disconnect in the pop-up menu. Choosing Disconnect stops the
connection.

Remote Access connection status
You can see the connection status by looking at the Remote Access icon or
at the top of the Remote Access pop-up menu. During a connection, a line
representing a network wire displays at the bottom of the icon. This line flashes
while a connection is starting up or stopping. When the connection is idle, this
line is not displayed.
The Remote Access control strip module can also report the duration of the current
connection or the amount of time remaining. This statistic appears next to the
Remote Access icon in the Control Strip. To specify which statistic you would like
to see, press the icon and choose Status Display from the pop-up menu. A dialog
box appears in which you can select the type of status information you want to see
in the Control Strip. Figure 20-25 shows this dialog box.
Figure 20-25: Select the type of connection
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Using Remote Access Personal Server
Prior to Mac OS 9, the Remote Access Personal Server was add-on software that
you had to buy from Apple. Now it's included with the standard Mac OS 9
installation.
The Remote Access Personal Server enables you to set up your Macintosh
computer so that other computers (called "client" computers) can dial your
modem and connect using their Remote Access control panel. You can elect, using
Personal Server, to enable that user to access either the Personal Server machine
that's being dialed in to or any machine that's connected to the Personal Server
Mac. If you work while traveling or from home, this software makes it possible to
dial in to another Mac and exchange files as if you were on an AppleTalk or
TCP/IP network.
Caution

You need to think carefully before enabling the Personal Server options on your
Macintosh. While it may be a good idea to enable access for yourself to the
Personal Server machine (perhaps while working from home or traveling), it also
introduces a potential security risk to your network. For example, enabling access
to your entire network via a modem connection could enable an unauthorized
user access to your company or organization network without your knowledge. If
your computer is part of a larger network, you should probably ask the system
administrator's advice in setting up Remote Access Personal Server.
To activate the server, open the Remote Access control panel and choose
Answering from the Remote Access menu. The Answering dialog box appears
(shown in Figure 20-26), allowing you to select options that allow others to dial
into your Macintosh:
+Answer calls-Select this option to allow the Remote Access Personal Server
to answer incoming calls and enable remote users to attempt to connect to
this machine.
+Maximum connection time-Select this option and enter an amount of time
in the entry box that appears (the default is 60 minutes). You don't have to
limit connections if you leave this option off.

+Allow access- Choose whether the remote user should have access to only
the Remote Server computer or to any computer that the Remote Server is
connected to. If the "entire network" option is chosen, the remote user will
have access to any computer connected via a network to the Personal Server
computer.

+ PPP Server setup - Choose this option and users can dial in to the Personal
Server machine using PPP instead of the Apple Remote Access Protocol. This
makes it possible for the remote computer to share files with the Personal
Server machine, as well as to gain Internet access via the Personal Server
(assuming the Personal Server machine has an active Internet connection).
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Figure 20-26: Setting Answering options
for Remote Access Personal Server
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If you choose to enable incoming PPP access, you'll need to assign a default client

IP address for the machine that's connecting to yours. In most cases, this number
should be an available IP address on your local TCP/IP network- ask your system
administrator for details. You can also select the Allow client to use own IP address
setting if the client has manually configured TCP/IP for connecting to your network.

Summary
This chapter s howed you how to hook up a simple local area network (LAN). You
can create a LocalTalk network with inexpensive connector boxes and either Apple's
LocalTalk cables or ordinary telephone cords. For a better performing (although
more expensive) LAN, you can create an Ethernet network us ing IOBase-T, which
is the lowest in cost of the many Ethernet cabling alternatives. You can also create
both LocalTalk and Ethernet networks and bridge them with Apple's LaserWriter
Bridge 2.1 or LocalTalk Bridge 2.1 software. With the latest Mac models you can
create a wireless network (or a combination of wired and wireless networks) using
the AirPort technologies that Apple has introduced for newer Macs.
Configuring the Mac OS for network connections is the next step after your wiring
is in place. You use the AppleTalk control panel to configure an AppleTalk network
connection or the TCP/ IP control panel to configure a TCP/IP network connection.
In addition, this chapter explained how to connect to a remote computer, remote
network, or an Internet service provider (ISP) by modem. To connect to a remote
computer or AppleTalk network, use the Modem and Remote Access control panels
or the Remote Access Client program. To connect to an ISP or remote TCP/IP
network, use the Modem control panel and either the Remote Access control panel
or the PPP control panel.
Finally, this chapter discussed how to set up Remote Access Personal Server to
enable other computers to access your Mac or your local network using either
Remote Access or PPP protocols.
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In This Chapter
Connecting to shared
folders and disks

J

ust as you may have books of your own but expand your
reading by going to the community library, you can work
with more files than you have on your local hard disk by
working with shared folders and disks from your local
network. What's more, you can go beyond the limits of
your local network and use the Internet to obtain files
from all over the world.
This chapter explains how to gain access to files from your
local network, a remote computer, a remote network, or the
Internet. If your computer is not already on a network,
Chapter 20 explains how to hook it up to a local network, a
remote computer, or a remote network. If your computer is
not set up to use the Internet, Chapter 10 tells you how to set
it up. The same chapter describes a way to make a folder from
your computer available as a Web site on the Internet. Chapter
22 explains how to share your folders and disks with other
people whose computers are connected to your network.

Using Shared Folders and Disks
If your computer is on a local network, you can connect to

shared folders and disks on the network and work with files
from them. In addition, you can connect to shared folders
and disks on a remote computer or network by modem and
phone line.

Recognizing
access privileges
Transferring and
opening files on
the network
Getting Internet files
with a Web browser
or FTP client
Decoding and
decompressing files
from the Internet
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Mac and Windows file sharing
If you use a Mac and a Windows PC, you probably need to transfer files back and forth. For
small files, you can use floppy disks (if both computers have floppy disk drives) or other
removable disks. For large files or frequent file transfers, it may make sense to share files
over a network.
To use Mac file servers from a Windows PC, you need software that adds AppleTalk protocols to Windows. PC MacLAN for Windows lets a PC use shared Mac folders, disks, and
printers as if they were on a Windows network. Conversely, a PC can share selected folders
with Macs on the network. The Windows user simply clicks a folder with the right mouse
button, selects AppleTalk Sharing from the pop-up menu that appears, and enters the name
to use for the shared folder and who has permission to use it. Up to ten Macs can connect
to a PC's shared folders at the same time. PC MacLAN is from Miramar Systems (805-9662432, htt p : I l www. mi ram a r sy s . c om).
If Macs are in the minority on your network, you may need to install software that enables
your Mac to use Windows networking protocols. Dave, from Thursby Systems (817-4785070, http: I lw~M. t hu rs by. com), enables you to use shared folders from Windows PCs
and to share your folders and disks with PC users. You can connect to shared Windows folders using the Chooser by clicking the Dave Client icon instead of the AppleShare icon.
Alternatively, you can connect using Dave Access. Once you have connected to a shared
Windows folder, you can make an alias of it to simplify future connections. To share your
folders with Windows PCs, you use the Dave Sharing control panel. Your shared folders
show up on Windows PCs in their Network Neighborhood.
For a network between Macs and Windows PCs, Ethernet works great. Many Macs have
built-in Ethernet capability and need only a transceiver for a particular type of Ethernet
cable, with 10Base-T cable, the most popular by far. Some Macs even have a built-in
10Base-T port and don't require a transceiver. Macs without any kind of built-in Ethernet
need an Ethernet adapter, and a variety of adapters are available from many manufacturers.
Most PCs need an Ethernet network interface card (NIC). There are several options for connecting computers with Ethernet (as discussed in Chapter 20).

This section explains how to connect to s hared fo lders and disks and how to work
with them o n your computer. In Mac OS 9, you can connect to shared folders and
disks using the Chooser, the Network Browser, a Navigation Services dialog box, or
aliases. When you work with a s hared folder or d isk, the person who owns it may
restrict your access to its contents. Subject to these restrictions, you can transfer
items between your local d isks and the s hared folder or disk. You may also be able
to open documents and applications directly from the s hared folder or disk.
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Identifying yourself to a file server
Shared folders and dis ks are located on computers that are connected to the network.
Computers that share folders and disks are known as file servers. A file server can be
a computer whose principal job is sharing disks for the network at-large. In addition,
people can make their personal computers into part-time file servers by using Mac OS
file sharing (as described in Chapter 22). The same procedure is followed to connect
to s hared folders and disks on either kind of file server.
Before you can connect to shared folders and dis ks on a file server, you need to know
the name of the file serve r. If your network has zones, you also need to find out the
name of the zone in which the file server is located. This information is all you need to
know to connect to s hared folders and disks that allow guest access. Some shared
folders and disks may require that you to connect as a registered user to work with
their files. In this case, you must know your registered name and password on the file
server where the shared folders or disks are located. You may have a different
registered name and password on each file server. The owner of each file server
assigns you a registered name and password, and may allow you to change your
password.

Connecting with the Chooser
To make a connection to a shared folder or dis k, open the Chooser (under the
Apple menu). Look at the bottom-right corner of the Chooser and make sure that
AppleTalk is active (so that you can use your local network). Next, select the
AppleShare icon on the left side of the Chooser to display a list of file servers
on the right side of the Chooser. If you see a lis t of zones on the left side of the
Chooser, your network contains zones; you may need to select a different zone to
see the file server you want listed on the right s ide of the Chooser. (If you don't see
a list of zones in the Chooser, your network has only one zone.) From the list of file
servers, select the one that has the s hared folder or disk you want to use. Figure
21-1 s hows the Chooser with a file server selected in a network without zones.
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Figure 21-1: In the Chooser, you can
select the file server that has a shared
folder or disk that you want to use.
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File servers that use the TCP/ IP network protocol instead of AppleTalk are not listed
in the Chooser when you click the AppleShare icon. To connect to shared folders
and disks on one of these servers, click the Server IP Address button in the Chooser.
In the dialog box that appears, enter the file server's IP address (a four-part number
such as 198.162.2.100) or its URL (such as afp://server-name/ volume-name/ folderpath). You can get a server's IP address or URL from the server's owner.
afp:// is the URL protocol for the Apple File Protocol, which allows you to connect
over a TCP/IP network to an AppleShare or Apple File Services server. For more on
URLs, see Chapter 10.

Identifying yourself
When you have selected the file server that has the shared folder or disk that you
want to use, click the OK button in the Chooser. A dialog box appears, enabling you
to identify yourself as a registered user or guest of the file server. Figure 21-2 is an
example of this dialog box.
Figure 21-2: Identify yourself as a guest

or registered user of a file server.
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To connect as a registered user, select the Registered User option and enter your
registered name and password in the spaces provided. The owner of the file server
that you want to access must have assigned this name and password. If your own
computer is set up as a file server (using Mac OS file s haring) and you're connecting
to it from another computer, enter the owner name and password. When you enter
your password, you must type it exactly right, including uppercase and lowercase
letters (it's case sensitive). Then click OK.
If you're not a registered user and the Guest option isn't dimmed, you can connect

to shared folders and disks on a file server that allows guest access. If the Guest
option is dimmed, guests are not permitted to access any shared folders or disks
on the selected file server. Ask the owner of the file server to give you a registered
name and password.
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Before connecting to a file server, you may be able to change your password on it.
Click Change Password and a series of dialog boxes leads you through the process of
changing your password. If you get a message saying that your password couldn't be
changed, you probably don't have permission to change your password on the file
server you're about to connect to. Contact the owner of that file server to find out.

Keychain access
You have another option before you connect to the server. If you check the Add to
Keychain check box, both the username and password are s tored in your personal
keycha in, which enables you to access this particular server in the future without
entering a login name and password (as long as your keychain is unlocked). Check
the check box, and then click Connect.
After you've selected a network volume, if your keychain is locked, you'll see a
dialog box asking you to which keychain you want the item added to and what
your keychain password is. This unlocks the keychain and adds the password to
it. If the keychain isn't locked, your name and password are added directly to the
open keychain. Then, in both cases, you'll be connected to the server volume.

~
Note

Even though you choose a specific volume before you see any messages from the
keychain (if you do see a message) your username and password are stored for
the entire server. In the future, you can access any volume from that server using
your keychain.

The next time you go to access a server that has been saved on your keychain, you'll
see a different message. This message asks you if you want to enable the Chooser to
access your keychain. If you do, simply click Allow to access the server volume. You
can also select one of two options. If you choose Allow access without warning when
using keychain Keychain Name, then you won't see this message again as long as you
have the keychain named Keychain Name open (this will change for the active
keychain name). If you'd prefer that the Chooser be enabled to access whatever
keychain is open, select the option Allow "Chooser" to access items without
warning while running.
The third time you access a network volume, the volume will open immediately if
the keychain is unlocked. If the keychain is locked, you'll see the standard Keychain
dialog box. You can choose the keychain you want to unlock from the Unlock
• Keychain dialog box, then enter that keychain's password. After the keychain is
open, the network volume is accessed.

Selecting network volumes
After connecting you as a registered user or guest of a file server, the Chooser
displays a dialog box that displays the name of the file server and lists its s hared
folders and disks. Select the names of folders or disk that you want to access. If you
like, you can also click the check boxes next to items that you want to use each
time you s tart your computer. Once you've made your selections, click OK.
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To select more than one item name, Shift+click each name. You can scroll through
the list or type the first few letters of a s hared item's name to find it. If a listed item
is dimmed, either you're already using that folder or disk or the owner of that folder
or disk hasn't granted you access privileges to see it. Figure 21-3 is an example of
the Chooser's dialog box tha t lists a file server's shared items.

Click checkbox to log into this server every time your Mac starts up
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If you mark a check box and are a registered user, two options appear in the dialog box below the list of items. Select the option Save My Name Only if you want
the system to ask for your password before opening the shared folder or disk during startup. Use this option to prevent unauthorized people from accessing the
shared folder or disk from your computer by restarting it. If you select the option
Save My Name and Password in the Keychain, your computer automatically
accesses your keychain when it opens the checked items during startup.

An icon appears on your desktop for each shared folder or disk you connect to. The

icon for a shared folder looks the same as the icon for a shared disk. The Mac OS
considers all shared folders and s hared disks to be a kind of disk.

Connecting with the Network Browser
Instead of connecting to shared folders and disks us ing the Chooser, you can use t he
Network Browser (under the Apple menu). When you open the Network Browser, it
displays a list of network neighborhoods, which, by default, represent the different
networking protocols that you can access to reach file servers.

The Network Browser uses network neighborhoods to divide servers according to
the protocol they're using. If you have AppleTalk servers on your network, they
appear under the AppleTalk entry. If you have TCP/IP-based servers (for File Sharing
over TCP/IP or AppleShare IP servers using the TCP/IP protocol), then you either
see those in the Local Services neighborhood or in a neighborhood named for your
local domain name, such as "wahoo.com" or "mac-upgrade.com."
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If you have Web-sharing active on Macs connected to your network, you may also
see those Web servers active in the Local Services neighborhood listed in the
Network Browser. That the same computer can be both a file server and a Web
server explains why you sometimes see the same computer name twice. (Web
servers, however, have a slightly different icon than do file servers.) Likewise, if a
server has a registered domain name, that domain name may appear in the
Network Browser as a neighborhood, and the server's icon may appear in multiple
neighborhoods.

Note

To connect to a shared folder or disk on a file server, you must open the file server
in the Network Browser. Figure 21-4 is an example of the Network Browser.
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Figure 21-4: In the Network Browser, you can
connect to shared folders and disks from any file
server on your network.
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To open a file server in the Network Browser, do one of the following (you may be
asked to enter a password or access your keychain, described in the next two
sections, before you see the available shared folders and disks):

+ Double-click the file server's name or icon. A list of shared folders and disks
from the file server replaces the list of file servers in the Network Browser.

+ Click the disclosure triangle to the left of the file server's icon so that it points
down. The shared disks and folders from the file server are listed below it in
the Network Browser.

+ Select the file server (by clicking it once) and choose Open in Place or Open
in New Window from the File menu. The Open in Place command replaces the
list of file servers with a list of shared folders and disks from the file server
you open. The Open in New Window displays the list of shared folders and
disks in a new window, leaving the list of file servers displayed in a
background window.
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+ Choose a file server or a shared disk from the pop-up menu of the Favorites
button or the Recent button. These pop-up menus are described in more
detail later in this section.

+ For a file server that uses the TCP/IP network protocol, choose Connect to
Server from the pop-up menu of the Shortcuts button. In the dialog box that
appears, enter the file server's rP network address (a four-part number such
as 198.162.2.100) or its URL (such as afp://server-name/volume-name/
folder-path).

+ For a Web server listed in the Network Browser, double-click its icon. You'll
be switched to your default Web browser to access the server. If the server
requires a password, you'll be asked to enter your username and password.
If it doesn't require a password, the Web server's index page or directory will
display in the browser window.

+ For an FTP server listed in the Network Browser (or if you access it using the
Connect to Server option from the Shortcuts pop-up menu), you may be asked
to enter a name and password. You'll then see a directory listing for the FTP
server in the Network Browser window.

Identifying yourself
When you open a file server or shared disk in the Network Browser, a dialog box
appears asking you to identify yourself as a registered user or guest of the file
server. Figure 21-5 is an example of this dialog box.

~
Note

If you don't see this dialog box, your keychain may already have your username
and password stored for this server. See the next section for more on how the keychain works.
Figure 21-5: Identify yourself as a guest
Connect to the Ole: server •creottvc Senter" as:

or registered user of a file server.

;.,.") Gues1
~ Aegl5tered

User

Namo:

lrrl-cl-, - - - - - - - ,

Password:

~ D Add to Key.:haln

2-way E11crypted rauword
Change Password ...

To connect as a registered user, select the Registered User option, and enter your
registered name and password in the spaces provided. The owner of the file server
that you want to access must have assigned this name and password. If your own
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computer is set up as a file server (using Mac OS file sharing) and you're
connecting to it from another computer, enter the owner name and password.
When you enter your password, you must type it exactly right, including uppercase
and lowercase letters (it's case sensitive). Then click OK.
If you're not a registered user and the Guest option isn't dimmed, you can connect
to shared folders and disks on a file server that allows guest access. If the Guest

option is dimmed, guests are not permitted access to any shared folders or disks
on the file server. Ask the owner of the file server to give you a registered name and
password.
Before connecting to a file server, you may be able to change your password on it.
Click Change Password, and a series of dialog boxes leads you through the process
of changing your password. If you get a message saying your password couldn't be
changed, you probably don't have permission to change your password on the file
server you're about to connect to. Contact the owner of that file server to find out.

Keychain access
You have another option before you connect to the server. If you check the Add to
Keychain check box, both the username and password are stored in your personal
keychain, which enables you to access this particular server in the future without
entering a login name and password, as long as your keychain is unlocked. Check
the check box, and then click Connect.

,

Note

Alter you've selected a network volume, if your keychain is locked, you'll see a
dialog box asking you to which keychain you want the item added to and what
your keychain password is. This unlocks the keychain and adds the password to it.
If the keychain isn't locked, your name and password is added directly to the open
keychain. Then, in both cases, you are connected to the server volume.
Even though you choose a specific volume before you see any messages from the
keychain (if you do see a message) your username and password are stored for
the entire server. In the future, you can access any volume from that server using
your keychain.

The next time you go to access a server that has been saved on your keychain,
you'll see a different message. This message asks you if you want to enable the
Network Browser to access your keychain. If you do, simply click Allow to access
the server volume. You can also select one of two options. If you choose Allow
access without warning when using keychain Keychain Name, then you won't see
this message again as long as you have the keychain named Keychain Name open
(this will change for the active keychain name). If you'd prefer that the Network
Browser be enabled to access whatever keychain is open, select the option Allow
"Network Browser" to access items without warning while running.
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The third time you access a network volume, the volume will open immediately if the
keychain is unlocked. If the keychain isn't unlocked, you'll see the standard Keychain
dialog box. You can choose the keychain that you want to unlock from the Unlock
Keychain dialog box, and then enter that keychain's password. After the keychain is
open, the network volume is accessed.

Opening shared folders and disks
After connecting you as a registered user or guest of a file server, the Network
Browser displays a list of the shared folders and disks that the file server allows
you to see. In this list, the icon for a shared folder looks the same as the icon for a
shared disk because the Mac OS cons iders all shared folders and s hared disks to be
a kind of disk. You can open the s hared folders a nd disks using any of these
methods:

+ Double-click a shared folder or disk. Its icon appears on the desktop and
opens in the Finder.

+ Select a shared folder or disk and choose Open in New Window from the File
menu. An icon for the s hared folder or dis k appears on the desktop and opens
in the Finder.

+ Choose a shared folder or dis k from the pop-up menu of the Favorites button
or the Recent button. These pop-up menus are described in more detail under
the next four headings .
You can open only one folder or dis k at time with the Network Browser. In contrast,
the Chooser lets you select multiple shared items on the same file server and
connect to them all at once.

Using the Shortcuts button
The Network Browser's Shortcuts button (the pointing-finger icon) provides quick
access to the file servers on your AppleTalk network, as well as a means of connecting
to file servers on a TCP/IP network. Clicking this button displays a pop-up menu, as
shown in Figure 21-S.
Figure 21-6: The Shortcuts menu provides quick
access to file servers on your AppleTalk network
and lets you connect to a file server on a TCP/ IP
network.
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Choosing Network from the Shortcuts pop-up menu takes the Network Browser
back to a list of file servers (and zones, if your network has them).
Choosing Connect to Server from the Shortcuts pop-up menu enables you to connect
to a file server by entering an IP network address (such as 192. 168.1.254) or a URL
(such as afp://server-name/volume-name/folder-path). The file server must be one
that uses the TCP/ IP network protocol instead of the AppleTalk network protocol.
You can get a server's IP address or URL from the ser ver's owner.
You can enter an FTP URL (such as ft p: I I mi r ro r s . a pp 1 e. com/) to access the
FTP server from within the Network Browser. In Mac OS 9, the Network Browser is
actually a full-featured FTP client, capable of uploading and downloading files
from FTP servers. FTP is discussed in more detail later in this chapter in the section
"Obtaining Files from the Internet:'

New

feature

~

Using the Favorites button
The Network Browser's Favorites button (the bookmarked-folder icon) lists your
favorite shared folders , shared disks, file servers, and zones in a pop-up menu when
you click it. Figure 21-7 is an example of this pop-up menu.
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Figure 21-7: The Favorites menu lists your
favorite shared folders, disks, file servers,
and zones.
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When you choose an item from the Favorites pop-up menu, the Network Browser
displays it. If you're not already connected to a s hared folder or disk from the same
file server, the Network Browser asks you to identify yourself as a registered user or
guest (as described previously).
You can add items displayed in the Network Browser to the Favorites pop-up menu.
To add an item, select it and choose Add to Favorites from the Favorites pop-up
menu. Alternatively, you can drag the item to the Favorites button. In the Network
Browser, only your favorite shared folders, shared disks, and file servers appear in
the Favorites pop-up menu. Other kinds of favorites, such as regular folders and files
that are in shared folders and disks, appear in the Apple menu's Favorites menu and
in the Favorites pop-up menus that are found in many Open and Save dialog boxes.
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All your favorite items have aliases in the Favorites folder inside the System Folder.
This folder is normally listed in the Apple menu.
You can remove items from the Favorites pop-up menu using the Remove Favorites
command. This command displays a dialog box that lis ts all items in the Favorites
folder, including items that don't appear in the Network Browser's Favorites pop-up
menu. To delete a favorite, select it in the Remove Favorites dialog box and click
Remove. You can select multiple favorites to remove by Shift+clicking and
Command +clicking them.
To rename a favorite, change the name of its alias in the Favorites folder. You
can also add and remove favorites by adding and removing aliases in the
Favorites folder.

Using the Recent button
The Network Browser's Recent button (the clockface icon) lists your most recently
used shared folders and disks in a pop-up menu whe n you click it. Figure 21-8 is an
example of this pop-up menu.
Figure 21-8: The Recent menu lists your

0

most recently used shared folders and disks.
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When you choose an ite m from this menu, the Network Browser displays it. If
you're not already connected to a shared folder or disk from the same file server,
the Network Browser asks you to identify yourself as a registered user or guest
(as described previously).
The number of items listed in the Recent pop-up menu is controlled by options in
the Apple Menu Options control panel. To change the number of items, enter a
different number for the Servers option. If you enter zero for the Servers option or
turn off the Remember recently used items option, the Recent pop-up menu will be
inactive the next time you open the Network Browser.
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Some items listed in the Recent pop-up menu have aliases in the Recent Servers
folder inside the Apple Menu folder. Other items listed in the Recent pop-up menu
have aliases in the Recent folder that is in the Network Browser folder inside the
Preferences folder in the System Folder. You can edit the Recent pop-up menu by
renaming, adding, and removing items in these two folde rs. The Recent Servers
folder gets moved to the Trash if you turn off the Remember recently used items
option in the Apple Menu Options control panel.

Using the Back and Forward buttons
You can go back to see the last item you opened in the Network Browser window by
clicking the Back button (the left-arrow icon). After going back, you can go forward
by clicking the Forward button (the right-arrow icon).

Connecting with Navigation Services
You can connect to s hared folders and disks directly from the Navigation Services
dialog box that some applications use for opening and saving files. To have the
Navigation Services dialog box display a list of the file servers on your network,
press the Shortcuts button (with the pointing-hand icon) a nd choose Network from
its pop-up menu. If your network has multiple zones, they appear in the Navigation
Services dialog box as well. Figure 21-9 is an example list of file servers in a
Navigation Services dialog box.
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Figure 21-9: In a Navigation Services dialog

box, you can connect to shared folders or
disks from any file server on your network.
Once you see the list of file servers in a Navigation Services dialog box, follow the
same procedure as previously described for the Network Browser to connect to
a shared folder or disk. After connecting to a shared folder or disk, browse it in the
Navigation Services dialog box as if it were a local ha rd disk.
For more information, see Chapter 7.
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Connecting with aliases and network locations
You don't have to go through the Chooser or the Network Browser to use a shared
folder or disk again. Connect once as described previously and while the shared
item's icon is on your desktop, make an alias of it. You can also make an alias of a file
or folder contained in the shared folder or disk. If you open the alias of something
located on a file server, the Mac OS connects to the file server and opens the alias's
original item for you. You have to enter your password again unless you were
connected as a guest when you made the alias.
You can use the Network Browser to make an alias of any item you can see in it.
One method is to select the shared Item and choose Make Alias from the Network
Browser's File menu. An alert message advises you that the alias must be created
on the desktop; click OK to do this or Cancel to call it off. You can also make an
alias by dragging an item from the Network Browser to the desktop.
When you make an alias of a file server, the file that is created is not actually
an alias. It is a network location. Opening a network location (for example, by
double-clicking its icon) opens the Network Browser and displays a list of the
file server's shared folders and disks that you are allowed to see. (When you
make an alias of a shared folder, shared disk, folder, or fil e, you get an alias.)

Recognizing your access privileges
Connecting to a shared folder or disk doesn't necessarily give you unlimited
access to its contents. Access to the contents can be restricted on a folder-byfolder bas is. What you can do with a folder depends on the access privileges that
its owner granted you. You may be allowed to open a folder, or confined to putting
things into it, or forbidden from using it at ail. If you can open a folder, you may be
allowed to see only files, only folders, or both files and folders inside it. The Finder
indicates your access privileges to folders inside a shared folder or disk with
special folder icons and small icons in folder and disk windows. You can also
determine your privileges by displaying a folder's Info window.

Ascertaining privileges from folder icons
Often you can ascertain your privileges for a folder by looking at the folder's icon. A
folder icon with a belt around it indicates that you don't have any access privileges.
A belt-strapped folder icon with an accompanying down arrow is a drop box; you
can drop items into the folder but cannot open it or use anything inside it. A small
padlock appears on the icon of a folder that is locked. A locked folder can't be
renamed, moved to a different folder, or put in the Trash. Usually, however, you
can copy files to and from it. Figure 21-10 shows examples of the special
folder icons.
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You can't move or renam e this folder, but you can use it
You can't use this folder at all

Figure 21-10: Special folder
icons indicate access
privileges.
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Privileges in an Info window or sharing window
In addition to interpreting access privileges from icons, you can look at the Info
window of a shared folder or disk that you're using. For an item shared from another
computer, the Info window or sharing window tells where the item is, the name under
which you're connected, and your access privileges for that item. Table 21-1 shows
the access privileges that you need to perform common tasks with a shared folder or
disk. Figure 21-11 shows examples of the Info window and the sharing window.

Table21-l
Access Privileges for Common Tasks
To Do This with a Shared Folder or Disk:

You Need These Privileges:

Copy a file from it

Read Only or Read & Write

Copy a folder from it

Read Only or Read & Write

Create a file in it

Read & Write

Create a folder in it

Read & Write

Discard a file from it

Read & Write

Discard a folder from it

Read & Write

Drag something to it

Write Only or Read & Write

Open a file from it

Read Only or Read & Write

Save changes to a file in it

Read & Write

To view sharing information, select the shared fol der or disk and choose Sharing
from the Get Info submenu of the File menu. You can also choose this command
from the folder or disk's contextual menu. If an item's Info window is open but is
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not displaying its s haring information, choose Sharing from the Show pop-up menu
near the top of the Info window.
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Figure 21-11 : See access privileges using
the Get Info <:> Sharing command.
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Unless you're the owner of the item, you can only view the privileges. Only the
item's owner can change its privileges (as described in Chapter 22).

An owner's special privileges
If you connect to a file server as its owner, you can see and use everything on that file
server's disks. In other words, you have full access privileges to all items, whether or
not they have been designated for sharing. This feature is handy if you need copies of
files from your computer while you're not at your desk. If you leave file sharing turned
on (as described in Chapter 22), you can connect to your computer from another
computer on your network. Then you can copy your files to the computer you're using.
From there you can read, change, or print the files you copied. However, other people
can also access all your files if they learn your owner name and password. You can
reduce this risk at the expense of convenience, as discussed in Chapter 22.

Transferring network files
The mos t common use of shared folders and disks is to transfe r files or folders
between your computer and a shared folder or disk. For the most part, you
transfer files and folders to and from a shared folder or disk just as you would
copy files to and from a floppy dis k.

Opening network files
When you open a shared document, the Finder searches your local disks for the
application needed to open the document. If you don't have the necessary application,
the Finder opens the application across the network. Running applications over a
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network is usually slower than running an application on your computer. To give you
an estimate of network activity, the Mac OS displays a small double-arrow in the
upper-left corner of the menu bar while it is sending or receiving anything over
the network.

Disconnecting from shared folders and disks
In general, you remain connected to a shared folder or disk until you deliberately
disconnect from it. You disconnect from a shared fo lder or disk by removing its
icon from your desktop. You can drag the desktop icon to the Trash, or you can
select it and use the Finder's Put Away command.
Restarting or shutting down your computer also disconnects you from all sha red
folders and disks, although you may be reconnected to individual s hared folders
or disks automatically on startup if you selected this option in the Chooser (see
"Connecting with the Chooser" in the previous section). Putting a PowerBook to
s leep d isconnects all s hared folders and disks. Putting a desktop Mac to sleep
does not disconnect shared folders and disks.
There are a couple of ways that you can be disconnected involuntarily from a shared
disk. For one, the owner of a s hared folder or disk can summarily disconnect you. If
you are connected to a shared folder or disk on a remote computer or network, the
duration of your connection may be limited. When your time runs out, you are
automatically disconnected. You can usually reconnect if a timed connection
expires or a file server's owner disconnects you.
Of course, you will be disconnected without warning if the file serve r shuts down
or if some problem arises with the network equipment. In addition, you will be
disconnected from shared folders and disks on a PowerBook if that PowerBook
goes to sleep. In contrast, you generally will not be disconnected from shared
folders and disks on a desktop computer that goes to sleep.
Disconnecting a shared folder or disk may not disconnect your computer from its
file server. Your computer remains connected to a file server as long as any of its
shared folders or disks are on your desktop. While your computer is connected to a
file server, you don't have to enter your user name or password to connect to any
shared folders or disks that the owner has given you access privileges to see. In
other words, you can reconnect to a shared folder or disk without entering your
password if you are still connected to another of the file server's shared folders or
d isks. The file server's security can be breeched by this convenience if you're not
careful.
To keep file servers secure, disconnect from all s ha red folders and d isks before
leaving your computer unattended. If you leave shared folders and disks on your
desktop when you step away, anyone who can use your computer can connect to
other shared items that you have access privileges to see on the same file server.
Removing all shared folder and disk icons from your desktop means that you must
enter your name and password again to reconnect, but so must anyone else.
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Obtaining Files from the Internet
In addition to using files from shared fold ers and disks on your network, you can
obtain useful (and sometimes, absolutely frivolous) files on the Internet from other
computers all over the world. The process of copying files from the Internet to your
computer is called downloading. Similarly, if you send a file from your computer,
you are uploading the file .
On the Internet, files a re sent using a protocol (network language) called FTP (File
Transfer Protocol). A computer can make files available using this protocol by running
a type of program called an FTP server. This term also refers to the combination of the
server program and the computer that's running it. You may sometimes hear people
refer to an FTP site, which ls a collection of files on an FTP server that are avallable for
downloading. An FTP site has the same function on the Internet as a shared disk on
your network.
To receive or send files using this protocol, you use a program called an FTP client
on your computer. The FTP client connects your computer to an FTP server and
handles downloading and uploading (receiving and sending) the files. An FTP client
has the same function on the Internet as the Chooser or Network Browser and
Finder on a local network.
There are FTP clients built into Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. There's also
a basic FTP client built into the Network Browser. In addition, there are independent
FTP client programs, such as the low-cost shareware Fetch and Anarchie Pro (more
about these later). They are available from FTP sites on the Internet.

Getting ready to download
Before downloading any files, you should specify where to put them. The best place
to do this is the Internet control panel, as follows:
1. If necessary, click the Edit Sets disclosure triangle to expand the control panel

and see its individual preference settings.
2. From the Edit Set pop-up menu, choose the set of preferences that you
want to edit.
3. Next, click the Web tab to see Web and FTP options.
4. In the area labeled Download, click the Select button. This brings up a
Navigation Services dialog box, in which you select the folder that you want
to use for downloaded files. Figure 21-12 shows the Web and FTP preferences
in the Internet control panel.
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Figure 21-12: Set the folder for downloaded files
with the Internet control panel.

If you don't use the Internet control panel, you should set the destination folder in
your Web browser or FTP client. Most modern FTP clients use the Internet control
panel's settings, so only use the application's download preference (in the
application's Options or Preferences menu) as a last resort.

Downloading files
Here's how most FTP file transfers work: While browsing a Web page, you come
across a description of a file that interests you, with a link to download the file.
You click the link, and the browser opens a file-transfer progress window and
downloads the file to your hard disk. Pretty easy, right? That's because browsers
understand how to handle URLs that begin with ftp: // -they route them to their
built-in FTP client programs. Figure 21-13 shows how this works in Internet Explorer.

Downloading with FTP client programs
Sometimes you want to download a file from an FTP s ite but you don't want or
need to fire up a Web browser. Or perhaps you want to upload a file, which most
Web browsers can't do. Instead, you can use one of the independent FTP client
programs that are available for the Mac OS. Of these, the two most popular are
Anarchie Pro and Fetch. Both are shareware, but ask your Internet service provider
if they have a license to distribute Fetch free.
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Figure 21 -13: Using Internet Explorer to download a file. Note the Download

Manager window that displays downloading progress.
For information on obtaining shareware, see Chapter 26.

Anarchie Pro
Anarchie Pro is a terrific FTP program written by Peter N. Lewis. Anarchie Pro lets
you work with files on FTP servers in much the same way that you work with files
in Finder. Some other FTP programs make you deal with files in directory d ialog
boxes (similar to the Open and Save dialog boxes).
With Anarchie Pro, if you want to download a fil e from an FTP server, you go
to that server (usually in the Bookmarks window) and double-click a folder icon
that represents one of the file directories on the FTP server. You can also open an
individual server by c hoosing Get via FTP from the File menu and entering the FTP
server address, your username, and your password.) A window opens with the
contents of the directory (as it might if you had a Finder window open to a list
view). To download a file or group of files from the open directory, select them
and drag them to your Mac OS desktop. Uploading is as simple as dragging files
from your desktop to a directory window. Anarchie Pro also keeps a handy set
of bookmarks with pointers to useful FTP sites of interest to Mac OS users. Figure
21-1 4 s hows the Mac OS desktop with an FTP server's Internet folder open to
display the Anarchie Pro files.
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Figure 21-14: Anarchie Pro makes browsing and downloading files from FTP
servers easy.
Anarchie Pro also has the distinction of being one of the first Internet applications
to support Mac OS 9's new Keychain feature, e nabling you to store passwords for
FTP sites using keychains. To add a particular Web s ite to your keychain, use the
File ¢ Get Via FTP command to open a new connection. In the Get Via FTP window,
enter the FTP server, path (if appropriate), your username, a nd your password.
Make sure the Add to Keychain check box is selected, and then click List. The site
is added to your keychain. Now, you can choose File c:> Save Bookmark to save this
location in your Anarchie Bookmarks list. In the futu re, you can simply double-click
the bookmark to o pen the FTP site without entering your username and password
again (assuming that your Keychain is unlocked).
Tip

Anarchie Pro version 3.5 or higher is required for keychain access. It also includes
a command on the Edit menu that enables you to quickly lock and unlock your
keychain from within the program.

Fetch
Fetch was developed by Dartmouth University and was one of the earliest FTP
programs available for the Mac OS. Working with files in Fetch 3.0.3 isn't quite li ke
working with files in the Finder. After connecting to a server, you can double-click a
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folder to see its contents, but the folder's contents don't appear in a new window.
Instead, the folder opens in the same window. So, you can only see one folder at a
time. To see a previous folder, choose it from a pop-up menu at the top of the Fetch
window. You download files by dragging them to your desktop and upload files by
dragging from your desktop to the Fetch window. Fetch a lso lets you keep a list of
shortcuts for fast access to favorite FTP sites.

FTP, the Keychain, and Network Browser
Chapter 10 discussed adding secure Web sites to your keychain, making it easy to
access sites that require a username and password. The same is possible with FTP
sites, especially if you have a keycha in-enabled application like Anarchie 3.5 Pro.
But even if you don't have such an application, it's still possible to store usernames
and passwords for FTP sites in the keychain. First, create an Internet Location File,
which you s hould be able to do by dragging a URL from your FTP application to the
desktop. If not, look for an option in the File menu of your FTP program that
enables you to save an Internet Location File.
Next, drag the Internet Location File to the keychain. Enter a username and
password. After they're entered, the location is now stored on the keychain. You
can visit the FTP site in a keychain-enabled application and the username and
password are automatically sent.

,

Note

You can also, if you like, browse FTP sites using the Network Browser. To do this,
double-click the site in the keychain. In the Get Info box for this keychain item, click
Go There. The FTP site is logged in to and opened in your Network Browser. You
can double-click folde rs to dig into them, or double-click a file to download it to
your Mac. You can also drag-and-drop icons from the Network Browser to the
desktop.
As noted elsewhere in this chapter, you can also access FTP sites directly in the

Network Browser. Use the Connect to Server command in the Shortcuts pop-up
menu, then enter an FTP URL A dialog box that enables you to enter a username
and password (or that lets you select Anonymous) displays. Click Connect to connect to the server, whose directories will appear in the Network Browser window.

Decoding and decompressing files
Files that you download from the Internet must be converted to a form that your
Mac can use. The reason that this is necessary has to do partly with the Internet
and partly with the Mac OS. First, most Internet protocols know how to deal with
plain text files fairly simply- e-mail documents, Web pages, and other types of
Internet transmissions all send plain text from server to client. But pictures,
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formatted text, sounds, application programs, and most other kinds of Mac files
aren't plain-text files ; they're a kind of file called a binary file. In some cases, binary
files must be converted to text files to be sent over the Internet. In other cases, you
need to convert a file to a special format in order to retain the special data and
resource forks of a Macintosh file.

~
Note

This binary vs. text discussion is something of an oversimplification, but a common
one. ASCII text files are files that store codes for individual characters, allowing the
file to be read by nearly any text editor on any computer platform. (SimpleText and
the freeware application BBEdit Lite create ASCII text files.) Binary files contain
binary data that is not human-readable in an editor; instead, the file contains data
that describe a formatted document, an image, or a program. To store a
Macintosh-specific binary file on distant FTP servers (which may be using an OS
different than the Mac OS) it's best to encode the file for FTP transmission. Usually,
you encode it as a MacBinary or BinHex file, as described in this section. Both of
these file formats maintain the special data and resource forks that make a Mac
binary file unique.

There are several standards for encoding binary files. The two most commonly
used for Mac files are called BinHex and MacBinary. In general, MacBinary produces
smaller encoded files, which take less time to download. However, BinHex-encoded
files download somewhat more reliably than MacBinary-encoded files.
Besides being encoded, files that you download from the Internet are usually
compressed. This is a scheme in which a binary file is run through a compression
program before it is e ncoded with BinHex or MacBinary. The resulting compressed
binary file is considerably smaller in size than the uncompressed file and, as a
result, it takes less time to upload and download. And you can use a compression
program to create a n archive, which is a single compressed file that contains one or
more files or folders of files . This makes multiple files easier to transmit over the
Internet and store on server computers.
There are many methods for compressing files. With Mac files, the most common
compression method is the one used by the Stufflt family of programs from Aladdin
Systems (408-761-6200, http: I / www . a1addi nsys . com). Stuffed files are compressed
with this method. With Windows and DOS files, the most common compression
method is called ZIP, after the PKZip DOS program that originated it. Zipped files
are compressed with this method.
You can usually tell what type of file you're downloading by looking at the series of
letters after the period at the end of the file's name. This part of the name is called
the extension. Table 21-2 deciphers the extensions of encoded and compressed files
that you're likely to encounter while cruis ing the Internet.
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Table 21-2
File Name Extensions for Encoded and Compressed Files
File Nome Extension

What It Means

.bin

Encoded in MacBinary format (also known as BinHexS)

.gz

Compressed with Unix GNU Zip program

.hqx

Encoded in BinHex4 format

.img

Encoded as a disk image

.sea

Self-Extracting Archive- compressed with Stufflt or another
program, but no separate decompression utility is needed

.sit

Compressed with Stufflt

.smi

Encoded as a self-mounting disk image

.tar

Multiple files combined into one with the Unix tar program

.uu or .uue

Encoded in UUencode format

.z or .Z

Compressed with Unix compress program

.zip

Compressed with the DOS or Windows PKZip or WinZip
program

Using file converter software
When you receive a file that has been encoded and possibly compressed as
well, software on your computer must decode and decompress the file before you
can use it. First, the software decodes the BinHex or MacBinary file and saves a
decoded version of the file. Then the software decompresses this file and saves yet
another file. The last file is the one you can actually use. You end up with two or
three files: the encoded version (typically with an extension of .hqx or .bin) , the
compressed version (usually with the extension .sit or .sea), and the binary file.
You'll probably want to throw away the encoded and compressed versions after
you have the decoded binary file.
The application programs that handle decoding and decompressing are sometimes
called helper applications because they work in conjunction with FTP clients, Web
browsers, and other Internet programs that receive and send files on the Internet.
The Web browser or FTP client inspects a downloaded file's extension and tells the
appropriate helper application to decode or decompress a file. The helper opens
(usually into the background), does its job, and quits. Often, you won't even be
aware that the process has taken place.
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Stufflt Expander
A pair of helper applications that come with Mac OS 9 will handle virtually all of your
decoding and decompressing needs. The first member of this matched pair is called
Stufflt Expander, and it's free from Aladdin Systems. Stufflt Expander can decode and
decompress most Mac files you find on the Internet. It can decode BinHex (.hqx, .hex,
or .hex) or MacBinary (.bin) files, and it can decompress Stufflt (.sit), Compact Pro
(.cpt), and ZIP (.zip) files. Stufflt Expander is incredibly easy to use; if your Internet
applications don't open it automatically as needed, you can simply drag-and-drop
files on the Stufflt Expander icon. You can also set Stufflt Expander preferences to
automatically decode and decompress all Iiles that show up in a particular folder that
you choose.
Stufflt Expander can handle many more encoding and compression methods if you
install the $30 shareware package called DropStuff with Expander Enhancer, also
from Aladdin Systems. The Expander Enhancer part of this package enables Stufflt
Expander to expand files compressed with virtually every compression format
found on Mac OS, Unix, Windows, and DOS computers. These include ARC (.arc),
gzip (.gz), Unix Compress (.Z), UUencode (.uu), and Stufflt SpaceSaver files. It will
also join files that were segmented with another Stufflt product. With DropStuff with
Expander Enhancer installed, Stufflt Expander is also accelerated on PowerPC
computers.
The DropStuff part of the shareware package enables you to compress and encode
files that you want to send on the Internet. You can have your Internet applications
open it automatically, and you can compress and encode files by dragging them to
the DropStuff icon.
The really great thing about the Stufflt Expander package is that it operates
transparently. Whe n you click an FTP link in your Web browser, the browser
downloads the file from the FTP server and then hands off the file to Stufflt
Expander, which decodes the file (converting it back into a binary file),
decompresses the file further if necessary, and automatically quits. Stufflt
Expander can also handle batches of files to be decoded and decompressed
at the same time, and (if you prefer) it's smart enough to automatically delete
the BinHex-e ncoded files after it finishes decoding them.

Ziplt
If you need to compress files that you want to send to a Windows PC on the
Internet, there are two choices. If you want to compress files using the ZIP method,

which is the standard method on PCs, you can run the Zipit program on your Mac.
This program can also decompress ZIP files on your Mac. Ziplt is $15 shareware.
(fhere are others available as well, including PKZip Mac, MacZip, and UnZip for
Mac, all available from popular download servers such as ht t p : I / w1v1oJ . downl oad .
com/ on the Web. See Chapter 26 for more on finding shareware.)
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Instead of us ing the ZIP format, you can compress using the Stufflt format that's
commonly used on Macs. You can compress files in this format with the DropStuff
program that's part of the DropStuff with Expander Enhancer shareware just
described. PC users who want to expand your compressed files will need the
free Aladdin Expander for Windows program from Aladdin Systems.

Summary
This chapter showed you how to connect to and work with shared folders
and disks from file servers on your local network. The file servers can be
computers that specialize in sharing folders and disks, or they can be personal
computers us ing Mac OS file sharing. The basic means of connecting to shared
folders and disks is the Chooser. You can also connect using the Network Browser
and Navigation Services dialog boxes. You can add your network connections to
your keychain, freeing you from remembering your usernames and passwords for
servers. And, you can streamline subsequent connections to a shared folder or
disk by opening an alias of it or of any item in it.
This chapter also explained that the owner of a shared folder or disk can restrict
your access to it. To determine your access privileges to a folder, you can look at
its icon, open it, and look for s mall icons in the header of its window, or inspect the
Sharing section of its Info window. This chapter also discussed transferring and
opening files on the network. In addition, you learned how to disconnect from
shared folders and disks.
Besides sharing folders and disks on your local network, you can download and
upload files on the Internet. This chapter told you about downloading with a Web
browser or an ITP client. After the files are downloaded, they will probably need to
be decoded and decompressed so that you can use them.

.. .. ..

Share Your Files

J

ust as you can share books with people who live and work
near you, the Mac OS enables you to share disks, folders,
and the files in them with people whose computers are on the
same network as your computer. You control who can connect
to your s hared folders and dis ks, and you determine what
other people can do with the contents of your shared folders
and disks.

This chapter explains how to share some of your folders o r
disks with other people on your network. First, you plan for
file sharing and identify your computer on the network. Next,
you start the Mac OS file-sharing feature on your computer
and designate which disks or folders contain files that you
want to share. Then you can identify who you want to let
access your shared items. For each of your shared folders you
can restrict the type of access some people have. At any time
you can monitor file-sharing activity to see who is connected
to your computer a nd how much of its processing power is
consumed by file sharing.
Other people connect to and work with your shared folders
and disks using the same procedures that you use with theirs.
Chapter 21 describes how to gain access to other peoples'
shared files on your local network, a remote computer, a
remote network connect, or the Inte rnet. If your computer
is not already on a network, Chapter 20 explains how to
hook it up to one.

Planning for File Sharing
The personal file-sharing capabilities of the Mac OS make
sharing items across a network surprisingly easy, but not
without some cost. This section discusses the capabilities
and limitations of Mac OS file s haring so that you can decide
in advance whether it meets your needs. The alte rnative to
file sharing is a dedicated, centralized file server.

.. .. .. ..
In This Chapter
Determining the
approach to toke
to file shoring
Identifying your
computer and its
owner by nome
and password
Turning file sharing
on and off
Designating folders
and disks to shore
Identifying network
users who can access
your shored items
Controlling access
to shored items with
access privileges
Controlling
security risks
Monitoring file
sharing activities
on your computer

.. .. .. ..
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Distributed or centralized file sharing
Your network can implement file sharing in a distributed or centralized fashion.
With distributed file sharing, which is also known as peer-to-peer file sharing, each
computer makes files, folders, and disks available to other computers on the network. While your computer shares your files with other computers, you are free to
use your computer for other tasks. Reduced performance of your computer while
other computers are accessing it is the price you pay for making files from your
computer available for people using other computers to share. In addition, the Mac
OS file s haring limits the number of people that can share the same folder or disk
at the same time, which makes file sharing unsuitable for serving files to large
numbers of computers on a network.
By contrast, a network with centralized file sharing dedicates one computer (or more)
to providing file-sharing services. That computer runs file server software, such as
Apple's AppleShare IP software or Mac OS X Server, which enables the computer to
serve files to a large number of other computers. Other computers on the network get
shared files from the dedicated file server (or file servers) rather than from each other.
Usually, a computer that acts as a dedicated file server needs to be fast and to have
one or more large hard disks. The Mac OS does not include file server software; you
must purchase it separately.
Although the Mac OS file-sharing capabilities are designed for distributed file
sharing, you can use file sharing on a dedicated computer to create a file server
for a small network. Folders or entire hard disks on that file-server computer can
be made available to other computers on the network as described in the remainder of this chapter.
The problem with such a file server is its performance. The Mac OS assumes
somebody is using the dedicated computer for more than sharing files and reserves
about 50 percent of the dedicated computer's processing power for nonfile-sharing
tasks. Apple's AppleShare IP 6.2 provides even faster file service, and other services
to boot, but it costs $999. Apple's Mac OS X Server costs $499 for unlimited Apple
File Services serving.

Limitations on file sharing
With personal file sharing you can designate up to ten disks or folders whose
contents you want to share (as described later in this chapter) . Only the disks
and folders you designate count toward the limit of ten shared items; folders
inside the designated disks and folders don't count toward the limit.
Up to ten other computers can be connected to your shared folders and disks at
one time, but only five can access files simultaneously. This limit applies only to
file sharing, not necessarily to other network activity such as using a multiuser
database file located on your computer.
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You can identify regis tered users and groups of users and specify which of them
can connect to your shared fold ers and disks. In addition, you can restrict who can
access each folder and what kind of access is allowed: reading, writing, both, or
neither. You'll find more on identifying who can access your s hared items and on
controlling access to your shared items later in this chapter.
If you need to exceed the limitations described here, your network needs a
dedicated file server such as AppleShare IP 6.2 or Mac OS X Server.

AppleShare IP and Mac OS X Server
A network with more than ten people actively sharing files needs a dedicated file server
administered by software such as Apple's AppleShare IP 6.2 software. The AppleShare IP
software extends network file-sharing and background-printing services beyond what the
Mac OS provides. Installing AppleShare IP turns a computer into an efficient centralized file
server capable of sharing the files and folders on its hard disk (or disks) among up to 500
simultaneous users (10,000 registered users) of Mac OS, Windows 95/98, and Windows NT
computers. In addition to being a Mac OS file and printer server, AppleShare IP provides
Internet services such as e-mail, Web, and FTP.
Apple also has another solution for centralized serving-Mac OS X Server. This server package, built on the UNIX-like and Mach (a UNIX variant) underpinnings of Mac OS X, offers
Apple File Services support as well as sharing of many Ethernet-capable PostScript printers.
Designed as a full-service Web and Internet server, as well as an Apple File Services server,
Mac OS XServer offers impressive performance and capabilities. One of those capabilitiesNetBoot- actually allows some newer Mac OS machines to boot from the remote server,
making it possible for a room full of iMacs, for instance, to all receive their System Folders
and applications from a centralized server.
Centralized disk storage reduces the amount of local disk storage required by each networked computer while providing a way for people who work together to share information. People can store files on the server's disks where other people can open or copy them.
Many people can access the server's disks and folders simultaneously, and new files
become available to everyone instantly. Unlike the file sharing provided by the Mac OS, no
one uses the server's computer to do personal work because it is dedicated to providing
network services. Conversely, your computer is not burdened when someone else on the
network accesses one of your shared items on the AppleShare server's disks.
A centralized file server is set up and maintained by a trained person called a network
administrator. Both AppleShare IP and Mac OS X include organizational, administrative, and
security features to manage file access on the network. The network administrator does not
control access to folders and files on the server's disks; that is the responsibility of each person who puts items on the disks.
Continued
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(continued)

AppleShare IP's file server is compatible with the Mac OS file sharing. You use the methods
described in this chapter to make your files available for sharing, whether those files are on
your computer's hard disk or the file server's hard disks. Files on the file server's hard disks
are accessed using the methods described in Chapter 21.
The AppleS hare IP print server supports up to 30 AppleTalk PostScript printers, 10 queues,
and 32 simultaneous print sessions, so users don't have to wait for print jobs to finish or
have their computers bogged down by background printing. It can balance the total printing load among all available printers, so that faster printers do more of the work. The printer
server is available to Mac OS and Windows computers on the network.
AppleShare IP 6.0 software runs on a Mac computer with a PowerPC G3, 604e, 604, or 601
processor; it also runs on a Power Mac 6500 (which has a PowerPC 603e processor).
AppleShare IP 6.0 requires 48MB of RAM {64MB with virtual memory turned off). Mac OS
X Server requires a G3 processor and 64MB of RAM (with 128MB or more recommended in
certain situations).

Guidelines for file sharing
These guidelines and tips for sharing folders and disks help optimize file sharing
and help prevent problems:

+ Share from the highest level of your dis k and folder structure. For example,
a disk can't be s hared if it contains an already-shared folder (no matter how
deeply nested in the unshared disk). If you attempt to share a disk or folder
that contains an already-shared folder, you get a message that the disk or
folder cannot be shared because it contains a shared folder. To work around
this situation, identify the s hared items (as explained in uMonitoring File
Sharing Activity" later in this chapter), unshare it, and then share the
enclosing disk o r folder.

+ Share as few folders as possible. The more shared folders that are being
accessed, the greater the memory and processing demands on your
computer. Sharing too many folders can slow your system to a crawl.

+ Check any applicable licensing agreements before sharing folders that contain
programs, artwork, or sounds. Often, licensing agreements or copyright laws
restrict use of these items to a single computer.

+ Select a single computer and dedicate it to the task of acting as a file server
for the shared information. This method is often the most efficient way to
share numerous files or to share folders with several users simultaneously.
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Identifying Your Computer
Before you can begin sharing files, you must give your computer a network identity.
Identifying your computer involves e ntering the name of its owner, a password to
prevent other people from connecting to your computer as its owner, and a name
for your computer. With Mac OS 9, those items are specified through the Mac OS
Setup Assistant program. The Assistant comes up a utomatically the first time you
restart the computer after installing OS 9. You can run it again at any time; it's
located in the Assistants folder on the startup disk.
You can also specify your computer's network identity with the File Sharing control
panel (Figure 22-1), on the Start/Stop tab.
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Figure 22-1 : Specify a Mac's network identity in
the File Sharing control panel.

The Owner Password can be up to eight characters long. A password is case
sensitive, meaning that if you create a password that includes uppercase and
lowercase letters, you must always type that password with the same uppercase
and lowercase letters to gain access. Select a password that is easy for you to
remember but difficult for others to guess. Mix letters with numbers; try replacing
the letters I a nd 0 with the numbers 1 and 0 (for example, "brownie" becomes
"brOwnie"). You must know the Owner Password to access your own computer
from another computer on the network as the owner. For privacy, the system
displays bulle ts in place of the actual password characters in the File Sharing
control panel.
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The computer name that you enter should be one that other people will easily
recognize when they see it in the Chooser among the Jist of AppleShare file servers.
The name must be unique on your network. If you enter a name that another
computer is already using, the system displays an alert telling you to use a
different name.

Turning File Sharing Off and On
After your computer's network identity is set in the File Sharing or Sharing Setup
control panel, you can use the same control panel to turn file sharing on and off at
any time. You must turn on file sharing when you want to make your shared folders
and disks available to people using other computers on the network. You do not
need to turn on file sharing to connect to shared folders and disks from file servers
on the network.
Turning on file sharing increases the Mac OS memory size by 200K to 300K. File
sharing also slows your computer-noticeably, if you have an older Power Macintosh that you've upgraded to Mac OS 9. And, your computer is theoretically more
vulnerable to invasion while file sharing is on, although you can institute effective
security measures (lock the door, so to speak) as described in "Controlling Access to
Your Shared Items" later in this chapter. All in all, it's a good idea to leave file sharing
turned off unless other people need to access your shared files over the network.
When you turn off file sharing, other computers on the network cannot connect to
your shared folders or disks. Turning off file sharing does not change which fo lders
and disks are designated for sharing (as described in the next section) or the access
privileges set for your shared items (as described in the subsequent section,
"Controlling Access to Your Shared Items"). With file sharing turned off, other
computers simply can't connect to your computer for file sharing. They may still
be able to connect to your computer if it provides other network services, such
as access to a multiuser database file.

Turning on file sharing
To turn on file sharing, click Start in the File Sharing section of the File Sharing
control panel or the Sharing Setup control panel, whichever your computer has.
The Start button's label changes to Cancel, and the status message next to the
button describes what is happening while file sharing is starting up. It may take
from several seconds to several minutes for file sharing to start up, depending on
the number of disk volumes and shared items on your computer. You can close the
control panel anytime after clicking Start, but you won't know precisely when file
sharing is enabled if you do. Your computer is ready to share its files when the
button's label changes to Stop and the File Sharing control panel reports "File
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Sharing on" or the Sharing Setup control panel's status message reads "File s haring
is now on." Figure 22-2 sh ows how the File Sharing control panel looks when file
sharing is turned on.
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Figure 22-2: File sharing is turned on in the
File Sharing control panel.
There are other ways to turn on file sharing. You can use th e Control Strip if it's
insta lled on your computer. Or you can speak the command "Start file sharing" if
Speakable Items speech recognition is installed and active on your compute r.
Figure 22-3 s hows the File Sharing control strip module in Mac OS 9.
For more information on the Control Strip, see Chapter 12. For more information
on speech recognition, see Chapter 23.

Figure 22-3: Tu rn on file sharing in the File Sharing
control strip module.
If you shut down or restart your computer after turning on file sharing, the Mac OS
automatically s tarts file sharing the next time the computer starts up.
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File Sharing over IP
To turn on File Sharing over IP (allowing File Sharing clients to share files over t he
Interne t o r over another IP-based network) you need to take another step. In t he
File Sharing control panel, select the check box next to Enable File Sharing clients
to connect over TCP/ IP (see Figure 22-4). Now, when you click Start, File Sharing is
started for IP-based clients as well as regular AppleTalk-based clients.
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Figure 22-4: Turn on fi le sharing over IP networks

(including the Internet) if you want remote
computers to be capable of signing in.
Caution

Turning on File Sharing over IP creates another level of security problems on your
Mac. Not only can re mote clients log in to your Mac, but now they can do so over
the Internet (if your Mac is connected to the Internet). That could mean trouble,
especially if you don't take close stock of your security precautions. See
"Controlling Access to Your Shared Items" later in this chapter. And before turning
on the IP sharing option, think carefully about whether you really need to turn on
File Sharing over IP networks. If you don't, leave the option turned off, even if you
are using File Sharing over your local network.

Turning off File Sharing
To turn off file sharing, click Stop in the File Sharing section of the File Sharing
control panel or the Sharing Setup control panel. A dialog box appears asking you
to specify the number of minutes' warning to be given to anyone who is sharing
items from your computer. (Allow enough time for people sharing items from your
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computer to close any shared items .) Every computer that's connected to yours
displays a message indicating that access to your computer is going to be disconnected at the end of the time you specified. (The same events happen when you
shut down or restart your computer with file sharing on.) Figure 22-5 shows the
dialog box in which you specify how much time remains until file sharing stops;
Figure 22-6 shows the message box that appears on other computers that are
connected to your computer for file sharing.
Figure 22-5: Determine how long before
How many minute< until file sharing I• turned om

~

File Sharing shuts down.

Figure 22-6: What users see when
'Webm n<terMacvla AppleTatk"

a shut down is imminent

The nte server I• cto• lng down In Smlnute(s)I7:20PM
on 10/S/ 99).

If you've designated a time frame for shut down, you can cancel the shut down
and leave the server running, if desired. To do that, click Cancel in the File Sharing

window (on the Start/Stop tab) or select Cancel File Sharing Shutdown from the
File Sharing item on the control strip.

Designating Your Shared Items
After identifying your computer and turning on file sharing, you can designate the
folders and disks that contain files that you want to share. You can share up to ten
folders and disks (including COs and removable hard dis ks) at a time. To share just
one file, you must drag it into a folder and share the folder. You can't share volumes
under 2MB in size, which includes floppy disks.
When you share a folder or disk, every item it contains is shared, including
enclosed folders. You can't share a document by itself (outside a folder) . After
you share a folder or disk, you can drag items to the shared folder or disk to
share them as well.
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Aliases in shared folders or disks are shared, but their original items are shared
only if they are in shared folders or disks. U network users try to use a shared alias
whose original item is not in a shared folder or disk, the Mac OS tells them the
original item can't be found .

Making an item shared
You make a folder or disk a shared item and see its sharing information by using the
Sharing command. The Sharing command is in the Get Info submenu, which is in
the File menu, and in the contextual menu of folders and disks that can be shared.
Figure 22-7 shows a shared folder's sharing information.
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Figure 22-7: The Sharing command
displays sharing information for the
selected folder or disk.
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·To share one of your folders or disks, select it and use the Sharing command. This
displays the item's s haring information in its Info window. In this window, turn on
the option Share this item and its contents. The other sharing options in this
window establish which users can access the shared item and what privileges
they have (as explained in "Controlling Access to Your Shared Items" later in this
chapter) . A folder's initial settings enable only the item's owner to access the folder;
the owner can add items, delete items, and save changes to files in the folder.
The settings made in an item's sharing information persist until the Sharing
command is used again to change them. Shutting down or restarting your
computer does not affect sharing settings; neither does turning off file sharing.
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Network Trash
If someone drags a file or folder from your computer to the Trash on his or her desktop, the
Finder creates an invisible folder on your computer with the name Network Trash Folder. As
long as the user doesn't empty the Trash, the items thrown away appear inside the Network
Trash Folder in folders labeled Trash Can #1, Trash Can #2, and so on - one for each computer with something of yours in its Trash. To restore an item that someone else has
trashed, use a utility program such as ResEdit (described in Chapter 26) to make the
Network Trash Folder visible. Then find the item that you want to rescue and drag it out of
the Trash Can folder it's in. You can set access privileges to prevent others from trashing
your shared items (as described in "Controlling Access to Your Shared Items" later in
this chapter).

Recognizing your shared items by their icons
The icon of a s hared folder on your computer appears with ne twork cables, which
indicate its s hared s ta tus. When someone is using your shared folder, the folder
icon has faces on it. Unlike folder icons, disk icons don't change when you share
them. Figure 22-8 shows how s hared folders look.
Figure 22-8: Shared folders have
distinctive icons.

You can't rename a folder or disk that you have shared nor can you drag it to the
Trash. Also, you can't e ject and put away a removable disk or CD that contains
shared folders. To do a ny of these things, you first mus t turn off file sharing or
turn off the option Share this item and its contents in the item's Info window.

Identifying Who Can Access
Your Shared Items
You could let everyone access your shared folders and disks, or you could let no
one but yourself (the owner) access your shared items. But you don't have to take
an ali-or-nothing approach. This section explains how to use the Users & Groups
tab in the File Sharing control panel to identify individuals and groups of people
who you want to grant or deny access to your shared items. The next section,
"Controlling Access to Your Shared Items," tells you how to specify which of those
people or groups has privileged access to a shared folder or disk and its contents.
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Users & Groups
The Users & Groups tab of the File Sharing control panel displays named icons for
people and groups who can access your shared items. There's always an icon for
the computer's owner. The owner icon is marked with a clipboard. There's also
always an icon for guests-that is, any unidentified person using a computer on
your network. The guest icon is marked with a suitcase. You create additional icons
for registe red network users to whom you want to grant greater access privileges
than guests have. You can also create groups of registered users. You can create
any number of registered users and groups In Users & Groups. Figure 22-9 is an
example of Users & Groups.
As you read this section you'll note options that you can set to allow users to link
to programs on your computer. This is a technology in the Mac OS called Program
Linking that enables one computer to share a program on another computer using
Apple Events. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 24.
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Figure 22-9: Users & Groups determines who
can connect to your shared folders and disks.

Sorting users and groups
When working in Users & Groups, it can be helpful to sort the Users & Groups list
by kind so that all groups are listed together alphabetically and all network users
are listed together alphabetically. Click the column heading to sort the lis t by that
heading. You can also use the sort direction button (the up- or down-pointing lines)
to change the sort direction.
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Selecting multiple users or groups
You can perform some operations in Users & Groups on more than one user or
group at the same time. Hold down 3C and click to select multiple icons one by one,
or Shift+click to select a range of icons.

The owner
The owner icon controls your ability to access your computer when you connect as
its owner from another computer. The owner can have the unique ability to access
all disks whether they're designated for sharing or not. The owner icon bears the
name of the computer's owner and looks different from other icons in Users &
Groups-it looks like a face with a clipboard.
The owner's access privileges are changed in the owner's window, which you
display by doubl ~clicking the owner icon and selecting Sharing from the pop-up
menu. You can also change the owner's name and password in the owner window
by selecting Identity from the pop-up menu; the Mac OS automatically updates the
Owner information on the Start/Stop tab. Figure 22-10 shows the Identity, Sharing
and Remote Access options for the owner.
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Figure 22-10: The three faces of the Owner window

Here's a quick look at the various options:

+ Turning on the Allow user to change password option enables you to change
the owner password remotely.

+ Turning on the Allow user to connect to this computer option gives you
access to your computer from another computer connected to the network.

+ The Allow user to see all disks option enables you to see and use any items on
any disk attached to your computer. This setting gives you access to all disks
and folders on your computer (while you are connected to your computer
from another computer), whether they are shared or not. When you connect
as the computer owner you have unlimited access whether or not you're
named the owner of a shared folder and regardless of the privileges assigned
to shared disks and folders.
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+ Turning on Allow user to dial in to this computer makes it possible for the
owner to access this machine via Remote Access. If Remote Access answering
is turned on, then you can use Mac to call this computer by modem and sign
in to access file sharing. (See Chapter 20 for more on Remote Access
answering.)

+ The Call back at # option enables the Remote Access server to call this user
back at a particular phone number to verify that the user is in the correct
location and to save on toll charges for the user (for example, if you're calling
in to work from home and it's long distance, your company will foot the bill).

Guests
The Guest icon controls the ability of any unidentified network user to connect to
your shared folders and disks. You can deny guests any access, or you can allow
guests to connect to your shared folders and disks and restrict guest access to
s hared folders and disks individually (as described in the "Controlling Access to
Your Shared Items" section later in this chapter).
Enabling guest access for File Sharing over IP is not recommended, especially if
your Mac is connected to the Internet. If you have Guest access enabled and File
Sharing over IP enabled, anyone who has a File Sharing client (Mac or third-party
Windows clients) and your IP address will be able to access your shared files.

To disable all guest access, open the Guest icon in Users & Groups, select Sharing
from the pop-up menu, and turn off the Allow guests to connect option. Now, only
registered users are enabled to connect to your s hared items. Figure 22-11 shows
the three views of the Guest window.
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Registered network users
Registering network users helps secure your shared items from unauthorized
access . You can specify whether each registered user can connect to your shared
folders and disks, as described in this section. You can also give a registered user
special access privileges to shared folders as described in "Controlling Access to
Your Shared Items" later in this chapter.

Creating a new network user
To register a network user, first open Users & Groups. Next, click New User or
choose New User from the File menu to create a new user icon in Users & Groups.
An icon named New User appears in Users & Groups, and the icon opens to display
the user window for that new network user.
Rather than create a new user, you can duplicate one or more existing users in
Users & Groups by selecting one or more user icons and clicking Duplicate or
choosing Duplicate from the File menu.

Identifying a network user
When you create a new user, the new username is selected and you can replace it
by typing the name of the network user who you want to register. After duplicating
a selection of multiple users, you have to select and rename the duplicates
one by one.
You should ask a network user what name he or she would like to use when
connecting to your computer to share your files, and suggest that he or she use
the owner name in his or her File Sharing control panel. If you devise the name
yourself, you must tell the network user his or her registered name because the
user must type the exact name to connect to your shared folders and disks. Network usernames are not case sensitive, so a user doesn't have to match your use
of uppercase and lowercase letters when connecting to your computer. As soon
as you give a network user a name, he or she is registered on your computer.
You can add another level of security by assigning to a registered user a password
that he or she needs to type to access your shared items. You assign a password in
the user window, which you display by opening the user icon. Enter a password up
to eight characters long. Remember that the user must type the password exactly
as you type it here, including uppercase and lowercase letters . Figure 22-12 shows
the Identity and Sharing views of a user window.
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Figure 22-12: A registered user's file sharing privileges

Setting a network user's privileges
These are some of the privilege options for a user:

+ If the Allow use r to connect option is turned on, the network username can be
used to connect to your shared folders and disks . Turn off that option to deny
access to anyone using that registered name.

+ If you want to let this user change the password at will, turn on the Allow user
to change password option. When you finis h setting the registered user's
access privileges, close the user window to make your changes take effect.

+ The Allow user to dial in to this computer option lets you determine whether
this user is given access via Remote Access answering.

+ If you do allow the user to connect, you can specify a callback phone number
using the Call back at# option . When Apple Remote Access Personal Server
gets a call from a user who has a callback number, the program hangs up
and calls the user back at the specified number. This procedure prevents an
unauthorized person from gaining access to your shared folders and disks by
learning a registered user's password and trying to call from an unauthorized
location. When you specify a callback number, you have to pay the cost of the
phone call for the connection, but you know that the person connecting to
your shared folders and d isks has the correct password and is calling from
the registered user's computer.
Remember that access privileges are associated with a registered username, not
with a particular person. Any person who connects to your computer with a valid
username (and password, if any) has the privileges you set for that registered username. If you're concerned about the security of your shared items, you can tell
your registe red users not to divulge their passwords and periodically ask them to
change their passwords.
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Changing a network user's privileges
You can modify a registered user's name, password, and access privileges, or
remove the user from your set of registered users at any time. To modify a user,
double-click the user's entry in Users & Groups, or select the username, and
click Open.
To remove a registered user, drag its icon from Users & Groups to the Trash.
Alternatively, you can select one or more user icons and click Delete or choose
Delete from the File menu.

Groups of users
Office or work environments usually consist of groups of people, such as departments or project teams, who need to share certain items. Mac OS file sharing
enables you to specify special access privileges for groups as well as for individual
users. Groups are simply collections of individual registered users, and you can
grant specific access privileges for a shared folder or disk to a group instead of to
a single user. (The procedures for setting access privileges of shared folders and
disks are covered later in "Controlling Access to Your Shared Items.")

Creating a group
To establish a group of users, open Users & Groups and click New Group or choose
New Group from the File menu. An icon named New Group appears in Users &
Groups, and the icon opens to display the group window for that new group. The
group icon looks different than a single-user icon.
Rather than create new groups, you can duplicate one or more existing groups in
Users & Groups by selecting one or more group icons and clicking Duplicate or
choosing Duplicate from the File menu.
Right after you create a new group, the new group name is selected. You can
replace it by typing a name of your own choosing. If you duplicate a selection
of multiple groups, you have to select and rename them one by one.

~
Note

Don't invent group names that might offend someone who uses your shared files.
Your group names are not private if you use them to set specific access privileges
to shared items. At least some people who connect to your computer will be able
to see some of your group names.

Adding users to a group
To add registered users to a group, drag their user icons to the group icon or group
window. You can also add a user to a group by dragging the group icon to the user
icon. To speed the process of adding users to groups, select multiple users and
drag them to the group icon together. You don't need to include the owner icon in
groups because the owner always has full access to everything on all disks.
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To see the members of the group, open the group icon. The group window shows a
user icon for every user in the group. If you want to see or change information for
a registered user, you can open the user icon wherever you s ee it - in a group
window or in the Use r & Groups window. You cannot create a new user directly
in a group window, however. Figure 22-13 is an example of a group window.
Figure 22-13: See the members of a group.
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Removing users from a group
To remove users from a group, open the group icon to display its window, and
drag the user icons that you want to remove from the group window to the Trash.
You can also remove users from a group by selecting the user icons in the group
window and choosing Remove from the File menu. Users are removed right
away; they don't wait in the Trash until you empty it.

Seeing the groups a user belongs to
To see all the groups to which a registered user belongs, open the us er icon and
choose Sharing from the pop-up menu at the top of the user window. The user
window displays a list of groups to which the registered user belongs , as shown
in Figure 22-14.
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Figure 22-14: See the groups to which a
registered user belongs.
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Controlling Access to Your Shared Items
Even if you enable guests and registered users to connect to your shared folders
and disk, by default Mac OS 9 doesn't permit them to see or change the contents
of any shared items. Besides that extreme, you can grant full or partial access to
each shared folder independently. Moreover, each shared folder can have different
access privileges for three categories of users: the owner, one user or group, and
everyone . For example, you might want to ensure that a user or group of users has
access to a fold er of templates on your computer but cannot modify the templates.
Access privileges also ena ble you to selectively share a folder of confidential
documents, s uch as new product plans.
This section explai ns how to use the Finder's Sharing command to set separate
access privileges for the owner, one registered network user or one group, and
everyone else. (fhe previous section, "Identifying Who Can Access Your Shared
Items," tells you how to identify network users and groups of users to whom you
wa nt to grant or deny access to your shared folders.)

Setting specific access privileges
You set the access privileges of a folder or disk in its Info window. This window
appears when you select the folder or disk and choose the Sharing command from
the Get Info submenu of the File menu or the contextual menu of the folder or disk.
The Info window (with Sharing selected from the pop-up menu) displays icons to
indicate the access privileges of each user category. You set access privileges by
choosing from pop-up menus. Figure 22-15 shows a pop-up menu for setting access
privileges.
You can s et one of these four privilege levels for each user category in the access
privileges pop-up menus:
+ Read & Write lets users open the folder and see enclosed folders; see, open,
and copy enclosed files ; and create, delete, move, and change enclosed files
and folders.
+Read only lets users open the folder and see enclosed folde rs, and see, open,
and copy enclosed files.
+ Write only lets users drag files and folders to the folder, but does not allow
users to open the folder. This privilege makes sense only for folders enclosed
by a s hared folder or disk. Users can't access any write-only disk or a writeonly folder that 's not enclosed in a shared folde r.
+ None denies users access to the folder.
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Figure 22- 15: Set access privileges with pop-up menus.

Selecting specific or adopted access privileges
By default, folders ins ide a shared dis k or shared folder adopt the access privileges
of the enclosing folder or disk. Instead, you can set specific access privileges for
any enclosed folder. The Use enclosing fold er's privileges option in an enclosed
folder's Info window or sharing window controls whether the folder has specific
access privileges or adopts the privileges of its enclosing folder. This option
appears only for folders that are ins ide a s hared folder or shared disk.
A folder with adopted privileges that is moved to a new folder takes on the
privileges of its new enclos ing folder. In contras t, a folder with s pecific access
privileges keeps its specific privileges when moved to a different enclosing folder.

Setting specific privileges for an enclosed folder
To set specific access privileges for an enclosed folder, display the enclosed folder's
Info window or sharing window, turn off the option labeled Use enclosing folder's
privileges or Same as enclosing folder, and set the specific access privileges that
you want the enclosed folder to have. Figure 22-16 is an example of an enclosed
folder's Info window or sharing window with specific, not adopted, privileges set.

Adopting the enclosing folder's privileges
To make an enclosed folder adopt the access privileges of its enclosing folder, bring
up the enclosed folder's Info window or sharing window and turn on the Use enclosing folder's privileges option. When you turn on that option, the Mac OS dims the
controls for setting access privileges. Figure 22-17 is an example of an enclosed
folder's Info window or sharing window with adopted privileges set.
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Changing all enclosed folders' privileges
If you change a fol der 's privileges and want to force all enclosed folders to have the
sam e privileges, click Copy in the enclosing folder 's Info window.
Think twice before clicking a Copy button. Forcing enclosed folders to use the
privileges of their enclosing folder turns off the Use enclosing folder's privileges
or Same as enclosing folder option in all enclosed folders. Henceforth none of the
enclosed folders are updated automatically when you change the enclosing folder's
privileges. You'll have to click Copy every time you change the enclosing fol der's
privileges.
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You don't need to (and generally shouldn't) click Copy when you first make a disk
or folder available for sharing. At that time all the enclosed folders automatically
adopt the privileges of the enclosing folder or disk. Any new enclosed folders that
you create also automatically adopt the privileges of the enclosing folder.

Specifying who has access privileges
The Info window or sharing window displays three categories of users for whom
you can set access privileges:

+ Owner names the owner of the computer from which the folder was created
(not necessarily your computer) or a registered user or group to whom the
current owner assigns ownership.

+ User/Group names one registered user or one group of users with special
access privileges to the shared folder or disk.

+ Everyone refers to anyone who connects to the computer as a guest or as a
registered user.
The three categories of users are dimmed if the Share this item and its contents
option is off, or for enclosed folders if the Use enclosing folder's privileges
option is on.

Owner privileges
Ownership of a folder or disk gives you the right to modify its access privileges.
You can transfer ownership of a folder or disk to a registered user, to a group, or to
all network users that you enable to connect to your computer. If the folder or disk
is on your computer, you choose a new owner from the Owner pop-up menu in the
folder or disk's Info window or sharing window. If the folder or disk you own is on
someone else's computer, you type the name of the new owner in the space
provided. Figure 22-18 shows both procedures.
The Owner pop-up menu lists the registered users and groups to whom you can
transfer the ownership of the folder. If you have added a new user or group that
doesn't appear in the pop-up menu, close the Info window or sharing window and
then reopen it to make the new name appear.
No pop-up menu appears for a shared folder or disk that you own on someone
else's computer, so you must type the new owner's name. The name you type must
match the name of a registered user or a group in Users & Groups of the computer
where the folder or disk is located. Leave the Owner name blank if you want to
transfer ownership to everyone.
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Figure 22-18: Change the owner of a shared folder or disk.

If you're accessing a volume or folder on a remote machine, and you want to
change the Owner of that item, the item must have Share this item and its contents
checked. Remember that if you access a machine remotely as the owner, you can
access all files on that volume, even if they aren't currently being shared. If they
aren't being shared, however, you can't change Sharing privileges for the item.
After you transfer ownership of a folder or disk, the new owner can restrict your
access to that item and its contents - but only when you try to access the folder from
another computer on the networ k. Giving aw ay ownership of a folder or disk on your
computer doesn't take away your ability to open, use, or modify it from your own
computer. In effect , an item can have dual ownership, giving two users owner ship
privileges. If you make another user the owner of an item on your computer, both you
and that other user have ownership privileges. You can reclaim sole ownership at any
time by making yourself the owner in the item's Info window or sharing window.

User/Group privileges
You can give one register ed user or a group of register ed users gr eater access
privileges than other network user s to a shared folder or disk. If the folder or disk is
on your computer, you choose a registered user or group from the User/ Group popup menu in the folder or disk's Info window or sharing window. If the folder or disk
you own is on someone else's computer, you type the name in the space provided .
Figure 22-19 shows both procedures.
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,

Note

That you can only set privileges for one group may seem confusing at first. Actually,
it simply means that, in some cases, you might need to create usupergroups" or
additional groups that include all the users you want to give access to a particular
folder. For instance, if you want to give access to a particular folder to both the
"writers" group and the udesigners" group, create a new group and put all the
users from both of those groups in it. (You can do this by dragging group icons to
the new group's window in Users & Groups.) The n assign the new group privileges
to the folder that you want all those users to access. Users can belong to many different groups.
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Figure 22-19: Changing the user or group that has special access privileges to
a shared folder or disk
The User/Group pop-up menu lists all the registered users and groups in Users &
Groups. If you have added a new user or group that doesn't appear in the pop-up
menu, close the Info window or s haring window and then reopen it to make the
new name appear.
The pop-up menu doesn't appear for a shared folder or disk that you own on
someone else's computer, so you must type the name of a regis tered user or group
in the space provided. The name you type must match the name of a registered
user or gro up in Users & Groups of the computer where the folder o r disk is
located. If you want to change the User/Group to none, de lete the User/Group
name and leave it blank.
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The Everyone category
The Everyone category includes all registered users that you let connect to your
computer. This category also includes guests (unregistered users), if you allow
guests to connect. If you want registered users but no one else to have access to
the shared folders on your computer, disable Guest access in Users & Groups
(as described in "Identifying Who Can Access Your Shared Items" earlier in this
chapter). Then set the Everyone category to the privileges you want all registered
users to have.
A registered user or group of users that is specified for the User/ Group or Owner
category can have greater privileges than those that are granted by the Everyone
category.

Common access-privilege scenarios
Controlling who can do what with files in shared areas opens new possibilities for
working in groups. Using access-privilege settings, you can keep folders private
between two users, make the folders accessible to everyone on the network, or
assign combinations between these extremes. The remainder of this section
describes setting access privileges for five interesting file-sharing scenarios.

Universal access
Enabling access to everyone on the network to a shared item and its contents is
easy: just set the Everyone category to Read & Write. You don't actually have to set
the User/Group and Owner categories. Figure 22-20 shows the access privileges for
universal access.
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Figure 22-20: Access privileges for
universal access
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Restricted access
If you want to give one registered user or one group access to a shared item but

deny access to guests, name that user or group in the User/Group category and
set the User/Group privileges as you like. Be sure the Everyone category has no
privileges. Figure 22-21 shows the access privileges for restricted access.
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Private access
If you own a folder on someone else's computer, you can keep that folder private
by setting the User/ Group and Everyone categories to have no privileges. Only you
and the user of that computer can access your folde r. Figure 22-22 shows the
necessary settings.
To keep a folder or disk on your own computer private, make sure that its Share
this ite m and its contents option is off; use Finder's Sharing command to verify its
status. You'll still be able to access that folder when you use another computer
to connect to your computer as its owner. Remember that a computer's owner
normally has full access privileges to every disk and folder when connecting
over the network.

A private in-box folder
Setting up a folder to act as an in-box (or in-basket) enables other network users
to deposit documents, folders, and other items in that folder. In-box folders sometimes are referred to as drop boxes, meaning that other users can drop in items, but
only you can take those items out. A drop box must be inside another shared folde r
to enable network users to access it.
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You prevent all other people from seeing, removing, or changing your folder's
contents by setting the User/Group and Everyone categories to Write Only.
Figure 22-23 shows the privilege settings for a private in-box folder.
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A bulletin board
Another useful configuration of access privileges is to set up a folder to act as a
bulletin board, enabling other users to open and read documents, but preventing
them from adding or changing documents. They could submit items fo r posting to
the bulletin board by dropping them in an in-box folder (as described previously).
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To establish a bulletin-board folder, set the Everyone category to Read Only. If
you don't want to share your bulletin-board folder with everyone, set the Everyone
category to have no privileges. Then specify a user or group for the User/Group
category and set the User/ Group access privileges to Read Only. You might want to
name a small group as the owner of the folder so that members of the owner group
could help with bulletin-board administration. Figure 22-24 shows the settings for a
bulletin board folder.
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Controlling Security Risks
File sharing poses a security risk, especially if you make an entire hard disk available for sharing and if you enable guests to connect to it. When you make an entire
hard disk available for sharing, you either have to trust everyone you let access it
or you have to go to a lot of trouble to set specific access privileges for various
folders that you want to keep network users out of. There's always the risk of
forgetting to deny access to a folder that you don't want network users to share.
Guests pose a partic ular security risk because they can connect without a password. By disa bling guest access in Users & Groups, you can require everyone who
connects to your computer to enter a password. Although passwords can be
divulged, stolen, or guessed, requiring passwords is still more secure than not
requiring passwords .
The computer owner's special ability to connect to all disks and work without
restrictions also threatens the computer's security. Anyone who can learn or guess
your owner name and password can crack your computer from another computer
on your network.
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And, with the addition of the File Sharing over IP option and the Remote Access
Personal Server in Mac OS 9, all of these security risks are amplified by the fact that
your potential "hacker" doesn't have to be physically near your Macs- the hacker
could enter by modem or Internet connection.

Controlling access to disks, folders, and files
Here are some ways in which you can improve file-sharing security:

+ Share folders, not entire disks.
+ Register all your users and give them passwords. If possible, avoid guest
access altogether.

+ Organize registered users in groups. Make a folder for each group and put in it
files and folders for group members to share. You can make a registered user
a member of more than one group.

+ For each group folde r you create, set its User/Group to be the group for which
you created the folder. Also set the User/Group privilege level that you want
group members to have. If possible, set the Everyone privileges for all of your
shared folders to none. If you want group members to have less access to
some items, put those items in a folder inside the group's folder and set
specific lesser privileges for that enclosed folder.

+ If you decide to ena ble guests, let them connect to one s hared folder and put
files and folde rs you want them to share in this folder. If you want to let guests
use additional folders, put them inside this one shared folder. Your registered
users will also have access to this folder. Of course, you can also let registered
users connect to additional shared folders.

+ Set a privilege level for your guest folder's Everyone category. If you want
guests to have less access to some items, create a folder ins ide your main
guest folder and set specific access privileges for the e nclosed folde r. For
all shared folders outs ide your guest folder, make sure that the Everyone
category has no privileges.

+ Do not overvalue the security of registered users and passwords. An
authorized person may connect to one of your shared folders from any
computer on the network and then leave this computer without disconnecting. Someone else can then come along and use this computer to access all
your shared files (subject to the access privileges you set). Remind people
who connect to your s hared folders that they must put away all your shared
folders (by dragging them to the Trash) when they finish using them. Also,
remind them to lock their keychains and/or log out of the Mac if it is set up
for Multiple Users. If they don't, una uthorized users may be able to access
shared folders us ing their account, even if they don't know the password.
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+ Consider removing the owner's special access to all folders and disks,
essentially treating the owner like an ordinary registered user. This makes
your computer more secure. This also makes file sharing less convenient
because you have to assign access privileges to the owner for every disk or
folder that you want to access (as owner) over the network. To remove the
owner's special access privileges, open the owner in Users & Groups . In the
owner window, turn off the Allow user to see all disks option.

+ If you enable File Sharing over lP or Remote Access answering, consider
disallowing any Guest access and make sure your Everyone privileges are
always set to None on s hared folders. Be especially vigilant in these cases,
because any savvy Mac user who knows your lP add ress could gain access
to your shared files.

Coping with network insecurity
Can crackers (another epithet for hackers) invade your network? Mac OS file sharing puts
your disks at risk if your computer is connected to a network or the Internet The risk of
invasion exists even if you normally have file sharing turned off. Someone who spends 40
seconds at your keyboard can open your File Sharing control panel or Sharing Setup control
panel, change your owner password (without knowing your current password), start file
sharing, and close the control panel, leaving no sign of these activities. Then, at his or her
leisure, the cracker can use another computer on the network to connect to your computer
as its owner and snoop through everything on your disks without leaving any electronic
footprints.
You eventually would notice if someone changed your files, of course, and you would discover that your password had been changed if you tried to connect to your computer from
another computer. But a less easily detectable invasion involves altering access privileges
with Users & Groups and the Finder's Sharing command; this procedure could take less
than 10 minutes.
Apple could make your system more secure by adding password access to the File Sharing
control panel and Users & Groups. In the meantime, you can password-protect your owner
account using Multiple Users (described in Chapter 13) and your documents and applications using Apple File Security encryption (described in Chapter 7). If you want to go to
greater lengths, you can encrypt your entire disk with PGPdisk from Network Associates
(408-988-3832, http : I /w1~w. na i . com/ defa ult_pgp . a s p) or the CryptDisk shareware
by Will Price. Otherwise, you must either remove the File Sharing extension from your
Extensions folder or trust everyone who has access to a Mac on your network.
Finally, don't forget that the best server protection can be had by switching to AppleShare IP
or Mac OS XServer, both of which go to great lengths to secure your server volumes and
user settings from tampering.
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Locking folders
To prevent anyone from renaming a folder, deleting it, or moving it to another
folder, bring up the folder's sharing window and turn on the Can't move, rename,
or delete this item option. This option works like the Locked option in the Info
windows of files. It affects you or anyone else using your computer, as well as
network users who access the folder from another computer. This option affects
a folder even if you don't make the folder available for sharing. This option is not
available for disks, although they are always locked when they are shared.

Monitoring File-Sharing Activity
When Mac OS file sharing is on, you can see who is connected to your computer
and list your shared folders and disks. To monitor file-sharing activity, open the
File Sharing control panel and select the Activity Monitor tab. A list of your shared
folders and disks (enclosed folders are not listed) displays. You also see a list of the
network users currently connected to your computer. An activity indicator shows
how much of your computer's total processing time is being spent handling file
sharing. Figure 22-25 shows how all this looks.
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Any guest currently connected to your computer is listed as <Guest>. Because
guests are anonymous, there's no way to tell which guest is who.
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Send secret messages
You can send a message to anyone connected to your shared folders or disks. Open the File
Sharing control panel and click the Activity Monitor tab. Then Option+double-click the
name of any user (even <Guest>) displayed in the Connected Users list. This displays a dialog box in which you type your message. When you click OK, the message appears on the
other user's screen in a small dialog box. If you want to send the same message to more
than one user, Shift+click or OO+click to select their names before you Option+double-click
one of them and type the message.

You can disconnect one or more users by selecting them in the list of connected
users and clicking Disconnect. Shift+clicking or OO+clicking selects multiple users.
When you click Disconnect, the system asks you to specify the number of minutes
you want to elapse before the disconnection occurs. It's good networking etiquette
to give people enough time to save any changes they have made to the files before
you disconnect them. To disconnect a user immediately, specify 0 minutes. This
disconnection doesn't turn off file sharing.
Remember that this procedure disconnects a user only temporarily. The same user
can connect again and access your shared folders. To keep a user from connecting
again, use Users & Groups to deny that user access to your computer.
You can also review and change the access privileges of items in the shared items
list of the File Sharing control panel. You select one or more items in the list and
click Privileges to bring up the sharing windows of the selected items.

Summary
This chapter showed you that the peer-to-peer (distributed) file sharing provided
by the Mac OS is great for a small group, but that a dedicated file server, such as
AppleShare lP or Mac OS X Server, is generally better for a large group. There are
some basic guidelines for good file s haring, as well as some steps you should take
to plan your file sharing.
The File Sharing control panel is used to identify your computer with a name, an
owner, and an owner password, and to turn file s haring on and off. The Finder's
Sharing command is used to designate which folders and disks are available for
s haring. This chapter also told you how to use Users & Groups to register network
users with names and passwords; how to create groups of registered users; and
how to set general access privileges for each registered user, the owner, and guests.
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After you've created groups and users, you set privileges for individual folders and
disks. You can set each folder and disk's privileges separately for three categories
of network users: all network users (everyone), one registered user or group of
your choosing, and the owner. The owner can be any registered user or group you
choose. You can set specific privileges for an enclosed folder, or a folder can adopt
the privileges of the folder that encloses it.
Although file sharing poses risks to your computer's security, there are some
strategies for controlling the risks. Plus, using the File Sharing control panel, you
can monitor and manage your users and even send them messages.
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eyboarding and mousing are not particularly natural
ways to communicate. For years, computer designers
have looked for a more natural way to operate computers. One
of the most compelling ways to work with a computer is simply
to talk to it. Present-day Mac OS computers have taken the firs t
steps toward achieving the science fiction of Star Trek, when
people of the future speak naturally and conversationally with
their computers. When the crew of the spaceship Enterprise
traveled back in time to a mid-1980s San Francisco in the movie
Star Trek IV, chief engineer Scotty tried to use a Mac SE by
speaking into the mouse. Of course it was a big joke. Macs
have been capable of speaking text aloud since 1984, but it
wasn't unti11 993 that Apple introduced speech recognition.
Apple calls Its speech technology PlainTalk. That name isn't
always seen in Apple's documentation or product descriptions
because the company now distributes the text-to-speech and
speech recognition parts of PlainTalk separately. Apple generally
identifies the separate parts of PlainTalk as English Text-toSpeech and English Speech Recognition.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, PlainTalk is updated for Mac
OS 9 and now features additional recognized words as well as
better integration with AppleScript and Mac applications. This
chapter describes how to use the speech software that may be
installed on your computer, beginning with a discussion of
speech software versions and requirements . After that, the
chapter tells you how to use text-to-speech capa bilities and
speech recognition capabilities.

Speech Requirements and Sources
Plain Talk in Mac OS 9 is comprised of two different
technologies- Text-to-Speech and Speech Recognition. Any
Macintosh capable of running Mac OS 9 is compatible with both
Text-to-Speech and Speech Recognition. For the most part,
Speech Recognition also requires either a built-in microphone

• • • •
In This Chapter
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requirements and
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Hearing text
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Speaking commands
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• • • •
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(like those built into PowerBooks and iMacs) or a special PlainTalk microphone,
which is generally included with most Power Macintosh models. The microphone is
specially designed to enable the computer to understand your speech more easily.
By default, Apple includes Text-to-Speech software as part of the s tandard
installation of Mac OS 9. In fact, it's generally turned on so that Talking Alerts is
active. With Talking Alerts, alert boxes are read aloud by the computer after they've
appeared on the screen for ten seconds. The idea behind this feature is to let you
know that the Mac has displayed an alert box even if you aren't looking at
the screen.
The other technology, English Speech Recognition, comes with Mac OS 9, but it is
not part of a standard installation. You must do a custom installation of Mac OS 9
(as described in Chapter 31) and select the English Speech Recognition module.
Additional information about PlainTalk-as well as updates for the software,
when they're announced- is found at Apple's Speech Web site: http: I I

www.apple .comlmaco sl s peechl.

Text-to-Speech
There are several ways to get a Mac OS computer to speak. You can use an
application that has commands for speaking the text in a document. You can
program the computer to s peak. And you can have the computer automatically
read out the text of alert messages. Regardless of what your computer speaks, it
can speak in different voices, and later versions of speech software let you choose
the voice. This section tells you how to choose a voice and make your computer
speak. There's also a discussion of speech quality at the end of the section.

Choosing a voice
The PlainTalk Text-to-Speech software can talk in different voices. You choose a
voice for the system as a whole. Each application can use the system voice, pick its
own voice, or let you choose a voice for that application's speech. However, not all
applications give you a voice choice.

Choosing a system voice
You can choose your computer's voice and set a speaking rate with the Speech
control panel. In the Options menu, select Voice. Now the control panel will change
to reveal a pop-up menu that lists the available voices, a slider that adjusts the
speaking rate, and a button that Jets you hear a sample using the current settings.
Figure 23-1 s hows the Speech control panel's Voice settings.
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Figure 23-1: Set the computer's speaking
voice and speaking rate.

Choosing an application voice
The method for choosing an application's speaking voice varies among applications.
For instance, in SimpleText you choose a voice from the Voices submenu of the
Sound menu. Figure 23-2 is an example of SimpleText's Voices submenu.
Figure 23-2: Choosing a
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Where voices are installed
For each speaking voice available on your computer there is a voice file in the
Voices folder, which is in the Sys tem Folder. You get several male, female, and
robotic voices when you install English Text-to-Speech. The exact assortment
depends on the capabilities of your computer model, as explained in detail at
the end of this section.
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You can remove voices by dragging their files out of the Voices folder. If you obtain
additional voices from another source, you can make them available by dragging
them to the Voices folder.

Talking Alerts
You can use the Speech control panel to set up the manner in which the computer
announces its alert messages. In the Speech control panel, choose Talking Alerts
from the Options pop-up menu. There you' ll find an option for having the computer
read the text of alert messages aloud, a s lider for adjus ting how long the computer
waits after it displays an alert message before it speaks, and an option for having the
computer speak a phrase s uch as "Excuse me!" when it displays an alert. There's
also a button that lets you hear a sample alert us ing the current settings. Figure 23-3
shows the Speech control panel's Talking Alert settings.
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Figure 23-3: Set the computer to announce
alert messages.

If you choose to have the computer speak a phrase when it displays an alert, you
can also choose the phrase that you want to hear from a pop-up menu. The pop-up
menu includes a choice that tells the computer to use the next phrase lis ted in the
menu each time it speaks an alert. The pop-up also includes a choice that tells the
computer to pick a phrase at random from the list each time it speaks an alert. If
you'd like to add your own phrase, choose Edit Phrase List from the pop-up menu.
In the dialog box that appears, you can add, remove, or edit phrases_
If you set the time the computer waits before speaking an alert to more than two
seconds, the computer plays the alert sound (a beep or s imilar sound that was
chosen in the Sound control panel) as soon as it displays an alert and then waits
to speak. If you set the time to wait before speaking to Jess than two seconds, the
computer does not play the alert sound when it dis plays an alert message.
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Reading documents aloud
To have your computer speak the text in a document, you need one of the
many applications that include commands for speaking. SimpleText is one, and
AppleWorks , FileMaker Pro, and WordPerfect are others. Various applications
have different methods for initiating speech. For example, SimpleText has a Speak
command in its Sound menu, whereas AppleWorks has a Shortcut button. Most
applications that can speak text will speak the currently selected text (highlight the
text with your mouse) or all text in the active document if no text is selected.
Text-to-speech also a ugments other types of software, such as:
+outSPOKEN from ALVA Access (510-923-6280, http : I l ww1v . aagi . com), which
uses text-to-speech software to read out the text and the graphics of standard
Mac OS applications such as word processors, spreadsheets, communications
programs, and more.

+ Write: Outloud by Don Johnston Inc. (847-526-2682,
ht tp : I l w1vw. do nj ohns ton. com), which is a talking word processor that
helps students with disabilities

+ eText by META Innovation (61 3 9439 6639, ht tp: I /w1vw. meta - inn. c om),
which uses text-to-speech to teach typing for computers
+Storybook Weaver Deluxe from The Learning Company (617-494-5700,
http: I l www. l earn i ngco . c om), which can read aloud storybooks that
children write in English or Spanish

* MacYack Pro from Scantron Quality Computers (800-966-1508,
htt p : I /VJW\'1 . l owte k. c oml macya c kl), which lets you add speech to any
word processor; hear dialog boxes; see and hear customized messages at
startup and shutdown; hear calculations instantly; correct pronunciation
errors; create double-dickable speech files; have speaking alert sounds; add
speech to HyperCard stacks; and us e AppleScript to add speech to
other programs

Speaking on command
In addition to having documents and alerts read to you, you can program your
compute r to speak on command. This can be done with AppleScript (which is
described in Chapte r 23) or with a macro utility, s uc h as QuicKeys from CE
Software (5 15-223-1801, htt p : I / VJW\'1. ceso ft. c om). The QuicKeys Speak Ease
shortcut speaks text you enter in its text window or text you copy from a
document (up to 32K) to the Clipboard. Whenever you type the shortcut's
keystroke, the computer speaks the text that you entered or copied. You also
can set up a timer so that the computer speaks the text at specified intervals.
Figure 23-4 shows the QuicKeys dialog box in which you specify your text-tospeech s ource.
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Figure 23-4: Choose th e source for the text that you
want spoken in the QuicKeys Speak Ease shortcut dialog box.

Speech quality
Several factors affect the quality of computer-generat ed speech. Clarity of
intonati on obv iously affect s how easily you can unders tand your computer's
speech. Less obvious fact or s include handling cont rac tions, sequencing words
idiomat ically, avoiding robotic cadence, and gener atin g th e sounds of speech.
For natural-sounding speech, the t ext-to-speech system needs to compensat e for
idiomatic differ ences between w ritten and spoken t ext. This includes expanding
contracti ons, changing word order, and making substitutions. For example, when
t he system sees "$40 billion" it should not say "dollar s forty billion." The system
also has to deal wi th ambiguous abbrevi ations such as "St. Mar y's Church is on St.
Mary's St."
Besides saying th e ri ght words in the r ight order, th e text-to-speech syst em has
to pronounce t hem corr ectly. Consider t he differen t ways "ough" is pronounced in
th e words eno ugh , ought, slough, dough, through, and drought. Pronunci ation
also depends on sentence st r ucture, as in "A strong wind can wind a kite string
around a tree." Moreover, the system has to avoid putting the emPHASis on the
wrong sylLAble. Nam es pose a special problem because their spelling is ev en less
reliable a guide to p ronunci ation than ordinary English w ords.
Getting the words and pronunci ation right isn' t enough. Without the right cadence,
spoken words may sound robotic. Beyond just sounding unnatural, the wrong
phrasing may convey the wrong meaning. Compare the meaning of "Atlas already
ate, Venus" to "Atlas already ate Venus."
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The most computa tionally intensive part of speech synthesis is producing the
sound of a human voice speaking the text. Each moment of speech requires many
mathematical calculations and ample memory. The higher the quality of speech,
the greater the computational and memory demands. In other words, a higherperformance computer is capable of higher-quality speech.
Apple's text-to-speech software has two levels of s peech quality, each demanding a
different level of computer performance. The levels in Mac OS 9 are called MacinTalk
3 and MacinTalk Pro. Each consists of a system extension and a set of voices. When
you install text-to-speech software, the Installer program gives you the parts that are
appropriate for your computer.

.Note/

Earlier versions of the Mac OS included MacinTalk 2, which was capable of generating text-to-speech on pre-Power Macintosh machines. Because Mac OS 9 only
supports Power Macintosh machines or higher, only the higher-quality MacinTalk
versions are included.

Making speech sound more natural
The Mac does a pretty good job of speaking text, but you can adjust the cadence and pronunciation of the speech to make it sound more natural. You make these adjustments by
adding punctuation and emphasis codes.
When the Mac reads te.xt, it tends to pause less often than a person would. You can make
the Mac pause more often by inserting extra commas where you want pauses. For example:

"You have a lunch dat e . at 12:30, on Tue sday , at t he Sam & El l a
Cafe."
To insert a brief pause, put single quotation marks around a phrase. For example:

"Exclusive to the 'Coast Starlight' is the ' Pacific Parl our Car."'
Also, the Mac tends to emphasize too many words, making it hard to tell which are important. You can inse rt the [[emph -]] code before a word you want to have less emphasis. This
code must have exactly one space before the hyphen, and none anywhere else. Here is an
example:

"The shuttle bus runs every half [[emph -JJ hour. on the half
[[emph - ]] hour."
If you need to add emphasis, insert the [[emph +]] code. This code also has exactly one
space in it Here is an example:

"Food and drink are [[emph

+]]

not allowed in the museum. "
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Macinlalk l
MacinTalk 3, the mid level speech synthesizer, sounds l ess robotic than earlier
MacinTalk versions because it's based on an acoustic model of the human vocal
tract. MacinTalk 3 has 19 voices, including several novel ty voices (robots, talking
bubbles, whispering, and singing).

Macinlalk Pro
MacinTalk Pro, which is the best synthesizer, bases its audio signal on samples of
real human speech. It sounds more like a human voice than the other synthesizers,
especially when synthesizing a female voice. To assist with pronunciations, MacinTalk
Pro has a dictionary of 65,000 words plus 5000 common U.S. names. To generate
cadence, it uses a sophisticated model of the acousti c structure of human speech
that resulted from many years of research. MacinTalk Pro has three English voicesAgnes, Bruce, and Victoria. Each is available at two different quality levels-Regular
and High Quality. You can select these voices in the Speech control panel by selecting
Voice from the Options pop-up menu, and then v iewing the Voice pop-up menu.

Speech Recognition
Apple made headlines in 1993 when it introduced its speech recognition technology,
which was then called Casper. Now called English Speech Recognition, the technology
enables many Mac model s to take spoken commands from anyone who speaks North
American English. You don't have to train the computer to recognize your voice. You
just speak normally, without intense pauses, unnatural diction, or special intonation.
English Speech Recognition is designed to under stand a few dozen commands for
controlling your computer. You can add to and r emove some of the commands that
the speech recognition syst em understands, but you can't turn it into a general
dictation system.

,

Note

This section explains how to configure speech recognition and how to speak
commands. It t ells you what commands the speech recognition system understands
and how you can add your own speakable commands. The section concludes by
describing some applications that make special use of speech recognition.
In Apple's implementation, speech recognition is used for speaking commands to
your Mac, not for dictating text within documents. IBM has recently announced Via
Voice for Macintosh (h ttp : I /ww\v. ibm . com/ soft war e I spe ec h/ ), an application that enables you to "type" by speaking. Dragon Systems (h ttp : I /www.
drag onsys . c om/) has announced a similar product.
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Configuring speech recognition
You configure speech r ecognition with the Speech control panel, which enables
you to turn speech recognition on and off, make limited adjustments to what is
recognized, and specify the kind of feedback you get when you speak commands.

On and off
Speech recognition is turned on or off by choosing Speakable Items from the
Options menu in the Speech control panel. After the control panel changes, you can
turn Speakable Items on or off. You can also specify whether the computer should
listen for the names of buttons such as OK and Cancel when speech recognition is
on. Figure 23-5 shows t he Speakable Items section of the Speech control panel.
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Figure 23-5: Turn speech recognition on and
off and set it to listen for button names.

Feedback
Turning on speech recognition brings up a feedback window, which floats
above all other windows. At the left side of the feedback window, an animated
cartoon character indicates whether the computer is standing by, is listening for
a command, is hearing sounds , recognizes your spoken words as a command,
or doesn't recognize your spoken words. Beneath the char acter, some italicized
text r eminds you what you must do to make the computer listen for a command :
press the named key or speak the indicated code name (as described later in this
section). The feedback window can also display your voice commands in writing
along with a written response. You can hide and show the text of your voice
commands by clicking the feedback window's zoom box. Figure 23-6 is an
example of the speech recognition feedback window.
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You determine how the computer lets you know whether it heard and recognized
your spoken commands by setting options in the Feedback section of the Speech
control panel (choose Feedback from the Options pop-up menu).
Once in the Feedback section , you can choose the feedback wi ndow's cartoon
character from the Character pop-up menu. You can turn the Speak text feedback
option on or off to control whether the computer s pea ks its response to your
commands in addition to displaying them in writing in the feedback window. You
can also c hoose a sound from a pop-up menu that lis ts the sounds in the Syste m
file; the computer will play that sound when it recognizes what you said. Figure
23-7 shows the Feedback section of the Speech control panel.
Figure 23-7: Specify how you want the

0

computer to respond to your spoken
commands.

20.2112

A new feature in Mac OS 9 is the presence of the Speakable Commands list using
an Apple Guide men u. You can scroll through the list to see all of the available
commands. The context for commands switches when you switch applications.
The Finder offers different commands from Outlook Express, for example. In
general, any command that appears in the list should be a command that can be
issued for the current application. Go ahead and try it out if you're interested in
seeing what the command does.
Tip

The Commands window has its own speakable commands. Say "Close commands
window" to get it off the screen or "Open commands window" to see it again. You
can also click its close box, if you feel a bit more adept with the mouse than with
your voice.

Speaking commands
You don't want the computer listening to every word you say, or it might try to
interpret conversational remarks as commands. There are basically two methods
for controlling when the computer listens for commands: the push-to-talk method
and the code name method. The push-to-talk method is the most reliable method
because the computer listens for commands only while you are pressing a key that
you designate. With the code name method, the computer listens for its code name
and tries to interpret the words that follow it as a command.
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Push-to-Talk method
To use the push-to-talk method of signaling the computer that you are speaking a
command, choose Listening from the Options menu of the Speech control panel.
Set the Method option to Listen only while key(s) are pressed. The Key(s) option
specifies the key or keys that you mus t hold down to make the computer listen for
a s poken command. You can change the setting of the Key(s) option by pressing a
different key or combination of keys. Generally, you must use Escape, Delete, or
any key on the numeric keypad eithe r alone or togethe r with any one or more of
the Shift, Option, or Control keys. You can't use letter keys or number keys on the
main part of the keyboard. Figure 23-8 shows the Speech control panel set for the
pus h-to-talk method with the Escape key, which is the initial setting.
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Figure 23-8: Setting speech recognition for

push-to-talk listening

Code Name method
If you prefer to have the computer listen for a code name that you say before speaking

a command, bring up the Listening section of the Speech control panel and set the
Method option to Key(s) toggle listening on and off. Then you can type a name for the
computer in the space provided. You can use the nearby pop-up menu to specify when
you must speak the name. You can make the code name optional, but not without
risk: The computer could interpret something you say in conversation as a voice
command. Figure 23-9 shows the Speech control panel set for the code name method.
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You can configure speech recognition so that you don't have to speak the code
name if you spoke the last command Jess than 15 seconds ago (or another interval
that you specify). The idea is that when you have the computer's attention, you
shouldn't have to get its attention immediately following the previous command.
You can tell whether you need to speak the code name by looking at the speech
recognition feedback window. If you see the code name beneath the feedback
character, you have to speak the name before the next command.

Attention key
When you set speech recognition to listen for its code name, you can press a key or
a combination of keys to turn listening on and off. Turning lis tening off puts speech
recognition on standby, which may improve the performance of the computer. You
specify the key or keys at the top of the Listening section of the Speech control
panel.
Tip

You can tell when speech recognition is in standby mode, because the feedback
character closes its eyes, reads the paper, or otherwise indicates that you don't
have its undivided attention.

Speakable commands
After setting up and turning on speech recognition, you are ready to speak
commands (such as "Make this speakable"), with the expectation that the
computer will carry out your order. But what commands will the computer obey?
The answer is pretty simple: items in the Speakable Items folder and some buttons
in dialog boxes.

Speakable Items folder
Speech recognition recognizes the names of items in the Speakable Items folder
(which you can access from the Apple menu) as commands. Saying the word
"open" before the name of an item in the Speakable Items folder is generally
optional unless the item name begins with the word "open." For example, if you
have a speakable item named "AppleWorks," you could open it by saying either
"open AppleWorks" or "AppleWorks." In essence, the speech recognition software
acts as if you'd double-clicked the item in the Speakable Items folder.
Apple offers a little help when it comes to naming items that you add to the
Speakable Items folder. Some of Apple's suggestions:
+ Try to name items so that they don't sound too much alike ("Navigator" and
"Communicator" are probably better than "Netscape Navigator" and
"Netscape Communicator," at least in our experience).
+Use long command names-they are more easily recognized .
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How to speak
Speech recognition is liberal about the use of a, an, the, and, and or in spoken commands.
For instance, you can say either "close window" or "close the window:' Moreover, you can
often substitute these for this, as in "Make this speakable" and "Make these speakable." The
computer is somewhat more likely to recognize a phrase that exactly matches a speakable
item. If the computer has trouble recognizing a spoken command, try saying the exact
name of the speakable item.
When speaking a command, do not pause between words, but pause slightly when saying
a command with initials or an acronym, as if you were spelling it out for someone. For
example, if you had a speakable item named "open PPP control panel," you should say
"open P P P control panel:'
If a name includes an ampersand, a slash, or another symbol, speech recognition ignores it
For example, if you had a speakable item named "open Monitors & Sound" you could say
either "open Monitors Sound" or "open Monitors and Sound:'

+ If you need acronyms or a series of letters in a name , put spaces in between.
"Connect using P P P" is better than "Connect using PPP."

+ Avoid us ing numerals in your file names. For instance, Plain Talk doesn't
notice the difference between "Outlook Express 4.5" and "Outlook Express 5."
If you need to add items like these, it's best to spell out the number, such as
"Outlook Express Five."

Application speakable items
Pla inTalk 2.0 now differentiates between commands that are generally available
throughout the Mac OS and those that are specific to a particular application. In the
Speakable Items folder, you'll find that commands in the root level of the Speakable
Items folder are for global use. Each "speakable" applicatio n will also have a
subfolder that is used to store its specific commands.

,

Note

To create the subfolder for a new application, all you need to do is switch to the
application in the Finder and speak the command "Make this Application Speakable."
A new subfolder is created in the Speakable Items folder, where you can easily add
new commands, as discussed later in this chapter.
If you're creating your own commands, you should avoid naming application-specific commands the same as global commands because the application-specific
command will override the global command.
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Menu items
To enable Speech Recognition to recognize menu commands, create an AppleScript
application for each menu command. This works only for scriptable applications.
Some applications are already supported by Speakable Items, with commands such
as uGet My Mail" (for Outlook Express) and "Go Home" (for Internet Explorer or
Netscape Communicator).
For more information on AppleScript, see Chapter 24.

More speakable commands
You make the computer understand more spoken commands by adding items to
the Speakable Items folder. Anything that you can open in the Finder becomes a
speakable command when you add it to the Speakable Items folder.

Aliases
If there are documents, applications, folders, control panels, or any other items that
you want to open by spoken command, simply put aliases of them in the Speakable
Items folder. You can do this very easily by selecting the items in the Finder and
speaking the command "Make this speakable." The result is an alias in the Speakable
Items folder for every item you originaUy selected, and the aliases have exactly the
same names as the original items. If the computer doesn't recognize the name of an
item you add to the Speakable Items folder, try restarting the computer.

You can change the speakable command that opens an alias by editing the name of
the alias. You should remove the word alias from any alias names that include it,
although speech recognition usually ignores alias at the end of a speakable item's
name. If the computer doesn't respond when you say "open" followed by the name
of a speakable item, change the item's name so that it begins with "open."
If speakable items have names that sound similar, the computer may have trouble
distinguis hing the m. If the computer frequently mistakes one speakable item for
another, try changing the name of one or both so that they don't sound alike. Also,
the computer has more trouble identifying short names than it does identifying
long names. To prevent these problems, make the names of your speakable items
as long and unique sounding as possible.

AppleScript and the Script Editor
To make a multistep speakable command, use the Script Editor program to create
an AppleScript application that you put in the Speakable Items folder. Remember
that anything in the Speakable Items folder acts as if it was double-clicked,
including AppleScript applets.
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With some applications you can record an AppleScript application of a procedure
while you carry it out. Using the Script Editor, you s imply set it to record an action,
which makes the resulting script an applet. Drop it in the Speakable Items folder
and give it a good, speakable name. Now, when you speak the name of the
AppleScript as a command (for example, "Print this document''), the AppleScript
executes and the command takes place.
For more information on AppleScript and Apple events, see Chapter 24.

Speech recognition applications
It would be very difficult, if not impossible, to add enough items to the Speakable
Items folder to gain anything approaching complete control of an application. Yet
applications have access to the speech-recognition infrastructure behind the
Speakable Items folder, and an application developer can use that infrastructure
to give you extensive spoken control of an application. These applications offer
enhanced control through speech recognition:

+ Speech Typer by Michael F. Kamprath
(http: I / vMvl. kamprath. net/ c l a i rev1a re/) takes speech recognition
beyond speakable commands into the realm of data entry. It Jets you type any
predefined phrase in any application you may be us ing. Because you must
predefine spoken phrases, Speech Typer doesn't turn speech recognition into
a full-fledged dictation system, but it does enable you to dictate commonly
used words and phrases.

+ MT-NewsWatcher by Simon Fraser (http: I / wwv1. best . com/-s mf r / mtnw/) is
a speech-cont rolled Internet newsreader.

+ Dynamic English by DynEd International (650-578-8067,
ht tp: I !vlloJW. dyn ed . com) teaches English as a second language by using
speech recognition to improve articulation and fluency and to reinforce
language structure and vocabulary.

+ Hearts Deluxe (and other games) by Free Verse Software (212-929-3549,
http: I !lvww. fr e everse. com) lets you play the classic card game of hearts
against a cast of characters using only your voice.
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Summary
This chapter covered the requirements and sources for Apple's PlainTalk Text-toSpeech and Speech Recognition software. There are several ways to get a Mac OS
computer to speak. You can use an application that has commands for speaking the
text in a document. You can program the computer to speak. And you can have the
computer automatically read out the text of alert messages. Regardless of what
your computer speaks, it can speak in different voices, and with later versions of
speech software you can choose the voice. The quality of the speech depends on
which speech synthesizer your computer uses and the voices you choose.
You also saw how to use speech recognition software. You use the Speech control
panel to turn recognition on and off and to specify how you want the system to
respond when it recognizes a spoken command. You saw the push-to-talk method
of speaking commands and the code name method. Finally, you learned which
spoken commands the computer understands and how you can add more with
aliases and AppleScript.
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Automate with
Scripts

.. .. .. ..
In This Chapter

A

!though computers have been touted for years as
the ultimate tool for "automating" our lives, too often
there's nothing particularly automatic about the process at
all. So far you've seen technologies in Mac OS 9 that help you
launch documents, edit text, create multimedia, print, and
perform hundreds of other tasks. And while there are certainly
impressive components in all of those technologies, none of
them is doing much by itself-they tend to require user input.

AppleScript can change some of that. AppleScript provides
the freedom to create slightly more automated tasks, thanks
to its scripting language-a miniprogramming language of
sorts- that enables you to tell your applications to perform
certain tasks automatically. AppleScripts can be s imple or
highly complex, depending on your skill at programming and
your knowledge of all AppleScript's nuances. This chapter
can't show it all to you, but you'lllearn a good deal of it.
And even programming novices can get AppleScripts up and
running thanks to tools, such as the Script Editor, which are
included with Mac OS 9.
A discussion of AppleScript needs to begin, however, with the
underlying technologies that make AppleScript possible. First
is a discussion of Apple Events, which are the means by which
applications can communicate with one another. After you
understand Apple Events, it's on to an introduction of
AppleScript and a look at the tools that enable you to run,
modify, and create scripts of your own.

Apple Events
Programs can share services behind the scenes by sending
and receiving messages called Apple events. When an
application receives Apple event messages sent by another

Understanding Apple
events
Introducing
AppleScript
Introducing the Script
Editor
Recording,
analyzing, and
saving a script
Creating a script
from scratch
Using AppleScript
with applications
linking to programs
on other networked
computers
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program, the receiving application, also known as the server application, does
something. The action that the server application takes depends on the contents of
the Apple event messages. This action can be anything from executing a particular
command to taking some data, working with it, and then returning a result to the
program that sent the Apple events, also known as the client application.
When you choose Shut Down or Restart from the Special menu, for example,
the Finder sends the Apple event Quit to every open program. That's why those
programs seem to quit automatically when the Shut Down or Restart command
is invoked. When you drag and drop icons in an application, the Finder sends the
Apple event Open Documents, which includes a list of all the items represented by
the Icons that you dragged and dropped. Programs that make aliases automatically
or that shut down your Mac for you accomplish these tasks by sending Apple
events to the Finder.
A program, however, does not automatically send or receive Apple events; the
developer must build in the capability to receive and ac t on Apple events. More
and more developers are putting Apple-event capability in their applications. Most
applications introduced or revised since the middle of 1991 can receive and act on
at least the four basic Apple events: Open Application, Open Documents, Print
Documents, and Quit Application, each of which is defined in Table 24-1.

Table 24-1
Basic Apple Events Messages
Message Sent to Application

What Happens

Open Application

The application opens

Open Documents

The application opens the specified documents

Print Documents

The application prints the specified documents

Quit Application

The application quits

The Finder uses these basic Apple-events messages to open programs, open
documents, print documents, and quit programs. When you double-click a program
icon, the Finder sends the program an Open Application message. When you
double-click a document, the Finder sends the program that created the document
an Open Application message and an Open Documents message with the name of
the document you double-clicked. When you select one or more documents and
choose Print from the Finder's menu, the Finder sends the application an Open
Application message, a Print Documents message with the identity of the
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docume nts you selected, and a Quit Application message. When you choose the
Shut Down or Restart command, the Finder sends a Quit Application message to
each open program. For programs that don't understand the basic Apple events,
the Finder uses its traditional means of opening, printing, and quitting.
Programs that go beyond the four basic Apple-events messages understand another
two dozen core Apple-events messages. These messages encompass actions and
objects that almost all programs have in common, s uch as the Close, Save, Undo,
Redo, Cut, Copy, and Paste commands. Programs with related capabilities recognize
still more sets of Apple-events messages. Word-processing programs understand
messages about text manipulation, for example, and drawing programs understand
messages about graphics manipulation. Program developers can even define private
Apple-event messages that only their programs know.
The Mac OS provides the means of communicating Apple-events messages between
programs. The programs can be on the same computer or on different computers
connected to the same network. A program doesn't have to be open or even
accessible to receive messages; the Mac OS stores messages and forwards them
when the program becomes available. Only application programs can send and
receive Apple events; "true" control panels and desk accessories cannot, although
these items are becoming rarer. Control panels that are actually applications (they
are listed in the Applications menu when open) are not subject to this limitation. And
a desk accessory can work around this limitation by sending and receiving through a
small s urrogate application program that is always open in the background. This
background application does not have to appear in the Application menu, and the
computer user does not h ave to know that the application is open.
To understand how Apple events work, think of them as a telephone system.
The Mac OS furnishes a "telephone" and "voicemail" for each program, as well as
the wires that connect them. For messages sent across a network, the Mac OS
uses the built-in AppleTalk networking software and LocalTalk, Ethernet, or other
networking connectors and cables (described in Chapter 20). Application programs
talk on the telephone and leave Apple-events messages for each other. Desk accessories aren't capable of talking on the phone, but some of them have agents that
forward incoming and outgoing messages.
Apple events offer many intriguing possibilities for the world of personal computing.
No longer does one application need to handle every possible function; instead, it
can send messages to helper applications. For example, Sherlock handles some
commands from their File menus, such as Get Info and Open Enclosing Folder, by
sending Apple-events messages to the Finder, which actually carries out the
commands.
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Introducing AppleScript
Apple events aren't just for professional software engineers. Mac enthusiasts who
have little technical training can use Apple events to control applications by writing
commands in the AppleScript language. For example, suppose you want to quit all
open applications so that you can open one really big application. The Mac OS
doesn't have a Quit All command, but you can create one with an AppleScrlpt
comma nd. You can use AppleScript commands to automate simple tasks such
as this one, as well as to automate more complex tasks, as the following
sections explain.

AppleScript language
AppleScript is a user-oriented programming language that enables you to send
Apple events to programs. With AppleScript, you write your own programs, called
scripts, to perform complex tasks easily. You can use AppleScript to move data
between ap plications. You can develop your own tools to accomplish exactly what
you need.
Because AppleScript is aimed at users, Apple has made the scripting language as
easy as possible to understand and use. The language flows fairly naturally and
has an English-like syntax. You can look at scripts and know right away what
they're supposed to do. Also, AppleScript removes the need for you to decipher
the codes that make up Apple events. Instead, you get information from the
application itself a bout what words to use to represent the Apple events that the
program understands. Inside an application, a Get Data event is represented by
codes such as "core" and "getd," but with AppleScript you may see only "get."
This way, even novice users can understand AppleScript.
As an added bonus, AppleScript can actually watch you as you work with an
application and write a script for you behind the scenes. This process is called
script recording.
Although AppleScript is designed for end users, it offers all the capabilities of a
traditional programming language and won't frus trate programmers and more
advanced users. You can store information in variables for later use; write if-then
statements to execute different commands, depending on some condition that you
specify; or repeat a set of commands as many times as you want. AppleScript also
offers error checking and object-oriented programming.

AppleScript pieces
There are several AppleScript items in the System Folder or the Extensions folder.
Chief among these is the AppleScript extension, which contains the actual
AppleScript language. Another important AppleScript item is a folder named
Scripting Additions. This folder contains special £iles, called scripting additions,
which add commands to the AppleScript language, much as plug-in £iles add
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capabilities to Adobe Photoshop or a Web browser. In Mac OS 9, there can be two
Scripting Additions folders: one in the System Folder and another in the Extensions
folder. (By default, Mac OS 9 creates the Scripting Additions folder found in the
System Folder, but applications sometimes require one in the Extensions folder.)
However, if there are any duplicate items in the two Scripting Additions folders, the
one in the System Folder takes precedence.

,

AppleScript also includes a simple application, Script Editor, for c reating and editing
scripts. You can use the Script Editor to record, write, and edit scripts for any
application that is compatible with AppleScript. A prime example of a scriptable
application (an application that you can control with AppleScript) is the Finder.

Note

Looking for some sample scripts? If you have upgraded to Mac OS 9 from a previous edition of the Mac OS, you'll likely find a folder called Automated Tasks in the
Apple Menu Items folder in your System Folder. Likewise, you may find a folder
called More Automated Tasks in the AppleScript folder within the Apple Extras
folder. You may also find additional sample scripts in the CD Extras folder on your
Mac OS 9 CD-ROM.
If you do a lot of scripting, you may want to replace the Script Editor with a more
capable application s uch as Scripter from Main Event Software (202-298-9595,
ht tp : I I vMvJ . rna i ne ve n t . com) or Script Debugger from Late Night Software
(604-929-5578, htt p: I lvJWW. l a ten i ghtsw . co m).

Introducing Script Editor
Script Editor is the program that you use the most when you use AppleScript. This
simple program enables you to write and run scripts. Find the Script Editor icon on
your hard drive and open it.
When you open Script Editor, an empty window appears. This script window can
contain one script. The bottom pane of the script window is the script editing area,
where you type and edit the text of the script. The top pane of the window is the
script description area. You use this area to type a description of what the script
does. Figure 24-1 shows an empty script window.
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Figure 24-1: The new script window
that appears when Script Editor opens
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The middle area of the window has four buttons. The first button puts you in
Record mode. When you click this button, AppleScript begins watching as you
work with applications. If you are working in an application that accepts recording,
AppleScript writes out the script commands that correlate to the things that you
do with the application. Pressing 00+0 also starts recording.
Clicking Stop takes you out of recording mode or stops a script that is running,
depending on which action is relevant at the time. Pressing ::IC+period (.) is the
same as clicking Stop.
Run s tarts running the script in the script editing area. You also can press ::IC +R to
run the script.
Finally, clicking Check Syntax compiles the script. Compiling a script means putting
it in a format that AppleScript recognizes as a script. While AppleScript compiles
your script, it checks your script for things that it doesn't understand. For example,
if you forget a pare nthesis where AppleScript expects to find one, it lets you know.
After you fix any syntax errors, AppleScript compiles the script.

Recording a Script
One of the easiest ways to see how AppleScript looks is to record your actions and
let AppleScript write a script for you. You cannot record scripts for every scriptable
program because software developers must do more work to make an application
recordable than to make it scriptable.
One recordable application is the Finder. Experiment with it to see how script
recording works by opening the Script Editor and clicking Record in a new script
window. A tape cass ette icon flashes over the Apple menu while you are recording a
script to remind you that AppleScript is recording your actions. Now switch to the
Finder, make a new folder, set its label, open it, move its window, and s et its view
options. When you finis h, switch back to Script Ed itor and click Stop. AppleScript
displays a script that when run will mimic all your ac tions. Figure 24-2 is an
example of a script you might record in Finder.
To test the script, return to the Finder and delete the new folder you created. (fhis
ensures that the Finder starts out the same way as when you recorded your script.)
Now switc h back to Script Editor and click Run in your recorded script's window.
AppleScript plays back eve rything you did. When the script finishes running, there
should be a new folder set up exactly as when you finished recording your script.
Now switch to Script Editor again and examine the script. You'll find the script to be
fairly unders tandable-it may not be fluent English, but many of the commands
make sense as you read them.
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Figure 24-2: A sample script recorded in the Finder
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Analyzing a Script

,

Note

Having looked through the script that AppleScript wrote in the previous Finder
example, you may be surprised to learn that AppleScript doesn't know anything
about the Finder operations. AppleScript doesn't know how to set an icon's label,
how to move windows, or how to do any of the things that your script did in Finder.
In fact, AppleScript knows how to perform only five commands: Get, Set, Count,
Copy, and Run. AppleScript learns how to perform other commands in a script from
the application controlled by the script. Each scriptable application contains a
dictionary that defines the AppleScript commands that work with the application.
In technical discussions of AppleScript, you may hear a scriptable application's dictionary of AppleScript commands referred to as the application's "aete" resource.
"Aete" is the name assigned to the resource where AppleScript dictionary items
are stored in an application file's resource fork.
Look at the sample script you recorded. The fi rst line says "tell application
'Finder'." To AppleScript, this means "start working with the application named
Finder." When a script is compiled, AppleScript looks at the application you
specified. By looking at the program's dictionary, AppleScript figures out what
Apple events the program understands. AppleScript learns, for example, that the
Finder understands the "make" Apple event. The dictionary also tells AppleScript
what kind of information, or objects, the application knows how to work with, such
as files, folders, and disks. Finally, the dictionary tells AppleScript what words to
use as AppleScript commands instead of the codes that the application
understands.
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When you run your sample script and AppleScript reaches the "tell application
'Finder"' line, AppleScript starts sending Apple events to the application program
named in that line. AppleScript translates every command it encounters in your
script into an Apple event code based on the program's dictionary, and it sends
that code to the application. The application receives the Apple event and takes
the appropriate action.
When AppleScript reaches the End Tell command that appears at the bottom of
the script you recorded, it stops sending messages to the Finder. If you are working
with several applications, you may have another Tell command that names a
different application, in whic h case AppleScript starts talking to this application,
sending it Apple event codes.
You can look at the dictionary of an application to see what commands the
application understands. In Script Editor, choose Open Dictionary from the File
menu. A standard Open dialog box appears. Select the Finder's icon in the System
Folder and click Open. The Script Editor displays a dictionary window for the
Finder, as s hown in Figure 24-3.
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The left side of the dictionary window displays a list of commands, classes of
objects, and suites that the application recognizes. A suite is a group of commands
and other items for a related activity, but you don't have to worry about s uites
when you're scripting.
You can select one or more terms listed on the left s ide of a dictionary window to
see detailed descriptions of the terms on the right. Just as you can get more
information about a command from a program's dictionary, so can AppleScript.
Because AppleScript gets all the relevant information from the application itself,
you never have to worry about controlling a new application. As long as the
application has a dictionary, AppleScript can work with it.
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Scripting additions a lso have dictionaries, whic h you can open the same way as you
open applications ' dictionaries. In fact, in the Open Dictionary dialog box, Script
Editor provides a button that takes you directly to the Scripting Additions folder.

Saving Your Script
The Script Editor enables you to save your scripts in four distinct forms. You
choose the form from a pop-up menu in the Script Editor's Save dialog box, as
shown in Figure 24-4.
New
\
Feature

In Mac OS 9, the Script Editor has the newfound capability to save files as a Mac
OS XApplet In certain cases, you can run such an applet in Apple's advanced Mac
OS X operating system. If you have experience with AppleScript you may have
noticed that Apple has also changed the terminology for scripts a bit-what were
once called AppleScript applications are now called applets.
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The po p-up menu contains four options:

+ Compiled Script saves the script in a compiled form that you can open with
the Script Editor and run or change from there. You should also save scripts
as compiled scripts if you intend to run them from within applications (for
example, Outlook Express, which enables you to access scripts from a special
menu) or if the script will be a folder action.

+ Text saves the script as a plain text document, which you can open in Script
Editor, in any word processing program, and in many other applications.
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+ Classic Applet saves the script as an application, complete with an icon.
Opening the icon (by double-clicking it, for example) runs the script. You
must have AppleScript installed to open a script application.

+ Mac OS X Applet saves the script as an application suitable for Mac OS X.
If you choose Classic Applet from the pop-up menu in the Save dialog box, two

check boxes appear in the dialog box. The Stay Open check box, if checked, causes
the script application to stay open after its script finishes running. If the Stay Open
check box is not checked, the script application quits automatically after running
its script. Checking the Never Show Startup Screen check box suppresses the
display of an identifying "about" window when the script application is opened.

Creating a Script from Scratch
You now know how to use Script Editor to record your actions and write an
AppleScript script. This type of script, however, has limited value. A recorded
script is not much more intelligent than a simple macro because the script doesn't
take advantage of AppleScript's full programming language. Furthermore, not all
applications that work with AppleScript permit recording, so you can't always rely
on being able to record.
More frequently, you'll use AppleScript to create more complex scripts from
scratch. This section shows that you can create a full-blown script quickly and use
the resulting custom utility to augment a program's capabilities.

Making a Finder utility
One of the nice features of the Mac OS is that it enables you to drag files to the
System Folder and have the Finder figure out where those files should go. Control
panels are stored in the Control Panels folder, Fonts go in the Fonts folder, Desk
Accessories are placed in the Apple Menu Items folder, and so on.
This capability, however, is limited to whatever the programmers at Apple provide.
For example, if you drag an Alter Dark module to the System Folder, the Finder
won't put the module in the After Dark Files folder. You must dig your way through
the System Folder hierarchy to get to the relevant folder.
You can, however, write a simple script that uses the Finder and mimics the System
Folder's behavior, but moves files to the folders in which you want those files to go.
The script is more powerful than the System Folder because the target folder can
be anywhere. For example, you can make your QuickTime movies find their way to
a folder that's nowhere near your System Folder.
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Beginning the script
Open Script Editor or create a new window if Script Editor is already open. This
blank window is where you'll write your script.
You can change the default size of a new script window. First, make the script
window the size you want, and then choose Set Default Window Size from the File
menu in Script Editor.
The first thing this script must do is provide a way to select the file to move. One of
the scripting additions that comes with AppleScript, Choose File, enables you to
bring up a dialog box for selecting a file from within the script.
In the script editing area of the window, type
ch oose fil e
and then click Check Syntax. The Script Editor formats your script, changing
the text fonts as it compiles the script, using different type styles to show different
kinds of words. Geneva 10-point Bold, for example, represents words that are native
to AppleScript, whereas Plain Geneva 9-point represents words that come from
another application. (If you don't like these typestyles, you can change them via the
AppleScript Formatting command in Script Editor's Edit menu.)
Click Run to run the script you wrote, selecting any type of file and clicking Open.
AppleScript shows you the result of the script in a window named, appropriately
enough, "the result." (If this window isn't open, choose Show Result from the Controls
menu.) The window contains the word "alias" and the path through your folders to the
file you selected. This word does not mean that the file is an alias - in the context of a
script, alias means the same thing as file path. Figure 24-5 is an example of the
result window.
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Figure 24-5: Checking a file specification
in Script Editor's "the result" window
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The result of the Choose File command is called a file specification or file spec. A
file spec tells the Mac OS exactly where to find a file or folder. You will need the file
spec later in the script, so you must put it in a variable, which is a container for
information. You can place data in a variable and then retrieve it whenever you
want before the script finishes running. You can also place new data in a variable
during the course of the script.
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On the next line of the script, type

copy the result to filePath
This line places the result of the Choose File command in a variable named filePath.
To access the information, type the name of the variable in your script; AppleScript
understands this name as a representation of the file spec you got from the
first command.
You may notice the capital P in the filePath and wonder whether capitalizatio n is
important when ente ring AppleScript commands. In general, you can capitalize any
way that makes comma nds easier to read. Many AppleScripts authors adopt the
convention of capitalizing each word except the first word in a variable name,
hence filePath. That just makes it easier to see which words represent variables.
When you run the script, you' ll see that the Copy command doesn't change the
result of the script. Because the result is just being copied to a variable, the result
itself doesn't change.

Working with the Finder
Ultimately, the script you are creating decides where to move a selected file based
on the file's four-lette r file type. That means that you have to get the file type of the
selected file. You can use the Finder to get this information. Enter these commands
in the script, starting on the third line of the scri pt:

tell application "Finder "
copy the file type of file f ilePath t o f il eType
end tell
The first of these lines tells AppleScript to s tart using the Finder. Remember that
after encountering this Tell command, AppleScript knows all the commands and
obj ects from the Finder's AppleScript dictionary.
The second line asks the Finder for the file type of the selected file and then copies
that information to the variable named fileType. Even though the word "Finder"
doesn't appear in this line , the Tell command in the preceding line tells AppleScript
to direct these requests to the Finder.
Finally, the End Tell comma nd tells AppleScri pt to stop working with the Finder
for now.
Run the script, select a file, and look at the result. The result window contains the
four-letter file type of the file you selected, displayed as a piece of text.
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Executing script commands conditionally
For the next part of the script, you have to provide the information-you can't get
it from the Finder. You need to write the commands that will move the file to the
folder you want, based on the file type of the file (stored in the variable fileType) .
To accomplish this task, you write a series of conditional statements, or
conditionals for short. A conditional is a command or set of commands that
AppleScript runs only when a certain condition is met. AppleScript evaluates the
condition you set forth; if the condition is true, AppleScript runs the specified
commands.
The condition you will set up for each conditional is whether the information in
the variable fileType is equal to a four-letter string that you will provide. You attach
to the conditional a command that moves the file to a designated folder. In other
words, if the information in the variable fileType is equal to a particular four-letter
string, AppleScript moves the file to a certain folder. In AppleScript, the conditional
looks like this:

if fileType i s "T EXT" then move file filePath to folder "Text
Fi le s " of startup disk
In this example, the condition is whether the information in file Type is ''TEXT,"
which is the four-letter type of plain-text files like those created in SimpleText. If it
is, AppleScript moves the file specified by the variable filePath to the folder named
Text Files on the startup disk.
Include as many of these conditionals as you want. In each conditional, use a
different four-character file type for the type of file to move, and specify the path of
the folder to which you want AppleScript to move files of that type. A quick way to
enter several conditionals is to select one conditional, copy it, paste it in the script,
and change the relevant pieces of information. You can repeat this for each
conditional you want to include.

Finding a folder path
If you don't know the full path of a folder, you can use a script to get this information. Open
a new window in Script Editor and type the following script in the script editing area:

choose folder
Run the script and select a folder. The result is a file spec for the folder you selected. You
can copy only the text and paste it in any script.
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Whe n you type a long command, the Script Editor never breaks it automatically
(as a word processor would). You can break a long line manually by pressing
Option+Return. (Do not break a line in the middle of a quoted text string, however.)
AppleScript displays a special symbol ( -.) to indicate a manual line break. Here's an
example:

i f fi l eType i s "Moov " t hen move fi le f i le Path ...
t o fo ld e r "Movi es " of startup di sk
Figure 24-6 shows an example of a script with three conditional statements that
move a selected file depending on its file type.
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Trying out your script
After creating a new script, you mus t run it and test it thoroughly. To test the
script that moves files according to their type, run the script. Whe n the dialog box
appea rs, select a file that is of a type your script s hould recognize but that is not in
the destination folder, and click Open. Switch to the Finder, and make sure that the
file you selected moved from the source folder to the destination folder. Then
repeat the test, selecting a different file type that your script s hould recognize.

Creating a drag-and-drop script application
Although the sample script you created is useful, it would be more useful as an
icon on your desktop to which you could drag-and-drop files and have them move
to the ir appropriate spots, just as you can with the System Folder. You wouldn't
have to run Script Editor every time you want to move files, and you could move
more than one file at a time. AppleScript gives you this capability.
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Finding a file's type
You may not know the file type of the files that you want to move. For example, you may
know that you want to put After Dark modules in the After Dark Files folder, but you may
not know that the four-letter file type of After Dark modules is ADgm. To make a script that
reports the file type, copy the following five-line script to a new Script Editor window:

choose fi l e
copy t he r es ult to fi l ePat h
t ell appl i cation "Finder "
copy t he file t ype of fil e f il ePath t o fi l eType
end t el l
Run this five-line script and select a file whose four-character file type you need to learn. If
the result window is not visible, choose Show Result from the Controls menu. The result of
the script is the file type of the selected file. You can copy and paste the result from the
result window into a conditional statement in any script window.
It's even easier to determine a file's type using Sherlock 2. In Sherlock, make sure the Files
channel is selected, and then click Edit. Now drag any file from the Finder to the middle of the
More Search Options window. The file's type is displayed toward the bottom-right corner.

You already know that AppleScript can make standalone applications from your
scripts. With a little extra work, you can make an application with drag-and-drop
capability so that you can simply drag files to it.
Remember that when you drag and drop a s et of icons to an applicatio n on the
desktop, the Finder sends that application an Open Documents message that
includes a list of the files you dragged to the icon. This message is sent to all
applications, even to applets that you create yourself with AppleScript.
You need to tell your script to intercept that Apple event and run the appropriate
commands. Place the following line at the beginning of your script:

on ope n Ci t emli st l
Now enter the following line at the end of your script:

end ope n

~
Note

Click Check Syntax after you've entered these lines in your script and you can check
the syntax and see the Script Editor neatly indent certain lines in the window.

The first line tells the script to intercept the Open Docume nts message and to
put the list of files in a variable named itemList. The End Open command helps
AppleScript know which commands to run when the open message is received.
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Any lines between the first and second lines are run when the script receives an
Apple-event Open Documents.
Save this script by choosing the Save As command from the File menu. From
the pop-up menu in the Save As dialog box, choose the Application option. If you
switch to the Finder and look at the i con of the application you just created, you'll
see that the i con con tains an arrow that indicates that this application is a dragand-drop application. Script Editor knows how to use this kind of icon because it
sees that th e applicati on's scr ipt intercepts t he Apple event Open Documents.
The script won't be fully operational until you make a few more changes. As
the script stands, it places the list of files in a variable, but it doesn't do anything
with that information . If you dragged several files to the application now, the script
would merely bring up a dialog box asking you to pi ck a file and then quit, having
accomplished nothing.
First, delete what now are the second and third lines of the script (the ones
beginning with the words "choose" and " copy''), and replace them with the
following:

repea t wit h x f r om 1 t o t he number of items in i t eml i st
copy i tem x of i t emlist to fi lePa th
Between the End Tell and End Open commands, enter the following:

end re peat
Figure 24-7 shows the complete sample script modified for drag-and-drop
operation.
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Figure 24-7: A sample scri pt

ready to be saved as a drag-anddrop script application
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In the modified script, AppleScript repeatedly executes the commands between
the Repeat and End Repeat commands for the number of times specified in the
Repeat command. This arrangement is called a repeat loop. The first time AppleScript
executes the Repeat command, it sets variable x to 1, as specified by "from 1." When
AppleScript encounte rs the End Repeat command, it loops back to the Repeat command, adds 1 to the variable x, and compares the new value of x with the number of
items that were dragged to the icon ("the number of items in itemList"). If the two
values are not equal, AppleScript sequentially executes the command following the
Repeat command. Uthe two values are equal, the copy command is performed for the
last time and AppleScript goes to the command immediately following End Repeat.
The End Open command ends the script.
The first command in the repeat loop that you just created takes item x of the
variable itemList (where, once again , xis a number ranging from 1 to the number of
items in itemList) and then copies that information to the filePath varia ble.
Save the script as a classic applet and switch back to the Finder. (You might want
to save it to the Desktop, at least for experimental purposes.) You now have a dragand-drop a pplication that you can use to move certain types of files to specific
folders. Anytime you want to add a file type, use Script Editor to open the script,
add a conditional that covers that file type, and save the script. You can have the
script move seve ral different types of files to a single folder, if you want, but you
can't have the script move diffe rent files of the same type to different folders.
To edit a script application, drag its icon to the Script Editor icon, and Script Editor
will o pen the script for you. (Remember that double-clicking a script application
runs it.) You can also launch the Script Editor and choose Open Script from the File
menu.

AppleScript and the Mac OS
In Mac OS 8.5, Apple made major improvements and changes to the AppleScript
commands for the Finder and the standard scripting additions files . In addition,
many more control panels , ext ensions, and applications are scriptable. The
following became scripta ble in Mac OS 8.5: Appearance; Apple Help Viewer; Apple
Menu Options; Apple System Profiler; Application Switcher; ColorSync Extension;
Desktop Printer Manager; File Exchange; Location Manager; Network Setup
Scripting; and She rlock.
In addition, Mac OS 9 adds script capability to ColorSync 3.0 and its control panel
settings, the Memory control panel, and the LaserWriter 8 driver. AppleTalk is also
now better integrated with Plain Talk, the speech recognition technology discussed
in Chapter 23.
All of these Mac OS components, like the Finder, have their own AppleScript
dictionaries. To learn more about the commands that can be processed by these
components, drag and drop their icons to the Script Editor icon (which opens their
respective dictionaries) or use the Open Dictionary command in the Script Editor's
File menu to hunt down the components and create scripts that affect them.
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The changes to the Finder are not supposed to affect the operation of existing
scripts. Nevertheless, you should carefully test any existing scripts that contain
Finder-related commands. If you open scripts in the Script Editor that were created
in Mac OS vers ions before 8.5, you may see some changes in wording.
Some terms may have the word "deprecated" or the word "obsolete" added.
For example, the term "file type" may be changed to "file type obsolete." You can
usually update obsolete and deprecated terms by deleting the words "obsolete" and
"deprecated," and then compiling the script again. If this method isn't successful,
check the Finder's dictionary to learn whether the spelling of the term has changed
slightly. There are many other ways to control the Finder in Mac OS 8.5 and 9 than in
previous Mac OS versions. Investigate them in the Finder's AppleScript dictionary.
For more information on these and other AppleScript changes, check the AppleScript
Web site (ht tp : //a ppl esc r i pt . apple . com).

Working with Folder Actions
In Mac OS 8.5, Apple introduced the capability to specify actions to take place
automatically whenever you interact with particular folders or disks. For example,
you could specify that every time a file Is added to a certain folder, a copy of the
file is to be placed in another folder. Folder actions can take place in response to
opening or closing a folder, adding items to or removing them from an open folder,
or changing the size or location of a folder window. The Folder actions can also take
place in response to the same kinds of interactions with d isks and disk windows.
These scripts run only if the folder is open (its window is displayed) or the folder
is expanded in the list view of a folder that encloses it.
You determine the actions that apply to a folder or disk by attaching AppleScript
scripts to it. This section takes a look at attaching folder actions to folders and how
you can create folder actions for yourself.

Security with folder actions
You must be careful with folder actions because they can do almost anything you
can do to your computer. Folder actions can automatically do all of the following
and more:

+ Create, move, duplicate, and delete files and folders
+ Unmount disks (except the startup disk) and mount unmounted disks
+ Set control panel options
+ Connect to other computers on your local network or to the Internet

+ Connect to Web sites on the Internet
+ Transfer files to or from other computers on your local network or the Internet
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+ Send and receive e-mail
+ Start other programs and use them to make changes to documents on
your disk
To guard against your computer being controlled by another computer on your
network, folder-action scripts must be located on a disk connected directly to your
computer. The Folder Actions extension will not run a folder-action script unless it
is located on your startup disk or a hard disk connected to your computer. Neither
will it run scripts located on disks that can be removed (this excludes the startup
disk, because it cannot be ejected until you shut down). Even folders on removable
disks and network volumes must use folder actions from your startup disk or local
hard disks. In other words, a folder on a removable disk can't use folder actions
located on it.
Caution

To keep your computer secure and the information in it private, do not use any
folder-action scripts from unfamiliar sources. The danger in folder-action scripts is
that they are fairly easy to create, and an unscrupulous person could conceal side
effects ranging from mischievous to destructive. This doesn't mean that you
should fear all folder actions or not use scripts from people you don't know personally. After all, you would probably consider using other kinds of software created by reputable strangers. You wouldn't use system extensions or utility applications from sources you weren't sure of, and you should treat folder-action scripts
with the same caution.

Attaching folder actions
To attach a folder-action script to a folder or disk, choose Attach a Folder
Action from its contextual menu (Control+click the folder or disk icon to display
its contextual menu). A dialog box appears in which you select an AppleScript
script file to use as a folder action. A folder with an attached folder action has a
distinctive script badge on its icon. Figure 24-8 is an example of attaching a folderaction script.
1. Choose Attach a Folder Action 2. Select an AppleScript script
from the contexual menu
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Figure 24-8: Attach an AppleScript script as a folder action.
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What makes folder actions happen?
Folder actions can happen only under very particular circumstances. To trigger a folder
action, a visible change must occur to a folder or disk's window or contents. For example,
moving a file to a folder window would create a visible change, and could trigger a folder
action. In contrast, moving a file to a closed folder would not create a visible change and
would not trigger a folder action. You may not see a visible change happening in a folder
window that is covered by an overlapping window. likewise, you may not see a visible
change taking place in a part of a folder window that is currently scrolled out of view.
At first glance, it may seem that a folder must simply be open- its window must be displayed- to trigger a folder action. This is not true. Afolder can trigger folder actions if its contents are visible in another folder window being viewed as a list. In other words, folders that
are expanded in a list view-that have their disclosure triangles pointing down- can trigger
folder actions. Folders that are collapsed in a list view- that have their disclosure triangles
pointing to the right-can't trigger folder actions.
Aspecial application named Folder Actions is responsible for running all folder-action scripts.
If Folder Actions is not in the Extensions folder during startup, no folder actions occur.

Scripts for folder actions can be located anywhere on your startup disk or other
hard disk connected to your computer. The s tandard location is the Folder Action
Scripts folder inside the Scripts folder in the System Folder.

Sample folder actions
Ten folder-action scripts come with Mac OS 9:

+ add -duplicate to folders tries to copy added items to other folders . The
other folders must have aliases whose names begin "-!" in the attached folder.
The script labels items that were successfully copied by assigning them the
penultimate label (initially named Project 1), and labels items that were not
copied by assigning them the last label (initially named Project 2). Adding
items to the attached folder triggers this script.

+ add - n ew item alert advises that items have been added to the attached
folder and offers to bring the folder window to the front so that you can see
what was added. Adding items to the attached folder triggers this script.

+ add -reject added items places added items in a Rejected Items folder on the
desktop, advises that this happened, and offers to bring the Rejected Items
folder to the front. Adding items to the attached folder triggers this script.

+ add - set view prefs to match changes the view options of added folders to
match the attached folder. Adding items to the attached folder triggers this
script.

+ close - close sub-folders closes the windows of open folders contained in the
attached folder. Closing the attached folder's window triggers this script.
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+ mount/unmount server aliases has two actions. On opening the attached
folder, the script asks whether you want to connect to each shared folder or
disk that has an alias in the attached folder. On closing the attached folder,
the script tries to unmount (put away) all shared folders and disks. Opening
the attached folder or closing its window triggers this script.

+ move- align open sub-folders staggers all open subfolder windows of the
attached folder and resizes them to match it, so you can see all their title
bars. Moving or resizing the attached folder triggers this script.

+ open - open items labeled I opens items in the attached folder that have the
first label (initially named Essential). Opening the attached folder triggers
this script.

+ open - show comments in dialog displays a dialog box containing the
comments for the attached folder and offers to clear the comments or open
the folder's Info window. Opening the attached folder triggers this script.

+ remove - retrieve items tries to return items that are moved out of the
attached folder, and explains that items can't be removed from the folder. This
script may fail to return items moved to closed folders. Removing items from
the attached folder triggers this script.
You can use the scripts as-is or you can modify them to suit your needs. For
example, most of the folder-action scripts that display advisory messages can be
modified by changing one line of each script to not display messages. You modify
the scripts using the Script Editor application. Modifying and creating folder
actions are discussed later in this section.

Removing folder actions
You can remove folder-action scripts from a folder or disk using the folder or disk's
contextual menu. Control+click the folder or disk to display its contextual menu
and choose the script you want to remove from the Remove a Folder Action
submenu.

Creating a folder action script
You can easily modify the drag-and-drop script application you created in the
section "Creating a Drag-and-Drop Script Application" so that it becomes a folderaction script. Once you attach the script to a specific folder, you can simply drag
items to the open folder (or the folder expanded in a list view), and the items are
routed automatically to the appropriate locations.
Instead of beginning the script with an On Open command, use an On Adding
Folder Items To command, as follows:

on add i ng f olde r i t ems to t hi s_fo l de r after re ceivin g
added_ items
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In this line, the variable this_folder will contain the path of the folder that is
associated with the script. The variable added_items serves the same function as
itemList in the drag-and-drop application script - it will contain the list of items
that were dragged to the folder.
You need to balance the new first line of the script by replacing the End Open
command at the end of the script with this line:

end ad ding f ol der i tems to
After the On Adding Folder Items To command, the script needs to tell the Finder to
determine how many ite ms were dragged to the folder. The script must activate the
Finder to get this information from it. Place these two lines after the On Adding
Folder Items To command:

tel l appli cati on "Find er"
act i vat e
Next add the following line, which saves the number of items that were dragged to
the fold er in the variable item_count:

set t he i temCount to th e number of items in the added_i tems
You can now start a repeat loop as before, but you must modify it to read
as follows:

re pea t with x f rom 1 t o it emCo unt
co py i tem x of add ed i tems t o fil ePa t h
Now delete the Tell Application «Finder" command that follows the Repeat
command and move the End Tell command after the End Repeat command. The
final script is shown in Figure 24-9.
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to route files of particular types to
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Save the script as a compiled script (not as a script applet). To attach your script
to a specific folder, simply Control+click the folder to display its contextual menu,
and choose Attach a Folder Action from it. In the standard Open dialog box that
appears, select the script you saved. After you have attached the folder action
script to a folder, a distinctive badge appears on the folder's icon. Remember that
the folder must be open (or expanded in a list view of an enclosing folder) for the
attached folder action script to run.
To learn more about creating folder action scripts, study the sample folder-action
scripts supplied with Mac OS 9. They are located in the Folder Action Scripts folder
within the Scripts folder in the System Folder. Also check out the AppleScript Help
that comes with Mac OS 9 by choosing Help Center from the Help menu and
clicking AppleScript Help in the Help Center window.

Using AppleScript with Applications
The Finder is only one application that you can use with AppleScript; more and
more vendors are including AppleScript capability in their applications. This
section provides several examples of scripts that use some popular scriptable
programs. These scripts are reasonably small, so you can type them quickly. The
scripts also provide an idea of other things that AppleScript can do.

Disk Copy and a Web browser
Many people find that a Web browser performs better if its cache is on a RAM disk.
But if you use the Memory control panel to create the RAM disk, it's always there
using up memory even if you're not browsing the Web. One solution is to use the
Disk Copy utility to create a RAM disk.
Disk Copy can create a file that contains an image of the browser's cache disk.
You can mount the disk image file with RAM caching activated, which places its
entire contents in RAM, just like a RAM disk. Later, you can put away the disk image
whenever you want (once you've closed the Web browser), freeing the memory
it used.
You can create a small script to mount the RAM disk and launch your Web browser
application. You would open this script application in lieu of opening the browser
directly. For quick access to this script application, you could name it "Browse the
Internet ROC" (where ROC stands for "RAM disk cache") and put it or an alias of it
on the desktop or in your Apple menu. Figure 24-10 shows the script.
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Before creating the script application, you must open Disk Copy and create the
Internet Cache disk image file, or you won't be able to save the script application
successfully. Before running the script application for the first time, you must
mount the disk image, open your Web browser, and change the location of its cache
to the mounted disk image. If you open the We b browser directly without first
mounting the disk image, the browser resets the cache to its default location, and
you have to set it back to the mounted dis k image again.

~
Note

This script seems to work better with Netscape's browsers than with Microsoft
Internet Explorer 4.5. You can experiment with Internet Explorer, but don't be surprised if it doesn't move cache files to the disk image, even if you've set its preferences to do just that.

When you type the script from Figure 24-10 in a Script Editor window, be s ure
you replace "Internet Cache" with the actual name of your RAM dis k, and replace
"Macintosh HD:Cache::lnternet Cache.img" with the path to your Disk Copy disk
image file. Also, put the exact name of your browser in the last statement of
the script.
Another short script application can automate the process of quitting the Web
browser an d putting away the mounted cache disk. The same script can also
disconnect a dial-up Internet connection. For easy access to this script application,
you could name it "Quit Browsing the Internet ROC" and put it, or an alias of it, in
the Apple menu. Figure 24-11 shows this script.
When you type the script from Figure 24-11 in a Script Editor window, be sure you
replace "Internet Cache" with the actual name of your mounted cache dis k. Also,
put the exact name of your browser in the first line of the script.
So far these scripts are pretty good, but they don't account fo r the possibility of
quitting the Web browser without using the Quit Browsing the Internet ROC script.
If you simply select the Quit command in the browser, the RAM disk will stay
mounted, taking up valuable RAM.
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Figure 24-11 : A script
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There is a way to write the original Browse the Internet RDC script so that it
automatically puts away the RAM d isk when you quit the browser. What you do is
add some script commands that periodically check to see whether the browser is
still open and put away the RAM disk if it's not. To make the AppleScript application
stay open in the background so that it can monitor the browser's status, you must
turn on the Stay Open option when you save it. Figure 24-12 is an example of this
script with Netscape Communicator as the browser.
Tip

Note the use of comme nt in the script example in Figure 24-1 2. You can add comments at the e nd of a statement by placing two dashes (--) before the com ment
The Script Editor w ill then format the comment in ita lics w he n you check t he
script's syntax. These comments are for your use only- they are ignored by
AppleScript.
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Figure 24-12: The last 11
lines of this stay-open script
application put away the RAM
d isk that is used for a Web
b rowser's cache after you quit
the browser.
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This script could also include a command that disconnects your PPP connection
after you quit the browser. For example, inserting the PPP Disconnect command
before the Put Away command would disconnect an Open Transport PPP
connection before putting away the RAM disk.

.,/
Note

If you've already checked the syntax of the original script, you can copy and paste
the exact name of your Web browser from the "activate application" command to
the "if' statement in the second part of the script so that the proper application
name is found in the processes list.

Outlook Express
With AppleScript, you can add to the capabilities of Microsoft Outlook Express.
Outlook Express 4.5 is installed by default by the Mac OS 9 installer. It's also
available for free from Microsoft's Web site and may have been updated by the time
you read this (http: I / www. mi e ros oft. com/ i e/ma c I oe l).
Outlook Express 4.5 (and higher) is both scriptable and attachable. This means that
you can execute AppleScript scripts directly from the application itself-you don't
have to switch to Script Editor or choose script applications from your Apple menu.
Outlook Express has an AppleScript menu that lists compiled scripts (not script
applications) that you can add to the Script Menu Items folder in the Outlook Express
folder. The AppleScript menu in Outlook Express is very handy for small utility scripts
that augment the e-mail application's capabilities.
Although Outlook Express comes with scripts for tasks such as changing the color of
message headings in mailboxes, inserting text files in messages, and saving selected
text of a message, there are also many other freely available scripts that you can get
from the Internet. For example, there are scripts to have Outlook Express read your
e-mail messages aloud to you using the Mac OS text-to-speech software (see Chapter
23), forward messages as attachments, count words in messages, and delete old sent
messages. The AppleScript Archive on the "Unofficial" Microsoft Outlook Express
Web site (http: I /www. ma cema i 1 . com/ oe /page s I a pp 1esc r i pt . s htm1) is an
excellent source for scripts for Outlook Express.
For example, one script that you can download augments Outlook Express'
capability to check e-mail. While the command to send and receive e-mail is built
into Outlook Express, it relies on other software, such as Open Transport PPP (via
the Remote Access control panel), to open and close dial-up Internet connections.
You can automate your Internet e-mail with a script. First, the script dials through
Open Transport PPP. Then the script accesses your mail through Outlook Express.
Finally, the script hangs up through Open Transport PPP.
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Linking Programs
You have seen how AppleScript can automate tasks on your own machine. You can
also send Apple events to open applications on other machines in a network. As a
result, you can use AppleScript to control applications on other people's machines.
Sharing programs by sending and receiving Apple events across a network is called
program lin/ling.

Program linking adds tremendous potential to AppleScript. If you are in charge of
a network, you can use AppleScript to perform network installations or backups.
If you have a script that uses many applications, you can speed up the script by
sending a command to a remote application and retrieving the data later. You send
only a blip across the network; the remote application does the work while other
parts of your script are running, and you get the results later. In addition, this
capability can help you get around memory problems that might otherwise arise
from opening several applications using a script.

Setting up program linking
Program linking can be controlled much like file sharing. You can turn program
linking on and off, can control who on the network is allowed access to your
programs, and can deny access to specific programs.

Starting and stopping program linking
If you want to allow other network users to link to programs on your computer,

you must activate program linking. To do this, click the Start button in the
Program Linking section of the File Sharing control panel. Your computer is ready
for program linking when the button's label changes to Stop and the File Sharing
control panel reports "Program Linking on." Figure 24-13 shows how the File
Sharing control panel looks when program linking is turned on .

.,
Note

Program linking also has an option in Mac OS 9 that enables program linking to
work over a TCP/IP network, including the Internet. Turn on the option Enable
Program Linking clients to connect over TCP/IP to enable program linking, including AppleScript access, over a TCP/ IP network.

To turn off program linking, click Stop in the Program Linking section of the File
Sharing control panel. Clicking Stop prevents all programs on the computer from
receiving Apple events from any other computer on the network .

.,
Note

It's possible to use program linking between different Mac OS versions (with varying degrees of success). If you plan to enable program linking on a Mac running
Mac OS 7.6-7.6.1, you'll find the command in the Sharing Setup control panel. In
Mac OS 8-9, it's in the File Sharing control panel.
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Authorizing access to shared programs
You control which network users can link to programs on your computer with the
Users & Groups tab in the File Sharing control panel. To enable everyone on the
network to link to your programs, open the Guest icon in Users & Groups, choose
Sharing from the Show pop-up menu, and turn on the Allow guests to link to programs
on this computer option. To prevent unidentified network users from linking to your
programs, turn off this option. Figure 24-14 shows the guest window.
Figure 24-14: Setting guests'
program-linking privileges
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If you don't give guests program-linking privileges, you need to designate which
registered users in your Users & Groups can link to your programs. To enable a
registered user to link to your programs, open that user's icon on the Users &

Groups tab of the File Sharing control panel. In the user's window, turn on the Allow
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user to link to programs on this computer option. (For information on registering
users, see "Identifying Who Can Access Your Shared Items" in Chapter 22.) Figure
24-15 shows a user window.
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You can block any registered user from linking to your programs by turning off that
user's Allow user to link to programs on this computer option.

Denying access to specific programs
Even though you may enable certain network users to link to your programs,
you may want to specifically deny access to a particular application. You control
program linking for each application in its sharing window, which appears when
you select the program in Finder and choose Sharing from the Get Info submenu of
the File menu. Figure 24-16 is an example of a program's sharing window.
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Figure 24-16: Preventing other users
from sharing a specific program
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To prevent an application from receiving Apple events sent by another computer,
turn off the "Allow remote program linking option" in its s haring window and then
close the window. If the option is dimmed , the program is open; you must quit a
program before changing its program-linking option.

Scripting across a network
Using AppleScript to run a program across the ne twork doesn' t take much more
work than writing a s cript to use a program on the same computer. Start program
linking on a networked computer. Now go to another computer on the network.
Open the Script Edito r and type this command:
choose appl i cat i on
This command brings up a dialog box in which you select an application on
your computer or on the network. On the left side of this dialog box, select the
computer you set up (you may need to select a zone if your network has zones
and the computer is in a different zone). The applications that are running on
the selected computer are displayed on the right s ide of the dialog box. One
applica tion is the Finder. Select it and click OK. Figure 24-17 shows the dialog box
with a computer and its Finder application selected.

~
Note

If you need to access the remote computer over TCP/IP (for instance, over the
Internet), turn on the sma ll lP option next to the Cancel button. This changes the
dialog box so that you can enter an IP address and click the Get Applications button to list applications on that remote computer. The remote computer must be
running Mac OS 9 and have the uEnable Program Linking clients to connect over
TCP/IP option" turned on in its File Sharing control panel.
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Figure 24-17: Choosing a program to link to

Open the result window in Script Editor, if it's not open already. You see that the
res ult of this short script is the network path of the application you selected: the
name of the application, the name of the computer, and the name of the zone (if
your network has more than one zone) .
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Enter the following line below the first one and then run the script, selecting the
same a pplication on the same computer:
copy the resu l t to netpath
This script places the path to the applicatio n in a variable named netpath . To send
Apple events to this application, enter the next two lines in the script:
tell netpath
end te ll
This Tell command specifies the name of the application us ing the netpath variable
ins tead of using the word "application" and the liter al name of the application. The
e ffect is the same: AppleScript starts sending Apple events to the application ,
which in this case happens to be on a different computer.
Enter these command lines between the Tell and the End Tell command lines:
act iva te
beep
say "Your computer is under my control . Res i stance is futi l e . "
set wi ndowlist to wi ndow s who se c l osea ble is true
set nbrWindows to count of windowl is t
if nbrW i ndows > 0 the n
set openl t emsl i s t to item of every win dow wh ose closeable i s
tr ue
say " I wi l l now c l ose al l your wi ndows ."
r e peat with aWi ndow in wi ndo wlis t
close a \~i ndow
e nd repeat
say " I wi ll now open them again ."
if nbr Windows > 1 then open rever se of open l tems l i st
if nbrWindows = 1 th en open open items li s t
end if
ge t c ount of every i tem of f ont
set fontC o unt to count of i tems i n f ont
s et half to rou nd (fontCo un t I 2)
open fon t
say "You have " & fontCount & 0
" fonts . That is too many. Get rid of " & half & 0
". or I ~~ill ca ll the fon t [[emph - ]] police ."
say "I now return con trol to [[emph +] ] you . Have a nice day !"
The Say command causes an error if the target computer does not have a scripting
addition to handle it. If the target computer has Mac OS 8.5-9, the Standard Additions
file handles the Say command. If the target computer has Mac OS 7.6-8.1 , it mus t
have the Say scripting additions file in its Scripting Additions folder (either the one in
the System Folder or the one in the Extensions folder). The Say scripting addition is
available free from Apple's Speech Technology s ite on the Web at http : I l www.
apple.coml macoslspeech.
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To make matters worse, the scripting addition for the Say command that comes
with Mac OS 8.5-9 is not compatible with the Say scripting addition that you get
separately for Mac OS 7.6-8.1. If the target computer does not have the same
scripting addition for the Say command as your computer- because your
computer has Mac OS 9 and the other computer has an earlier Mac OS vers ion then the Say command will not work. If the Say command does not work for any
reason, the script abruptly stops working with an error alert on your computer.
There is a way to work around the incompatibility between the two vers ions of the
scripting addition for the Say command. If you know the target computer has Mac
OS 7.6-8. 1 and your computer has Mac OS 9, you can replace the Say command
with ccevent aevtSay» (you type the symbols surrounding this text by pressing
Option+\ and Option+Shift + \). This is the Apple-event code for the Say command
as implemented by the Say scripting addition. These shenanigans with the Say
command illustrate how knotty AppleScript problems can get. As your scripts get
more complex, you can expect to spend more time carefully testing them and fixing
bugs. Scripts take time to develop, but if you use them frequently, the effort pays off.
If you can't install t he Say scripting additions file or Mac OS 8.5 (or higher) on the

target computer, you can make the script work by removing th e Say commands
from it. (It just won't be as much fun.) You cannot replace the Say commands with
Display Dialog commands because AppleScript does not allow Display Dialog
commands to be sent to a linked computer.
When you run the script, it displays a dialog box in which you select the Finder that
is running on another computer. Before the script can send Apple events to that
Finder, however, the script must connect your computer to the other computer. To
do this, the script displays a connection dialog box like the ones you use to connect
to other computers for file sharing, as shown in Figure 24-18.
Figure 24- 18: Linking to another
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In the connection dialog box, you specify whether you want to connect as a guest
(if the other computer allows guests) or as a registered user. To connect as a
registered user, enter your name and password as they were set up in the other
computer's Users & Groups screen or control panel. If you connect successfully,
the script runs.
Before going over to the other computer to check the results, try running the script
again. This time, you don't have to go through the logon process. Once you connect
to another application, you don't have to go through the connection dialog each
time you want to send an Apple event. You have to reenter your password if
someone quits the a pplication you're linked to or turns off program linking on
the target computer.
Now go to the other computer and look at the Finder. You should see the Fonts
folder opened, as your script directed.
That's all the work you have to do if you want to script a remote application. You
don't have to use the Choose Application command, either. You can simply write
the network path of the application, as in this example:

te l l application "Finder " of machine "Creative Ser ver "
end tell
For a TCP/ IP connection, you can substitute an IP address for the machine name,
as in

tell appl icat i on "Fi nde r" of mac hin e "eppc://192 . 168.0 . 3"
or you can use a domain name, as in

,

Note

tell app li cat i on "Finder" of machine "eppc://mac1 .mac upgrade.com/"
The eppc:/I represents Apple's protocol for program-to-program communications
over the Internet.
Program linking offers many possibilities for scripters. For example, you could use
a script to create a large catalog by farming out different sections of that catalog
to several networked computers. Each machine could work on its section and the
script could pick up the resulting file via file sharing from the computers as they
finish their individual sections. As another example, a network administrator could
backup crucial documents from computers across the network to a central tape
drive and then shutdown the individual computers.
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Working around program-linking barriers
One of the biggest problems with using Apple events over a network is that some applications do not accept Apple events that come from a remote computer. There is a way around
this problem, however. Script applications- that is, scripts that you save as applications
from the Script Editor- accept Apple events from across a network. When a script application runs a script, the application acts as if the script is on the local computer. If you're trying to control a remote application that does not allow networked Apple events, you can
send a message to a script application on the remote computer. The script application, in
tum, executes a script to control other applications on the same computer.
To see how this process works, create this simple script application on a networked computer:

on netMess age ( )
t el l appl icat i on "Finder "
open about t hi s compu ter
end t el l
end netMessage
This script has a handler for netMessage, just as the earlier drag-and-drop script had a handler for open. This netMessage handler tells the Finder to display the About this Computer
window. This script has no problem sending Apple events to the Finder on the same computer because no network is involved.
When you save this script as a script application, be sure to turn on the Stay Open option in
the Save dialog box. With this option checked, the script stays open once you open it, rather
than quitting after the script runs.
Open the script application and go to another networked computer that has AppleScript
installed. On that computer, write this script:

choose appl icat i on
copy th e r es ult to netPat h
t el l net Path to ne t Messa ge()
Run the script, and use the dialog box to select the name of the script application that you
left open on the other computer. The script gets the result and tells the script application to
"netMessage." The script application on the other computer receives this message and runs
the commands in the netMessage handler, showing the About this Computer window on
that computer.
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Summary
In this chapter, you learned how applications can communicate by sending each
other messages called Apple events. When an application receives an Apple event,
it performs a task specified by the event. You can use the Apple-event mechanism
to automate tasks involving one or more applications. You do this with AppleScript
scripts. AppleScript is a programming language designed with everyday u::;ers in
mind, but with enough power for advanced users and programmers.
You learned how to create scripts with the Script Editor application. An easy way
to create scripts for some applications is to have AppleScript record your actions
as a script. You then save the recorded script and run it again to repeat the
same actions.
You also learned that a recorded script has limited value. To take full advantage
of AppleScript, use the Script Editor or another script-editing program to create
scripts from scratch. You type AppleScript statements into a new Script Editor
window, check the syntax for errors, and run the script to test it. Your script might
use conditional statements to perform some operations only when the specified
conditions are met. Repeat loops execute a group of statements over and over.
When you're done, you can save the script as a script application and you can
attach it to a folder to define a folder action.
This chapter described several examples of how to use scripts to control
applications other than the Finder. A script can mount a disk image in RAM and
then open the Web browser that uses the disk image for its cache. Another script
can dial-up a PPP connection to the Internet and then send and receive e-mail with
Outlook Express.
Finally, this chapter showed how AppleScript can control applications over a
network or the Internet on computers that have program linking set up and turned
on. You turn on program linking with a computer's File Sharing or Sharing Setup
control panel. You use Users & Groups to designate which users can link to
programs on your computer. And you use Finder's Sharing command to designate
which programs other computers can link to. Once your computer is connected to
another computer for program linking, you can use AppleScript to control
applications on the other computer.
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In This Chapter
Introducing accessory
programs

A

pple has always included accessory programs with the
Mac OS. Accessory programs enhance the features and
capabilities of the Mac OS. Each accessory is a small, focused
program that provides a narrowly defined set of features and
capabilities. Some are indispensable, such as the Chooser,
which you use to set up or select a printer and to access files
over a network. Others are more diversionary, such as the
Apple DVD Player or the AppleCD Audio Player, which plays
music CDs. Some you will use all the time, such as Sherlock 2,
which quickly search your disks for items that you can't find
by browsing. Others you hardly ever use, but will be mighty
glad to have when you need them, such as Disk First Aid.

Introducing Accessory Programs
In the old days, accessory programs were all desk accessories
and you could open them only from the Apple menu. These
days some accessories are application programs and others
are desk accessories, and very little differentiates them. You
can put both kinds of programs in folders, on the desktop, or
in the Apple menu. Each desk accessory can have its own
unique icon, a lthough some use the generic desk accessory
icon, which looks like a backward generic application icon.
You move and copy desk accessories by dragging their icons
in the Finder, just as you would with an application. If you
want to install a desk accessory in the Apple menu, simply
drag it to the System Folder icon. The Finder recognizes desk
accessories and puts them in the Apple Menu Items folder. For
historical reasons, desk accessories can also exist in suitcase
files, like fonts.

Our encyclopedia of
Mac OS accessory
programs

+
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+
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You can open a desk accessory in much the same way that you can open an
application program. For example, you can open a desk accessory by double-clicking
it or by choosing it from the Apple menu. But unlike an application program, you can't
open a desk accessory by opening one of its documents because desk accessories
don't create documents in the traditional way. (Some of them, like Note Pad and
Stickies, have a single document that's stored in the System Folder. The typical desk
accessory doesn't have an Open or Save command, however.) Thus, you can't open a
desk accessory by double-clicking a document or by dragging a document to the desk
accessory icon.
Another difference between most desk accessories and applications is the way you
quit them. Like application programs, desk accessories have a Quit command in the
File menu. In addition, most desk accessories quit automatically when you close
their windows.

Accessory Program Encyclopedia
Each accessory program has a unique set of features and capabilities that enhance
the Mac OS. This section describes the features and capabilities of the accessory
programs that come with the Mac OS. The accessory programs are discussed here
in alphabetical order.
As you go through this section, note that most accessory programs have detailed

descriptions but a few have only brief descriptions. Accessory programs that are
covered in depth elsewhere in this book have brief descriptions here that refer you
to another chapter for details. The detailed descriptions here, which tell how to use
the programs, are for accessory programs that are not covered elsewhere in this
book.

Apple Applet Runner
Java is a programming language that has received a lot of attention because Java
makes it easy to create small applications, called applets, that can be automatically
received by your browser from a Web page, and that extend the functionality of the
page. For example, if you have a Java-enabled browser (such as Netscape Navigator,
Netscape Communicator, and Microsoft Internet Explorer) you could go to a stock
page and have continually updated stock quotes scroll in ticker-tape fashion across
your screen. Netscape provides its own implementation of Java along with its
browsers. Microsoft Internet Explorer uses Apple's Macintosh Runtime for Java
(MRJ) instead of its own version of Java.
Okay, so being able to run applets inside Web pages is a nice feature, but other
than that, how important is Java? For the near term, not very. Yes, there are some
applications that are available for Java, and those applications often can run on
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t he Macintosh. So far, few of t hem are full-featured enough to be worth switching
to. A move toward more applications on the Web is also promising- one day we
may access a pplications (word processing, spreadsheets) over the Web in much
the sam e way that you can access a calendar, Web e-mail, and other features
through popular "portal" Web pages. For now, though, Java is still a developing
technology.
Sun Microsystems, the company that invented Java, is still inventing it, and as
the language changes, it is moving away from its original selling point to software
developers, which was t hat it was completely cross-platform. Cross-platform meant
that a programmer using Java t heoretically could write a program once, then run
it on Macs, Windows machines, or UNIX systems. But as Sun has re leased new
versions of Java that are incompatible with previous versions, a nd Microsoft has
created other incompatible Java versions, that dream seems to be fading. In the
meantime, Apple has committed to supporting Java in its system software, both
on Mac OS 9 and in Mac OS X.
Different versions of MRJ support different aspects of Sun's Java language. MRJ
2.1.4 supports all of the features of Sun's Java 1.1 .7, which enables developers to
create applets that look very much like Macintosh applications. The supported
features of Java 1.1. 7 include security and signed applets, JavaBeans component
software , the JAR file fo rmat, Math Package, Remote Method Invoca tion, and other
Java specifications. (For a complete list, consult ht tp : I / W\'lvl. a pp le . com/ja va I
on the Web.) MRJ greatly increases the speed of Java applets on the Mac OS, as well
as being certified by Oracle Corporation to run its Oracle Developer 1.6.1 tools. The
latest Java releases s upport AppleScript and QuickTime for Java, as well.

,

Note

If you want to try some Java applets, you can do it with the Apple Applet Run ner,
a program that lets you run Java applets o uts ide of a browser. You'll find the Apple
Applet Runner and a folder of sample applets inside the Mac OS Ru ntime for Java
fo lder. If you don't find the Applet Ru nner, you may need to perform a custom
installatio n of Mac OS Runtime for Java from your Mac OS 9 CD-ROM.
At the time of writing it wasn't clear whether the Applet Runner would be included
on the Mac OS CD-ROM. If the Applet Runner isn't installed when you install the
Mac OS or custom install Macintosh Runti me for Java, you can get it by downloading the latest full release of Macintosh Runtime for Java from Apple's Web site at
http : // www.a p ple . com/ja va/.
Once you've found the Applet Runner, just double-click its icon to open it, and then
choose one or more of the sample applets from the App lets menu. Figure 25-1
s hows some sample Java apple ts in the Apple Applet Runner.
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Figure 25·1: Run Java applets with the Apple Applet Runner.

Despite the similar names and the fact that they're both associated with Web
browsers, Java and JavaScript are almost completely unrelated. JavaScript is a
scripting language developed by Netscape to help Web page developers automate
the Netscape Navigator browser. JavaScript was originally called LiveScript, but
when Java became "The Next Big Thing," Netscape changed liveScript's name to
try to ride Java's marketing coattails.

AppleCD Audio Player
The AppleCD Audio Player application plays audio COs in your CD-ROM drive.
You can play, pause, stop, skip back, skip forward, scan back, and sca n forward
by clicking the buttons on the right side of the control panel. What's more, you can
program a custom play list for every CD, and Audio Player remembers each play list
you create. You can also enter CD and track titles, which Audio Player remembers
as well. Figure 25-2 shows the AppleCD Audio Player program.

See Chapter 18 for more details on using this accessory.
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Figure 25-2: The AppleCD Audio Player program
plays audio CDs in your CD-ROM drive.
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Apple DVD Player
The Apple DVD player applications enable you to play DVD movies on Macintosh
models equipped with a DVD-ROM drive and the proper decoding hardware. (fhis
includes all Power Macintosh, iMac DV, and PowerBook models that have shipped
with DVD-ROM drives. The program will also work with some third-party DVD-ROM
drives that include decoding hardware.) Using the DVD Player's Controller, you can
access most of the features of modern DVD movie discs, including subtitles, additional
languages, alternative camera angles, and more. Figure 25-3 shows the Apple DVD
Player Controller.
See Chapter 18 for more details.

Figure 25-3: The Apple DVD Player plays
DVD movies on many Mac models.

Apple File Security
Located in the Applications menu in the Security folder, Apple File Security enables
you to encrypt and decrypt files as a way to password protect them and compress
their contents at the same time. You can drag-and-drop files on the Apple File Security
icon to encrypt or decrypt them (according to their current state), or you can doubleclick Apple File Security to locate files to encrypt or decrypt using the Open dialog
box. Once encrypted, a file can't be read without a password or passphrase.

Apple System Profiler
If you ever need to call Apple for technical support for your computer, you may be

asked all kinds of questions you don't know the answer to. What's your processor
type? Exactly which version of the system are you running? Which SCSI bus is your
startup drive on? And so on.
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The Apple System Profiler answers these questions and more. Just by running
this program, you can discover the details of your computer's setup in several
categories. Version 2.4.2 comes with Mac OS 9. Figure 25-4 shows some of the
System Profile category.
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Figure 25-4: Apple System Profiler 2.4.2, which comes with
Mac OS 9, tells you more than you ever wanted to know about
your hardware and software.
To see another category of system information, click its tab in the application
window or choose the category from the Commands menu. Note that subcategories
have disclosure triangles next to them that enable you to hide or show their
information.
You can choose from among these categories:

+ The System Proftle category provides details about your system's software,
memory, hardware, network, printer, and production information. This
category has six subcategories, which you can show or hide by clicking the
disclosure triangle next to the subcategory name in the application window.
The six subcategories are:
• The Software overview subcategory provides information about the
Mac OS running on your computer: the version of the Finder and System,
whether an enabler is active, whether Multiple Users is installed, which
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vers ion of QuickTime is installed, and whether file sharing is on or off.
The software overview also profiles your startup device, listing name,
type of device, device (ATA or SCSI) ID number, and the type of bus (ATA
or SCSI) a nd SCSI bus number, if applicable.
• The Memory overview subcategory provides details about disk cache,
virtual memory, built-in memory, and external caches.
• The Hardware overview subcategory identifies the machine ID, model
name, keyboard type, processor type, machine speed, and FPU type,
if applicable.
• The Network overview subcategory displays details about networking
options that are ins talled and active, the modem's status, and what
versions of Open Transport, AppleTalk, and TCP/ IP are in use. Under
AppleTalk you can find out about file sharing, AppleTalk zones, active
network ports, what network this computer is part of, what its node
numbe r a nd hardware address are, and what router it uses. For TCP/IP,
you can determine whether personal Web sharing and multihoming are
on or off a nd get information about the broadcas t, netmask, IP address,
default gateway address, domain, and name server address.
• The Printer overview subcategory displays information about each
desktop printer's name, drive r, version, icon name, and location.
• The Production information subcategory tells you which ROM
revis ion the computer is using.

+ The Devices and Volumes category provides a hierarchical chart of
information about all the devices connected to your computer. The highest
level of the hierarchy is the type of device: SCSI bus, PCI slot, floppy drive,
network, USB, Firewire, ATA bus, and so on. As you read across you see more
detailed information about each type of device. For example, for SCSI devices, a
list of all devices attached to the SCSI bus in order by SCSI ID number displays.
For each device, you can see what type of device it is, what driver it's using and
the vendor, revision number, product 10, and serial number. For a removablemedia drive, you can see whether a disk is currently inserted. For a storage
device, you can see information about all the volumes on it; for each volume,
you can check the format, size, space available, percent full, and whether the
volume is write protected or file sharing is on. You determine the level of detail
displayed by clicking disclosure triangles that hide or reveal more details about
each device.

+ The Control Panels category lists all of the control panels currently in the
System Folders of your choice, displaying the name, version, and file size of
each control panel. This feature also tells you whether a control panel is from
Apple and whether it's enabled. Selecting a control panel brings up more
information, such as where the control panel is located and its creation and
modification dates. Some control panels also display a brief description of
their functions when selected.
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+ The Extensions category lists all of the extensions currently in the System
Folders of your choice, displaying the name, version, and file size of each
extension. This feature also tells you whether an extension is from Apple
and whether it's enabled. Selecting an extens ion from the list brings up
more information, such as where the extension is located and its creation
and modification dates. Some extensions also display a brief description
of their functions when selected.

+ The Applications category lists all of the application programs on your disks.
This feature displays the name, version number, memory size, file size, and
whether it's an Apple application. Selecting an application from the list brings
up information about where the application is located and its creation and
modification dates. Some applications also display a brief description of their
functions when selected.

+ The System Folders category displays a list of system folders on the startup
disk (and any other selected volume) on your computer.
Each time you open System Profiler, it gathers information for the System Profile
category. You can also set up System Profiler to gather information for any other
category at the same time. To do this, choose Preferences from the Edit menu and
then select the categories you want.
You can also create reports of System Profiler information by choosing New Report
from the File menu. A dialog box in which you select the categories of information
you want in the report appears. Reports can be in Apple System Profiler format or
in text format. You select the report format at the top of the report window. In
addition, you can set a standard report format with the Preferences command.
The Commands menu enables you to update a system profile at any time. For the
Control Panels, Extensions, Applications, and System Folders sections of the Apple
System Profiler, you determine which volumes the Apple System Profiler searches
by choosing Search Options in the Commands menu and then selecting the
volumes you want in the dialog box that appears.

Apple Verifier
The Apple Verifier is a drag-and-drop program in the Security folder (inside the
Applications folder) that enables verification of the digital signature attached to
applications and other files. If you have a digitally signed file, drag it to the Apple
Verifier to test its authenticity.
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Apple Video Player
The Apple Video Player application plays video and audio from a VCR, camcorder,
or other video equipment on a computer with video inputs. The application can
also display TV shows on a computer with a TV tuner installed. In addition, the
Video Player can capture the video and save it in a movie file on disk. Figure 25-5
shows the Apple Video Player's main window and its Controls window.
For detailed information, see Chapter 18.

Figure 25-5: The Apple Video Player plays and captures TV and video on a

computer with video in puts.

Calculator
The Calculator desk accessory adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides numbers
that you enter. You can type numbers and operation symbols, or click the keys in
the desk accessory. In addition, you can copy the text of a calculation - for
example, 69.95+26.98+14.99*.0725-and paste it in the Calculator. Figure 25-6
shows the Calculator desk accessory.
Figure 25-6: The Calculator desk

accessory does simple arithmetic.
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The Chooser
The Chooser desk accessory enables you to select a printer or other output device
and to create desktop printer icons, as described in Chapter 16. You also use the
Chooser to connect to shared folders and disks from other computers on the same
network as your computer. Figure 25-7 shows the Chooser desk accessory.
For more information, see Chapter 16.
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Figure 25-7: The Chooser desk accessory lets

you select a printer and connect to shared folders
and disks.

Desktop Printer Utility
Desktop printing enables you to print a file by dragging its icon directly to the
desktop printer icon on your desktop. With this method of printing, you don't need
to open the document or the application that created it, and you don't need to go
through the Chooser to select a new printer if its icon is already on your desktop.
The Desktop Printer Utility, which is part of the standard installation of Mac OS 9, is an
application for making desktop printer icons for PostScript printers. You'll find it in the
Apple LaserWriter Software folder inside the Apple Extras Folder. The Desktop Printer
Utility works with printers using the LaserWriter 8 driver, as well as AdobePS driver
version 8.5.1 or higher. The Desktop Printer Utility creates desktop icons that let you
choose a connected printer and print to it immediately. In addition, this utility creates
desktop icons for printing to PostScript files, for holding files to print at a later time,
for sending files over the Internet for printing, and for translating files into PostScript
for printing by specific applications. Figure 25-8 shows the Desktop Printer Utility.
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For a full description of the Desktop Printer Utility, see Chapter 16.

DigitaiColor Meter
If you work with color images, you may need to know precisely what color is
displayed at a point on the monitor. The Digita!Color Meter application measures and
records the RGB values of colors on your monitor. If you have an Apple ColorSync or
AppleVision monitor, Digita!Color Meter translates displayed colors to an industrystandard color standard such as Pantone and CIE. DigitaiColor Meter may be in your
Apple menu. If not, look for it in the Monitors Extras Folder, which is inside the Apple
Extras folder.
Opening Digita!Color Meter brings up a window that displays a magnified view of
the area around the mouse pointer, together with information about the color value
at or near the mouse pointer. Figure 25-9 is an example of DigitaiColor Meter
displaying RGB values.
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Figure 25-9: Digita!Co!or Meter measures
the color at or near the mouse pointer.
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The Aperture Size slider lets you adjust the size of the area under scrutiny. At the
smallest aperture setting, DigitalColor Meter measures the single pixel lying directly
beneath the pointer. At larger aperture settings, DigitalColor Meter determines the
average color of the pixels inside the aperture.
You can hold a sample of the color you're pointing to-so that you don't lose
the color as you move the pointer- by pressing W+H. While a color is on hold,
you can see its value in any of the available color standards by selecting the
color standard in the DigitaiColor Meter window. If you select the RGB standard,
the Meter menu lets you choose whether DigitalColor Meter displays the color
measurement as percentages of red, green, and blue; as values between 0 and
65535 for red, green, and blue; or as Hex values between 00 and FF for red, green,
and blue. The Hex measurement is useful for specifying a color in the HTML code
of a Web page. The other values are useful for specifying a color in a graphics or
publishing application. If your graphics program expects RGB values between 0
and 255, convert DigitalColor Meter's higher values by dividing each value by 256
and rounding up to the nearest whole number.
An easy way to enter the Digital Color Meter's measurement into another program
is with the Copy and Paste commands. While pointing at a color in DigitalColor
Meter, press a!: +C to copy the color measurement to the Clipboard. (You can't use
the Copy command in the Edit menu since you'd have to move the mouse pointer
to the menu!) Then switch to your other program and enter the color values there
by choosing Paste from the Edit menu or pressing W+V.

Disk Copy
Disk Copy is a program that enables you to create and mount disk images on your
Mac's desktop. A disk image is simply a file that, when mounted, acts as if it were
a floppy disk (or a similar removable disk). There are two different kinds of floppy
disk images- self-mounting images (.smi) and regular disk images (.img). A selfmounting image mounts on any Macintosh when double-clicked. With regular image
files, the Disk Copy software needs to be on your Mac, then you can doubl~click a
disk image to mount it. Both types of images are stored as compressed archives,
which makes them smaller for transport over the Internet or other networks.
Figure 25-10 shows a mounted disk image.
Figure 25-10: A disk image, once double-

clicked, becomes a mounted disk.
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You can create your own image files with Disk Copy. Launch Disk Copy and drag
a folder or disk icon to the Disk Copy window. (You can make disk images of entire
disks that include COs, Zip disks, and others.) The Save Disk Image As dialog box
appears. Give the disk image a name and choose the folder where you'd like it
saved. (You may want it saved on the desktop.)
You can also choose from a number of options in the dialog box, including whether
the image will be Read Only or Read and Write and whether the image should be
mounted once it's created. You can also choose the s ize of the image from a fixed
size, such as 1.4MB or 500MB, or you can choose the Data Size option, where the
size varies with the data you're creating an image of. (Images can be larger than
the files you're originally placing on them.) After you've made your selections,
click Save.

Disk images aren't a bad way to archive files that you'd like to store for accessing
later, because the image itself (if it's saved as Read Only Compressed) is a compressed file, but it can be mounted and accessed as if it were a removable disk.

Tip

Disk First Aid
The Disk First Aid program checks the condition of a disk's directory, which keeps
track of where files are stored on the disk, and can often repair any problem it finds.
A directory can become damaged when the computer crashes or freezes. To use
Disk First Aid, select one or more disks in its window and click Verify or Repair.
Figure 25-11 shows the Disk First Aid window.
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Figure 25-11: The Disk First Aid program

Disk First Aid is in the Utilities folder on the startup disk.
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For more information on Disk First Aid, see Chapters 29 and 30.

Graphing Calculator
The Graphing Calculator is a special calculator program originally designed to s how
off PowerPC's processing power. It can graph a n equation in the same time that it
takes the ordinary Calculator to perfo rm arithmetic on a lesser Mac. Figure 25-12
s hows the Graphing Calculator and its full keypad.

Figure 25-12: The Graphing Calculator program graphs equations quickly on

PowerPC computers.
You can enter equations in the Graphing Calculator a nd it will draw the graph the
equation represents. For example, enter "z = x2 + y2" in the space above the graph.
For exponents, type a caret symbol (") by pressing Shift+6 to move the cursor up
above the line; when you're done entering an exponent, press the r ight arrow (-+)
key to re turn to normal.
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You will see the graph of this equation-a three-dimensional parabola-drawn.
Using the mouse, you can spin the graph about an axis and see it from another
angle. Hold down the mouse button over the image and move the mouse left or
right. The graph will spin in the direction you move the mouse.
The Graphing Calculator knows how to draw in two or three dimensions and knows
about the variables x, y, and z. You can use these varia bles in your equations. You
can also use constants such as pi, infinity, and e .
Unlike many calculators, the Graphing Calculator understands equations as you
learned them in math class. If you need help entering parts of your equation, use
the Show Keypad command from the Equation menu. That provides a floating
window with buttons for sine, cosine, exponents, and other commonly used
functions. Other useful functions, such as Square Root and Derivative, are also
available in the Equation menu.
The Edit menu lets you invoke the Copy Graph command to copy the graph to the
Clipboard so that it can be pasted in other documents-very handy for school
reports. You can also use standard Cut, Copy, and Paste commands to bring
equations into word processors. And you can use the Preferences menu item to
change the s ize of the graph grid, or the font and size of the typefaces used.
The Demo menu steps through the graphing of a set of equations. It's useful when
trying to learn all that the Graphing Calculator can do, but it's probably best used
to impress folks with the power and speed of your computer.
Tip

The Graphing Calculator has a number of features that are not documented in
its help system. Pacific Tech, which created the code behind the Graphing
Calculator, has posted information about some of Graphic Calculator's hidden
commands on a We b site at ht t p : I I ~Mw. pa c i fi ct . com/Secr e t s . ht ml.
Some of these are genera l tips, such as dragging and dropping equations and
graphs from the Graphing Calculator to the desktop to make clipping files, then
restoring the m by dragging and dropping them back on the Graphing
Calculator. But there is also an extensive list of keyboard shortcuts for working
with mathematical expressions and typesetting features, and for entering Greek
letters and special mathematical symbols.

Key Caps
The Key Caps program sh ows all the characters that you can type in any font
installed in your system. You choose the font from Key Cap's Font menu, which
appears to the right of the Edit menu when the Key Caps desk accessory is active.
Key Caps chan ges to show the effect of pressing Shift, Option, or Control separately
or in combination. Figure 25-13 is an example of the Key Caps program.
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Figure 25-13: The Key Caps program shows t he effect of pressing any combination
of keys in any font you have.

In Key Caps, pressing Option outlines the keys that, when pressed along with
Option, don't directly produce a character. Each of those Option+key combinations,
which are called dead keys, adds an accent or other diacritic to certain subsequently
typed keys. Pressing a dead key- for example, Option+E for an accent-outlines
the keys that can have that diacritic added. Figure 25-14 shows how dead keys
appear in Key Caps.
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Figure 25-14: Reviewing dead keys and their effects
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Printing Key Caps
You may want to print Key Caps as a handy reference, but it has no Print command. To work
around this situation, follow these steps to take a picture of the screen and print that
picture:
1. Open Key Caps, choose the font that you want it to show, and press any modifier
keys (Shift, Option, Control, or 31l) that you want to be in effect. Move the mouse
pointer to an empty area of the menu bar; hold down the mouse button; temporarily
release the modifier keys; press Caps Lock+3il+Shift+4; again press the modifier keys
that you released temporarily; and, finally, release the mouse button. Your gyrations
should be rewarded by the sound of a camera shutter as the system snaps a picture
of the Key Caps window.
l. Now open your startup disk and look for a document named Picture 1. (If you take

additional snapshots, those snapshots are numbered sequentially.)
3. Print this document using SimpleText or any graphics program.

Note Pad
The Note Pad saves brief messages that you type or paste in it. You can print notes,
go to any note by number, and find text in one note or all notes. Each note can contain
up to about 32,000 characters. You can drag text between the Note Pad and another
application that has adopted Mac OS drag-and-drop editing, such as AppleWorks, the
Scrapbook, and SimpleText (see Chapter 7). You can scroll and resize the Note Pad
window. In addition, you can set the font and size of the text in the notes by choosing
Preferences from the Edit menu. Figure 25-15 shows the Note Pad.
D
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Figure 25-15: Keep brief notes
in the Note Pad program.
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To create a new page for notes, use the New command from the File menu, or press
3C+N. Click the dog-ear in the lower-left corner to flip forward or backward through
the notes.

~
Note

The Note Pad is now found in the Apple Extras folder instead of its traditional location on the Apple Menu. If you'd like to place it back on the Apple menu, drag its
icon to the Apple Menu Items folder in your System Folder.

PictureViewer and PictureViewer Pro
PictureViewer is a simple application for viewing and making minor changes to still
images; it comes as par t of QuickTime 4.0. PictureViewer Pro is an enhanced version
that you get if you upgrade to QuickTime 4.0 Pro. PictureViewer is found in the
QuickTime folder inside the Applications folder on your startup disk.

Quicklime is discussed in more detail in Chapter 18.
PictureViewer lets you open and view images in several image formats, among them
BMP, GlF, JPEG, MacPaint, PlCT, PNG, Photoshop, QuickTime Image, SGI, Targa, TIFF,
and QuickDraw GX Picture. You can also use PictureViewer to view other image
formats for which you have ins talled graphics importers.
To open an image file in PictureViewer, you can drag the file's icon to the
PictureViewer icon. Alternatively, you can choose Open from PictureViewer's File
menu. The Open dialog box lets you see a preview of the image if one already exists,
or create a preview if none exists. To create the preview, click Create in the Open
dialog box, as shown in Figure 25-16.
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Figure 25-16: Quicklime 4.0's PictureViewer

application previews images in its Open dialog box.
You can resize an image in PictureViewer window by c hoosing Half Size, Normal
Size, Double Size, or Fill Screen from the Image menu. Although th e image window
has no grow box, you can, nevertheless, drag the bottom-right corner of its window
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to resize it. PictureViewer normally constrains the window to an optimal size. To
resize freely, you must Shift+drag. Option+dragging resizes the image in preset
percentages (100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10%).
To change an image's orientation in the window, choose Rotate Right, Rotate Left,
Flip Horizontal, or Flip Vertical from the Image menu. After you've made changes,
you can print it or copy it to the Clipboard. If you have PictureViewer Pro, you can
save your changes to the image by choosing Export from the File menu.

Quic;kTime Player
QuickTime Player specializes in QuickTime movies. While you may be able to play
movies in SimpleText and other ordinary applications, QuickTime Player provides
greater control over the movie. For example, you can change the size of a movie
window and you can view detailed information about a movie in a separate window.
You can even edit movies with some versions of QuickTime Player. Figure 25-17
shows the QuickTime Player interface.
Figure 25-17: QuickTime Playerfeatures a new

interface with plenty of bells and whistles.

Apple offers two editions of QuickTime 4.0 - regular and Pro- and each has its
own version of QuickTime Player. The Pro edition enables you to cut, copy, and
paste parts of movies, create new movies, and import and export individual movie
tracks. QuickTime Player Pro also enables you to apply filters and special effects.
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New in QuickTime 4.0 is support for streaming video and for Macromedia Flash
content, both of which the QuickTime Player supports. Us ing the Favorites
Drawer in the QuickTime Player, you can access your favorite movie files as well
as streaming content sent from name-brand news and entertainment sources
on the Web.
You'll find QuickTime Player inside the QuickTime folder on your startup disk.
Quicklime Player is discussed in more detail in Chapter 18.

Scrapbook
The Scrapbook stores and retrieves text, pictures, sounds, movies, and other types
of information that you paste into it, one item at a time. You can copy an item to or
from the Scrapbook by dragging from or to another application that has adopted
Mac OS drag-and-drop editing, such as AppleWorks, SimpleText, or the Finder.
Figure 25-18 shows an image pasted in the Scrapbook.
See Chapter 7 for details on drag-and-drop editing.
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Figure 25-18: The Scrapbook stores all kinds

of clippings pasted in it.
As you scroll through items, the Scrapbook reports the number of the item, the
type of the item, and its s ize. For picture items, the Scrapbook also reports the
item's dimensions and the amount (if any) by which the item is reduced for display
in the Scrapbook. The Scrapbook also reports the duration of sounds and movies.
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Relieving Scrapbook clutter
After extensive use, your Scrapbook may become cluttered with old clippings. If you can't
bear to throw them out, make a copy of the Scrapbook fife in your System Folder (use the
Finder's Duplicate command and store the copy in some other folder) before you start
weeding. Later, you can use the old copy that you made by double-clicking it.
A factory-fresh copy does not replace your Scrapbook when you upgrade the Mac OS. The
Mac OS installer program notices the old Scrapbook file and leaves it alone. To get the standard Scrapbook when you upgrade the Mac OS, move the Scrapbook file out of the System
Folder before you start the installer program.

Script Editor
The Script Editor is used to write, record, and edit AppleScript s cripts. You'll fi nd it
in the AppleScript folder inside the Apple Extras folder on the startup disk. Figure
25-19 is an example script in a Script Editor window.

For more information on AppleScript and Script Editor, see Chapter 24.
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Figure 25-19: Write and edit AppleScript scripts in
the Script Editor program.
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Sherlock 2
Sherlock 2 is an update of the popular Sherlock application in Mac OS 8.5 for
searching hard disk, document content, and the Internet. Sherlock's new brushedmetal look Qike the QuickTime Viewer's new look) gives it an interesting interface,
while new features make it possible to search Internet e-commerce sites, locate
people via the Internet, and generally use Sherlock 2 for all of your searching,
whether you do it on the Internet, on your local disks, or on your organization's
network. Figure 25-20 shows the Sherlock 2 window.
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Figure 25-20: The Sherlock 2 program finds files,

document content, and Internet content.
You switch between Sherlock's capabilities by eliciting the Channel icons at the top
of the Sherlock window. The disk icon, for instance, represents local and network
disks; the world icon searches the World Wide Web's popular search engines; the
woman icon represents people searches in popular "white pages" search engines.
As you move between different channels, the interface changes along with the
channel, to represent the type of data that you're searching for and the optimum
way for results to be displayed. For instance, when you click the Files channel icon,
you can search by file name, content keyword, or other search criteria. Results are
listed by Name, Kind, Date Modified, and so on. On the Shopping channel, you
search by keyword and results are listed by price and availability.
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One of Sherlock's most impressive features is the capability to search within
textual documents (including PDF and HTML files) on your hard disk. To do this,
you need to schedule indexing time, so that Sherlock can take time to create an
index of your disks. Complete and up-to-date indexes make finding things within
your documents easier.
Searching with Sherlock 2 is covered extensively in Chapter 6.

SimpleSound
SimpleSound is a small application that you can use to record sound. You can
record sound files and new system alert sounds. The Alert Sounds window shows a
list of all alert sounds currently in your System file. You can also open sound files,
each in its own window. Figure 25-21 shows the Alert Sounds window and the
windows of two sound files.
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Figure 25-21: Record system alert sounds and individual
sound files in the SimpleSound program.

Playing sounds
You can play an alert sound by clicking its name in the Alert Sounds window.
Selecting an alert sound in the Alert Sounds window also makes it the system
alert sound, just like selecting it in the Sound control panel (see Chapter 12).
To play an open sound file, make its window active and use the Play command in
the Sound menu, or double-click the icon in the sound's window. You can stop a
playing sound with the Stop command in the Sound menu, by clicking the icon in
the sound's window once or by pressing 3C+period (.).

Making sounds
Before making a new sound, set the sound quality by choosing a quality level from
the Sound menu. Higher quality sound requires more storage space on disk. There
are four sound-quality level choices:
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+CD Quality records in stereo with 16-bit samples and a 44.lkHz sampling rate.
+ Music Quality records in mono with 8-bit samples and a 22kHz sampling rate.
+Speech Quality records in mono with 3-to-1 compression a nd a 22kHz
sampling rate.
+Phone Quality records in mono with 6-to-1 compression and a 22kHz
sampling rate.
To make a new alert sound, click Add in the Alert Sounds window. To make a new
sound file, use the New command in the File menu. Either action brings up a dialog
box with buttons that work like a traditional tape recorder. The dialog box also
shows the elapsed recording time and the remaining time available. Click Record
to record or rerecord sound from the computer's microphone or from another
audio source. (You set the sound input source in the Sound In section of the Sound
control panel, as described in Chapter 12.) Then click Play to hear your recording.
When you're satis fied with your recording, click Save and type a name for the new
sound when asked. Figure 25-22 shows the dialog box in which you record a sound.
Figure 25-22: The SimpleSound program's
dialog box for recording a new sound
:00
s.oon.2s

.05

New alert sounds are saved in the Finder sound format (also known as the snd
format) and are put in the System file. You can open the System file and drag
sounds to the desktop.
New sound files are saved in the audio interchange file format (AIFF), and each
sound goes in the folder that you select when you save the sound.

SimpleText
SimpleText is often thought of as just a tool for opening Read Me files, but it can
do quite a bit more. SimpleText can read text aloud as well as open graphics files
and copy selected portions of an image to the Clipboard. Furthermore, unless you
have removed Quic kTime, you can use SimpleText to play QuickTime movies and
open and manipulate QuickDraw 30 graphics.

Text editing
The text-ed iting features of SimpleText are not fancy. You have no control over
paragraph formatting. The paragraph width changes as you resize the SimpleText
document's window. Line spacing and tab stops are fixed.
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In plain-text documents, you can make selections and cut, copy, and paste text.
You can change the font, font s ize, and font style, but you must apply each attribute
separately. (You cannot create styles that assign font, font s ize, and font style all in
one operation.) Moreover, the text-editing capabilities described in this paragraph
do not work in read-only SimpleText documents- the kind with an icon that looks
like a newspaper.

Speech and sound
To make SimpleText read aloud, select some text in a SimpleText document and
then choose Speak Selection (~+J) from SimpleText's Sound menu. If you make no
selection, the Sound menu offers the command Speak All. Choose a voice from the
Voices menu. Some voices s imulate realistic humanlike speech, whereas others are
mechanistic, humorous, or musical.
You can also record a voice annotation or other sound and attach it to a plain-text
document for later playback. Choosing Record from the Sound menu brings up a
dialog box for recording up to 25 seconds of sound. Clicking Save in this dialog box
saves the sound in the current SimpleText document. To play a saved sound,
choose Play from the Sound menu.

Graphics and other media
SimpleText can also open graphics files, 3D objects, and QuickTime movies. You
can drag a multimedia file to the SimpleText icon to open it, or use the Open
command in SimpleText's File menu. Simple Text can open PICT files d irectly. If you
have QuickTime installed, SimpleText uses it to convert other graphics files to PlCT.
Depending on the version of QuickTime, you may be able to open and convert BMP,
GIF, JPEG, MacPaint, PICT, PNG, Photoshop, QuickTime Image, SGI, Targa, TIFF, and
QuickDraw GX Picture files.
After SimpleText opens a graphics file, the mouse pointer appears as a crosshairs
pointer, which you can use to select a portion of the image and copy it to the
Clipboard. Opening a QuickDraw 3D graphic with SimpleText lets you manipulate the
3D graphic using the standard QuickDraw 3D controller. When you use SimpleText to
open QuickTime movies, the movie appears in a window with a standard QuickTime
movie controller at the bottom.
For more information on these multimedia controllers, see Chapter 18.

Stickies
The Stickles application displays notes similar to Post-it Notes on your screen.
You can set the color and the text font, font size, and font style for each note. You
can drag selected text to move it within a note, copy it between notes, or copy it
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between a note and another application that has adopted Mac OS drag-and-<lrop
editing, such as SimpleText and the Note Pad. Stickies windows have no scroll
bars, but you can scroll by pressing the arrow keys or by dragging inside the note.
Figure 25-23 displays severa l examples of Stickies notes.

Figure 25-23: The Stickies application

displays notes similar to Post-it Notes.

Summary
This chapter gave a brief look at a number of the accessory programs that are
included with Mac OS 9. These include multimedia programs such as the Audio CD
Player and DVD Player, traditional desk accessories like Key Caps and the Scrapbook,
and newer accessories such as the Apple File Security and Apple Verifier programs
that access Apple's la test technologies. Other accessories include the new Sherlock 2
program and the QuickTime Player, both with impressive-looking interfaces and new
features in their latest versions. In addition, there are utilities such as Disk First Aid,
Disk Copy, and the Desktop Printer Utility that are often overlooked by Mac OS 9
users even though they offer interesting and useful capabilities .

. .. ..

Enhance with
Utility Software
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In This Chapter

E

very system software upgrade, including Mac OS 9, offers
significant enhancements in performance and ease of use
over older Mac system software. However, even Mac OS 9 can
stand some assistance in performing its disk and file management, alias management, networking, and other duties.
Software that enhances the Mac OS to even further increase
your productivity is the subject of this chapter.
Many programmers have developed small accessory applications, control panels, and system extensions that enhance the
performance of the Finder and other system software. Mac OS
users are an idiosyncratic lot and like to personalize their
systems. These s ha reware, freeware, and commercial software
utilities personalize the activities of the Finder and other
system software so that the computer does exactly what you
need it to do, when you need it to do it. With these programs,
you can open s pecific files directly without having to know
where they are located. You can also throw away files while
using an application without going to the Finder, create aliases
in new ways , and make using your Mac much more fun.
The software items described in this chapter are listed alphabetically, with a short description of each of their features,
and with the names of their authors, their system requirements, and prices. Software is updated often, especially
noncommercial software, and you may find that newer
versions of programs have features not described here.

Where to Get Utility Software
There are several avenues to acq uire the software listed in
this chapter. All the software is available from some software
library on the Internet or from a commercial online

Obtaining utility
software online
An alphabetical
listing of utility
programs

+

•

+

+
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information service. Much of the software is available on CD-ROM from user groups.
And some of the software is available from Apple. Start with these sources:
+ Macworld's Macdownload software library (htt p: I !'IMW. mac d o~tml oa d. com)
has much of the software listed in this chapter, plus many more shareware,
freeware, and Apple utilities. All are available for the cost of downloading.
+ C-Net's Download.com software library (ht t p: I / lvWiv. down l oad. com) offe rs
extensive shareware, demo software , and freeware. And if you can't find it
there, you may find a s hareware or freeware title you're seeking at its sister
site, Shareware.com (ht t p: I / ww1v . s ha r ewa r e . com). All software is available
for the cost of downloading.
+America Online (800-827-6364) has a large collection of shareware, freeware,
and Apple utility software, all available for the cost of downloading.
+ Info-Mac Archive is a major storehouse of s hareware , freeware, and demo
versions of reta il software. All software is submitted to a central location and
redistributed to mirror sites throughout the world, s uch as AOL's FTP mirror
site (ft p: I /mirrors . aol . com/pub/info-mac/) and Apple's FTP mirror
site (ft p : I I mirror . apple . com/ mi rrors II nfo - t~ac . Arc hive/) . At most
mirror sites, you browse for files by category. MIT's Hyper Archive mirror
has an Info-Mac search facility (htt p: I / hype r a r c hive . l c s . mi t. edu /
Hy pe rA r ch i v e . html ), as does the Univers ity of Illinois (http : I I u i ar c hi ve .
cso .u i uc . ed u/pubi ndex/i nfo- ma c/ wgi ndex .h t ml).
+ Umich mac.archive is another major storehouse of shareware, freeware,
and demo versions of retail software. Like Info-Mac, Umich has mirror sites
throughout the world, such as AOL's FTP mirror site (ft p : I / mir ror s . a ol .
com/ pu b/ rn ac /) and Apple's FTP mirror site (ftp: I /m irr or. ap pl e . com/
mi r rors/ rn ac . a rc hive . umi c h . edu/) . There's a list of mirror s ites at the
main Umich mac. archive site (http : I !lvwlv- persona l . umi ch. e du /
-sdamas k/umi ch-mi rrors/) .
+ Filez ( ht t p: I !lv~tllv. fi l ez . com/ zllub . s ht ml) and Shareware.com
(h t t p: I /1vww. s har ewa re. com) have extensive, searchable directories
of s hareware and freeware.
+VersionTracker Online ( htt p: I /www . vers i ont rae ker. com/) is a great way
to keep up with the latest new Macintosh s hareware, freeware, demos, and
free updates to commercial software.
+Berkeley Macintosh Users Group (BMUG) (510-549-2684, ht t p: I I 'IMW . bmu g .
or g), Arizona Macintosh Users Group (AMUG) (602-553-8966, ht tp : I / www.
amug . or g), and other user groups sell collections of s hareware and freeware
on CD-ROM. Apple will refer you to the user group nearest you (800-538-9696).
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+Apple's Software Updates library (htt p: //www. ap ple. com/ S\vupda tes /)
has all Apple utility software and much of, but not all of, Mac system software.
Everything in the library is available for the cost of downloading.

How to use utility software
This chapter describes utility software but does not include detailed operating
instructions. Because noncommercial software is usually distributed online or on
disk, it doesn't come with printed manuals. Instead, noncommercial software
usually comes with a documentation file, frequently called "Read Me." You s hould
also check for onscreen help in the Help menu or at the top of the Apple menu.

About shareware and freeware
The software described in this chapter is not available in any store. This software
is distributed on the Internet, through online information services, by user groups,
and person-to-person. Whatever you pay for an online connection or a user group's
CD-ROM goes strictly to the online service or user group; none of that money goes
to the authors of the software. That's fine with some authors, who distribute their
products as freeware and don't expect to be paid.
Authors of shareware encourage you to try their software and to share copies with
friends and coworkers. Each person who decides to keep a shareware product
sends payment directly to the author. Many shareware authors also accept payment through Kagi Software (http://www. kag i . com), which is a clearinghouse
on the Internet.
It's important to understand that freeware and shareware are not in the public
domain. Most freeware authors and all shareware authors retain the copyrights to
their work. You can use it and you can generally pass it around, but you can't sell it.
Shareware and freeware programs typically are written by enthusiasts who can't
afford to provide technical support by telephone, as the developers of commercial
programs can. Moreover, s hareware and freeware authors can't afford to
thoroughly test their software with many combinations of computer models ,
Mac OS versions, and other software.
Shareware and freeware programs aren't always as stable as commercial software.
Be sure to follow the instructions and discussions provided by the authors in their
Read Me or Help files before using any of these programs. Be forewarned: Use
shareware and freeware at your own risk.
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Support shareware authors
Shareware depends on the honor and honesty of the people who use it. If you decide to
keep shareware installed on your disk, the Honorable Society of Civilized People politely
insists that you immediately send payment to the author. The fees that you pay for the
shareware you use today (generally $5 to $50) help fund development of more great shareware. For detailed information about the amount of payment requested for a particular
shareware product and where to send payment, check the product's Read Me file, About
command (in the Apple menu), or onscreen help.

System Utilities Listing
Apple, commercial developers , and shareware and freeware authors offer
thousands of utility programs. Many new programs become available each day.
The software listed in this chapter has been culled from the pack based on its
usefulness, ease of use, completeness, and reliability. This lis t is not meant to be allinclus ive, but rather to be an example of the typ es of software that are ava ilable to
enhance the performance of your computer with the Mac OS. The grea t va riation in
computer models and configurations makes it impossible to predict accurately
whether a utility will work on your sys tem. Some Read Me files and documentation
mention the systems and configurations required and known conflicts, but others
do not. Many will probably work with Mac OS 9 as well, but at the time this book
went to press compatibility with Mac OS 9 was unknown for many of these utilities.
Authors of noncommercial software don't typically have the facilities to test their
programs with a variety of software combinations and computer models. Ins tead,
they fix problems reported by people who try out the utility programs . If you
decide to try a program, check the Read Me file or other included documentation
for compatibility information of the version you get. If the compatibility information
doesn't assure you that the utility program you want to try is compatible with your
computer model and Mac OS version, you should take the precaution of making a
backup of your hard disk before trying the utility program.
The Web has additional information about some shareware and freeware programs.
The program descriptions in this chapter include URLs of Web pages wherever
possible. When you use these URLs, remember that Web pages come and go. If you
try a URL cited here and it doesn't work, look for the program in the Info-Mac
Archive and other places mentioned in the previous section.
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Agent Audio
Agent Audio lets you replace the s nd resources (sounds) of any file or application
that already contains them. Select the program you wish to customize and Agent
Audio enables you to view and edit the available sounds or extract and archive
the sounds into playable snd files. This application by Clixsounds (h ttp : I l www.
c l i xso unds . com) requires a color monitor and 2MB of RAM and costs $12.

Alias Crony
Alias Crony can scan all of your online volumes to create lists of attached and
unattached aliases; retrieve aliases and originals; and link, update, delete, and move
aliases. It also creates "SuperAliases" of applications that can reside on separate
volumes and still possess drag-capability, enabling you to drag items onto the alias
to launc h the application. This application by Rocco Moliterno of Yellowsoft
(http : I l www. geocit i es . comlye ll 01vsoft/) costs $10.

Alias Menu
Add drop-down menus to your menu bar that you can access from any application.
Place folders with aliases in the folder and the folders become menu items. When
you choose the menu item, every alias in the folder is launched, enabling you to
quickly launch related applications, documents, and utilities. This application by
Benoit Wildemann (h t t p : I l wviW. in t eg ra. fr I bwl al i a smenu - us . ht ml) costs $25.

AliasZoo
AliasZoo is a quick and easy way to get control over the mountain of alias files
living on your hard drive. It searches a hard drive or folder and displays a report
listing details on the alias es it finds, deletes orphaned aliases quickly and easily,
and includes Apple Guide support. This application by Cliff McCollum (http : I I
www. i s l an dne t . coml - c l i f fmc cl) of Blue Globe Software costs $15.

AMICO {Apple Menu Items Custom Order)
AMICO lets you change the order of items in the Apple menu without renaming
them. You can also add gray divider lines and d ivider titles between groups of
items. This extension by Dennis Chronopoulos costs $10.

AppSizer
AppSizer enables you to change the amount of memory allocated to applications
(the suggested s ize in the Info window) as you launch them. This control panel from
Peirce Software (h tt p: I lwww. pei rc es w. com) costs $19.95.
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BatteryAmnesia
BatteryAmnesia provides a safe, fast, and automatic way to deep discharge a
PowerBook's (NiCad) or nickel-hydride (NiMH) battery, bypassing the low-battery
warning messages, and preventing the sleep state normally brought on by those
messages. It runs your PowerBook's battery down until a hardware shutdown
occurs, which is at a lower voltage, providing the best discharge possible without
an expensive external battery conditioner. This application by Jeremy Kezer
(htt p : I /www . kezer. net/shareware. html ) requires a PowerBook and costs $10.

Blitz
The Blitz file management utility can catalogue hard disks and large removable
drives such as CO-ROMs when volumes are dragged and dropped onto its application. Blitz records large catalogues using very little disk space, while providing
extremely fast search functionality. This application by Matthew Bickham requires
a computer with a color monitor (256 colors or better) and costs $10.

BunchOApps
BunchOApps lists your most recently run applications and installed applications
and launches them when selected. You can specify how many applications to
remember (up to 25). This Control Strip module by Patrick McClaughry requires
Apple's Control Strip or Men & Mice's Desktop Strip and is free.

Carpetbag
Carpetbag enables various system resources, such as fonts , sounds, and FKeys,
to be kept outside your System file. Place PostScript fonts in one specified folder
outside the System Folder and Adobe Type Manager (ATM) and the LaserWriter
driver will see them. This control panel by James W. Walker (http: I / www.
j w1va l ker. com/) costs $5.

ClickTyper
ClickTyper offers key-free typing to people with limited ability to use their hands.
ClickTyper creates a virtual onscreen keyboard where you enter text, navigate a
document, and perform other operations, such as printing and shutting down. The
application's two modes-Mouse Mode and Click Mode-allowyou to choose
the amount of movement you must make. In Click Mode, ClickTyper highlights
areas of the keyboard; clicking anywhere confirms that the desired "key" is in the
highlighted area. ClickTyper highlights smaller and s maller areas until you identify
the precise key. This application by Ivan Gobbo (http: I / www. kagi . com/i na i I
ctl) costs $20.
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Clock Synch
Clock Synch synchronizes the clocks between two or more computers on an
AppleTalk network, by setting the clocks of the servant computers to that of a
master computer. This application by Jeremy Kezer (h ttp : I hvww. kezer . net/
s ha r e1va re. html) requires an Apple Talk network and costs $15.

CMScript
CMScript enables you to run AppleScripts related to the "context"- the application
that you are currently in-from Contextual Menus. CMScript comes with Context
Grabber, a plug-in that aids in script creation by determining the current context,
copying the appropriate Apple event for the current context to the clipboard (for
pasting into a script), and/or creating template scripts that are preconfigured for
the current context. This extension by Michael Schi.irig (http : I /www . schu e ri g .
delmi chae l I ) is free.

CooiViews
CoolViews lets you set preferences for the list views of all folders on your system
and lets you modify othe r aspects of the Finder windows such as background
color and date formats. This control panel by Graham Herrick, Quadratic Software
(h ttp: I lw~M . quadrati c . c om) requires a monitor with 256 colors or grays.
CoolViews costs $20.

CopyPaste
CopyPaste enhances the Mac OS clipboard functionality by remembering the last
ten items copied and keeping them accessible via menu or key commands and
includes hot keys for switching between applications you're copying and pasting
between. It can also append the Clip Sets to text files or save the clipboards on
shutdown or restart. This extension from ScriptSoftware
( http : I l ww~l. script s oftwa re . c om) costs $20.

Default Folder
Default Folder enhances Open and Save dialog boxes , making file management
easier by letting you specify where files should always be saved by certain applications, providing a pop-up menu of recently used folders, moving items to the Trash
from within dialog boxes, and adjusting multiple save options. This control panel
by St. Clair Software (http: I !lv~l lv. s t c l a i r so ft. com) costs $25.
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Desktop Resetter
Desktop Resetter lets you define preferred locations for desktop icons and restore
icons to these positions easily when other users rearrange them or when you
change monitor resolutions. Desktop Resetter can remember different icon setups
for different monitor resolutions. This application by Nick D'Amato (http: I I
memb e r s . home. ne t/ go dd f add a I r es et t er. html) costs $10.

Dialog View
Dialog View lets you enlarge Open and Save dialog boxes so that you can see more
files and folders with less scrolling. It also lets you choose a font for the file list in
these dialog boxes (a condensed font will show longer file names). This control
panel from James W. Walker (http : I / 'vlww. jwwa l ker. com /) costs $10.

Disk Rejuvenator
Disk Rejuvenator addresses problems of hard disks becoming inaccessible from
the standard Open dialog boxes and of custom icons disappearing (which can be
caused by the Finder information for the root of the disk becoming corrupted). It
corrects the problems by examining your disk's attributes and correcting those that
are in need of correction. This application by Ala(jdin Systems (http: I /www.
a l addin sys . com) is free.

DiskSurveyor
DiskSurveyor provides a graphical display of the files and folders that reside on
your hard drive and shows the amount of space these individual items are taking
up. You can open and manage folders from within the display and create disk
summary files that list all the files found on CD-ROMs or any other volume. This
application by Tom Luhrs, Twilight Software, requires a monitor set to display at
least 256 colors or grays and costs $10.

Do Delete
A drag-and-drop utility for securely deleting files. DoDelete uses Department of
Defense recommendations for permanently removing data from your hard disk.
Deleting with this program makes it virtually impossible to recover files using utility
programs or other methods. DoDelete from Claireware (http : I /w'vlw . kamprath.
net/ cl ai r e'v/are /d ode l et e . ht ml) is shareware and costs $5.
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Download Deputy
Download Deputy lets you queue a number of remote files for batch downloading.
You create lists of URLs by typing them in a URL window, by dragging them to the
window from your browser, or by activating the URL Grabber, which keeps track of
every FTP address you click on as you browse. You can start a batch download
manually or schedule downloads for a later time. Download Deputy can perform a
number of actions once download is complete: It can close your PPP connection,
expand files with Stufflt Expander, quit, and shut down. The URL Grabber feature
requires Netscape Navigator 3.0 or later. The Download Deputy application, from
ilesa Software (http: I l\vVI\v. i l es a . com), costs $21.

DragThing
DragThing is an application dock des igned to tidy up the icons littering your
desktop. Simply drag an application from the Finder to an empty square in a dock
and then drag documents to the application to open them. Double-click a docked
application to launch it or bring it to the front. In addition, the docks can contain
files, folders, disks, and servers. There is also an option to display the name of the
active application in a special dock. This program by James Thomson (ht t p: I I
w1~w. d ra gth i ng . com) costs $15.

Drop Slot
Drag and drop unsorted files onto the Drop Slot application icon, and they are
automatically stored in folders on your hard drive in the same way the System
Folder automatically moves its items to the correct folde r. Drop Slot stores files by
type, prompting you for destinations and storing types it recognizes in folders you
designate. This application by Rick Christianson costs $10.

Drop*PS
Drop*PS sends text files containing PostScript code to any PostScript printer,
independently of installed printer drivers. This application by Bare Bones Software
(ht t p : I lwww. ba r ebones . com) is free.

Drop-Rename
Drop-Rename enables you to search for and rename files or folders with a variety
of options, such as changing name cases and file extensions, changing specified
search strings under certain conditions, and more. Multithreading lets it run easily
in the background. You can also create "Renamelets," which are customized selfrunning applications for operations you perform regularly. This application by
Chaotic Software (http: I !lvv1w. cha ot i csoftwa re. com) costs $10.
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DropStuff with Expander Enhancer
DropStuff with Expander Enhancer c reates compressed Stufflt archives when
you drag your files and folde rs onto the DropStuff icon. With Expander Enhancer
installed, the Stufflt Expander program is capable of decompressing archived fil es
in a wide variety of formats. DropS tuff with Expander Enhancer by Aladdin Systems
(htt p: I !lvw. a 1add in sy s . com) is included with Mac OS 9 in the Internet Utilities
folder (inside the Internet folder on the startup disk) and has a shareware fee
of $30.

EMMpathy
EMMpathy fixes PowerBook 520 and 540 Smart Battery memory-related errors and
includes VST's Smart Battery Probe, an advanced s mart-battery diagnostic. This
application by Bill Steinberg and VST Technologies (h ttp: I /ww1v. vs ttech. com/)
is free.

Fat Cursors
Fat Cursors installs s lightly larger arrow and !-beam pointers and features a "find
pointer" function. This is particularly handy for PowerBook users. This control
panel by Robert Abatecola costs $10.

File Buddy
File Buddy enhances file management. You can obtain a wide set of file and fo lder
information us ing extensive search criteria; find files containing specified resources
and delete or modify these resources; modify batches of file names and extensions;
create aliases; find and delete duplicates, unattached aliases, and old prefere nces
files; rebuild the desktop; and more. This application by Laurence Harris costs $25.

File eXpress
Drop files on the File eXpress FXPackager's mailbox icon, and you can send the m to
any other machine running File eXpress on your AppleTalk or TCP/ IP network. The
program places a FX!nBox folder on your desktop for your incoming files. This
application by Ruskin Group is free for noncommercial use.

File lock
Big AI Filelock is a simple password-protection program that lets you place a
password on any file . Users are forced to enter the correct password to open the
file. This application by AI Staffieri, Jr. costs $10.
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FileTyper
Drop files on FileTyper's icon to quickly change types, creators, attribute flags, and
date stamps on files. It also supports processing batches of files, filtering, and
directory searches. This application by Daniel Azuma (http: I I WviW. ugc s .
ca 1 tech. edul-dazumal) costs $10.

FinderNote
FinderNote is a simple text editor whose documents are saved as clippings and can
be read in the Finder (on the desktop) without needing to run any application. This
application by Jae Ho Chang (http: I lwww. xs4a 11 . n 1 /-j aeho) is free.

FinderPop
FinderPop extends the capabilities of contextual menus. You can access contextual
menus simply by clicking and holding down the mouse button. FinderPop submenus let you peek into closed folders and disks, view all open the Finder windows
or everything that's located on the desktop, and switch between currently running
programs. You can also add aliases to a special FinderPop folder; these items then
appear in the contextual menu (or in a submenu) for easy access. For example, you
can select several files, Control+click one of the selected icons, and then choose an
application from the FinderPop menu to open the files with that application. This
control panel by Turlough O'Connor is free.

Folder Icon Maker
Folder Icon Maker creates folders with custom icons when you drag an application
or document to the FIM application. A new folder is created in the directory
containing the file. FIM also supports PICT data as a source for custom folders and
works with folder resource files. This application by Gregory Robbins is free.

Font Book
Font Book creates overviews of a font that can be printed and used as quick
reference materials. There are a dozen ways to set up the sample pages, including
an ASCII reference sheet, a layout that uses the font in standard type styles, several
layouts showing the font in various sizes, one layout showing the font in a long
piece of text, and several design layouts. This application by Matthias Kahlert
(http: I lw1vw. ka gi. comlmka hl ert/fbldefa u1 t. htm1) costs $10.
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!ForceQuit
!ForceQuit enhances the conventional Force Quit (Option+:Jg+Escape) feature of the
Mac OS. You can either totally enable or disable forced quits or disable forced quits
only for selected applications. This extension by Daffy Software is free.

GifConverter
GifConverter does more than its name implies. It handles a variety of file formats,
including TIFF, RIFF, PICT, JPEG, PNG, MacPaint, and Thunderscan. It reads and
writes all those formats plus it can create startup screens and black-and-white EPS
files . GifConverter provides image-editing tools that let you scale and rotate an
image, change its resolution, change color palettes, and dither colors. GifConverter
is AppleScript-compatible and comes with several batch-conversion scripts. This
application by Kevin A. Mitche ll (http: I !l~w~1. kami t. comlgi fconverterl)
costs $30.

GoMac
GoMac behaves like the Windows 95/98 task bar and includes a Program Bar that
displays open applications and a Start menu that lists all installed applications,
recently accessed servers, files and folders, other easy navigation tools, and a
small pop-up calendar. This control panel from PowerOn Software (http: I lwvM.
powerons oft1~a r e) costs $29.95.

GrabAudio
GrabAudio lets you record any part of an audio CD quickly and easily using simple
digital-audio marking features. This application by Theo Vosse requires an Apple
CD300 CD player or better and the Apple CD software (which is included with the
Mac OS). GrabAudio is free.

GraphicConverter
GraphicConverter converts an amazing number of graphics file formats found on
Mac, Windows, UNIX, Amiga, and Atari computers. GraphicConverter imports 100
different file formats and exports more than 40 different file formats. In addition,
the program has tools and filters for editing pictures. This application by Thorsten
Lemke (http: I lwww. 1 emkesoft. com) costs $35.

Greg's Browser
Greg's Browser gives Mac OS 9 a Browser window similar to the browser interface
in NeXTStep and OpenStep (and the main Finder interface in Mac OS X Server and
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Mac OS X). Some say this interface is more convenient than the Finder, especially if
you're connected to many network volumes. This application by Greg Landweber
costs $20.

GURU
GURU provides information concerning memory upgrades for every model of Mac
OS computer ever made by Apple and other companies. GURU is updated regularly.
It also includes memory information on all Apple LaserWriter printers. Memory
information includes RAM, DRAM, VRAM, EDO, SDRAM, PSDRAM, Static RAM, and
FRAM. This application from the NewerRAM division of Peripheral Enhancements
Corp. (htt p: I /www . newe rram. com) is free.

Helium
Helium enhances the Mac OS balloon-help feature, by enabling you to use key
commands to make help balloons a ppear and disappear a utomatica lly or to toggle
balloon help on a nd off, as well as setting a more legible font size for the help text.
This control panel by Tiger Technologies (http: I !lvwv1 . t i gertech . com) costs $7.

HourWorld
HourWorld Ute displays a map of the world that indicates where the sun is
currently shining and where it has set. It allows you to display five clocks set to
the loca l time of cities around the world. The full version offers more clocks, the
capability to print almanacs of sunrise and sunset times, phone call coordination,
and global positioning features, plus an editable database. The lite version of this
application by Paul Software Engineering (ht t p: I / wv11v. hou rworl d. com/
prodOl . htm) costs $15, and the full version costs $29.95.

Icon Archiver
The Icon Archiver is a database utility that can quickly scan whole disks or folders
for icons and icon archives and can create archives of compressed icons. It filters
icons by size and color depth, provides a wide variety of icon views, removes
duplicate icons, and sorts icons using multiple criteria. This application by
Alessandro Levi Montalcini (ht tp : I !lvw1v .monta l ci ni. com) costs $25.

I Love Native!
I Love Native! enables you to check whether an application, control panel, system
extension, shared library, or code resource file is written in PowerPC, 68K, or fat
(both PowerPC and 68K) code. It enables you to create either a PowerPC-only or a
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68K-only application from a fat application to reduce the application's file s ize. It
a lso enables you to combine a PowerPC-only and a 68K-only application into a fat
application (both 68K and PowerPC applications must be the same program). This
application by Jerry Du is free.

The lnformiNIT
The lnform!NIT is a regularly updated guide for information on extensions and
control panels, listing almost every system extension Apple has ever produced with
information on what they do, who needs them, version numbers, RAM consumption, and tips and tricks. This application by Dan Frakes (http: I /mc04. eq uin ox .
netl i nfor mi nit/) costs $15.

IPNetRouter
IPNetRouter lets you share one dial-up Internet account among any number of
computers on a local network (Ethernet, LocalTalk, or both). In addition to this
feature, which is known as IP masquerading, IPNetRouter offers IP multihoming
(using multiple IP inte rfaces s imultaneously) and IP forwarding (routing IP traffic
between network interfaces). This application from Sustainable Softworks
(htt p : I l vMw. s us two rk s . com) costs $89.

John's RAM Disk Backup
John's RAM Disk Backup is a pair of utilities that enable you to save the contents
of any disk named RAM Disk when you s hut down the Mac and restore them when
you restart. You place the Backup RAM Disk utility in the Shutdown Items folder.
It copies the RAM Disk contents to a folder in the System Folder on shutdown.
Restore RAM Disk goes in the Startup Items folder and copies items from the
System Folder copy to your RAM disk. This application duo (search for it as RAM
Disk Backup) by John C. Rethorst is free.

Jon's Commands
Jon's Commands is an AppleScript addition that provides a number of useful
AppleScript commands. There are commands for deleting, renaming, or moving a
file or folder; retrieving data from and posting data to the Clipboard; getting a list of
keys that are currently being pressed; getting information about an alias; and more.
This extension from Jon Pugh (http: I lvMW. s ea net. coml - j onpughi#Softwa r eI)
is free.
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Kaleidoscope
Kaleidoscope comple tely overhauls the Mac OS interface us ing p lug-in Color
Scheme files that are fairly s imple to create using another program called
Kaleidoscope for Laymen. It includes an Aaron plug-in (described earlier in this
chapter), a WindowShade widget, dynamic draggable windows, customizable
Finder window backgrounds, and much more. This control panel by Greg
Landweber (h t tp: I lwww . ka lei do scope . net/) costs $20.

KeyQuencer Lite
KeyQuencer Lite is a powerful keyboard-shortcut utility with several dozen readyto-play macros. One keystroke flips your monitor to a different color setting.
Another lets you take a screen shot (a captured PICT file) of anything you rope off
with the selection rectangle. Other KeyQuencer Lite macros do things such as type
the date, move a window, adjust the speaker volume, or switch to the next open
program. You must build every KeyQuencer Lite macro manually; however, the task
is made simpler with built-in menu commands. This control panel from Binary
Software (http: I l vl\~w. bi na rysoft. com/ kqma c I kqma c . h tml) costs $30.

MacErrors
MacErrors helps you decipher those mysterious Macintosh system errors. You
can enter the error ID and press Return to display the error's result code and
description, or move through the list of errors using the arrow keys. This
application by Marty Wachter costs $10.

Mac Identifier
When the Mac OS is unable to provide model or icon information about the
computer that it is running on, Mac Identifier provides the information from a
special database of stored model names. This is useful for network administrators
and users who need to share other's disks. This control panel by Maurice Volaski
(ht tp : I / lvvl\~. fl uxsoft . com) costs $5.

Mac OS Purge
Mac OS Purge optimizes the Mac OS memory very quickly. It's especially useful
under tight memory conditions, such as when running with small amounts of RAM
or when run between launching memory-intensive applications. It runs, purges, and
returns to the Finder. This application by E. Kenji Takeuchi is free.
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MacSiack
MacSlack let s you determine how much space is was ted on your hard drive due to
"slack space" (the space l eft over w hen a file doesn't completely fill a cluster on the
hard drive). It calculat es how much of that space i s reclaimable if you partition the
drive, ther eby reduc ing cluster size. MacSl ack also calculat es how much space i s
reclaimable if you refor mat t he entire drive using t he Mac OSExtended for mat (also
known as HFS+) . This drag-and-drop application by Eric Bennett (http : I /1~\~VI .
pobox . com/ -e r i cb/ e ri c I a boutme . html ) is free.

Memory Mapper
Memory Mapper cr eates a precise report of current memory use on your comput er.
It graphically displays how much memory each open application uses and where
t he applicat ions are in relat ion to each other and to blocks of unused memor y.
Memory Mapper provides detailed information about the Mac OS memory use,
breaking i t into several items, including High Memor y (video, sound, and disk
cache), t he Finder, system extensions t hat are actually programs open in the
background, System Heap (fonts, icons, sounds, and other syst em resources), and
Low Memor y Global s (syst em par amet ers). This application from Jintek and R.
Fronabarger (http: I / www. j in t e k . c om/ f r ee ~1 a re . h tm l) i s free.

Memory Minder
Memory Minder's int erface l ets you examine how much memor y your open
applicat ions are actually using and lets you adjust the preferred memor y size while
an application is open (changes t ake effect the next time you launch the application). This type of m anagement should enable you t o keep mor e applications open
simultaneously. This application by AndrewS. Downs costs $10.

Mt. Everything
The Mt. Everything enhanced hard-disk management application is most beneficial
for user s w ith mul tiple drives. It displays the types, manufacturers , and partit ion
maps of devices connected t o your SCSI bus; mounts partitions and drives without
the necessi ty of restarting; supplies its own driver software; and supports removable media. This control panel by Horst H. Pralow i s yours to use for the cost of a
postcard sent to the author as specified in the program's documentation.

MultiTimer Pro
MultiTimer Pro compiles autosaved data logs of the time you spend on your
comput er, including time spent in specific applicat ions, online time, and other
tasks. MultiTimer Pro lets you creat e special modules t o represent each project,
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which ensures accurate records of your sessions . You can record multiple projects
simultaneously using MultiTimer Pro, and you can paste log files with MultiTimer
Pro module data into spreadsheets. This application by Ka rl Bunker (http: I / www .
i ronsoftwa re . com/) costs $15.

MyBattery
MyBattery shows the voltage levels for three different PowerBook batteries. The
program also lets you enable and disable Apple Talk and turn your modem on and
off. This application by Je remy Kezer costs $10.

MyEyes
MyEyes draws a pair of eyes on the menu bar that constantly fo llows the pointer's
movement. MyEyes helps PowerBook users who have trouble seeing the pointer
find it more quickly. This extens ion by Federico Filipponi costs $10.

NetCD
NetCD creates a controller window for playing audio COs on the Mac. In addition,
the program can download the title and track list for each of your audio COs from
the CDDB database on the Internet to your computer. Whenever you insert the
s ame CD again, its track and title information appears in NetCD or in the AppleCD
Audio Player o r the audio CD control strip module that come with Mac OS 9. This
application by Toby Rush (h tt p : I / mac i nsea rc h. com/ users/to by r us h/
soft1-1a r e . html ) is free.

Net-Print
Net-Print prints or saves text from the Internet or any applicatio n. You can combine
text selections from multiple sources on a single page or in a single file. In addition,
you can include source information such as URL, title , and date. This control panel
by John Moe ( http : I / wwv/93 . pair . com/ j ohnmoe/) costs $10.

NetStickies
NetStickies adds AppleTalk network functionality to the Stickies application that
comes with Mac OS 9. You can send and receive sticky notes from other users who
have NetStickies ins talled, send text cli ppings from a text drag-and-drop, and send
clipboard text. The target user receives the text as a sticky note that is immediately
visible onscreen. This extension by Ron Duritsch is free.
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Newer Technology Gauge Series
The Gauge Series profiles and measures the performance of various hardware
components in your computer, including Level-2 cache , CPU, RAM, SCSI devices,
and PC! Slots. This set of applications from Newer Technologies, Inc. (http: I I
www. newertech . co m /softw ar e/ne w ertools .h tml )~kee .

OneApp Secret Folder
Secret Folder lets you conceal a folder and its contents. It protects documents and
avoids their being seen, modified, or erased by other users. The program can be
protected with a password for extra security. This shareware utility from OneApp
Software (htt p: I /www. one a ppsoftv1a re. com/) costs $20.

Open with Process
Open with Process adds a command to the Finder's contextual menus in Mac OS 9.
This command enables you to open a file in an application other than the one that
created it. In the Finder, select the items you want to open, Control+click to display
the contextual menu, and choose Open with Process. This command sends an Open
Document event to any currently running application you choose. This contextual
menu plug-in by George Temple (htt p: I lw~11~. monmouth. com/ - t tempe l) costs $1.

OSA Menu
OSA Menu adds an icon to the menu bar that gives you access from within applications to scripts written with an OSA-compliant script editor. You can start and stop
recording a script directly from the OSA Menu, run scripts, and access the script
folders for the current application as well as for universal scripts. This extension by
Leonard Rosen tho! (htt p: I /wrllv. l a zerwa re. com/) is free.

Path
Path adds a command to the Finder's contextual me nus in Mac OS 9. This command
enables you to copy the full path names of selected files and folders to the Clipboard. You choose whether to include the AppleTalk zone and server in the path
name. This contextual menu plug-in by George Tempel (http: // WriW. monmouth .
com/-ttempel) costs $1.

PlugAiert
PlugAlert detects when the power adapter has become unplugged from the wall or
your PowerBook and also indicates when the wall outlet isn't s upplying electricity.
This extension by Sean Hummel is free.
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PopChar Pro
PopChar Pro simplifies "typing" of unusual characters. Pull down the PopChar
menu and select the character you want; PopChar Pro automatically inserts it in the
current document as if you had typed the proper key combination on the keyboard.
This control panel from Uni Software Plus (h t tp: I ! Wvl\~. un i soft . co. at I
pro duc t s/popc ha r . html) costs $39.

PopupCD
PopupCD provides a pop-up remote control for quick and easy access to your audio
COs through your CD-ROM drive. The remote control has all the functions normally
used with conventional CD players, as well as a playing time indicator and a pop-up
track menu. You can access all functions with configurable keyboard hot keys as
well through the onscreen remote. If you're tired of launching or switching applications just to control your COs, PopupCD can be an elegant and unobtrusive
alternative. PopupCD can also record audio clips directly from CD to hard drive.
This control panel by John Brochu (http : I /www . t i a c . net/ users I j brochu/)
requires the Apple CD-ROM software, which is included with the Mac OS. It
costs $15.

PowerBar Pro
PowerBar Pro is an application launcher that features handy Finder-action tiles,
such as Move to Trash, Empty Trash, and Restart. Tiles can launch QuicKeys
macros, Control Strip modules, or other PowerBar palettes. When you hold the
mouse down on a folder tile, a pop-up menu shows everything inside. This
application by Scott Johnson, Trilobyte Software, costs $25.

PowerMenu
PowerMenu extends the capabilities of Mac OS 9's contextual menus. These menus
make it easy to launch applications, open documents, and open files in programs
other than the creating program. You can manipulate the Finde r files from the
contextual menu; for example, copying and moving files between folders without
dragging and dropping, or copying multiple files from various locations and then
pasting the m all in one location with a s ingle command. This control panel,
extension, and CMM plug-in by Mark Aiken (ht t p : I / www. kag i . com/ a uth or s I
mar ka / pm. html ) costs $15.

PowerSaver Tweak
PowerSaver Tweak provides more control over power-conservation settings than
the standard Energy Saver and PowerBook control panels . It lets you configure the
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conservation settings for specific applications, screen dimming, drive spindown,
system sleep, and CPU cycling for up to 50 applications (unregistered copies allow
for up to 4 applications). For example, 'you can prevent your PowerBook from
cycling while you are playing a particular game. Or use PowerSaver Tweak so that
your hard drive never spins down while using Microsoft Word. This control panel
by Jeremy Kezer (ht tp : I / w~1w. keze r. net/ s ha reware. html) requires a
PowerBook or a computer with PCI expansion slots and costs $10.

Power Speed Mouse
Power Speed Mouse enables you to speed up your mouse. It's particularly beneficial if you're using a large monitor, because the mouse speeds up over long
distances but otherwise moves normally. The application has options for speeding
up the mouse and returning the mouse to normal. Speeds must be reset across
restarts. This application by Alamo Computer is free.

Power Windows
This program by Greg Landweber enables you to drag solid or translucent windows
in Mac OS 9 instead of simply dragging the outline of a window. This shareware
extension from http: I / www. kale id oscope. net/gr e g/ costs $10.

Program Switcher
Program Switcher enables you to assign keystrokes to the Finder-related functions
for rapid desktop shortcuts, such as showing and hiding applications. This control
panel by Michael F. Kamprath (htt p: I / www. 1kamp rat hnet/cl ai r ewa r e/)
costs $10.

QuickNailer
QuickNailer displays thumbnail previews of your graphics and movie files, and
saves the previews in a catalog or in Web pages (HTML files). This utility can also
display full-size images, present slide shows, and show file information. It uses
QuickTime for file-format translation. This application by Stephen Baber (ht t p: I I
~1\vw.amug . org/-sbaber/) costs $18.

RamBunctious
RamBunctious creates RAM disks with a variety of user-configurable options.
You can create RAM-only or disk-based volumes. For disk-based volumes, a writethrough option saves data to a disk image file for added security. RamBunctious
carries out the write-through operations at user-specified intervals or when the
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disk is put away; you can initiate a write-through at any time by clicking a button in
the control window. This window also enables you to change a disk's settings at any
time. RamBunctious can be controlled with AppleScript and comes with several
example scripts. This application by Elden Wood and Bob Clark (ht t p : I / wwv1 .
kag i . com/authors/rambun ct i ous/) costs $12.

ReminderPro
ReminderPro lets you schedule one-time or repeating reminders as you work
on your computer. The package includes a Control Strip module for scheduling
reminders ins ta ntly, and the ReminderPro system extension, which works
continuously in the background to display reminders at the appropriate times
as well as automating tasks like scheduled launching of applications, opening of
documents, a nd automatically running AppleScripts at designated times. This
extension by Manoj Patwardhan of Crystal Software, Inc. costs $18.

Res Edit
Apple's ResEdit enables you to edit system and application resources, such as
icons, menus, a nd the text of alert messages. You can do many fun things with
ResEdit but beware-only work on copies of the files that you are editing. If you
make a mistake, you could ruin the file. This application by Apple Computer
(http: I /s1vupdat es . info . appl e . com / ) is free.

SCSI Probe
SCSI Probe identifies and mounts SCSI devices connected to your Mac. SCSI Probe
displays device type, vendor, product, and version information for any device
connected to the SCSI bus. An included startup extension lets you mount volumes
without going through the control panel. This control panel by Robert Polic is free.

ShrinkWrap
ShrinkWrap creates disk image files similar to Disk Copy (which was described
earlier in this chapter) when you drag-and-drop floppy drive icons onto the
ShrinkWrap icon. It also opens Disk Copy disk images and automatically
compresses and decompresses archived image files on the fly with Aladdin's
Stufflt Expander. ShrinkWrap, distributed by Aladdin Systems (831-761-6200,
ht t p: I / w\vVI. al addi ns ys . com), costs $30.
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Shutdown Delay
Shutdown Delay dis plays a d ialog box at restart or s hutdown time that allows you
to complete the original command, return to the desktop, restart, s hut down, or
force quit and return to the Finder. This control panel by Alessandro Levi
Montalcini (http : I !lvw1v. mont a 1 ci ni. com) costs $10.

Sloop
Sloop adds pointer focusing to the Mac OS: Whatever window the pointer is over
automatically moves to the front (acqui res focus) - which is a navigational s trategy
that is popular in X Windows, which provides windows for the UNIX OS. You can
configure Sloop to operate exclusively in specific applications or as a general
desktop feature. This extension from Quadratic Software
( ht t p: I !lvww . quad r a t ic . com) costs $20.

Snapz Pro
Capture any part of your screen (windows, menus, sections) using many popular
file formats and even assign them associations with popular applications. Snapz Pro
lets you take screenshots while menus are open, the mouse is active, screens are
being dragged across the screen, and more. A new feature is the capability to have
Snapz Pro make a QuickTime movie of your moves on the desktop- perfect for
creating onscreen demos and tutorials. This shareware control panel from
Ambrosia Software (h ttp : I /~1ww. ambros i as 1v. com/ ) is $20.

Snitch
Snitch extends the capabilities of the Finder's Get Info window through a set of
plug-ins, enabling you to see and change a variety of information about files and
folders. Plug-in capabilities include letting you see and change creator and type
codes, see preview information, preview the first 100 bytes of a file's data and
resource forks , and update aliases. A batch info window enables you to edit several
items at once. This control panel from Nifty Neato Software (ht t p : I / www.
ni f tyn e at o. com) costs $20.

SoundApp
SoundApp is a sound playback and conversion utility for the Mac OS. Use it as
a sound-playing helper application with Web browsers. In add ition to managing a
collection of play lists, SoundApp can play or convert files dropped on it in a
variety of formats and sample rates. This application by Norman Franke III is free.
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SoundMaster
SoundMaster makes your computer play sounds when you perform various tas ks
on your system such as inserting a disk, emptying the trash, s hutting down, or
performing keyboard functions such as tabbing, dele ting, and scrolling. This control
panel by Bruce Tomlin costs $15.

SpeechTyper
Using Apple's PlainTalk technology, SpeechTyper recognizes predefined phrases
that you speak aloud. In response, it types commonly used words or phrases in the
active document. You can program SpeechTyper with many different phrases, and
then speak the whole phrase or part of it (or a "shortc ut" word) to type it in your
documents. This shareware control panel from Claireware Software
(h t tp: I l w1~w . kamp rath. net/ c l a i r ewa r e i) costs $10.

SpeedShare and SpeedShare Pro
SpeedSha re and SpeedShare Pro enable you to s hare files on a remote Mac over the
Internet even without a permanent Internet address. When you run the SpeedShare
server software, you make all or some of the items on your Mac available by setting
up a server name and password and connecting to the Internet. Users who have
installed the SpeedShare Client software can now access the SpeedShare Server via
QDEA's Rendezvous or through a direct TCP/IP address. (Rendezvous keeps track
of the dynamic addresses of the Macs currently using SpeedShare on the Internet
so that they can connect to each other.) Clients can browse, move, and copy files
on connected SpeedShare servers. The Pro version is enhanced for professional
environments and offers features such as very fast transfer of files over LANs and
multiple simultaneous connections from many users. Both client applications from
Qdea (http : I 1~1\vW. qdea . com) are free; SpeedShare Server costs $49.95 and
SpeedShare Pro Server costs $129.95.

Super Comments
Super Comments permits comments to be viewed in Open dialog boxes and edited
in Save dialog boxes. This control panel by Maurice Volaski (h t tp: I I w~IIV .
fl uxsoft . com) costs $10.

Super Save
Have your keystrokes captured and backed up to text files stored in the System
Folder. This way, every keystroke you make up to a crash or freeze is saved, so
you can recover all of your work. Super Save can also send events to selected appli-
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cations telling them to autosave the current document. This shareware control
panel by Claireware ( http: I / www. kamp ra t h. ne t/ c 1 a i rewa re /)costs $10.

SuperTools
SuperTools is three applications that speed the launching, printing, and erasing
of documents. SuperPrint is a drop box desktop printer that prints a document on
a currently selected printer when you drag-and-drop the document's icon on
SuperPrint. SuperLaunch lets you bundle a series of documents to create workbooks by dragging the collection on top of the Super Launch icon. SuperTrash
permanently erases a document by writing zeroes on top of its data before deletion.
This application by Pascal Poche t costs $25.

SwitchBack
SwitchBack synchronizes two folders on the same volume, on two different
volumes, or on two diffe rent computers connected by a network so that copies of
the most recent versions of files are found in both places. It works with all Mac OS
computers and also backs up DOS disks. This application by Glendower Software
Ltd. costs $30.

System Picker
System Picker lets you keep more than one valid System Folder on a single disk
volume and choose the folder that will be the active System Folder on restart. It
scans all volumes to c reate a list of usable System Folders that are accessible via a
pop-up menu. This application by Kevin Aitken is free. Apple distributes System
Picker as unsupported software on its FTP site at ft p : I I ft p. a pp 1e . com/
de vworld / ut i l i t es/ .

TechTool Freeware
TechTool Freeware performs various simple diagnostic and repair operations, such
as analyzing your system file for damage, cleaning the floppy drive, deleting and
rebuilding the desktop, resetting PRAM, and displaying the date the computer was
manufactured and the number of hours it has been used. This application from
Micromat Computer Systems ( ht tp : I /wwvl . mi c r oma t. com/ mi c r oma tl soft1·1a re .
ht ml) is free.

Tex-Edit Plus
Tex-Edit Plus is a small, fast text editor that offers a number of word-processing
features, including find and replace, change case, block formatting, customizable
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tabs , and line spacing. Tex-Edit is scriptable. You can access scripts from the menu
bar. Scripts included with the program offer quick document modifications; for
exampl e, changing text to HTML, switching between smart and dumb quotes, and
formatting for Mac e-mail messages that were created in Windows and vice v ersa.
This application from Tom Bender, Trans-Tex Software ( ht tp : I / members . aol .
com/tombb/), costs $ 10.

Title Pop
The TitlePop extension turns a document window's title into a pop-up menu that
lists items for windows that belong to the current progr am and an item for background programs, which are shown in hierarchical menus below t heir respective
program items. You can bring any window to the front by selecting it from the
TitlePop menu. This extension by Jouko Pakkanen is free.

Trash It!
The Trash It! Control Strip module can empty the Trash without warnings about
locked or busy files. It accepts drag-and-drop multiple-file and -folder deletions, and
can delete the desktop on mounted volumes and floppies. This control strip module
by Ammon Skidmore, Skid perfect Software, requires the Extensions Strip, Control
Strip, or Desktop Strip software. It i s free.

Typelt4Me
Typelt4Me works inside any application that allows text-entry, letting you type
small abbreviations for predefined strings like names, addresses, and d ifficult-totype phrases. It's similar to the commercial program QuicKeys; however, instead of
assigning key commands, you assign your own speci al abbreviations. This contr ol
panel by Ricardo Ettore costs $30.

Ultra Find
Ultrafind quickly searches any mounted media on your desktop or network,
including remote volumes via modem using ARA, provides detailed information
about items, copies or moves them across the network, performs backups, or
deletes select ed items. It can also extract information from damaged files. This
application by UltraDesign Technology (http: I / wv1w. ult r ades i gn . com)
costs $39.
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USB Overdrive
USB Overdrive enables you to install nearly any USB keyboard, mouse, or joystick
and get full functionality in Macintosh applications and games. The software
enables you to configure the controller with custom setup functions, including
mapping controls to keys, mouse strokes, or macros. This shareware control panel
hy Alessandro Levi Montalcini (http: I l www. usb ov e r d ri ve . com!) costs $20.

Virtual
Virtual, an adaptation of Sun Microsystems' window manager, "olvwm," enables
you to simulate more than one monitor on your desktop, drawing as many virtual
screens as you like, as well as the windows of open a pplications ins ide them. You
can create windows' representations in Virtual, place them in different virtual
screens to organize them in workgroups , make some windows sticky, or assign
whole applications to a particular virtual screen. This application by Pierre-Luc
Paour (h tt p: I lw~v\'1. kagi . coml paou r) costs $10.

Window Picker
Window Picker lets you find any open window in the Finder and bring it to the
front using Mac OS 9's contextual menus. This contextual menu plug-in from Hi
Resolution is free.

WrapScreen
WrapScreen implements a wraparound mouse pointer: instead of stopping at the
right edge of the screen, for example, the pointer appears at the left edge. This
control panel by Eric Arbourg is yours to use for the cost of a donation.

Summary
In this chapter, you saw that shareware and freeware are available from many
Interne t s ites, America Online, user groups, and Apple Computer. You can distribute
copies of most sharewa re and freeware, but authors generally retain copyrights to
their software. Shareware authors ask that you send payment for products that you
decide to keep, but freeware authors don't as k for payment. The utilities lis ted in
this chapte r are a sample of the utility s hareware and freeware that's available to
enhance the Mac OS.
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In This Chapter

S

cattered throughout the previous cha pters of this book
are scores of tips and secrets for getting more out of Mac
OS 9. For your convenie nce, this cha pter and the next cha pte r
contain a digest of the most us eful tips and secrets plus some
tips that don't appear elsewhere in this book. This chapter
has tips for the desktop: icons , folders and windows, the
Trash, the Apple Menu, and fonts . Cha pter 28 concentrates on
system-related tips: dialog boxes , file sharing, system utilities,
control panels and extensions, applications, and memory and
system performance.
To use s ome of these tips, you need a copy of ResEdit,
Apple's no-cost resource editor. You can get ResEdit from
Apple's Software Updates library (http: I / www. a pp 1 e . com/
s wu pdates/), online se rvices suc h as America Online
(keyword : filesearch), and Macintosh user groups. You can
also get a copy of ResEdit from Macworld's Macdownload
software library ( h ttp: I /ma cdown 1oad . com) . For more
sources of sharewa re and freeware, see Chapter 26.

Icons
This section contains tips for saving time and effort when
editing icon names, for making and using aliases on the
desktop, and for getting icons to look the way you want.

Spotting a name selected for editing
For a visual cue that you have selected the name of an icon
on a color or grayscale monito r, use the Appearance control
panel to set the text-highlight color to s omething other than
black and white. Then you'll know that a name highlighted in
color (or gray) is ready for edi ting, whe reas a name

Working with icons
and aliases
Customizing your
startup and desktop
Manipulating folders
and windows
All about the Trash
Using the Apple
menu
Dealing with fonts
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+
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highlighted in black and white is not. Figure 27-1 is an example of a file name
highlighted and ready for editing and a file that has been merely selected and
is therefore not editable .
Figure 27-1 : A distinctive highlight color makes it easy

to spot an icon whose name is ready for editing (right).

Edit, don't open
If you have trouble editing icon names without opening the item, remember to click

the item name, not the icon. Keep the pointer over the item name and wait for the
name to highlight automatically. (fhe lag time between your click and the name
highlighting depends on the double-click speed set in the Mouse control panel:
a s lower double-click speed means a longer wait for the name to highlight.)
And then there's the really easy way. Select the icon and press Return. You're
immediately in editing mode.

Undoing an accidental name change
If you rename an icon by mistake, choose Undo from the Edit menu (or press 3C+Z)

to restore the original name. Another way to restore the icon's original name is to
press Backspace or Delete until the name is empty and then press Return or click
outside the icon. (You cannot undo your changes to a name after you finish editing
it, only while it is still selected for editing.)

Copy/paste icon names
While editing a name, you can use the Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste, and Select All
commands in the Edit menu. You can also copy the entire name of any item by
selecting its icon (or its whole name) and then c hoosing the Copy command from
the Edit menu. This capability is handy when you're copying a disk and want to
give the copy the same name as the original.
You can copy the name of a locked item - select the item and use the Copy
command - but you can't change the name of a locked item. (Unlock a file by
using the Get Info command (3C +I), a folder by using the Sha ring command, or
a floppy dis k by sliding its locking tab.)
The Mac OS doesn't limit you to copying one icon name at a time. If you select
several items and the n use the Copy command, the names of all the items are put
on the Cli pboard, one name per line. The total you can copy is about 32MB, or more
than 1000 items.
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Removing the "alias" from alias names
When you use the Finder's Make Alias command, the resulting alias has the word
alias at the end of its name. To remove the word alias from the end of an icon name,
select the name for editing, press the right-arrow (-+) or down-arrow (~) key to move
the insertion point to the end of the name, and press Delete five or six times. Pressing
Delete five times leaves a blank space at the end of the alias name to distinguish it
from the original name; pressing Delete six times removes this space.

Aliases where you want them
Making an alias of an item that's not on the same disk as the alias is a three-step
process if you use Finder's Make Alias command. First, make the alias on the same
disk as its original item; second, copy the alias to the destination disk; and third,
delete the first alias. A better way is to make an alias exactly where you want it in
the first place. In Mac OS 9, s imply hold down 3C+Option while dragging the original
item to the disk where you want an alias.

Desktop aliases
Rather than drag frequently used programs, control panels, documents, and folders
the mselves to the desktop, make aliases of those items and place the aliases on the
desktop. You get quick access to the original items through their desktop aliases.
Also, you can open several related items at the same time by opening aliases on
the desktop, even if the original items happen to be in d ifferent folders or on
different disks.
If your desktop becomes too cluttered with aliases, you can store related aliases

together in a desktop folder and tuck the folder conveniently out of the way at the
bottom of your screen as a pop-up window. Figure 27-2 shows aliases on the
desktop and in a pop-up window.
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Figure 27-2: Keep frequently used items handy with
aliases of them on the desktop or in pop-up windows.
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Viewing aliases as buttons makes them even easier targets for drag-and-drop (if
they're applications), plus you can s ingle-dick them to launch the aliases.

Permanently removing alias
If you always remove the word alias from the end of new alias names, you may prefer
never to have the word appended to file names at all. You can make a change with ResEdit
so that Finder never appends alias to the names of new aliases. Follow these steps:
1. Make an alias of ResEdit and place it on the desktop.

l. Open the system folder and Option+drag Finder to the desktop, which creates a
duplicate Finder. Drag this duplicate Finder to the ResEdit icon to open it* You see a
window full of icons, with each icon representing a different type of resource in the
Finder.
3. Double-click the STR# resource type, opening a window that lists all the Finder's

string-list resources by number.
4. locate STR# resource number 8200 and double-click it to open it The alias suffix is
in string #1. This is the text that the Finder appends to the original file name to
make up the alias name.
5. Change the string to one blank space rather than making it completely empty, so
that the names of original files and their aliases will be different.
6. To finish, close all the ResEdit windows or simply quit ResEdit. Answer Yes when you
are asked if you want to save your changes.
7. To see the results of your work, drag the original Finder to a folder outside the
system folder, and then drag the altered Finder to the System Folder and restart
your computer.

*Always work on a copy of the original file when using ResEdit. You might think ResEdit
keeps your changes only in the computer's memory until you save them to disk because
the program asks whether you want to save changes before dosing a file or quitting the
program. But that alert is a cruel joke. As you make changes to a file, ResEdit actually
updates the file on disk. If you get the alert and answer No, ResEdit reverses the changes
and your file is safe. But if your computer crashes (does anyone have a computer that does
not crash?), or if ResEdit quits unexpectedly before you have the opportunity to reverse
your ResEdit changes, you'll find the changes in place when you restart your computer and
reopen the file with ResEdit. Be aware, and may the power of ResEdit be with you.
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Express access to CO-ROMs
Cut through the drudgery of wading through folders on a CD-ROM by making
aliases of items inside the CD-ROM folders. Because CO-ROMs are permanently
locked, you must put the aliases on your hard disk (or a floppy disk). Opening an
alias makes a beeline to the original item on the CD-ROM. If the CD-ROM isn't in
your drive, the Finder asks you to insert it. Figure 27-3 is an example of a disk insert
message. When you need the item again, the Mac OS tells you the name of the disk
to insert so that it can open the alias's original item. If you change your mind or
can't find the needed disk, click Cancel.

~~ Pleoselnsert U1e disk:
L-1

Te chToo le Pro 2

Figure 27-3: If you open an alias whose original
item is on a disk that's not inserted, the Mac OS
prompts you to insert the specific disk.

Cataloging items on removable disks
You can use aliases to keep track of, and quickly open, items on removable diskseven floppies and others that aren't inserted in your computer. Make aliases of the
items on a removable disk by selecting them and ac +Option+dragging them to your
startup disk. (If you use the Make Alias command to make the aliases, you have to
copy the aliases to the startup disk and then delete the aliases from the floppy
disk.) When you need the item again, the Mac OS tells you the name of the disk to
insert so that it can open the alias's original item. If you change your mind or can't
find the needed disk, click Cancel.

Keychain alias
Create an alias to your keychain file (located in the System Folder in the Preferences folder in the Keychains folder) and put it on the desktop or in the Apple
Menu, or add it as a Favorite. Then, whenever you double-click the file (or launch
it from a menu), one of two things happens. If your keychain is locked, you can
unlock it. If it's unlocked, the Keychain Access control panel displays.

Making many aliases
You can make aliases for several items in the same window at the same time. First,
select all the items. Then ~+Option +drag the items in the same window, to a
different window or to the desktop. Alternatively, you can use the Make Alias
command (ac+M). An alias appears for each item that you selected. All the new
aliases are selected automatically so that you can drag them to another place
without having to manually select them as a group. If you accidentally deselect
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the items, you can easily group them together for reselecting by arranging or
sorting the window by kind or date created.

Reverting to standard icons
You can revert to an item's standard icon after replacing the icon with custom
graphics. Just select the item and use the Finder's Get Info command (:!C+l) to
display the item's Info window. Select the icon in the Info window and a box
appears around the icon to indicate that you have selected the icon. Choose
Clear or Cut from the Edit menu o r press Delete or Clear.

Fixing blank icons
Sometimes a file that you copy to your disk ends up with a generic (blank) icon.
Yo u really don't want to rebuild your desktop files just to fix o ne icon (especially if
you have a large dis k). Instead, open the icon's Info window (:!C+l) and select the
icon in the Info window. Now copy, paste, and cut the icon- in that order. If you
are lucky, the correct icon s hows its face.
Here's how it works: Copying the icon makes it possible to paste; pasting the icon
causes the Finder to internally mark the file as one that has a cus tom icon; and
cutting the icon causes the Finder to unmark the file and restore its standard icon.
You can't do the cutting step unless you have done the pasting step, and you can't
do the pasting step unless you have done the copying step.

Customizing folder icons
If you think you have too many boring, look-alike folders cluttering your desktop, you can
enliven those folders by superimposing relevant application icons. Follow these steps:

1. Copy a folder icon from its Info window (which you display by choosing the Finder's
Get Info command) and paste the icon in a color paint program.

l . Open the folder that contains the application whose icon you want to use, and
make sure you've got View by Icon chosen in the View menu. Next, open the View
Options control panel (View ¢ View Options) and select the small icon size. Now,
take a screen snapshot of the application icon. (To take the screen shot, press
:!C+Shift+4 and d rag a selection rectangle around the icon.) Hold down Control
while releasing the mouse button to copy the screen shot to the Clipboard.
3. In the color paint program, paste the icon on top of the pasted folder icon.

4. Copy the composite icon from the paint program, paste it in the folder's Info
window, and close the Info window.
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When you select the custom icon in the paint program, you must take care to select a rectangular area no larger than 32 x 32 pixels (the maximum size of an icon). If you select a
larger area, including lots of white space around your custom icon, the Finder shrinks the
selection to 32 x 32 when you paste it in the folder's Info window, and your custom icon
ends up shrunken and difficult to see. If you select an area smaller than 32 x 32, the Finder
centers the selection in the folder's icon space, and the custom icon does not align horizontally with a plain folder icon (which is flush with the bottom of its icon space).
You can avoid this rigmarole by using the freeware utility Folder Icon Maker by Gregory
Robbins. Just drag a great-looking application or document icon to Folder Icon Maker and
presto- Folder Icon Maker creates a new folder with a small version of that icon superimposed on it.
The custom icon obscures any subsequent changes that you make to the folder's
color (by changing its label) or to the folder's file-sharing status (with the Finder's Sharing
command).

Distinctive volumes
It's not unusual to have more than one hard disk icon on the desktop. This happens
when you have mo re tha n one d isk drive or when you have partitioned a large hard
drive into multiple volumes (see Chapter 28). Although it's not hard to identify each
disk volume by name, it is easier to tell them apart if their icons look different. You
can certainly make disk volumes dis tinctive by giving each a different custom icon.
A subtler alternative that you may find every bit as effective is to make each
vo lume icon a different color. To colorize a volume icon, select it and choose a
colored label from the Label submenu of the File menu.

Bad disk icon
If you have problems with a custom disk icon- for instance, if your hard disk icon

appears as a generic document icon - try the freeware utility Disk Rejuvenator (see
Chapter 26). This utility is also handy if you have a problem accessing your hard
disk from standard Open d ialog boxes. If you have problems with a cus tom folde r
icon, drag the folder's contents to a new folder and the n drag the troublesome,
now-empty folder to the Tras h.

Desktop and Startup
This section covers tips for customizing your desktop, as well as the s ights and
sounds that you see and hear during and after startup.
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Rebuilding the desktop
To rebuild the desktop of any disk whose icon normally appears on the desktop
after startup, press l!C+Option while starting your computer. For each disk in turn ,
the Finder asks whether you want the dis k's desktop to be rebuilt. To re build the
desktop of a floppy disk or another removable disk whose icon is not on the
desktop, press l!C+Option while inserting the disk. Figure 27-4 is an example of
a rebuild confirmation dialog box.
Figure 27·4: You must confirm rebuilding
Are you sure you wont ro rebuild Ule

each disk's desktop individually.

desktop fil e on tht dlst • Macintos h tll"f

Custom startup screen
Instead of the plain old "Welcome to Mac OS" startup screen, your computer can
display a special picture. If your system folder contains a file named StartupScreen
that contains a PICT resource with ID 0, the graphic image in that resource replaces
the standard startup screen. You can use any of several programs to create such a
s tartup screen for your computer, or you can create one using just ResEdit and the
Scrapbook (see the s idebar "Creating your own startup screen").
If you use a graphics program to create your custom startup screen, save the file as
Startup Screen or StartupScreen as the file type (generally by choosing it from a
pop-up menu in the Save As dialog box). In some graphics programs, you choose
Resource File as the type of file to save and then specify a resource lD of 0 instead.

Creating your own startup screen
If you don't have a graphics program that can save a startup screen but you do have
ResEdit, you can use it and the ScrapBook to create your own startup screen file. Follow
these steps:

1. Paste the image that you want to use as a startup screen into the ScrapBook.
1. Close the ScrapBook and use ResEdit to open a copy of the ScrapBook file (located
in the System Folder).

ResEdit displays a window containing icons that represent different types of
resources in the ScrapBook file.
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3. Open the ScrapBook file's PICT-resources icon and scroll through the images until
you see the one that you want for your startup screen. (If you don't see the image,
you may need to increase ResEdit's memory partition.)
4. Copy the PICT resource that you want to use.

5. Create a new document in ResEdit, call it StartupScreen, and save it in the System
Folder. Paste the PICT resource that you just copied.
6. Open the PICT-resource icon in the new document, select the image that you just
pasted, and choose Get Resource Info (00+1) from the Resource menu. In the
Resource Info window that appears, change the 10 number to 0.

1. Quit ResEdit and click Yes when asked whether you want to save the changes that
you made.

8. Restart your computer to see the custom startup screen.

Startup movie
If you have QuickTime installed, you can have a movie play during startup by

naming it Startup Movie and placing it in the System Folder. (fo halt the startup
movie, press :!€+period (.) or any other key.)

Startup sounds
You can put a sound file in the Startup Items folder (inside the System Folder) and
that file will play after your extensions load when you start your computer. (If you
have Multiple Users active, the sound file will not play until after you've logged in to
your account.)
If your computer has a microphone , you can use the SimpleSound program or
the Sound control panel to record a message for the next person who uses the
computer, or just for fun. To halt startup sounds, press :!€+period (.).

Squelching the startup chime
Have you ever wanted to silence the computer's startup chime? On some Mac
models, you can't quiet the startup chime by turning down the volume level in the
Sound control panel. lf you want to eliminate the computer's startup chime, try one
of these methods:
+Plug an earphone or headphones into the sound output port - you don't have
to wear them.
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+ On a desktop computer with s peakers in the monitor, turn on the monitor a
few seconds after starting the computer. (fhis happens automatically with
some Apple monitors because the monitor and its speakers don't turn on until
the computer's ADB port comes to life, which happens after the startup
chime.)
H your Mac does silence its startup chime when you turn down the sound volume
all the way, you may wis h to have the sound volume automatically turned up again
after startup. You can accomplish this with the two very simple AppleScript
applications shown in Figure 27-5.
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ITurn Sound On
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I
•I

CE3i:J

Two one-line AppleScript applications that turn system sound off (left)
and on (right)

Figure 27-5:

To create AppleScript applications that turn off the system sound during s hutdown
and turn it on during startup, follow these steps:
I. Open the Script Editor program (in the AppleScript folder ins ide the Apple

Extras folde r). In the script-editing window that appears , type the following
one-line AppleScript stateme nt:

se t volume 0
2. Choose Save As from the File me nu. In the Save As dialog box, open the
Startup Items folder so that the script is saved there. In addition, choose
Application from the pop-up menu s o that the script is saved as an application. Also turn on the Never Show Startup Screen option to prevent a dialog
box from appearing every time the script application runs.
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3. Change the AppleScript line to the following, replacing x with a number from 1
(lowest volume) to 7 (highest volume):

se t vo lume x
4. Repeat Step 2 to save this script as an application, except this time save it in
the Shutdown Items folder.
5. Quit Script Editor.

•

Bigger pointers
If your computer's pointer is just too small for you to comfortably keep track of in

its travels around your desktop, try Robert Abatecola's shareware Fat Cursors. Fat
Cursors enlarges both the arrow pointer and the !-beam-shaped text pointer.
Several utilities just make it easier to locate a normal-sized pointer. Eyeballs installs a
pair of eyes that watch your pointer from the menu bar. Find Cursor, ZoomToCursor,
and Cursor Beacon each create a different type of visual commotion around the
pointer when you press a specified key combination.

You can create your own custom system alert sounds on your computer from any audio CD.
Follow these steps:
1. Using the AppleCD Audio Player, play the audio CD from which you want to make

the alert sound and note the track and time where the passage you want to record
starts. Pause the CD a few seconds before the start of the passage.
2. Open the Sound control panel and click the Sound button. Set the volume control

to a comfortable level. In your Sound control panel's Sound Input option, set it to
Internal CD or DVD. Turn on Play sound through output device. Then switch to the
Alert view by clicking Alert Sounds.
3. Switch to the Audio Player and click or press Play (or the Spacebar). Immediately

switch to the Monitors & Sound control panel and click Add and then Record (the
timing can be tricky). Click Stop to finish your new alert sound- a second or two at
most is plenty.
4. Name and save your new alert sound.
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Startup booby trap
Don't hold down the Power-on key on the keyboard for more than a second or two
wh en starting a Power Mac. Doing so sets the stage for the unexpected appearance
of the mysterious progr ammer's window (a dialog box- containing only a greaterthan symbol - th at provides access to a limited set of program debugging tools
known as the Mini Debugger). This baffling window appears sometime later,
seemingly unbidden and definitely unwanted, when you press the a€ key. (You can
make the programmer 's window appear at will by holding down a€ and
pressing Power-on.)

If the programmer's window appear s on your screen, you can usually resume
work without restarting by typing the letter G (short for Go) and pressing Return.
If you type anything el se and press Return, you may have t o restart, losing all
unsaved work.

If you hold down the Power-on key too long when starting up and later press
Control +a€, the computer rest arts as if you switched the power off and on. In this
case, you have inadvertently invoked the emergency restart sequence, which
normally involves holding down Control +a€ and pressing Power-on.
Caution

Don't use this technique as a shortcut for the Restart command, which causes the
Mac OS to go through a proper shutdown sequence. Use it only in lieu of restarting with the power switch- for example, if your computer crashes.

Better file-sharing startup
Although you can have the Mac OS automatically connect to shared folders
and disks at startup, doing so can really slow network performance (especially if
everyone on the network does it). To reduce network traffic while keeping shared
folder s and disks conveniently accessible, use aliases to connect to them whenever
y ou need them. To set up the aliases, use the Network Browser or the Chooser to
connect to the shared folders and disks. Then select the shared folders and disks
and make aliases. Put copies of the aliases on the desktop, in the Apple Menu Items
folder, and anywhere else you want quick access to the shared items.
When you open the alias of a shared folder or disk, or drag something to the alias,
your computer automatically asks you for a password and then connects to the
shared folder or disk. Of you have Keychain access setup for this server and your
key chain is unlocked, you don't ev en need to enter a password.) Similarly, you can
make aliases of items inside the shared folders and disks and use those aliases to
simplify accessing t he original items over the network.
Unfortunately, aliases of shared items clo not always work correctly when the
original items are on file server s that use the Windows NT Services for Macintosh.
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Thawing a frozen program
Applications sometimes freeze and don't respond to ordinary controls such as
Cancel buttons or pressing :ie+period (.). When this happens use the Force Quit
command: press :ie +Option+Escape. This combination brings up a dialog box with a
Force Quit button and a Cancel button. Clicking Cancel (not Force Quit) sometimes
seems to act like a whiff of ammonia for a program that has passed out. It doesn't
often work, but when it does, it beats the alternatives. Be sure to save your work
and restart the computer right away after reviving a frozen program.
If this step freezes your computer even more (and you can't bring back the Force Quit
alert box), and you've waited for a while to make sure things don't right themselves,
you can attempt to recover to the Finder. Press 3€+Power-on. This brings up the
programmer's window. Enter G F (which may or may not stand for "Go Finder"
depending on whom you ask) and press Return. If you're lucky, you'll recover to
the Finder. Save other documents (your system is like ly very unstable) and restart.

First or last in a hurry
In most folder and disk windows, you can highlight the item that comes first alphabetically by pressing any number key or the Spacebar. In most cases, you can
highlight the item that comes last alphabetically by pressing the Option key along
with any number key.
These tricks (which stem from the capability to select an item by typing the first
part of its name) work fine unless you have many item names that come after a
bullet (•), including names beginning with most accented capital lette rs, most
symbols you type with the Option and Shift keys, and some symbols that you
type with the Option key alone.
If nothing is selected in the active Finder window (or on the desktop, if no window
has racing stripes to indicate it is the active one), you can highlight the fi rst or
last item by pressing Tab or Shift+Tab. With an item highlighted, pressing Tab
or Shift+ Tab highlights the item that follows or precedes it alphabetically, and
pressing an arrow key highlights the closest item on the desktop in the direction
of the arrow.

Startup messages
Do you like to have reminders at startup, but don't want to use Stickies? Create
a clipping file of your notes and place an alias of it in the Startup Items folder.
Rename it to be alphabetically last, so it opens after other startup items. At startup,
the Finder does not have to launch an application to display the note, which you
can easily dismiss with 3€+ W. If you keep the clipping on you r desktop, you can
view it anytime you want within seconds.
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To edit a clipping file directly (without dragging it to the Note Pad or some other
application) , get the freeware FinderNote by Jae Ho Chang, eMusicas Software
(described in Chapter 26).

Futuristic Finder
Want to glimpse the future, when Web browsers may us urp the Finder's role?
If you drag a folder to a browser window of Netscape Navigator or Netscape
Communicator, it lists the folder contents. In Microsoft Internet Explorer, type
flle://localhostf to see a list of disks on your desktop, and click a disk name to see
its contents. Files and nested folders become clickable links, and if you click an
HTML file (a Web page), a text file, a JPEG graphic file, or another file format that
the browser can handle, it displays the file's contents. You can even save the listing
in the browser window as a file. Figure 27-6 is an example of a futuristic Finder.
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Figure 27-6: Use a Web browser to peruse the contents of your folders
and disks.

You can also view files for which you have configured the browser to use a plug-in
or a helper application. For instance, you can view a QuickTime movie by clicking
its file name in the browser window if you have configured the browser application
to use the QuickTime plug-in or the QuickTime Player application. It's a perfect way
to catalog and browse clip art.
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Quit the Finder
There are two good reasons to quit the Finder. First, you may have a Finderreplacement application that you'd like to use for your only inte rface to your Mac.
Or, you may have a single application-usually a game-that needs as much RAM
as you can possibly give it for best performance.
The Finder doesn't have a Quit command, but it will accept an Apple Event that
tells it to quit. So, open the AppleScript Editor and create this script:

tell app li cation " Fin de r "
quit
end te l l
tel l app l i cati on "Appl eWorks "
launch
end tel l
You can substitute whatever application you'd like for AppleWorks. Or, you can
enter the name o f the game or multimedia application that needs access to as much
RAM as possible. Click Check Syntax in the Script Editor and you'll be asked to
locate Apple Works or whatever application you've entered. Now, save the script as
an applet. Whenever you launc h it, the Finder will quit and the chosen application
will launch.
How do you get the Finder back? Quit all open applications, including the application you've chosen to replace the Finder. When you quit the last application, the
Finder starts automatically. Or, you can create another AppleScript that tells the
Finder to launch, then activate it from whatever application you have launched.

Folders and Windows
The tips in this s ection involve customizing and the manipulating the Finder
windows and folde rs.

Locking folders
Everyone knows how to lock a file with the Finder's Get Info command, but how do
you lock a folder? You can do it with one of the options normally used for setting
access privileges of a shared folder. Just select the folder that you want to lock and
choose Sharing from the Get Info submenu of the File menu to bring up the folder's
file-sharing privileges window. In this window, check the box labeled Can't move,
rename, or delete this item. For this trick to work, file sharing must be turned on
in the File Sharing or Sharing Setup control panel, whichever your computer has.
(You don't have to actually share the folder or change any other sharing options.)
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Note

File Sharing can slow down your Mac and open it up to potential security risks,
especially if you have File Sharing over IP turned on, you have shared folders
you've forgotten about, or you allow guest access. Weigh this against the advantages of locking folders- remember that you can use Multiple Users (see Chapter
13) to secure your desktop, preferences, and documents from others who use
your Mac.

Special folder replacement
Should you happen to discard one of the special folders inside the System Folder,
you can make a replacement by using the Finder's New Folder command (File
menu). After creating a new folder, change its name to that of the special folder you
want: Apple Menu Ite ms, Control Panels, Extensions, Fonts, Preferences, Startup
Items, and so forth. Close the System Folder, wait a few seconds and reopen it, and
its icon gets the distinctive appearance of the special folder that you're creating.

Closing all but one window
Here's a quick way to close all the Finder windows except one. Drag the window
you want kept open to the bottom of the screen to make it a pop-up window. Next,
close all remaining open windows by Option+clicking the close box of any open
window or by pressing ~+Option+W. Finally, drag the pop-up window back to the
middle of the screen to make it a regular window once more.

Special folder mistakes
The Finder sometimes makes mistakes when it puts items in the System Folder's
special folder for you. The Finder may put some items in the correct places and
incorrectly leave others in the System Folder itself. For example, it may put font
files and font suitcases in the Fonts folder but leave a folder containing fonts in the
System Folder. To correct this problem, you must open the folder containing fonts
and drag the fonts to the System Folder icon or to the Fonts folder.

Abridged System Folder
Does finding the Apple Menu Items folder, Startup Items folder, or some other item
in your System Folder take too long? Make aliases for the System Folder items that
you access often- including an alias of the System Folder itself- and consolidate
the aliases in a new folder. You can open and find an item in that folder faster than
you can in the System Folder.
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To make the new fo lder loo k like a System Fo lder, copy the ico n from the System
Folder's Info window and paste it into the new folde r's Info window.

Labeling system clutter
Installer programs simplify the process of updating or installing software, but too many of
these programs rudely scatter files all over the System Folder without so much as a by-yourleave. Some installers even commit the unforgivable offense of overwriting your existing
control panels and extensions with older versions. Although you may be able to limit this
subterranean mischief by doing a custom installation, there's an easy method for keeping
tabs on the changes. Follow these steps:

1. Before running an installer program, label eve ry item that you want to keep track
of in the System Folder. Use the Label command in the Finder's File menu. Labeling
the contents of your System Folder after a clean installation of the Mac OS starts you
on the right foot when it comes to resolving conflicts and crashes. Use
the Preferences command in the Finder to rename one of the labels as "Mac os:•
2. Back up your hard disk and run the installer. If the installer forces you to restart the
computer but you don't want new extensions loaded until you see what they are,
disable extensions (by holding down Shift during the restart).
3. To locate the new items, open Sherlock 2 and make sure the Files channel is
selected.

4. Now, drag the System Folder icon to the Search Items window in Sherlock (the top
pane.) This adds the System Folder as one of the items you can search.
5. Make sure there's a check mark next to the System Folder and deselect other
volumes or folders.

6. Select the Edit button next to Custom. In the More Search Items window, set the
search criteria to find any item in the Finder selection whose label is none. Click OK.
7. Now, click the Search button in Sherlock 2. When the list of found items appears,
you can select all and then copy and paste the list into the Scrapbook or any text
document for later reference. You can also select any number of found items quickly
and change the label using the Open Enclosing Folder command (sg+E).
At best, labeling system files can help reduce System Folder clutter and save RAM and hard
disk space. At the very least, you know exactly which files the installer added. All else being
equal, knowledge is always better than ignorance. (Unless you eat hot dogs.)
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Removing items from the System Folder
Be sure to put items that you drag from the System Folder's special folders in the
Trash, on the desktop, or in an ordinary folder. If you merely drag items from the
Control Panels folder or Extensions folder to the main level of the System Folde r,
those items may still be active.

Easy startup items
If you want an item to open at startup time, put an alias of it in the Startup Items
folder. Don't put original items there because returning them to their origina l
locations when you no longer want them opened at startup time can be a drag.
(Get it?!)
When you finis h us ing an alias, drag it to the Tras h or use the Finder's Move to
Trash File command (:!€+Delete).

Seeing desktop items
If the windows of open programs obscure desktop icons , hide those windows by
choosing Hide Others from the Application menu while the Finder is active. If the
Finder windows cover desktop icons, close all the windows at the same time by
pressing Option while clicking the close box of any Finder window. You can collapse
all of the active application's windows by Option +clicking the active window's
collapse box.

Shrunken tabs
Is the bottom of your screen becoming crowded with pop-up window tabs? Shrink
the size of the tabs. Grab a tab you'd like to shrink and drag it up until its pop-up
window becomes a regular window. Position some of the remaining tabs about M
to X inches apart. Now drag the window back down to the bottom of your screen,
between the two close-set tabs, until you see it change back to a ta b. The tab will
keep its new smaller size even if you later drag it to a new position.

Drag to scroll
You can scroll a folder or disk window without using the scroll bars. Press the :1€
key and start dragging inside a folder or dis k window. The pointer changes to look
like a gloved hand and the window contents scroll as you :!€+drag.
Alternatively, place the mouse pointer in the window and drag toward the a rea
that you want to view. Whe n you drag the pointer up, down, left, or right past the
window's active area scrolling begins. Dragging past a window corner scrolls
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diagonally. To scroll slowly, drag just to the window's edge (and continue holding
down the mouse button). Increase scrolling speed by dragging beyond the
window's edge.

Manipulating background windows
Sometimes you need to get at something in a background window that's covered by
a window in front, but you don't want to bring the background window forward. For
instance, you might want to drag some carefully selected icons from the frontmost
Finder window to a folder in a background window. If you can see any part of the
background window, you can move it without bringing it to the front by 3€+dragging
the background title bar or window frame.
Also, you can collapse a window in the background without bringing it to the front
by 3€+double-clicking it. (These tricks only work with background windows that
belong to the active application and you must have the Double-dick title bar to
collapse window option selected on the Options tab of the Appearance control
panel.)

When windows open unbidden
Many CO-ROMs are set up to open windows automatically when you insert them.
Some of these windows are full of custom icons and can take an inordinately long
time to display. To keep windows from opening, simply hold down Option while
inserting the CD. The same trick works for other types of removable disks.

Expanding multiple folders
You can use keyboard commands to see the contents of multiple folders in a
window that's set to list view. Select the folders (press 3€+A to select all) and press
3€+right arrow (-)to expand the selected folders and see their contents. To also
expand all folders contained in the selected folders, press 3€+0ption+right arrow
(-).Pressing 3€+left arrow (-.)collapses all selected folders, and pressing
3€+0ption+left arrow (-.) collapses all selected fold ers and all folders in them.

Viewing empty folders
You can force empty folders to the bottom of a window. Just turn on the Calculate
Folder Sizes options with the View Options command in the View menu, and then
choose the by Size item from the Sort List or Arrange submenu of the View menu.
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Finding empty, locked, or shared folders
If you want to find all the empty, locked, or shared folders on your disk, use the
Sherlock 2 program. Set it to find items whose folder attribute is empty (or locked
or shared). This capability to search for folders that are or are not empty, locked, or
shared is not very well known but can be extremely useful. After finding all shared
folders, for example, you can select some or all of the found folders and use the
Sharing command (in the File menu, select Get Info, then Sharing) in Sherlock to
change the access privileges of all the selected folders at once. Likewise, you could
find all empty folders and move them to the Trash. Figure 27-7 shows the More
Search Options window of the Sherlock 2 program set to find empty folders.
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Figure 27-7: To find empty folders, set up a

Sherlock 2 search as shown here.
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Copy fitting
When you copy batches of files from your hard disk to floppies or other removable
disks, you must do some ari thmetic beforehand so that the Finder won't tell you
that there's not enough room on the disk. To have the Finder help you figure out
how many files will fit on a floppy or a removable disk, follow these steps:
I. Create a new folder on the hard disk. The new folder must be in a window, not

directly on the desktop.
2. Use the Finder's Get Info command (3C+I) to bring up the folder's Info window.
3. Begin dragging files to be copied into the folder. As you drag, the Finder
updates the folder's size in its Info window.
4. When the size approaches 1.4MB for a high-density floppy, BOOK for a doublesided floppy, or 94MB for a Zip disk, stop dragging files into the folder; the
disk will be nearly full.
If the Trash is empty, you can collect items in it instead of in a specially created

folder. This method has two advantages: You can quickly return all items to their
original places by choosing the Put Away command from the File menu (3C+ Y), and
you don't have to wait for the Finder to make copies of items that come from
several disks. (fhe Finder doesn't copy items to the Trash, but it must copy items
that you drag from one disk to a folder on another disk.) The Get Info command
reports the size of the Trash only to the nearest K; however, it gives you the exact
number of bytes in a folder.
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If you have a large hard disk, you may notice that there is some space left over on

the floppy disk after you copy the files there. This is because the smallest possible
file takes less space on a floppy disk than on a hard disk unless the disk was
initialized with the Mac OS Extended format. With the Mac OS standard format, the
difference between a file's size on a floppy and a hard disk increases as the capacity
of the hard disk inc reases. For example, on a 2GB hard disk each file uses a minimum of 32K, and your average error per file copied will be 16K. This can add up
pretty quickly. An alternative method that avoids this problem is to use the Disk
Copy program to create a Read and Write 1.4MB floppy disk image, mount that on
the desktop, and then copy files to it. When it's full, you can copy from it to a
floppy. The extra copying to and from the disk image doesn't take very long
because Disk Copy keeps the disk image contents on the hard disk (or in RAM,
which is even faster).

The Trash
This section's tips are all about throwing files away and retrieving them from the
Trash if you change your mind.

Stop all Trash warnings
The next time you e mpty the Trash you can skip the s tandard Trash warning (for
example, "The Trash contains 104 items, which use 3.9MB of disk space. Are you
sure you want to remove these items permanently?"). First, select the Trash icon,
and then choose the Get Info command (00+0. In the Trash Info dialog box that
appears, turn off the Warn before emptying option - you'll never see the Trash
warning again. Figure 27-8 shows the Trash Info dialog box with the warning option
turned off.
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Figure 27-8: Use the Get Info command to
disable the warning that appears when you
empty the Trash.
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Discarding locked items
When you use the Empty Trash command , the Finder normally doesn't discard
locked items that you dragged to the Trash. Instead of unlocking each locked item
with the Finder's Get Info command (00+1), you can simply press Option while
choos ing Empty Trash from the Special menu.

Retrieving trash
To put items that are currently in the Tras h back where they came from , open the
Tras h, select the items, and choose Put Away (00+ Y) from the Finder's File menu.
The Finder returns each selected item to its previous folder, although not
necessarily to the same place in the folder window.

Rescuing items
Sometimes, the Trash contains a folder named Rescued Items. This folder usually
contains formerly invisible temporary files that were found when you started your
computer. The Rescued Items folder may appear after a system crash, and you may
be able to recreate your work up to the time of the system crash from the contents
of the Rescued Items folder.

Apple Menu
Use the tips in this section to get more organized with the Apple menu.

Apple-menu organization
After you add more than a few items to the Apple menu, it becomes a mess. You
can group different types of items by prefixing different numbers of blank spaces to
their names- the more blank spaces, the higher on the Apple menu.
Prefixing a name with a hyphen or exclamation point makes the name appear
below names that are prefixed with spaces and above names that have no prefixes.
To make items appear at the bottom of the Apple menu, prefix them with a 0
(O ption+Shift+V) or • (Option+8). Figure 27-9 shows how these prefixes affect the
order of items.
If you have a hard time remembering what all the special symbol keyboard

commands are, use the Key Caps utility located under the Apple menu. Or, try
Gunther Blaschek's excellent program PopChar Pro (http: I /www. uni soft . co .
a t1 produ ct s I pope ha r. html ), which automatically pops up a lis t of all letters,
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numbers, and symbols available in the current font when you move the pointer
to a pred es ignated hot s pot.
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Figure 27-9: Use special keyboard
characters and extra spaces to
arrange items in a list to your liking.
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Fast Apple-menu changes
To add or remove Apple-menu items quickly, list the Apple Menu Items folder in the
Apple menu. How? Make an alias of the Apple Menu Items folder and put the alias in
that folder.

Too-full Apple menu
If your Apple menu contains so many items that you must scroll to see them all,

consider organizing them in folders within the Apple Menu Items folder. The
contents of each folde r appear in hierarchical submenus if the Submenus option
is turned on in the Apple Menu Options control panel. Figure 27-10 is an example
of Apple-menu subfolders .
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Figure 27-10: Keep you r Apple menu short by putting items in
folders inside the Apple Menu Items folder.
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Universal Show Clipboard
Some application programs lack a Show Clipboard command; others that do have
such a command use a private Clipboard whose contents may look different when
pasted into another program. Put a Show Clipboard command in your Apple menu
and then use the command to review the standard Clipboard contents from any
application program.
First, make an alias of the Clipboard file, which is in the System Folder. Then place
the alias in the Apple Me nu Items folder and rename the alias Show Clipboard. Now
choose Show Clipboard from the Apple menu; your computer switches to the
Finder and opens the Clipboard.

Invisible file aliases
Do you crave the convenience of accessing items stored in the invisible Desktop
Folder from the Apple Menu? Because the Desktop Folder is invisible, alias-creating
utilities are of no help.
The trick is to access your computer via file sharing. When you access your
computer from another machine via file sharing, the Desktop Folder becomes
visible at the root level of your hard disk. Create an alias of the Desktop Folder
(be sure to lock that Desktop Folder alias in its Info window to prevent it from
becoming invisible) and transfer the alias to your compute r.
Alte rnatively, you can use a disk utility such as File Buddy (described in
Chapter 26) to make an alias of the invisible Desktop Folder.

The non-ABCs approach to arranging menu items
Forcibly reordering items in the Apple menu by placing spaces or special symbols at the
beginning of the items' names has side effects that you may not like. The spaces or symbols
visibly alter the names and conspicuously shift the names to the right. To invisibly force the
order you want, follow these steps:
1. Open the Note Pad or a new document in SimpleText or a word processor.

1. Press Return to create a blank line, select the blank line, and copy it to the

Clipboard.
3. Switch to the Finder.

4. In the Apple Menu Items folder, select the name of the item that you want to
appear at the top of the Apple menu.
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5. Press the up-arrow (t) key to move the insertion point to the beginning of the
selected name and then paste.

6. The entire name goes blank, but don't fret- just press Return or click outside the
name, and the name springs back into view. The renamed item jumps to the top of
the window if you're viewing by list. To increase an item's alphabetic buoyancy,
paste the blank line two or more times at the beginning of the item's name.
Some programs don't work properly with documents or folders whose names contain
blank lines. In particular, you may be unable to print PageMaker or QuarkXPress documents
in which you have placed a PostScript graphics file whose name begins with a blank line. If
you have trouble after pasting a blank line in the name of a file or folder, remove the item
from the Apple Menu Items folder, replace it with an alias, and then try this naming trick on
the alias.

Hierarchical information manager
You can turn your Apple menu into a contact database. By treating folder names as singleline entries in a database, you can easily create an elegant hierarchical database of oftenused addresses, phone numbers, client contacts, and other information that you are tired of
fumbling for on your crowded desktop or hard disk.
You can access the data instantly from the Apple menu and its submenus, and view the
data by traversing the menu structure without actually choosing any menu item. (When you
finish viewing the data, just drag the mouse pointer away from the menus and release the
mouse.) For a persistent display, choose the menu item whose submenu contains the data
that you want to see; the Finder opens the folder that contains the data.
Adding, deleting, and modifying data is a snap. Follow these steps:

1. Choose the menu item whose submenu you want to change and open the folder in
which you need to make changes.
2. To add a line of data, use the Finder's New Folder command (OO+N) and type the
data as the new folder's name (IJP to 31 characters).

3. To change data, edit the corresponding folder names.
4. To remove a line of data, drag corresponding folders to the Trash.
5. To add a submenu, open a folder and add folders to it.
Continued
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(continued)

Because items appear alphabetically by name in the submenus, you may have to put extra
spaces or other special characters at the beginning of folder names to arrange the names in
the order you want. (You usually have to do this with a multiple-line address, for example.)
Another neat trick: Use aliases to duplicate data that you want to appear in several places in
the database. After making an alias of the folder that you want to clone, simply drag the
alias to the folder that represents the other location in the database where you want the
information to appear. Cloned parts of your hierarchical database stay up-to-date because
aliases don't contain any duplicate data that can get out of sync; the aliases simply point to
the folders that contain the actual data.
No matter how large your database of folders becomes, the Finder always calculates its size
on disk as zero! Yes, this is too good to be true. In fact, your data, consisting only of nested
named folders, is kept in the startup disk's invisible directory file, which contains information about the hierarchical organization of fields and folders on that disk. The Finder reports
only the sizes of aliases and other actual files that you may have in your hierarchical folders.
Keeping contact information in a hierarchical Apple menu has two advantages over using
contact-database software such as Now Contact: You can always locate your contacts without opening (or keeping open) another program, and you can find any contact quickly without typing or even remembering a name. Managing hundreds of contacts is easier with
contact-database software, though.

Apple menu options
If you use the Apple Menu Options control panel to list recently used documents,

applications, and servers but don't necessarily want all three submenus active, set
the number to zero in the Apple Menu Options control panel for those submenus
that you don't want to activate. The items with a zero value disappear from
the Apple menu.

Fonts
This section has tips for working with and modifying the System Folder's Fonts
folder. When making changes to the Fonts folder, remember that any fonts that
you add generally aren't available to open programs until you have quit the open
programs and reopened them. Moreover, you must quit all open programs before
removing fonts from the Fonts folder.

Duplicating fonts
Because you can't rename individual fixed-size or TrueType fonts with the Finder,
you can't duplicate them in the same folder (you can't have two items with the
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same name in the same folder). However, you can rename or duplicate PostScript
fonts and font suitcases.
To duplicate a fixed-s ize or TrueType font, press Option and drag the font to
another folder or to the desktop. (Dragging to another disk automatically makes
a copy of the font on the target disk.)
You can create a new, empty font suitcase file by duplicating an existing font
suitcase file, opening the duplicate, and dragging its conte nts to the Trash.

Deleting a damaged font
If you somehow manage to damage a font suitcase, you may not be able to delete

it simply by opening the Fonts folder and dragging the suitcase to the Trash. Try
dragging the Fonts folder from the System Folder to the desktop first. Then open
the Fonts folder and drag the damaged suitcase to the Trash . Empty the Trash and
put the Fonts folder back in your System Folder. If you can't drag the damaged
suitcase to the Trash, try this: With your original Fonts folder still s itting on the
desktop, create a new folder named Fonts inside the System Folder. Drag everything
except the damaged suitcase from the old Fonts folder (on the desktop) to the new
Fonts folder. Restart the computer and then drag the old Fonts folder (which still
contains the damaged suitcase) to the Trash.

Personalized sample text
You don't have to read about "cozy lummoxes" and usmart squids" when you open a
TrueType or fixed-size font file in the Finder. Use ResEdit to change the sample text as
follows:

1. Open your System Folder and press Option as you drag a copy of the Finder to the
desktop.

l. Open this duplicate Finder with ResEdit.
3. Open the duplicate Finders STR# resource icon, and then open the STR# resource
whose ID is 5816.
A window appears that displays the sample text.

4. Edit the text to your liking.
5. Quit ResEdit, answering Yes when you are asked whether you want to save your
changes.

6. Drag the original Finder from your System Folder to a folder outside the System
Folder, and drag the modified Finder from the desktop to the System Folder.

7. Restart your computer and test the results of your modifications.
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Summary
This chapter gave you some tips for the desktop and on organizing the Mac OS
virtual desktop for better efficiency. You also saw that you don't have to use the
same, boring (even if they are 3D) icons everybody else uses. Customizing icons,
either by altering the default icon, using a custom icon, or removing the icon
completely, is easy.
You also picked up some tips on enlivening the startup process. You can change the
look of your startup screen. You can have your computer play a QuickTime movie,
display a message, or a play a sound during startup. You can also replace the Finder
with a Web browser or quit the Finder completely.
This chapter offered several ideas for working with folders and windows. You can
lock folders with the Sharing command. You can also scroll windows without using
the scroll bars and move background windows without making them active. You
can manage your pop-up window tabs if they get out of hand. You can set the view
options for your folders. In addition, you can use the Sherlock program or Find File
program to spot empty folders.
You also got some tips on working with the Trash. You can stop Trash warnings
with the Get Info command, and you can remove locked items by pressing Option.
The Put Away command makes it easy to retrieve items from the Trash.
This chapter gave you some tips for organizing your Apple menu and some ideas
for adding items to it. You can change the order of items by prefixing their names
with blank spaces and other special characters. You can add a universal Show
Clipboard command to the Apple menu, and you can access the entire contents
of your desktop from the Apple menu.
Finally, this chapter told you how to create new font suitcases and how to delete
damaged font suitcases.
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In This Chapter

T

his second chapter of tips and tricks covers shortc uts
and productivity boosters for your system in general:
Open and Save dialog boxes, file sharing, Mac OS extensions
and control panels, us ing the Mac OS with your applications,
and memory and performance issues. Finally, the tips section
ends with a few Mac OS "Easter eggs."

To use some of the tips in this chapter, you need a copy of
ResEdit, Apple's n<><ost resource editor. You can get ResEdit
from Apple's Software Updates library (http: I I 1v~1v1 . a pp 1 e .
comlswupda tesl), online services s uch as America Online
(keyword: filesearch), and Macintosh user groups. You can
also get a copy of ResEdit from Macworld's Macdownload
software library (ht t p: I lmacdown 1 oa d . com). For more
sources of shareware and freeware, see Chapter 26.

Working with dialog
boxes
File-sharing tricks
Tips for using
applications
Using extensions and
control panels
Tips for improving
memory and
performance
Eggs and hacks

Open, Save, and Navigation
Services
The tips in this section will help you zoom through the dialog
boxes that appear when you choose Open, Save, Save As, and
other disk-related commands. All of these tips apply to the
classic Open and Save type of dialog box. As noted in the
descriptions of individual tips, some Ups also apply to the
Open and Save dialog boxes' heir apparent, the Navigation
Services dialog boxes.

Find an alias's original item
You can go quickly to an alias's original item in an Open , Save,
and Navigation Services dialog box by pressing Option while
opening the alias (by double-clicking it, for example). Alias
names appear in italics in these dialog boxes, just as they do
in the Finder windows.

• • • •
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Folder switching
If you find that you frequently go back and forth between two folders, put an alias

of each folder in the other. Whichever folder you are in, you can go to the other in
one step by opening its alias. Also, you can bookmark your frequently visited
folders using the Favorites pop-up in the Navigation Services dialog box.

Aliases for favorite folders

,

Nota

Putting aliases of your often-used folders on the desktop or inside disk windows
enables you to open a folder quickly from an Open or Save dialog box. Instead of
working your way down through one branch of your folder structure and then
working your way up another branch to the folder that you want, you zip to the
desktop level or the disk level and then open the alias of the folder that you want.
This process is like jumping from one branch of a tree to the root level and then
jumping to a spot on another branch without crawling up the trunk and along the
other branch.

Navigation Services' Open and Save dialog boxes make this even easier with their
access to Favorites. Simply add your often-used folders as Favorites in the Finder
and you can quickly access them without even returning to the desktop. Adding
Favorites is discussed in Chapter 7.
You can get to aliases of often-used folders on the desktop quickly by pressing l!C+D.
Get to aliases at the disk-window level by choosing the disk from the pop-up menu
in an Open or Save dialog box.

Sidestepping a double-click
As usual, you can open an item in an Open dialog box by double-clicking the item.
If, before you release the mouse button, you realize that you double-clicked the
wrong item, continue holding down the mouse button and drag the pointer to the
item that you want to open. When you release the mouse button, the currently
selected item opens.
This trick also works when you are opening a folder in a Save dialog box, but does
not work in a Navigation Services dialog box (but see the next tip).

Canceling a double-click
To cancel a double-click in an Open, Save, or Navigation Services dialog box, hold
down the mouse button on the second click and drag the pointer outside the dialog
box before releasing the mouse button.
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Shared folder access from the Save dialog box
Don't you hate it when you get to a Save dialog box only to learn that you aren't
connected to the shared folder that you want to save in? Just make an alias of the
Recent Servers folder and put it on the desktop. Now you can quickly open the
Recent Servers folder from any Save dialog box and then open and connect to any
shared folder or disk in the Recent Servers folder. Beats a trip to the Chooser any
day. (If you don't have an alias of the Recent Servers folder on the desktop, you can
open the folder from the Apple Menu Items folder. Still beats a trip to the Chooser.)
Figure 28-1 is an example of getting to a shared folder via an alias in the Save
dialog box.
Figure 28- 1: Place an alias of the
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File Sharing and Networking
This section describes tips for easier networking, plus the ins and outs of
file sharing.

Picking a secure password
Pick a password that is easy for you to remember but difficult for other people to
guess. For better security, mix letters with numbers; try replacing the letters I and
0 with the numbers 1 and 0. Another trick is to use the initial letters of an easy-toremember phrase. For example, "The White House is at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue"
becomes TWHia1600PA. Don't use birthdays, anniversaries, or family members'
names.
Want to make sure you haven't chosen a too obvious password? Ask a good friend,
relative, or coworker to play hacke r: have them try to guess your password, writing
down their guesses on a piece of paper. If your password is on the list, or is very
similar to one on the list, choose a less obvious password.
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Sharing disks or enclosing folders
When you share a folder, the Mac OS won't let you share the enclosing folder or
the disk that contains it. You have to drag the shared folder to another place or
unshare it before you can share the enclosing folder or disk. To avoid this situation,
share from the highest level of your disk and folder structure.

Improved file-sharing performance
For best performance of your computer, share as few of your folders as possible.
The more items that others can access on your computer, the greater the demands
on your computer's performance. Sharing too many folders can slow your system to
a crawl. When you need to share numerous files or to share a folder simultaneously
with several users, consider setting up a dedicated computer to act as a centralized
file server for the shared information (a great way to recycle older computers).

Faster file sharing
If you've ever shared files from your computer, you know how bogged down your

Mac can get, especially if the file sharing is done remotely. Combat s low system
performance by creating a RAM disk (it must be larger than 2MB, the limit for file
sharing) and placing all the items that you wish to share on it. Then share the RAM
disk by selecting the RAM disk and choosing Sharing from the Get Info submenu of
the File menu.

Drag to share
Here's a slick way to share your disks and folders: Forget the Finder's Sharing
command. Instead, open the File Sharing control panel and click the Activity
Monitor tab. Now simply drag a folder or disk that you want to share into the
Shared Items area of the control panel. The item's info window pops up and
displays Sharing settings. Turn on the Share this item and its contents option
and set the access privileges.

Trouble renaming hard disks
Are you stymied because you're unable to change the name of your computer's
hard disk? Make sure file sharing is turned off in the File Sharing control panel,
whichever you have. While file sharing is on, you can't change the name or icon
of an item that's available for network access.
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Cut file-sharing red tape
Getting access to shared items involves wading through a fair amount of
bureaucracy, whether you use the Chooser or the Network Browser. Aliases
cut through the red tape.
First, access a shared disk or folder one time, using the Chooser or the Network
Browser. Next, select the shared item or any folder or file in it, and then choose
Make Alias from the File menu (3C+M). Finally, copy the alias to your desktop or
hard disk. An alias keeps track of its original item even if the original item is on
another networked computer.
After you make an alias of a shared item, you can access it by opening the alias
either from the Finder or from an Open command's dialog box. Dragging something
to the alias of a s hared dis k or folder also accesses that shared item automatically.
You still must enter a password unless you initially accessed the original item as a
guest or you've added this login to your keychain. If the shared item is not available
(when, for example, the computer where the item resides is turned ofO, a message
tells you so.
Aliases of shared items don't always work if the shared items are located on servers
that use Windows NT Services for Macintosh.

Office on a removable disk
Because aliases can give you nearly automatic access to items on a networked
computer via file sharing, take the previous tip a step further: Put an alias of your
hard disk on a floppy or removable disk for quick access to your files from any
computer on your network.
For this trick to work, your computer must have file s haring turned on. You can
check the status of file sharing and turn it on if it is off by using the File Sharing
control panel. You can also use the Control Strip if it is installed on your computer.
With file sharing turned on, insert a removable disk and make an alias on it for each
of the o ther disks on your computer's desktop. Eject and lock the removable.
As long as file s haring is active on your computer, you can use this removable disk
to access your hard dis k from any other computer on your network. Simply insert
the disk, open the alias for the disk that you want to use, and enter your password
when asked. Correctly entering your password gives you access to all applications,
folders , and documents on your disk from any remote Mac OS computer. You don't
have to bother with opening the Chooser, selecting AppleShare, selecting your
computer, and typing your name as the registered user.
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An alias on your removable disk may not work as expected if the alias's original
item has the same name as a disk on the computer you're us ing. For example, if
your hard disk is named Macintosh HD and the hard disk on the computer you're
using to access it also has a hard disk by that name, opening the alias on your
removable may open the local hard disk instead of your hard disk over the network.
You can work around this problem by temporarily renaming the hard disk on the
computer you're us ing or by giving your hard disk a unique name before creating
the aliases. Remember that if the computer you're using has file sharing turned on,
you must turn it off before you can rename any of the computer's disks. If you make
any of these changes to a borrowed computer, be sure to change them back
when you finis h.

What people have trashed
Items from your shared disk or folder that someone has dragged to the Trash-but
not yet permanently removed-on another computer do not appear in your Trash.
The Mac OS puts those items in folders whose names begin Trash Can#. You
cannot see these folders with the Finder because they are in an invisible folder
inside the s hared folder or disk. To see the Trash Can # folders, use a utility
program such as Norton Utilities for Macintosh from Symantec (408-253-9600,
http: I / ww1~. symant ec . com) or File Buddy (described in Chapter 26).

Log-in shortcuts
When connecting to a s hared folder or disk, you may have a choice of connecting
as a guest or a registered user. In the dialog box that gives you this choice, you can
press 3C+R for Registered User or 3C+G for Guest, eliminating an extra trip to the
mouse. This shortcut is especially nice for keyboard-oriented folks.

Control Panels and Extensions
This section includes the what, where, and why of control panels and extensions,
along with tips on how to get the most out of them.

Take a picture
You can take a picture of your desktop with a built-in feature of the Mac OS.
Pressing 3C+Shift+3 takes a picture of your whole screen; 3C+Shift+4lets you drag
out a rectangular picture selection. Use Caps Lock and 3C+Shift+4 to take a picture
of a window in the active application by clicking the window. To place the picture
on the Clipboard instead of in a SimpleText picture file on your startup disk, add
the Control key to either of those key combinations.
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You can even capture the screen while a menu or pop-up menu is open. Click the
menu title to open the menu and then press a key combination to capture all or
part of the screen. To capture more sophisticated shots (such as an icon in middrag), you need a screen-capture utility such as the shareware Screen Catcher
from St. Clair Software (http : I I www . s t c l ai r s w. com) or the shareware Snapz
Pro from Ambrosia Software (htt p: I l www . ambros i asv1. com).

Easy Access shortcuts
Instead of using the Easy Access control panel to turn Mouse Keys, Slow Keys, or
Sticky Keys on and off, you can use the keyboard. (fo get Easy Access, you must do
a custom installation of the Mac OS, as described in Chapter 31.)
The Mouse Keys feature of Easy Access enables control of the pointer from the
keyboard. To turn Mouse Keys on or off, press :M:+Shift+Ciear. Mouse Keys requires
a numeric keypad to work.
The Slow Keys feature of Easy Access guards against accidental keystrokes by
requiring that a key be held down for one or two seconds before the keystroke is
entered. To turn Slow Keys on or off, hold down Return for about ten seconds. After
five seconds you'll hear a beep; five seconds after that you'll hear an ascending
tone (on) or a descending tone (off).
The Sticky Keys feature of Easy Access lets you type keyboard combinations such
as aG+S one key at a time. To turn Sticky Keys on or off, press Shift five times in a
row without moving the pointer.

Use the Map control panel
The Map control panel can be a fun little resource for time zone information, but, in
Mac OS 9, it interferes with the Date & Time control panel, so it isn't installed by
default. Instead, it's placed in the Apple Extras folder in the Map Control Panel
folder. To activate it, drag Its icon to the System Folder.
To set your location using the Map control panel, follow these steps:
I. Open the Date & Time control panel.

2. Deselect Set Daylight-Saving Time Automatically and deselect Daylight-Saving
Time is in effect (if appropriate).
3. Open the Map control panel and set your location, then close the
control panel.
4. Res elect Set Daylight-Saving Time Automatically and close the Date & Time
control panel.
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Now you can use the Map for other purposes and avoid having it interfere with
your time stamps and Internet e-mail, among other things. (You'll need to repeat
this step whenever you change locations if you continue to use the Map control
panel.)

Big map
You can enlarge the world map in the Map control panel by pressing Option while
opening the control panel. To magnify more, press Shift+Option while opening the
map. Figure 28-2 shows the world map magnified.
Figure 28-2: You can zoom in on the Map

control panel to get more detail (sort of).

Time-zone tracking
If you regularly contact people in multiple time zones, you can use the Map control

panel to keep track of local times for those people. With the Map control panel
open, type the name of the city and click the Find button. Then type the person's
name over the city name and click Add City. Now you need only type a person's
name in Map and click Find to find his or her time zone.
If you want Map to remember a person whose city isn't on the map, you can substitute

a known city in the same time zone or add the unknown city. Whenever you add a new
place or person to Map, verify the time zone and correct it, if necessary.

Virtual memory turn-off
Instead of opening the Memory control panel on those occasions when you need to
turn virtual memory on or off, restart your computer while holding down the 9C key.
Holding down the 9C key at startup automatically disables virtual memory; restarting
without pressing 9C restores virtual memory to its previous settings. Holding down
Shift during startup also disables virtual memory along with all extensions, whereas
9C does not disable all extensions. However, some third-party extensions or control
panels may be disabled individually by a 9C key restart. If you have a startup file
that's sensitive to the 9C key, check its documentation or Read Me files to see if you
can change the key that acts as a disabler during startup.
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In our testing with Mac OS 9, turning virtual memory off with 3€ worked erratically
at best. {On many systems it didn't work at all.) Try it out on your Mac to see if this
trick works on your machine.

Stuck in the past
If your Time and Date control panel insists that it's really 1956, you aren't stuck

in a time warp-you just need to replace the lithium battery on the system board.
When the computer is off, the battery keeps the clock ticking and powers the
parameter RAM (PRAM), which stores settings for many control panels, including
Mouse, Keyboard, and Startup Disk. You'll find Apple part numbers for batteries
for all but the latest Macs, which shouldn't need batteries yet, in Apple's Technical
Information Library article 11751, which is available on the Web
(ht t p: // til .i nf o . a pp l e . c om /tec hi nf o .n sf/ ar t num / nl1751).
Apple considers the clock battery user-replaceable on some desktop Macs and
includes instructions in the owner's manuals for these models. You can remove the
Mac's cover (as described in the computer's manual), eyeball the battery, and
decide for yourself whether you want to try replacing it. You'll find pictures of the
battery location in many models on The Macintosh Battery Web site
(http: / /www.a c ad e m. com/ info /mac into s h/ ).
The specific procedure for replacing a clock battery varies because the clock
battery location depends on the computer model. The following description gives
an idea of the work involved.
Remember that while the cover is off the computer you could accidentally damage
something ins ide that would be expensive to repair. Proceed with caution; if you're
the least bit squeamish, let a technician do the work.
Before replacing the battery it's a good idea to use the free TechTool program
(described in Chapter 26) to save the settings stored in the computer's parameter
RAM (PRAM). The PRAM stores a number of control panel settings as well as secret
settings (such as the number of hours the computer has been used); removing the
battery may reset these settings to factory defaults.
To replace a Mac's clock battery, remove the computer's cover and touch the metal
power supply housing to drain off a ny static charge you may be carrying. Next, pry
off the plastic cage that covers the battery. (Not all batteries have a protective
cage.) Carefully note the orientation of the old battery's positive and negative ends.
Then pop out the old battery and snap in a new one with the same orientation as
the old one. Replace the battery cage and the Mac cover, and restart the computer.
If you saved PRAM settings with TechTool, use it now to restore the settings.
Otherwise, check your control panel settings and change them as needed.
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Password-protecting a hard disk
If you have a PowerBook that you use in locations where you worry about people

snooping through your files, you can block their access to the hard disk by
protecting it with a password. With this protection in place, people must know the
password to s tart up the PowerBook and optionally to wake it from sleep. You
configure this protection in the Password Security control panel. Click the Setup
button in this control panel to display a dialog box in which you can set or change
the password, optionally specify a hint for remembering it, and specify whether you
want sleep protected as well as startup. Before this dialog box appears, you must
enter your password (if you have one).
If you have partitioned your PowerBook's hard disk into multiple volumes (as
described at the end of this chapter), Password Security protects only one volume.
If more than one volume has a System Folder, the computer may start up from a
volume that is not protected.

,

Note

Whatever you do, don't forget your password. You can't bypass the security dialog
by starting up with the Shift key pressed, or by starting up from a Mac OS CD,
because the password control is handled at the disk-driver level. If you forget your
password, you have to take your PowerBook with proof of purchase to an
authorized service center, where a technician can bypass the security dialog.
You can't set up password security on an external hard disk that's connected to
your PowerBook- it only works for the internal disk.

PowerBook airport security
When you take a PowerBook through airport security and are asked to turn it on,
the last thing you want to do is wait through a lengthy startup. Waking a sleeping
PowerBook is fas t enough, but who wants to waste battery power while the
PowerBook s leeps through check-in? Instead, use the Password Security control
panel. The Password Security dialog box comes up quickly on startup and proves
that you have a computer, not a bomb. Then press Cancel to shut clown quickly so
you can make your plane.
Whatever you do, don't forget your password, because you can't bypass the
Password Security dialog box by starting up with the Shift key pressed or by
starting up from a CD or a floppy disk-the password control is handled at the
disk-driver level. If you forget you r password, you have to take your PowerBook
with proof of purchase to an authorized service center, where a technician can
bypass the security dialog box.
If you have an older-model Power Book, you can't use the Password Security

control panel. In this case, either hold down Shift for a fast startup at the airport or
download one of the many quick-start extensions available online. John Bullock's
Scout's Honour, John Bascombe's Airport Quickstart, and Jon Wind's Zorba are all
freeware extensions designed to provide quick startup and shutdown for airport
security agents. And they work on any model PowerBook.
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Applications and Accessories
This section has tips for using Mac OS features while working with your
applications and accessory programs.

Quicklime controls
The standard controller for a QuickTime movie (the one found in SimpleText and
other programs that play QuickTime movies with controls) is full of hidden
controls, including:
+ Make the sound level louder than its normal maximum by holding down Shift
while clicking the speaker icon and adjusting the sound level with the volume
slider.
+Adjust the sound level by pressing the up-arrow (t) and down-arrow (t)
keys. (fhis also works in QuickTime Player.)
+ Turn the sound on or off by Option+clicking the s peake r icon. (You can turn
the sound all the way off by simply clicking the speaker icon in QuickTime
Player.)

+ Alternately start and pause playback by pressing either Return or the
Spacebar. (fhis also works in QuickTime Player.)
+ Step forward or backward by pressing the right-arrow (-.) or left-arrow ( ..--)
key. (fhis also works in QuickTime Player.)
+ Play the movie forward by pressing OO+right arrow ( _.). (fhis also works in
QuickTime Player.)
+ Play the movie backward by OO+clicking the reverse-step button or pressing
OO+Ieft arrow(-<-). (OO+clicking doesn't work in QuickTime Player, but OO+left
arrow (.-) does.)

+ Control the playback direction and speed by Control-clicking either s tep
button to reveal a jog shuttle.

+ Jump to the beginning or end of the movie by Option+clicking a step button,
as indicated by the direction o f the step button. (QuickTime Player has its
own buttons for this function.)

Audio CD AutoPiay
You can have your computer automatically play an audio CD during startup or any
time that you insert an audio CD into the CD-ROM drive. Turn on the Enable Audio
CD AutoPlay option in the AutoPlay section of the QuickTime Settings control
panel. If the CD starts playing automatically but you don't hear anything, you
probably need to change the sound input settings in your Sound control panel so
that the sound source is the CD drive. Figure 28-3 s hows the QuickTime Settings
for AutoPlay.
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The other option in the AutoPiay section of the QuickTime Settings control panel,
Enable CD-ROM AutoPiay, can cause problems. When this option is turned on, your
computer can become infected with the AutoStart 9805 Worm (as described in
Chapter 18).

Audio-only Quicklime movies
It's easy to record a passage from an audio CD as a sound file-the Quicklime system
extension makes it possible. (Remember that many uses of sounds copied from a CD constitute a violation of copyright law unless you first obtain permission from the copyright
holder.) You just need SimpleText and an audio CD. Then follow these steps to record the
CD passage:
1. Insert the audio CD that you want to use for your clip.
1. Open SimpleText and choose Open from SimpleText's File menu.

3. In the Open dialog box that appears, open the audio CD, select the track that you
want to record, and click the Convert button to bring up a Save dialog box.
4. In the Save dialog box, name the sound-only movie and select a folder location
for it.
5. Still in the Save dialog box, click the Options button to bring up Quicklime's Audio
CD Import Options dialog box. Adjust the slider controls to specify which part of the
audio track to include, set the sound-quality options, and close the Audio CD Import
Options dialog box.
6. Back in the Save dialog box, click Save.
Quicklime copies the audio data from the CD to the movie file. You now have an
audio-only movie file that plays in Quicklime Player or in SimpleText.
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Scripted calculator
You can copy the text of a calculation -for example, 69.65+26.98+14.99*.0725and paste it in the standard Calculator control panel. Be sure to use the asterisk
symbol (*) for multiplication and the slash (/) symbol for division, and don't
include any blank spaces in the text you copy.

Scrapbook renewal
If you tossed one of the items that was preinstalled in the Scrapbook, you can

get it again by reinstalling the Scrapbook from the Mac OS installation CD or disks.
Temporarily move your current Scrapbook File from your System Folder to the
desktop. Next, do a custom installation of the Mac OS, selecting Scrapbook in the
Apple Menu section of the Install Mac OS window. (See Chapter 31 for detailed
instructions on doing a custom installation.) This should install a new
Scrapbook File.
Open the new Scrapbook File. Drag the missing item to the desktop to create a
clipping file that contains it. Select the Scrapbook File that you previously dragged
to the desktop, choose Put Away from the Finder's file menu, and click OK when the
Finder asks whether it's OK to replace the Scrapbook File in the System Folder with
the one that you're moving (putting away) from the desktop. Open the Scrapbook
again, and drag the clipping file from the desktop to the Scrapbook window.

Put Note Pad back
The Note Pad isn't installed on the Apple Menu by default in Mac OS 9, as it was
in previous Mac OS versions. But it's still installed- it's just stored in the Apple
Extras folder. You can drag the Note Pad application back to the Apple Menu Items
folder in the System Folder, you can add an alias of it to the System Folder, or you
can make it a Favorite.

Multiple Note Pads
If you'd like different Note Pads for different reasons, you can do that easily. Open

the System Folder, drag the Note Pad File out to another location. Rename it to
reflect its contents. Now, relaunch the Note Pad application. It creates a new, blank
Note Pad in the System Folder.
To see the contents of your previous Note Pad, double-click the renamed file. It
opens in Note Pad instead of the default. This way you can archive old Note Pads
that aren't much use anymore, or you can create as many individual Note Pad
documents as you like and place them on the Apple menu (perhaps in a subfolder)
or in a pop-up window. Then, double-click the Note Pad you need to reference.
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You can also back up the Note Pad file in this way.

Note Pad notetaker
The next time you need to look through a plain-text document-especially if
you want to find specific text in it-try the Note Pad. Although the Note Pad has no
Open command in its File menu, it can display the contents of a plain-text document,
including SimpleText documents and text-clipping files. To view a text file, you simply
drag its icon to the open Note Pad. Even better reasons for using the Note Pad are
that it opens instantly and ordinarily uses less than half the memory of SimpleText
and other text editors such as BBEdit Ute and Tex-Edit Plus. Moreover, the Note Pad
can search read-only SimpleText documents (the kind with a "newspaper" icon),
which SimpleText itself can't do.

Take a clipping
Instead of saving text or pictures in files created in an application (such as
SimpleText or a word processor), you can make a clipping file. Select part of a
document that you want to make Into a clipping file and try to drag it to the
desktop or to the icon or window of a folder or disk. If the application you're
dragging from supports drag-and-drop editing between applications, the Finder
creates a clipping file containing what you dragged. If nothing happens, or if the
selection changes when you try to drag to the desktop, the application you're
dragging from doesn't work with drag-and-drop editing. In that case, you can make
a clipping file by selecting, copying, and pasting in a document of an application
that does work with drag-and-drop editing, and drag the selection to the desktop
from there. Applications that work include SimpleText, Note Pad, Stickles, and the
Scrapbook. Once you've created your clipping file, rename it so that you can tell at
a glance what's in it. If you forget, just double-click the clipping file; the file opens
without launching an application.
While a clipping file is open, you can copy its entire contents and paste the copied
contents in a document. Another way to put the contents of a clipping file in a
document is to drag the clipping file to the document window. The document
window you drag to must belong to an application that supports drag-and-drop
editing between applications.

Close a Stickies note without warning
When you click a Stickles note close box, a dialog box pops up asking you to
confirm that you want the note deleted. To skip the warning, Control+click the
note's close box.
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Placing graphics in SimpleText
How are graphics put in a Read Me file or other SimpleText document, and how does it get
the special newspaper-style icon that designates a read-only SimpleText document? As you
may know, the obvious methods-pasting graphics in the text and locking the file with the
Finder's Get Info command- don't work. You need a secret keystroke and a resource editor
such as Apple's ResEdit. Here is the procedure:

1. Open the SimpleText document that you want to enrich with graphics. Place the
insertion point wherever you want to insert a graphic and press Option+Spacebar
followed by several blank lines to leave space for the graphic. (The number of lines
isn't critical; you can adjust it later.)

l. Paste the graphics into the Scrapbook.
3. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the SimpleText document. If ResEdit tells you that
opening the document will add a resource fork (where SimpleText stores graphics)
and asks if you want to do that, answer OK. If ResEdit doesn't ask about adding a
resource fork, then the document already has one.
4. One by one, in the order of their intended appearance, copy each graphic from the
Scrapbook and paste it in the SimpleText document's ResEdit window. When you
paste the first graphic, a PICT resources icon appears in the window.

5. Open the PICT resources to see the individual pasted PICT graphics. Select each
graphic and choose Get Resource Info from ResEdit's Resource menu (or press
3€+1). In the Resource Info window that appears, change the ID number. Make the
ID number 1000 for the graphic you want placed first, 1001 for the graphic to be
placed second, and so on.
6. Close all the ResEdit windows, saving changes when asked.
7. Open the edited document file using SimpleText. You should see a graphic in each
place you inserted an Option+Space. lhe graphics are always centered in the
document window. If a graphic overlaps text, simply add blank lines for additional
space. Sometimes graphics seem to vanish after you add or remove a line. To
display the images, scroll the document or collapse and expand the window to
refresh it.

8. To prevent other people from changing the document and to give it the newspaperstyle icon, dose it and use ResEdit's Get File/Folder Info command to change the
document type to ttro.
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Batch copy or delete
Have you ever heard this jibe from a Windows user? "At least in Windows you can
delete or copy a batch of files by typing a command such as Copy C:\draw\ *.eps
0 :." Mac OS users have the same functionality using Sherlock 2. Use Sherlock to find
a batch of files from multiple folders on one disk or on multiple disks. Then select
all or part of the found items and drag the batch from the Items Found window to
the Trash or to any disk or folder.

Hide windows while switching
To hide the active program's windows as you switch to a particular program, press
Option while choosing the other program from the Application menu, or press
Option while clicking another program's window. You hide windows and switch to
the Finder by pressing Option while clicking the desktop or an icon in the Finder.
If you have displayed the Application Switcher window (by tearing off the
Application menu), Option+clicking an item hides the current application's
windows as you switch to another application.

Hide windows to boost performance
When you have several programs open, you can spend a great deal of time waiting
while Inactive programs redraw portions of their windows as dialog boxes come
and go. This delay is particularly protracted when you're using virtual memory,
because the window redrawing may require disk access. Eliminate the delay by
choosing Hide Others from the Application menu. Hidden windows don't require
updating.

About This Computer contextual menu
If you choose About This Computer from the Apple menu, you can do more than

review a list of open programs and the memory they use. Control+cllck any listed
program to pop up a contextual menu from which you can bring up Mac OS Help or
switch to the program. Double-click any item in the window to switch to it.

Memory and Performance
The tips in this section help you make the most of your computer's memory and
increase its performance.

Quitting startup programs
If you have several programs open during startup, you may have to quit some

of them later to free memory to open another program. Naturally, you want to quit
the programs that are the least important to you. You get the maximum benefit
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from quitting those programs if they are the last items opened during startup. To
make that happen, rename the items in your Startup Items folder so that the most
important item comes first alphabetically, the next most important comes second,
and so on. Better yet, you can avoid renaming original items by placing aliases in
the Startup Items folder.

Reducing system memory size
You can reduce the Mac OS memory size (as reported by the About This Computer
menu item in the Apple menu) to its minimum by pressing Shift while restarting
your computer. Look for the message ~ Extensions Off" during startup. This message
confirms that you have suppressed loading of all items in the Extensions folder, the
Control Panels folder, and the System Folder that would increase the Mac OS
memory size. You have a lso bypassed opening items in the Startup Items folder,
reduced the disk cache to its minimum size, forced virtual memory off, and
prevented file sharing from starting.
None of these changes persists when you restart without pressing Shift. To make
persistent changes, you must disable items with the Extensions Manager control
panel (or drag items out of the special folders) and then change settings in the
Memory and File Sharing control panels.
You can also save memory by turning off file sharing if you're not using it. Reducing
the disk cache size reduces the Mac OS memory size K forK- but slows system
performance.
You can also use Shift to bypass just the items in your Startup Items . Instead of
holding down Shift as your Mac starts up, begin holding down Shift just as the
screen changes from listing extensions icons to displaying the blank desktop.

~
Note

When starting up with extensions disabled while using Multiple Users, you'll be
required to enter a password for the system. It must be the owner's password.
You'll then be shown the desktop, and Startup Items (or all extensions and control
panels plus Startup Items, depending on when you press Shift) will be disabled.

Fragmented memory
To check for fragmented memory, add up the memory sizes of all the open
programs and the Mac OS as listed in the About This Computer window. Then
subtract this sum from the total memory reported there. Also subtract 300K to
600K (depending on monitor resolution and number of colors) if your computer
doesn't have dedicated video memory known as VRAM (video RAM). In this case,
your computer uses its main memory, sometimes called DRAM (dynamic random
access memory), for the screen image. Examples of Macs in that category include a
Power Mac 6100, 7100, or 8100 with a monitor connected to the system board video
port. If the number you come up with is substantially less than the largest unused
block, your unused memory is probably fragmented into two or more blocks.
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An extra maintenance disk
If you want to fix or optimize your only hard disk with a utility program that can't be run
from the disk it's fixing (and the program won't fit on a floppy and you don't have a highcapacity removable disk such as a Zip disk), use a RAM disk as follows:
1. Use the Memory control panel to create a RAM disk just the size of the application

you need to use. After you restart the computer, the RAM disk will use part of the
computer's RAM as if it were a disk.
l. Restart, copy the utility program you need from the hard disk to the RAM disk, and
open the program from the RAM disk.
3. If you can't work on your hard disk because it's the startup disk, restart from a Mac

OS installation CD.

To consolidate fragmented memory, quit all open programs and then open them
again. Restarting your computer also fixes fragmentation and may reduce the
amount of memory used by the Mac OS as well.
You can avoid memory fragmentation by planning the order in which you open and
quit programs (see "Quitting Startup Programs" earlier in this section). Open the
programs that you're least likely to quit firs t; open the programs that you're most
likely to quit last. When you need more memory to open another program, quit the
most-recently opened p rogram. If that doesn't free enough memory, quit the next
most-recently opened program, and so on. This method frees a contiguous chunk of
memory. Quitting programs helter-skelter leads to memory fragmentation.

Partitioning a hard disk
If you work with many s mall files on a large hard d isk that doesn't use the Mac OS

Extended format, you can save a significant amount of dis k space by partitioning
the disk into several smaller volumes . This is because the Mac OS file system
allocates a minimum amount of disk space for each file, regardless of its actual
contents. The minimum file size for a particular dis k is set when it is initialized and
is incrementally larger for larger dis ks (orvoiumes). For example, a short memo
that takes up 16.5K on a 1GB hard disk would take only 4K on a 230MB volume,
saving 12K per small file.
Most formatting programs set a minimum file size of 4K on volumes with capacities
between 224MB and 255MB, 8K on volumes with capacities between 480MB and
511MB, 16K on volumes between 992MB and 1023MB, and so on.
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If you work mostly with large files, large volumes are more efficient. The Mac

OS Extended format nearly eliminates the file size advantage of partitioning a hard
disk into smaller volumes.
Each partitioned volume looks and acts exactly like a hard disk. Every volume has
its own disk icon on the desktop, and all volumes appear at the desktop level of the
dialog boxes you use for opening and saving files in an application. Think of
volumes as individual disks that happen to be stored on the same mechanism.
Partitioning has other advantages besides using disk space more efficiently. For
one, items are easier to find on smaller volumes. You can secure an individual
volume's contents with a password or lock it against overwriting. Accidental
corruption of one volume is unlikely to affect other volumes.
On the downside, partitioning reduces storage flexibility. Each volume has a
separate amount of available s pace. If you fill one volume, you can't store any more
on it even though other volumes on the same drive have plenty of space available.
Also, making multiple volumes increases the clutter of icons on the desktop. What's
more, partitioning genera lly requires formatting a disk, which erases its contents.
Backing up before and restoring after takes a lot of time and exposes your files to
greater risk than doing nothing. For example, aliases may become unlinked from
their original items when restored to a partitioned volume, whic h is essentially a
new disk.
The disadvantages of partitioning are minor compared to the space savings you
can obtain if you have a large hard disk. Unless you work mostly with files larger
than 8K, you s hould consider partitioning a hard disk whose capacity is larger than
500MB. Either that, or convert the disk to the Mac OS Extended format (see Chapter
5 for more on converting to Mac OS Extended format).
Before partitioning a hard disk you must back it up. Partitioning your disk requires
a reformat, which destroys all the data on that disk! That includes any additional
volumes that have already been created as partitions on that same drive. You
won't be able to access any of your existing files after partitioning until you have
restored them from a backup. Make sure your backup program enables you to
restore folders individually, because after partitioning you will have smaller disk
volumes and all your folders may not fit on one volume. Restored aliases are more
likely to work if you restore them to a volume whose name is identical to the disk
they came from.
You partition a disk with a disk setup program. You can probably use the disk setup
program that came with your computer, or with your hard dis k if you have added
another hard disk or replaced your original hard d isk. For example, the Drive Setup
program that comes with Mac OS 9 can partition a number of disks, including all
IDE/ATA drives and any drive that came preinstalled in a Mac (see Figure 28-4). You
can also buy a disk setup utility, such as Hard Disk ToolKit from FWB (415-482-4800,
ht tp: I / w1~w. fw b. com).
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Figure 28-4: After choosing

a volume and clicking Initialize
in Drive Setup, you can click
Custom Setup to change your
drive's partitions.

If you want to use a partitioned disk to start up your computer, you must install the

Mac OS on one of the volumes. In some cases, your computer may not start up or
may delay starting up unless you install the Mac OS on the preferred startup
volume. The preferred startup volume is usually the first volume to appear on your
desktop when you start up from another disk, such as a Mac OS installation CD or
floppy disk. The preferred startup volume is also usually the first volume you
create when you partition a disk. Some disk setup programs let you designate the
preferred startup volume; Apple's Drive Setup does not.
You can install the Mac OS on more than one volume, but there is generally no
reason to use up disk space this way. (The exception Is If you needed to dual-boot
Into two or more Mac OSs, especially if you're a developer or a system
administrator who needs to test or support more than one Mac OS version.) You
can change which volume you start up from using the Startup Disk control panel,
which is discussed in Chapter 12.

Optimum volume size
The most difficult decision to make when partitioning a hard disk is to decide how
many volumes to create and what size to make each one. Generally, you want to
make a volume large enough to hold all related items and leave room to add items
in the future. For example, you can create one volume to hold all your softwareapplication programs and system software-and another volume to hold all your
documents. Unless you create very large documents (in which case you may be
better off not partitioning), the volume for applications and the System Folder
probably needs to be bigger than the volume for documents.
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The size of a volume determines the minimum size of a fi le on that volume. The
smallest amount of space that can be allocated to a file on a volume is called the
allocation block size. Larger volumes have larger allocation block sizes. For
example, a 100-word memo needs only about 600 bytes of storage space, but it uses
up to 16.5K (16,896 bytes) on a 1GB volume or 8K (8192 bytes) on a 500MB volume.
Finder rounds file sizes up to the nearest whole number, so a list view would report
the size of a 16.5K file as 17K.
Some documents and all programs get a minimum of two blocks. One block is
for the file's data and the other block is for the file's resources. For example, a
SimpleText document always occupies at least 33K on a 1GB hard disk.
Minimum allocation block size grows by O.SK for every 32MB in volume capacity, as
tabulated in Table 2~1.

Table 28-1
Smallest File Sizes for Various Volume Sizes Using Mac OS
Standard Format
Volume
Size

Smallest
File

Volume
Size

Smallest
File

Volume
Size

Smallest
File

0 to 31MB

O.SK

832 to 863MB

13.5K

1664 to 1695MB

26.5K

32 to 63MB

1K

864 to 895MB

14K

1696 to 1727MB

27K

64 to 95MB

1.5K

896 to 927MB

14.5K

1728 to 1759MB

27.5K

96 to 127MB

2K

928 to 959MB

15K

1760 to 1791MB

28K

128 to 159MB

2.5K

960 to 991MB

15.5K

1792 to 1823MB

28.5K

160 to 191MB

3K

992 to 1023MB

16K

1824 to 1855MB

29K

192 to 223MB

3.5K

1024 to 1055MB

16.5K

1856 to 1887MB

29.5K

224 to 255MB

4K

1056 to 1087MB

17K

1888 to 1919MB

30K

256 to 287MB

4.5K

1088 to 1119MB

17.5K

1920 to 1951MB

30.SK

288 to 3 19MB

5K

1120 to 1151MB

18K

1952 to 1983MB

31K

320 to 351MB

S.SK

1152 to 1183MB

1B.SK

1984 to 2015MB

31.5K

352 to 383MB

6K

1184 to 1215MB

19K

2016 to 2047MB

32K

384 to 415MB

6.5K

1216 to 1247MB

19.5K

2048 to 2079MB

32.5K

416 to 447MB

7K

1248 to 1279MB

20K

2080 to 2111MB

33K

448 to 479MB

7.5K

1280 to 1311MB

20.5K

2112 to 2143MB

33.5K

480to51 1MB

8K

1312 to 1343MB

21K

2144 to 2175MB

34K
Continued
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Table 28-1 (continued)
Volume
Size

Smallest
File

Volume
Size

Smallest
File

Volume
Size

Smallest
File

512 to 543MB

B.SK

1344 to 1375MB

21.5K

2176 to 2207MB

34.5K

544 to 575MB

9K

1376 to 1407MB

22K

2208 to 2239MB

35K

576 to 607MB

9.5K

1408 to 1439MB

22.5K

2240 to 2271MB

35.5K

608 to 639MB

10K

1440to 1471MB

23K

2272 to 2303MB

36K

640 to 671MB

10.5K

1472 to 1503MB

23.5K

2304 to 2335MB

36.5K

672 to 703MB

llK

1504 to 1535MB

24K

2336 to 2367MB

37K

704 to 735MB

ll.SK

1536 to 1567MB

24.5K

2368 to 2399MB

37.5K

736 to 767MB

12K

1568 to 1599MB

25K

2400 to 2431MB

38K

768 to 799MB

12.5K

1600 to 1631MB

25.5K

2432 to 2463MB

38.5K

800 to 831MB

13K

1632 to 1663MB

26K

2464 to 2495MB

39K

Shortcuts to sleep
A computer that's capable of s leep will go to sleep if you use these shortcuts rather
than the Sleep command in the Finder's Special menu o r the Control Strip:

+ Press Power to bring up the Restart-Sleep-Shut Down alert box and
click Sleep.

+ Press 3C+Shift+0 (zero) if you're more of a keyboard person and are using a
PowerBook (and some newer Mac models).

* Press 3C+Option+Power if you're a keyboa rd aficionado using a desktop Mac
that's capable of sleep. Be sure you press this key combination precisely.
Other key combinations very similar to this one will shut down or restart the
computer unceremonious ly and may result in da ta loss and disk corruption.
Don't use this s hortcut unless you have an excellent memory for key
combinations and careful fingers.

Sleeping desktop computers
Some desktop Macs can't be put to sleep with the Energy Saver control panel. If you
have one of these Macs, you can use the shareware control panel Sleeper from St.
Clair Software to make some parts of your system sleep. Sleeper spins down hard
disks and dims the display after periods of inactivity. You can use Sleeper 's screen
dimming in conjunction with another control panel that reduces power on an
Energy Star monitor, s uch as Apple's Energy Saver control panel, and you can have
Sleeper bring up a screen saver, such as After Dark, ins tead of dimming the display.
Sleeper does no t affect CD-ROM drives, tape drives, or the processor and other
system-board circuitry, all of which remain fully active.
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RAM disks
You can speed up surfing the Internet's World Wide Web by putting your Web
browser program's disk cache on a relatively small RAM disk. With its cache on
a RAM disk, the Web browser reloads pages it has saved to the cache more
quickly, accesses the hard disk less frequently, and cleans up its cache almost
instantaneously. To get set up, use the Memory control panel to create a 1MB to
5MB RAM disk. After restarting to mount the RAM disk, set the Web browser to use
the RAM disk for its cache. For example, in Microsoft Internet Explorer you make
this setting in the Advanced section of the Preferences dialog box. Note that the
memory you allocate to a RAM disk is reported as part of the Mac OS by the
Finder's About This Computer command.
To reclaim the memory used by a RAM disk, you must turn off the RAM disk
feature and restart your computer. You can avoid this hassle by creating a RAM disk
with the RamBunctious program (described in Chapter 26). It creates a RAM disk as
an application (sounds weird, but it's true), and you get your memory back as soon
as you quit or drag the RAM disk icon to the Trash. You can even automate mounting the RAM disk before opening the Web browser by using the Disk Copy to create
the RAM disk (see Chapter 24).

Download to RAM disk
When using an online service such as America Online or CompuServe, download
files to a RAM disk rather than to your hard disk to save on download time. Just
make sure that you don't forget to save your RAM disk contents before shutdown.

Eggs and Hacks
Apple's software engineers , true to their kind, have sprinkled ~ Easter eggs"-cute
or funny animations or other surprising actions - in their work. To finish things off,
here's a list of some of the treasures you can find hidden in the Mac OS.

About the Finder
In the Finder, pressing Option changes the first command in the Apple menu to
About The Finder. Choose this command, and instead of the usual memory usage
chart, you see a color picture of the Apple campus. Wait about 10 seconds, and
credits start scrolling up the screen. Figure 28-5 shows the About The Finder
window.
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Figure 28-5: The credits

are rolling for the Mac OS.

Sing it to me
If your computer has text-to-speech software installed, four of the supplied voices

sing rather than speak text. The Bad News voice sings to the tune of a Chopin
Prelude. The Good News voice sings to the tune of "Pomp and Circumstance." The
Pipe Organ voice sings to the tune of the theme music for the "Alfred Hitchcock
Presents" television show. The Cellos voice sings to the tune of Edvard Grieg's "In
the Hall of the Mountain King" from Peer Gynt. To hear the tunes clearly, you need
to have these voices sing (speak) a selection of text without punctuation marks.
When these voices encounter punctuation, they start their tunes over.
Try this: In a new SimpleText document, type Ia Ia Ia several times in succession.
Select what you have typed, copy it, click at the end of the document, and keep
pasting it until you have a dozen lines of "la la la" in the document. Choose one of
the singing voices from the Voices submenu of the Sound menu and use the Speak
All command to hear the voice sing. Bonus: Some of the novelty voices, s uch as
Boing, Bubbles, and Hysterical, also sound pretty weird when you have them speak
this text.

Tell me a joke
If you have Speech Recognition installed and turned on, you can get your computer

to tell you knock-knock jokes. You say, "Tell me a joke." The computer responds,
"Knock, knock." You reply, "Who's there?" The computer answers with a name or
some word, such as "orange." You repeat the word and then say "who?" Figure 28-6
shows a transcript of one of these jokes in the s peech feedback window.
Figure 28-6: Get Speech Recognition to tell you

a joke.
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Finder hacks
If you have itchy fingers and an idle copy of ResEdit, you can put a personal stamp on your
Mac's Finder. lhis sidebar lists some interesting changes, or hacks, that you can make to the
Finder. lhe basic procedure is the same for all the hacks listed below. As a rule, always use
ResEdit on a copy of the original file instead of the original fi le itself. (For the reasons why,
see Chapter 27.)

+ Change the suffix for an alias as follows:
1. Open STR# resource.

l. Open resource 8200.
3. Change the alias suffix in string #1 to something else (up to 31 characters).

+ Change the initial name of a new folder as follows:
1. Open STR# resource.

l. Open resource 4500.
3. Alter string #3 to change untitled folder to something else (up to 31
characters).

+ Change the sample text displayed when you open a TrueType or fixed-size font as
follows:

1. Open STR# resource.

l. Double-click resource 5816.
3. Edit the phrase in string # 1.
Successfully performing any of these hacks gains you membership in the Loyal Order of the
DogCow (uAII hail Clarus- aya, aya, moot!"), which entitles you to wear an extra-large Tshirt and shorts to work and to litter your workspace with candy-bar wrappers and empty
cola cans!

Summary
In this chapter of system-related tips and tricks, you learned to navigate through
Open, Save, and Navigation Services dialog boxes more efficiently. You can use the
keyboard instead of the mouse. You can use folder aliases to jump from one folder
directly to another. And you can side step or cancel a misplaced double-click.
File sharing is very handy, especially when you know a few tricks. You can improve
performa nce by sharing fewer fo lders and by putting shared files on a RAM d is k.
Cut file-sharing red tape with aliases . Carry around replicas of all your hard dis ks
on a single floppy disk; they're fully functional as long as you're near your network.
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There are a number of useful, hidden shortcuts for your control panels and system
extensions. You can activate Easy Access features with the keyboard. Add a hidden
alert sound to the Sound control panel. Temporarily turn off virtual memory when
you start up your Mac. If you're tired of waiting for your Power Book to start up
when you take it through airport security, use a utility to avoid the wait.
This c hapter also gave you some tips for getting the most from applications and
accessories. You can operate the QuickTime movie controller from your keyboard;
set your computer to automatically play any audio CD tha t you insert in the
CD-ROM drive; make an audio-only QuickTime movie; magnify the Map control
panel; copy or delete a batch of items all at once (without typi ng aDOS-style
command); hide a program's windows while switching to another program. In
addition, you can boost performance by hiding windows.
If your memory isn't what it s hould be, use the tips in this chapter to reduce system
memory s ize and relieve fragmented memory. If you have a lot of memory, use part
of it for a RAM disk. If you're not using your disk efficiently, you can back it u p and

partition it in order to get more than one volume from a single hard drive. With a
RAM disk, you can accelerate your Web browser's handling of its cache, s peed up
downloading of files, or even run a utility program to perform maintenance on your
hard dis k. Sleep won't help your computer's memory, but tips in this chapter tell
you several ways to put your computer to sleep quickly.
Finally, this c hapter revealed a couple of Easter eggs and disclosed a list of Finder
hacks that work in Mac OS 9.
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Troubleshoot
Problems and
Maintain the
Mac OS

N

o computer, not even a Macintosh, is trouble-free.
Inevitably, your computer will experience some
mishap or other-a freeze, crash, startup problem, or strange
behavior of some type. These problems can have a range of
causes, from conflicts caused by various system extensions
or old applications to misconfigured hardware devices, corrupted system software, or faulty hardware. It is impossible to
discuss all the problems that you might encounter, but there
are general principles applicable to a variety of problems.
This chapter discusses the sorts of problems that all Macs are
likely to experience at some time or other. In addition, you
look at steps to reduce the likelihood of problems occurring
and to minimize the consequences that result when problems
do occur. You also learn about specific tools that can make
troubleshooting more painless.
Although it's possible to solve some problems by trial and
error, you can avoid much of the headache by taking steps
to understand what is actually happening and applying
techniques sensibly.

Preventive Measures
The best way to deal with a problem is to prevent it from
happening in the first place. Of course, some problems will
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occur regardless of anything you do in advance. Nevertheless, a bit of prevention
can go a long way.

Backups
A computer user who does not make backups is like a sky diver who fails to check
his or her parachute before jumping. You may be lucky for a while, but it simply is
not worth the risk to your life or your data, as the case may be. The question is not
whethe r you will accidentally delete an important file or whether your ha rd disk or
other storage device will fail; the only question is when it will happen. There are
times when it pays to be a pessimist, and at no time is the payoff greate r than when
you are able to recover gracefully from what could otherwise be disaster for you
and your data.

Software and media
At one time, Mac users could back up all their files conveniently on diskettes.
In this era of multigigabyte hard drives, that is no longer practical. For many Mac
users, a backup device such as a tape drive or removable disk (Zip, Jaz, SyQuest,
or magneto-optical drive) is a necess ity, along with appropriate backup s oftware. A
discussion of backup hardware and software is beyond the scope of our discussion,
but reviews of these devices and software programs do appear periodically in
publications such as Macworld. Useful backup programs include Retrospect and
Retrospect Express from Dantz Development (510-253-3000, http : I / 1vv1w . da ntz .
com/) and Personal Backup from ASD Software (909-624 2594, ht t p : I / www.
a s ds oft. com/ ).
Whichever backup hardware and software you choose, it is important to perform
backups regularly. A s ix-month-old backup may not be much help if disaster strikes.
Don't forget to make backups of files that are on diskettes or other removable
media but that are not on your hard disk.

Backup rotation
In putting together a backup strategy, it's important to plan to rotate your media
and archive your backups periodically. While it's a good strategy to back up every
few days or once a week, writing to the same removable media over and over again
can someti mes be little or no protection at all. If a virus or data corruption is
introduced to your files, you may inadvertently overwrite good backups with bad
data. Likewise, if the backup media goes bad , you could end up with no advantage
to your backup sessions.
If you're backing up for a bus iness or organization or in situations where your data

is very important, you want a bulletproof rotation scheme with your media. In this
scenario, you need quite a few backup dis ks or tapes. Here's the plan:
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I. Every other day, back up to a new disk or tape. This could be, for instance,

Monday, Wednesday and Friday. For the first week, each will require a full
backup, because you'll be using a new disk or tape. Subsequently, you can use
your backup software's incremental backup feature to backup some of the
disks more quickly.
2. After the first week, drop the Friday disk or tape out of the rotation and save it
in a secure location (off-site, in a safety deposit box, in secure storage). This Is
your archive disk or tape for the week.
3. On the following Monday and Wednesday, you can perform an incremental
update to the backups. On the following Friday, create a new, full backup that
will again be archived.
In this scheme you're able to keep your backup data relatively fresh while
guarding against catastrophe and data corruption. At the most, you've lost two days
(often one business day) of data in the event of hard disk failure. (If your disk fails on
Thursday, you have Wednesday's backup. If it fails on Sunday, you have Friday's
backup.) If you contract a virus or notice disk corruption at some point, you have a
number of backups to choose from, including backups that are one day old, three
days old, a week old, two weeks old, and so on. (If you find corruption on Thursday,
you have Wednesday's backup, Monday's backup, and the previous Friday's archive.
Then you have previous week's archives as well.) Hopefully, there is a recent version
that lacks the corruption. If your data is even more mission-critical, you should back
up every day and/or avoid incremental backups of any kind, instead archiving each
backup on a fresh tape or disk.
For personal backup, the scheme can be a little less arduous. We recommend
backing up once or twice a week, rotating between at least two different disks,
and then archiving your data every two weeks or once a month, depending on
the sensitivity of the data. It can be a pain to enter two weeks worth of Quicken
checkbook data or lose changes in files over the past few weeks, but at least you'll
probably have a good backup to work with. Although you probably don't need to
back up applications and system software, because you can reinstall them if
necessary, you should back up your documents this frequently. (You can also back
up your Preferences folder in the System Folder often so you can restore changes to
application preferences in the case of a hard disk crash.) You may also want an
archive of application updates and software downloaded from the Internet, just so
you can get to those patches and updates quickly if you need to reinstall. It's best
to archive data periodically and keep at least two different backup tapes or disks
active at once for some measure of redundancy.

Periodic maintenance
You can use many of the tools available for troubleshooting before problems
become evident. In some cases, your Mac may already be experiencing problems
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that you are unaware of. By catching problems in the early stages, you can save
yourself (and your Mac) a lot of grief.

Disk diagnostics
If the directory structure of a Mac disk-whether a hard disk, floppy disk, Zip,

or other removable disk-becomes damaged, you may experience a variety of
problems, including inability to access one or more of your files. In severe cases,
the entire contents of a disk may become inaccessible.
Apple's Disk First Aid (which was introduced in Chapter 25 and is described in
more detail in the "Troubleshooting Tools" section of this chapter) can detect and
repair problems with the directory structure of a Mac disk. It's a good idea to run
Disk First Aid periodically on your disks, even if you aren't experiencing any
problems. Apple recommends running Disk First Aid monthly as a precautionary
measure; if you use your Mac intensively on a regular basis, you may wish to run
Disk First Aid more often than that.
Other utilities, notably commercial products such as TechTool Pro from Micromat
Computer Systems (800-829-6227, htt p: I / www. mi c rom at . com/) and Norton Utilities
for Macintosh from Symantec (408-253-9600, htt p: I /ww1'1. symantec. com/), can
perform a check similar to Disk First Aid's, sometimes fixing problems that Disk First
Aid can't. Before running a commercial disk utility, make sure that it is fully
compatible with your Mac model and the version of the Mac OS you are running.

Rebuilding the desktop
If the desktop database on your hard disk becomes damaged, you may see generic

(blank) icons instead of the distinctive icons that tell you what kind of file you're
looking at. Another symptom of desktop database trouble is being unable to open
documents by double-clicking their icons or by dragging compatible documents to
them, even if the icons are not generic. Also, problems with the desktop database
can cause folder and disk icons to display slowly, although the type of view and the
view options you have selected also have an effect on performance.
Apple recommends rebuilding the desktop monthly. You probably won't hurt
anything by rebuilding frequently but it may be a waste of your time, because
rebuilding can take several minutes per disk depending on the number of
applications and files you have. You can try rebuilding once a month, and keep
up with that schedule if you feel it improves the performance of the Finder. In any
case, it is a good idea to rebuild the desktop at least once a month if you install
software frequently.
You can rebuild the desktop by restarting your computer with the 6 and Option
keys held down. At the end of the startup cycle, the Finder displays an alert asking
you to confirm that you want to rebuild your disk. Figure 29-1 is an example
of this alert.
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If you have Multiple Users active, you should hold down 3€ and Option immediately afte r logging in to your account and before the desktop appears. Users with
Panels access cannot rebuild the desktop.

lire yo u sure you w• nt to 1·e bulld the
dcstto p me on the dlst "Macintosh Ill' ?

Figure 29-1 : Rebuild the desktop by
restarting your Mac while pressing
a€+0ption.

If more tha n on e disk is connected to your computer whe n you rebuild the desktop,
the Finde r displays a separa te ale rt box for each disk in turn. The same is true if
you h ave p a r titio ned your h ard disk into multiple volumes (each with its own
desktop icon).

It's possible to rebuild the desktop on your startup disk without restarting the computer,
although there is some risk involved. What you do is close all folder and disk windows,
close all control pa nels, put away any ope n dialog boxes, and then force the Finder to quit
by pressing a€+0ption+Escape. That brings up an alert box in which you click the Force Quit
button if you're sure you want to go through with this. Then all the desktop icons, the folder
and disk windows, and the Finder menus go away as the Finder quits.
Now hold down the 3€ and Option keys until the Finder displays its alert asking you to confirm rebuilding the desktop. The risk in forcing the Finder to quit is that you're not giving it
a chance to clean up after itself by, for example, closing the desktop database in an orde rly
fashion. That's right - forcing the Finde r to quit could induce problems with the desktop
database! You face e ven more weirdness if you leave control panels or dialog boxes open
when you force the Finder to quit, because the Finder can't save any changes made to settings in those windows.
You can also write an AppleScript that can send a Quit Apple Event to the Finder. This
enables the Finder to quit more gracefully. If you don't specify another application to
launch, you can quickly hold down 3€ and Option after the Finde r has quit and before it
restarts. This e na bles you to re build the desktop. (Quitting the Finder with an AppleScript
script is discussed in Cha pte r 27.)
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You can rebuild the desktop database on floppy disks and other removable disks
by pressing :!€ +Optio n while inserting the dis k. The Finder displays its confirmation
alert before rebuilding. The re's no need to rebuild the desktop database on
CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs because these discs are read-only.
If you are experiencing problems that appear to be the result of a corrupted desk-

top database and re building the desktop does not solve the problem, use the
Extensions Manager control panel (described in "Troubleshooting Tools" later in
this chapter) to c hoose jus t the base extensions before restarting. In the case of
severe corruption of the desktop, you may wish to use a utility such as the freeware
utility TechTool or its commercial sibling TechTool Pro from Micromat to remove
the desktop da tabase completely, forcing a new one to be built from scratch.

~
Note

If you remove the desktop database in this way, you will lose·any comments that
you entered in the Info window of files and folders in the Finder.

" Disk defragmentation

Just as the Mac's RAM can become fragmented (as described in Chapter 19), disk
space can also become fragmented. In addition, unlike applications that each must
reside in a single contiguous block of RAM, files themselves (including applications)
can become fragmented on a dis k. A single file may be split into several pieces
spread around in different locations physically on a disk. Fragmentation degrades
disk performance because the disk drive must take extra time to move from one
piece of a file to the next.
A fragmented file is analogous to a single track on an audio CD being split into
multiple segments, so that the beginning of the track might be at the beginning of
the CD, the middle at the end, and the end of the track some place in the middle. If
audio CDs were mastered in that fashion (which, fortunately, they are not), you
would likely notice a delay as the CD player's laser moves to play the next segment.
In a disk with no fragmentation, each file physically resides in a single contiguous
block. As a disk begins to fill up and new files are created and deleted with
inc reasing freque ncy, files and the free s pace start to become fragmented. Disk
performance can suffer, ofte n severely, if the fragmenta tion becomes heavy. In
addition, a heavily fragmented disk is more likely to experience a variety of
problems, including corrupted directory structures and damaged files.
Without any special software, you can eliminate fragmentation by copying the
entire contents of a disk to another disk, erasing the disk, and copying everything
back. An easier solution is to use a commercial dis k defragmentation utility, such
as the SpeedDisk component of the Norton Utilities from Symantec (408-253-9600,
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http: I !lvw~1 . symantec. com/), or DiskExpress Pro or PlusOptimizer from
Alsoft (800-257-6381, htt p: I /ww1v. a 1soft . com/). Note, however, that older
disk optimization utilities are not compatible with the Mac OS Extended format
(HFS Plus); you should check for compatibility before attempting to run a disk
optimizer on a Mac OS Extended volume.
Before optimizing any disk, it is especially important to make a full backup, because
virtually every byte on the disk may be erased and moved to a different location.

Protection from computer viruses
Although computer viruses are not nearly as prevalent on Macs as on Microsoft
Windows PCs, Mac viruses do exist, and many of the so-called "macro viruses"
developed on PCs (generally infecting Microsoft Office documents) can infect Macs.
Viruses can invade your computer through documents or applications that you have
downloaded from the Internet, through electronic mail attachments, or through any
type of removable disk (including floppy disks) you may use with your computer.
Although some viruses may be relatively innocuous, doing little more than taking up
space on disk and slowing down your computer a bit, others can be highly
destructive, causing crashes and erasing files.
The only way to protect your Mac from computer viruses is to install an antivirus
utility on your computer. Antivirus software warns you if a virus attempts to infect
your system, scans your disks for viruses that may be lurking (or may already have
caused some damage), and eradicates almost any virus that it finds. The most
popular free antivirus software program, John Norstad's Disinfectant, alas, is no
longer being updated, but several commercial antivirus utilities are available. These
include Dr. Solomon's Vi rex (781-273-7400, http: I / www. drs o 1omens . com/) and
Norton AntiVirus for Macintosh from Symantec (408-253-9600,
http://www. symant ec . com/).
Whichever antivirus software package you choose, it is essential to keep it
up-to-date; each time a new virus appears, the antivirus packages must generally
be updated to recognize it. Most of the time, you receive updates by downloading
them from the software publisher's Web site or accessing them in public download
Web sites or FTP sites. In some cases, you may have a limited "subscription" to
updates to the virus software itself. With Virex, you can pay an additional fee to
have updates e-mailed directly to you. Norton AntiVirus includes a LiveUpdate
feature that can automatically download the latest virus definitions for you. Norton
AntiVirus also offers a free trial version that you can download directly from the
company's Web site.
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Computer viruses, worms, and Trojan horses
A computer virus is a piece of software designed to spread itself by illicitly attaching copies
of itself to legitimate software. Although not all viruses perform malicious actions (such
as erasing your hard disk), any virus can interfere with the normal functioning of your
computer.
A macro virus is a virus written in the macro language of an application (a programming
language that enables you to automate multiple-step operations in an application). By far,
most macro viruses infect Microsoft Word (version 6.0 and later) and Excel (version 5.0 and
later) documents. Like other viruses, macro viruses can be very destructive.
Viruses, alas, are not the only potentially destructive software that you may encounter.
Worms are similar to viruses in that they replicate, but they do not attach themselves to
files. A Trojan horse is an intentionally destructive program masquerading as something
useful such as a utility, software updater, or game. Although worms and Trojan horses are
not viruses, most commercial antivirus programs can detect and remove them.

Keeping software up-to-date
Believe it or not, a good portion of the software on your computer may be infested
with bugs. (Bugs in this case refers to programming errors or other flaws in software, not garden-variety insects.) Some of these bugs may be features that do not
work as documented, and others may be more serious, causing crashes or data
loss. Even the Mac OS is not immune to bugs.
Usually, once a software publisher becomes aware of a problem, it takes action to
correct it right away, often by providing free updaters, which update the software
to a newer version, or by documenting workarounds. In some cases, a bug may be
an incompatibility with some other software or hardware product. You can keep
informed of bugs and bug fixes by registering your products, often by sending in a
postcard that came packaged with the product or registering over the Internet, and
by checking the publisher's Web site frequently.
Late-breaking news regarding the Mac OS, including announcements of updates and
compatibility information, Is found at Apple's Mac OS Web site (htt p: //macos.
app 1e. com/ macos /)and Apple's Software Updates library (http: I /WI'IW. app 1e.
com/ s ~1upda tes /) . You can also use the Software Update feature to automatically
update Apple's Mac OS and other software over the Internet (see Chapter 12 for
details).
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Remember that older software may not be compatible with the most recent Mac
OS from Apple, despite extensive compatibility testing by Apple and software
publishers. For this reason, it is often a good idea to keep all your software
current-applications, your Mac OS, and any third-party operating system
extension you have installed.

Good (and bad) housekeeping practices
In the course of using your computer, some activities help minimize problems,
while others are all but guaranteed to create them.

Shutting down
You can create problems through seemingly innocent actions such as shutting
down your computer. The proper way to shut down your computer is to press
Power and click Shut Down in the alert box that appears. As a shortcut, you can
press OO+Shift+Option+Power. You can also shut down by choosing Shut Down
from the Finder's Special menu.
If you shut down your computer by switching off the power, you may damage the

disk directory. The Disk First Aid program (discussed in "Troubleshooting Tools"
later in this chapter) can usually repair this type of damage. However, you're better
off not causing the damage in the first place. Left uncorrected, disk directory
damage leads to more directory damage and may eventually result in lost data.

When to wait before you update
Every piece of software- including software updates- may have bugs. Unless you are
experiencing a severe problem that an update is designed to correct. it often makes sense
to wait at least a few days (or weeks) before installing a just-released update. Over the
years, there have been many cases of a software publisher (including Apple) pulling an
update from distribution because of serious bugs that were not foreseen by the programmers. In many cases, bugs in an update are documented in the accompanying Read Me file.
Although Read Me files rarely make stimulating reading material, reading them before
installing can save you much grief.
If you must run older software on your computer (for example, if a product you need is no
longer being updated), it is especially important to exercise caution before updating the
Mac OS. Although incompatibilities are often documented in the Mac OS Read Me files,
some incompatibilities may not yet be discovered. These surprises are another reason why
backups are so important
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Installing software
Before installing any software, there are a few precautions you should take. First,
peruse the Read Me files and the ins tallation instructions. You may discover that
the program is not compatible with your particular Mac model or the Mac OS
version you are using. Be s us picious of any software more than a year or so old.
Older software, especially utilities, system extensions, and games , can be a hazard.
Before installing older software, check whether an update or a more recent version
is available. Be particularly cautious of third-party extensions and control panels
from companies other than Apple.
If you have enough disk space, it's usually best to install software using the easy,

standard , typical, or default ins tallation for the type of computer you have (desktop
or portable). If you perform a custom installation, you can too easily omit a component that may be essential for the software to run. If the default installation will not
install all the components you need or want, you can usually install those items
separately by running the installer a second time.
Finally, before installing any software, it is a good idea to restart your computer.
Depending on the software, you may want to disable some or all of your system
extensions before beginning installation. You can do this by using the Extensions
Manager control panel to choose base extensions only or by restarting with Shift
held down.

Experimenting
Although experimenting with your Mac is an excellent way to learn, it is important
to take care in what you do. In particular, avoid removing items from the System
Folder or files from the folders in which your applications reside unless you are
certain the items are not needed. These files may be essential to the operation of
your Mac or your applications, and they may not function unless they are in a
specific location.

Protecting your"l\ilac from unauthorized
experimentation
If other people use your Mac, there are a couple of precautions you can take to reduce the
damage they might cause. These steps aren't effective against people with malicious intent,
more advanced users, or even particularly inquisitive children, but they are helpful if you
allow friends, relatives, or colleagues to use your computer occasionally.
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+ To reduce the risk of accidentally removing items from the System Folder and the
Applications folder, you can use the General Controls control panel to turn on the
options Protect System Folder and Protect Applications folder. Turning on these
options prevents items at the top level of the System Folder and Applications folder
from being moved, removed, or renamed. Items in folders in the System Folder and
Applications folder, however, can still be moved, removed, or renamed.

+ To hide some of the more advanced features of the Finder from casual users, you
can tum on the Simple Finder option in the Finder's Preferences dialog box, which
you display by choosing Preferences from the Finder's Edit menu. After turning on
the Simple Finder option, only the most basic commands appear in the Finder's
menus, eliminating items such as Move to Trash, Make Alias, and Sharing.

+ Use Multiple Users to create accounts for other users. You can assign privileges
to any user regarding their access to the Control Panels, extensions, and various
applications or utilities on the Mac. You can even create a guest account for
occasional users who don't merit their own personal account on your Mac. See
Chapter 13 for details.

+ Use Apple's File Security application to encrypt and archive files on your Mac.
+ lock your keychain! The Keychain Access control panel offers several ways to
automatically lock your keychain when your Mac is not in use. See Chapter 12 for
more on the keychain control panel.
Although these precautions can help thwart a casual user from messing up your machine,
you will need to use a special utility to provide any real protection. While Multiple Users can
help a lot, devious users can defeat it. You may want to look at more robust security programs such as FileGuard or DiskGuard from ASD Software (909-624-2594, ht tp : I / www.
asdsoft. com/ ) or Disklock from PowerOn Software {800-344- 9160, http: I / w1vw.

powe ronsw. com/ ).

Cleaning up and reducing clutter
Just as furniture accumulates dust and desks accumulate papers , your Mac can
accumulate a s ignificant amount of clutter. The clutte r can manifest itself in
unneeded items on your desktop, duplicate files on your hard disk, old applications
that you no longer run, and documents that you jus t don't need any more.
Although there's not necessarily any harm in being a packrat, unneeded clutter
can slow you down, slow your compute r, and increase the likelihood of running into
problems. In particular, having different versions o f the same application can result
in unpredictable be havior, and older applications may not be fully compatible with
your other, more recent software. In addition, clutter can make it hard to find the
files or a pplications you need. Having a la rge number of files in a single folder can
reduce performance, and keeping your system clean will lessen the likelihood of
running out of dis k space.
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Periodically, you might want to take some time to clear up the clutter taking over
your hard disk, deleting old applications, aliases you no longer use, and files whose
purpose ceased to be relevant. A utility such as Apple System Profiler or Spring
Cleaning from Aladdin Systems (408-761-6200, ht t p: I / ~JW\'1. a l addi nsys . com/)
can help simplify the cleanup process.

Maintenance schedule
Taken together, all of the maintenance tasks discussed in the preceding sections backing up, rebuild ing the desktop, defragmenting, virus checking, securing your
system and periodic cleaning up-can help ensure that your Mac experience is
relatively error and hassle free. Here, then, is a quick summary of the steps to take
to maintain your Mac and the recommended frequency:

+ Daily. For the most part, you should turn on and shut down your Mac only
once per day (at the beginning and end of your work day or Mac session), if
you elect to do so at all. You can put your Mac to sleep, spin down the hard
disk, and make other energy-saving settings in the Energy Saver control panel
(see Chapter 12). Otherwise, more harm than good comes from restarting
more than once per day. However, you may find it useful to restart the Mac
(using the Restart command in the Finder) more than once per day if, for
instance , you find RAM becoming fragmented thanks to opening and closing
files and applications over and over again. You should also check your disk
space levels- open the Macintosh HD icon and look at the status section of
the window at the top to make sure you have dis k space available. Less than
50MB or so of disk space could begin to create problems , so you s hould
backup and archive unnecessary documents or applications. In a business
setting you may also want to backup on a daily basis or every other day,
according to a well-planned rotation schedule.

+ Weekly. On a weekly basis you s hould run your virus-checking software if it's
not already designed to run in the background. If your machine is for personal
use, you migh t want to backup on weekly basis, again according to a media
rotation schedule. You may also want to run Disk Tools on a weekly basis.

+ Monthly. On a monthly basis, you should rebuild the desktop database, as
described in the section ''Rebuilding the Desktop" earlier in this chapter. You
should also run Disk Tools, if you don't already run it more frequently, update
your virus definitions if your virus software doesn't do this for you
automatically, and every one to three months, defragment your hard disk.

+ Every three to six months. Every three to six months perform a more serious
tune-up session. Update parts of the Mac OS with incremental updates that
have appeared on Apple's Web site. (You can accomplish this in Mac OS 9
with the Software Update control panel.) Boot from a Mac OS CD or utility CD
and run a disk doctor session from Norton Utilities or Micromat's TechTool
Pro. You s hould also perform a disk housecleaning session, removing
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applications, Preferences file, unused third-party extensions, and other
software that your Mac no longer needs. A tool such as Aladdin's Spring
Cleaning can help with this .

Troubleshooting Tools
The proper tools are just as important to a Mac user as they are to a carpenter
or mechanic. Of course, the tools are generally software, not hammers and
screwdrivers. The Mac OS comes with a number of utilities that can make troubleshooting much less of a chore, and there are third-party utilities that pick up where
Apple's utilities leave off or fall short. Many Mac problems cannot be solved
without using these tools.

Apple System Profiler
The Apple System Profiler (described in Chapter 25), normally the first item unde r
the Apple menu, makes it easy to get detailed information about your Mac's
hardware and software configuration.
This utility aids in troubleshooting in several ways. If you call Apple's or another
company's technical support number, the technician is likely to ask you specific
questions about your Mac's configuration. Chances are that the answers to those
questions are in one of Apple System Profiler's reports. In addition, having a printed
report from Apple System Profiler handy while reading Read Me files or news of
software updates can alert you to potential incompatibilities.
Moreover, the information that this utility provides can help you troubleshoot
problems more easily. You can use the device and network information to troubleshoot certain hardware configuration problems. You can create reports about
extensions and control panels that separate items that are part of the Mac OS from
items from other sources. These reports, used in conjunction with the Extensions
Manager (described later in this section), can aid in resolving extension conflicts.
The System Folder Information report can tell you whether you have multiple
System Folders on your startup disk (generally not a good practice). The Application Information report makes it easy to see which versions of applications you
have installed and whether you have multiple copies of your applications. Figure
29-2 shows the version of Apple System Profiler that comes with Mac OS 9.
If you have never run Apple System Profiler before, it is a good idea to create and
print a detailed report of your Mac's configuration. If at some point you begin to

experience problems, you can print a nother report and see what has changed.
Figure 29-3 is an example of the report created by the Apple System Profiler.
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Disk First Aid
Disk Firs t Aid (introduced in Chapter 25) is Apple's tool for detecting and correcting
problems with the directory structure on a Mac hard disk. Disk First Aid is found on
a Mac OS installation CD-ROM. With Mac OS 9, you also have a copy of Disk First
Aid in the Utilities folder on your startup disk.
The version of Disk First Aid included with Mac OS 9 can repair damage to the
startup disk. If you're currently running an earlier version of the Mac OS, you
should start up from the Mac OS 9 CD to run Disk First Aid. Also, file s haring should
be turned off for Disk First Aid to check for or repair damage, and First Aid will not
work correctly if you attempt to use othe r programs while it's running.
To use Disk First Aid, simply open it and select the disks you wish to check. Each
disk has an icon in the Disk First Aid window. You can select multiple disks by
Shift+clicking each one or by holding down Shift while dragging across them. Then
click Verify to check the selected disks or click Repair to check and correct any
problems found on the selected disks. It is a good idea to Ve rify or Repair at least
twice, because Dis k First Aid may be able to find or correct different problems
on different passes. Figure 29-4 is an example of the Disk First Aid window.
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Figure 29-4: Disk First Aid can correct problems with
the directory structure on a Mac disk.

If Disk First Aid finds problems that it cannot fix, you may need to use another

utility to correct the problem or, as a last result resort, back up and reinitialize
your hard disk.
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Drive Setup
The Drive Setup utility enables you to test, initialize, and partition Apple hard
disk drives, many third-party disks that have been initialized with Drive Setup,
and some other kinds of storage media (such as some removable cartridge disks
and magneto-optical disks). Drive Setup performs the s ame functions (and more) as
Apple HD SC Setup and Internal HD Format, which are completely superseded by
Drive Setup in Mac OS 9. You can usually find Drive Setup on a Mac OS startup
CD-ROM and in the Utilities folder on your startup disk.
If you have a non-Apple hard disk (or an Apple hard disk that's been formatted with

a third-party disk utility), you need to use the disk utility program that came with
your hard disk or that you purchased separately, such as Hard Disk Toolkit from
FWB Software (650-482-4800, ht t p : I / www . fw b . com/ ) or LaCie Storage Utilities
from LaCie (503-844-4500, ht tp: I / w1vw. l ac i e . c om/ ).
This section discusses Drive Setup's capabilities and how to use them.

Updating the driver
The driver on a hard disk (or removable disk) is the software that tells the Mac how
to access the information on the disk. Updating the driver can sometimes correct
certain disk-related problems. In addition, if your hard disk does not have the latest
version of the driver (for example, if your disk was formatted with an older version
of Drive Setup), you may wish to update your driver. Newer drivers may provide
better performance and improved reliability.

.,
Note

Updating the driver is done automatically by the Mac OS 9 Installer program, so if
you've recently installed the Mac OS, you don't have to update the driver again on
any compatible drives that were connected to your Mac at the time you updated.
If you add a new disk that's compatible with Drive Setup, you may need to
update its driver.

To update the driver, select the disk to update in the main Drive Setup window and
choose Update Driver from the Functions menu. If you update the driver on your
startup disk, the new driver will not be available until you restart your computer.
Figure 29-5 is an example of Drive Setup's main window with one disk selected and
ready to have its driver updated.
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Testing a disk
Drive Setup can perform a comprehensive test of a disk by copying and saving a
block of data from the disk, writing a nd verifying a test pattern to the disk, restoring
the original data, and checking that there is no discrepancy. This test is different
from the one that Disk First Aid performs. Disk First Aid just checks the validity of
the disk directory structure for consistency with the files writte n on the disk; Drive
Setup actually tests every sector of the disk surface to ensure that it can be both
read and written in a consistent and predictable manner. Drive Setup can mark any
unreliable blocks that it finds so that no data is stored there. Drive Setup displays a
message describing any problems that it finds.
Caution

While Apple says this test is harmless to the data on the drive, it's always a good
idea to have a fresh backup before performing any disk testing.
To perform the comprehensive read/write test on your startup disk, you need to
start up from another disk, such as a Mac OS startup CD-ROM. Otherwise, Drive
Setup will perform a less comprehensive read-only test. Also, if your computer is
capable of sleep, be sure it is set to never sleep using the Energy Saver control
panel. To test a disk with Drive Setup, select the disk to test in the main Drive Setup
window and choose Test Disk from the Functions menu. The comprehensive disk
test can take several hours to complete on a large hard dis k, a lthough you can stop
the test at any time without the risk of damaging anything.

Initializing a disk
Initializing a disk prepares it for storing Mac fi les. It also erases all the files and
folders on the disk. Before initializing a d isk that has any files or folders on it, you
must first make backup copies of the files and folder you want to keep.
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When Drive Setup initializes a disk, it erases the disk by creating a new disk
directory just like the Finder's Erase Disk command. Erasing does not actually clear
out what was stored in old files, but it enables the Mac OS to reuse the disk for new
files by writing over the old content Gust as you can record over a used videotape
or audiotape). In addition, you can set an option to have Drive Setup format the
disk surface during initialization. Formatting a disk records new timing marks on
the disk surface and checks for bad spots on the disk. You can also set an option to
have Drive Setup write zeros over the entire surface of a disk while initializing it,
completely and irretrievably replacing all data. You may be able to recover files
after erasing a disk, but you can seldom recover file contents after formatting. You
can never recover file contents after zeroing-out the disk surface.
Normally, Drive Setup does not format a disk or write zeros across it during
initialization. You set these options by choosing Initialization Options from the
Functions menu. This displays a dialog box in which you can select either or both
of two options: Low level format and/or Zero all data. Selecting either of these
options significantly increases the time that it takes to initialize a disk. If you select
either of these options, you should make sure your computer will not enter sleep
mode. Use the Energy Saver control panel to adjust s leep settings.
For more on the Energy Saver control panel, see Chapter 12.
To initialize a disk, select it in the main Drive Setup window and click the Initialize
button. Drive Setup displays the Initialize dialog box, in which you confirm that you
want to proceed with initialization even though this will erase all data on the disk.
Figure 29-6 is an example of Drive Setup's Initialize dialog box.
Figure 29-6: Initializing a disk erases all files
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The Initialize dialog box contains a Custom Setup button, which you can click to
divide the disk into several volumes or choose the type of disk format. Clicking this
button displays the Custom Setup dialog box shown in Figure 29-7.
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Figure 29-7: You can partition a disk into multiple

volumes and choose the type of disk format using
Drive Setup.
If you divide the disk into multiple volumes, each volume will have a separate disk

icon on the desktop after initialization. You work with each volume as a separate
disk. There are a few advantages to partitioning a large disk. First, you may be able
to store and access information more quickly with a smaller partition. Second, if
you are using a Mac OS Standard partition (as opposed to a Mac OS Extended
partition), you will effectively increase your overall storage capacity, because
smaller files will take up less space. Finally, if you wish to install multiple operating
systems on this disk in addition to the Mac OS, you will need to create partitions
for the other operating systems. Note that partitioning an a lready initialized disk
erases any data that may be present. (For more information, see Chapter 28.)
If you click Custom Setup while running Mac OS 9 (as well as with Mac OS 8.1-8.6),
you can choose the type of disk format for each disk volume. You can have a
volume initialized using the Mac OS Standard format (also known as HFS) or the
Mac OS Extended format (also known as HFS Plus). The Mac OS Extended format
has a number of advantages over Mac OS Standard format, but there are also some
potentially serious drawbacks. (For more information on the Mac OS Extended
format, see Chapters 5 and 28.)

Mounting and write-protecting disks
If a disk attached to your system does not appear on the desktop, you can use Drive

Setup to mount it. Simply select the d isk you wish to mount in the main Drive Setup
window and choose Mount Volumes from the Functions menu. You can use this
command to mount a disk that you have removed by dragging its icon to the Trash.
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Disks generally mount automatically on the desktop during startup, but you can
change this behavior if the disk is one that Drive Setup supports. You can also
write-protect Oock) a disk so that data can be read from it, but not written to it.
After selecting the disk in the main Drive Setup window, choose Customize Volumes
from the Functions menu. This displays a dialog box in which you can select "Automount on startup" to make sure that the disk mounts automatically on startup. (For
internal hard disks, this option is normally selected.) In the Customize Volumes
dialog box, you can also select Write protected to lock the disk. Figure 29-8 is an
example of this dialog box.
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Figure 29-8: Set a disk to mount automatically
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Before converting a disk to the Mac OS Extended format, make certain that all your disk utility software is compatible. Ask each software publisher whether its utility will work with the
Mac OS Extended format. Then search your disks for incompatible versions of disk utilities
and isolate them in a special folder or remove them. Inadvertently using an incompatible
utility may damage a disk that uses the Mac OS Extended format. For example, Norton Disk
Doctor versions 3.5.1 and earlier can render Mac OS Extended disks unusable. Norton Disk
Doctor 3.5.2, 4.0, 5.0, and later safely recognize Mac OS Extended disks. The latest version
of Disk First Aid, included in Mac OS 9, can repair some of the damage caused by disk utilities that are incompatible with the Mac OS Extended format, but it is best not to take
any chances.
Furthermore, you must use Mac OS 8.1 -9 to see the contents of a disk in Mac OS Extended
format. If you open a Mac OS Extended disk with an earlier version of the Mac OS, all you
see is a document that explains why you can't see the disk's contents.
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Extensions Manager
Many Mac problems can be traced to extensions- those operating system additions whose icons you see marching across the bottom of the screen when your
Mac starts up. Third-party (non-Apple) extensions and older extensions tend to
be the most problematic. The Extensions Manager control panel (described in
Chapter 11) greatly simplifies troubleshooting extension problems.
The Extensions Manager actually controls all kinds of startup items, including
extensions, some control panels, shared program libraries, communications tools,
and more. For brevity, all startup items are commonly referred to as extensions.

Configuring for troubleshooting
To use Extensions Manager effectively for troubleshooting, it's usually a good
idea to start by making a copy of the set of extensions that you are currently using.
To do this, click Duplicate Set and pick a name for the copy. You can then make
changes to the duplicate set and compare it with your original configuration. You
can also save the set as a text file (by choosing Save Set as Text from the File menu)
and print it out. If you want a report that lists only Apple extensions or only nonApple extensions, use the Apple System Profiler instead of Extensions Manager.
It is often best to view the list of extensions by package, so that you can easily
enable or disable groups of related items all at once. To set this grouping, choose
As Packages from the View menu. In addition, you can more easily see which items
are disabled if you sort the list of extensions by the On/Off column in the Extensions Manager. To sort this way, click the On/Off column heading. The disabled
items can be made to appear at the top of the lis t by clicking the triangular sort
direction indicator at the right end of the column headings. Figure 29-9 is an
example of the Extensions Manager set to view by package and s orted by On/Off
status with the disabled items listed first.
If you're not sure whether you need a particular extension, click its icon in the

Extensions Manager. Then look at the bottom of the Extensions Manager window to
see information about the item. If you don't see the item information section of the
window, click the disclosure triangle labeled Show Item Information.
It is a good idea to disable any extensions that you are quite sure you don't need,
because many extensions take up memory and may conflict with other extensions,
the Mac OS, or particular applications. (If you are unsure whether you need a
particular extension made by Apple, it's best to leave it enabled.) If you do decide
to disable any extensions, you should make a note of which ones you disable. Then
restart your Mac and test your system by trying a variety of your usual daily
activities to make sure you haven't inadvertently disabled features you need.
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Figure 29-9: Use Extensions Manager to enable or disable extensions.

For convenience, view by package and sort by On/Off status.

Troubleshooting extensions systematically
Taking a systematic approach is the most efficient way to troubles hoot extension
problems. First, disable all extensions by restarting your Mac with Shift held down.
(Alternatively, you can choose All Off from the Edit menu in Extensions Manager
and then restart your computer; holding down Shift has the advantage of not
changing the settings in Extensions Manager.) If the problem persists after disabling
all extensions, then the problem is not the result of an extension conflict. Because
some extens ions are necessary for the normal operation of your Mac or its applications, your Mac behaves differently when you restart with all extensions disabled;
some features are not available, including the capability to access a CD-ROM drive
or a network.

;t""
Note

If you have Multiple Users enabled and you start with extensions off, you need to
enter the owner's password to gain access to the Finder.

The next step is to choose the Mac OS base set from the pop-up menu at the top of
the Extensions Manager and restart again. If you are a ble to duplicate the problem,
then one or more of the items enabled in the base extension set may be damaged or
not compatible with your computer. In either case, you will likely need to reinstall
the Mac OS.
Not all the base extensions a re essential for the normal operations of all Macs.
For example, you don't need the network-related extensions if you are not on a
network. Similarly, you might not need the text-to-speech extensions if you don't
want your Mac to talk to you.
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Changing the order in which extensions load
In some cases, you may be able to resolve an extension problem by changing the order in
which the Mac OS loads extensions when your Mac starts up. The Mac OS extensions load
in this order: first, items in the Extensions folder load alphabetically; then items in the
Control Panels folder load alphabetically; and finally, any startup items in the System Folder
itself load alphabetically.
To change the order in which extensions load, change their names. For example, if you
place a space character before the name of an extension, that extension will load before
extensions that start with a letter of the alphabet. In addition, a tilde (type Shift+' for -) or
a degree symbol (type Option+O for 0 ) at the beginning of an extension's name causes the
extension to load after extensions whose names start with a letter. To force a control panel
to load before all other control panels regardless of their names, move it to the Extensions
folder. Then put an alias of this control panel in the Control Panels folder.

If you don't run into any problems with just the base extensions enabled , the

next s te p is to c hoose the Mac OS All set and s ee whethe r the problem occurs
aga in. Even if the problem does not occur, you might want to go through the
additional items in the Mac OS All set and disable those items that you are s ure
you don't need. Again, if you make changes, you should note the m, restart your
Mac , and test your system.
Tip
~

Some extensions provide little useful information at the bottom of the Extensions
Manager window. In these cases, you may wish to choose Get Info from the
Extensions Manager's File menu. This displays the selected item's Info window (in
the Finder), where you will probably find the publisher's name and the copyright
date. The publisher's name may give you a clue as to the extension's purpose.

The next s tep is to s tart enabling extensions ma de by companies other than Apple.
It is best to do this individua lly or by package, restarting and testing a fter each
change. Troubleshooting extens ion problems can be time-consuming, but sometimes the re is no other way to solve a particular problem.

Other utilities
Although you can correct many types of Mac problems using only the software that
Apple provides, the re is still a need for utility programs from other companies.
These utilities have s ome capa bilities that Apple's software lacks and can a id in
troubleshooting problems when Apple's utilities fall short.
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No Mac user should be without these types of utilities:

+ Backup software. Having good backup software and using it regularly allows
you to recover from serious crashes and other problems without having to
worry about losing your data.

+ Antivirus software. Although viruses are the cause of only a small proportion
of Mac problems, viruses can be extremely destructive and cause serious
problems. No matter how careful you are, the only way to protect yourself
from viruses is with a good antivirus program.

+ Diagnostic utilities. Commercial utility packages such as the Norton Utilities
and TechTool Pro duplicate some of the functionality of Apple's utilities, but
also can do a lot more. These programs can sometimes correct disk problems
that Disk First Aid misses and often offer additional features, such as the
capability to optimize a disk.
Before installing utility software, it is important to make sure that it will be
compatible with your Mac model, Mac OS version, and disk format (Mac OS
Standard or Extended).

Recovering from Freezes and Crashes
The steps you take right after a problem occurs can determine how quickly a
problem can be resolved. Some actions can make the problem worse or even create
new problems. This section describes the steps to take, in order, if your Mac or an
application should freeze or crash.

Document the problem
In many cases, simply restarting your computer can solve the problem. However,
if you do not document exactly what happened and ignore the problem, chances
are excellent that the problem will occur again, possibly with more serious
consequences.
Right after the problem occurs, you should make a note of the following:

+ What you did immediately prior to the problem
+ Other applications that were running at the same time
+ Whether you had recently installed any other software
+ What exactly happened, including the precise wording of any error messages
This information can often enable you to figure out the cause of the problem fairly
quickly, or at least narrow the causes.
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Wait
If your Mac appears to be frozen, wait at least a minute or so before taking action,
particularly if the pointer has become the wristwatch icon. Even if the pointer has
not changed to a different icon, it is still possible that your Mac is performing some
time-consuming operation. If the problem occurs during startup, it is best to wait at
least several minutes, because at startup the Mac OS performs some diagnostics
and may be repairing itself.

Use the keyboard to recover
If nothing happens when you click the mouse, or if the mouse pointer is frozen,

try using the keyboard to recover. Possible steps for recovering from a freeze are
described in this section.
While taking these steps, take careful note of what works and what doesn't,
especially if your Mac uses a USB mouse and keyboard (the iMac, "blue" Power
Macintosh G3, and all Power Macintosh G4 models use USB keyboards). Occasionally an apparent freeze is actually a problem with the USB keyboard or mouse
disconnecting or an error with the USB Manager. If your mouse pointer and/or
keyboard stop reacting, but you still notice screen activity (the clock is updating,
e-mail is checked in the background, and so on), you should disconnect and
reconnect the mouse and/or keyboard to see if they are re-recognized by the
system.
Likewise, if you have an ADB keyboard and mouse, make s ure they haven't been
accidentally unplugged, resulting in a mouse pointer that won't respond. You might
assume your Mac is frozen when that's not really the case.

Canceling an interminable operation
Sometimes an application takes so long to complete an operation that you
wonder if it is stuck and will ever finish. In fact, you may occasionally encounter
a programming error that does make an application get stuck. One of these key
combinations may unstick the application and give you full control of your system:

+ OO+period (.)cancels the operation in progress.
+ OO+S saves the current open document.
+ OO+Q quits the application running in the foreground.
If you are able to recover from a frozen mouse using these key combinations, it is

a good idea to restart your Mac. Before you cut power or push your Mac's restart
button, try restarting from the Finder. To do that, you'll have to force a frozen
application to quit.
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Forcing an application to quit
If ordinary keyboard shortcuts do not allow you to save your work and quit an
application gracefully, the next step is to attempt to force the application to quit.
After forcing an application to quit, you can save your work in other open applications and restart your computer.

To force an application to quit, press :lil+Option+Escape. If this key combination
is successful, an alert box appears that gives you the option to Force Quit the
application or cancel. This alert box warns that all changes that you have made to
documents s ince you last saved them will be lost. If you're using Mac OS 9, this
alert box also advises you to restart the computer after the forced quit. Figure 29-10
shows the Force Quit dialog box in Mac OS 9.

rorce unnderu to quit?
alctlng Force Quit cou>es you tolo>e ony
unsaved chllnge s. To avoid turther problems,

restart you r computer aneryou click rorce
Quit

Figure 29-10: Force an application to quit by

pressing OO+Option+Escape when more
graceful methods fail.
If an application gets in so much trouble that you must force it to quit, it may have
corrupted other open applications or even the Mac OS. This corruption may not
surface immediately, but some time later you may encounter another freeze or
crash with more devastating results. Guard against additional problems by
restarting your computer after forcing an application to quit. Yes, restarting
is an ordeal. Do it anyway.

In some cases, after clicking Force Quit, nothing happens or your Mac becomes
completely frozen. In this case, you may be able to recover to the Finder.
Otherwise, you have to force your Mac to restart.

Recover to the Finder
If Force Quit doesn't work, you may have another recourse. Press :lil +Power to bring
up the programmer's dialog box. Now, at the prompt, type G F (include a space
between the two letters) and press Return. This may quit the application and return
you to the Finder. Your Mac is likely very unstable. You should save data in other
applications and Restart as soon as possible.

,.
Note

Depending on whom you ask, "G F'' may or may not stand for "Go Finder.n It doesn't really matter, but if you'd li ke to associate it with something, "Go Finde~ is usually the result of the command, when it's successful.
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Restart your computer
The proper way to restart your computer is, of course, to press Power or choose
Restart from the Special menu in the Finder. If you press Power, an alert box
appears, asking whether you want to cancel, shut down, restart, or sleep (if your
computer is capable of sleep). You can bypass this alert box and restart by pressing
31:+0ption+Power or shut down by pressing 31:+0ption+Shift+Power. If there are any
open applications when you use these restart methods, the Mac OS tells them to
quit in an orderly fashion . You get a chance to save any unsaved changes before the
computer restarts.
Sometimes the orderly methods for restarting don't work and you have to force
your Mac to restart. You can usually force a restart by pressing 31:+Controi+Power
to restart your computer. When you force a restart, any work you have not
saved is lost.
Some Mac models have a reset button on the computer itself (not on the keyboard).
This reset button is marked with a triangle. Pressing this button restarts the
machine. If you press the reset button, any changes that you have not saved are
lost. Most PowerBook models have a reset switch on the back panel of the PowerBook (consult your documentation). Early iMacs have a recessed reset switch on
the side panel (also marked with a small triangle) that requires an unbent paperclip
to push it. The s lot-loading iMac (and iMac DV models) have a reset button on the
side of the machine.
If 31:+Controi+Power does not work, then press your Mac's restart switch. If you
don't have a reset switch, switch off the power to your Mac. If your Mac does not

have a power switch, then unplug the computer from the wall or switch its surge
protector off. If you need to shut down your Mac, wait at least 30 seconds before
turning it on again. If you switch off the power to your Mac, any changes that you
have not saved are lost.

Run Disk First Aid
After forcing your Mac to restart, it is a good idea to run Disk First Aid or a similar
utility. In Mac OS 9, you may not have to do anything. After an improper shutdown
or restart, Mac OS 9 automatically performs the same check that Disk First Aid ·
performs unless you have turned off the option Warn me if computer was shut
down improperly in the General Controls control panel. When Mac OS 9 performs
its automatic disk check and repair, an alert box advises you that an improper
shutdown occurred. This alert box also contains a gauge that measures the
progress of the automatic disk check and repair.
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System Error Messages
Unlike a crash or a freeze that prevents your Mac from functioning without any
warning or explanation, the Mac OS is capable of recognizing some types of serious
error conditions and reporting them to you. These errors can be problems specific
to a single application or to the Mac OS.
System errors can often be traced to an incompatibility, such as between an application and the Mac OS, the Mac OS and an extension you added, or an application
and an extension. Other system errors can be traced to a single application,
damaged system software, or the settings of a particular control panel.

Applications that quit unexpectedly
If an application encounters a serious problem, it may quit unexpectedly without

crashing or freezing the entire system. The Mac OS displays an alert box that tells
you a particular application has quit unexpectedly due to an error. The alert box
may identify the type of error with an error code number. Figure 29-11 is an example
of this alert box. In Mac OS 9, this alert can appear as a non blocking alert.

~

llQ The ap,llcetloo •lo9tn· has uoo:pectecly quit.
You should MVe your 'WOrk I R01her open eppll catlons
and ruter11he computer.

Figure 29-11: The Mac OS alerts you when an
application quits unexpectedly without crashing
the entire system.

When an application quits unexpectedly, make a note of the error code (if there is
one included in the alert); save your work in open applications and quit them; and
restart your computer. Then see whether you can duplicate the problem. For help
troubleshooting applications, see "Application Problems" later in this chapter.

General system errors
Sometimes a serious error occurs that prevents you from using any open application (including the Finder). In this case, the Mac OS displays a system error alert.
System errors are also known as bombs because the alert box that reports one
has a bomb icon in it.
If a system error occurs, you must restart your computer. You may be able to do

this by clicking the Restart button in the system error alert box. Often this button
does not work, and you have to force the computer to restart as described in the
previous section. Be sure to use Disk First Aid to check and repair the hard disk
after a system error.
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System error messages and codes
System error messages and error code numbers are frequently e ither vague or so
technical as to make sense only to Mac programmers. Nevertheless, by looking up
the error message or code number reported in an alert box, you may discover clues
leading to a solution to the problem. A list of system error messages and codes is
available on the Internet in Apple's Tech Info Library (ht t p : I I t i 1 . i nf o . a pp 1e .
com/ t ec h i nf o . ns f I a rtnum/ Nl7 49). (This list isn't always relevant for Mac OS 9,
because many errors discuss non-Power Macintosh computers. However, the
article includes links to related articles that also include error-message explanations.) Regardless of whether the error message makes sense to you, it is important
to write it down, because it may help a technical support person narrow the cause
of the problem.

Startup Problems
Some Mac problems can prevent your Mac from starting. Instead of a smiling Mac
icon that normally appears at the beginning of the startup process, you may see
a flashing disk icon or a flashing System Folder icon with a question mark in its
center. Alternatively, you may see a sad Mac icon. It's also possible that your
computer may freeze during the startup process. Startup problems can result
from an extension conflict, improperly connected hardware devices, o r corrupted,
missing, or damaged system software.
It is normal for a Mac to start much more slowly after a crash. However, if a sad Mac
icon or the flashing question mark icon appears on startup, it is likely that the Mac
OS is corrupted or that there is a hardware problem.
If you are experiencing startup problems, the first thing to do is to make sure that

,

Note

all your hardware devices are connected properly. In particular, make sure that you
have turned on all your SCSI devices (such as external disk drives and scanners)
before you turn on your Mac. It is also important to make sure that the SCSI chain is
terminated properly. (If one or more devices on the SCSI chain are turned off, there
is a good chance the SCSI chain is not terminated properly.) You also should make
sure that each SCSI device has a unique SCSI ID number. Apple System Profiler can
help resolve SCSI conflicts.
For more information about SCSI issues, choose Mac Help from the Help menu in
the Finder, and search for the term SCSI.

Assuming that you find no hardware configuration problems, try restarting with
Shift held down to disable extensions. (Use the :IC+Controi+Powe r key combination
to restart if your Mac has frozen during startup.) If you are able to restart successfully, you can assume that the problem is the result of an extension conflict.
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(See the discussion of Extensions Manager in the earlier section "Troubleshooting
Tools.") If the problem is not an extension conflict, you might want to try resetting
the PRAM (parameter RAM), as described in "Systematic Troubleshooting Steps"
later in this chapter.
If you are still unable to start successfully, try starting from another disk such as

a Mac OS CD-ROM. On many Mac models, you can force the machine to start up
from a CD-ROM by holding down the C key when restarting. You can only start your
computer from a CD-ROM that contains a System Folder for a Mac OS version that's
compatible with your computer. If necessary, you can force the computer to eject
the CD-ROM currently in the drive by holding down the CD-ROM eject button when
you restart the computer; you will then have the opportunity insert a startup
CD-ROM.
If your Mac doesn't start from the CD-ROM while you are holding down the C key

and you're sure the CD-ROM has a System Folder, try restarting your computer
while holding down 00+0ption+Shift+ Delete. This key combination causes the Mac
to ignore the internal hard disk when looking for a s tartup dis k. If this trick works,
you can then use Drive Setup or another utility to mount the hard disk, and run a
diagnostic program such as Disk First Aid. In any case, after successfully starting
from another disk, run diagnostics or reinstall the Mac OS, if needed.
Tip

If your Mac has SCSI devices connected, you can choose a particular SCSI device
from which the Mac OS should attempt to start up. Hold down 9€+0ption+Shift+
Delete+ the number key that corresponds to the SCSI ID number of the device
you'd like to use for startup.
You can troubleshoot many types of problems that interfere with the normal
startup of a Mac by following the procedures described in the "Systematic
Troubleshooting Steps" section later in this chapter.

Application Problems
Applications may crash or fail to open for a number of different reasons. There may
not be enough free memory; the application's memory partition may be too small;
there may be a conflict between the application and the Mac OS or an extension;
the preference file (or files) may be corrupted; or the application itself may
be damaged.

Memory problems
An application that doesn't have enough memory may crash. When this happens,
you typically see an alert box naming an application that unexpectedly quit
because of a n error of type 1, 2, or 3. In some cases, the alert message may not
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name a specific application; instead it says that application "unknown" has
unexpectedly quit. (If you keep track of which applications you are running,
you should be able to determine what the unknown application was.)
If your applications crash in this unceremonious manner, check your computer's
memory usage by choosing About This Computer from the Apple menu, as
described in Chapter 19. If the largest available block of memory is small, or if
memory is sufficiently fragmented, there may not be enough available memory to
give the next application you open its preferred amount. You may still be able to
open the application, but it will get less than its preferred amount of memory. The
application may get as little as the minimum amount of memory set for it in its
Info window.
You can check and adjust an application's memory requirements in its Info window.
First, select the application in the Finder. Then, choose Memory from the Get Info
submenu. This submenu is in the Finder's File menu and in the application's
contextual menu.
An application's Info window lists three memory sizes: Suggested, Minimum, and
Preferred. Very often applications are less reliable when they get less than the
Suggested size. If an application seems to crash when its current memory size (as
reported in the About This Computer window) is less than its Suggested size (as
reported in its Info window), try changing its Minimum size so that it is at leas t as
much as its Suggested size. Some applications are more reliable when they have
more memory than the Suggested size. Try setting the Preferred size higher than
the Suggested s ize. You must quit an open application before you can change its
Minimum or Preferred memory sizes.
If your computer never seems to have enough memory available to give applications their preferred memory sizes, you need to increase the total amount of
memory available. You can increase (or turn on) virtual memory in the Memory
control panel, install more memory, or use memory-optimizing software. Turning
on virtual memory actually reduces the memory requirements of most applications
on a PowerPC Mac and a few applications on other Macs.

All these techniques are detailed in Chapter 19.

Corrupted preferences
Applications store settings a nd status information in preference files and folders
located in the Preferences folder within the System Folder. If a preference file
becomes damaged, an application may crash, exhibit unusual behavior, or refuse
to run at all.
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If you experience problems with a specific application, locate the preference file or

folder for the application in the Preferences folder and drag it to another folder or
to the desktop. The next time you open the application, it creates a new preference
file (or folder) automatically. Although you will probably lose all your personal
preference settings for the application, you may find that the application behaves
properly with its new preferences file. If removing a preferences file does not
resolve the problem, you can restore your personal preference settings by dragging
the old preferences file back to the Preferences folder.
Some applications place several items in the Preferences folder, sometimes in a
single folder. It is possible that the application will not run at all once you have
removed a particular item from the Preferences folder. In this case, it may take
some experimentation to determine which files can safely be removed.

Incompatible program
Mac OS 9 features a new error code (internally called Type 119) that tells you
specifically when you've attempted to launch a software application that is
incompatible with the Mac OS 9. These are applications that generally will crash
if launched because of a fundamental incompatibility. Instead of a crash, you are
shown an error message and told to update the software (see Figure 29-12).
Figure 29-12: Mac OS 9 catches this
The oppllcotlon"Acrobol"' Ren~er 3.01" hos
unexpectedly quit, because an update to
this s oltworc Is required ror compatibility
with th e lmiJrovcd Mac OS me svstem.
You should

sav~ your work In

new error and advises you to upgrade
the offending software application.

aUIC!r open

appli cations and restart the computer.

When to reinstall
If you have ruled out insufficient memory and corrupted preference files as the

cause of a problem with a specific application, it may be that the application file
or a file associated with it has become damaged or corrupted.
Sometimes an application will not run or be incapable of carrying out certain
operations if it cannot find particular files. This s ituation can arise if an application
was installed using a custom installation that omitted necessary files. An application may also be unable to find files it needs if you change System Folders after
installing it. You change System Folders when you start up from a different disk
and when you do a clean installation of the Mac OS.
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You can usually restore missing application files by installing the a pplication again
from the original disks or CD-ROM. Be sure to use the easy installation or standard
installation, not the custom installation unless you know specifically which files are
missing. You may also be able to restore missing files from a backup, but figuring
out which files are required can be difficult.

Patches and updaters
A solution to a problem you are experiencing with an application may be available
as a patch or updater from the publisher. See the discussion on keeping your
software up-to-date in the section "Preventive Measures" earlier in this chapter.

Technical support and other resources
Generally, no one knows an application better than the people who created it. Many
software publishers have Web pages with detailed discussions of problems and
solutions. In addition, some publishers provide excellent support by telephone.
Taking advantage of the support resources provided by the publisher can often
lead to a quick and relatively painless solution.
In addition, there are numerous other resources that you can make use of, such as
user groups , Internet discuss ion groups, and Web sites. These sources are detailed
in the section "Troubleshooting Resources" at the end of this chapter.

Systematic Troubleshooting Steps
Many Mac problems can be solved through the series of systematic troubleshooting steps presented in this section. Not all of these steps are relevant for all
problems; tailor the steps you take to the specific problem. However, it's best not
to skip a step unless you are sure it will have no bearing on the problem. (Most of
these steps are described in more detail elsewhere in this cha pter.)

Back up
At the first sign of trouble, make sure you have recent copies of your important files.
The problems you are experiencing could damage files, or the problems could lead
to other problems that damage your files. If at all possible, retain old backup files
that you made before your trouble began. Avoid deleting or replacing o ld backup
files while you're having trouble. Your trouble may have already damaged some files ,
and backup copies of damaged files will also be damaged. Old but healthy backup
files are better than new but damaged backup files. See the discus-sion of backups in
the section "Preventive Measures" earlier in this chapter.
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Document the problem
Take detailed notes about the problem, about what you were doing immediately
before the problem occurred, and about any software that you may have installed
recently. (Be sure to keep the notes on paper rather than on your computer
because a crash can make the notes inaccessible.)

Run diagnostics
After any sort of crash, it is a good idea to run a diagnostic utility such as Disk First
Aid. If Disk First Aid tells you that it cannot fix a problem, try a commercial diagnostic program such as the Norton Utilities or Tech Tool Pro. Running a commercial
diagnos tic program in addition to Disk First Aid is a good idea in any case, because
these utilities can catch and fix problems that Disk First Aid might miss. (See the
discussion of Disk First aid and other utilities in the section "Troubleshooting
Tools" earlier in this chapter.)
Before running a diagnostic utility, it is best to restart your computer from another
disk. Many diagnostic utilities cannot fix some types of problems if they are run
from the startup disk that you wish to check. (Only the most recent versions of Disk
First Aid can correct problems on the startup disk.)
In addition, if you are experiencing a systemwide problem and the problem goes
away when you start from another disk, there is very likely a problem with the Mac
OS or some item in the System Folder of your normal startup disk. The remainder of
this section discusses several possible causes and cures for Mac OS problems.

Check for viruses
Although the vast majority of Mac problems are not the result of viruses, it is still
important to rule out viruses as a cause. Any current commercial antivirus utility
does a good job of finding and eliminating viruses that have infected your disks.
See the description of viruses and related phenomena In the section "Preventive
Measures" earlier in this chapter.

Resolve extension problems
Extension conflicts are among the most common problems that Mac users experience. See the discussion of Extensions Manager in the section "Troubleshooting
Tools" earlier in this chapter.
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Rebuild the desktop
When the desktop database becomes badly corrupted, a variety of different
problems can result. Rebuilding the desktop can correct a number of otherwise
mysterious Mac ailments. See the discussion of desktop rebuilding in the section
"Preventive Measures" earlier in this chapter.

Zap the PRAM
The Mac stores certain systemwide preferences in an area of nonvolatile memory
called PRAM (parameter RAM). On Macs with PC! expansion slots , additional
system settings are stored in another area of persistent memory called NVRAM
(nonvolatile RAM). Restoring the PRAM and NVRAM to the factory presets can
solve a number of different problems. When the PRAM or NVRAM becomes
corrupted, your Mac may not be able to start at all.
The settings for a number of control panels, including Memory, Monitors, Sound,
Monitors & Sound, Keyboard, Mouse, Trackpad, AppleTalk, Date & Time, and Map
reside in PRAM or NVRAM. Before resetting the PRAM and NVRAM, you should take
note of the settings of those control panels.
To reset (or "zap") the PRAM, restart your Mac and immediately press W+Option+
P+R. You will most likely need to use both hands to do this (unless you have very
large hands). Press those keys until you hear the startup chime twice in succession.
On a PowerBook 5300 or 1400, you must shut down the computer to reset its PRAM.
Then turn on the PowerBook and immediately press 00+0ption+P+R. A single chime
will be heard, the screen will go dark, and the green sleep light will go on and stay
on. Press the Reset button (on the back of the PowerBook) once or twice and the
PowerBook will start after a brief pause. If the Reset button doesn't work, press
Power on the keyboard.
To reset the NVRAM on a Mac with PCI slots, you must first shut down your
computer. You can't reset the NVRAM when you restart, only after a full shutdown.
Press Power to turn on the computer and immediately press 00+0ption+P+R. You
must press these keys before you see the gray screen on your monitor. After the
gray screen appears, you can continue pressing 00+0ption+P+R to reset the PRAM.
After resetting the PRAM or NVRAM, you may need to go back and make some
changes to your control panels. In particular, you may need to adjust your video
and sound settings; your network, printer, and modem connections; and your
memory settings.

~
Note

On the iBook, NVRAM is reset when you press the Reset button (which is recessed
and requires an unbent paperclip to access it) .
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Perform a clean installation of the Mac OS
A clean installation of the Mac OS, as described in Chapters 30 and 31, creates a
brand-new System Folder. Although a clean installation is one of the most laborious
troubleshooting options available, in some cases, it may be the only solution.
The real work of performing a clean installation is not in running the installer
program. The hard part of a clean installation is in getting the new System Folder
to behave like the old one, but without the problems. The new System Folder will
not contain any extensions, control panels, fonts, preference files, or application
support folders that you added over time to the old System Folder.
After performing a clean installation, do not immediately move items from your old
System Folder to your new one if at all possible. Instead, install extensions, control
panels, fonts, and application support folders from the original installation disks.
In any case, proceed with caution when adding items to the new System Folder
because it is entirely possible that in doing so you may reinstate the problem.
(However, you significantly reduce the likelihood of that happening if you perform
all the steps mentioned in this section.) Add a few items at a time and test your
system for a while before adding more.

Back up and initialize your startup disk
Initializing your hard disk is the most drastic step you can take to resolve a thorny
problem. if you take this step, you start on a clean state-an empty hard disk. You
initialize most Apple hard disks and some other brands as well with Drive Setup.
If you have a hard disk that was formatted using a third-party utility, use the disk
utility program that came with the hard disk or that was purchased separately. (See
the discussion of initializing a disk with Drive Setup in "Troubleshooting Tools"
earlier in this chapter.) In some cases, especially with third-party IDE/ATA drives,
you may be able to reformat with Drive Setup. This is recommended, because Drive
Setup is updated along with the Mac OS and managed carefully by Apple.
Before taking this step, you should first exhaust all other options. But if diagnostic
programs such as Disk First or Norton Utilities detect problems that they cannot
fix, initializing may be the only option.
Before initializing your hard disk, it is essential to have a complete backup of your
hard disk. Initializing completely erases your hard disk. It is a good idea to have at
least two complete backups just in case one is damaged.
When you restore data to a freshly initialized disk, it is best to install the Mac OS
and your applications from the original disks rather than rely on the copies from
the backup. When possible, restore only your data files from the backup. It is a
good idea to restore items gradually, rather than all at once.
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What to do when nothing works
If none of the steps described previously leads to a solution to the problems you
are experiencing, it is entirely possible that you have a hardware problem. Before
taking your Mac to the shop, you might want to take advantage of the other
troubleshooting resources described at the end of this chapter.

Performance Problems
Some Mac problems manifest themselves in slow performance rather than in
crashes or system errors. The causes of performance problems are often the
same as the causes of other problems, and the general troubleshooting techniques
presented in this chapter can often solve performance problems as well.
If your Mac has been performing more slowly than usual, here are a few possible
causes and solutions.

Memory problems
Check the settings in the Memory control panel. If virtual memory is turned on (as
it normally is), you may run into performance problems. The higher you set the
amount of virtual memory, the more likely you are to encounter performance
problems. You will probably first notice s luggishness when you switch between
different applications. To avoid severe slowdowns, do not set the total amount of
memory to more than about two times the actual built-in memory. In addition,
applications run more slowly if there is not enough free RAM for them to occupy
their "preferred" memory partition size.
It is also possible that your disk cache size is too small. If you click Use Defaults in
the Memory control panel, the Mac OS sets a recommended disk cache size based
on the amount of built-in memory in your computer.
For more information on virtual memory and the disk cache, see Chapter 19.

Disk fragmentation
When the files on a disk become fragmented, disk performance can suffer
considerably. See the discussion of disk optimization in "Preventive Measures"
earlier in this chapter.
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Viruses
Some viruses may have no noticeable effect on your computer other than to slow it
down. A virus-checking program can detect and eliminate most of the viruses that
have infected your computer. See the description of viruses and related phenomena
in "Preventive Measures" earlier in this chapter.

Video performance
If you have a video card that offers graphics acceleration, be sure to install any

software that came with it.
In addition, you can improve the video performance considerably on some
Mac models by reducing the number of colors displayed on the screen using the
Monitors control panel or the Control Strip. For most applications, 256 colors are
adequate, although thousands of colors are better for graphics-intensive activities,
including surfing the Web. Also, some QuickTime movies are optimized for playback
with thousands of colors. Millions of colors look great, but are required primarily for
graphics professionals and people who edit high-resolution photographic images.

Speed up your Mac
By changing the settings in a few control panel panels, you can make your Mac faster (or at
least make it seem faster):

+ In the General Controls control panel, reduce the number of times a menu item
"blinks" (flashes on and off) when you select it. By default, it blinks three times;
turning menu blinking off (or reducing the number of blinks) can make your Mac's
response time noticeably faster. In General Controls, you can also increase the
speed at which the insertion point blinks, which can make your Mac seem faster.

+ In the Mouse or Trackpad control panels, increase the pointer-tracking speed. This
is particularly useful if you have a large screen. You can also adjust the double-dick
speed.

+ In the Keyboard control panel, increase the speed at which a key being held down
begins to repeat You can also increase the rate at which it repeats.
Mouse and keyboard settings are discussed in detail in Chapter 12.
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Troubleshooting Resources
Resolving Mac problems is simpler a nd more pleasant if you take advantage of
available resources.

Macintosh Help and other onscreen documentation
Believe it or not, your Mac may already know the answer to a pesky problem that
has been plaguing you- all you have to do to find the answer is ask. You can
search for and browse detailed information about how to use your Mac, including
troubleshooting information, right on your computer screen. You can get this
onscreen help in the Finder by choosing Mac OS Help from the Help menu. In
addition, choosing Show Balloons from these menus display useful information
in cartoon-style balloons when you point at things on the screen.
For more information on built-in help, see Chapter 9.
Also, numerous Read Me files are installed with the Mac OS and the applications
that you install. These onscreen documents often provide helpful troubleshooting
information. Look for them in the main level of the startup disk, in the Mac OS Read
Me Files folder on the startup disk, and in the folders of individual application
programs.

Documentation, manuals, and books
Many computer users treat manuals as a last resort. Although manuals can indeed
be useful when all else fails, it's better to consult them when you first get started
with a product, not when problems start arising. In addition, there are several
books devoted exclusively to Mac troubleshooting, including Ted Landau's comprehensive Sad Macs, Bombs, and Other Disasters and What to Do About Them (3rd
edition, 1997, Peachpit Press, ISBN: 0201688107) and Todd Stauffer's Macworld Mac
Upgrade and Repair Bible (1998, JOG Books Worldwide, ISBN: 0764532170).

Internet resources
If you have access to the Internet, a wealth of excellent troubleshooting resources
is available to you. A few places to start are:
+Apple Tech Info Library (http: I It i l . info. a pp 1e. com/ ). The Tech Info
Library is Apple's technical support database. You can use it to search for
information on literally thousands of Mac problems. In Mac OS 9, you can
easily access the Tech Info Library using Sherlock's Apple channel. (Click the
Apple logo in the channels section at the top of the Sherlock window.) For
more on Sherlock see Chapter 6.
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When searching the Tech Info Library, broaden your search by separating individual terms with the word and or with commas. Otherwise, you'll limit the search to
the entire phrase you type. For instance, powerbook shutdown searches for only
that phrase while powerbook and shutdown or powerbook. shutdown searches
for articles that include both terms, whether or not they're next to one another in
the articles' text.
+Apple's Support Site (http: I /www. apple. c om/ s up port/). Here you'll find
various support resources, including specific articles in the Tech Info Library,
access to online documentation, and the Tech Exchange, a Web-based bulletin
board where Mac users and Apple employees ask and answer technical
questions. You may be surprised how often your question has already been
asked and answered in the Tech Exchange.
+ MacFixlt (http: I / www. ma cfi xi t. com/ ). An excellent independent source
of information on troubleshooting Mac problems, MacFixlt often documents
software incompatibilities before Apple does.
+Macintosh Crash/Freeze Tips (http: I /www. zpl ace. com/crasht i psi). This
site has detailed information on resolving many specific problems that can
cause your Mac to crash.
+ Macintosh Guide: Troubleshooting (h ttp : I I www . c i s . y a l e . e d uI
macg ui de/Trouble/Troub l e. html). This page provides a detailed
troubleshooting flowchart and links to other Mac troubleshooting sites.
+ Usenet newsgroups. Usenet newsgroups are online discussion forums (or
bulletin boards) where participants can post questions and read responses
from other participants. Useful newsgroups for troubleshooting Mac problems
include camp. sy s . mac. sys tern, camp. sy s . ma c . a pp s, camp. sys . mac. comm,
and camp. sy s .ma c . hardware .mi sc . (See Chapter 10 for more information
about newsgroups.)

User groups
One of the best ways to take advantage of the skills and experience of knowledgeable Mac users is to join a user group. To find a user group near you, see
Apple's User Groups page at http: I /w1vw . apple . com/ usergroups/ or call
Apple at 800-538-9696.
If there is no Mac user group located near you, consider joining one of the larger
Mac user groups, such as the Berkeley Macintosh Users Group (BMUG) (510-5492684, http: I /viWW. bmug. org/) or the Arizona Macintos h Users Group (AMUG)
(602-553-8966, http: I /www. a mu g. org /).You can take advantage of membership
benefits such as newsletters, various discounts, and access to extensive libraries
of freeware and shareware, even if you cannot attend local meetings.
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Technical support from Apple and other companies
In addition to having extensive technical support resources on the Web (see
Apple's Technical Support page at http: I /www. a pp 1 e. com/ s uppo r t/), Apple
also offers technical support by telephone. For the first 90 days after purchasing
a Mac, you can get free "up-and-running" support by calling 800-500-7078. Apple
also provides free general information and answers to frequently asked questions
through an automated service at 800-SOS-APPL. In addition, Apple offers technical
support for a fee at 888-APL-VALU.
If you are having a problem with a hardware or software product from a company

other than Apple, the best way to resolve the problem is to take advantage of that
company's technical support services. Many companies offer technical support
through their Web sites and technical support hotlines.

Summary
This chapter showed you a variety of Mac problems and possible solutions, beginning with preventive measures, including making backups, protecting yourself from
computer viruses, and performing periodic maintenance, such as running disk
diagnostics, rebuilding the desktop database, and optimizing your disks. These
preventive measures can help reduce the occurrence and severity of problems.
Next, you saw how to use specific utilities, including Apple System Profiler, Disk
First Aid, Drive Setup, and Extensions Manager to make troubleshooting easier. You
learned what to do when faced with freezes and crashes, system errors, startup
problems, and application problems. You also learned to take a systematic
approach to solving a variety of problems. Then you were given a few suggestions
for dealing with performance problems.
Finally, you took a brief peek at the resources available in books, on the Internet,
and by telephone for troubleshooting Mac problems .
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In This Chapter

I

nstalling a newer Mac OS version on your computer is not
something you can do casually. This chapter describes
what you need to do to prepare for installation. First, you
need to assess the equipment requirements and compare the
features of newer Mac OS versions to determine whether the
upgrade to Mac OS 9 is best for your computer. Second, you
need to obtain the installation software. Third, you need to
prepare for installation by making a backup copy of your disk,
checking its condition, and more. Fourth, you need to decide
whether to install a brand-new copy of the Mac OS or upgrade
your existing System folder with the new Mac OS. In case you
need to have two versions of the Mac OS installed on the same
disk, this chapter concludes by telling you how to switch from
one to the other.
You will find the actual installation instructions for Mac OS 9
in Chapter 31.

Comparing Mac OS Versions
If you use an older version of the Mac OS, you may be
wondering whether your Mac can be upgraded to a newer Mac
OS version and which version is best for you. To help answer
these questions this section lists the equipment requirements
for the Mac OS 9. This section also summarizes the features of
Mac OS versions back to System 7.5. (Prior to Mac OS 7.6, the
versions were named "System" instead of "Mac OS.") You can
use this information to determine which versions your Mac
can use now, how much more memory and disk space you
might need to add to use Mac OS 9, and whether the features
of a Mac OS 9 are worth the upgrade.

Comparing Mac
OS versions from

7.5 to 9
Obtaining installation
software
Preparing for
installation
Doing a dean
installation
Switching between
two Mac OS versions

... ... ... ...
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Check your computer's vital statistics
You can easily find out how much memory or disk space your computer has or which version of the Mac OS it uses. If the Apple System Profiler program is listed in your Apple
menu, choose it. Check the System Overview section or the System Profile section of this
program for the system version and the amount of built-in memory on your computer. Then
check the Volumes section or the Devices and Volumes section to learn the amount of disk
space available.
If the Apple System Profiler isn't available on your computer, you can use other methods to
get your computer's vital statistics. To learn the Mac OS version and the amount of memory
that are installed on your Mac, make the Finder the active application (choose it from the
Application menu at the right end of the menu bar) and choose About This Computer or
About This Macintosh from the Apple menu. The About This Computer window or the
About This Macintosh window reports the Mac OS version number in the upper-right corner. If this window displays an amount labeled Built-in Memory, that's how much memory
is installed in your computer. If you don't see an amount labeled Built-in Memory, then the
amount labeled Total Memory tells how much memory your computer has installed. (In
System 7-7.5.5, the Built-in Memory amount isn't reported if it's the same as Total Memory,
which happens when virtual memory is turned off in the Memory control panel.)
To check the amount of hard disk space available, open the icon of the hard disk where you
want to install the Mac OS. The available space is reported at the top of the disk's window.
If the amount of memory or hard disk space is reported in K (kilobytes), you can convert
the reported amount from K to MB (megabytes) by dividing the number of K by 1024 (for
example, 2048K + 1024 =2MB).

Equipment requirements
The more recent the Mac OS version, the greater its equipment requirements. The
newer versions require more powerful processors , more built-in memory, and more
hard disk space. The disk space requirements vary quite a bit, depending on
several factors. One factor is the selection of Mac OS modules you ins tall. Another
factor in Mac OS 8.1-9 is the format of the hard disk; less space is required on a disk
that uses Mac OS Extended format than on a dis k using Mac OS Standard format. If
the disk uses the Mac OS Standard format, then the disk capacity also affects the
amount of space used by the Mac OS. On smaller Mac OS Standard format disks, the
Mac OS uses less disk space.
Table 30-1 compares the processor, memory, and dis k requirements for Mac OS
7.6-7.6.1, Mac OS 8- 8.1, Mac OS 8.5-8.6, and Mac OS 9.
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Table 30-1
Mac OS Equipment Requirements
MacOS9

Mac OS
8.5-8.6

Mac OS
8-8.1

Mac OS
7.6-7.6.1

Processor

PowerPC

PowerPC

PowerPC or
680401

PowerPC,
68040,680302

Memory
(minimum)

32MB of RAM
(virtual memory
set to at least
40MB)

16MB (virtual
memory set
to 24MB)

12MB (virtual
memory set
to 20MB)

8MB

64MB of RAM
recommended

24MB
recommended

20MB
recommended

16MB
recommended

95-280MB

95-210MB

50-140MB

40-120MB

Disk space

1 The QuickDraw 30 option included with Mac OS 7.6-8.5 requires a PowerPC processor.
2 Mac OS 7.6-7.6. 1 doesn't work on a Mac SE/30, llx, or llcx even though these models were factory-equipped
with 68030 processors.

Feature summary
Table 30-2 lists the major features and capabilities added to or removed from the
Mac OS beginning with System 7.5.

Table 30-2
Mac OS Features at a Glance
Feature

9

8.5-8.6

Appearance themes
Apple File Security

8-8. 1 7.6-7.6. 1 7.5.3-7.5.5

7.5-7.5.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Apple Guide
0

Apple location Manager

0

Apple Remote Access
Apple Verifier

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Apple-menu submenus
AppleScript and scriptable
Finder
AppleScript over IP

0

Continued
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Table 30-2 (continued)
Feature

9

8.5-8.6

Application Switcher window

8-8.1

7.6-7.6.1

0

0

7.5.3-7.5.5

7.5-7.5. 1

Big desktop patterns
Button views

"1

Charcoal system font

"1
0

Classic networking

0

0

Collapsible windows
0

ColorSync
Contextual menus

0

"1

Control Strip
Cyberdog4

0

Desktop pictures

"1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Desktop printing
Drag-and-drop editing
0

Draggable window frame

"1

Easy Open
0

Euro currency symbol
0

Faster AppleScript
Faster network copies

0

Favorites folder

0

0

File Exchange control panel
0

File Sharing over IP

0

0

0

0

0

Folder actions
FontSync

0

Help Viewer
Hide desktop in background
0

Icon badges
Icons in window title bars

0

0

0

Find by Content (Sherlock)
Find File program(S)

0

0

0

0
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8-8.1

7.6-7.6.1

7.5.3- 7.5.5

7.5- 7.5. 1

Improved Sharing window

.1

0

0

0

Improved View menu

"1

0

0

Internet applications

.1

0

0

Internet control panel

0

0

0

0

Internet location files

0

0

0

0

Internet Setup Assistant

.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Feature

9

8.5- 8.6

Improved Note Pad
Improved Scrapbook

Keychain Access

0

language Kits1

0

Launcher
Mac OS Extended format3

.1

0

0

Mac OS Runtime for Java

.1

0

0

0

MaclinkPius

0

Menu bar clock
Move To Trash command

.1

0

0

Multilingual Web browsing

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Multiple system fonts
0

Multiple Users

0

0

Multiprocessor support
Multithreaded Finder

.1

0

Navigation Services

0

0

Network Browser

0

0

Network time servers

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Open Transport networking
Open Doc

0

0

0

0

Personal Web Sharing

.1

0

0

0

Platinum appearance

.1

0

0

0

Pop-up windows

.1

0

0

0

Continued
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Table 30-2 (continued)
Feature

9

8.5-8.6

8-8.1

7.6-7.6.1

7.5.3-7.5.5

7.5-7.5.1
0

Power key turns off
PowerTalk
QuickOraw 30

0

QuickDraw GX printing
QuickDraw GX typography
QuickTime Pro2
Remote Access Server'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.,

0

0

0

.,

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Resize list view columns
Search Internet (Sherlock)
Show Original (of alias)
Simple Finder
Smart scroll bars
Smarter file sharing for
removable disks

0

Software Update

0

0

0

0

Sound tracks

0

0

0

0

.,

0

0

0

Special Documents folder
Spring-loaded folders
Standard view options
Stickies
Sticky menus
Text smoothing

0

0

.,

0

0

0

0

Text-to-speech
0

Translucent icon drag
View options for each folder
Window collapse box

.,
.,

0

0

•Included with this version of the Mac OS.
• Not included with this version of the Mac OS.
11tems previously sold
2 QuickTime

separately

Pro is version 4 in Mac OS 9 and 8.6, version 3 in Mac OS 8.5

3Mac OS Extended format is available in Mac OS 8.1 but not Mac OS 8.
4 Cyberdog

5 Sherlock

is included with Mac OS 8 but not Mac OS 8. 1.

replaces the Find File program in Mac OS 8.5-9, but includes the same functionality
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Obtaining Installation Software
These days, Apple distributes the Mac OS only on CD-ROM- it's grown way too
large for floppy disks-and all supported Macs ship with CO-ROMs built in. (Not all
Macs, by contrast, have floppy drives anymore.)

~
Note

If your Mac doesn't have a CD-ROM drive, your alternative is to share the installation CD over a network. You can simply mount the shared CD on the desktop of
the Mac where you'd like the installation to take place, then double-click the
Installer program. This should work fine, but you should avoid pronounced network activity during the installation in order to assure that data is transferred as
quickly as possible to the installation computer. You can also use Disk Copy to create a disk image of the Mac OS 9 Installation CD that you can place on a network
drive or on the local computer's drive and mount the disk image to installed the
Mac OS. (You should make sure this doesn't violate your license to use the software.) Note that a network-based installation will not work on the Power
Macintosh 6100, 7100, and 8100 series, because those Macs must be started up
from the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM in order to install the OS.

Major releases of the Mac OS, such as Mac OS 9, are sold by the Apple Store
(http: I Is tore . apple. com/) in retail stores and through catalogs. Mac OS 9
features a rebate for owners of Mac OS 8.5 or 8.6. Also, if you bought a new
Macintosh on or after the Mac OS 9 introduction date (or if you are the owner of an
iBook or Power Macintosh G4, regardless of when you bought it), you're probably
eligible for the Mac-Up-to-Date program, which a llows you to upgrade to Mac OS 9
for $19.95. See http: I /www. apple. com/macos/uptodate/ or call S00-335-9258.
Interim versions of the Mac OS-along with many other sorts of updaters released
by Apple-tend to be distributed over the Internet or via an online service using
disk image files rather than CO-ROMs. This keeps costs down for Apple and makes
it possible for you to download the updates as soon as they're made available.
Generally, these disk image files can be mounted directly on your desktop by
double-clicking the file . A d isk icon appears on the desktop that works like a typical
removable disk.
And, in Mac OS 9, the new Software Update feature allows you to download and
automatically install updates offered by Apple as soon as they're made available
online. See Chapter 12 for more on Software Update.

Preparing for Installation
Before installing Mac OS 9 or another new Apple technology, you need to determine
whether the new software will work with the software you already have. Ideally, you
would make a list of every piece of software that's not part of the Mac OS and then
check with the software publishers or distributors to make sure the versions you
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have are compatible with what you're about to install. If you have the time and
patience to do that, great; if not, at least do the following to minimize the risk of
incompatibilities:
+ Make a backup of your hard disk and of any RAM disk you have.
+Verify the directories of all your hard disk volumes.
+ Update hard disk driver software.
+ Turn off any security, virus protection, and screen-saver software.
+ Turn on standard extensions.
+Read the text files on the installation disk-in Mac OS 9, there's a file
named "Before You Install." This document is also shown to you by the
Install Mac OS 9 application.
+ Optionally, label all items in your System Folder with the Label submenu of
Finder's File menu (Mac OS 8-8.6) or the Labels menu (Mac OS 7.6- 7.6.1 and
System 7-7.5.5). After installation, the new items will be the unlabeled ones.
+ If you are installing on a PowerBook, make sure it's plugged in.
+ If you're installing on a computer that can go to sleep, make sure it won't go to
sleep during installation.
The remainder of this section discusses these tasks in more detail.

Backing up disks
If you use more than one hard disk, or if your hard disk is partitioned into multiple
volumes, make backups of all of them. Making backups is like buying car insuranceit's a terrific imposition and you hope it's a total waste of effort. Do it anyway.

If you have a RAM disk, copy its contents to another disk before upgrading or
installing any Mac OS version. Alternatively, you can save the RAM disk as a disk
image file using Apple's free Disk Copy program or Aladdin Systems' ShrinkWrap
shareware. The RAM disk may be turned off and its contents lost during the
installation process.
To back up today's large hard disks, you need some type of high-capacity backup
storage device, either another hard disk of equal or greater capacity, a tape drive,
an Iomega Zip drive, an lmation SuperDisk, or a hard disk with removable cartridges.
If you have a second hard disk, you can back up your main hard disk by simply
dragging its icon to the backup disk's icon. That method isn't very efficient if you
want to keep your backup up-to-date on a regular basis, but it's adequate for
preinstallation purposes.
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Apple maintains a software library on America Online and the Internet, and you can copy
software from those sources to your hard disk. New versions of individual Mac OS pieces
show up in Apple's online software library before they're available on CD-ROM. The library
also contains older versions of many Mac OS pieces, including System 7.0.1 complete
(other Mac OS versions are not available from the library). Here's how to access Apple's
software:
+On the Internet, point your Web browser to http : I I as u. in fo . appl e . com/ and
follow the links to the to featured download item.
+ On America Online, use the keyword applecomputer to go directly to the Apple
Computer window. All software is located in the software area of that window.
Major upgrades to the operating system, such as Mac OS 8, Mac OS 8.5, and Mac OS 9, are
not available for free downloading online. These must be purchased from a software
retailer. However, incremental updates (such as the updater to change Mac OS 7.6 to 7.6.1
or 8.5 to 8.6) are available for free downloading.

.,/
Note

At a typical capacity of 100 to 250MB, it can take a lot of removable disks to completely back up your hard disk. (Some removable drives can store gigabytes of
data on one disk, which is ideal for t his sort of backup.) Even just backing up your
System Folder can easily take more than one typical removable disk. It may be
cheaper to simply buy a second hard disk than to buy enough backup disks to mirror your entire hard disk. And an external hard disk-whether SCSI, USB, or
FireWire-based - can be handy for other troubleshooting tasks, too.

You could back up to re movable dis ks by dragging folder icons, but it's simpler to
use a s pecial backup utility such as Retrospect Express from Dantz Development
(925-253-3000, ht tp : I / ww1v . da nt z . c om). These utilities automate the process of
backing up a large hard disk to several smaller removable disks. Retrospect Express
also makes it easy to keep your backup files current. Each time you back up, they
copy only the files a nd folders that have changed since the last backup. That
minimizes the amount of time and number of removable disks needed for backup.
If you're up to the investment, a CD-R (CO-Recordable), CD-RW (CD-Rewriteable), or

DVD-RAM (DVD-Random Access Memory) drive is another option for backup. With
these drives , you can generally write about 700MB to a CD or 2.6GB (or more) to a
DVD. This gives you an easy-to-store archive of your files that can often be read in
any CD-ROM drive (or DVD-ROM drive, if you're creating a DVD-RAM disc). The
downside is that creating a CD or DVD tends to be slow, and you'll have to use special
software -in mos t cases , you can't just drag-and-drop to a writeable CD or DVD.
If you have a tape drive, you must use backup software such as Dantz's Retrospect.
You can't back up folders to a tape by dragging icons in the Finder.
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Verifying disk directories
It's important to check the condition of a disk before installing the Mac OS on it.
The installation software automatically checks the dis k as part of a normal
installation of Mac OS 9.
You can check disks any time with Apple's Disk First Aid utility, which comes with
the Mac OS. Disk First Aid checks the condition of a disk's directory, which keeps
track of where files are stored on the disk, and can often repair any problem it finds.
The Mac OS maintains each disk directory automatically, updating it every time
you save changes to a file or create a new file. The directory can become damaged
when the computer freezes or crashes , when an application quits unexpectedly,
and so on. The damage may be so slight that you don't notice a problem, but over
time the damage can grow and become irreparable. Disk First Aid is easy to useyou s imply select one or more disks in its window and click Verify or Repair.
Figure 30-1 is an example of the Disk First Aid window.
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Figure 30-1: Disk First Aid verifies and repairs disk
directories.

Your best bet is to s tart up from the Mac OS 9 CD and run its version of Disk First
Aid (version 8.5.4). Disk First Aid versions 8.1 and earlier have a limitation that you
can avoid by starting your computer from a Dis k Tools floppy disk or a Mac OS
CD-ROM and opening the copy of Disk First Aid from there. Versions of Disk First
Aid earlier than 8.2 can't repair problems it finds on the current startup disk or on
the disk that contains the running Disk First Aid program. This limitation doesn't
get in your way if you start from a Mac OS 9 installation CD-ROM and run Disk First
Aid from it.
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Norton Utilities and Mac OS Extended format
Do not use Norton Utilities version 3.5.1 or earlier with a hard disk that has been initialized
(erased) in the Mac OS Extended format. This format, which is also known as HFS Plus, is
optional with Mac OS 8.1-9. You can damage a Mac OS Extended hard disk with Norton
Utilities 3.5.1 and earlier. If you suspect you have damaged a Mac OS Extended disk by
using Norton Utilities 3.5.1 or earlier on it, avoid making further changes to it and contact
Symantec Technical Support immediately (541-465-8440). Symantec has a repair procedure that can be done over the phone and is free to registered owners of Norton Utilities.

Some disk problems are beyond Disk First Aid's restorative powers. If Disk First
Aid says it can't fix a problem, put the problematic disk through the repair process
several more times anyway. The problem may be one that Disk First Aid can fix bit by
bit. If after several repair attempts Disk First Aid doesn't tell you that the disk appears
to be okay, you need to bring in a high-priced disk mechanic-TechTool Pro from
Micromat Computer Systems (800-829-6227, http: I /www . mi c r omat. com/) or Norton
Utilities from Symantec (408-253-9600, http://www. symantec . com). TechTool Pro
and Norton Utilities can detect and fix significantly more problems than Disk First
Aid. If they can't repair the disk, they may be able to recover individual files that the
Finder can no longer access. After recovering lost files and copying them to another
disk together with other files that haven't been backed up, you can resurrect the disk
by reformatting it.

Updating hard disk driver software
The driver software that resides on every hard disk and removable hard disk
cartridge must be compatible with the Mac OS version in use or problems can
result. For example, old driver software made by Transoft causes a problem with
the Mac OS. The old Transoft driver considers the startup disk to be ejectable,
which causes the Mac OS to display a message asking you to insert the startup disk
when you shut down the computer, even though the startup disk was never ejected.
To check whether your startup disk has a Transoft driver, select the disk's desktop
icon and choose Get Info from the Finder's File menu. If the Info window's "Where"
information contains "NS-SCSI" or "NS-ACAM" then the disk contains a Transoft
driver. Transoft drivers were distributed with various brands of hard disks, notably
APS Technologies, as well as with Transoft's SCSI Director formatting utility. The
problem does not affect APS hard disks with Power Tools software versions 3.0 and
later, nor does it affect Transoft SCSI Director version 3.0.9 and later.
Updating disk driver software takes just a minute and generally doesn't affect disk
contents in any way. (To update the driver on an old hard disk formatted with
Apple's HD SC Setup version 2.0, you must reformat the hard disk, erasing the disk
contents in the process.)
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Turn off At Ease security before updating driver
If your computer has Apple's At Ease software installed, you should turn off its disk security
feature before updating your hard disk's driver with Drive Setup 1.3.1 or later. Otherwise
you may be greeted by a flashing question mark when you next start up the computer. To
turn off At Ease disk security, follow these steps:

1. Start the At Ease Administration program.
l. Choose System Settings from the Security menu.
3. Make sure the option Prevent users from bypassing security by starting up from a
floppy disk is not selected.
If you neglect to follow this procedure before updating the hard disk driver, you can work
around the problem by following these steps:

1. Restart from the Mac OS installation CD-ROM. (With the flashing question mark
displayed, insert the CD-ROM and hold down the C key until you see the Welcome
message.)

l. Use the Drive Setup program from the CD-ROM to update the driver again. The hard
disk icon should appear on the desktop.
3. Restart the computer and turn off At Ease's disk security option (follow the three
steps above). Restart again and use Drive Setup 1.3.1 or later to update the driver
one more time. Then restart and turn on At Ease's disk security.

If you're ins talling Mac OS 9 o n an Apple hard disk, the installer program updates
the driver for you- there's no need to r un a separate program. If you're not
installing on an Apple hard disk, you need to use the most recent version of the
formatting utility program last used on the disk.

The hard disk driver software installed with Mac OS 9 is not compatible with computers that have 68000 processors. If a hard disk that uses Apple driver software is connected when you install Mac OS 9, you won't be able to use that hard disk subsequently with a Mac Plus, SE, original Classic, Portable, or PowerBook 100 computer.

Other hard disk utilities
You generally need a disk-formatting utility program other than Drive Setup to
update the driver software on a brand o f hard disk other than Apple. Likewise, you
need a different formatting u tility to update the driver on a n Apple hard disk whose
driver someone once updated using a non-Apple formatting utility.
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If you have an internal or external hard disk from a company other than Apple,
contact the company for the latest version of its hard disk formatting utility. If that

version is more recent than the one you have, use the more recent version to
update your non-Apple hard disk's driver.
You can also switch to a different brand of driver software, such as Hard Disk
Toolkit from FWB Software (415-463-3500, http: I / www. fwb. com). However, once
you switch from an Apple driver to another brand, you generally can't switch back
without initializing the drive.
Before switching to another brand of driver software, consider that Apple always
updates its hard disk driver software to be compatible with the latest Mac OS.
Other companies sometimes take longer than Apple to update their hard disk
drivers for the latest Mac OS. The startup disk is particularly susceptible to
incompatibilities between disk driver software and the Mac OS, so don't switch
the startup disk from an Apple driver to another brand without good reason.

Configuring extensions
Some system extensions and control panels can interfere with installing or upgrading
Mac OS 9. You can get around this problem by simply booting from the Mac OS 9 CD.
If you can, disable any special security software, plug in your PowerBook (if you're
installing to a PowerBook), and startup from the CD. To boot from the CD, place the
CD in the CD-ROM (or DVD-ROM) drive and restart the computer. As it starts up, hold
down the C key. If this doesn't work, boot into the Mac OS from your hard disk and
use the Startup Disk control panel to select the CD, then restart.
If you can't boot from the CD for some reason, you can still forge ahead and

install the Mac OS. (Make sure you've backed up and done any troubleshooting to
determine why you couldn't startup from the CD.) In this case, to avoid problems
caused by antivirus, security, screen-saver, or energy-saver software, be sure to do
the following before you begin the installation process:
+ Disable At Ease or other security software that locks or restricts access to
files, folders, or disks.
+Disable software that protects against viruses.
+ Turn off screen-saver software.
+ Deactivate all but the standard set of extensions and control panels for your
version of the Mac OS, plus any other extensions and control panels required
for installation, as follows:
• If you are upgrading from System 7-7.1.4, turn off all extensions by

holding down Shift while restarting your computer.
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• If you're upgrading fro m Mac OS 7.6-8.6 or System 7.5-7.5.5, open the
Extensio ns Manager control panel and from its pop-up menu choose the
extensions set that activates all the standard extens ions for your Mac OS
version. This extens ion set's name begins with yo ur Mac OS version and
may include the word o nly o r all, as follo ws: System 7.5 Only, Mac OS 7.6
all, Mac OS 8 all , Mac OS 8.1 all, o r Mac OS 8.5 All, or Mac OS 9 All. Figure
30-2 s hows this setting in Mac OS 8.5.
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standard extensions and
control panels (plus any that
are required for special
equipment).
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• If you have special equipment that requires extensions or control panels
to s tart up, turn them back o n in the Extens io ns Manager.

+ Make s ure the com puter is no t set to go to sleep o r shut down auto matically.

Tracking installer program actions
When you update the Mac OS or reinstall it, the installer program does more than add
entirely new items. It also removes existing items from the s tartup disk (for which the
ins tallation software includes replacements) , and then copies the replacements into
the correct places o n the startup disk. But the installer program gives you no record
of what it has done. You can use the Label s ubmenu of the Finder 's File menu (Mac
OS 8-9) or the Labe ls menu (Mac OS 7.6-7.6.1 and System 7-7.5.5) to keep tabs on the
changes by following these steps:
1. Print a repor t of the Sys tem Folder contents befo re using the ins tallation

software. To d o that, open the Sys tem Folder, use the View menu to view the
window contents as a list, choose Select All fro m the Edit menu, and press
3C+Optio n+right arrow (--.) to expand all folders within the System Folder.
Then choose Print Window fro m the File menu to print the hierarchical list
of System Folder contents.
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Note

Alternatively, you can make a document containing an alphabetical list of
eve rything in the System Folder. This is easy to do with the Finder's Find
command. Start by opening the startup disk icon and selecting the System
Folder icon. Next choose Find from the Finder's File menu, and set the search
criteria to find items in the current Finder selection whose name is not "????"
(or any other name you know doesn't exist). When the list of found items
appears, you can select all, copy the items, and paste them into the Scrapbook,
the Note Pad, or any text document for later reference. Figure 30-3 shows an
alphabetical list of System Folder items that has been pasted into the Note Pad.
In Mac OS 9's She rlock 2, you'll need to drag the System Folder icon to the Search
Items window to add it as a "volume" to search.
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Figure 30-3: Use Find File (System
7.5-7.5.5 and Mac OS 7.6-8.1) or
the Sherlock program (Mac OS
8.5-9) to make a list of all System
folder items in the Note Pad.
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add - duplicate to folders

2. Label every item that you want to keep track of in the System Folder. The
s implest method is this: After expanding all folders as described in step 1,
choose Select All from the Edit menu and choose one of the labels from the
Label submenu of the File menu (Mac OS 8-9) or the Label menu (Mac OS
7.6-7.6.1 and System 7- 7.5.5).
Alternatively, you can use multiple labels to categorize items. For example,
you could label all items that are part of the Mac OS with one label and all
items you have added with a different label. Use the Finder's Preferences
command (Mac OS 8-9) or the Labels control panel (Mac OS 7.6-7.6. 1 and
System 7-7.5.5) if you want to change label names or colors (see Chapter 5).
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3. Install the Mac OS as described in Chapter 31. The installation process
removes some of the items you labeled and adds other items, which are all
unlabeled.
4. To see which items are new or replacements look in the System Folder for
unlabeled items. You can search for unlabeled items in the System Folder
using the Find File section of the Sherlock program (Mac OS 8.5-9) or the Find
File program (Mac OS 7.6-7.6.1 and System 7.5-7.5.5). Start by selecting the
System Folder icon or folders inside it if you want to look for new items only
in them. (In Sherlock 2, drag the System Folder icon to the Search Items
window to add it as a searchable volume, and then select it.) Next, s et the
Find File criteria to search for items in the Finder selection whose label is
None (or is not the label you applied in step 2).
To determine which items are completely new and which were deleted, print
another report or make another alphabetical list of the System Folder
contents following the procedures described in Step 1. Compare the newer
and older reports or the newer and older alphabetical lists. Brand-new items
appear in the newer list but not in the older list. Deleted items appear in the
older list but not in the newer list.
5. The one thing this procedure does not tell you is which unlabeled
replacement items are newer versions of the items they replaced and which
replacements are the same versions as the items that they replaced. However,
there's a rough correlation between an item's version and its modification
date. So you can get a rough idea of which items are new versions by using
Sherlock or the Find File program to find the unlabeled items and then viewing
the found items by date. Items at the top of the list are more likely to be new
versions than are items at the bottom of the list.

Installing on a PowerBook
Although you can install or upgrade the Mac OS on a PowerBook under batte ry
power, it's better to have the PowerBook plugged in. If you are called away during
installation, the PowerBook could go to sleep if it's operating on batteries.
You cannot install or upgrade the Mac OS correctly on a PowerBook's hard
disk when it is in SCSI disk mode. A PowerBook is in SCSI disk mode when it is
connected with a SCSI adapter cable to another computer and that compute r is
using the PowerBook as an external hard disk. In this scenario, you would be
running the installer program on the other computer, not on the PowerBook,
and the installer program would not install the pieces of the Mac OS specifically
designed for PowerBooks.
To install or update the Mac OS correctly on a PowerBook, you must run the
installer program on the PowerBook. You can use a CD-ROM in a drive connected
to the PowerBook or in a shared drive that you access over a network.
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Performing a Clean Installation
Ordinarily, Apple's installation software upgrades the Mac OS that already exists on
a computer, merging the new with the old. You get some entirely new items and some
replacements for existing items that haven't changed, but preference files and files
that contain your data are not replaced. For example, installing Mac OS 9 replaces the
Internet control panel but not the preferences file where the Internet control panel
stores settings. Upgrading the existing Mac OS is the right thing to do unless your
system has become unreliable and you can't seem to resolve its problems.
You can usually eliminate nagging system problems by instaJling a pristine copy
of the Mac OS. This is known as a clean installation, and it's a favorite tonic of
telephone technical support personnel because it's so effective. The trouble is, a
clean installation of the Mac OS forces you to laboriously reinstall all of the control
panels, extensions, fonts, Apple menu items, Startup items, and anything else that
you have added to your System Folder since you started using your computer. You
also have to reconfigure your control panels and reset options in most of your
application programs because all of their settings are kept in preference files in the
System Folder. And that's not all. You also need to reinstall application programs
that keep auxiliary files and folders in the System Folder, such as most Claris and
Adobe applications. Sure, you could copy files from the old System Folder to the
new one, but that defeats the purpose of a clean installation, which is to stop us ing
old, possibly damaged files. Performing a clean installation of the Mac OS is like
moving to a new apartment because your old one smells bad. It might be easier
to figure out what's causing the stink and fix it.
For troubleshooting guidance, see Chapter 29.

Before going to the trouble of a clean installation, you s hould try replacing the Mac
OS files in the System folder without touching the other files you have added there.
To do this, you must be able to start your computer from the Mac OS installation
CD (as described in Chapter 29). Then you can drag the System file, Finder file, and
System Resources file (Mac OS 8.5-9 only) out of the System Folder on your normal
s tartup disk. Finally, do a standard installation - not a clean installation-of the
Mac OS, as described in Chapter 31.
There are times when a clean s late is the simplest cure, or at any rate a useful
diagnostic tool, because a computer clearly doesn't have a hardware malfunction if
it works reliably with a cleanly installed System Folder. Apple's installation software
makes it easy to do a clean installation of Mac OS 9, as discussed in Chapter 31.
After doing a clean installation, you may find that your printer's icon is missing
from the left side of the Chooser. This means that the printer driver software
for your printer is not included with the Mac OS. In this case, you must reinstall
the software that came with your printer. Better yet, check with the printer's
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manufacturer to see whether updated software is available. Most older Apple
StyleWriter and Color StyleWriter printers can use the latest StyleWriter and Color
StyleWriter drivers installed with the Mac OS (see Chapter 16).

Using Multiple Systems
You can switch between two versions of the Mac OS, if necessary, even if you have
only one hard dis k. To install a second System Folder on a disk, perform a clean
installation as described in the previous section. As part of a clean instaJlation,
your old System Folde r is renamed Previous System Folder. Change its name and
then name the new System Folder something more descriptive, s uch as System
Folder 8.5 and System Folder 8. 1. The System Folder can have any name and still
function properly.
Apple ordinarily advises against installing two System Folders on the same disk,
claiming you can't be sure which System Folder will be used during s tartup and
become the active (or blessed) System Folder. Although multiple System Folders
can lead to confusion, they don't have to lead to disaster. You can designate which
System Folder will be the blessed one during the next startup or restart by using
the System Picker utility (described in Chapter 26). Mac OS 8-9 requires System
Picker 1.5 or later.
If you can't get System Picker, you can switch to a System Folder by deblessing all

the others. To debless a System Folder, open it and drag the System file into the
Startup Items folder. If you want to switch System Folders, firs t debless the curre nt
System Folder (the one with a small Mac OS badge). Then bless another System
Folder by opening it, opening its Startup Items fold er, and dragging the System file
from the Startup Ite ms folder to the System Folder. Close the System Folder window
and make sure the System Folder icon now has a badge, which indicates that it's
currently blessed, and then restart the Mac.

Summary
In this chapter, you saw which features and capabilities were added to, and which
were removed from, s uccessive Mac OS versions. From reading this chapter you
aJso know what kind of processor, how much RAM, and how much hard disk space
the various Mac OS versions require.
You read that major releases of the Mac OS are sold on CO-ROMs. You can get
software updates from the Apple Software Updates library on the Internet and
America Online.
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It was recommended that before installing a new version of the Mac OS, you back
up your disks, verify disk directories, update hard disk driver software, and turn off
aJJ but the standard Apple extensions and control panels plus any that are required
for any special equipment on your computer. This chapter also explained how you
to track installation activity with the Labels menu. In addition, this chapter made
suggestions for trouble-free installation on PowerBooks.
Also covered in the chapter were the pros and cons of a clean installation. Although
a clean installation prevents the carrying over of damaged files from the previous
Mac OS, a normal installation is usually quite effective and not nearly as much work.
This chapter concluded by telling you how to switch systems when more than one
is installed on your hard disk.

...

...

...
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S

ince the earliest days of the Macintosh, installing system
software has been easy. Mac OS 9 makes it even easie r
with the Mac OS Install program. This program coordinates
the installation of the basic system software as well as a host
of supplemental modules such as Internet Access, ColorSync,
QuickTime, Text-to-Speech, and more.
You set up the installation by selecting a destination disk and
by optionally selecting a clean installation. Then you can do
any of these types of installations:

+ Standard installation includes the basic system software modules and the most common supplemental
modules. All installed modules are automatically tailored
for the type of Mac that's running Mac OS Install. To
select additional modules for Mac OS 9, you must do a
custom installation.

+ Custom installation includes only the modules you
select, and gives you the opportunity to selectively
install portions of each module.

+ Universal installation allows you to install a Mac OS
version that will work with any supported Power
Macintosh machine.

+ Minimal installation includes only the most basic Mac
OS files necessary to get your Mac started up and
running. The minimal installation can vary according
to how much space you have available on the disk to
which you're installing.
Before starting installation, you must make sure your
computer can use the Mac OS version you want to ins tall.

... ... ...

In This Chapter
Checking for
compatibility with
Mac OS 9
Installing Mac OS 9
Using the Mac OS
Setup Assistant after
installation

...

+

+

•
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Compatibility
Unfortunately, Mac OS 9 isn't for everybody. Some Macs can't use Mac OS 9 at all.
On other Macs, you can install Mac OS 9 only after fixing problems. This section
details these restrictions. (For a comparison of equipment requirements for
different Mac OS versions, see Chapter 30.)

Processor requirements
Mac OS 9 requires a computer with a PowerPC processor. You can generally tell by
a Mac's model name whether it can use Mac OS 9 or not. Any model with G3 or G4
in its name can use Mac OS 9, and so can the !Mac and iBook. In addition, older
models whose names contain four digits-for example, PowerBook Duo 2300,
Power Mac 6100, and Performa 5200-can use Mac OS 9. If a model's name has
only three digits, it must use Mac OS 8.1 or earlier.
A Mac that has been upgraded with the logic board of a four-digit model can also
use Mac OS 9. For example, a PowerBook Duo 230 that has been upgraded with a
2300 logic board can use Mac OS 9. A Mac that has a Powe rPC upgrade card added
to its logic board can't use Mac OS 9. For instance, a PowerBook 540c or a Quadra
650 with a PowerPC upgrade card must use Mac OS 8.1 or earlier.
A Mac with a 68030, 68020, or 68000 processor can't use Mac OS 9, even if the Mac
has an accelerator card with a 68040 or PowerPC processor. These systems must
use Mac OS 7.6. 1 or earlier, although some upgrade card manufacturers have
created workarounds to allow you to run Mac OS 8.1 or higher on some upgraded
systems. (All Macs with 68000 or 68020 processors, and some with 68030
processors, must use System 7.5.5 or earlier.)

iMac and iBook computers
iMac and iBook computers can use Mac OS 9, although some iBook and iMac DV
models shipped with a special version of Mac OS 8.6. The iMac DV uses a special
version of the Apple DVD Player that is incompatible with other DVD-equipped
Macs. Note that attempting to reinstall (or "downgrade" to) the regular version
of Mac OS 8.6 (from a Mac OS 8.6 CD instead of the System CD bundled with the
computer) on an iBook or iMac DV may not enable all of its features and could
cause problems.

Mac 5200, 5300, 6200, and 6300 computers
Some Performa a nd Power Macintosh computers in the 5200, 5300, 6200, and 6300
series can't use Mac OS 9 until a hardware problem is fixed. The problem does not
affect the 5260, 6320, or 6360 models. You can test for the problem by using the
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5xxx/6xxx Tester utility in the Utilities folder on the Mac OS CD-ROM. In addition,
the installation software for Mac OS 9 checks for the problem and alerts you if
repairs are needed. The repairs are covered under an Apple warranty extension
program that's in effect until 2003.

Accelerated 6100, 7100, 8100, and 9150 computers
The Mac OS Install program may not recognize a Power Mac or Performa 6100,
7100, 8100, or 9150 computer whose clock speed has been boosted with an
accelerator. If this happens to you, remove the accelerator while installing
Mac OS 9.
If you have an accelerator card (for instance, a G3 accelerator card) installed in
your 6100, 7100, 8100, or 9150 computer, the installer may not be capable of
installing Mac OS 9. You should contact the card manufacturer for updated
drivers and/or remove the card to install Mac OS 9.

To install on a Power Macintosh 6100, 7100, or 8100, you must start up from the
Mac OS 9 CD.

Installation on removable disks
If you wish to install Mac OS 9 on an Iomega Zip or Jaz disk, you must reconfigure
the virtual memory settings or install Iomega driver version 6.0.2 or later. To reconfigure the virtual memory settings, restart with the 3C key held down, open the
Memory control panel, turn on the Virtual Memory option, select a disk other than
a Zip or Jaz disk, and restart. Otherwise, you can use a Zip or Jaz disk for Virtual
Memory if you install version 6.0.2 or later of the Iomega driver. A more recent
version of the Iomega driver is included on the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM.
You can't start up from a USB drive (and, at the time of writing, the same was true
for Firewire drives), so installing the Mac OS on a removable disk in a USB or
Firewire removable drive is of little value unless you're performing a universal
installation to be used on a Mac with a SCSI or IDE-based removable drive of the
same type.

400K floppy disks
Mac OS 9 can't use 400K floppy d isks. If you have information on 400K floppies ,
copy it to another disk before installing Mac OS 9.
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Program memory requirements
Some programs need more memory with Mac OS 9 than with Mac OS 7.6.1 and
earlier. If a program refuses to open with Mac OS 9, try increasing its minimum
memory size by 200K or 300K in its Info window. You can display this window by
selecting the program's icon and choosing Get Info from the Finder's File menu
(for more information, see Chapter 19).

DOS Compatibility cards
If you're upgrading from Mac OS 8.1 or earlier and you have an Apple DOS Compati-

bility card, you'll find that the card no longer works with Mac OS 9. There's no fixyou need to stick with an older version of the Mac OS to use the DOS card.

Ultra-Wide SCSI cards
Apple warns that older Ultra-Wide SCSI cards require a firmware update before
they'll function correctly with Mac OS 9. Qf you're running Mac OS 8.5 or higher
already, this probably won't affect you.) Check the card manufacturer's Web site
or support personnel for a firmware upgrade or details.

Third-party Finder and utility software
Apple also warns that third-party Finder and utility software-especially software
that alters the Finder in some way, changing the way menus appear or how files are
stored- may not work with Mac OS 9. (This is especially true if you're upgrading
from Mac OS 8.1 or earlier.) Be particularly vigilant about utilities that automatically
compress, decompress, or alter files, because you may not be able to access them
after the upgrade to Mac OS 9.

Standard Installation of Mac OS 9
A standard installation of Mac OS 9 includes the basic system software and
several supplemental system software modules. If you want to pick and choose the
modules to be installed, you must do a custom installation. For an explanation of
the custom installation procedure, including a list of the system software modules,
see wcustom Installation of Mac OS 9" later in this chapter.

_,
Note

Apple recommends that you start up from the Mac OS 9 Installation CD to install
the Mac OS. To do this, place the CD in your CD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive, restart
your Mac and hold down the C key after the startup chime. Continue holding it
down until you see the Mac OS 9 splash screen.
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The Mac OS Install program leads you through the four steps necessary to install
Mac OS 9. In the first three steps, you select a destination disk, read a document
about installing Mac OS 9, and agree to a software license. In the fourth step, you
set a couple of options before installation starts. When you finish these four steps,
the Mac OS Install program checks the condition of your hard disk's directory,
updates your hard disk driver software (if you have an Apple hard disk), and then
installs the basic system software and some common supplemental system
software modules.

Starting the Mac OS Install program
To start the Mac OS Install program, insert the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM disc, find the Mac
OS Install program, and double-click its icon. After a few seconds, the Install Mac OS
9 window appears, displaying some introductory information. Click Continue to
begin installation. Figure 31-1 shows the introductory information in the Install
Mac OS 9 window.
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Figure 31-1: Read the introductory information in the Install

Mac OS 9 window.

Selecting a destination
The first step to installing the Mac OS is to choose a disk for it. A pop-up menu lists
the available disks. When you choose a disk from the pop-up menu, the Mac OS
Install program reports the disk's system software version and the amount of free
space available. This step also gives you the option of selecting a clean installation.
Figure 31-2 shows this first step in the Install Mac OS 9 window.
For general advice on performing a clean installation, see Chapter 30.
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Figure 31-2: Choose a hard disk and optionally select a
clean installation.

A standard installation of Mac OS 9 requires around 150MB to 200MB of free space
(more or less , depending on your computer model). If you want to make more
space available on the hard disk you've chosen, you can switch to the Finder, delete
some files from that disk, and then switch back to the Mac OS Install program. (Use
the Application menu at the right end of the menu bar to switch to and from
the Finder.)
If you want to do a clean installation, click Options at the bottom of the Install Mac

OS 9 window. In the dialog box that appears, turn on the option Perform Clean
Ins tallation and click OK.
After choosing a destination disk and deciding whether to perform a clean installation, click Select at the bottom of the Install Mac OS 9 window to go to the second
step. You can also go back to the introduction by clicking Go Back.
If you chose a destination disk that already has Mac OS 9 installed, the Mac OS

Install program displays an alert box explaining the situation and giving you
three choices: Cancel, Reinstall, or Add/Remove. If you want to choose a different
destination disk, click Cancel. If you want to replace the system software with a
clean copy, click ReinstalL If you want to add or remove portions of the system
software, click Add/Remove. lf you click Add/Remove, the Mac OS Install program
skips the second and third installation steps and switches from a standard
installation to a custom installation. In this case, you should continue reading
at "Custom Installation for Mac OS 9."
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Reading installation information
In the second installation step, the Install Mac OS 9 window displays a document
containing last-minute installation information for Mac OS 9. It's tempting to skip
this document, but the information provided is important, so you should at least
skim it fo r the mention of your computer model, printers you use, and software you
use. You can print the document by clicking Print at the bottom of the window. You
can also save the document on disk, but there's no need to because it's already
available on the installation CD-ROM.

/
'
Note

The CD-ROM contains other text documents with additional information about
Mac OS 9. You would be wise to read these documents as well. You don't have to
quit the Mac OS Install program to read these documents. You can switch to the
Finder (by choosing it from the Application menu) and double-dick the documents whose names begin with About in the CD-ROM window.

After reading the installation and compatibility document, click Continue at the
bottom of the window to go to the third s tep. You can also return to the previous
step by clicking Go Back.

Agreeing to the software license
In the third installation step, the Install Mac OS 9 window displays a license
agreement. The license agreement is filled with lawyerspeak, but you should look
through it so you know what you're agreeing to. For example, o ne provision states
that you may o nly ins tall the soft ware on one computer at a time. You can print the
license agreement or save a copy on disk by clicking Print or Save at the bottom of
the window.
Tip
~
~

The Software License Agreement screen offers a small pop-up menu where you
can choose a different language if you'd prefer to read the agreement in something othe r than English.

Click Continue when you're ready to go to the last step. A small dialog box appears,
asking if you agree or disagree with the terms of the license. You cannot continue
with the installation unless you click Agree.

Selecting options
In the last installatio n step, you set some options, as detailed in the following
paragraphs, before s tarting installation. In addition, you can initiate a custom
installation instead of a standard installation (see "Custom Installation of Mac OS 9"
later in this chapter). Figure 31-3 s hows the last step of the Mac OS Install program
for Mac OS 9.
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Figure 31-3: Set options and start installing Mac OS 9.

The hard disk driver update option
The Mac OS Install program normally updates the driver software on Apple hard
disks. If you don't want this to happen, click Options at the bottom of the Install
Mac OS 9 window and in the dialog box that appears, turn off the Update Apple
Hard Disk Drivers option.
For more information on updating hard disk drivers, see Chapter 30.

The installation report option
The Mac OS Install program normally creates a report that details which files were
installed and where. You can suppress this report by clicking Options at the bottom
of the Install Mac OS window and turning off the Create option in the dialog box
that appears.

Installation starts
To begin the installation, click Start in the Install Mac OS window. The Mac OS
Install program checks the destination disk's directory to ensure that files can be
written to the disk properly. Next, the Mac OS Install program updates the drivers
of Apple hard disks unless you have turned off the Update Apple Hard Disk Drivers
option, as described previously. These procedures in no way affect the contents of
your disk.
After checking the disk directory and updating Apple hard disk drivers, the Mac OS
Install program begins installing system software modules. A standard installation
proceeds automatically unless a problem occurs. Otherwise, a standard installation
doesn't require more of your attention until it finishes.
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You can always cancel an installation that's under way by clicking Cancel. If you
cancel an installation in progress, the Mac OS Install program displays an alert
asking how you want to proceed. You can stop installation, skip installation of the
module currently being installed, or try installing again.
When you restart the computer after a successful installation, Mac OS Setup program opens automatically and asks you for information to configure the computer.
(For details, see "Mac OS Setup Assistant" at the end of this chapter.) In addition,
after the first restart, the Finder may automatically rebuild the desktop database of
all disks (see Chapter 29).

Custom Installation of Mac OS 9
A custom installation of Mac OS 9 provides the opportunity to select individual
system software modules and to select individual components of modules. For
example, you must do a custom installation to install the Easy Access and
CloseView control panels, which are part of the Mac OS 9 module. A custom
installation also provides the opportunity to remove all or part of a module.
To do a custom installation of Mac OS 9, follow the first three steps of the fourstep procedure that you use for a standard installation as described in "Standard
Installation of Mac OS 9" earlier in this chapter. In the fourth step, click Customize
in the Install Mac OS 9 window. Clicking Customize reveals a checklist of available
system software modules. Each module can be included or excluded individually.
You can also include or exclude portions of some modules. Figure 31-4 shows the
last s tep of the Mac OS Install program configured for a custom installation.
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Figure 31-4: Select modules for a custom installation
of Mac OS 9.
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Selecting modules
There are ten modules in the checklist for a custom installation of Mac OS 9.
The first eight modules are initially selected because they are part of a standard
installation. You can easily change the selection by clicking a module's checkbox.
To display information about a module, click its information button at the right
side of the checklist.

~
Note

Selecting the information button will also tell you how much disk space is required
by that module to install the items that are currently selected.

You can choose from these modules:

+ Mac OS 9, which includes the core system software.
+ Internet Access, which includes Microsoft Internet Explorer or Netscape
Communicator, Microsoft Outlook Express, Internet Setup Assistant, Internet
control panel, Stufflt Expander, and Installer for DropStuff with Expander
Enhancer (all described in detail in Chapter 10).

+ Apple Remote Access, which lets your computer connect to the Internet, a
remote TCP/IP network, or a remote AppleTalk network by modem. It also
includes the Apple Remote Access Personal Server software for allowing other
Remote Access clients to access your computer (see Chapter 20 for details).

+ Personal Web Sharing, which lets your computer host a Web site (see
Chapter 10 for details).

+ Text-To-Speech, which lets your computer speak text aloud (see Chapter 23
for details).

+ Mac OS Runtime for Java, which lets you run Java applets and applications
on your computer (see Chapter 25 for details).

+ ColorSync, which manages color to improve consistency from scanner to
monitor to printed page (see Chapter 12 for details).

+ English Speech Recognition, which enables your computer to recognize
North American English speech (see Chapter 23 for details).

+ Language Kits, which enables you to display and edit in languages other than
English on your Mac (see Chapter 12 for details).

+ Network Assistant Client, which is used in conjunction with the Network
Assistant Administrator software (Apple software available for purchase) by
system administrators.
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Selecting portions of modules
You can selectively install portions of a module by choosing Customized Installation from the pop-up menu next to the module's name. This brings up a dialog box
that contains a checklist of components and, in some cases, groups of components
that you can install. To expand a component group, click the disclosure triangle
next to it. You can get information about a component by clicking its information
button at the right side of the checklist. Select the components to install by clicking
the appropriate checkboxes. You can select all or none of the components by
choosing from the pop-up menu at the top of the dialog box. Figure 31-5 shows the
checklist of components for the Mac OS 9 module.

~

A check mark in a component's box means that it will be fully installed. A minus
sign ("-") means that only some of the items in that component have been
selected. If the checkbox is empty, then none of its items are slated for installation.
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Figure 31-5: Select components to be installed
from one Mac OS 9 module.

Universal Installation of Mac OS 9
When you perform a standard installation, the Mac OS Ins tall program installs the
correct files and resources for the computer model you're us ing. This is very handy
as it keeps your System Folder from becoming bloated with unnecessary files.
However, it makes life difficult if you're installing Mac OS 9 on a different computer
than it will be used on.
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To get around this problem, you need to perform a universal installation. This
places all of the files for all Mac models on the selected hard disk. The resultant
System Folder is much larger, but it will be able to start any kind of computer that
can use the Mac OS version you install. If you're creating an emergency startup
removable disk, for instance, do a universal installation so that it can be used on
any computer.
To create a universal installation of Mac OS 9, you must do a custom installation as
described previously in "Custom Installation of Mac OS 9." In the last step of the
Mac OS Install program, be sure to select the Mac OS 9 module. You don't have to
select the other modules Qnternet Access, Text-To-Speech, and so on) if you know
you're not going to need them with this disk. Now choose Customized Installation
from the pop-up menu next to Mac OS 9 to bring up the checklist of components for
the Mac OS module. In the Selection menu, choose Universal Installation. Click OK
in the checklist window (see Figure 31-6). When you're ready to proceed with
installation, click Install. You should be able to use the resulting disk to start any
computer that can use the Mac OS version you installed.
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Figure 31-6: Choose Universal Installation from
the Selection menu.

Aside from Universal installations, you can also perform what Apple calls a Feature
Set installation, which is new to Mac OS 9. (So new, in fact, that we couldn't preview the feature at the time of writing.) If these Feature Set installations are available in your Mac OS 9 Installer, you'll see different Feature Set installations in the
Selection menu. These may include Education, Business, and Gaming, among others, that install Mac OS features that are useful for those types of environments.
Select one of these Feature Set installations instead of Universal Installation if
you'd like to install Mac OS 9 components that are best suited for a particular
environment.
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Minimal Installation of Mac OS 9
While it's no longer possible to fit even a minimal installation of Mac OS 9 on a
floppy disk, it is possible to squeeze a minimal installation of Mac OS 9 on a 94MB
Zip dis k or an 88MB SyQuest cartridge. Mac OS 9 seems to fit on these dis ks even
though Apple suggests you have a minimum of 95MB of hard disk space.
To fit Mac OS 9 on a Zip disk, you must do a custom installation. In the last step of the
Mac OS Install program, select only the Mac OS 9 module. Then choose Customize
Ins tallation from the pop-up menu for the Mac OS 9 module to bring up the checklist
of components , and select the component Core System Software. You can also select
other components as long as the selected size reported in the bottom left corner of
the dialog box does not exceed about 96,000K (assuming you're using a Zip disk) .
The s mallest System Folder you can install with the Mac OS 9 Install program takes
about 20MB. To get a minimal System Folder, you must do a custom installation as
described previously in "Custom Ins tallation of Mac OS 9." In the last step of the
Mac OS Install program, select only the Mac OS module. The resulting svelte System
Folder s tarts fast and uses substantially fewer megabytes of RAM than a standard
System Folder because it includes only a few control panels and extens ions.

Mac OS Setup Assistant
The first time you s tart the computer after installing Mac OS 9, the Mac OS Setu p
Assistant program o pens automatically. It asks for some basic information about
yourself and how you will use your computer. It requests the information in several
sections, which it displays one at a time. After entering information in one section,
you go to the next section by clicking the right-arrow button. You can also go back
to the previous section by clicking the lett-arrow button. You enter information in
these sections:

+ Regional preferences, which sets the keyboard layout and the formats for
time, date, text, and numbers based on the region or language you select.

+ Name and organization, which identity you when your computer is
connected to a local network. In addition, some application programs pick up
this information automatically to save you typing.

+ Time and date, which set your computer's clock and calendar. They establish
the creation date and modification date for each of your files, set the date on
e-mail you send, and so forth.

+ Geographic location, which is used to adjust for time-zone differences.
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+ Finder preferences, which lets you set the Simple Finder option in Mac OS 9
(see Chapter 5).

+ Computer name and password, which identifies your computer when it is
connected to a local area network and which prevents other network users
from accessing your computer as its owner.

+ Shared folder, which lets you create and name a folder whose contents can
be accessed by everyone connected to your local network.

+ Printer connection, which specifies whether your printer and computer have
a direct connection or a network connection. If your printer has a network
connection and is turned off, the Setup Assistant will not notice it and you will
have to use the Chooser to select it later (see Chapter 16).

+ Printer type, which appears If you specified a direct printer connection. It
also specifies which driver software and port the printer uses.

+ Printing connection, which appears if you specified a network printer
connection. It lets you specify your favorite network printer. If your favorite
printer isn't listed or no printers are listed, don't worry. You can use the
Chooser later to designate your favorite printer (see Chapter 16).
When you finish entering the printer type or printer connection, the Mac OS Setup
Assistant displays a Conclus ion section. This section contains three buttons: Show
Details, Cancel, and Go Ahead. To recap the information you entered, click Show
Details. To quit the Mac OS Setup Assistant without having it save any of your
information, click Cancel. To have the Mac OS Setup Assistant create settings
based on the information you entered, click Go Ahead.
If you click Go Ahead, the Mac OS Setup Assistant configures your system with
the information you entered. When it finishes, it gives you two choices: Quit or
Continue. If you want to begin working immediately, click Quit. If you want to set up
an Internet connection now, click Continue. Clicking Continue opens the Internet
Setup Assistant program, which is described in detail in Chapter 10.

Summary
This chapter showed you how to install Mac OS 9. It told you which computer
models are compatible with Mac OS 9 and which compatible models have known
issues with Mac OS 9 that need to be fixed or worked around. You learned to
perform a standard installation and to customize that installation to suit your
needs. In addition, this chapter told you how to create a startup disk with either a
universal Mac OS 9 installation for use with any compatible Mac, or with a minimal
Mac OS 9 System Folder. Finally, this chapter described how to use the Mac OS
Setup Assistant when you restart after installing Mac OS 9.

+
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Glossary
68K applications Programs written for Macs with 68000,
68020, 68030, and 68040 processors. Most of these programs
also work on Macs with PowerPC processors, but more slowly
than programs written expressly for PowerPC processors.
active program The program whose menus are currently
displayed in the menu bar.
adorn The process of changing the formatting of a subscriber.
AirPort Apple's name for its implementation of the IEEE
802.11 standard for wireless networking.
AirPort Base Station A device, sold by Apple, that allows
wireless-enabled computers to connect to an Ethernet-based
network and/or a modem connection.
alert box A window in which the Mac OS or an application
program notifies you of a hazardous situation, a limitation in
your proposed course of action, or an error condition.
alias A stand-in or agent for a real program, document, folder,
or disk. The alias does not duplicate the item it represents;
instead, the alias points to the item it represents.
allocation block size The smallest amount of space that can
be allocated to a file on a volume. Larger volumes, when
formatted with the Mac OS Standard format, have a larger
allocation block size.
antlallas The process of smoothing text by blending its
jagged edges with the color of the background. Text
s moothing is an option of the Appearance control panel
and of the ATM control panel.
Apple events The Mac OS language for interapplication
communication (lAC). Applications can send Apple events
messages to one another. When an application receives an
Apple event, it takes an action according to the content of
the Apple event. This action can be anything from executing a
particular command to taking some data, working with it, and
then returning a result to the program that sent the Apple event.
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Apple Guide A help system that provides s tep-by-step interactive instructions for
completing certain tasks.
AppleScript An English-like programming language that you can use to send Apple
events to programs. With AppleScript you can write your own programs, called
scripts, to perform complex tasks easily. For example, you can use an AppleScript
to move data between many applications.
AppleTalk The networking protocol built into all Mac OS computers and most
LaserWriter printers for passing messages and information to each other. The content
that is passed back and forth could be Apple events, page images to be printed , e-mail,
file contents, or any other kind of information. The content and the protocol can be
transmitted through Loca/Talk cabling, Ethernet cabling, or other media.
applets Small Java-language programs that are commonly embedded in Web pages
to make them more interesting or useful. This term is als o used to describe
AppleScript scripts that have been saved as small applications.
application program Software that enables a computer to perform a set of related
tasks for a specific purpose, s uch as word processing, working with s preads heets
or graphics, or Web browsing. See program and software.
application programming interfaces (API) Commands written by operating
system programmers to enable application programmers to access the operating
system's features.
Application Switche r The floating window that appears when you "tear-off" the
Application menu (select the menu and drag straight down with the mouse).
authentication The process of identifying a user's ID and password in order to
make a network connection.
autoscrolling The process of scrolling through a window or a list without using
the scroll bars by placing the pointer in the window or the list, pressing the mouse
button, and dragging toward the area you want to view.
background program A program that runs during the intervals, typically less than
one-eighth of a second long, when the active program isn't us ing the computer. It
usually works while the active program waits for you to do something.
balloon help A help system that makes a cartoonlike balloon appear when you
drag the mouse slowly over a standard object in the Mac OS interface. The balloon
may tell you what the object is, what it does, or what happens when you click it.
binary file A file of formatted text, pictures, sound, movies, other data, or
program code.
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BinHex A file transmission program that converts a binary file into a plain text
file so it can be sent over a network. A BinHexed file mus t be decoded back into
a binary file before it can be used on the receiving computer.
bit A single binary digit.
bitmap font Same as fixed-size font.
blessed A term used for the active System Folder.
bookmark A way to store Web page locations (URLs) that you want to remember
and go to frequently.
bridge Software or hardware used to connect two different types of networking
hardware. For instance, a bridge is used to connect LocalTalk and Ethernet
networks so that they can exchange data.
bug A programming error or other flaw in software. A minor bug may affect what
you see or how a program works in a noncritical way. A serious bug may cause
crashes or data loss. Not the same as a virus.
built-in memory Apple's term for physical RAM, that is, the memory chips that are
actually installed in the Mac.
button icons Icons in the Finder that can be clicked once to open the associated item.
case sensitive Describes a password in which capitalization matters; lor example,
capital A is not the same as lowercase a.
character A written representation of a letter, digit, or symbol; a basic element of
a written language.
Clarus See DogCow .
click-and-a-half A gesture used to make a disk or folder spring open that is performed by beginning to double-click the dis k or folder but not releasing the mouse
button after the second click.
clean installation This type of ins tallation deactivates your old System Folder and
installs a new one with new copies of Mac OS software. You must then reconfigure
control panels, reinstall application programs, and reset preferences in them.
client A program that requests and receives information or services from a server.
clipping file A file created by Finder to hold material that has been dragged from
a document to the desktop or a folder window.
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codec Compressor-decompressor software or hardware. (See compressor.)
color depth The number of bits of information that are required to represent the
number of colors available on the screen. For instance, a screen that can display
256 colors is set at a color depth of 8 bits.
color picker The dialog box in which you specify a custom color either by clicking
a color wheel or by entering color values.
compile To put a script in an internal format that AppleScript can run. Before
compiling a script, AppleScript checks it for things that AppleScript doesn't
understand. For example, if you forget a parenthesis where AppleScript expects
to find one, it lets you know.
compression algorithm A method for compressing and decompressing data. Each
compression algorithm generally works best with one type of data, such as sound,
photographs, video or motion pictures, and computer-generated animation. Three
characteristics of a compression algorithm determine how effectively it
compresses: compression ratio, image fidelity, and speed.
compression ratio Indicates the amount of compression and is calculated by
dividing the size of the original image by the size of the compressed image. Larger
compression ratios mean greater compression and generally (although not always)
poorer image quality.
compressor Something that compresses data so that it takes less space to store,
and decompresses compressed data back to its original form for playing or
changing. A compressor may consist of software, hardware, or both. Sometimes
also called codec, a shortened form of "compressor-decompressor."
conditional A programming command that evaluates a condition (stated as part
of the conditional) to determine whether another command or set of commands
should be performed. (Also referred to as a conditional statement.)
contextual menu A menu that lists commands relevant to an item that you
Control+click.
control panel A small program that you use to set the way some part of the system
looks and behaves.
cooperative multitasking A scheme of multitasking where the applications
determine how much processor time they use.
custom installation You can selectively install portions of the Mac OS modules. Do
this only if you are sure that you know which individual items must be present for
the software to work properly.
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daisy chaining The process of connecting one peripheral or network device to
another device, linking them so that they can share data. This is often done with
Ethernet networking hubs to extend the size of an Ethernet network. It's also how
multiple Firewire and SCSI devices are connected to a single Macintosh computer
so that they can all be accessed by that computer.
dead keys The keys that generate accented characters when typed in combination
with the Option key and in proper sequence. For example, typing Option+E followed
by 0 generates 6. The Key Caps desk accessory outlines the dead keys when you
press Option.
default button The button in a dialog box or alert box that has a heavy border. It
represents the action you'll most often want to take. If the most common action is
dangerous, a button representing a safer action may be the default button.
default browser The Web browser application that launches when you open
the Browse the Internet program, use the Connect To program, open an Internet
location file, or otherwise don't specify a particular browser application.
desk accessory A type of program that doesn't have documents and can't receive
Apple events.
desktop database Invisible files used by Finder to keep track of the location, icon,
and Info window comments for every file, folder, and disk. The Mac OS keeps it
hidden because you don't use it directly.
desktop printer An icon on the desktop used to manage printer settings and
current print jobs.
dialog box A window that displays options you can set or select.
digital signature Functions as a handwritten signature, identifying the person who
vouches for the accuracy and authenticity of the signed document.
DIMM Dual in-line memory module.
disk cache Improves system performance by storing recently used information
from disk in a dedicated part of memory. Accessing information in memory is much
faster than accessing information on disk.
disk image A file that, when mounted using Disk Copy or a similar utility, appears
on the desktop as if it were a removable disk.
DogCow Also known as Clarus, it is the official mascot of Mac hackers and is
pictured in many Page Setup Options dialog boxes.
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domain name The p art of a URL that identifies the owner of an Internet location.
A domain name has the form companyname.com, organizationname.net, schoolname.edu, militaryunitname.mil, governmentagencyname.gov, and so forth.
double-click speed The rate at which you have to click so that the Mac OS
perceives two clicks in a row as a s ingle event.
download The process of receiving software or other computer files from another
computer, over a network, generally through a modem and telephone line.
dpi (dots-per-inch) A measure of how fine or coarse the dots are that make up a
printed image. More dots-per-inch means s maller dots, and s maller dots mean finer
Oess coarse) printing.
drag To move the mouse while holding down the mouse button.
drag-and-drop editing To copy selected text, graphics, and other material by
dragging it to another place in the same window, a different window, or the desktop.
This capability works only with applications that are designed to take advantage of
it, such as SimpleText, Stickies, Note Pad, the ScrapBook, and Finder.
drag-and-drop open To drag a document to a compatible application in Finder
thereby highlighting the application, and then releasing the mouse button, causing
the application to open the document.
drop box A shared folder in which network users may place items, but only the
folder's owner can see them.
DSL (Digital Subscriber Une) An add-on for s tandard telephone service that
enables you to maintain a constant, high-speed networking connection over a
standard telephone line.
dynamic RAM allocation An operating system technology that allows the
operating system to respond to an application's request for more or less memory,
as needed.
easy installation Installs all of the software components that are recommended for
your computer model.
edition A file that contains a live copy of the material in a publisher. When the
publisher changes, the edition is updated. Subscribers contain copies of editions.
enclosing folder The folder that contains another folder.
encryption The process of making messages or files unrecognizable, for example
to keep someone from reading a sensitive document.
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Ethernet A high-speed standard for connecting computers and other devices in
a network. Ethernet ports are built into many newer Mac OS computer and LaserWriter printer models. Its connectors and cabling cost more than LocalTalk
equivalents.
EtherTalk A type of network that uses AppleTalk software and communications
protocols over Ethernet cabling.
extension A software module that is loaded during startup and adds features or
capabilities to the Mac OS. See also file name extension.
fair use Defines the criteria that must be considered before using another person's
copyrighted work (printed or recorded materials).
Favorites Often-accessed items. Aliases can be added to the Favorites folder in the
System Folder, which then appear on the Favorites menu in the Apple Menu and in
Navigation Services dialog boxes.
file ID number The number that the Mac OS uses internally to identify the original
item to which an alias is attached even if you have renamed or moved that
original item.
rue mapping The technique used by the Mac OS of treating a program file as part
of virtual memory so that fragments of a program are only loaded into memory as
needed.
filename extension The last part of a filename that follows a period and indicates
the kind of file on the Internet and a DOS or Windows computer (along with some
other computer systems). Also referred to as a filename suffix.
file server A computer running a program that makes files centrally available for
other computers on a network.
file sharing Enables you to share files, folders, and disks with people whose
computers are connected to yours in a network.
file spec (specification) Tells the Mac OS exactly where to find a file or folder.
firewall A special program or programs on a local area network (LAN) whose purpose is to prevent Internet users from getting into the local network and to stop
local network users from sending sensitive information out.
fixed-size font Contains exact pictures of every letter, digit, and symbol for one
size of a font. Fixed-size fonts often are called bitmap fonts because each picture
precisely maps the dots, or bits, to be displayed or printed for one character.
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folder-action script An AppleScript script that is attached to a folder so that it can
watch and respond to user interaction with that folder in the Finder.
font A set of characters that have a common and cons istent design.
font family A collection of differently styled variations (such as bold, italic, and
plain) of a single font. Many fixed-size, True Type, and PostScript fonts come in the
four basic styles: plain, bold, italic, and bold italic . Some PostScript font families
include 20 or more styled versions.
Fonts folder Located in the System Folder, this folder includes all fixed-size,
PostScript, and TrueType fonts.

font suitcase A folderlike container specifically for fixed-size and True Type fonts.
You can create a new font-suitcase file by duplicating an existing font-suitcase file,
opening the duplicate, and dragging its contents to the Trash.
fork Part of a Mac OS file. Many Mac OS files include a data fork and a resource
fork where different types of information are stored.
fps (frames-per-second) Measures how smoothly a motion picture plays. More
frames-per-second means smoother playback. This measurement is used when
discussing the fram e rate of time-based media.
fragmented memory See memory fragmentation.
frame One still image that is part of a series of still images, which, when shown in
sequence, produce the illusion of movement.
frame rate The number of frames displayed in one second. The TV frame rate is 30
fps in the United States and other countries that use the NTSC broadcasting
s tandard; 25 fps in countries that use the PAL or SEACAM standard. The standard
movie frame rate is 24 fps. (See also fps.)
freeware Free software distributed through user groups and online information
services. Most freeware is copyrighted by the person who created it; few freeware
programs are in the public domain.
FfP (File Transfer Protocol) The data communications protocol used by the
Internet and other TCP/IP networks to transfer files between computers.
FfP site A collection of files on an FTP server available for downloading.
full motion Video displayed at frame rates of 24 to 30 fps . The human eye
perceives fairly smooth motion at frame rates of 12 to 18 fps. (See also fps and
frame rate.)
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gamma correction A method the computer's video circuitry uses to balance color
on a monitor. Color balancing is necessary because the intensity of color on a
monitor does not correspond uniformly to the intensity of the video signal that
generates the picture on the monitor.
glyph A distinct visual representation of one character (such as a lowercase z),
multiple characters treated as one (such as the ligature re), or a nonprinting
character (such as a space).
grid fitting The process of modifying characters at small point sizes so they fit
the grid of dots on the relatively coarse display screen. The font designer provides
a set of instructions (also known as hints) for a True Type or PostScript font that tells
the Mac OS how to modify character outlines to fit the grid.
group A collection of individual, registered users. You can grant specific access
privileges for a shared item to a group instead of to a single user.
guest A network user who is not identified by a registered name and password.
Also, a user who does not specifically have a Multiple Users account.
hack A programming effort that accomplishes something ingenious or
unconventional.
hacker A person who likes to tinker with computers, and especially with computer
software code. Some hackers create new software, but many hackers use programs
such as ResEdit to make unauthorized changes to existing software.
handler A named set of script commands that you can execute by naming the
handler elsewhere in the same script. Instead of repeating a set of commands
several times in different parts of a script, you can make the set of commands a
handler and invoke the handler each place you would have repeated the set of
commands. This is also sometimes called a subroutine.
helper application A program that handles a particular kind of data encountered
on the Internet.
home page The page that a Web browser displays when you first open it. This term
is also often used to refer to the main page of a personal Web site.
hot spots Places in a QuickTime VR panorama that you can click to go to another
scene in the panorama or to a QuickTime VR object.
hyperlink Underlined text or an image on a Web page that, when you click it, takes
you to another page on the same or a different Web site.
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icon A small picture that represents an entity such as a program, document, folder,
or disk.
initialization A process that creates a blank disk directory, whose effect is the
same as erasing the disk. Initialization actually wipes out the means of accessing
the existing files on the disk without actually touching the content of files.
insertion point A blinking vertical bar that indicates where text will be inserted if
you start typing.
installation Places a new or updated vers ion of software on your disk.
interapplication communication (IAq The technology that enables programs to
send each othe r messages requesting action and receiving the results of requested
actions. In the Mac OS, lAC is called Apple events and is the basis of App leScript.
Internet A worldwide network that provides e-mail, Web pages, news, file storage
and retrieval, and other services and information.
Internet Service Provider (ISP) A company that gives you acces s to the Internet
via your modem.
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Technology) A s pecial telephone technology
that allows for higher-speed network transmissions over long distances.
kerning Adjusting the s pace between pairs of le tters so the s pacing within the
word looks consistent.
keychain Technology in Mac OS 9 that enables a user to store password and
passphrases for network connections and encrypted files. The keychain file is the
document in which the user's passwords are stored.
label A means of categorizing files, folders, and dis ks. Each label has its own color
and text, which you can change with the Labels control panel.
LAN See local area network.
language script sys te m Software that enables the Mac OS to use an additional
natural language, s uc h as Japanese. Multiple languages can use one language script
system (for example, the Roman script is used for Englis h, French, Italian, Spanis h,
and German) .
launch The opening of a program that you want to use.
ligature A glyph composed of two merged characters. For example, f and I can be
merged to form fl.
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link See hyper/ink.
local area network (LAN) A system of computers that are interconnected for
sharing information and services and are located in proximity such as in an office,
home, school, or campus.
localization The development of software whose dialog-box messages, screens,
menus, and other screen elements use the language spoken in the region in which
the software is sold.
LocalTalk A relatively low-speed standard for connecting computers, printers, and
other devices to create an AppleTalk network. LocaiTalk uses the built-in serial
"printer" ports of Mac OS computers (or specialized adapters for Macs that don't
include a serial port) and the LocaiTalk ports of many LaserWriter printers.
location file A file that, when opened, takes you to a location on the Internet or
a local area network.
login A prompt to enter a username and password to access a secured resource
(such as a network connection or a user profile in Mac OS 9). Also, the name of the
application that enables multiple users to access a single Macintosh in Mac OS 9.
lossless A type of compression algorithm that regenerates exactly the same data
as the uncompressed original.
MacBinary A scheme for encoding the special information in a Macintosh file's
data and resource forks into a file format appropriate for transmission over the
Internet.
memory fragmentation The condition wherein available memory has become
divided into multiple disjointed blocks, with each block separated by an open
program. The Mac OS cannot automatically consolidate fragmented memory nor
open a program in multiple blocks. You can fix memory fragmentation by quitting
all open programs.
memory management unit (MMU) A part of the PowerPC processor chip, the MMU
is required for virtual memory.
memory partition The block of memory dedicated to the code, resources, and
data that a program or process has for its exclusive use while it is open.
memory protection An operating system technology that makes it impossible
for one active application to read and write data from another active application's
storage space in RAM. Memory protection helps applications run with fewer crashes.
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memory size The amount of memory allocated to a program when you open it.
You can change a program's minimum and preferred memory sizes with the Get Info
command.
microkernel The central module of some operating systems that provides
essential services and management to other parts of the operating system and
applications.
modem A device that connects a computer to telephone lines. It converts digital
information from the computer into sounds for transmission over phone lines and
converts sounds from phone lines to digital information for the computer. (fhe
term modem is a shortened form of modulator-demodulator.) This term is also used
informally for devices that connect computers using other technologies, such as TV
cable, DSL, and ISDN connections.
modem script Software consisting of the modem commands necessary to start
and stop a remote access connection for a particular type of modem.
movie Any time-related data, such as video, sound, animation, and graphs, that
change over time; Apple's format for organizing, storing, and exchanging timerelated data.
mount To make a disk's contents available to the computer. In the case of hard
disks, this happens every time you start up the computer. You can also use the
Drive Setup utility program or a similar disk utility to mount disks.
multimedia A presentation combining text or graphics with video, animation, or
sound, and presented on a computer.
multitasking The capability to have multiple programs open and executing
concurrently.
multithreading An operating system technology that allows tasks in an application
to share processor time.
navigate Opening of disks and folders until you have opened the one that contains
the item you need; to go from one Web page to another.
network A collection of interconnected, individually controlled computers,
printers, and other devices together with the hardware, software, and protocols
used to connect them. A network lets connected devices exchange messages and
information.
network administrator Someone who sets up and/or maintains a centralized file
server and other network services. The network administrator does not control
access to folders and files on the server's disks; that is the responsibility of each
person who puts items on the disks.
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network interface card (NIC) An internal adapter card that provides a
network port.
network location A type of file that opens a particular file server in the
Network Browser.
network time servers Computers on a network or the Internet that keep
accurate time.
networking protocol A set of rules for exchanging data over a network.
newsgroup A subject on the Internet's Usenet. It is a collection of people and
messages pertaining to that particular subject.
nonblocking alert box An alert box from a background application that appears
in a floating window so that the current application's activities are not halted.
object A kind of information, such as words, paragraphs, and characters, that an
application knows how to work with. An application's AppleScript dictionary lists
the kinds of objects it can work with under script control.
online information service A source that provides discussion groups, shareware,
and freeware directly to your computer through telephone lines and modems.
Examples include America Online (800-827-6364), CompuServe (800-292-3900), and
various Internet sites. Except for the Internet, online information services charge
access fees.
operating system Software that controls the basic activities of a computer system.
Also known as system software.
original item A file, folder, or disk to which an alias points, and which opens when
you open its alias.
orphaned alias An alias that has lost its link with its original item (and, therefore,
the Mac OS cannot find it).
outline font A font whose glyphs are outlined by curves and straight lines that can
be smoothly enlarged or reduced to any size and then filled with dots.
owner A registered user or group that can assign access privileges to a shared
folder; the person who can access all disks and folders (even those not explicitly
shared with the Sharing command). This latter owner's name and password are set
in the File Sharing or Sharing Setup control panel.
package A logical grouping of system files that are related, such as all of the items
that make up fax software, or all of the parts of QuickTime.
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palette A window that contains controls or tools or displays auxiliary information
for the application program that you're currently using.
partition To divide a hard drive into several smaller volumes, each of which the
computer treats as a separate disk. Also, another name for any of the volumes
created by dividing a hard drive. See also memory partition.
passphrase Like a password, but generally consisting of more than one word.
(fhe larger a password or passphrase, the more difficult it is to guess or otherwise
discover.)
password A combination of letters, digits, and symbols that must be typed
accurately to gain access to information or services on the Internet or a local
area network.

peer-to-peer file sharing The process of sharing folders, disks, and their contents
with other people's computers-not a central file server-on a network.
PhoneNet An inexpensive LocalTalk cabling system for connecting computers,
printers, and other devices to an Apple Talk network.
pixel Short for picture element, a pixel is the smallest dot that the computer and
monitor can display.
pixel depth The number of memory bits used to store each pixel of a displayed
image. The number of colors available depends on the number of bits. For example,
256 colors require 8 bits per pixel, and thousands of colors require 16 bits per pixel.
plug-ins Software that works with existing applications to extend their capabilities.
For instance, plug-ins exist for the Sherlock 2 application that enable it to s earch
additional Internet sites.
point of presence (POP) An entry point to the Internet. Also, a telephone number
that gains access to the Internet through an Internet service provider.
pop-up menu A menu that is not in the menu bar, but that is marked with an
arrowhead and pops open when you click it.
PostScript font An outline font that conforms to the specifications of the PostScript
programming language. PostScript fonts can be s moothly scaled to any size,
rotated, and made to follow a curved path. Originally designed for printing on
LaserWriters and other PostScript output devices, the Adobe Type Manager (ATM)
software makes PostScript fonts work equally well onscreen and with non-PostScript printers. (Compare TrueType.)
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PostScript printers Printers that interpret PostScript commands to create
printable images.
PPD (PostScript Printer Description) A file that contains the optional features of a
PostScript printer such as its resolution and paper tray configuration.
PRAM (parameter RAM) A small amount of battery-powered memory that stores
system settings such as time, date, mouse tracking speed, speaker volume, and
choice of startup disk.
preemptive multitasking A scheme for multitasking applications where the
operating system has control over how much processor time each application
can use.
Preferences folder Holds files that contain the settings you make in control panels
and with the Preferences commands of application programs.
primary script The language script system used by system dialog boxes and menus.
If you are working on a computer that is set up for English, Roman is your primary
script; your secondary script can be any other installed language script, such as
Japanese.
printer driver Software that prepares pages for, and communicates with, a
particular type of printer. This software resides in the Extensions folder inside
the System Folder.
print job A file of page descriptions that is sent to a particular type of printer. Also
called a print request or spool file.
print request See print job.
print server A computer or a program on a computer that manages one or more
shared printers on a network.
program A set of coded instructions that direct a computer in performing a
specific task.
program linking The process of sharing programs by sending and receiving Apple
events across a network. You must turn on program linking in the File Sharing or
Sharing Setup control panel. You can use Finder's Sharing command to enable or
prevent linking to individual programs.
protocol See networking protocol.
publisher A section of a document, a copy of which has been saved as an edition
for other documents to subscribe to.
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RAM Random-access memory, which is physical memory built into the computer
in the form of electronic chips or small circuit boards called DIMMs or SIMMs.
(Some PowerBooks have special memory boards that are unique to each model.)
RAM disk Memory that is set aside to be used as if it were a very fast hard disk.
registered user Network users who must enter their names and any passwords
that you've assigned them before they can connect to your computer to share files
or programs.
repeat loop An arrangement of AppleScript commands that begins with a Repeat
command and ends with an End Repeat command. AppleScript executes the
commands between the Repeat and End Repeat commands for the number of times
specified in the Repeat command.
resolution The perceived smoothness of a displayed or printed image. Printed
resolution is measured in dots-per-inch (dp1). A high-resolution printed image
has more dots-per-inch than a low-resolution printed image. When referring to
computer monitors, the resolution determines the number of pixels that appear
on the screen, which determines the size of the overall screen image.
resolve an alias What the Mac OS does to find the original item that is represented
by an alias.
resources Information such as text, menus, icons, pictures, or patterns used by
the Mac OS, an application, or other software.
ROM Read-only memory.
root level The main level of a disk, which is what you see when you open the disk icon.
script A collection of AppleScript commands that perform a specific task. Also,
short for language script system, which is software that defines a method of writing
(vertical or horizontal, left-to-right, or right-to-left). A script also provides rules for
text sorting, word breaking, and the formatting of dates, times, and numbers.
script applet App/eScript scripts saved as applets or small applications.
scripting additions Files that add commands to the AppleScript language, much
as plug-in filters add menu commands to Photoshop or the contents of the Word
Commands folder add various features to Microsoft Word. Scripting additions
reside in a folder called Scripting Additions, which is in the System Folder.
script recording A process in which App/eScript watches as you work with an
application and automatically writes a corresponding script.
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selection rectangle A dotted-line box that you drag around items to select them all.
server A program that provides information or services to clients on demand.
shareware Low-cost software distributed through user groups and online
information services. Shareware depends on the honor and honesty of people who
use it. You're expected to pay the author a small fee if you plan to use the software.
Shift+click Holding down the Shift key while clicking the mouse to select multiple
items or a range of items.
SIMMs Single in-line memory modules.
smoothing See antialias.
software One or more programs that consist of coded instructions that direct a
computer in performing a task.
sound track A set of related sounds that may accompany various actions you
perform with menus, windows, controls, and icons. Also, an audible part of a movie.
spool file See print job.
spooling A printer-driver operation in which the driver saves page descriptions in
a file (called a spool file) for later printing.
standard installation This type of installation installs basic modules such as
the Mac OS and QuickTime plus any additional modules you select.
startup disk A disk with the Finder and System files in its System Folder, and which
enables the computer to begin operation.
Startup Items folder Items placed here are opened automatically when your Mac
is started.
stationery pad A template document that contains preset format and contents.
streaming media Movies designed to be played over the Internet as they are
downloaded.
stuffed file A file (or group of files) that has been compressed and archived using
the Stufflt file format from Aladdin Systems.
subdirectories The equivalent in other operating systems to folders in the Mac OS.
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submenu A secondary menu that pops out from the side of another menu.
A submenu appears when you place the pointer on a menu item that has an
arrowhead at the right side of the menu. These are sometimes referred to as
hierarchical menus.
subscriber A copy of an edition that has been placed in a document and that
can be updated automatically when the edition is updated by its publisher.
suite In AppleScript, a group of related commands and other items.
symmetrical multiprocessing An operating system technology that allows the
operating system and applications to take advantage of two or more processors
installed in the computer.
system enabler A plug-in software component that modifies the Mac OS to work
with a particular computer model.
system extension See extension.
System file Contains sounds, keyboard layouts, and language script systems, as
well as the basic Mac OS software.
System Folder Stores the essential software (including Finder, the System file,
control panels, and extensions) that gives the Mac OS its unique appearance and
behavior.
system software Software that controls the basic activities of a computer system.
Also known as the operating system.
theme A group of all the settings in the Appearance control panel.
thread A string of messages about the same subject in a newsgroup. Also, a single
task being executed within a (possibly multithreaded) program.
track One channel of a QuickTime movie, containing video, sound, closedcaptioned text, MIDI data, time codes, or other time-related data.
tracking The overall spacing between letters in an entire document or text
selection. Text with loose tracking has extra space between the characters in
words. Text with tight tracking has characters squeezed close together.
tracking speed The rate at which the pointer moves as you drag the mouse.
transceiver A connector box that converts a general AAUI Ethernet port, which is
built into many Mac models, to the specific kind of port needed for a particular
type of Ethernet cable in a network.
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translator A program that translates your documents from one file format to
another file format, such as a PICT graphic to a GIF graphic.
Trojan horse Destructive software that masquerades as something useful, such
as a utility program or game.
TrueType The outline font technology built into the Mac OS (and Microsoft
Windows). TrueType fonts can be smoothly scaled to any size onscreen or to any
type of printer.
Type I font A PostScript font that includes instructions for grid fitting so that the
font can be scaled to small sizes and low printer resolutions with good results.
universal installation Yields a version of the Mac OS that can be used by any
compatible Mac model.
UNIX A complex and powerful operating system whose TCP/IP networking protocol
is the basis of the Internet.
unmount To remove a disk's icon from the desktop and make the disk's contents
unavailable without deleting the items in that disk permanently.
Unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) The type of cable used in a IOBase-T or lOOBase-T
Ethernet network.
upload The process of sending files from your computer to another computer.
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) An Internet address. This can be the address of a
Web page, a file on an Ff'P site, or anything else that you can access on the Internet.
Usenet A worldwide Internet bulletin board system that enables people to post
messages and join discussions about subjects that interest them.
user group An organization that provides information to people who use
computers. Many user groups, such as BMUG (510-549-2684), have extensive
libraries of shareware and freeware, which they distribute on floppy disk for a
nominal fee. For the names and phone numbers of user groups near you, call
Apple's referral line (800-538-9696).
variable A container for information in a script. You can place data in a variable
and then use it elsewhere in the script.
virtual memory Additional memory made available by the Mac OS treating part
of a hard disk as if it were built-in memory.
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virus Software designed to spread itself by illicitly attaching copies of itself to
legitimate software. Some viruses perform malicious actions, such as erasing your
hard drive. Even seemingly innocuous viruses can interfere with the normal
functioning of your computer. Not the same as a bug.
volume A disk or a part of a disk that the computer treats as a separate storage
device. Each volume has a disk icon on the desktop.
Web browser A program that displays Web pages from the Internet.
Web page A basic unit that the World Wide Web uses to display information
(including text, pictures, animation, audio, and video clips). A Web page can also
contain hyper/inks to the same page or to other Web pages (on the same or a
different Web server).
Web server A computer or a program running on a computer that provides
information to a Web browser program.
worm Software that replicates like a virus but without attaching itself to other
software. It may be benign or malicious.
write protect The process of locking a disk so that it cannot be erased, have its
name changed, have files copied to it or duplicated from it, or have files or folders
it contains moved to the desktop or trash.
Zip disk A removable storage disk made to work with removable drives
manufactured or lice nsed by Iomega Corporation.
zipped file A file (or group of files) that has been compressed and archived using
the PKZip or WinZip format. Also, a file compressed us ing the UNIX gzip standard.
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Alias Menu utility, 687
aliases,55,351-370
Alias Crony utility, 687
Alias Menu utility, 687
AliasZoo utility, 687
Apple Menu, 358-359, 731
Apple Menu Items folder, 359-360
ARA (Apple Remote Access) and,
366-369
audio CD autoplay, 364
CO-ROMs, 713
comments, 355
copying, 353-354
creating, 352-353
custom icons and, 204
deleting, 354
desktop,360-361, 711-712
buried, 361
folders, 361
dialog box lists, 362-363
file ID number, 355
floppy disks and, 741-742

folders , 738
frequently used Apple items, 360
icons, 355
invisible, 732
keychain, 713
location, 711
locking, 355
moving, 353-354
multiple, 355, 713-714
names, 352
of aliases, 368-369
original item, 737
finding, 357-358
selecting new, 358
orphaned, fixing, 356-357
removable disk items, 365
removing "alias," 711
removing suffix, 354
renaming, 354
resolving, 351
servers, Save dialog box, 366
s hared items, 365-366, 369, 556, 578
Show Original command, 46
size, 353
speech recognition and, 616
startup, 363
Startup Items, System Folder, 726
startup messages, 363-364
System Folder, 724- 725
System Folder items, 364- 365
AliasZoo (Cliff McCollum), 357, 687
alignment
buttons, 114
icons, 110-111, 114
allocation block size, volumes, 757
alt newsgroups, 252
AltaVista search engine, 248
American Online, shareware and, 684
AMICO (Apple Menu Items Custom Order)
utility, 687
Anarchie Pro FTP client, 562-563
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Annotate Font Keys, printing and, 429
antialiasing. See also fon t smoothing,
196,378
APis (application programming interfaces),
17
Appearance control panel, 194, 258
Themes tab, 202- 203
appearance. See also themes
collapsing windows, 20 1
color, 194-195
desktop background, 196-199
font smoothing, 196
icons, custom, 203-204
overall, 193- 201
platinum appearance, 193
scroll bar controls, 200
system fonts, 195-196
Apple Applet Runner, 658-660
Apple DVD Player, 661
Apple Encryption, 9
Apple events, 619-621
Apple File Security, 13-14, 661
Apple Guide system, 33-34, 53,213-2 18
indexes, 215- 216
keywords, 216
topics, 215
Apple LaswerWriter Software folder, 401
Apple Menu, 50, 67
adding items, 50
adding/removing items, 158-159
aliases and, 358- 359, 731
AMICO utility, 687
frequently used items, aliases and, 360
full, 73 1
opening items, 158-160
options, 734
ordering items, 160, 732-733
forcing order, 161
organization, 730-731
submenus, 159-160
System Folder and, 258

Apple Menu Items folder alias, 359- 360
Apple System Profiler, 66 1-664, 775-776
OS version comparison and, 808
Apple Verifier, 15, 664
Apple Video Player, 665
Audio/Video card, 480
capturing video, 483-485
Power Mac AV card, 48 1
sources, connecting, 482
video ports, 481
Video System card, 481
viewing video, 482-483
Apple's Software Updates library, utility
software and, 685
Apple-style LocalTalk, 515-516
AppleCD Audio Player, 660
control panel buttons, 473
controls, 472
keyboard shortcuts, 473
naming COs, 474
programming playback, 475
tracks, naming, 474
AppleCD Audio Player Prefs, Preferences
folder, 271
AppleDouble attachment format, 241
AppleScript, 622-623
applicatio ns and, 641-644
chime, turning off, 718-719
CMScript utility, 689
drag and drop script application, 632-635
folder actions, 636-64 1
FontSync and, 16
Mac OS and, 635-636
networks, scripting across, 648- 652
Outlook Express and, 644
programming linking and, 645-652
recording scripts, 624- 625
saving scripts, 627-628
script analysis, 625-626
script commands, conditional, 631-632
Continued
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AppleScript (continued)
scripting additions, 622-623
speech recognition and, 607, 616-617
testing scripts, 632
writing scripts from scratch, 628-636
AppleShare Client, 32
AppleShare IP 6.2 software, 571-572
AppleTalk
configuration,520-525
connections, 520-523
ports, 520, 521
serial printers, 524
turning on/off, 524-525
user modes, 521-523
zones,521
applets
AppleScript, 627
Java,658-660
application memory, size, 496-498
Application menu, 67
programs, switching between, 169-170
Application Support, System Folder and, 258
Application Switcher, 51, 170-172
application voice, Text-to-Speech, 604-605
applications
accessing, Multiple Users, 323-325
AppleScript and, 641-644
documents
opening with compatible, 156
unknown application, 157-158
incompatible programs, troubleshooting,
794
installation, Global Multiple User Options
and, 11-12
new, Multiple Users and, 347
opening
across network, 558-559
dragging, 49-50
items from, 163-168
printing from , 420
quitting unexpectedly, 790

speakable items, speech recognition and,
615
troubleshooting, 792-795
Applications folder, protection, 121-122
Applications, Apple System Profiler, 664
AppSizer utility, 496, 687
AppSwitcher Prefs, Preferences folder, 271
Arabic language kit, 308
ARAP (Apple Remote Access Protocol), 223
ArizonaMacintosh Users Group, shareware
and,684
arranging icons, 111-112
arrowhead on menus, 68
arrows, increment (windows), 74
At Ease, multiple users and, 315
ATM (Adobe Type Manager), 379-380
character positioning, 380
character shapes and, 380
line spacing and, 380
PostScript fonts and, 373
smoothing fonts, 380
attachments to e-mail messages, 240-242
compression, 242
formats, 241
methods, 241-242
receiving, 242
attention key, speaking commands and, 614
audio
Agent Audio utility, 687
GrabAudio utility, 694
streaming media, 26
audio CDs, 472-480
AppleCD Audio Player, 660
autoplay, 747-748
aliases and, 364
Enhanced COs, 472
external CD-ROM drives, 76
playing automatically, 480
recording from, 477-479
sound, 475-477
auto selection matching, color printing, 428
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automatic routing, System Folder, 262-264
AutoPlay
audio COs, 480, 747-748
worm, 48 1
autoscrolling, 99

B
Back button, browsers, 246
background
desktop, 196-199
patterns, 197
picture, 198-199
operations, 123, 173
interaction with, 174
printing, 408-416, 426-427
Color StyleWriter 6000, 442-443
setting, 408- 409
windows, 727
backups, 765
installation preparation, 814-815
bad disk icons, 715
balloon help, 208-210
Helium utility, 695
Base64 attachment format, 241
batch operations, 752
battery-powered Macs, clock and, 294
BatteryAmnesia utility, 688
behavior, sounds. See also themes, 200-20 1
Berkeley Macintosh Users Group, s hareware
and,684
binary files, Internet, 565
Bin Hex files, 24 1, 565
bit depth. See color, depth
bitmap fonts, 371
alignment, printing and, 423
biz newsgroups, 252
Blitz utility, 688
blocks of memory, fragmentation and, 498
bookmarks, browsers, 247, 249
Boolean searches, Sherlock, 148
brightness, monitors, 289

browsers, 47, 243- 248
bookmarks, 247
default, choosing, 245
Favorites, 247
Finder and, 722
home page, 243
Internet Explorer, 243-245
multiple windows, 248
Netscape Communicator, 243- 245
RAM disk and, 759
scripts and, 64 1-644
toolbar buttons, 245- 247
bulletin boards, me sharing and, 595-596
BunchOApps utility, 688
button views, 41
Finder, 88, 113-114
buttons
alignment, 110-111
Cancel, 73
Launcher, 162
OK, 73
radio, 73
toolbar, browsers, 245-247
windows, 73

c
C-Net's Download.com software library, 684
cable modems, 22 1
cabling, networks, 514
Ethernet, 516- 518
LocalTalk, 514-516
serial-cable LocalTalk, 516
Calculator. See also Graphing Calculator, 665
copy/paste into, 749
call-waiting, remote access and, 534
Cancel button, 73
canceling
drag and drop oper ation, 97
operations, freezes and, 787
capturing screen, 742-743
capturing video, 483-485
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Carbon package, 17, 36
APis, 17
Carpetbag utility, 688
categories, Launcher, 162
CD Quality sound, SimpleSound, 680
CD Remote Programs, Preferences folder, 271
CO-ROMs, 106
access, Multiple Users, 333-334
aliases, 713
external drives, audio COs and, 76
PCs, 182
COs, audio. See also audio COs, 472-480
AppleCD Audio Player, 660
autoplay, 747- 748
autoplay, aliases and, 364
Central European language kit, 308
centralized file sharing, 570
channels, Sherlock, 23, 128-129
Internet searches and, 150-152
keywords, 129
chapters, QuickTime, 456
Character Cache, ATM option, 380
character position, ATM, 380
characters
Help Viewer, 213
Key Caps, 671-673
check boxes, 73
Check Syntax, script writing, 629
Chicago font, older systems, 195
chime at startup, volume, 717-719
Chinese language kit, 308
Chooser, 666
closing after selections, 400
desktop printers and, 406
login, 546-547
passwords, 546-54 7
shared folders/disks, 545-548
clean installation, 823-824
Clean Up command, 110-111
ClickBook utility, 418
ClickTyper utility, 688

client applications, Apple Events and, 620
Clipboard
aliases,360
CopyPaste utility, 689
System Folder and, 258
universal, 732
clipping files, 176, 750
Clock Synch utility, 689
clock, menu bar, 52, 294
Close command (File menu)
keyboard shortcut, 86
CloseVIew control panel, 292
closing
Finder items, 86-87
windows, 72
pop-up, 106
clutter clean up, 773-774
CMScript utility, 689
code name method of speaking commands,
613-614
codecs (compressor/decompressor
software), 452
collapse box, windows, 40, 72
collapsing windows, 201
collating, printing, 426
color, 194-195
accent, 194-195
accurac~288-292

Crayon Picker, 118-119
depth, 284-286
DlgitaiColor Meter, 667-668
highlight, 194-195
icon highlights, 709-710
Monitor Calibration Assistant, 289-290
printing, 438
Color StyleWriter 6000, 442
VRAM and, 285
color depth
Control Strip, 285- 286
Monitors control panel, 285
Color Matching, printing, 427-428
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Color Picker dialog box, 118
Color StyleWriter 6000 options, 438-444
Color StyleWriter options, 434-438
ColorSync, 19, 34-35, 288- 292
Color StyleWriter, 438
profiles, System Folder and, 258
columns, Finder, 88-89
commands
Clean Up, 110-111
conditional, AppleScript, 631-632
Configurations, 523
Duplicate, 354
Eject, 107
File menu, 46
Move To Trash command, 46
New Folder, 95
Save, 178
Save As, 178
Show Original command, 46
Get Info, 496-497
graphics, OpenGL and, 37
Logout, 317
Make Alias, 352
Page Setup, 417-418
PlainTalk, 28
Present Movie, QuickTime Player, 459
Print, 417-418
Pu t Awa~98 - 99, 107,559
Sharing, 120-121
Sherlock search tool, 145-146
Show Balloons, 209
Show Clipboard, 360
comments
aliases,355
Info window, 116-117
Comments column, list view, 11 5
Comments option, Sherlock, 136
commercial fonts, vendors, 387- 388
comp newsgro ups, 252
compatibility issues, installation and,
828- 830

Compress Attachments option, e-mail,
242
compressio n
e-mail attachments, 242
filename extensions, 566
QuickTime and, 452
configuration
AppleTalk, 520-525
extens ions, 819-820
Extensions Manager, 783-784
Internet accounts, 220-22 1
keychain access, 309-313
modems, 531-532
remote access, 533-535
TCP/IP connections, 525-528
virtual memory, 506- 507
Config urations command, 523
connecting to Internet
automatically, 234
disconnecting, 235
manually, 233- 234
connections
AppleTalk, 520- 523
Internet
application preferences, 229-232
cable modems, 221
ISDN, 221
LAN (local area network), 223
modems, setup, 221-223
network, setup, 224- 225
PPP Connect Script, 222-223
settings, 228-232
setup, 46- 47, 219- 228
networks
AirPort, 519
Ethernet, 517
remote, 528- 529
TCP/IP, configuration, 525- 528
Content includes option, Sherlock, 136
Contextual Menu items, System Folder and,
258
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contextual menus, 45, 69
aliases,353
contrast, monitors, 289
Control Panels
folder, 59
System Folder and, 258
Control Strip
color depth, 285-286
desktop printers, 405-406
preferences, 294-295
resolution, 285- 286
sleep settings and, 303
sound, 283- 284
Control Strip Modules, System Folder, 259
controls, windows, 72-73
conversion software, 566-568
converting Extended format, 109
CoolViews utility, 689
cooperative multitasking, 4
copy fitting, 728-729
copying
aliases, 353-354
batch operations, 752
between documents, 174
calculator information, 749
documents, creating new document, 177
icon names, 710
items between folders, 95-96
movie clips, QuickTime, 467- 468
CopyPaste utility, 689
copyrights, 479
cover pages, printing, 428-429
crashes. See also freezes
documenting incident, 786
Crayon Picker, 118-119
creator, Sherlock, 137
Custom installation, 827, 835-837
cutting between documents, 174
Cyrillic language kit, 308

D
daily maintenance, 774
damaged fonts, deleting, 735
databases, Sherlock, 21
Date & Ti me control panel, 52, 292-293
date and time, 292-293
daylight saving time, 293
Finder, 115
menu bar clock, 294
network time server, 294
time zone, 293, 744
Date create option, Sherlock, 136
Date modified option, Sherlock, 136
daylight-saving time, 293
decoding Internet files, 564-566
decompressing files, 564-566
Default Folder utility, 689
defragmenting, disks, 768-769
deleting
aliases,354
batch operations, 752
files, 100-102
folders, 100-102
fonts, 377-378
damaged, 735
movie clips, QulckTime, 468
movie tracks, QuickTime, 469
users, Multiple User, 328-329
depth of color, 284- 286
desk accessories. See accessories
Desk.Jet series printers ( Hewlett-Packard),
394
desktop, 65-83
aliases, 360-361, 711-712
buried, 361
folders, 361
background, 196-199
pattern, 197
picture, 198-199
extended, 286
icons, 76-82
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printing from , 52-53
preferences, 7
rebuilding, 716, 766-768
troubleshooting and, 797
returning items (Put Away command),
98-99
windows, 70-76
desktop database, Finder and, 272-273
Desktop folder, 272
Desktop Printer menu, 405-406
Desktop Printer Utility, 40 1-404, 666--667
desktop printers, 400-401
creating, 402- 404
default, changing, 405-406
drivers, 403
Hold, 402
LPR (TCP/IP), 402
manual paper feed, 4 12
PostScript Translator, 402
PPD files , 403-404
queue,410-413
deleting print requests, 411-412
ho ld, 411-412
multiple print requests, 412
print order, 410-411
redirecting print request, 410
scheduling print requests, 41 1
stopping/starting printing, 412
settings, changing, 404
setup, editing, 407
status check, 406-407
USB, 402
Desktop Resetter utility, 690
DeskWriter printer, 394
destination
install, 831-832
printing, 425
details, Extensions Manager, 268-269
Devanagari language kit, 308
Devices and Volumes, Apple System Profiler,
663

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), 33
diagnostics
troubleshooting and, 796
utilities, 786
Dia!Assist control panel, remote network
connections,532-533
dialog boxes, 71
aliases in, 362-363
immovable, 71
Dialog View utility, 690
digital signatures, 15
Apple Verifier and, 15, 664
DigitalColor Meter, 667--668
digitized sound recordings, QuickTime, 450
DIMMs (dual in-line memory modules), 509
directories, disks, verifying before
installation, 816-8 17
disabled items in System Folder, 260
startup items and, 266
disclosure triangles, windows, 74
disconnecting from Internet, 235
disk cache, 502-503
Disk Copy, 668-669
scripts and, 641--644
disk defragmentatlon, troubleshooting and,
768-769
disk diagnostics, troubleshooting and, 766
Disk First Aid, 669-670, 777
freezes and, 789
dis k fragmentation, troubles hooting, 799
d isk images, Disk Copy and, 668-669
Disk Rejuvenator utility, 690
disk windows, highlighting items, 721
disks, 106-110
CO-ROMs, 106
closing, Finder, 86-87
contents, viewing, 41,87- 91
directories, verifying before installation,
816-817
Continued
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disks (continued)
dragging to Trash, 107
DVD-ROMs, 106
ejecting, 362
Trash contents and, 101
erasing, 108
floppy, 106
copying to hard disk, 97
format, 110
initializing, 108, 779-781
locking, 122
mounting, 781-782
mounting/unmounting, 107
Navigation Services dialog box, 165-166
Open dialog box, 165-166
opening, Finder, 86-87
PC disks, 182
RAM, 759
removable
aliased items, 365
cataloging items, 713
removing, 107
renaming, 79
shared
aliases, 365-366
marking as, 578-579
neDNorks,543-559
sharing, 57
Zip, 106
DiskSurveyor utility, 690
distributed file sharing, 570
DNS (Domain Name Server), 225
documentation, freezes and crashes, 786
documents
copying
beDNeen documents, 174
creating new document, 177
copying and pasting beDNeen, 51
creating, 176-178
cutting between documents, 174
opening

Apple menu, 158-160
Application Switcher, 171
application unknown, 157-158
compatible applications, 156
from application, 163-168
Launche~ 160-162
multiple, 156
startup, 162-163
pasting between documents, 174
renaming icons, 79
saving, 178- 181
sharing, aliases and, 369
translating from other applications,
181-188
DoDelete utility, 690
Domain Name Server (DNS), 225
DOS compatibility cards, installation and, 830
Double-Click speed, mouse preferences, 278
double-clicking
accidental, 738
canceling, 738
Download Deputy utility, 691
Download Manager, printing and, 419
downloading
files, 560-568
fonts for printing, LaserWriter 8, 429
RAM disk and, 759
drag-and-drop, 49
aliases and, 351-352
Apple File Security, 661
canceling operation, 97
editing, 174-176
file sharing and, 740
icons, 49-50
opening applications, 49-50
printing from Finder, 419
script application, AppleScript, 632--Q35
scrolling in windows, 726-727
DragThing utility, 691
DrawSprocket, 35
Drive Setup utility

Index+ D-E

drivers, updating, 778 -779
initializing disks, 779-781
mounting disks, 78 1-782
testing hard disk, 779
drivers
hard dis k, updating, 778-779, 817-818
printers, 392-398
LaserWriter 8.7, 37
Drop *PS utility, 691
drop boxes, file sharing and, 594-595
Drop Slot utility, 691
Drop-Rename utility, 69 1
DropStuff with Expander Enhancer utility, 692
Duplicate command, 354
duplicating
folder items, 98
fonts , 734
DVD-ROM, 106,485-488
access, Multiple Users, 333-334
Apple DVD Player, 66 1
restrictions, 10
Dynamic English speech recognition
program, 617
dynamic lP address, 48
dynamic RAM allocation, 5

E
E:-mail category, Internet control panel, 230
e-mail. See also Outlook Express, 47, 235-242
address setup, 226
attachments, 240-242
compression, 242
formats, 24 1
methods, 24 1- 242
receiving, 242
POP account, 226
receiving, 237-238
replying, 239-240
sending messages, 239- 240
ease of use improvements , 39- 46
Easter eggs, 759-761

Easy Access control panel, 278-279, 743
echo effect, QuickTime movies, 470
Edit ~New User" window, 321
Edit menu, 67
editing
drag-and-drop operations, 174-176
icon names, 80-82, 710
QuickTime movies, 467-472
user settings, Multiple Users, 328
editing box, icons, 81
Eject command, 107
Eject disk icon, 362
ejecting disks, Trash contents and, 101
EMMPathy utility, 692
emptying Trash, 100-102
emulation, PowerPC, 7
enclosing folders, 104
s haring and, 740
encoded files, extensions, 566
encryption, 189-191
Apple File Security and, 13, 661
files, 14
keychain and, 191
Energy Saver control panel, 300-301
Energy Star computers, 301
English Speech Recognition module, 604,
610-617
Enhanced CDs, 472
EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) files, printing,
419,432
Epson Stylus printer, 394
equipment requirements, OS version and,
808-809
erasing disks, 108
Extended format and, 109
recovering, 108
error messages, 790-79 1
codes, 791
MacErrors utility, 697
EtherMac iPrint Adapter LT, 518-519
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Ethernet, 57
cabling, 516-518
connections,517
LocalTalk Bridge, 518-519
LocalTalk hybridization, 518-519
ports, 516-517
etiquette. See netiquette
events. See Apple events
Everyone access privileges, 590, 593
Excite search engine, 248
expanding/collapsing folders, 89-90
expanding multiple folders, 727
experimentation, 772-773
extended desktop, 286
Extended format
converting to, 109
HFS plus, 108-110
extending memory, 60
Extensions folder, 59
Extensions Manager, 61, 266, 267-270
activating/deactivating items, 270
configuring for troubleshooting, 783-784
details, 268-269
list order, 268
Missing Extensions, 269
Extensions, Apple System Profiler, 664
Extensions, System Folder, 259
extensions. See also startup files, 266
configuration, 819-820
loading, order, 785
troubleshooting and, 796
troubleshooting, systematically, 784-785
external CD-ROM drives, audio CDs and, 76

F
Fat Cursors utility, 692
Favorites
browsers, 24 7
button, browsers, 246
Navigation Services dialog box, 738
Network Browser, 553-554

QuickTlme Player, 457
System Folder, 259
Favorites folder, 50
Favorites menu, Navigation Services, 166
features summary, 809-812
feedback, speech recognition and, 611-612
Fetch FTP client, 563-564
File Buddy utility, 692
File Exchange, 37
File Trans lation section, 186-188
PC disks and, 182
setup, 188
File eXpress utility, 692
file ID number, aliases and, 355
file management, Blitz utility, 688
File Manager, 37
file mapping
Internet settings, 232
options, 185-186
PC files, 182-186
File menu, 67
commands, 46
New Folder, 95
Save, 178
Save As, 178
file name extensions, PC files, 182-185
file name suffixes. See file name extensions
file names
blank lines In, 161
Sherlock search, 132-133
file protection, 120-122
file servers, 545
file sharing, 29-32, 56-58
access control, 587-596
access privileges
guests, 582
owner, 581-582
AppleShare Client, 32
AppleShare IP 6.2 software, 571-572
bulletin boards, 595-596
centralized, 570
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distributed, 570
drag a nd drop and, 740
drop boxes and, 594-595
enclosing folders and, 740
floppy disks and, 741-742
guidelines, general, 572
in-box, 594-595
IP address, 30
limitations on, 570-572
memory, 496
monitoring activity, 599-600
peer-to-peer, 570
performance, 740
planning, 569-572
registered users, networks, 583- 585
Remote Access, 31
remote, aliases and, 366-369
security, 596-599
speed, 740
TCP/ IP, 29- 30
Trash and, 102, 742
turning on/off, 574-575
Users & Groups, 580-581
video capture and, 484
File Sharing control panel, 19, 31
File Sharing folder, Preferences folde r, 271
File Sharing over IP, 576
file transfer, 231
File Translation, File Exchange, 186-188
file types, She rlock, 137
File/Folder option, Sherlock, 136
FileLock utility, 692
files
aliases, invisible, 732
clipping, 176
clipping files, 750
closing, Finder, 86-87
comments, Info window, 11 6-117
converter software, 566-568
decompressing, 564- 566
deleting, 100-102

downloading, 560-568
encrypting, 14
encryptio n, 189-191
extensions
compressed files, 566
encoded files, 566
INIT files, 266
Internet, decoding, 564-566
location files, Web pages, 249
locking, 120
long file names, 187
opening, Finder, 86- 87
PCs, file name extensions, 182-184
searching for, Sherloc k, 20-21
security, 13-14
Apple File Security, 661
startup, 265-270
adding/removing, 266-267
deactivating, 266
loading sequence, 267
transferring, 558
Files channe l, Sherlock, 132
FileTyper utility, 693
filez, s ha reware and, 684
find-by-contents, Sherlock results , 139-140
FindByContentFolder folde r, 272
Finde r, 36, 85-125
browsers and, 722
columns, 88-89
desktop database, 272-273
disks, 106-110
opening/closing, 86- 87
files, opening/closing, 86-87
folders
closing, 86-87
copying items between , 96-98
c reating, 95
moving ite ms between, 95- 96
opening, 86-87
font, 112-116
Continued
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Finder (continued)
hacks, 761
keyboard shortcuts, 92-94
Make Alias command, 352
memory and, 495
memory fragmenta tion a nd, 498
multiuser prefe rences, 7
opening items, 156-158
outline format, 54
preferences, 44, 115
Setup Assistant, 840
printing from, 418-419
Printing menu, 405
quitting, 723
recovering from freezes to, 788
scrolling, 91
scrolling in, 40
Simple Finde r, 85- 86
special folders, 272
replacing, 724
startup disk, 106
System Folder, 259
third-party, installation and, 830
views, 87-91
window, 40
window title, 54
windows, closing all but one, 724
Finder Prefe rences, Preferences folder, 271
FinderNote utility, 693
FinderPop utility, 693
finding items with Sherlock, 132-146
fi rewalls, 232
fixed size fonts , 60, 371-372
Flip Horizontal/Flip Vertical option, printing,
422
floppy disks, 106
copying to hard dis k, 97
space available, 728-729
Folder Icon Maker, 693
Folder option, She rlock, 136
folders

aliases, 738
aliases, desktop, 361
Carbon applications, Finder, 36
closing, Finder, 86- 87
comments, Info window, 116-117
contents, viewing, 41, 87- 91
Control Panels, 59
copying items between, 96-98
c reating, 95, 181
deleting, 100-102
d uplicating items, 98
empty
findi ng, 728
viewing, 727
e nclosing folders, 104
sharing and, 740
expanding multiple, 727
expanding/collapsing, 89- 90
Exte nsions, 59
Favorites, 50
Fonts, 59
highlighting items, 72 1
icons
access privileges and, 556
customizing, 714-715
locked, fi nding, 728
locking, 120-121,599, 723- 724
moving items between, 95-96
moving Items, System Folder, 59
multiple, selecting items from, 90-91
nested , 104
opening, 45, 165
Finder, 86-87
Preferences, 59
renaming, 79
scripts and, 636-641
s hared
aliases, 365- 366
finding, 728
marking as, 578-579
networks, 543-559
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Save dialog box, 739
speakable items, 614-615
switching, 738
Users, 318-319
Font Book utility, 693
font suitcase, 374, 375-376
fonts, 60
adding, 376-377
ATM, 379- 380
bitmap, 371
commercial, vendors, 387-388
damaged, deleting, 735
deleting, 377-378
downloading for printing, 429
duplicating, 734-735
embedding, printing and, 433
families, 375
Finder, 112-116
fixed-size, 371-372
FontSync, 16-17
freeware, 386
grid fitting, 385
hints, 385
icons for, 375
Internet settings and, 232
noncommercial, obtaining, 386
options, 378-380
outline fonts, 372, 384-386
PostScript, 60, 373
print settings, 429-430
printing, 382
priorities, 381-384
sample text, changing, 735
samples, viewing, 378
scaling, 381, 384- 385
screen display, 381
shareware, 386
sizes, selecting best, 374- 375
smoothing, 60, 196, 378- 379
styles, 375
s ubsets, printing and, 433

subs titution, printing and, 422
suitcases, 375-376
System Folder, 259
system fonts, 195-196
TrueType, 60, 372
utilities, 375
Fonts folder, 59
adding fonts, 376-377
FontSync, 16-17,382-384
Force Quit, 721
freezes and, 788
foreign languages, 304-308
formats
disks, 110
numbers, 308
Forward button, browsers, 246
fragmented memory, 498-501, 753-754
frames
QuickTime movies, 24
windows, 73
freeware, 685-686
fonts, 386
freezes. See also crashes
Disk First Aid, 789
documenting incident, 786
Finder, recovering to, 788
Force Quit, 788
programmer's window, 788
recovering with keyboard, 787-788
restarting and, 789
frozen programs, 72 1
FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 560
clients, 560
Anarchie Pro, 562-563
Fetch, 563-564
downloading files, 561-564
server, 560

G
Game Sprockets, 35-36
gamma, monitors, 290-291
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General Controls control panel, 275-276
general system errors, 790
geographic location, Setup Assistant, 839
Geometry section, Monitors control panel, 291
Get Info command, 496- 497
GIF image format, 25
GifConverter utility, 694
Global Multiple User Options, 10-11
Go menu, Internet Explorer, 248
GoMac utility, 694
GrabAud io utility, 694
Grackle memory controller chip, 504
GraphicConverter utility, 694
graphics
30, QuickTime, 450
OpenGL and, 37
SimpleText and, 681, 751
Graphing Calculator, 670-671
Greg's Browser, 694-695
grid fitting, fonts, 385
groups
registered users, networks, 585-586
settings, Location Manager, 295-299
guest account, Multiple Users, 319-320
guests, file s haring privileges, 582
Gujurati language kit, 308
GURU utility, 695

H
hacks, 759-761
halftones, Color StyleWriter, 438
hard disk
drivers, updating, 817-818
memory comparison, 494
partitioning, 754-756
password protection, 746
renaming, 740
testing, 779
utilities, 818- 819
Hardware overview, Apple System Profiler,
663

hardware req uirements, 808-809
Hearts Deluxe speech recognition games, 617
Hebrew language kit, 308
Helium utility, 695
Help, 207-2 18
Apple Guide, 213-218
balloon help, 208-210
System Folder, 259
Help buttons, 207-208
Help Center, 211
Help menu, 67, 207-208
Help Viewer, 33-34, 53, 207, 210-213
links, 210-212
searches, 212-2 13
special characters, 213
Helper Apps, 232
HFS Plus, 108-1 10
hiding windows, 172-173
performance and, 752
switching programs and, 752
High Memory, 495
highlighting items, 721
highlight color, 194-195
History, Internet Explorer, 248
Hold desktop printers, 402
Home button, browsers, 246
home page, browsers, 243
hosts, Internet, 232
hot spots, QuickTime VR, 465-466
HotBot search engine, 146, 248
HourWorld utility, 695
housekeeping, troubleshooting and, 771-774
HTML, Help Viewer and, 33
hyperlinks. See links

I Love Native! utility, 695-696
iBook computers, installation and, 828
Icon Archlver utility, 695
icons, 76-82
aliases, 355

Index+ I

aligning, 110-111
appearance, 76-77
arranging, 111-11 2
bad disk, 715
blank, fixing, 714-715
collections online, 203
copying/pasting names, 710
custom, 203-204
Desktop Resetter utility, 690
desktop, printing from, 52-53
dragging, 49
folders
access privileges and, 556
customizing, 714-715
fonts, 375
highlight color, 709-710
highlighted, 77
Launcher, 162
names, 79-82
editing, 80-82, 710
restoring, 740
selecting, 80
program windows and, 170
renaming, 79-82
reverting to standard, 204
selecting
multiple, 77-78
typing and, 78-79
shared items, 579
standard, reverting to, 714
views, Finder, 88
options, 113-114
volumes, 715
identity, network, 573-574
IEEE 802. 11 standard. See AirPort
iMac computers, installation and, 828
images
formats
GIF, 25
JPEG, 25
PICT, 25

printing, 437
Images button, browsers, 246
lmageWriter II printer, 394, 446- 448
imaging options, printing, 433-434
in-box, file sharing and, 594-595
incompatible programs, troubleshooting, 794
increment arrows, windows, 74
indexes
Apple Guide, 215-216
Sherlock, 21
hard disk volumes, 140-142
Info window, 116-117
access privileges and, 557-558
custom icons and, 204
Info-Mac Archive, shareware and, 684
InfoSeek search engine, 248
INIT files, 266
initializing disks, 108, 779-781
Input Source menu, sound, 282-283
input, sound, 476-477
InputSprocket, USB support, 35
installation
applications, Global Multiple User Options
and, 11-12
icons, custom, 203-204
Mac OS
backups and, 814- 815
clean installation, 823- 824
compatibility issues, 828- 830
Custom, 827, 835-837
destination, 831-832
disk directory verification, 816-817
DOS compatibility cards, 830
extension configuration, 819-820
Finder, third-party, 830
iBook computers, 828
iMac computers, 828
installer program, tracking actions,
820-822
Mac OS version comparison, 807-812
Continued
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installations (continued)
memory requirements, 830
Minimal, 827, 839
multiple, 824
Performa Macintos h, 828-829
Power Macintosh, 828-829
PowerBook, 822
processor requirements, 828
reading information, 833
removable disks and, 829
SCSI cards, Ultra-Wide, 830
software license, 833
software, obtaining, 813, 815
Standard, 827,830-835
troubleshooting measure, 798
Universal, 827, 837-838
memory, 509-510
multilingual software, 308
software, troubleshooting and, 772
interfaces
Sherlock, 127-132
Internet, 29-33, 46-48
accounts
configuration, 220-22 1
signing up for, 220
binary files, 565
connecting to, 233-235
automatically, 234
manually, 233-234
connections
application preferences, 229- 232
cable modems, 221
group settings, 232
ISDN, 221
LAN (local area network), 223
modem setup, 22 1-223
network, 224-225
PPP Connect Script, 222-223
settings, 228-232
setup, 46-47, 219-228
disconnecting, 235

files, decoding, 564-566
OS Improvements, 33
searches,248-249
adding sites, Sherlock, 152-153
channels, Sherlock, 150-152
Sherlock, 21-22, 146-153
Sortware Update feature, 15-16
Internet Config, 229
Internet control panel, 229-232
advanced settings, 231-232
categories, 230
Internet Explorer, 243-245
Go menu, 248
Internet Location File, keychain, 564
Internet Preferences, Preferences folder, 271
Internet Search Sites, System Folder, 259
Internet Service Provider (JSP), 220
Internet Setup Assistant, 47, 219-220
Outlook Express and, 235-236
Invert Image option, printing, 422
invisible file aliases, 732
IP address, 224
dynamic
file s haring and, 30
Web Sharing and, 48
Web server and, 250
IP NetRouter utility, 696
ISDN, 221
ISP (Internet Service Provider), 220

J
Japanese language kit, 308
Java
Apple Applet Runner, 658-660
Mac OS Runtime for Java, 48
Macintosh Runtime for Java, 658-660
job logging, printing, 430
John's RAM Disk Backup utility, 696
Jon's Commands utility, 696
JPEG image format, 25

Index+ K-L

K
Kaleidoscope utility, 697
Key Caps, 671-673
keyboard
Easy Access control panel, 278-279
freeze recovery, 787- 788
languages, 305
layout, 305-307
preferences, 276-280
repeating keys, 276-277
sens itivity, 276-277
Keyboard control panel, 306
Keyboard menu, 306- 307
keyboard sho rtcuts, 70
AppleCD Audio Player, 473
Application Switcher, 171
Close command, 87
Finder, 92- 94
keyboardlayout,306
KeyQuencer Lite utility, 697
Navigation Services dialog box,
167-168
Open command, 86
Open dialog box, 167- 168
QuickTime playback, 455
Keychain, 3, 12-13
access, configuration, 309-3 13
aliases, 713
browsers and, 243
encrypted files and, 191
Internet Location File, 564
locking/unlocking, 311
multiple, 313
Network Browser and, 551-552
password, 547
Preferences folder, 271
settings, 312-313
username, 54 7
KeyQuencer Lite utility, 697
keys. See keychain

keywords
Apple Guide, 216
Sherlock channels, 129
Kind option, Sherlock, 136
Korean language kit, 308

L
Label option, Sherlock, 136
labels, 117
color, 118-120
names, 118-120
transparent, 120
LAN (local area network), 223, 513
Language & Region Support, System Folder,
259
Language Kits, 37
language script systems, 305
languages
multilingual software, 308
preferences, 304-308
QuickTime Player, 460
Larger button, browsers, 246
LaserWriter 300/LS options, 444-446
LaserWriter 8
page setup, 420- 424
cus tom page size, 423-424
PostScript options, 422- 423
saving settings, 424
printer drivers, 393
setup, 399
LaserWriter printers, 394
PostScript fonts, 373
Launcher, System Folder, 259
buttons, 162
categories, 162
opening items, 160-162
launching
programs, 155
Sherlock, 128
layout optio ns, printing, 431
layout, keyboard, 305
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Limited accounts, Multiple Users control
panel, 9, 321
line art, printing and compressing, 433
line spacing, ATM and, 380
linking programs. See program linking
links, 243
following, 245
Help Viewer, 210-212
list views, 87-88
options, 114-115
sorting, 112
LocaiTalk, 57
Apple-style, 515-516
Ethernet hybridization, 518-519
expansion cards, 515
networks, cabling, 514-516
PhoneNet-style, 515
serial-cable, 516
LocaiTalk Bridge, 518
Location box, browsers, 247
location files, Web pages, 249
Location Manager, 295-299
locking
aliases,355
discarding locked items, 730
disks, 122
files, 120
folders, 120-121, 599, 723-724
finding, 728
keychain, 311
login, 335-340
Chooser, 546- 547
global user options, Multiple Users,
331-332
Multiple Users, 316- 317
Network Browser, 550-551
shortcuts, 742
System Folder, 259
logout, 340
Logout, Multiple Users, 317
long file names, 187

looping playback, QuickTime Player, 460
low memory globals, 496
LPR (TCP/IP) desktop printers, 402
Lycos search engine, 146, 248

M
Mac Identifier utility, 697
Mac OS
equipment requirements, 808-809
features summary, 809-812
improvements, 6-7
version comparison at Installation,
807-812
Mac OS 9/0S X comparison, 4-6
Mac OS Purge utility, 697
Mac OS ROM, System Folder, 259
Mac OS Runtime for Java, 48
Mac OS Setup Assistant, 839-840
Mac OSX,3-5
Mac OS X Server, 4-5
MacBinary files, 565
MacErrors utility, 697
MacinTalk 3 speech synthesizer, 610
MacinTalk Pro speech synthesizer, 610
Macintosh Runtime for Java, 658-660
macro viruses, 770
Macromedia Flash controls, QuickTime and,
27
MacSiack utility, 698
MacTCP DNR, System Folder, 259
Macworld's Macdownload software library,
684
mail server, SMTP host, 226
maintenance schedule, 774-775
Make Alias command, 352
manual routing, System Folder, 264
Map control panel, 743-744
mapping
files, Internet settings, 232
memory mapping, 495-496
PC files, 182-186

Index+ M

memory
About This Computer dialog box, 493-495
allocation, RAM, 5
application memory, 496-498
applications, troubleshooting, 792-793
AppSizer utility, 687
DIMMS, 509
disk cache and, 502-503
extending, 60
file sharing, 496
Finder, 495
fragmentation, 498-501
fragmented, 753-754
Grackle memory controller chip, 504
GURU utility, 695
hard disk comparison, 494
High Memory, 495
increasing, 506-511
installing, 509-510
leaks, 500
low memory globals, 496
Mac OS
adjusting use, 501-505
size, 501
mapping, 495-496
options' use, 502
partitions, 173
PrintMonitor, 496
program use, checking, 173
protection, 5
purchasing, 5510
QuickTime, 496
RAM disk, 503-505
RAM Doubler, 510-511
requirements, installation and, 830
SIMMS, 509
speech recognition, 496
startup items and, 501-502
system heap, 496
system size, reducing, 753
troubleshooting, 799

upgrading, 509-510
virtual, 60, 498
basics, 508
configuration, 506-507
increasing total memory and, 506-509
performance and, 508-509
turning on/off, 744-745
Memory 8.1, 37
Memory control panel, 502
memory management, 493- 512
Memory Mapper utility, 698
Memory Minder utility, 698
Memory overview, Apple System Profiler, 663
menu bar, 66-67
clock, 52, 294
video capture and, 484
positioning, 66
menus, 65- 70
Apple menu, 50, 67, 158-160
submenus, 159-160
Application, 67
arrowhead, 68
commands, speech recognition and, 616
contextual, 45, 69
Desktop Printer, 405-406
displaying, 67
Edit, 67
File,67
Help, 67
Keyboard,306-307
pop-up, 68
standard menus, 67
sticky menus, 45
symbols on, 70
View, 41
messages
e-mail, 232
error messages, 790-791
Outlook Express
attachments to, 240-242
Continued
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messages (continued)
receiving, 237-238
replying to, 239-240
sending, 239-240
viewing, 237
startup, 721-722
Trash, turning off, 729
messages at startup, aliases and, 363-364
microphones, voice verification and, 12
microkernel, 6
Microsoft Outlook Express, 47
Minimal installation, 827, 839
Minimum application memory, 497
mise newsgroups, 252
Missing Extensions, 269
MLTE, 37
Modem control panel, remote network
connections, 530-532
modems
cable modems, 221
configuration, 531-532
scripts, 532
settings, 228
user modes, 530-531
modules, Custom installation, 836-837
monitor
calibrating color, 289-290
color depth, 284-286
gamma, 290-291
preferences, 284-292
profiles, 288-291
screen magnification, 292
screen resolution, 284-286
setup, multiple, 286-287
white-point, 291
Monitor Calibration Assistant, 289
Monitors control panel
color depth, 285
Geometry section, 291
profiles, 288-291
resolution, 285

monthly maintenance, 774
motion pictures, QuickTime, 450
mounting disks, 107, 781-782
mouse
click-and-a-half, 103
contextual menus and, 69
dragging text, 49
Easy Access control panel, 278-279
opening folders/files, 45
preferences, 276-280
sensitivity, 277-278
spring-open files/folders, 102-103
Mouse Keys, Easy Access control panel, 278,
279
PowerBook, 279
Move To Trash command (File menu), 46
movies
DVD, 661
QuickTime. See QuickTime
moving
aliases, 353- 354
items between folders, 95- 96
windows , pop-up, 106
MP3s (music files), 477
MPEG, QuickTime and, 450
MS Preference Panels, System Folder, 259
MT-NewsWatcher speech recognition
program, 617
Mt. Everything utility, 698
Multi-User Items, Preferences folder, 271
multilingual software, installation, 308
multimedia, QuickTime, 24-27
multiple installations, 824
Multiple Users
adminis tration, 345-349
application access, 323-325
basics, 316-319
CD/DVD-ROM access, 333-334
control panel, 7- 11
accounts, 9-10
Global Multiple User Options, 10-1 1

Index+ M-N

deleting users, 328-329
duplicating user information, 328- 329
editing user settings, 328
enabling, 319-320
global user options, 330-335
limitations, 330
login, 316-317,335-340
logout, 340
owners, 318
passwords
alternate, 327-328
changing by users, 323
pictures, 323
Privileges, 325-328
saving users, 328
Shared Documents folders, 342
troubleshooting, 345-349
Userlnfo,322-323
Users folder, 318-319
users, creating, 320-328
workspace customization, 340-341
multitasking, 51, 168-173
Application Switcher, 170-172
cooperative, 4
Finder window and, 40
multithreading, 4
MultiTimer Pro utility, 698-699
multiuser support, 3, 5
Music Quality sound, SimpleSound, 680
MyBattery utility, 699
MyEyes utility, 699

N
Name and organization, Setup Assistant, 839
names
aliases, 352
renaming, 354
hard disks, renaming, 740
icons, 79-82
labels, 118- 120
Navigation Services dialog box, 164

aliases and, 362- 363
Favorites, 738
Favorites menu, 166
keyboard shortcuts, 167-168
Recent menu, 167
shared folders/disks, 555
Shortcuts menu, 166
Navigation Services, Preferences folder, 271
nested folders, 104
Net-Print utility, 699
NetCD utility, 699
netiquette, e-mail attachments, 240
Netscape Communicator, 243-245
NetSprockets, network gaming, 36
NetStickies utility, 699
network administrator
aliases of aliases, 368-369
centralized file sharing and, 571-572
Network Browser, 548- 555
Favorites button, 553-554
FTP and, 564
keychain, 551-552
login, 550-551
Recent button, 554-555
shared items, opening, 552
Shortcuts button, 552-553
network identity, 573-574
network neighborhoods, 548
Network overview, Apple System Profller, 663
network time server, 52, 294
Network Trash folder, 272, 579
networked printers, 396-397
networking, 29-33
games, NetSprockets, 36
networks
AppleShare IP 6.2 software, 571-572
AppleTalk
configuration,520-525
zones, 521
applications, opening across, 558-559
Continued
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networks (continued)
EtherMac !Print Adapter LT, 518-519
Ethernet, cabling, 516-5 18
file servers, 545
file sharing, 57, 576-577
Windows PCs, 544
file transfer, 558
Internet connections, setup, 224 - 225
LocalTalk Bridge, 518-519
LocalTalk, cabling, 514- 516
login, Chooser, 546-547
PhoneNet-style, 515
registered users, 583-585
access privileges, 584-585
groups, 585-586
remote connections, 528-529
creating, 530-540
DialAssist control panel, 532-533
Modem control panel, 530-532
Remote Access control panel, 533- 539
speed,529
scripting across, 648-652
security, 596-599
setup, physical, 514-519
shared disks, 543-559
s hared folders, 543-559
shared folders/disks, 545
volumes, selecting, 547- 548
wireless hubs, 519
New Folder command (File menu), 95
Newer Technology Gauge Series, 700
News category, Internet control panel, 230
news newsgroups, 252
news server, NNTP host, 227
newsgroups, 252-254
newsreaders, 254
NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol),
227
Normal accounts, Multiple Users control
panel, 9, 321
Note Pad, 673-674
multiple copies, 749

reinstalling, 749
text documents, 750
Note Pad File, System Folder, 259
number formats, 308
Numbers control panel, 308

0
OK button, 73
OneApp Secret Folder utility, 700
Open command (File menu) keyboard
shortcut, 86
Open dialog box, 163-164
aliases and, 362-363
keyboard shortcuts, 167-168
Open with Process utility, 700
OpenGL, 37
opening
applications, dragging, 49- 50
disks, Finder, 86- 87
documents
Apple menu, 158-160
Application Switcher, 171
application unknown, 157- 158
compatible applications, 156
Finder, 156-1 58
from application, 163-168
Launche~ 160-162
multiple, 156
startup, 162-163
encrypted files, 190-191
files, Finder, 86- 87
folders, 45, 165
Finder, 86-87
programs
Apple menu, 158-160
Finder, 156-158
Launche~ 160-162
startup, 162-163
shared disks, Networ k Browser, 552
shared folders, Netwo rk Browser, 552
windows automatically, 727

Index+ 0-P

orientation, printing, 421
original item, aliases, 737
finding, 357-358
selecting new, 358
orphaned aliases, 356-357
OSA Menu, 700
outline fonts, 372, 384- 386
outline format, Finder window, 54
Outlook Express. See also e-mail, 235-242
attachments to messages, 240--242
compression, 242
formats, 241
methods, 241-242
receiving, 242
Internet Setup Assistant, 235- 236
newsgroups, 253-254
preferences, 235-236
receiving messages, 237-238
replying to messages, 239-240
scripts and, 644
sending messages, 239-240
viewing messages, 237
window, 236-237
Owner access privileges, 590--591
Owner Password, network identity, 573
owners
access privileges, 558
file sharing privileges, 581-582
Multiple Users, 318

p
page attributes, Color StyleWriter page setup,
435-436
Page Attributes, LaserWriter 8 Page Setup,
421-422
page description language, 373
page ranges, printing, 426
page setup, 417-4 18
Color StyleWriter, 435-436
Color StyleWriter 6000, 439
ImageWriter II, 446-447

LaserWriter 300/l...S, 444-445
LaserWriter 8, 420--424
custom page size, 423- 424
page attributes, 42 1-422
PostScript options, 422- 423
saving settings, 424
Page Setup command, 417-418
palettes, 71
active windows and, 75
Panels, Multiple Users control panel, 9, 322,
342-345
panels, System Folder, 259
panoramas, QuickTime, 450
paper size, LaserWriter 8, 421
paper source, printing cover pages, 429
partitioning hard disks, 173, 754-756
memory protection and, 5
optimum volume size, 756-758
passphrases, voice verification, 12
creating, 338-340
passwords
Apple File Security, 14, 661
changing, 337-338
Chooser, 546-547
hard disk, 746
Keychain, 3, 12, 310
login, 336
Multiple Users, 7
alternate passwords, 327-328
changing by users, 323
Outlook Express, 236
selecting, 13
selection tips, 739
Setup Assistant, 840
users, new, 321
Paste command, icon names, 80
pasting
between documents, 174
icon names, 710
movie clips, QuickTime, 468
patches. See also updaters, 795
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Path utility, 700
patterns, desktop background, 197
PC disks, 182
PC files
file name extensions, 182-184
mappin g, 182-186
PDF files
printing, 432
Sherlock and, 138
peer-to-peer file sharing, 570
perceptual matching, color printing, 427
Performa Macintosh, ins tallatio n, 828- 829
performance
hiding windows and, 752
problems, troubles hooting, 799-800
virtual memory and, 508-509
periodic maintenance, 774-775
troubleshooting and, 765-769
Personal category, Internet control panel, 230
personal printers
selecting, 397-398
setup, 399-400
Personal Web Sharing, 47-48
Phone Quality sound, SimpleSound, 680
PhoneNet-style LocalTalk, 515
PICT image format, 25
pictures, desktop background, 198-199
PlctureViewer, QuickTime, 24, 674-675
pixels, 284
icons, custom, 204
PlainTalk 2.0, 12, 27- 29
Text-to-Speech software, 604-6 10
platinum appearance, 193
playing sounds, SimpleSound, 679
plug-ins, Sherlock, 21-22
PlugAiert utility, 700
PlusMaker, 109
pointer
aliases,353
balloon help and, 209
size, 719

POP account, e-mail, 226
pop-up menus, 68
pop-up windows, 42, 104-1 06
closing, 106
movi ng, 106
s izing, 106
PopChar Pro utility, 701
PopupCD utility, 701
ports
networks
AppleTalk, 520, 521
Ethernet, 516-517
LocaiTalk, 515
printers, personal, 400
position of desktop picture, 199
posters, QuickTime movies, 470-471
PostScript fonts, 60, 373
names, 374
TrueType font comparison, 373- 374
Type 1, 373
Type 3, 373
PostScript options, LaserWriter 8 page setup,
422-423
PostScript printers, 381-382
Desktop Printer Utility, 666-667
drivers , 393-394
PostScript Translator desktop printers, 402
Power Macintos h, installation, 828- 829
Power Speed Mouse utility, 702
Power Windows utility, 702
PowerBar Pro utility, 701
PowerBook
BatteryAmnesia utility, 688
Mac OS installation, 822
Mouse Keys, 279
Password Security dialog box, 746
passwords, 746
sleeping, 301-303
video mirroring, 286
PowerMenu utility, 701
PowerPCs, 6

Index+ P

PowerPC G3, OS X and, 6
PowerPC processors, OS 9 and, 6
PowerSaver Tweak utility, 701-702
PPD (PostScript Printer Description) files,
294
desktop printers, 403-404
PPP (point-to-point protocol), 223
PPP Connect Script, Internet connection,
222-223
PRAM (parameter RAM), 797
preemptive multitasking, 4
preferences
Control Strip, 294-295
CoolViews utility, 689
corrupted, 793-794
Finder, 44, 115
Setup Assistant, 840
general, 275-276
keyboard,276-280
language, 304-308
Location Manager and, 295-299
monitor, 284-292
mouse, 276-280
Outlook Express, 235-236
Panels, Multiple Users, 344-345
PrlntMonitor, 415
Regional, 839
sound,280-284
System Folder, 259
Preferences folder, 59, 270--271
Preferred application memory, 497
Present Movie command, QuickTime Player,
459
Print button, browsers, 246
Print command, 417-418
print jobs, 408
print order, desktop printers, 410-411
print queue
desktop printers
deleting print requests, 411-412
hold, 411-412

multiple print requests, 412
print order, 410-411
redirecting print request, 410
scheduling print requests, 411
stopping/starting printing, 412
PrintMonitor
order, 414
scheduling requests, 414-415
stopping/starting printing, 415
viewing queue, 413-414
print requests, 408
desktop printers, scheduling, 411
printer drivers, 392-395
AdobePS, 394
desktop printers, 403
LaserWriter 8, 393
non-PostScript, 394-395
PostScript printers, 393-394
PPD (PostScript Printer Description) files ,
394
PSPrinter (Adobe), 394
selecting, 395-396
Printer overview, Apple System Profiler, 663
printer profile, color printing, 428
printer-specific options, 434
printers
ColorSync and, 34-35
default, selecting, 395-401
Desk.Jet, 394
desktop, 400- 401
creating, 402-404
default, changing, 405-406
editing setup, 407
Hold, 402
LRP (TCP/IP), 402
PostScript Translator, 402
queue,410-413
settings, changing, 404
status check, 406-407
USB, 402

~ntinued
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printers (co ntinued)
desktop icons, 52-53
Desktop Printer Utility, 401-404
DeskWriter, 394
Epson Stylus, 394
fonts , 382
lmageWriter II, 394
LaserWriter, 394
LaserWriter 8, 393
LaserWriter 8.7, 37
networked, 396-397
personal, selecting, 397-398
PostScript, 381-382
drivers, 393-394
setup, 399-400
Setup Assistant, 840
s hared printers, 397-398
spool files, 408
StyleWriters, 394, 395
printing
applications' File menu, 420
background,408-416,426- 427
Color StyleWriter 6000, 442-443
Chooser, 391
collated, 426
color, 438, 442
Color Matching, LaserWriter 8, 427-428
Color StyleWriter, 434-438
Color StyleWriter 6000 options, 438- 444
copies, 426, 437
Color StyleWriter 6000, 440
cover pages, LaserWriter 8, 428-429
Desktop Printer Utility, 666-667
destination, 425
Download Manager, 419
EPS files, 419
Finder, 418-4 19
fonts
downloading, 429
LaserWriter 8, 429-430
lmageWriter II options, 446-448

imaging options, 433- 434
job logging, LaserWriter 8, 430
Key Caps, 673
LaserWriter 300/LS, 444- 446
LaserWriter 8 options, 420- 434
orientation, 421
page ranges, 426
Page Setup command, 417- 418
paper source, 426
Print command, 417-418
printer-specific options, 434
priority, 427
ranges, 437, 440
Save as File o ption, 431-433
smoothing fo nts, 422
smooth ing graphics, 423
watermarks, Color StyleWriter, 436
Printing menu, Finder, 405
PrintMonitor
memory, 496
preferences, 415
print q ueue
order, 414
scheduling requests, 414- 415
sto pping/starting printing, 415
viewi ng, 413-414
PrintMonitor, System Folder, 260,413-416
priorities
fonts, 381-384
print jobs, 427
Private access privileges, 594
Privileges, Multiple Users, 325-328
processor requirements, installation, 828
Production information, Apple System
Profiler, 663
profiles
ColorSync, 34-35
FontSync, 16
monitors, 288-29 1
program linking, AppleScript and, 645-652
scripting across networks, 648--652
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setup, 645-648
Program Switcher utility, 702
program windows, icons and, 170
programmer's window, 720
freezes and, 788
programming, Game Sprockets and, 35-36
programs
Application Switcher, 170-172
launching, 155
memory use, checking, 173
multiple open, 168- 173
opening
Apple menu, 158-160
Launche~ 160-162
startup, 162-163
opening multiple, managing, 168-173
renaming, 79
startup, quitting, 752-753
switching between, 51, 169-172
pronunciation, speech recognition
and, 608
protocols, 520
PSPrinter driver, Adobe, 394
PSPrinters, setup, 399
Punjabi language kit, 308
push-to-talk method of speaking commands,
612-613
Put Away command, 98- 99, 107,559

Q
QuickDraw, 466-467
QuickNailer utility, 702
QuickTime, 19,24-27
adding movie tracks, 469
audio-only movies, 748
chapters, 456
compressed images, 452
controller, 454-456
controls, 747
copying clips, 467- 468
deleting clips, 468

deleting movie tracks, 469
direction of playback, 455
echo effect, 470
editing movies, 467-472
file size, 451-452
Macromedia Flash controls, 27
memory, 496
movies at startup, 717
new movies, blank, 470
pasting clips, 468
pausing movie, 455
PictureViewer, 674-675
playing movies, 454-463
posters, 470-471
QuickDraw, 466-467
replacing clips, 468
resolution, 451-452
saving movies, 471-472
selecting clips, 467-468
software, acquiring, 452- 453
sound, 455
sound movies, recording, 479
speed of playback, 455
stepping forward/ backward, 455
streaming media, 26, 462-463
tracks, 451
QuickTime Player, 24-25, 456, 675-676
controls, 458
Favorites, 457
frames, playing all, 462
interface, 457-458
looping playback, 460
movie presentation, 459
Play All Movies command, 462
portions of movies, 460-461
resolution, 459
texttracks,459-460
window size, 458-459
QuickTime TV, 26
QuickT!me VR, 463-466
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R
radio buttons, 73
RAM disk
downloading to, 759
memory and, 503-505
RAM Doubler, 510-511
video capture and, 484
RAM, dynamic allocation, 5
RamBunctious utility, 702-703
Read & Write access privileges, 587
Read access privileges, 587
reading documents aloud, speech recognition
and, 607
rebuilding the desktop, 716
troubleshooting and, 766-768, 797
rec newsgroups, 253
receiving e-mail, 237-238
Recent button, Network Browser, 554-555
Recent menu, Navigation Services, 167
recording scripts, AppleScript, 624-625
recording sound
AIFF files, 4 78
alert sounds, 477-478
audio COs, 477-479
recovery, erased disks and, 108
Regional preferences, 839
registered users, networks, 583-585
access privileges, 584-585
groups, 585-586
relative colorimetric matching, color printing,
427
Reload or Refresh buttons, browsers, 246
ReminderPro utility, 703
Remote Access, 31
Remote Access control panel, 233, 533-539
connection status, 535
DlalAssist option, 534
Remote Access control strip module, 539-540
Remote Access Personal Server, 541-542
remote access, settings, 229
remo te network connections, 528-529

creating, 530-540
Dia!Assist control panel, 532-533
Modem control panel, 530-532
Remote Access control panel, 533-539
speed,529
remote shared items, aliases, 366-369
removable disks
aBased items, 365
cataloging items, 713
Mac OS installation, 829
sharing, 367-368
renaming
aliases, 354
icons, 79-82
repairs, Disk First Aid, 669-670
replying to e-mail, 239-240
Rescued Items folder, 272
ResEdit utility, 703
resolution
Control Strip, 285-286
Monitors control panel, 285
QuickTime, 451-452
QuickTime Player, 459
screen, 284-286
resolving an alias, 351
resources, troubleshooting issues, 801-803
restarting, freezes and, 789
Restricted access privileges, 594
results list, Sherlock, 133, 142-146
find-by-contents, 139-140
manipulating found items, 144
routing, System Folder, 262-264
mistakes, correcting, 265
Runtime for Java, 48

s
S-vldeo cable, 482
S-video output jack, 182
saturation matching, color printing, 28
Save As command (File menu), 178
Save as File option, printing, 431-433

Index+ S

Save command ( File menu), 178
Save dialog box, 178-179
aliases and, 362- 363
servers, aliases, 366
shared folders, 739
saving
documents, 178-181
movies, Quicklime, 471-472
print settings, LaserWrlter 8, 424
scripts, AppleScript, 627-628
searches, Sherlock, 142
servers, keychain, 54 7
stationery pads, 180
users, Multiple Users, 328
Web page location, 249
sci newsgroups, 253
Scrapbook File, System Folder, 260, 676- 677
recovering items, 749
screen
font display, 381
magnification, 292
pictures, 82
resolution, 284-286
screen capture, 742-743
Screen Catcher, 743
script description area, script window,
623--624
Script Editor, 623--624, 677
script recording, 622
script window, Script Editor, 623--624
Scripting Additions, System Folder, 260
scripts, AppleScript, 619-651
analysis, AppleScript, 625--626
commands, conditional, 631-632
fold er actions, 636--64 1
modems, 532
networks, 648-652
saving, 627--628
System Folder, 260
testing, 632
writing from scratch, 628-636

scroll arrows, 200
scroll bars
arrow, 72-73
controls, 200
scrolllng, 40
autoscrolling, 99
dragging in windows , 726-727
scrolling lists, windows, 75
SCSI cards, Ultra-Wide, 830
SCSI Probe utility, 703
Search button, browsers, 246
searc h engines, Inte rnet, 248-249
searches. See also Sherlock
Help Viewer, 212-213
Internet, 21-22,248-249
security
Apple Encryption, 9
Apple File Security, 661
Apple Verlfier, 15
Apple Verifier and, 664
digital signatures, 15
file protection, 120-122
file sharing a nd, 596-599
files, 13-14
Keychain, 3
passwords, selection tips, 739
PowerBook, 746
Security folder, Apple Verifier, 664
Send & Receive button, Outlook Express,
237- 238
sending e-mail messages, 239-240
sensitivity
keyboard, 276-277
mouse, 277-278
serial printers, AppleTalk, 524
serial-cable LocalTalk, 516
server applications, Apple Events and , 620
servers
aliases, Save dialog box, 366
FTP, 56
Continued
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servers (continued)
keychain, saving to, 547
mail, SMTP host, 226
Network Browser and, 549
network time server, 52, 294
news, NNTP host, 227
recently used, aliases, 366
System Folder, 260
services, Color StyleWriter 6000 printer,
443-444
settings, groups, 295-299
setup
desktop printers, editing, 407
File Exchange, 188
Internet connections, 46-47, 219-228
networks,224-225
modems, Internet connections, 221-223
monitors, multiple, 286-287
networks, physical, 514-519
personal printers, 399-400
printers, 399- 400
program linking, 645-648
Setup Assistant, network Identity and, 573
shared disks. See also file sharing, 543-559
access privileges, 556-558, 579-586
aliases, 365-366, 556
designating as shared, 577-579
disconnecting, 559
icon, 579
marking as shared, 578-579
Navigation Services, 555
Network Browser, 548-555
opening, Network Browser, 552
removable, 368-369
startup and, 720
Shared Documents folders, 319, 342
shared documents. See also file sharing, 369
shared folders. See also file sharing, 543-559
access privileges, 556-558, 579-586
aliases,365-366,556
designating as shared, 577-579

disconnecting, 559
enclosing folders and, 740
finding, 728
icon, 579
marking as shared, 578-579
Navigation Services, 555
Network Browser, 548- 555
opening, Network Browser, 552
Save dialog box, 739
startup and, 720
transferring, 558
shared printers, selecting, 397- 398
shareware, 685-686
fonts, 386
Sharing command, 120-121
sharing files. See file sharing
sharing windows, access privileges and,
557-558
Sherlock, 19,20-23, 127-154,678-679
Boolean searches, 148
channels, 23, 128-129
commands, 145-146
contents of searches, 137-142
creator, 137
custom searches, 133-137
database, 21
file name search, 132-133
file searches, 20-2 1
file type, 137
indexes, disk volumes, 140-142
interface, 127-132
Internet searches, 21-22, 146-153
adding sites, 152-153
channels, 150-152
launching, 128
multiple searches, 142
PDF files and, 138
plug-ins, 21-22
results, 142-146
results list, 133
find-by-contents, 139-140

Index+ S

saving searches, 142
title bar, 131
Web page searches, 147-150
window, 128-132
Shortcuts menu, Navigation Services, 166
Show Balloons command, 209
Show Clipboard command, 360
Show Original command, 46, 357
ShrinkWrap utility, 703
shutdown
housekeeping practices, 771
scheduled automatic, 304
Shutdown Delay utility, 704
Shutdown Items, System Folder, 260
SIMMs (single in-line memory modules), 509
Simple Finder, 85- 86
SimpleSound, 679-680
SimpleText, 680--681
clipping Hies and, 750
graphics and, 751
singing speech recognition software, 760
size
aliases,353
application memory, 496-498
fonts
fixed-size, 372
selecting best, 374-375
pointers, 719
system memory, reducing, 753
Size option, Sherlock, 136
sizing windows, 73
Application Switcher, 171
pop-up, 106
sleep options, 300--303
desktop computers, 758
manual triggering, 303
scheduling,304
shortcuts, 758
waking up, 304
sliders, windows, 74
Sloop utility, 704

Slow Keys, Easy Access control panel, 278,
280
Smaller button, browse rs, 246
smart zooming, 91
smoothing fonts, 60, 196, 378-379
printing and, 422
smoothing graphics, printing and, 423
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer protocol) host,
e-mail, 226
snapping
buttons, 42
icons, 42
Snapz Pro utility, 704
Snitch utility, 704
soc newsgroups, 253
software
antivirus software, 786
backup software, 786
diagnostic utilities, 786
freeware, 685-686
installation, troubleshooting and, 772
libraries, 684
Mac OS installation, obtaining, 813, 815
printer drivers, 392-398
QuickTime, acquiring, 452-453
shareware, 685-686
speech recognition applications, 617
up-to-date, troubleshooting and, 770--77 1
updating, 309
utilities, 687- 708
sources, 683-685
video, 481
software license, 833
Software overview, Apple System Profiler, 662
Software Update, 15-16
Software Update control panel, 309
sorting
Apple menu items, 160
list views, 112
Sherlock results, 143
Continued
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sorting (continued)
users & groups, 580
views, 88
sound, 200-201
alerts, 719
audio CDs, 475-477
Control Strip, 283-284
input, 282-283
input options, 476-477
MP3s, 477
output, 283
preferences, 280-284
QuickTime, 455
QuickTime sound movies, 479
recording
AIFF files, 478
audio CDs, 477-479
SimpleSound, 679-680
startup, 717
Sound Strip module, 283
sound track, 200-201
SoundApp utility, 704
SoundMaster utility, 705
sounds
alerts, 281-282
System Folder, 262
SoundSprocket, 36
speakable commands, 614-617
Speakable Items, PlainTalk, 27-28, 29
speakers, 201
audio COs, 476
sound output, 283
speaking commands, speech recognition,
612-614
attention key, 614
code name method, 613-614
special characters in Help Viewer, 213
special folders, Finder, 272
replacing, 724
Speech Quality sound, SimpleSound, 680

speech recognition. See also PlainTalk, 27-29,
603-618
aliases and, 616
AppleScript, 616-617
English Speech Recognition module, 604,
610-617
jokes, 760
MaclnTalk 3 speech synthesizer, 610
MacinTalk Pro speech synthesizer, 610
memory, 496
menu commands, 616
pronunciation, 608
quality of speech, 608-610
reading documents, 607
SimpleText and, 681
singing, 760
software applications, 617
speakable application items, 615
speakable commands, 614-617
speaking commands, 612-614
speaking on command, 607-608
Text-to-Speech software, 603-604, 604-610
turning on/off, 611
Via Voice, 610
voices, 604-606
Speech Typer speech recognition program,
617
SpeechTyper utility, 705
speed
games, video, 35
increasing, 800
SpeedShare utility, 705
spool file, printing and, 408
Spring Cleaning (Aladdin Systems), aliases
and, 357
spring-opening files/folders, 45, 102-103
sprites, QuickTime, 450
Standard installation, 827, 830-835
standard menus, 67
startup, 61
aliases and, 363

Index+ 5

audio COs, 480
blank window at, 720
chime, volume, 717-719
custom screen, 716-717
disk, 106
backup, 798
initializing, 798
Extensions Manager and, 270
file loading sequence, 267
files, 265-270
adding/removing, 266- 267
deactivating, 266
memory use, 501-502
messages, 721-722
messages at, 363-364
opening items at, 162-163
programmer's window, 720
programs, quitting, 752-753
QuickTime movies, 717
scheduled automatic, 304
settings groups, 297
shared items, 720
sound, 717
troubleshooting, 791-792
Startup Items, System Folder, 260
aliases and, 726
startup management utilities, 266
stationery pads, 177-180
Stickles, 681-682
warning, stopping, 750
Stickles File, Preferences folder, 271
Sticky Keys, Easy Access control panel, 278,
280
sticky menus, 45
Stop button, browsers, 246
streaming media, 462-463
QuickTime and, 26
Stufflt Expander, 567
StyleWriter printers, 394, 395
submenus, Apple menu, 159-160
Suggested application memory, 497

suitcases, fonts, 375-376
s uites, AppleScript, 626
Super Comments, 705
Super Save utility, 705-706
SuperTools utility, 706
Suspended.image, System Folder, 260
SwitchBack utility, 706
switching folders, 738
switching programs, hiding windows
and, 752
symbols
Key Caps and, 671-673
menus, 70
symmetrical multiprocessing, 5
synthesized music, QuickTime, 450
System 7 Sound, 262
System Enabler, System Folder, 260
System Folder, 59-60, 257-274
adding items, 262-264
aliased items, 364-365
contents, viewing, 261
disabled items, 260
moving items, 59, 262
opening items at startup, 162-163
protection, 121-122
removing items, 264-265, 726
routing
automatic, 262-264
manual, 264
sounds,262
System Folders, Apple System Profiler, 664
system fonts, 195- 196
system heap, memory, 496
system information, Apple System Profiler,
661-664
system memory, reducing s ize, 753
System Picker utility, 706
system resources, Carpetbag utility, 688
System Resources, System Folder, 260
system voice, Talk-to-Speech, 604- 605
System, System Folder, 260
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systematic troubleshooting steps
back up, 795
backup and initialize startup dis k, 798
diagnostics, 796
documentation, 796
extension problems, 796
installing Mac OS, 798
PRAM, 797
rebuilding the desktop, 797
virus check, 796

T
tabs (dividers), windows, 75
s ize, 726
talk newsgroups, 253
Talking Alerts, 604, 606
TCP/IP
connections, configuration, 252-528
file sharing and, 29-30
settings, 228
user modes, 526-527
technical support, 803
TechTool Freeware, 706
templates, stationery pads and, 179
Temporary Items folder, 272
testing scripts, 632
Tex-Edit Plus utility, 706-707
text
behavior, setting, 307
QuickTime, 450
SimpleText, 680-681
Text control panel, 307
Text Encodings, System Folder, 260
text tracks, QuickTime Player, 459-460
Text-to-Speech software, 603-604, 604-6 10
singing, 760
voices, 604-606
The InformiNIT utility, 696
themes, 201-203
threading, 4
Time and Date control panel, 745

time and date, Setup Assistant, 839
time zone, 293, 744
time-based data, QuickTime, 449
time. See date and time
timecode information, QuickTime, 45 1
title bar, 72
Sherlock, 131
TitlePop utility, 706-707
Tone/Pulse setting, modem setup, 222
toolbar buttons, browsers, 245-247
trackball sensitivity, 277-278
trackpad sensitivity, 277-278
tracks, QuickTime movies, 451
translating documents from other
applications, 181-188
translation choices, 187
Trash
contents, 101
disks, dragging to, 107
emptying, 100-102
file sharing and, 102, 742
locked items, 730
multiple icons, 361
Network Trash folder, 579
rescuing Items , 730
retrieving, 730
warnings, turning off, 729
Trash folder, 272
Trash It! utility, 707
Trojan horses, 770
troubleshooting
applications, 792-795
error messages, 790-791
experimentation and, 772- 773
extensions, 784-785
freezes and crashes, 786-789
housekeeping practices, 771-774
incompatible programs, 794
maintenance schedule and, 774-775
memory, 799
Multiple Users, 345-349
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performance problems, 799-800
periodic maintenance, 765
disk defragmentation, 768-769
disk diagnostics, 766
rebuilding the desktop, 766-768
preferences, corrupted, 793-794
preventive measures, 764-765
resources,801-803
shutdown, 771
software installation, 772
startup, 791-792
systematic steps
back up, 795
backup and initialize startup disk, 798
diagnostics, 796
documentation, 796
extension problems, 796
installing Mac OS, 798
PRAM, 797
rebuilding the desktop, 797
virus check, 796
tools and utilities, 775-786
up-to-date software, 770-771
video performance, 800
virus protection, 786
virus protection and, 769-770
viruses, 800
TrueTypefonts,60,372
font suitcase, 374
FontSync and, 16
PostScript font comparison, 373-374
Type 1 PostScript fonts, 373
Type 3 PostScript fonts, 373
Typelt4Me utility, 707

u
UltraFind utility, 707
Umich mac.archive, shareware and, 684
Undo command, 80
universal access privileges, 593
Universal installation, 827, 837-838

unmounting disk, 107
updaters. See also patches, 795
updates, software, 15-16
upgrading memory, 509-510
uploading files, 560
URLs (Uniform Resource Locator), 247
USB desktop printers, 402
USB Overdrive utility, 708
USB support, InputSprocket and, 35
user IDs, keychain and, 12
User Info, Multiple Users, 322-323
user modes
AppleTalk, 521-523
modems, 530-531
Remote Access, 539
TCP/IP, 526-527
User Name dialog box, 321
User/Group access privileges, 590, 591-592
username, Multiple Users, 321
username, networks,583
users
multiple. See Multiple Users
networks, registered, 583-585
registered, networks, 585-586
Users & Groups Data File, Preferences folder,
271
Users & Groups, File Sharing control panel,
580-581
Users folder, 272
Multiple Users, 318-319, 345-346
users, Multiple Users
creating, 320-328
duplicating information, 328-329
editing settings, 328
limitations, 330
Limited accounts, 321
Normal accounts, 321
Panels, 322
pictures, 323
saving, 328
UTCUtils Text Utilities, 37
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utilities, 687- 708
AppSizer, 496
ClickBook, 418
Color StyleWriter printing, 438
Desktop Printer Utility, 40 1-404, 666-667
diagnostic, 786
Disk First Aid, 669-670
Drive Setup, 778-782
fo nts, 375
hard dis k, 818- 819
memory mapping, 495-496
sources, 683-685
troubleshooting aids, 775-786
UTP (unshielded twisted-pair) network
cabling, 516
UUEncode attachment format, 241

v
Version option, Sherlock, 136
versions, comparing at installation, 807-8 12
VersionTracker Online, shareware and, 684
Via Voice for Macintosh, 610
video
Apple Video Player, 665
cable, 482
capturing, 483-485
DVD-ROM, 485-488
performance, troubleshooting, 800
QuickTime, 24-27
S-video output jack, 482
sources, connecting, 482
speed, games, 35
streaming media, 26
viewing, 482- 483
video mirroring, 286-287
View menu, 41
views
button views, 88
buttons, 41
expanding/collapsing folders , 89-90
Finder and, 87-91

icon views, 88
list views, 87-88
options, 114-1 15
sorting, 112
options, 42-44, 112
pop-up windows, 42
sort order, 88
virtual memory, 60, 498
basics, 508
configuring, 506-507
increasing total memory and, 506- 509
performance and, 508- 509
turning on/off, 744-745
video capture and, 484
Virtual utility, 708
virus protection, 769-770
antivirus software, 786
viruses, troubles hooting steps and, 796, 800
Voice Verification, 10, 12
passphrase, creating, 338- 340
voices, Text-to-Speech, 604- 606
volumes, networks
icons, 715
partitioned, optimum size, 756-758
selecting, 547-548
VRAM (video RAM), color and, 285

w
warnings, alert boxes, 71
watermarks, Color StyleWriter, 436
Web browsers. See browsers
Web category, Internet control panel, 230
Web pages
saving location, 249
searches, Sherlock, 147-150
viewing, 243- 248
Web Sharing control panel, 250-252
Web sites
hosting,47-48
HotBot, 146
Lycos, 146
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Yahoo!, 146
weekly maintenance, 774
white-point, monitor, 291
Window Picker utility, 708
windows, 41, 70-76
active, 75-76
arrows, increment, 74
background, 727
blank at startup, 720
buttons, 73
check boxes, 73
closing, 72
pop-up, 106
closing all but one, 724
clutter clean-up, 172-173
collapse box, 72
collapsing, 201
controls, 72-73
disclosure triangles, 74
frames, 73
hiding, 172
temporarily, 51
moving, pop-up, 106
opening automatically, 727
pop-up,42, 104-106
closing, 106
moving, 106
sizing, 106
QuickTime Player, 458-459
scroll bar arrow, 72-73

scrolling lists, 75
Sherlock, 128-132
sizing, 73
pop-up, 106
sliders, 74
tabs (dividers), 75
tabs, shrinking, 726
title bar, 72
zoom box, 72
Windows PCs file sharing, 544
windowshade box, 40
wireless hubs, networks, 519
workspace customization, Multiple Users,
340-341
World Wide Web, 243-248
worms, 770
CD autoplay, 481
WrapScreen utility, 708
Write access privileges, 587
write protection, disks, 122

X-Y-Z
Yahoo! search engine, 146, 248
Zip disks, 106
PCs, 182
Ziplt, 567-568
zones, AppleTalk, 521
Zoom, 91
zoom box, windows, 72
zooming, QuickTime VR, 465
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